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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

OUR liierature is rich enough in works on the principles of
Political Economy. So far as the translator is informed,
however, it possesses none in which the science is treated in
accordance with the historical method. W e may therefore
venture to express the hope that this translation will fill a
place hitherto unoccupied in the literatures of England and
America, and fill it all the more efficiently and acceptably,
as Professor ROSCHERis the founder and still the leader of
the historical school of Political Economy. Were this the
only recommendation of our undertaking, it would not be a
useless one. But a glance at Professor ROSCHER'S
book will
convjnce even the most hasty reader that its pages fascinate
by their interest and are rich in treasures of erudition which
should not remain inaccessible to the English student from
being locked up in a foreign tongue.
The present translation has received, throughout, the revision of the author, and should any imperfections remain in the
rendering of his thought into English, the blame is certainiy
not his, for his revision has been most minute.
The three appendices have been supplied by Professor
ROSCHER
expressly for this edition. As they are intended to
form a part of the work on the Political E c o ~ o m yof Industry
and Commerce, on which he is now engaged, he authorizes
i
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their publication in English, onIy by the publishers of this
edition of his principles; and only for the purpose of being
added to the present translation. He desires especially that
their appearance in their present shape should not in any way
interfere with any of his rights in his forthcoming volume,
and that they should not be translated into any language nor
translated back into German.
T h e essay of Mr. WOLOWSKI,
on the historical method in
Political Economy constitutes no part of Professor KOSCHER'S
book, and neither he nor its author, but only the translator, is
responsible for its appearance here. In it the reader will find
a short sketch of the life of Professor ROSCHER,
brought
down to the date at which the essay was written. T h e translator has little to add to that sketch, all the information he
possesses in addition to what it contains being embraced in
the following lines from a letter received by him from the
author in answer to a request that he would supply the biographical data not to be found in WOLOWSKI'Sessay: c L Y ~ ~
might perhaps say . . . . that I have repeatedly declined calls
to the Universities of Munich, Vienna and Berlin, but that
I have never regretted reinaining in Leipzig."
T h e acknowledgments of the translator are due, in the
first place, to the eminent author himself, for the revision of
the plate-proof of the entire work, and then to Professor
\VILLIAM F. ALLEN,of tht: University of Wisconsin, for his
interest in the progress of the enterprise, and for many valuable suggestions; also to Professor W. G. SUMNER,
of
Yale College, for some excellent hints as to the best translation of certain words in the Appendix on Paper Money.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE,
[tst Edition 1

Vol,~swirt/2sc/2aft
shall, Deo voleelzfe,be completed
in four parts. T h e second shall contain the national economy
of agriculture and the related branches of na:ural production;
the third, the national economy of industry and commerce;
the fourth, of the economy of the state and of the commune
(Gemei~zde/tnushalt). While the entire work shall constitute
one systetnatic whole, each part shall have its own appropriate title, constitute an independent treatise, and be sold separately.
Of the peculiar method which I have followed in this work,
and which will produce still better fruits in the succeeding
volumes, I have given a sufficient explanation in $5 26 E,and
all I desire now is to say a few words on the relation the notes
bear to the text. T h e careful reader will soon be convinced
that of the many citations in this work, not one has been made
from a vain desire of the dis!>lay of erudition. Part of them
serves as the necessary proof of surprising facts adduced, but
which are little known. Another part of them is intended to
incite the reader to the study of certain questions nearly related to those treated in the text, but which are still different
from them. T h e object of the greater number is to supply
information concerning the history of economic principles. A s
far as the sources at my command permitted, I haye endeavored to point out the first germs, the chief stages of development, the contrasts, and, finally, what has been thus far attained In economic science. This sometimes required some
little victory over self, inasmuch as I was conscious of having
My Sysie7;lzder
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independently discovered certain facts, when I afterwards
found that some old and long-forgotten writer had made similar observations. Thus, this work may serve both as a hnndbook and as a history of the literature of Political Economy.
St~ldentsof the science know how little has thus far been
done by writers in this direction. And hence I shail be very
grateful to those who labor in the same field, if they will, either
by writing to me personally, or through the medium of the
press, inform me when I have erred in ascribing a truth, or a
scientifically important error, to its earliest author.
I have already said in the title that this work is intended
not for the learned only, but for all educated men, for men of
a serious turn of mind, who desire truth and science for their
own sake. Like that ancient historian, whom I honor above
all others as my teacher, I desire that my work should be
useful to those, 6aor poui.{aovror r d v T E r~vo,u$v(c)vTG a ~ y i ;
axoit~?uxai r 3 v ,u~i.i,dvrcovi~orka8&; zutd ~ i ~)Y ~ , O C ~ ; T TEOI COO~~ ~ L U Y
xai ;ro,oa,r,a;ri,pal(oviasa8ar. ( Thz~cyclidesI, 22.)
UNIVERSITY
OF LEIPZIG,
End of May, 1854.

AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

FROM THE

AUTHOR'S PREFACES.
[2d to 11th Edition.]

THEpreface to the second edition is dated October, 1856;
that to the third, April, 1858; that to the fourth, April, 1861;
that to the fifth, November, 1863; that to the sixth, November, 186;; that to the seventh, November, 1868; that to the
eighth, August, 1869; that to the ninth, March, 1871; that to
the tenth, May, 1873; that to the eleventh (unaltered), December, 1873. Each successive edition, nearly, has been announced as an improved 'and enlarged one; and the tenth
edition contains one hundred and fifty-sis pages more than
the first, although in places, a large number of abbreviations
had been made from previous editions. There are many
things in some of the previous editions which criticism induced
me, long since, to change. I have considered it my duty to
the public, who gave my work so warm and friendly a reception, to take into consideration, in each successive edition, not
only my own new investigrations, but those also of all others
with which I became acquainted, and, whenever possible, to
correct statistical illustrations from the latest sources. I have
especially, in each following edition, enriched a number of
paragraphs with here and there historical, ethnographic and
statistical features. Plutarch is certainly rlght, spite of the
fact that pedants may abuse him for it, when he says, that
trifling acts, a word and even a jest, are often more important,
as characterizing the life of a people or an age, than great
battles lvhich cost the lives of tens of thousands o~ , i _
I have changed the titles " Ricardo's Law of Rent," and
" T h e Malthusian L a w of the Increase of Population," which
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I formerly used, for others. But I would not be misunderstood here. I hold it to be a duty of reverence in the
learned -CS it has long been practiced in the case of the natural sciences-in the sciences of the human mind to call the
natural laws, methods etc., in acquainting us with which, some
one particular investigator has won very distinguished merit,
by the name of that investigator. In the case of the law of
rent, the application of this rule mrould as unquestionably entitle Ricardo to this honor as as it would Malthus in that of
the increase of population, spite of the fact that Ricardo may
not have succeeded in finding the best possible form of the
abstraction, and although Malthus even, in a one-sided reaction against a former still greater one-sidedness, was not
always able to steer clear of positive and negative errors.
Recent science has endeavored, and successfully, to esamine
the facts which contradict the Ricardoan and Malthusian formulations of the laws in question, and to extend the formulas accordingly. I have myself contributed hereto to the estent of my ability. But, in the interval, it is not hard to comprehend that, while this process of elucidation is going on,
most scholars, those especially possessed more of a dogmatic
than of a historical turn of mind, should estimate these two
leaders more in accordance with their few defects than with
the great merits of their discoveries. If, therefore, I now
drop the title 'i Malthusian law," it is to guard hasty readers
from the illusion that $5 243 seq. teach what the great crowd
understand by Malthusianism; when they might, perhaps,
omit that portion entirely. For my own part, I have no doubt
that, when the process of elucidation above referred to shall
have been thoroughly finished, the future will accord both to
Ricardo and Malthus their full meed of honor as political
economists and discoverers of the first rank.'
1 The author's preface to the t\velfth edition is confined to pointing out the
i~nprovementsetc., made in the eleventh. There is no new preface to the
thirteenth edition of the original, which appeared in 1877.- TRANSLATOR.
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PR,ELIMINABY ESSAY
ON T H E

APPLICATION O F T H E HISTORICAL METHOD
T O T H E S T U D Y O F POLITICAL ECONOMY,

BY M. WOLOWSKI,
MEMBER OF T H E INSTITUTE OF FRANCE-

'LNunquanz6ene $evcz$iemt~s zcsu necessaf*iutnnisi et nouevi)nus j u s illad Z ~ S U
non necessaritbtn. Ncxunz est et colligatum alterurn alteri. N u l l i sunt servi
-Cty., vii, in
fzo6is, car gsestiones dc serzis vexamus? D i g n a int$evifo VOX."
titul. Dig. D e Justitia et Jure.1
LLHomo
S I L ~ ZWu~tm?zi
,
nilril a me alieitum puto."- T e ~ e n c e . ~
"l s t a $re$otens, ac gloriosa jlrilo.~o$lria."- Cicwo, D e Or., I ,

It is no foolish desire to make a vain display of citations, that
induces us, at the beginning of this essay, intended to point out
the results of the application of a new method to the study of
Political Economy, to invoke the authority of a poet and moralist, of a jurisconsult and of a philosopher. The writer finds in
the words just quoted the loftiest expression of the thought
" W c shall never thoroughly understand the reason of customary law unless we also havc a knowledge of that which is not customary. T h e one is
connected and bound to the other. W e have no slaves; why vex ourselves
With questions about slaves?-Words worthy of a novice."
qLII
am a ~ n a n ;I think nothing foreign to me that pertains to man."
"'That excellent and glorious philosophy."
VOL. I.-I

a

PRELIMINARY ESSAY

which dictates these lines, viz.: that the impartial researches
of history, a profound feeling of man's moral and material wants,
and the light of philosophy, should govern in the teaching of
a science, the object of which is to show us how those things
which are intended to satisfy our wants are produced and distributed among the several classes or individuals of a nation;
how they are exchanged one against another, and how they
are consumed.
T h e nineteenth century affords us something more than the
admirable spectacle of the rapid and fertile development of
mechanical power and natural forces. This is but one of the
aspects, we might even say but one of the results, of the general progress of the human mind. T h e renovation of moral
and intellectual studies has served as a starting point for the
application to facts of the conquests of thought. Science has
preceded art.
In the foremost rank of the studies just referred to is philosr$hy, which initiates us into the knowledge of human nature,
the basis of right, and which translates its legitimate aspirations into a language which we can understand; history, that
pro$hctess of the truth, as one of the ancients called it, which
places before us the faithful picture of times past, not by
simply putting together a skeleton of facts, but by following
the living progress of events and the organic development of
institutions. Such, at least, has been the work of those noble
minds who have consecrated their energies to the resuscitation
of ages past, in their true shape, and such is the service for
which we are indebted to them for the successful accomplishment of the reformation of historical studies, which they
attempted with such rare devotion and such marvelous sagacity.
This renovation of history has exerted the most fertile influence in the region of philosophy, in that of law, and we
believe that it will prove no less useful in that of Political Economy. I t has served to put us on our guard against being
easily misled by n priori notions.
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By exhibiting to us the results of the life and of the esperience of centuries, by teaching us by what steps the human
mind has risen to its present eminence, and what the education
given it in the past has been, it has enabled us to ascend from
phenomena to the principles which preside over them; from
facts to the law; and it has substituted for arbitrary assumptions and purely ideal systems, the slow hut progressive work
of the genius of nations. Not that it turns a deaf ear to the
esalted lessons of philosophy, nor that it denies the eternnl relatio~zsresultizg from the uature of thiags. F a r from it. On
the contrary, it supp1;es a solid basis to intellectual investigations, and, so to speak, an answer for all the moral sciences, to
this saying of Rcederer: "Politics is a field which has been
traversed thus far only in a balloon; it is time to put foot on
solid ground."
Neither does history, as thus understood, confine itself to
mere description; it also assumes the office of judge. While
it pulls down much that passion and inaccuracy have reared, and
thus restores respect for the past, it does nbt turn that past into
a fetish. It looks ,it boldly in the face and questions it, instead
of prostrating itself before it and worshipping it with downcast
eyes. Thus, by plainly showing us the many bonds which tie
us to it, it escapes at once both the rashness of impatience and
the wearisomeness of routine.
The impartiality it inculcates is not indifference; and there
is no danger that the justice it metes out to past ages shall degenerate into a vain scepticism or a convenient optimism.
The study of history, thus understood, has another advantage;
it accustoms us to those patient and disinterested investigations,
to those lengthy labors, the positive result of which at first
escapes us for a time, only to burst on our eyes, with so much
more brilliancy, when rigorous research has succeede3 in discovering it. It frees us from the deadly constraint of immediate utility.
There is nothing more fatal to science than the feverish impatience for results which obtains only too much in our own
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days, and which induces people to run after him who is in the
greatest hurry, and which leads to hasty conclusions.
" Research undertaken from a disinterested love of science,"
says the learned Hugo, one of the masters ofthe historical school
of law in Germany,' '' that research which at first promises no
other advantage but truth and the culture of the mind, is precisely that_ which brings us the richest rewards. 'Nould we
not be behind, in all the sciences, if we had clung only to those
principles, the utility of which in practice was already known?
Do we not, to-day, from many a discovery, reap advantages of
which its author never dreamed? "
Doubtless this tendency, unIess restrained by other demands,
is not exempt fi-om danger. W e may be carried away by the
attraction peculiar to these noble studies, withdraw into antiquity and fall into a species of historical mysticism which ends
in the affirmation, that whatever has been is true, absolutely,
and which, instead of confining itself to the explanation of
transitory phenomena, invests them with all the dignity of principles. W e shall endeavor to avoid the peril pointed out by
Mallebranche. "Learned men study rather to acquire a
chimerical greatness in the imagination of other men, than to
acquire greater breadth and strength of mind themselves.
They make their heads a kind of store-room, into which they
gather, without order or discrimination, everything which has
a look of erudition,-I mean to say everything which may
seem rare or extraordinary and escite the wonder of other
people. They glory in getting together, in this archzological
museum, antiques with nothing that is rich or solid about them,
and the price of which depends on nothing but fancy, chance
or passion."
A display of eruditon may obscure the truth, and bury it under its weight, instead of bringing it out into relief. By concentrating the mind on the material vestiges of the past, it
may withdraw it from the intellectual movement of the present, and give us a race of scholars, of great merit, doubtless,
1

Introduction to the Civilistisches Mngazin.
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but who move about like strangers among their contemporaries.
Without a sense for the practical, and without ideas of an
elevated nature, a person may, indeed, be a man of erudition he cannot be a historian. A s the proverb says, the forest cannot be seen, for the trees. T h a t this noble study may bear its
best and most useful fruit; that is, that ft should preserve us
against ambitious fomzulas and destructive chirr~eras,we
must pursue another way.
T h e world," says Montaigne, " is incapable of curing itself. It is so impatient of what burthens it, that it thinks only
of how it shall rid itself of it, without inquiring at what price.
A thousand examples show us that it cures itself ordinarily at
its own cost. T h e getting rid of the present evil is not cure,
unless there be a general amendment of condition. Good does
not immediately succeed evil. One evil, and a worse, may
follow another, like Caesar's assassins, who brought the
republic to such a pass, that they had reason to repent the
meddling with it." Such, too frequently, is the lot of those
who, abandoning themselves to their imagination, and without consulti~lgthe past, mix together promises of liberty and
the despotism of Utopias flhich they would impose on nations
under pretext of enfranchising them. Despising the work of
the ages, they think they can build upon a soil shaken by destruction and crumbled, until it may be likened to moving sand.
Contempt for the past is associated with a passion for
reform. Men think of destroying that which should only
be transformed. They condemn everything that has been,
unconditionally, and launch out towards a new future. T h e
suffering which has been gone through irritates and troubles
the mind. T h e work of pulling down is so easy, it is sup~'osedthat the work of building up is equally so. Hence systems rise, as if the world were to begin anew. T h e pride of
liberty and of human action becomes the principle of science;
and, like all new principles, it pretends to exclusive and absolute dominion. Rationalism governs ; abstract philosophy
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ignores the traditions and the requirements of the life of nations;
and finds now in it, as in geometry, nothing but principles i~nd
deductions. The memory of recent oppression causes US
to act as Tarquin did, and to level down the higher classes instead of elevating the inferior. Liberty and equality then govern by their negative side, instead of exercising the positive and
beneficent influence they should have, to develop all forces to
their utmost, to ennoble the mind, to give more elasticity to
the soul and greater vigor to thought, to give birth to those
varied forms and to that moral energy, which should bring US
nearer to final equality in the bosom of G0d.l
W e forget that no one is bornfree, and that every one
ought to endeavor to become so,
Feindlich ist des Mannes Streben
Mit zer~nalrnenderGewalt
Geht der Wilde durch des Leben
Ohne Rast und Aufenthalt,

-SchiZZe~.

and make himself worthy of liberty, by the exercise of manly
virtue! Because the form has been changed, we believe that
we have changed human nature.
It is easy to understand, why, where these ideas prevail, the
study of the past should be neglected and despised. Efforts
are made to avoid it. Why, it is asked, revive memories of
oppression and misery? The old world is wrecked. It is
annihilated. Peace to its ashes! Or else, after it has been
clcstroyed, it is sought for again; and, under pretext of eradicating the evils existing in it, an attack is made on the eternal
basis on which human society rests, on the laws not made hy
man, and which it is not given to man to change. The world
becomes one vast laboratory, in which the rashest experiments
are multiplied in number, in which mankind is but clay in the
hands of the potter which every pretended "thinker" may
mould at will, by giving him the false appearances of independence and of an emancipated being.
-

1

Daltoyev, De la LibertC du Travail.
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And, indeed, if the will of man be all-powerful, if states arc
to he distinguished fi-om one another only by their boundaries,
if everything may be changed like the scenery in a play by a
flourish of the magic wand of a system, if man may arbitrarily
the right, if nations can be put through evolutions like a
regiment of troops; what a field would the world present for
attempts at the realization of the wildest dreams, and what a
temptation would be otiered to take possession, by main force,
of the government of human affairs, to destroy the rights of
property and the rights of capital, to gratify ardent longings
without trouble, and provide the much coveted means of cnjoyment. T h e Titans have tried to scale the heavens, and
have fallen into the most degrading materialism. Purely
speculative dogmatism sinks into materialism.
All is changed, both men and things. Yet we hear the
same old style of declamation. There are those who wish to
plough up the soil which the harrow of the revolution went
over yesterday; and they believe they are marching in the
way of progress. They do not see that they have mistaken
their age, and that the bold attempts of the past have now
come to possess a directly opposite meaning. Without stopping to inquire to what side the new world inclines, they repeat the same words, and swear in verba mzgistrtri, and go the
road of destruction, believing themselves to be creating the
world anew !
Nothing is more natural than that these excesses should
produce other excesses, in a contrary direction. Moved by
hatred or fear of revolutionary absolutism, nations seek an
asylum in governmental absolutism, or they retrogradc towards the middle ages, and consider the mutual bond of protection ahd dependence of that period as the ideal and thc
realization of true liberty. History is no longer thc organic
development of social life, and nian, like a soldier that
thoughtlessly and capriciously has gone beyond his place of
supplies, is obliged to retrace his steps. T h e reaction is
clearly defined. The past is opposed to the present, not as a
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lesson to be turned to advantage, but as a model which must
be hastily accepted; and men become revolutionary in a backward direction.
However, history, rigorously studied, knows neither these
complaisances nor these weaknesses. It does not descend to
the apotheosis of a past which cannot returq again. T h e real
historical spirit consists in rightly discerning what belongs to
each epoch. Its object is, by no means, to call back the dead
to life, but to explain why and how they lived. In harmony
with a healthy philosophy, it assigns a limit to the vagaries of
arbitrary will, beyond which the latter cannot go. It unceasingly calls us back, from the heights of abstraction, to positive
facts and things.
In the creation of systems, only one thing was wont to be
forgotten, men, who were treated, in them, like so many
ciphers; for intellectual despotism has this in common with all
despotic authority. History teaches us that we can reach
nothing great or lasting, but by addressing ourselves to the
soul. If the soul decays, there can be no longer great thoughts
or great actions. Society lives by the spirit which inhabits it.
It may, for an instant, submit to the empire of force, but, in the
long run, it hearkens only to the voice, of justice. It w-?s thus
that the greatest revolution which history records, that of
Christianity, was accomplished. It addressed itself only to
the soul; but by changing the heartsiof men, it transformed
society entirely.
T h e violent struggle between an imperious dognlatism and
an unintelligent and mistaken attempt at a 1-etrogressive movement is resolved into a higher view, which permits the union
of conservatism and progress. Violent attempts and rash endeavors made, threatened to bring contempt on the noblest
teachings of philosophy, and to make them repulsive to man;
and, on the other hand, a blind respect for the institutions consecrated by history threatened to stifle all examination and all
freedom of judgment.
But a healthier doctrine has permitted us to understand, that
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ure are continuing the work of preceding generations; that we
are developing the germs which they successively sowed;
that nTeare perfecting that which they had only sketched, and
that we are letting drop that which has no support in the
social condition of man. Every thing is connected; each
thing is linked to every other; nothing is repeated. T h e
hopes of sudden and total renovation, based on absolute formulas, vanish before the touch of this solid study. This shows
us how firm and unshaken are those reforms which have begun by taking hold of the minds of men, the precise spirit of
which had penetrated into the souls of whole nations before
they had manifested themselves ir, facts.
L a w and Economy constitute a part of the life of nations in
the same way that language and customs do. T h e power of
history in no way contradicts the supremacy of reason.

These two tendencies, the rationalistic and the historical, are
everywhere found face to face. T h e y carry on an eternal
warfare, which is renewed in every age, under new names
and new forms. Accomplished facts and renovating thought
divide the worlcl between them. They at one time moderate
its speed, and at others, spur it on its way. But these two
forces, instead of compromising the destinies of humanity by
their opposing action, maintain and balance then?, as the contrary impulses given by the hand of the Great Architect has
peopled the universe with worlds which gravitate in space.
Tictor Cousin, a very competent authority on the subject,
has said that the history of philosophy is the torch of philosophy itself. T h e remarkable works which have enriched it in
this direction are \\-ell known. History, on its side, is enlightened by philosophy. Thus, it teaches us not to despise
facts, but at the same time not to be slaves to precedent. It
does equal justice to the incredulous and to the fanatic, to too
practitioners and to intractable theorizers.
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W e may doubtless say with Henri Klimrath, who, in connection with a few others, had undertaken the work of the
1-estoration of historical study in its application to French law,
that there is an absolute, true, beautiful, good and just, the
~dzb
rcctn su~/z??zi
f"ooois,' the supreme reason founded in the
nature of t h i n p 2 T h e eternal truths taught by philosophy
constitute the higher law, a law which dates not from the day
on which it was reduced to writing, but from ?he day of its
birth; and it was born with the divine intelligence itself ' ' ~ I L ~
12012 turn dcrzique i?tczj+it lex esse, cu7)z scrjj+ta est, sed turn cull2
ortn est. Ortu atstem simul est cunt slnente diz~ina."~And
Troplong rightly adds: ('There are rules antei-ior to all positive laws. I cannot grant that the action of conscience and
the idea of right are the work of the legislator. It is not law
that made the family, property, liberty, equality, the idea of
good and evil. It may, indeed, give organization to all these
things, but in doing so, it is only working on the foundation
which nature has laid, and it is perfect in proportion as it
comes nearer to the eternal, immutable laws which the Creator
has engraved on our hearts. What changes is not the eternal
law, the revelation of which comes to man incessantly and by
a necessary action, but the form in which humanity clothes it,
the institutions which man builds on its immutable fo~ndation."~
W e therefore believe in the law of nature, and regret that our
opinion is not shared by Mr. Roscher, at least that he does
not explicitly enough express his faith in it, nor apply it broadly
enough in the beautiful work which we are happy to render accessible to the French p ~ b l i c . ~W e believe in it in its
'

Cicero, D e Leg., I .
Discours PrPliminaire du Code Civil.
3 Cicei-o, D e Leg., 11, 4. "Legem neque hominxn~ingeniis excogitatam,
nec scituin aliquod esse populorutn, sed reternum quiddam quod universum
lnundull~regeret, imperandi, prohibendique sapientia." Ibid.
4 Revue de Legisl. et de Jurispr.
(1841, XIIT, p. 39.) Monte.qqaieu says:
T h e relations of justice and equity are anterior to all positive laws!'
6 Mr. Wolowski translated the second edition of Roscher's Principles into
1
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phmophical sense, and not simply in the juridical scnse attached to it by Ulpian. "Let us not," observes Portalis,
'(confound the physical order of nature, common to all animated beings, with the natural law which is peculiar to man.
W e call lzatural luw, the principles which govern man considered as a moral being, that is, as an intelligent and free being,
intended to live in the society of other beings, intelligent and
free like himself."' Ulpian's famous tripartite division, of natural law, the law of nations, and the civil law, is proof, from
the meaning he attaches to them, either of a misunderstanding or of the imperfect idea which the Stoics had conceived
of the essence of natural law. In vain Cujas exhausted all
the resources of his noble intellect to explain it.2
French, and prefixed the present essay thereto as a preface. Since Wolonski's translation appeared, the original work has gone through eleven editions, been largely increased in size, and enriched with new notes, the result of nearly twenty additional years of research and thought. T h e thirteenth German edition, froin which the present translation is made, is larger
than the first by one hundred and seventy pages.- Trnnslator'saofe.
1 And he adds : " Animals which yield only to an impulse or b1ir.d instinct,
come together only fortuitiously or periodically and in a manner destitute
of all morality. But in the case of men, reason is inixed up more or less
with every act of their lives. Sentiment is found side by side with desire,
and right succeeds instinct. I discover a real contract in the union of the
t ~ seses."
o
I t would be impossible to present a more complete or eloquent refutation
of the definition of the Roinan jurisconsults which debases marriage to the
level of the promiscuous coining together of animals, and which limits the
natural law to the law common to man and beast. 'LJus naturale est quod
natura o~nniaanimalia docuit; nam jus istud non humani generis propriu~n,
sed omnium anilnalium q u z in terra, quse in mare nascuntur, avium quoque
commune est. Hinc descendit maris atque femina: conjunctio, quam nos
~ ~ ~ a t r i m o n iappellamus,
um
hinc liberorum procreatio, hinc educatio; videmus
etenitn cztcra quoque animalia, ferns etiam, istius juris peritiacenseri." D. L.
1, De Just. et Jure.
'Comment. in tit. Dig., De Just. et Jure, VII, 11th Naples edition. The ingenious argument of' the great jurisconsult fhlls to the ground under the beautifill \rordsof Cicero:
Ut justitia, ita jus sine ratione non consistit; soli ratione
L1tentesjure ac lege vivunt." D e Natura Deoruin, II,62. Virtus ratione
constat, hrutre ratione non utuntur, cujus sunt expertia, ergo jure non virunt,
et ut rationis, sic jures sunt expertia." Besides, Cujas himself recognizes
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It is necessary to draw a distinction between physical law
and the law (droz't)of intelligent beings. Doubtless the existence of men as well as that of animals is limited by time.
They both live and die; but the soul escapes the necessities
of material nature.
The moment there is question of rrght, intelligence governs,
reason comes into play, and the science of right and wrong is
appealed to as a guide. Hence the natural law of the human
species is not the physical law which all creatures obey.
It was necessary for us to insist upon these principles. It
was necessary for us to show that there is a law independent
of positive and local law, a law which is not the expression of
an arbitrary will, but an emanation from the nature of things.'
Hence come the features in common which we meet with
everywhere, and the variable forms which develop law in harmony with the special conditions of each civil society.
W e must descend into the very depths of human nature to
discover these eternal and permanent laws; and if the mere
effort of the mind should not reach them directly, they might
be discovered in the phenomena of the life of nations. History atiords us the counter-proof and confirmation of the philosophical doctrine.
The development of society does not afford a mathematical expression of these higher truths. It gives them a form
which is unceasingly modified in the written law. Tlle person
who discovers in them nothing but an absolute rule, looks
upon the changes as evidences of caprice or error. He alone
understands the revolutio~~s
of things who knows their cause
and the necessity which produces them.
how faulty and incomplete was thedefinition he wasdefending: lcAt ne jus
quidem naturale, de quo agimus, est commune omnium animalium quatenus
rationale, est, sed quatenus sensible est, sensui congruit. Tullius participarr
horninem cum brutis. eo quod sentit, sed ratione ab eo differre. Et alio loco:
jus naturale esse commune omnium Quiritium, veluti ut se velint tueri : sed
hoc distare hominem a bellua, quod bellua sensu moveatur, homo etiam m.
tlone."
1 Rossi.
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Solon was right when he gave the Athenians not the most
ped2ct laws, but the best which they could bear.
It is not in the attempts contemporary with the infancy of
society, or nearly so, that we are to look for the complete realization of the precepts of the natural law; for principles obey
the rule laid down by Aristotle. " The nature of each thing
is precisely that which constitutes its end; and when each being has attained its entire development, we say that that is its
own proper nature."'
The ideas of natural law are purified in proportion as society grows enlightened and free; but the truth appears only
successively in the phases it passes through. It allows us to
grasp one aspect of itself after another, but does not surrender
itself entirely, at any one moment, to the investigations of the
historian or the jurisconsult.
History and philosophy interpenetrate and complement one
another.

The two schools, that of philosophy and that of history
have met in our day, in the fie!d of law. Who is there that
does not remember the great and noble contest carried on,
about the beginning of this century, between two descendants of Frenchmen who had sought a refuge in Germany,
and who united in their own persons, and in so marvelous a
manner, the different aptitudes of the country they owed their
origin to, and of the land that gave them birth,- between Thibaut and Savigny?
It would be dificult to find a scientific qucstion of a higher
character, debated by champions more worthy to throw light
upon it.
The Code Napolebn had appeared. It had, to use Rossi's
happy ex~ression,transferred into law the social revolution
1 Politics,

I, ch. I, 11.
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produced by the destruction of privilege. It was the practical
formula espressive of the conquests which had been made.
The philosophy of the eighteenth century had previously
inspired the Prussian Code. And yet, it was on the question of
codification that this memorable controversy was carried on.
T h e two principal combatants, while manfully battling, the one
against the other, continued to hold each other in high esteem,
and the profound study of law was developed in the midst of
the melke.
W e cannot delay long on this subject, nor analyze the arguments advanced by Thibaut' and Savigny? What interests
us at present is not so much the question debated, as the
intellectual movement to which it gave birth. Savigny sustained the ancient law, Thibaut attacked it. Numerous and
distinguished jurisconsults ranged themselves on the one side
and the other. A new school grew up which, with the most
brilliant success, made law throw light on history and history
on law.
The application of the historical method to the study of law
was productive of the.most happy results.
Without acknowledging it to themselves, the chiefs of the
contending parties were each obeying a political impulse.
Savigny was by his birth and his tastes carried into the camp
of conservatism; Thibaut, led by his convictions, into the liberal ranks. Nevertheless, the natural elevation of their genius
preserved them from all exaggeration. The glorious defender
of tradition preserved a liberal spirit, and the ardent advocate
of reform desired no upheaval.
In what more nearly concerns the question with which me
are now occupied, Savigny-while he maintained that law was
something contingent, human, national; and while he brought
~ u into
t relief the practical and exalted character of its successive developments which introduced reform and guarded
1 Uebcr die Nothwendigkeit eines Allgctneinen burgcrlichen Rechts fur
Deutschland.
9Vom Beruf unserer Zeit fiir Gesetzgebung, etc.
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revolution -devclopinents which, not confiding in the
letter of the written law, unceasingly feed the living and
created law, that law- called in the energetic language of a
t C O ~ U Y S'SCScitoyens -is far from
great jurisconsult, a law e c ~ ies
denying the importance of a high and healthy philosophy
which directs man in the cninterrupted labor to which he is
called, in the sphere of jurisprudence.
Men can no more renounce law than language, the forms of
which last they have gradually modified in order to better
translate their thoughts into words. T h e legislator's task is
the successive elaboration of obligatory provisions. H e will
sometimes oppose and sometimes second the natural progress
of law; but, in doing so, it will ever be necessary for him to
ascend to the nature of things, and grasp their relations, jf h e
would not go astray in practice, or lose himself among the
successive and partial changes to which the illustrious Berlin
professor would confine the legitimate ambition of legislative
power. T o g o beyond this, in an age like ours, seemed to
him to be a work of destruction. However, far from denying
the influence of thought, and therefore of philosophy, acting
within its sphere, Savigny invokes its fertile aid.
Thibaut, on the other hand, with more confidence in the
powers of the spirit of modern times, did not believe a good
codification to be impossible. His starting point had been a
cry for national independence H e well knew how much vencration was due those institutions which were the slow and progressive work of national genius, and what was the power they
possessed. H e wished, therefore, to reform, not to abolish
them. H e well understood that the greatness of the Codc NZPolebjt itself, and the respect which it inspired were due to the
fact that its roots ran deep into the soil of the past, even while
the modern idea it contained shone like a bright light in the
~ o r l dof things. Hence, without contesting the value of history, he ~ e f u s e dto acknowledge its right to esclusive reign.'
' I n onc of his latest productions (Uebcr die sogennante historische und
nicllt historische Rechtsschule, Archivcs du Droit Civil, Heidelberg, X X I
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The life and activity prevailing in the study of law, and the
brilliant successes that study has recently achieved, are due, in
great part, to the illustrious representatives of the historical
school. We may add, here, that the French historical school,
which has so worthily inherited the spirit of Montesquieu, has
not achieved less in this direction than the older German
school. It has reconciled the opposing but not mutually hosrS3S) the veteran of the philosophical school, resuming a debate begun a quarter of a century before, energetically defends himself against the erroneous interpretations which it was sought to give to his thoughts.
Does it follow,"
he inquires, 'l that because a man is desirous of reform, he must surrender
the study of the past? And if there be new laws to construe, how could his
evil genius deter him from the necessary knowledge of ancient laws? I s
there a single jurisconsult, who, in the hope of a better future, despises the
meaning and spirit of that which still exists? I do not know even one. .
And when I am accused of passing by the institutions of the past with coldncss and hatred in my heart, because I xvas one of the first to express the
hope of a better future, a charge is laid at my door n-hich is perfectly incomprehensible .. I am reproached with despising the history of law. It
is a slander on me. Al:Llough I have only laughed at these reports, one
man's tnistake grieved me; for that man's name \\.as Niebuhr, . . . . When
he [Niebuhr] returned from Italy to devote himself entirely to science, in
his retreat at Bonn, he passed through Heidelberg, where he remained five
or six days. During a great part of that time we came frequently together.
He was at first a little cold; but Cicero made us friends. After a happy
word let drop concerning that writer, he asked me what I thought of him.
I answered laconically: L If they were burning all the Latin authors, and
I were perlnited to grant a pardon to one of them, I should say, without
hesitation: Spare the works of Cicero.' Me joyfully exclaimed: ' 1 have
at last found a man who judges rightly of Cicero. I share your admiration
for him, and that is the reason I have given my boy the name of hlarcus.'
T h e ice was now broken, and he frankly told me that he could not understand how I could be an inveterate enemy of Roman law and of the history
of law. 1 gave him to understand that 1 had simply been slandered, and I
added, that, in order to live entirely with the classics, I had always refused
to give legal advice, or act as a counsellor, although I might have made a
fortune in that way. I told him that I owed my gayety and vigor, in great
part, to my lo5.e for the classics of all ages, even those outside the domain
of jurisprudence; but that I held, above all things, to the good qualities of
the German nation, and that I did not hesitate to say w ~ t hFacciolotus:
'Expedit omnes gentes Romanis legibus operam dare, suis vivere.'
When he heard those words of mine, he exclaimed with his usual energy

. ..
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tile, tendencies of Savigny and Thibaut. It has conscientiously scrutinized facts to show their concatenation, and to
allow their meaning and bearing to be clearly grasped. A
French jurisconsult, who is at the same time our highest authority in the natural law, opened the way by his excellent essays on the necessity of reforming the historical studies applicable to law; on the influence of the legists on French civilization ' etc.; and by his prefaces, equal in value to whole works,
on hypothecation, sales, loans, partnership, charter-parties etc.
H e may truly be said to have renewed the ancient and prolific
alliance of history and law.
Instead of pursuing a pure abstraction, this historical school
f the knowledge of the life of man and the
has confined i t s ~ l to
evolution of society. It has applied to law, with what success
is well known, the principle which has regenerated the social
sciences, philosophy, letters, history, Political Economy,- sciences which are, so to speak, different provinces of one intellectual empire, which interpenetrate one another without being
confounded one with another, between which no jealous barrier should be raised, and between which reciprocity of exchange should be encouraged by the suppression of factitious
duties, which have existed only too long.
and vivacity: L Habes me constntientcm, lnbcs mc conscnticntem! From
that motncnt all coldness between us was at an cnd, and WC approached,
without any embarrassment, a host of questions in one conversation in
which I cndcavorcd, as I had before, to learn from him.
Thus I receive with sincere gratitudc, all thc works, both useful and profound, which havc appeared in our day on the history of law. I t would be
folly in me to deny the impctus which thc study of positive law has received. Xew sources have been discovered. Their newness and importance have excited the zeal of many scholars who have studied then] profoundly; a fact which made a revicw of the older sources, still by far the
most important, nccessary. These two circumstances soon rendered it itnpcrative to proceed to the making of scrupulous dogmatic researches. T h u s
there now is a ncw lifc among jurisconsults, and a great activity, which, i t
1s my hope, may continue long!'
' Revue dc LCgisl. et dc Jurisprudence, 1834-35.
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IV.
W e need not dwell any longer on the character of the historical method as applied to law, nor on the services it hzs
already rendered. On this point, there can be no two opinions.
And, if any one wonders that we should speak of it at all, in a
work on Political Economy, we can only say to him, that w e
have done so to call his attention to an instructive precedent,
and for the further reason that the same method is peculiarly
well adapted to the study of Political Economy. Its advantages
are the same here, its tendencies the same, and the same motivcs exist to induce us to use it here. In describing the successive phases of the question in the case of law, we have
performed an important part of the task we had imposed upon
ourselves, of vindicating the employment of the historical
method, in the sphere of Political Economy.
T h e study of history is the best and most powerful antidote
against social romances and ideal fancies. F r a n ~ o i sBeaudouin was right when he said: " Ceca sitze historinjuris$rudc~ztia;" and. we are very sure that, without history as an
element in it, Political Economy runs a great risk of walking
blindfold.
T h c human mind has need of being able to know where it
is at any moment, surrounded, as it is, by so many roads, running in so many difl'erent directions. It ought to account to
itsklf for its progress, its deviations from the right path, and
for its mistakes.' History alone can throw any light on questions which are not simply intellectual curiosities, but \vhich,
rather, are most deeply concerned with the vital interests of
society. It confirms the noble teachings of philosophy, by
showing how our life is made up of one unchanging tissue of
relations, and how man, even if he may vary their colors, and
change their desigo, cannot renew their texture.
It teaches us to admire nothing, and to despise nothing, be1

Rossi.
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pond measure. I t enlightens us concerning questions of a
very complicated nature. Witnessing the evolutions of hurnanity, following the development of social facts and theories,
lye better discern principles, and grow wary in relation to the
alchemists of thought, who imagine that society may be made
to undergo a transformation between the rising and the setting
of the sun.
A s there is a natural law, so, too, there are certain princiDies of Political Economy which emanate fiom philosophy, and
may be reduced to one supreme principle; that of liberty and
responsibility. T h e domain of Political Economy is the ZaJor
of generations. But we reject with all our strength, the materialistic doctrine which, inexplicably confusing matters, endeavors to assimilate ideas so distinct as intelligence and
things; and which would descend so low as to employ the
dynnmometer to measure the creative force of man and its results, and which sees only figures where there is a living soul.
Man is an intelligent being, served by organs,' by persofzal
organs, with which the Creator has endowed him, by giving
him a body provided with marvellous aptitudes, by externa2
organs which he finds in nature subjected to his power. Man
was created in the image of God, say the Scriptures, and
these words contain a deep meaning. H e alone, of all terrestrial beings, possesses a spark of divine intelligence. H e alone
has been called to pursue the magnificent work of creation, by
giving a new face to a world to which he cannot add so much
Fts an atom.
LaJor is nothing but the action of spirit on itself and on
matter.2 Hence its dignity and grandeur. Hence, also, the
difficulties in the way of economic studies; since, to consider
them only as concerned with questions of material production,
is to forget that the products of industry are made for man,
not man for industrial products; to ignore the close relation--.

hl.rle Bonnld.
' M . Cot~sirahas brought this out in an admirable manner in llis lectures
on Adam Smith. Cours de Philosophic Moderne.
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ship between their fruitful investigations and the whole circle
of the moral sciences; to debase them and to mutilate them.
From the moment that science concerns itself with man
only, and the action of the mind; from the moment that its end
becomes not simply material enjoyment, but moral elevation,
the questions it discusses become indeed more complex, but
the answer, when found, is more prolific in results. Wealth,
then, is treated only as one of the forces of civilization. Other
interests than purely material ones occupy the first place.
This matter-of-fact philosophy which, according to Bacon's
precept, seeks to improve the conditions of life, bears in mind,
that the most fiuitful source of material development lies in
intellectual development. It humbly recognizes that it is not
the first-born of the Gmily, and draws new strength from this
avowal. From the moment that it is the mind which podttces
and which governs the world, intellectual and moral perfection
become the cause and erect of material progress. "Rut seek
ye first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all
these things shall be added unto you."
T h e increase of production, then, appears an instrument of
elevation in the moral 0rder.l It is energy of soul, intelligence
and manly virtue which constitute the chief source of the wealth
of nations; which create it, develop it, and preserve it. Wealth
increases, declines, and disappears with the increase, decline
and disappearance of these noble attributes of the soul.
Labor is the child of thought. Nothing happens in the esternal world which was not first conceived in the mind. T h e
hand is the servant of the intellect; and its work is successful,
beautiful or useful in proportion to the activity and development of the intellect, and in proportion as the just, the beautiful and the good exert their Fon er over it.
Production is, therefore, not a material, but a spiritual, work.
How, then, can acts and their morality be separated? How
not understand that the market of labor has its own distinct
1 Ckarn?2i~~~w.
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laws, and that education, even from a material stand-point, becomes the highest interest and the most important duty of
society, since on it depends the efficiency of labor?
From the time that, after a long series of years, the doctrine
of Christianity had permeated the law of the civilized world;
from the time that the teaching of Paul, that all men are children of one Father, took form and body, and that the principle
of the equality of all men before their Maker, was supplemented by the doctrine and by the practice of that equality
before the laws, the thinking masses have ecdeavored to discover the wherefore of their actions, and the why of their suffering~. They have called the past to account, and inquired
why they have obtained so limited a share.
The people, therefore, think; and it is, therefore, a matter of
importance that they should think aright. It is of importance,
that they should be guarded against fallacious Utopian promises. Henceforth, there is no security for the stability of the
world but in the contentment of minds. There is no rest for
mankind, unless men will understand the conditions of their
destiny; unless, instead of running,
Toujours insatiable et jamais assouvis,"

l1

after the intosicating cup of material enjoyment-for wants
not governed by the intellect and the heart are infinite in number, and the gratification of one gives birth to another-they
submit to the law of sacrifice, and give play to the noblest
faculty with which the Creator has endowed us, moral empire
over self
W e shall meet on this road, hard of ascent, not only peace
of soul, but goods, more real and more numerous, than those
wit11 which the allurements of error would dazzle our eyes.
The greatest obstacles to be overcome are not material ones,
hut moral difficulties. As Franklin says, in substance, he that
tf'lls you you can succeed, in any way but by labor and economy, is a quack.
But labor is more productive in proportion as it is more in-
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telligent, as hand and mind keep pace with each other, as
good moral habits generate order and voluntary discipline.
Economy is sacrifice, binding the present to the future,
widening the horizon of thought, inspiring foresight, lengthening the lever of human activity, by providing it with new instruments.
Life ceases to be a worry about how the body shali be sustained, and the material world becomes the shadow of the
spiritual. The former is made to serve the latter, and man's
free effort lifts him intoa higher region of thought, and into a
larger field of action. The more mind there is put into a piece
of work, says Channing, the more it is worth.
We, men of to-day, are lookers-on at a marvelous spectacle.
Steam furrows the earth. Industry has taken an immense
start. Mechanical force bends the most rebellious materials.
Chemistry, physics and the natural sciences are discovering a
new world. But whence all this? What is the principle of
this new life? We answer: intellectual and moral progress.
Mind has grown; the soul has been expanded. God has permitted man to be free, and furnished him with the means to
be so.
Thus man, as Mignet has said, becomes that mighty creature
to whom God has given the earth for the vast theater of his
cction, the universe as the inexhaustible object of his knomledge, the forces of nature for the growing service of his wants,
by allowing him, by ever increasing information, to obtain an
ever increasing amount of well-being.
Man is free.- 1789 put in action the sublime precept of the
gospel. He holds his destiny in his own hands. But the
rights which he enjoys impose new duties on him. If equality
be the sentiment which predominates in our day, we should
take care not to confound it with the leveling of Communism.
Nor is it externally to us, but within ourselves, that it should
be developed, by intellectual and moral culture.
History preserves the student from being led astray by a too
serv:!e ac'herence to any system. It exposes the folly of the
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g6socialcontract," and of the idyllic dreams of the advantages
of savage life. It shows that nature, instead of being prodigal
of her treasures, distributes them with a niggardly hand, and
that it is necessary to conquer her by labor, intelligence and patience before we can control her.
It shows us human liberty growing stronger every day,
thanks to moral and intellectual progress, supported by the
two powerful props of property, the complement of man, the
jnaterial reflection of his spiritual power; and capital, the fi-uit
of abstinence, the symbol of moral power and the result of
enlightened activity.
History walks with a firm step, because it feels secure in a
knowledge of the laws of human nature, and in its experience
of the sucessive manifestations of social life. Instead of the
vagueness of ideal conceptions, it allows us to grasp and to
appreciate what is real in life. It does not confine itself to the
study of man. It makes us acquainted with Men, whose
wants ex?.;tend and are ennobled in proportion to the perfection
of their faculties. T h e feelings and the intellect are simultaneously developed in man. T h e savage is the most egotistical of men.
Hence, we believe that Political Economy cannot dispense
with the services of morals and philosophy, of history and
law; for these are branches of one common trunk, through
all of' which the self-same sap circulates.

T h e isolation of the theory of Political Economy is peculiar
to our own day. In more remote times, we find this study
confounded with the other moral sciences, of which it was an
integral part. When the genius of Adam Smith gave it n
distinct character, he did not desire to separate it from those
branches of knowledge without which it could only remain a
bleached plant from the absence of the sunlight of ethics.
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We must renounce the singular idea: that thousands of
years could pass away without leaving any trace of what enlightened men had thought and elaborated in the matter of
Politic21 Economy, amGng so many nations, and that people
should never have thought of cultivating this rich intellectual
domain, while in every other direction, it is easy for us to ascend by a road already cleared up to the most remote antiquity.
It has already been acknowledged, that the classic d u ~ n n i ~ ~ ,
fertilized by intellectual culture on a large scale and on a small
one, was exceedingly rich in vaiuable indications, although
they do not present themselves under the distinct form, which
later aff'ected the different branches of public life.
As to the p-etended pvir12itive siy;z$lLcity of the middle ages,
which it is claimed, prevailed during that period, a species of
economic vegetation, those who maintain it forget the long
series of communistic theories which, at near intervals, found
expression in many a bloody struggle, and whose repression required the combined efforts of Church and State.
Doubtless, it is not in their modern forms that the elements
of politico-economical science are to be found, in the past. But
when we succeed in reuniting the scattered and broken parts;
when we have made our way into the customs, decrees, ordinances, capitularies, laws and regulations of those times; when,
SO to speak, we come, unaware, upon the life of nations, in the
most ingenuous and confidential documents which reflect it
most faithfully because most simply, we may well he astonished
at the results obtained. Where we expected, perhaps, to find
only erudition, we reap a rich harvest of lessons which are all
the more valuable for being disinterested.
Legislative and administrative acts frequently develop rcal
economic doctrines. It is easy to discover in them the onward
course of a theory which plunges directly into practical applications.
What results might we.not expect from these efforts, if the
1 Knzi?. Dic politischc CEkonomic uom Stcmdpunktc dcr geschkhtliehrto
Methode, Braunschweig, 1853.
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genius of investigation and of divination, which has SO elevated historical studies in our day, should have an observing
and penetrating eye in this direction! How limited was the
field on which Guerard erected the scientific monument which
he has left us in his Po@$tique d' Ir?nz'~zon;and how precious
are the lessons he leaves us, since we have here to do, not
with the history of professed doctrines or unlooked-for events,
but with the historical development of economic society which
shows us the living march of principles.
VI.
Politital Economy is not, as we have just said, a new science. It has been a distinct science only a short time. Until
the eighteenth century, it was confounded with philosophy,
morals, politics, law and history. But it does not follow, that,
because it has grown so in importance, as to deserve a place
of its own, its intimate relationship with the noble studies
which had until then absorbed it should cease. There is another consequence also to be deduced from this. From the
moment that Political Economy ceases to be considered a new
science, it finds a long series of ancestors behind it, since it
is compelled to investigate a past to which so many bonds
unite it. This duty may iccrease its difficulties,but, at the same
time, it singularly adds to the attractions of a study which, instead of presenting us only with the arid deductions of dogmatism, comes to us with all the freshness and all the color of
life.
W e may allow those who make Political Economy simply a
piece of arithmetic to ignore these retrospective studies and
their importance; for mathematics has little to do with history. Rut it is otherwise with the life of nations. These
would discover whence they come, in order to learn whither
they are tending.
They are not obeying a vain interest of curiosity, as J. B.
Say supposed, when, in sketching a short history of the pro-
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gress of Political Economy, he said: a However, every kind
of history has a right to gratify curiosity." It is a thing to be
regretted, that this eminent thinker could thus ignore one of
the essential elements of the science to which-he rendered
such great and unquestioned services. A sense for the historical was wanting in him. " T h e history of a science," he
w r i t c ~ "is
, ~ not like the narration of things that have happened.
What \voulc! it profit us to make a collection of absurd opinions, of decried doctrines which deserved to be decried? It
woulcl be at once useless and fastidious to thus exhume them
in case we perfectly lcnew the public economy of social bodies. It can be of little concern to us to learn what our predecessors have dreamed about this subject, and to describe the
long series of mistakes in practice which have retarded man's
progress in the research after truth. Error is a thing to be
forgotten, not learned." A s if that which was once to be
found in time is not to-day to be found in space; as if there
ever was an institution that did not have its mkso~zd' dre and
had not constituted a resting place in the search after a higher
truth or of a more intelligent and salutary application of an old
one! There are a great many actual systems and a great
many present facts which can be understood only by the help
of history; and how frequently would not an acquaintance
with history serve to keep us from taking for marvelous' inventions the antiquated machinery of other ages, whose only
advantage and only merit are that they have remained unknown. Mow much of the pretended daring of innovators has
been old trumpery which the wisdom of the times had cast
off' as rubbish. Besides, as Bacon has said: "Verumtamen
s z p e necessarium est, quod non est optimum."

* Cours Complet d'

Econo~nie politique, 11, 540,6d. Guillaumin.
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VII.
It is not the result of mere chance that the greatest econom i s t ~have been both historians and philosophers. W e need
only mention Adam Smith, Turgot, Malthus, Sismondi, 'Droz,
Rossi and LBon Faucher. It is too frequently forgotten that
the father of modern Political Economy, Adam Smith, looked
upon the science as only one part of the course of moral philosophy which he taught at Glasgow, and which embraced
four divisions:
I . U/~iversnlti5eoZogy. -The
existence and attributes of
God; principles or faculties of the human mind, the basis of
religion.
2 . Ethics.Theory of the moral sentiments.
3. Moralpri~zct$Zes relatifzg tojustice.- In this, as we learn
from one of Adam Smith's pupils in a sketch preserved by
David Stewart, he followed a plan which seems to have been
suggested to him by Montesquieu. H e endeavored to trace the
successive advances of jurisprudence from the most barbarous
times to the most polished. H e carefully showed how the
arts which minister to subsistence, and to the accumulation of
property, act on laws and governments, and are productive
of advances and changes in them analogous to those they experience themselves.
In the first part of his course, as we learn from the same
authority, he examined the various political regulations not
founded on the principle of justice but in expediency, the
object of which is to increase the wealth, the power and the
prosperity of the state. From this point of view, he considered the political institutions relating to commerce, finance, the
ecclesiastical and military establishments. His lectures on the
diRerent subjects constitute the substance of the work he aflerwards published on the wealth of narions. A pupil of Hutcheson, Adam Smith always applied the experimental method,
" \\fhich, instead of losing itself in magnificent and hazardous
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speculations, attaches itself to certain and universal facts discovered to us by our own consciousness, by language, literature, history and society."l Before taking the professorship
of philosophy, Adam Smith had taught belleslettres and rhetoric in Edinburgh, in 1748. H e had written a work on the
origin and formation of languages; and it was because he had
profoundly studied the moral sciences that it was given to hiln
to inaugurate a new science and to become a great economist.
Mr. Cousin has laid great stress on Adam Smith's taste and
talent for history. "Whatever the subject he treats, he turns
his eyes backward over the road traversed before himself, and
he illuminates every object on his path by the aid of the torch
which reflection has placed in his hand. Thus, in Political
Economy, his principles not only prepare the future but renew
the past, and discover the reason, heretofore unknown, of
ancient facts which history had gathered together without understanding them. It is not saying enough to remark that
Adam Smith possessed a great variety of historical information; we must add that he possessed the real historical spirit."
Thanks to this eminent faculty of his, the Glasgow philosopher acquired great influence over minds. In 1810, when the
French empire had reached the zenith of its greatness, Marwitz wrote: " There is a monarch as powerful as Napoleon:
Adam Smith." W e need not recall Turgot's historical researches.
Malthus' chief title to distinction, his work on Population,
is as much a historical work as a politico-economical one; and
it is not sufficiently known that he was professor of history
and Political Economy in the college of the East India Company at Aylesbury.
We need say no more on this subject. T h e works of the
other writers whom we have mentioned are too well known
to permit any one to think that they excluded history and
moral science from the study of Political Economy, Hence
p
-
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the school which has risen up in Germany,' and which is endeavoring to do for Political Economy what Savigny, Eichhorn, Schrader, Mommsen, Rudorif, and so many other illustrious scholars have done for jurisprudence, cannot be rightly
accused of rashness. It has done nothing but unfurl the noble
banner borne by the most venerated masters of the science.

VIII.
A t the head of this school stands William Roscher, professor of Political Economy at the University of Leipzig, whose
excellent work, T h e Principles of Political Economy, in which
he follows the historicaE method, we have just translated.
William Roscher is (1857) scarcely forty years of age. H e
was born at Hanover, October 21, 1817. His laborious
and simple life is that of a worthy representative of the science.
"You ask me," he wrote us recently, "to give you some information concerning the incidents of my iife. I have, thank
God, but very little to tell you. Lives whose history it is interesting to relate are seldom happy lives." H e confined
himself to giving us a few dates which are, so to say, the
landinarks of a career full of usefulness. Roscher, from 1835
to 1839, studied jurisprudence and philology at the universities of Gijttingen and Berlin. T h e learned teachers who es1 W e here append an extract froin Hnitt-dclr Cotztzcn's Geschichte, Literatur, und Eedeutung der NationalBhonomie, Cassel und Leipzig, 1876,p. 7:
" Roscher
is rightfully considered the real founder and the principal representativc of the historical school. This school is continually gaining in
extent, and 112s found, both in Gcrmany and in Prance, the most distinguished disciples-men who honor Roscher as their teacher and master, the
leader \vhose beacon light they follow. Roscher combines the richest positive learning wit11 rarc clearness and plastic bcauty in the prisentation of
his thotlght. These are conceded to him on every hnnd; and it docs not detract froin him, or alter the fact that he posscsses them, that, here and there, an
ill-humored or maliciously snappish critic calls them in question.'' It should
be borne in mind here that Wolo~rskiwrote in ~Sjj;C o n t x n , like Wolow
~ k i D, politico-economical writcr of mark, in IS~G.
- T~,nrt.~l~rloi.'s
note.

. ...
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ercised the greatest influence on his intellectual development
were the historians Gervinus and Ranke, the philologist K. 0.
Mdller and the Germanist Albrecht. It is easy to see that he
went to a good school, and that he profited by it. H e was
made doctor in 1838; admitted in 1840 as Privat-docent at
Gottingen; appointed in 1843 professor extraordinary at the
same university, and called in IS^ to fill the chair of titular
professor at Erlangen. Since 1848 he has acted in the same
capacity in the University of Leipzig, where he was for six
years member of the Poor Board, where he teaches also in the
agricultural college. His fame has g r o a n rapidly. Many of
the German universities have emulated one another for the
honor of possessing him, but he has not been willing to leave
Leipzig. His first remarkable work was his doctor's thesis:
De historic@d o c t ~ i mapud sophistas nz@res ccstigiis, written
in 1855. In 1842, he published his escellent work, which has
since become classical: " T h e Life, Labors and age of Thucydides." l From that time, important works, all bearing the
stamp of varied and profound scientific acquirements, and of
an erudition remarkable for sagacity and elegance, have followed one another without interruption. In 1843, he treated
the question of lusurp with a master hand, and laid the foundation of his great work -only the first part of which has
thus far appeared -at the same time tracing on a large scale
the programme of a course of Political Economy according
to the historical method? In 1844, h? published his historical
study on Socialism and Communism,4 and in 1845 and 1846,
his ideas on the politics and the statistics of systems of agriculture. H e is, besides, author of an excellent work on the
- - -

"eben,
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Werk und Zeitalter des Thukydides.

1Rnu's Archiv., Heidelberg. This remarkable essay has since appeared in

Roscher's Ansichten der Volkswirthschatt voin geschichtlichen Standpunkte,
xS61.- 2'ransIato~'stof fr.
a Grundriss zu Vorlesungen Iiber die Staats~virthschaftnachgeschichtliche~
Methode.
4 Berliner Zeitschrift fdr allgem..Geschichte.

corn-trade;' of a retnarkablc book on the colonial system;? of a
&etch on the three forms of the state;3 of a memoir on the relations between Political Economy and classical a n t i q ~ ~ i t yof; ~
a work of the grc3:est interest, on the history of economic
doctrines in England in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries-a work full of the most curious r e s e a ~ c h e s of
; ~ a book on
the economic principle of forest economy,6 and lastly, of the
great work, the first part of which we have translated, under the
title of The Principles of Political Economy, and which is to
be completed by the successive publication of three other volumes, on the Political Econoniy of Agriculture, and the related
branches of primitive production, the Political Economy of
Industry and Commerce, and one on the Political Economy of
the State and the Commune. This work, when completed,
will be a real cyclopedia of the ~ c i e n c e . ~
Side by side with William Roscher, we must mention a
Kornhandel und Theuerungspolitik, 3d ed., 1852.
Wntersuchungcn uber das Kolonialwesen.
a Ijmrisse zur Naturlehre der drei Staatsformen (Berliner Zeitschrift, 1817IS@).
4 Ueber das Verhiiltniss dcr fiationnlbkonomie zurn klassischen Alterthume (K. Snchs Akademie der Wissenschaft, 1849). Also to be found in
Roscher's Ansichten etc.- Translnior.
6 Zur Geschichte derenglischen Volkswirthschaftslchre im 16 und 17 Jahrh.
6 Ein nationalbkonom. Princep der Forstwirthschaft.
7Ro~cRcr'scomplete work he calls A System of Political Economy." It
embraces the four parts above refcrred to; but each of these parts constitutes
an independent work. T h c first part, or the Principles of Political Economy,
covers the ground generally covcred by English treatises on Political Economy.
r
has written AnsicllBesides the works above mentioned, P ~ , t f e ~ s oRoschsv
tcn der Volks\\irtl~schafta~~s
dern geschichtlichen Standpunkte, zd ed., Leipzlg, I S ~;IDie deutchc Nationaliikonomik an der Grenzscheide des sechszehnten und siebenzehnten Jahrhunderts, Leipzig, 1863; Grundungsqeschichtc des Zollvcreins, Berlin, 1S7o; Betrachtungen uber die geographische
Lage der grossen Stadte, Leipzig, I S ~;Ificrtrachtungen iiber die WLhrungsfrage der deutschen Miinzreform, Berlin, 1S72; Geschichte der NationalSkonomik in Deutschland, Munich, 1874; Nationalokonotnik des Ackerbaucs, Sth ed., Stuttgart, 1875.-Trnnslnior's aote.
1 Ueber
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young econon~ist,Knies, formerly professor at the University
of Marburg, but whom political persecution compelled to accept a secondary position at the gymnasium of SchafYhausen,
for a time, and who fills, to-day, in the University of Freiburg.
in Hreisgau, a position more worthy of his great talent. We
hope, in a work which we intend to publish, on Political
Economy in Germany, to make the public acquainted with the
works of this writer. They deserve to attract the most serious attention. W e know of few works which equal kis Political Economy, written on the historical method.] W e shall
also have something to say of another economist, formerly
professor at Marburg, a victim, also, of the power of the
elector of Hesse, Hildebrand, now professor at the University of Zurich. His National-CEkonomie2 is a book replete
with interest, and we have nowhere met with a better criticism of Proudhon's system, than in its pages. If the new
school had produced but these three men, it would still have
left its impress on the history of the science.
Other works, no less important, will claim our attention in
the book to which we have already devoted many years of
labor. If we carry out our intention, we shall review the
works of a great many scholars, of great merit, whose names
only are, unfortunately, known outside of Germany. The
~vorksof Rau, of Hermann, of Robert Mohl, of Hannsen,
Helferich, Schiitz, Kosegarten, TVirth etc., are a rich mine,
from which we hope to draw much valuable information.
Nor shall we neglect the original productions of J. bhser, the
Franklin of Germany, nor the quaint, but sometimes striking,
ideas of Adam Miiller. Lastly, our learned friend, Professor
Stein of Vienna, wi!l aford us an opportunity to show forth
the merit of important ana extensive works, animated by the
philosophic spirit. For the present, we must confine ourselves
to a view of the application of the historical method to Political
Economy.
1 Die politische CEkonomie vom Standpunkte der geschichtlichen JIcthode
#Die National (1Ekonomie der Gegen~vartund Zukunft.
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Therc is a rather widespread prejudice existing against this
order of works, a souvenir of the struggle carried on formerly,
between Thibaut and Savigny, which inclines people to suppose that the historical school leans towards the political doctrines of the past, and that it is hostile to the liberal spirit
of modern times. Nothing can be farther from the truth.
The names of Roscher, Knies and Hildebrand are sufficient to
remove this prejudice. Their works, inspired by an enlightened love for progress, do not allow of such a misconstruction.
The historical point of view does not consist in the worship of
the past, any more than in the depreciation of the present. It
does not view the succession of phenomena as a fluctuation of
events without unity or purpose. On the contrary, the historical method harmonizes wonderfully well with the wants of
genuine progress. T h e changes accomplished bear testimony
to the free and creative power of man, acting within the limit
permitted to it by the degrees of intelligence reached, of the
development of morals, and of individual liberty. The philosophy of Political Economy, which is the result of this calm
teaching, free from the passions of party-for
science acknowledges no adherence to party-is like that of law, opposed to the, more or less, ingenious or rash dreams, which
build the world over again in thought. In showing how, at
all times, humanity has understood and applied the principles
which govern the production of wealth, it may say, with the
Roman jurisconsult : "Justitiam namque colimus . . . . cequum
ab iniqco separantes . . . . veram nisi fallor philosophiam, non
simulatam atiectantes." "The human mind," says Rossi,
"endeavoring to attain to a knowledge of itself, estimating its
strength, taking a method, and applying it with a consciousness of its mode of procedure to the knowledge of all things;
such is philosophy. Without it, there is no scienie in any
branch of human knowledge." Thus do we rise, with the aid
of a critical mind, by careful investigation and great sagacity,
to the truths founded on observations made.
VOL.
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IX.
There is another method, which, starting out fi-om principles, evident of themselves, develops science by n a y of
conclusions drawn, after the manner of the geometricians.
T h e apparent severity and simplicity of this method are very
seductive, and very dangerous, when we have to deal not xith
figures, but with men; when the varied, complex an8 delicate
exigencies which accumulate when human nature comes into
play do not exactly square with the formula; and, when instead of dealing with abstractions, we have to tackle realities.
One of our venerated teachers, the illustrious Rossi, thought
he might remove the difficulty by drawing a distinction between p u r e Political Economy and ap$Zied Political Economy.
It is not without a certain amount of hesitation that we dare
direr with so high an authority; but confess we must, this distinction is far from satisfying us. T h e doubt it has left in our
mind has been the principal cause which has inclined us to
the historical method. "Rational Political Economy," says
Rossi, " is the science which investigates the nature, the causes
and the movement of wealth, by basing itself on the general
and constant facts of huinan nature, and of the external world.
In applied Political Economy, the science is taken as the mean.
Account is taken of external facts. Kationality, time and
place play an important part."
Let us for a moment accept these definitions; n h a t is the
consequence? That there are two sciences, the one of which,
purely speculative, has more to do with philosophy than with
the permanent conflicts which agitate the world; the other of
which could not alone furnish us with rules in practice, nor
with a formulary for the mensures to be taken in a given
case, since such a pretension would be both vain and ridiculous, but which would inform the practical judgment of men
charged with the solution of the numberless difficult and complicated questions which come up every day. If pure science
refuses to interfere in the aftjirs of this world; if, as the learned
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originator of the doctrine we are just now considering gives
us to understand, it would compromise the solution of questions by the intosication of logic, and the ambition of perfect
system; if, consequently, it is to be worshipped like a niotionless and inactive divinity, how could this platonic satisfaction sufice us? Would not the opponents of economic doctrines be disposed to acknowledge all the principIes, provided
the consequences to be drawn from them were left to themselves; and would they not come to us, bristling with arguments drawn from the circumstances of nationality, time and
space, to refute the possibility of applying pure science?
O n ne vaincra jamais les Romains que dans Rome.

This, therefore, is the ground we must explore. W e must
develop applied Political Economy which takes cognizance of
external circumstances. T o do this, no one will question that
the best and most decisive of methods is the historical, which
concerns itself with time, space and nationality, and which
leads to proper reformation where reformation is wanted.
Moreover, principles will be no less firmly established by
historical induction than by dogmatic deduction, and, moreover, science will be inseparable from art. We are not of
those who deny prificiples, or who challenge them. What
we desire is, that they should not be worshiped as fetiches,
but that they should enter into the very life-blood of nations.
Further: the abstract deductions of pure science do not
leave us without disquietude, since they treat man much more
like a material than like a moral force. Under the vigorous
procedure of speculative mathematics, man becomes a constant
quantity for all times and all countries, whereas he is, in reality, a variable quantity. All the elements put in play are
ideal entities, the reverse of which we find in poetry, where
Tout prend un corps, une nme,un esprit, un visage!

and where everything loses the character of life, and is transformed into inanimate units. Man is something different from
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the sum of the services he may be made to render, and fiom
the sum of enjoyments which may be procured for him. W e
must not run the risk of lowering him to the level of a living
tool; and from the moment that we are requircd to take his
moral destiny into account, what becomes of abstract calcuhtion ?

We have been wrong, says Rossi, in reproaching Quesnay
for his famous Zaissez faire, Zaissez passer, which is pure science. We, also, are of opinion that the reproach was ill
founded, for it proceeded from a wrong conception of the
principle itself. But it seems to us that, far from condemning
this doctrine in its serious application, the historical method
may serve to explain and to justify it. Employing less of
rigidity and dryness in form, it reaches consequences more in
harmony with social life. But it is not to be imagined that
we do not meet in this way with many ancient and glorious
precedents. The great principles of industrial liberty, as well
as those of commercial liberty, originated in France. Forbonnais was right when he said: " We may congratulate
ourselves on being able to find, in our old books and ancient
ordinances, wherewith to vindicate for ourselves the right to
that light which we generally supposed to have been revealed
to the English and Dutch before us." The further Forbonnais
carried his researches into our annals, the greater the number
of traces of opposition to the prejudices in favor of exclusion
and monopoly, so long made principles of administrative policy, did he find?
The famous asiom, Znissezfnire, and Zaissez passer, the subversive tendencies of which people affect to condemn, was not
invented by Quesnay. He only gave a scientific beiring to
what was the inspiration of a merchant called Legendre.
The latter, consulted by Colbert on the best means of pro-
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tecting commerce, dropped these words which have since become so celebrated.
W e must not lose sight of their real meaning, nor misunderstand the intention which dictated them. What Quesnay
said was this: "Let everything alone which is injurious,
neither to good morals, nor to liber?y, nor to property, nor to
personal security. Allow everything to be sold which has
been produced without crime." And he added: " Only freedom judges aright; only competition never sells too dear, and
always pays a reasonable and legitimate price." F a r from
being the absence of rule, liberty is the rule itself. T o laisser
fizirc the good is to prevent evil.'
There is need of institutions to complete the exercise of the
independence acquired by labor, and of laws to regulate that
exercise. T h e Zuisscrfuire and Zaisser passer of economists is,
in no way, like the absolute formula, which some have denounced and others sought to utilize, as relieving authority of
all care and all intervention.
T o understand this maxim aright, we must go back to the
oppressive regime of ancient society. Quesnay's formula was,
first of all, a protest against the restraints which hampered the
free development of labor. But it did not tend to abrogate
the office of legislator, nor to deprive society or the individual
of the support of the public power which watches over the
fulfillment of our destiny.
It may have seemed convenient to find in the gravity of a
politico-economical principle, an escuse for the sweets of legislative and administrativefar niefzte, but it is generally conceded
that the role of authority has grown, rather than diminished,
under the regime of the liberty of labor. T h e task is, in our
days, a hard onc, both for individuals and nations; for liberty
dispenses its favors only to the masculine virtues of a laborious and an enlightened people.
Liberty is not license. It refuses to bend under the yoke,
Fydddr,ic Pussy, de la Contrainte et de la LibertB.
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but it submits to rule. The mission of authority is not to constrain, but to counsel; not to command, but to help accomplish; not to absorb individual activity, but to develop it. It
does not pretend to raise a convenient indifference on the part
of government, nor the indolent withdrawal of all protective
influence to the dignity of a principle. T o say, on the other
hand, that the Zaisser fairc and luisser passer of the economists
means: Let robbery alone; let fraud alone etc., is to amuse
one's self playing upon words, and to argue in a manner unworthy of any serious answer. Under pretext of painting a
picture of economic doctrine, we are given its caricature.
Such has never been the system, to the elaboration of which
the purest hearts and noblest intellects have devoted themselves. A negation does not constitute the science of Political
Economy.
It is very convenient to inclose humanity within a circle of
action, drawn with rigorous precision, and to govern movements seen in advance. Rut such artificial conceptions mutilate the activity of man. T o guaranty man all liberty, and
prevent its abuse-such are the data of the problem. The
work is a great and difficult one. Far from yielding in point
of elevation to ideal systems, it is superior to them in extent
and variety of combinations. Those who ignore its bearing,
yield, it may be, to a certain indolence of intellect. Restrained
within its natural limits, the famous Zuisser faire and laisser
passer of the Physiocrates deserves even to-day our respect
and our confidence. It ought to be preserved in the grateful
memory of men, side by side with the maxim which Quesnay
succeeded in having printed at Versailles, by the hand of
Louis XV himself: "Pauvres paysans, pauvre royaume;
pauvre royaume, pauvre souverain." l
1 Poor

peasantry, poor kingdom; poor kingdom, poor sovereig~i.
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XI.
T o return to the question of method. Rossi made use of
an ingenious example to explain his thought: " Are," he inquires, " these deductions [of pure science] perfectly legitimate ;
are these consequences always true? It is incontestably true
that a projectile, discharged at a certain angle, will describe a
certain curve; this is a mathematical truth. It is equally true:
that the resistance offered to the projectile by the medium
through which it moves modifies the speculative result in
practice, to some extent; this is a truth of observation. Is the
mathematical deduction false? By no means; but it supposes
a vacuum. I hasten to acknowledge it. Speculative economy
also neglects certain facts and leaves certain resistances out of
account." Now, from the moment that we have to deal with
human interests, it is not possible to suppose a vacuum, to
neglect the most vulgar facts, and the most conimon instances
of resistance, nor to lose one's self in abstraction. T h e correcti v e ~of applied Political Economy either may not wipe out this
original sin, or else they run great danger of covering up the
principles themselves. In balistics, again, we may measure
the resistance which the medium in which we are obliged
to operate, makes the force of impulsion and the target both
obey the same law, and yield to the same process of calculation. But is it thus when you touch upon man's innermost
and most sensitive part? Is there not danger that the hypotheses may be deceitful, and that you may be accused of toiling
in a vacuum? W e well know the solid reason that may be
opposed to sarcasm of this nature; but is it expedient to lay
one's self open to it?
Moreover, the consequences are not great enough to warrant us to espose ourselves to the danger. T h e principles of
pure science are very small in number. They might even, be
easily reduced to one, of which M. Cousin has been the elo2Cours d' Econ. polit., ze., L c ~ o n I,
, p. 33.
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quent interpreter -human, liberty. This liberty has no need
of Political Economy to shine with the luster of evidence;
nothing can prevail against it. W e can prove that it is as
fecund as it is respectable; but if the science of wealth should
endeavor to demonstrate the contrary, the primordial bases
of society, liberty, property and the family would not be less
sacred nor less necessary, for they are the right of humanity.
They could not be put aside, even under pretext of any mechanism which would claim to produce more.' These sovereign
principles of economy flow from the moral law, and they have
no reason to dread the power of facts, for the prosperity of nations depends on the respect with which they are surro~mded
and the guaranties by tvhicli they are protected.
W e have spoken of the moral law; and, indeed, in our opinion, it is impossible to banish it from the domain of public
economy. Any other point of view seems to us too narrow.
And when we see eminent men g o astray in the pursuit of an
ideal which fails to take the human soul into account, and
which finds nothing but equations where there are feelings and
ideas, we cannot help thinking that they are unfaithful to the
thought of the founder of the science, Adam Smith. Man is
not simply a piece of machinery. H e does not blindly submit
to external impulse. Rather is he himself, the greatest of impulses. But to govern things, he must first learn to conquer
himself. Personal interest is the powerful motive which he
obeys. Man does not live alone, in a state of isolation, in the
world. V i soli! H e lives in society and profits by the relations which he forms with other beings, intelligent like himself, and for whom he has a natural feeling of sympathy.
The good that comes to them yields satisfaction to him, and
the evil that befalls them falls on him likewise. H e cnnnot turn
back entirely upon his own personality. Besides his own interest, he feels and shares another interest -the interest of alI.
Personal interest is perfectly legi!imate. T h e love of self can'This would be: Propter vitiam, vitx perdert: causas
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not be condemned. T h e Savior himself has enjoined us to love
our neighbor as ourselves. T o love him more than ourselves
is a very high and beautiful virtue. It is the self-abnegation
which inspired Christian heroes. Rut heroism is rare, and cannot be imposed, nor taken, as a rule. Personal interest is a
powerful stimulant, and the superior harmony of social relations makes it contribute to the general good.
What must be condemned is a fatal deviation of this sentiment which destroys its effect and narrows its actions. What
we need to prevent is the degeneration of ~ e r s o n a interest
l
into an egotism which parches, instead of fertilizing, and which
compromises the future by the exclusive search after present
advantage; for egotism is short-sighted. On the other hand,
the broader and more generous feeling which inclines us to
sympathize with our fellow beings in their sorrows, and to
unite our destiny to theirs; that is, the feeling of the general
interest, has a limit too.
I t would be falsified if it absorbed the individual; if it destroyed the most powerful motive-force by drying up the abundant source of activity; if it attacked moral energy by enervating responsibility; if it extended the circle of results obtained
to such an extent that scarcely any one should feel the rebound.
T h e evil produced by egotism, that sad travesty of personal
interest, appears under a form quite as formidable when the
general interest takes the form of communism. T h e co5peration of personal interest and of the general interest is always
necessary, both fbr individual profit and social advantage.
There is as much danger in annihilating the individual as in
exalting him. History furnishes us with memorable examples
of this. It does not allow us to go astray in the narrow ways
of a peevish and jealous personality, nor to lose ourselves in
the vague labyrinth of a chimerical and false communism.
T h e latter would destroy what constitutes the power and dignity of man. I t would wipe out the most prominent feature:;
of his noble nature, by destroying the support of energy and
activity and the food of moral force.
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XII.
But, we are told, Political Economy is only the science of
selfishness; Adam Smith is the prophet of individualism; grow
rich per fns et rtefs is its ultimate teaching. Such a judgment is evidence of much levity and little enlightenment.
How could the man who conceived the study of human interests on so large a scale, the philosopher who acknowledged
Hutcheson as his master and gave his ideas a still more expansive character, be the apostle of egotism; and how can the
science which he founded be its gospel? There is here an
error of fact and a defect of appreciation. Hutcheson had
based moral philosophy on the feeling which, according to
him, engendered all the other virtues, on benevolence, which
is disinterested, busied with the welfare of others, with the
public weal and the general interest. Adam Smith went further, and sought to base it on a still more energetic feeling,
on sympathy.
T h e first sentence of his Theory of the Moral Sentiments,
which is a full resume' of his theory, is as follows: 'cHow
selfish soever man may be supposed, there are evidently some
principles in his nature which interest him in the fortune of
others, and render their happiness necessary to him, thoygh
he derives nothing from it, except the pleasure of seeing it."
And this is no empty declaration on his part. It is the thought
which of all in his book is nearest to his heart; and hence he
energetically assails those philosophers who look upon selflove and the refinements of self-love as the universal cause of
all our sentiments, and seek to explain sympathy by self-love.
L a Kochefoucauld, Mandeville and Helvetius never me:
\vith a more determined or energetic adversary. Nowhere
have the sweet and amiable virtues, such as ingenuous conde
scension, indulgent humanity, and the respectable and severe
virtues, such as disinterestedness and self-control which subject our movements to the requirements of the dignity of out
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nature, been better understood or interpreted. " Adam Smith
is the philosopher of sympathy? His theory triumphs over
the cowardly and shameful egotism which concentrates the
moral life of the individual in himseli, and separates it from
the life of the human race of the owtre' stoicism which refuses
the aid of sentiment to reason."
According to him, the law
of private morals is sympathy; the law of natural jurisprudence, justice; the law of the production of wealth, free labor.
But while he defended this principle with energy, he did not
become guilty of a real recantation by worshiping the idol he
had just overthrown. H e would have been culpable of the
strangest of all contradictions if he had made the vice which
he had just lacerated the very pivot of another part of his
teaching.
W e regret that this essay, which has already very much
exceeded the limits we assigned it in the heginning, will not
permit us to reproduce here Knies' beautiful demonstration, in
which he so learnedly and eloquently vindicates A d a ~ nSmith
from this strange imputation, thereby placing Political Economy on its true basis, the basis of morals, by removing in a
decisive way, all pretext of error and all means of subterfuge.
This part is one of the best features in his most excellent werk
on "Political Economy, from the historical Point of View."
W e shall return to this matter.

XIII.
What is there that political economists have not been charged
with? They have heen accused, above all, of a cold heartedness and cruelty, and the sentence passed on them has been
resumed in these words: " Political Economy has no bowels! "
Indeed, the representative of the science, who has been most
attacked and who has been held up as a picture of impassible
insensibility; on whom have been heaped the most bloody out1

Coitsirt, Ioc, cit., p. 276.

"bid., 274.
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rages, is Malthus. L e t us hear him. H e tells us in his work
on Political Economy, that if a country had no other means
to grotv rich, except by seeking for success in the struggle
with other countries, at the cost of a reduction of the wages of
labor, he would unhesitatingly say: Away with such riches;
that it is much to be desired that the working classes should
be well remunerated, and this for a 1.eason much more important than all the considerations relating to wealth; that is, the
happiness of the great mass of society. And he goes on to
say, that he knows nothing more detestable than the idea of
knowingly condemning the laboring classes to cover themselves with rags, to lodge in wretched huts, to enable us to
sell a few more stuffs and calicoes to foreign countries. Certain it is, that no defender, however determined, of the laboring
classes, has said anything stronger or more deeply felt. T h e
reason is, that nothing was more foreign to Malthus' ideas
than the systematic rigidity of mathematical theories of wealth;
that, a minister of the Gospel, he had meditated on its high
precepts. His whole doctrine is based on the moral idea.
" H e was profoundly convinced that there are principles in
Political Economy which are true only in as far a s they are
restricted within certain limits. H e saw the principal dificulty of the science in the frequent combination of complicated
causes, in the action and reaction of causes on one another,
and in the necessity of setting limits or making exceptions to a
great number of important propositions."' Here we are ever
brought back to the undulating ground of living science, instead
of having to follotv the rectilineal way traced out by the dead
letter. W e are always driven back, whatever may be pretended to the contrary, to the realities of which history alone
possesses the secret. T h e idea of wealth cannot absorb everything when there is question of judging and enlightening men.
T o do this, it is necessary to know the various phases of social
housekeeping, what nations have thought of economic interests
1 Ch.

C~nrie,Noticc eur Malthus, XXVII.
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which have never ceased to interest them greatly, what they
have attempted and what they have attained.
Hence, we must turn over the leaves of the book of the past,
and study its economic aspect, as we have studied its political
and literary aspect. W e must follow living nations through
their divers periods of development, and fathom the causes of
the destruction of those that are dead. When we are dealing
with the comparative study of the econolnic destinies of nations, our investigations are limited to a small number of individual nations-a further reason not to omit any, and above
all, to scrutinize, as an anatomist would with his scalpel, the
principle of life of those which are no more. W e may, by
accounting to ourselves for the immense variety of phenomena
which are brought to light by the application of principles to
facts, and in which nothing is absolute or permanent, in which,
on the contrary, everything is relative and successive, acquire
that sureness of touch and correctness of vision which are
among the most valuable conquests of science.
It would be a mistake to suppose that theory simplifies practical solutions. F a r from providing us with a sort of formulary, it teaches us to put our finger on a number of difficulties.
It brings to the surface the many aspects and fertile and varied
considerations, the examination of which is the mission of the
real statesman and legislator. In this way, the action of thought
and the power of the moral idea are revealed with most dclnt.
Man ceases to be an inert eiement, and manifests himself as a
sensible being, and the sublime thought of Pascal: " Hqmanity is like one man who lives and learns always," is verified by
the result. T h e wish to violently abdicate the past, it would
be vain and rash to attempt to realize. T h e lessons it transmits to us are as instructive as the picture it unrolls before our
eyes is attractive. W e have no longer but to see and hear, to
he cured of the most generous impatience with what is, and to
retreat from the most perilous attempts.
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XIV.
The unvarying testimony of ages affirms the continued and
gradual amelioration of man by individual energy and moral
thought.' Want and sutiering have urged him forward.
Foresight, labor, sacrifice and virtue have in part redeemed
him. No right has been lessened or usurped, and every step
in civilization has been a step in the way of freedom. Instead
of making
- the latter responsible for a material and moral
wretchedness which it is called upon to cure, we may prove,
that, in proportion as real liberty and legal guaranties increase,
evil diminishes.
We do not desire to yield to a convenient optimism, and deny the sutierings which weigh only too heavily on the world.
We are far from having reached the encl assigned to our efforts; but let not the hope we entertain of further progress blind
us to that which has already been accomplished. This latter
shows us that we are on the right road, and that we have not
done unwisely in giving free rein to the human faculties.
Sudden changes are made only in theaters. In the real world,
the march of progress is slow and laborious. It may be accelerated by a happy hit ; but it would be vain to try to h~irryit.
Man still sutiers. No one desires to deny the evil, but only
to estimate its estent. Yet it cannot be gainsaid that its fatal
empire is narrowing instead of enlarging. Especially is it the
progress accomplished in the higher regions of intellcct and of
the feelings which here exerts its beneficent influence. On
our moral greatness depends our material power. The elevation or debasement of character, the energy or debility of
tile will- such is the first source of good or evil. The world,
a Chalmers rightly says, is so constituted that we should be
materially happy if we were morally good.
Industrial progress helps, we have said, towards moral perfection. It is not the source of that perfection, but its instru-
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ment; for ignorance and misery, its habitual attendants, are
poor advis~rs. Political Economy shows how the goods of
this wolld are multiplied. It shows how modest colnfort may
become more and more general, and thus an impetus be given
to all noble virtues without awakening a blind passion for riches.
It teaches moderation instead of exciting covetousness, nor
does it come in conflist with the sublime words of Saint Augustine : " T h e family of men, living by faith, use the goods of the
earth as strangers here, not to be captivated by them or turned
away by them from the goal to which they tend, which is God,
but to find in them a support which, far from aggravating,
lightens the burthen of this perishable body which weighs
down the soul."

xv.
Looked at from below, all things diverge. Looked at from
above, all thingsrun into one another and combine with one
another. It is one of the great merits of the historical method,
that it raises the point of observation and gives the observer
the support of tradition and good sense, that master of life;
that it prevents a divorce between different branches of knowledge of the same order, ~vl~icll
constitute but one intellectual
family, which there is no question of confounding, and which
it would be dangerous to isolate.
Aristotle, that universal genius, had discovered Political
Economy, and it was the historical method which revealed it to
him. Be it added, that the great philosopher had seen but
one phase of the science, chrematistics, and that his ideas here
bear the impress of the age in which he lived. Aristotle,
however, distinguished this science from all others and from
dorllestic economy, which is so akin to it. Doubtless, he did
not found the modern study of Political Economy, but his
~owerfulintellect gave him a presentiment of it.
T h e honor of producing at once, Adam Smith, Quesnay and
Turgot belongs to the eighteenth century. It was in the
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course of philoaol~hyat Glasgow that this study found a definite place. T h e illustrious founder of the science of Political
Economy did not contemplate dissolving the ancient alliance
between it and the moral sciences, history, philosophy, jurisprudence, belles-lettres -all of which he had explored and
studied profoundly. Let those whose ambition it is to walk,
even at a distance, in the footsteps of Adam Smith, not forget
what was the cradle of the noble study to which they have
devoted their intellects.

L. WOLOWSKI.

THE

PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL ECONOMY.
INTRODUCTION
ON THE

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES.

INTRODUCTION,
CHAPTER I.
FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS.

SECTION I.
GOODS -WANTS.

T h e starting point, as well as the object-point of our science
is Man?
Kvery man has numberless wants, physical and intellectuaL2-*
Wants i r e either necessaries, decencies (A~zsta~zds6cdii.fr~zsse)
or luxuries. T h e non-satisfaction of necessary wants causes
disease or death; that of the wants of decency endangers one's
Schiiflc, Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift ( I S ~ I ) ,empl~asizes this. Adnt~r
Smith, IVealth of Nations (1776), very characteristically, begins with the
yearly labor of the nation; y. B. Srry (Trait6 d' Econonlie Politique, ~Sozj,
with l,ichcsscs; Ricnr,rto (Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, 1817)~
with the idea of value.
"he sum cotat of the wants (Bednrf) of the Bavarian people, for a whole
year, is estimated by E ~ ~ e r ~ ~ ?Staatswirthschaftliche
nnn,
Untersuchungen (2d
ed., 1870, p. SI), at 177,ooo,om florins for food (77 millions for wheat and potatoes, 69 ~nillionsfor mcat, 15 nlillions for milk etc., 16 n~illionsfor eggs,
vegetables, salt and spices); 50 millions for clothing, 4; ~nillionsfor shelter,
37.5 millions for fuel, GO millions fqr beverages.
* T h e oriqinal adds : iEeverz Gcsnttznztlrcit soirz Bednrf hcisst; the aggregate
of which is called his [man's] Requisite (Dcdn~f). There being no exact
equivalent in English for the word Bedatfin this connection, this note is appended. - T~anslatar.
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social position? T h e much greater number, and the longer
continuance of his wants are among the most striking differences between man and the brute:4 wants such as clothing,
fuel: tools, and those resulting from his much longer period
of infancy; which last, together with other causes, has contributed so largely to make marriage necessary and universal.
While the lower animals have no wants, but necessities, and
while their aggregate-want, even in the longest series of
generations, admits of no qualitative increase, the circle of
man's wants is susceptible of indefinite e ~ t e n s i o n . ~And,
indeed, every advance in culture made by man finds esyression in an increase in the number and in the keenness of his
rational wants. N o man who distinguishes himself in anything, but feels spurred thereto by a peculiar want; and this
want is both the cause and the effect of the power which is
peculiar to him. N o one but the poet feels the want of poetizing; no one but the philosopher, of philosophizing. In
every particular, intellectual or physical, in which the man is
in advance of the child, he experiences new wants unknown
to the child. Our education consists, for the most part, in
awakening wants and providing for their satisfaction.
8According to Boisguillelevt (ob. 1714) Trait4 des Grains, I., c. 4, the w a n b
~tdcossniro,cutunzode, dklicat, szctcvju, ntngnt)iytcc, arise in successive order with
increasing welfare or prosperity, and are surrendered in a reverse order, irith
increasing need. Tucker distinguishes necessaries, comforts, and conveniences of the respective conditions, elegancies and refinements, and lastly,
L1grandand magnificent." (Two Sermons, 1774, zg ff.); F. B. W. Hcvsaann,
loc. cit., rst, ed., 1S32,6S; necessary goods (Giiter der Nothdurft), goods that
contribute to pleasure and recuperation, to c'ulture and splendor.
4 Compare Tucker, O n the Naturalization Bill (1751 seq.), IV, note.
5 No people without fire (Prometheus!); and it seems that broiling was the
earliest mode of preparing food; then followed baking in heated cavities,
and lastly came boiling in vessels. (Klcmm, Allgemeine K u l t ~ r g e s c h i c h t ~I,,
1Sov 343.)
GThere is an interesting attempt by F a u d e r , in the Vierteljahr~s~hriit
fifr Volkswirthschaft und Kulturgeschichte, 1865,111, 148K, to determine the
relative place of our various wants according to their capacity for extension or
contraction.
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Goods arc anything which can be used, whether directly or
indirectly, for the satisfaction of any trueTor legitimate llurnan
want: and whose utility, for this purpose, is recognized.
Hence, the idea goods is an essentially relative one. Every
change in man's wants, or knowledge, is accomp~lnieclby a
rapid, corresponding change, either in the limits of the circle
of goods, or in their relative importance. Thus, the tobacco plant
has, probably, existed thousands of years. It became goods,
honrever, only from the time that man recognized its use for
smoking, snufing, etc., and experienced the want of it for these
purposes. In a similar way, the lilnestone of the Solenhofen
quarries has become goods, of considerable importance, oilly
since the inverition of lithography; decaying bones, only since
that of bone-dust manure; caoutchouc since about 1825,and
gutta-percha, only since IS++. On the other hand, cl~arms,'~
philters, and even relics, since the decay of faith in their efic ~ c y have
,
lost the quality of goods. If the aggregate income of all mankind mere, by some sudden revolution, to be
equally divided among all, diamoncls, for instance, would
' T h e qualification .Lt truc," cscludcs from the circle of goods, not only all
those things which might satisfy only irrational or immoral wants (compare
ilfischlcr, GrundsKtze der r\'ational6kono1nie, 1Sj6, I, IQ),but also vindicates
the funda~nentalidea of the w!lolc sgstcm of Political Economy, as a sul?jcct
of nloral as well as of psychological investigation.
SEvrn Aristotle (Eth. nico~n.V, S), considers that all things intended to
entcr into commerce, shoul(l be susccptiblc of conlparison wit11 onc anothcr,
and that thc measure of this conlparison is z.nirZ, \vhich is thc foundation
of all association among men.
v A n Arab helped pillage a caravan, and carried a~vay,as llis sllare of the
booty, n chest of pearls. I-Ie thought it n bos of ricc, and gave thcnl to his wife
to cook, but finding thcy did not boil tcndcr, he threw them away. (NicIvtJ.~,,
l3esch1.cibung von Arabien, 3S3). Sce a similar anccdote in Amntinn. a f a r cc//., Ar-Y1I. Comparc S f ~ n G o ,VIII, 3S1.
l 0 As soon as thc Pcrsians renouncc the superstition that the daily conteml~lntionof a turquoise is a talis~nanagainst the " evil eye " (I<. Riftc,~,,Erdkundc, \'III, 3q), that precious stone will lose much of its ~ a l c c . On the
other hand, the amulets of antiquity, although they have long lost the quality of goods as objects of superstition, have now a real valuc fbr the a r c h e
ologist.
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greatly decline in value, for the reason that it is dependent, in
great part, on the wants generated by vanity, or by the desire
of outshining others. Beer, tobacco etc., would rise in the
scale as goods, because the circle of those to whose wants
they minister would have been very greatly extended. On
the whole, advancement in civilization has uniformly the effect,
of itself, to increase the quantity and number of goods, the
wants and knowledge of men being thereby increased. W e
should reach the ideal here, if all men experienced only true
or legitimate wants, hut these completely; if they could see
their way, clearly, to the satisfaction of them, and find the
means of satisfying them with just the amount of effort most
conducive to their physico-intellectual development."

SECTION 11.
GOODS.-ECONOMIC

GOODS.

B y economy ( Wirthschaft=husbandry or housekeeping), we
mean the systematized activity of man, to satisfy his need
(Beday/= requisite) of external goods.' This treatise is concerned only with economic goods (ends or means of economy).2 T h e greater the advance of civilization or human cull ' Since observation shows, that, as time runs on, matter tends more and
more to become goods, the blind forms of motion in nature to become useful
labor and useful sustenance, impersonal and objectless existence to be trnnsformed into personal property and personal culture, Sclti!fle inclines to the
belief that the whole mechanism of unconsciously governing nature is destined ultimately to aid in the realization of moral good, which alone is really
valuable. Das gesellschaftliche System der menschlichen Wirthschaft, 111,
Auff., 1873, I, 3.
NCY~IZ
loc.
R?
cit.,
Z~
1st
, ed., I, calls internal goods whatever each of us
finds in himself, thc fiee gift of nature; also that which we develop in ourselves by our own free action; and esternal, whatever we create or obtain,
through the external world, as a means of satisfying our wants. The internal
goods of' one lnan may be external goods to another, as, for instance, wllei~
the fbrmer conveys them directly to the latter to be enjoyed, by words, demeanor, etc., or indirectly, in combination with other external goods.
The exclusion of all else, has, indeed, been called one-sidedness and ma-
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ture, the less apt are men to pursue the satisfaction of their
\\-ants, isolated from their fellows, or, in other words, to carry
on their economies or husbandries apart from one another.
Tile more numerous the wants of men, and the more different
in kind their faculties are, the more natural does exchange3 become. Since all goods derive their character as goods from
the fact that they are destined to satisfy human wants, the
very possibility of exchange must greatly increase the possibility of things to become goods. Think of the machinist,
whose products are used only by the astronomer, while the
latter is never in a way to manufacture them for himself.
(HzfeIczgzd) Commerce is the series of combinations, created
by the interchange of services: " a living net of relations,
~vllichwants and services are ever weaving and unweaving."
j/irccl.~~~n~z?z.)
A s a rule, with an advance in civilization, there
is an increase in the number of goods, which become economic
goods, and in the number of economic goods which become
conlmercial goods (objects or means promotive of commerce):
But this is to be considered a real advancement only to the
extent that that which is obtained is superior to that which
was possessed before, in consequence of the specialization of
cnllings or the greater di~isionof labor (S 48 g.). When a
little street Arab exacts money from a stranger for pointing
out the way, we rightly censure him; but no one would find
terialisln. Eut, as S e n i o r says, no one blames the writcr on tactics, because
he confincs his attcntion to military subjects; nor is thc objection raised, that
by so doing, he is encouraging eternal war. On the other hand, J. B. S f o r c h
(ISI j ) devoted a spccial division of his work to the considcrntion of 'Lintern:~l
goods" (health, knowledge, morality, security, leisure,etc.). See Rnu's translation of hi5 bl;~nunl,XI, 337 fE Compare Giojn, Xuobo Prospetto delle
Scienze economiche, ISIS 5.VIII.
"The inclination to eschange is, according to Admt S m i t h , one of the most
i ~ n p o r t a ~m:lrks
lt
I\ hich distinguish man from the brute. (Wealth of Nations,
I, ch. 2). But see BilscR, Geldumlanf (1780),I, 5 29, on exchange among the
lower animals.
4

Observed by Ayistot. Polit. I, ch. 6.

it improper if he should first fit himself to play the part of a
guide, and then live by his ~ a l l i n g . ~

SECTION 111.
GOODS.-THE

T H R E E CLASSES OF GOODS.

All economic goods are divided into three classes:
A. Persons or $ersonal services. It is entirely repugnant to
the feeling of humanity to regard a man's person in its entirety
as an instrument intended to satisfy the wants of another?
5 The etiorts of political economists to select from among the infinite number of goods, those which should constitute the subject of their investigations,
have taken two directions in recent times. Bastiat here confines himself too
exclusively to commerce. T h e political economist should concern himself
only with wants and satisfactions, where the labor, which is the connecting
link between them, is undertaken by some other person for a consideration.
Thus the ordinary act of respiration lies outside the circle, that of the diver,
which is paid for, does not. (Harmonies economiques, 1850, 68 ff.) But
even Rohinson Crusoe had his own system of economy. Are the products
which the farmer consumes in his own home, the work he does himself, any
the less matters of economic moment than the products he selIs, or the labors
of his servants? St62~j7cis right when he says that ordinary respiration is
no economic function, because it is a n unconscious necessity of nature. But
his definition is too broad, inasmuch as he places the essence of the economic
character of goods or of an act, in the conscious adaptation of means to
human ends. (Tiibinger Progr. z. 27 Sept. 1862,g, 24 seq.) T o take a
x a l k is no economic operation, although it may be the best means to a very
important end, -health. The same goods or the same act may have, frequently, according to the end proposed, an economic or non-economic character. The beauty of the human body, for instance, however systematically
made use of for purposes of vanity, is not economic goods. But it is a n
economic speculation, base though it be, when a man relies on his handsome
figure to secure a wealthy wife, or, for purposes of gain, allows her to pose as
a model to artists or to take part in tnfilenax vhlnnts. According to C. Mcjrgev, Grundsatze der Volks~virthschaftslehre(1871) I, 51 ff., there are no economic goods, but those the disposzble supply of which is, at most, equal to
the quantity that is required. Hut is not the largest navigable stream, eve11
in the most thinly populated country, an economic good?
Hegel, Rechtsphilosophie, 67. Even the use of a corpse as manure, or
for any mercantile purpose, is repugnant to our feelings, "because of the dig-
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Yet this happens wherever slavery exists; in its coarsest form,
in cannibalism. Among civilized nations, we can speak, under
this head, only of individual services or capabilities of persons;
or, indeed, of the aggregate of the services rendered by them
during a time determined at pleasure, or a short time.2
B. Things, both moveable and i m m ~ v a b l e . ~
C. Relnfiorzs to persons or things which may frequently he
estimated just as accurately as material goods. (The yes i?znity of personality." (Sc'rufle, National CEkonomie, 1860, 28.) I n this respect, prostitution is a remnant of slavery. Sclia$c is right, when hc says
that to repay personal services with material commodities which do not afford
as much food, etc., as the former have cost in expenditure of vital energy, is a
slow and frequently a very cruel kind of cannibalism. (I<apitalisn~usund
Socialismus, 1870, IS).
?Bornitz, De rerun1 Suficientia in Republica procuranda, 1625, gives in this
encpclopzdin of political science, together with a dissertation on agriculture, commerce and manufactures, a complete survey of the ministerin.
Several modern writers refuse to look upon personal services, or the ability
to render such services, as elements of wealth: compare h-aty5znnn, Untersuchungen im Gebiete der politischen CEkonomie, 1830, 11, Weft I. They
demonstrate, however, no more than this, that that class of goods has something very peculiar. Thus Maltlius, Principles of Political Economy (1820),
chap. I, sect. I, objects that they cannot be inventoried or taxed; but can material goods be so completely? Can all the parts of the wealth of a nation
be so inventoried and taxed? Ratb, Lehrbueh der pol. CEkonomit: (1826) I,
5 46, remarks that the personal aptitude to perform services dies with the
person, and that personal services cannot be stored up (?),etc. I appeal
simply to the definition I have given above of economic goods, and which
xpplies equally to services of every kind which can be performed for other
people. Besides, those who oppose this view are unable to give a satisfactory
explanation of all the phenomena of commerce. Of course, the qualitication
"recognized as useful" is of the utmost importance as a mark to determine
what is goods. But a prima donna, or a world-renowned physician, cast naked by shipv-reck on the shores of North America; is cer~ainly,better off
than a blind beggar, his fellow sufferer. Compare Stouclr, IJandbuch 11, 335
ff. and his ConsidCrations sur 1a Kature du Revenu Kational.
3 A d .MiiZler compares persons, so far as they render any kind ot' service, to
things, and, so far as they are required to be preserved in their individuality, to
persons. T h e children in the L'status " of' a country gentleman, for instance,
are treated more as persons, and domestics, more like things; the land partakes of a species of personality, but not the implements of labor. (Nothwendigljeit einer theolog. Grundlage der Staatswissenschaft, I S I ~4s.)
,
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cor~o~-uZcs
of the Roman law.) I need only mention what is
called good-will, which freely, and to the advantage of customers themselves, but still with a limited amount of certainty,
attaches to certain localities, and for which tavern-keepers,
solnetimes, as in theaters, dirphts and clubs, pay so enornlous
a
TVhen a newspaper is sold, the purchaser frequently
buys nothing but the existing relations between his colaborers,
subscribers etc. N o small part of the value of a good business firm consists in the confidence with which it inspires all
who deal with it, thus sparing them a world of care and
t r ~ u b l e . ~A general may be of incalculable value to an army
which he has himself helped organize. In another, or in the
service of a country not his own, he might be entirely valueless, incapable of accomplishing a n ~ t h i n g . ~With the progress
of civilization, as man becomes more social, the number of
valuable relations increases, while that of legalized nlonopolies
is wont to decrease. ( S c h U ~ e . ) ~
4The privilege of selling refreshments in the garden of the Palais Royal
was formerly let for jY,m francs a year.
5 See the cases citecl by Heu~~zltnaa,
Staats\virtsch. Unterst~chungen,6 ff. and
by Uernot(illi, Schweiz. Archiv. fiir Statistik und N. CEkon. 11, 55. Think of
the firm of J. M. Farina! In Athens, good stands were leased a t a very high
rent, even where there was no investment of the lessee's capital. (Uoinosthaaes, pro. Phorm., g @ ; adv, Steph. I, I 1 1 I.) There is, again, the sale of irlventions, while they are still "tnere ideas." According to Sd$@c, Theorie
der aussch1iessendr.cn Verhaltnisse, I S G ~I1
, E., t h e - d u e in exchange of these
relations depends on the extra incolne \I hich is assured in fact, or in law,
against di~ninution,by the exclusion of co~npetition. I-Ie, thcrefore, recornmends, instead of the word "relations," "custo~n,"or L'ptlblictl~~~.I'
But these
words, by no means, exhaust the mcaning expressed by "relation." Thus,
the good adnlinistratidtl of public aiz~irs,although it has no value in exchange, is one of the most valuable econolnic goods which a pcople can
posseSs.
6The relation mentioned nbow of a general to an army Inay even h a r e
great value in exchange. Instance, the Italian condottieri in the fifteentl~
ccllttlr~!
'Relations ~ v h i c ltake
~ fi.orn one man, as much a. they afiord to their
possessor, arc of value as components of a man's private fortune, hut not of
thc wealth of the nation. To this class belong debts due from persons or
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S E C T I O N IV.
O F VALUE.-VALUE

I N USE.

T h e economic value of goods is the importance they possess for the purposes of man, considered as engaged in economy (housekeeping, husbandry.')
Looked at from the point of view of the person who wishes
to employ them in his use directly, doubtless the oldest point of
view, value appears first as value in use; and here, according
to the difference of subjective purposes it is intended to subserve, we may speak of production value or enjoyment-value;
and of this last, in turn, as utilization-value, or consumptionvaIue. T h e value in use of goods, is greater in proportion as
the number of wants they are calculated to satisfy are more general and more urgent, and in proportion as they are gratified
by them more fdly, surely, durably, easily and plea~antly.~
Hence, it is seldom possible to find an accurate mathematical
expression of the relation which exists between the value in
use of ditierent goods? Thus, it is possible to estimate the
from things, compulsory custom or good-will of every description; as for instance, the seventy-two places of the ageals dc change in Paris, each of which
was worth more than a million of francs; or the right of navigating the Elbe
as far as Magdeburg, which, about the beginning of this century, was worth
in every instance about r o , m thalers. (Krug,Abriss. der St. CEkonomie, 62.)
lSchci$e, N. CEkonomie, 10. I n the Gerinan language, this same word
is used to designate utility, and somctiines useful objects (so called values).
A clear distinction, however, should be made between utility and value in
use. Utility is a quality of things themselves, in Rlation, it is true, to human
wants. Value in use is a quality imputed to them, the result of man's
thought, or of his view of them. Thus, for instance, in a beleagured city, the
stores of food do not increase in utility, but their value in use does. Compare Sch?fl~e,System, 111, I, 170.
9 Genoocsi, Econoinia civile (1S69), 11, I, 7. L. Say, D e la Richesse individuelle et de la Richesse publique (1827), 29, estimates the value of goods
according to the degree of discomfort attendant on the privation of them.
3FrirdIiif~derhas, however, made a general attempt in this direction.
Theorie des Werthes (Dorpat, 1S52). But says Tlr. Fix (Journal des Ewn-
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~iutritivepan-er of diEerent kinds of goods, the value of wheat
or of hay for instance, but not the goodness or quality of their
taste, of the attractiveness of their appearance, etc.
But, the more men become used to comparing the aggregate
of human wants, and the aggregate of the goods which minister to the satisfaction of these wants, as if they were two great
wholes, gradually shading each into the other, the more does
the value in use of the diff'erent kinds of goods assume, for
purposes of social rating or estimation, a fungible c h a ~ a c t e r . ~
If a new kind of goods be produced or discovered, which satisfies the same wants in a more complete manner than another, the latter, although it has suffered no change, generally
loses in the value put upon it, especially if the new goods can
be produced in any desired quantity. An instance of this is
the change effected in the value of the dyers weed, woad, by
the introduction of indigo.
Things present in quantities greater than the amount
necessary to supply the want they satisfy, preserve their full
value in use, to the liinit of that want, after which they are
simply an element of possible future value, dependent on an
increase of the want; but they have no value for present usem5
T h e econoillic valuation of goods, however, is by no
lnenns exhausted, so far as the isolated individual housekeeper is concerned, by the mere establishing of its vaIue in
use. A s the systematic efiort of every rational individual in
omistes, ~ S t q IX,
,
1 2 ) : L L Iis
t as illlpossible to establisll a scale of v.~lues,as it
is to find an exact ~natl~ematical
and perlllanent ~ncasurcof our wants, pas~ i o n sdcsirea,
,
tastes and fancies."
4 Colnpare K f ~ i c s Geld
,
und Credit, 1873, I, 126ff. The very respectable
attempt made by A. Strnltrr., Sociallchre IS;^), with the idea society-value
(C;escllscBnftswo.fR) covers too nearly the idca of vnluc in cxchnngc. Further research will here have to be ~nadc,wit11 the idea of ilnl)otellt nced,"
inasmuch as, from a high ethical, national-dietetical point of view, the question is asked whether, to what cstcnt, and ho\\-, " it~ipotentneed " may be
lnade a potent one.
5 F~z'e~llii~tdci,,
loc. cit., 50. If too ~ n a n ycopies of the very best book be
publislled, there is a certainty that n number of them will remain little better
thnn waste paper.
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his household management is directed towards the obtaining,
by a minimum of sacrifice of pleasure and energy, a maximum satisfaction of his wants, even an Adarn or a Crusoe is,
in his economy, compelled to estimate not only what the goods
to be acquired accomplish (value in use) but also what they
will cost - cost-value. Even the most indispensable kind of
goods, for instance atmospheric air, is considered to have no
value, when it can be obtained in sufficient quantity, without
any sacrifice ~ h a t e v e r . ~

SECTION V.
VALUE.-VALUE

I N EXCHANGE.

T h e value in exchange of goods, or the quality which makes
them eschangeable against other goods, is based on a combination of their value in use with their cost-value, such as men
in their intercourse with one another will make? Without
value in use, value in eschacge is unthinkable.
But there are many, and even indispensable goods which
are not at all susceptible of being exchanged; for instance,
the light and heat of the sun, the open sea etc.5 Other goods,
@ScRic'@,System, 11, aufl., 5s. See also his Kapitalismus und Socialistnus,
rS70, 31, 3 5 43.
1 Thus Kk.iawilchZer (Hildebrand's Jahrbiicher fiir N. Oek. und Statistik,
1867, 11, 31S), defines value in exchangezvalue in use + costliness. According to Schdffle, it is ' < acovert comparison between the cost-value and
the value in use of the two kinds of goods to be exchanged." (Kapitalismus
und Socialismus, 35.)
, A n intermediate dealer can, so far as he is himself concerned, attribute
value in exchange to goods only to the extent that they have use for the last
person who has acquired them. Hence, Storch calls vnlrre in use immediate,
and -~~zZzrcitt exclm,tge, mediate value. A s the English are always wont to
express the tmmediate in words of Germanic origin, and the mediate in words
borrowed from the Latin, Locke calls value in use worth," and value in exchange, simply L'value." (K. Mnvw, Das Kapital. Kritik der politischen
CEkonomie, 1S67, I, 2 . )
3 I t is, of course, otherwise when, for instance, a beautiful sea view, or a
desirable position as regards air and sunshine, is connected with a piece of
f
land.

although capable of being exchanged, have no vaIue in eschange, because they exist in superabundance, and may be
obtained by everyone, without trouble and without reward;
for instance, drinking-water in most places, ice in winter, and
wood in the primeval forest.* Moreover, the idea of such
"fiee goods" is in great part relative. T h e water of a river
may, for drinking purposes, be "free" goods, and yet, for purposes of irrigation, have great value in eschange. ( ~ o l l ~ z

S t z ~ a Mi
~ tZZ ).
But, goods, to obtain value in eschange, must, in addition to
their \-due in use, a value which must be recognized5 by
a certain number of persons, at least, have the capacity of becoming the exclusive property of some one individual, and
therefore of being alienated or transferred; and this alienation
or transfer must be desired because of the difficulty to become
possessed of them in any other way?
4In Ravenna a cistern had greater value in exchange than a vineyard:
Martin!, I11,56. I n Paris, too, drinking water, which is transported only with
considerable trouble, costs 1% thalcrs per cubic meter. W e may also mention snow and ice in summer, ~ r h i c hlast sells in the capitals of s o u t l ~ e r ~ l
Europe at 0.34, silber groschens per pound. According to C a r v , "utility " is
the measure of' man's power over nature, ' l value," the measure of nature'fi
power over man. He very inaccurately adds, that both arc aluays in an opposite direction. (Principles of Social Science, 1861, VI, ch. g.)
5 Hence Ad MziIZcr calls value in use, individual value, and value in e r change, social value. The Germans call the talue of goods whose value in
use is recognized by only one person, Afictiorzszverth, (affection-value) a value
which influences its ralue in exchange only when the individual who holds
it in high esteem is not htrnself the possessor of the goods. A n instance of
this latter is a piece of paper covered with notes, intelligible only to the maker
of them.
@ T h every important difference between value in use and value in eschange was recognized even by Aristotle. Ayistot, 1'01. I, g. Ht~trHi?tsmz,
System of Moral Philosophy (1755), 11, 53 E. The Physiocrntes speak very
frequently of nn2eur usueZlc and eknnlc, on which, according to Dzlpont,
Physiocratie, CXVIII, thc difference between &azs and richessrs is based.
L a v a I c ~ d'un
~ r sz$ticr de B I i , conside'vd conzrne riclresse ne comziie put?dnws sort
prix. (aucsnay, &d. Dairc, 3m.) Tzlrgol distinguishes between L L ~ a l e u r
estimntiw" and L'e'chutzgenble or np$vkcinlivc;" the former designating
the relation between the amount of energy, physical and mental, wllich one
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SECTION VI.
VALUE.-ALLEGED C O N T R A D I C T I O N B E T W E E N
U S E AND V A L U E I N EXCHANGE.

VALUE IN

Recent, and especially socialistic: writers have alluded to
the great "contradiction " between value in use and value in
eschange. This contradiction, however, vanishes when the
above idea of economy, and the two sides or aspects, which
economic value presents, are kept steadily in view. It is said,
for instance, that a pound of gold has a much greater value in
eschange than a pound of iron; while the value in use of
iron, is incomparably greater than that of gold. I question
is wllling to spend in order to obtain the goods, to the sum total of his energies, physical and mental; the latter the relation between the aggregate like
energy of two persons which they are willing to spend in order to procure
cach of the goods to be exchanged, and the sum total of their energies in
general. (Valeurs et Monnaies,~.87,seq., Cd. Daire.) Ad. Smith, in his Wealth
of Nations, I, ch. 4, shows that he knew the difference between value in use
and value in exchange; but he afterwards drops the consideration of the
former, altogether. I n this respect he has had only too faithful and one-sided
followers among his countrymen, so that Ricnudo, Principles, ch. 2% asks
what value in exchange can have in common with the capacity of commodities to serve as food or clothing. (See, however, ch. XIX seq.) Many 'Lfree
traders " would have no cbjection to interpose, if a people should abandon
the cultivation of wheat, etc., to devote themselves exclusively to the tnanufacture of point lace, provided the latter had a greater value in exchange.
T h e two degrees of the idea of value have been examined with much thoroughness by NzfeIand in his Neue Grundlegung der Staatswirthschaftskunst
(1So7),I, IISK; Lotz, Revision der Grundbegriffe (1811K), I, 31,E.;
Stouch,
Handbuch, I ; Haid, Lehrbuch, I, 56, ff.; Thonlas, Theorie des Verkehrs, I, p.
I I ; Knies, Tiibing. Zeitschr. 1855; Bnstiaf's declaration (Harmonies, p. 171
K): that "valeur " (by which Bastiat rneans only value in exchange),=& yapport de dcrcr scrviccs dcltn~zgds,contains a two-fold error: the ambiguity of
the I\ord sc.rz,iccs, which applies equally to a yielding or affording of utility,
as to useful labor, and the error that the labor necessary to produce a commodity, and of which the purchaser is relieved, alone determines its value in
55 47, 107, I 10, 115 E., and Kfzies, loc. cit., p.
exchange. Compare it+
644 ff.
PuoIldhos, Systeme des Contradictions iconomiques, 1846,ch.
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this latter statement. True it is, that the need of iron is much
mote universal and urgent than the need of gold. On the
other hand, a pound of gold yields satisfaction to the want of
that metal, much greater than is yielded by a pound of iron, to
the want of iron. W e may speak of a contradiction between
value in use and value in eschange, at the farthest, only in case
the existing quantity of an article in trade, which can be done
without, is not estimated correspondingly lower than the whole
existing supply of a thing which is indispensable. But this is
a case which cannot often occur. When, for instance, wheat is
very dear, as in years of scarcity, people prefer to pay a very
high price for it rather than to dispense, even in part, with its
use; and so of all the necessaries of life. As people progress
in economic culture, they become more expert in adapting the
value in exchange of related goods, not only to their costvalue, but also to their value in use?
T h e lower the state of a nation's economy, the more isolated
men live from one another, the greater is the prominence given
by them to value in use, as compared with vaIue in exchange,
a fact which makes a valuation of resources, which shall be
universally applicable, a more difficult matter.4
2 I n France, according to Cordier (MCmoire sur l'iigriculture de la Flandre
Franqaise), the wheat harvest yielded, in
rS17, forty-eight million hectolitres, with a value in eschange of two thousand and forty-six million francs; in
ISIS, fifty-three million hectolitres, with R value in exchange of one thousand four hundred and forty-two million francs; in
1819, sixty-four million hectolitres, with a value in exchange of one thousand one hundred and seventy million francs.
A rise in the value in exchange of wheat, such as was witnessed in rS17,
is synonymous with a decline in the value in eschange of money, and of all
those goods whose money price has not risen. I t is no objection to the views
here advocated, that when the necessaries of life are very scarce, the \\-ant
of clothing, furniture, articles of luxury etc., is not felt so keenly as at other
times, and that the value in use of these conltnodities really falls; and rice

vcrsa.
3 Compare B. Ifildebra~zd,
N. CEkonomie der Gegenmart und Zukunft,
IS@, I, p. 316 E. Krziec, loc. cit.
4

The greater importance attached, in our days, to value in eschange, than
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SECTION VII.
Resources, or means, in the sense in which we here use the
term, are the aggregate of economic goods owned by a physical or legal person, after deduction is made of the person's
debts, and all valuable and rightful claims have been added.'
Hence, there are private resources, corporative resources,
municipal resources, etc., state resources, national resources
and the world's resources. In estimating the resources of a
whole people, it is, of course, necessary to make deduction of
the debts due by the individual members of the nation to their
fellow co~ntrymen.~
to value in use, is seen especially in the attitude which the buyer, who is possessed of the more current commodity (money), assumes toward the seller, an attitude not unlike that of a patron towards his client. I n the interior of
Africa, the possessor of money, as such, would scarcely look down on the
possessor of the means of subsistence. T h e South American Indians are
ready to render an amount of service for a little brandy, which it would be
in vain to ask them to perform for ten times its value in gold. (Ansland,
Jan. 15, ISTO.) T h e miser estimates the possibility of being able to procure
for himself, for one dollar, a hundred different articles worth a dollar each, to
be worth one hundred dollars.
b When the wants of a person or of a people change, it is possible for the
value in use of one kind of goods, which had the greater prominence before,
to take the place occupied previously by its value in exchange; and zr'ce verstz.
Thus, the youth sells the plaything he uset1 in childhood; the man, the educational apparatus of' his earlier years; the old man, the implements that enabled
him to acquire wealth, and which he can no longer use except with great
effort. (Menger, Grundsatze, I, 220 ff.)
6 Xazl (Lehrbuch, I, 3 61 E.) distinguishes between the concrete or quantitative value m-hich a certain kind of goods may have for a certain person,
under certain circumstances, and the abstract or species-value which a whole
class of commodities may have for men in general.
But F. J. Neumnnn, (Tiibinger Zeitschrift, 1872, p. 288 E.) objects, that
even the abstract value of a commodity always suggests the relation of a
definite number of concrete men to a definite quantity of goods; else, by the
expression, value of goods, is to be understood not what it is generally meant
to signify, but only the capacity to satisfy a single want.
1 Starch, Ueber die Xatur des Kationaleinkommens (1824, 18zg), 5, defines
VOL. I.-5
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SECTION VIII.
VALUATION O F RESOURCES.

It has often been made a question, whether the valuation of
resources should be based on the value in use, or the value in exchange of their constituent parts.' The latter has, of course,
no interest, except in so far as we are concerned with the possibility of obtaining the control of part of the resources, or
means, of another, by the surrender of a part of one's own
goods. In estimating the value of private resources, which
require to be made continually an object of trade, this point is,
of course, of the greatest importance. If certain of their component elements, lands, for instance, belonging to a $dei comntissum, are incapable of entering immediately into the market,
at least the revenue they yield is measured by its value in exchange.
It is quite otherwise, even with the resources of a whole
nation. Such resources are, evidently, much more independent, and have much less need of being exchanged against
their equals, than private resources. The foreign commerce,
of the greatest and most advanced nations, has, hitherto, been
but a small quota of their internal ~ o m m e r c e . ~A valuation,
resources (Vrvrn8zeen) thus: a source of income, permanent in its nature, and
capable of being transmitted, the possessor of which does not need to work,
o n its account. Hence he does not approve of the expression tlle people's
resources " ( VoZksve~m8~e1~).
1 See especially Lord Lazcderdnle, Inquiry into the Nature and Origin of
Public Wealth, 1804, ch. z. Storch, loc. cit.
PMorcatl de Jonnks, L e Commerce au rg. Sitcle (1825) I, 114 R., says that
the United States imported from abrcad 9.6, France 6, and Great Britain
5.8 per cent. of their annual consumption; and exported respectively 10.4,
6.2,g.S per cent. of their annual production. T h e recent free trade tendencies,
and the improvement in the international means of transportation, have certainly increased the relative importance of foreign commercc. I n the kingdom of Saxony (1S53), Eltg-zZ estimates that $! of the whole production of
the country was destined for foreign countries, and that f of the consump
lion was imported.
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therefore, based on value in exchange, however interesting it
might be to enable us to determine how property is shared by
the different classes and persons that compose the nation,
would afford but little information concerning the absolute
amount of the national wealth. This, of course, applies in a
much higher degree to the resources of the whole world.
If, now, we were to estimate the resources of an entire
people, or even of the world, by summing up the value in exchange of their several component parts, many very important
elements would be left out of the account entirely; as for instance, harbors, navigable streams, numberless relations which
have, indeed, no value in exchange whatever, but which are
of the highest importance, because promotive of the economy
of the nation. The same may be said of made roads of every
description, the politico-economical value of which may be
much greater than the value in exchange of their stock, than
their cost of production etc. The increase of the value in
exchange of any of the branches of the resources of a
physical or legal person contributes towards really enriching the nation or the world, only in case that the increased
value in exchange is based on an increased utility in quality or quantity. Should an earthquake suddenly dry up a
number of our springs, and thus give value in exchange to
the drinking water from the remaining ones, we should, indeed, witness the introduction of a new object into the list of
exchangeable goods; the owners of springs would be able to
command a larger portion of the national resources, but at the
expense of the rest of the population; and the whole country
would have become poorer in goods by the catastrophe. Even
the value in exchange of the national resources would not be
increased; for all other goods, which, hitherto, as compared
with water, had an unlimited capacity for exchange, would
lose just as much of that capacity as water had gained, as
compared with them.3 On the other hand, if a new mineral
a When the land of a country becomes dearer, simply on account of the Increase of population, or goods, the quzntity of which is susceptible of increase,
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spring should be discovered, the great value in use of the
water of which gave it value in exchange, the resources of the
nation would be really increased, not only in point of utility,
but in exchange value; for no other goods, formerly known,
would, in consequence of the discovery, lose in their exchange
power.

SECTION IX.
WEALTH.

T h e possession of large and also of potentially lasting resources; objectively, such resources themselves, we call wealth.
But it must be large in a two-fold sense; large ascompared with
the rational wants of its possessor, and large, also, as compared
with the resources of other people, especially with the resources
of those in the same condition of life. T o be called rich, it
is not enough "to have a suficiency," (the individual side); it
is necessary to have more than others? If all men were posbecause the cost of production has been increased, this cannot be considered
an increase in the wealth of the people. (v. Jilangoldt.)
4Neither is value in exchange a quality inherent in goods, but only a relation between them and other goods. Hence it is absurd to spenk of a rise or
fall of all values in exchange. If the goods A lose in capacity to be $Xchanged against goods B, goods B of course increase in exchange power as
compared with A, and *ice versa. I t is necessary to guard against being
misled here by the intervention of money, that is, by the custom universal
among men of employing a definite kind of goods as a medium of exchange
for all others. Yet there are many writers ~ v h ohave been thus mislrd. T h u s
Galiani, Della Moneta"(17.50), 11, p. 2, who regards the lasting increase of
the prices of all commodities as an infallible sign of national prosperity. T o
the same effect 1s the motto of the Physiocrates: Abo~zdnnceelclrevll c'esl
opule,zce. I n its coarsest form, in Sniul Clra~nn?zs,
Nouv. Fssai sur la Richesse
des Nations (~Szq),456, who would have that which is now the free gift of
d as the reward of toil. Veryi; on
nature, to come to us or be p r o d ~ ~ c eonly
the other hand, Meditazioni sull. econ. pol. (1771), ch. V, thinks that the
number of buyers in a country should be as small as possible, and hat of
sellers as great as possible, in order that thus prices might be low; (as if
every buyer was not, eo +so, also a seller.)
Also, Verri, Meditazioni,
6 Kaufinasn, Untersuchungen, I, p. 165 seq.

XVII, 2.
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sessed of a great deal, but all of an exactly equal amount, each
would be compelled, it may be conjectured, to be his own
chimney-sweep, his own scavenger and " boot-black." And
how could anyone, then, be properly called wealthy? This is
the social side of the idea of wealth.Vence, a person, with
the same resources, might be very wealthy in a provincial town,
while, in the capital, he could enjoy only moderate cornf~rt.~
I T h e d~fferencescharacteristic of poverty, indigence, managing to live,
fortune and wealth, cleverly treated by votr rust< Staatswirthschaft, I, p.
76, seq., establishes the following gradation:
439, seq. Ralr, Lehrbuch I ,
privation and wretchedness, poverty, indigence, "getting on," comfort,
wealth, superfluity. L. Say calls those who can satisfy the wants of luxury
rich; well-to-do, those who can command the comforts of life; and wretched,
those who cannot obtain a sufticiency of the objects of prime necessity. I n
France, the limits of these situations are marked by an income of respectively &,cm, 6,000 and goo francs per family, so that a family with an income
of only 3oo francs per year is in a condition of wretchedness. (Trait6 de la
Richesse, 1827, I ff., 71 E.)
3Palrrzieri, Ricchezza nazionale, Introd. The greater number of the definitions of wealth are rather onesided than false. Socvaics, for instance, looks
only at the relation existing between means and their owner's wants. (Xenoph. bIe~nor.,IV, 2,37, seq. CEconom. II,2 E.). Plato, on the other hand, as the
socialists are wont to do, looks to the excess over that possessed by others.
(Legg. V, 742, seq.). Xeaophon's observations, Hiero, 4, on the nature of wealth,
are many-sided and beautiful. At.isfotla distinguishes between natural and
artificial wealth: irkJ8o; 6,oroydywv oixo~o,ucrx&v xai noJtr(x6iv d $ & o ; voluiuparoc. (Polit., 1, 3, g, 16.) Compare Cicevo, Parad. VI.
The dominant idea of the so-called Mercantile System is thus expressed
in a Sason pamphlet of 1530 (hliintzbelangende Antwort, etc.): '&Moneyis
the real watchword; where there is much money, there Is wealth, it is clear."
Compare Lzrfhev, Werke, Irmisch edition, XXII, p. zoo seq. See some excellent remarks in opposition hereto, in the Saxon pamphlet, Gemeyne Stimmen ron der Miintz, 1530. Sch~oder,Fiirstliche Schatz-und Rentkammer,
1686, c11 XXIX.
A country grows rich in proportion as it draws gold or
money, either from the earth or from other countries; poor, in proportion as
money leaves it. The wealth of a country must be estimated by the quantity of gold and silver in it." See a very passionate argument against this
view in Boi.cgniZZrbrrZ, Dissertation sur la Nature des Richesses, written sometime between 1697 and 17x4. Berkeley, Querist (1735)~NOS.562, 542. Among
Englishmen, the correct view was prevalent much earlier, especially
among the foundcrs of the American colonial empire. See Hacfilrtyt, Voyages (16oo) 111, 22 E 45 d 152 K 165 d 182K 266 ff; but especially the work
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S I G N S O F N A T I O N A L WEALTH.

We should have a very imperfect idea of the wealth of a
people (S 8) if we should estimate it at the value in exchange
"Virginia's Verger" in "Purchas Pilgrims" (1625)~IV, p. 809 ff. However,
several Spaniards \ e r e led by hard experience to adopt a view opposed to
the Midas-view (compare Aristotle, Polit. I, ch. 3, 16), by which the first
American explorers were carried away : Gnrcilsso de la Vega (16og), Comment. reales 11, ch. 6; S a n v d - i Fixnrdo, Idea Principis christiani (1640)
Symb. 69: jotissinare dizftiiz czc opcs terrcefrtcctzcs sunt, ncc ditiores in regnis
fodinre, puanz agn'cultilrn; $vs e/noZunzenti, accZzvia ntontis Vesvviilntera adverunt, qrtanz Polosus m n s . Contemporary with those Englishmen, was the
Italian, Giov. Botero, who called attention to the fact, that France and Italy
were the cocntries of Europe riche!t in gold, although they possessed no
mines of the precious metal themselves: Della Ragion di Stato (1591) p. 88
ff. Also Sully, who called agriculture and cattle-breeding the breasts of the
state, the real mines and pearls of Peru. (Economies royales I, ch. 81. See
however, 11, p. 381). Montchrdticn, Trait6 d'Economie politique (1615) 81,
172 seq. According to Sir D. North's Discourses upon Trade, 1691, wealth
is synonymous with freedom from want, and the ability to procure many
comforts, while Temple (ob. 17G0, Works I , 140 seq.) looks entirely at the
subjective side of wealth. Pollexfen, England and East India inconsistent in
their Manufactures" (1697), considers gold and silver as the only real wealth.
T o this definition Davenant (ob. 1714), opposes another. Wealth, according
to him, is whatever places prince or people in a condition of superabundance, peace and security. See his Works, I, p. 381 seq. H e even reckons
intellectual powers, alliances etc., among the national wealth. Compare W.
Roscher, Zur Geschichte der englischen Volkswirthschaftslehre 1851, in the
actsof the royal Saxon Academy of Sciences, vol. 111. Vavban (Dime royale
1707), Daire's edition, says: "The real wealth of a people consists in a n
abundance of those things, the use of which is so necessary to sustain the
life of man, that they cannot at all be dispensed with." By the wealth of a
people Galinni, Della Moneta 11, c. 2, understands the aggregate of all lands,
houses, movable property, money, etc. which belong to them, but, that the
chief element of wealth, and the condition precedent of all others, is men
themselves. Hence, the process of the iinpoverishinent of a people in their
decline, takes the following course: money first emigrates, next, population
diminishes, afterwards, the houses fall in ruin, finally, the land i t s e l f k o m e s
n waste. According to Broggin, wealth is rc?t avanzo osia vnloredi tzctto cio che
nmnza n l p r o j ~ i oconszc~rroe bisogrro, Delle Monete, 1743, IV, 307, 314; Cust.)
Palr/ti&(ob. 17gt), also says : il stdperjltro constitzrisc. In uichezzn. (Publica
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of the sum1-total of the component parts of the national resources. By the follo.vving signs, however, an approximative
notion of the value in use of the resources of a nation may be
obtained:
A. When, even the lower classes, who compose everywhere
the greatest portion of the people, are comfortable, in a condition worthy of human beings. Thus, C. Dupin is surprised
at the great quantities of meat, butter, cheese and tea entered
on the accounts of the poor-houses in England, and the great
FelicitB.) According to Turgot, Sur la Formation et Distribution des Richesses
1771, go, the wealth of a nation consists in the net proceeds of landedproperty capitalized at the ordinary priceof land, and then of the aggregate of all
the movable property of the country. BriscA, Geluumlauf 111, 27, considers a certain duration of the produce or revenue as an essential element in
the ~ d e aof wealth. Lauderdale, Inquiry, ch. 11, distinguishes tiational
wealth and private wealth; the former embracing all that lnan covets as
agreeable or desirable; while it is one of the marks of the latter, that there
should be no general superfluity of it on hand. Several modern English
economists call wealth only that, the production of which cost human
labor. Thus, Malthus, Definitions (1827) p. 234. Torrens, Production of
Wealth, 1821, ch. I. When Rossi, Cours dlEconomie politique, 1835, L.
2, says: tout chose propre h sntisfnire arx besoi?~sde Z'lro?n~ne
est riclresse, he demonstrates how the frequent inaccuracy of the French language stands in
the way of a close analysis. The greater number of more recent definitions
are true of resources rather than of wealth. Bnstint distinguishes between
richesse efectiae and relatiae, the former being based on atilitt?,the latter on
valear. (Harmonies, ch. 6.)
1 The national wealth of Athens, at the timeof the hundredth Olympiad, is
estimated by BLickIr (Staatshaushalt der Athen, I, p. 636,2d ed.) to have been
from thirty to forty thousand talents, besides the non-taxable property of the
state. T h a t of Great Britain is estimated at about 8 , m million pounds sterling. (Athenzeum 5 hlarch, 1S53.) Wolozvski estimated that of France at,
at least, 116 milliards of francs, with an annual increase of 1% milliards.
(L'or et l'Argent, 1870. E;nqu&te,59.) Dnvid A. Wells estimated that of the
United States, in 1860, slaves not included, at I . + , I S~nilliondollars,
~
or $451.?0
per capita, \\hereas in England, the per capita wealth was about $1,000.
(HiIdeGrnnd's Jahlb., 1870, I, 431.) The national wealth of the kingdom of
Saxony is equal to Goo ~nillionthalers immovable, and Goo million movable,
l~roperty. (E~zgel,Statist. Zeitschr. August, 1856). That of W~irtemberg=
2,710 million florins, of' which 7oa millions represent movable goods, and 100
million, claims o n foreign countries. (Statistisches Handbuch, 1863.) Of
course all these estimates are very inexact.
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care taken to have these of the best quality.2 A good symptom of such a state of things is a high average duration of
human life, especially when there is a relatively large number
of births. (S 246.)
B. When a considerable outlay, devoted to the satisfaction of the more refined wants, is voluntarily made, and by
those only possessed of a proper economic sense. Thus, in
England, the various mission, bible, and tract societies had,
in 1841, an aggregate income of S630,ooo. The e~peditions
in search of Franklin cost over a million pounds sterling. The
state outlay also belongs to this category, provided, that taxes
are collected and loans obtained, without any noticeable oppression. The sum of zo,ooo,ooo pounds sterling, voted, in
1833, by the British Parliament for the abolition of slavery, is
one of the happiest signs of the national wealth of England?
C. A large number of valuable buildings, and permanent
improvements; for instance, roads of every description, works
for purposes of irrigation and drainage. Thus, in London,
from September, 1843, to SePtember,'1845, there were constructed squares and streets with an aggregate length of 11.1
geographical miles. The number of newly built houses in
London, between 1843 and 1847, was nearly 27,000. And so,
in England and Wales there are 492 geographical miles of
navigable canals, while their navigable rivers are estimated to
have a length of only 449 miles. The number of miles of
railroad, in the British Empire, in 1865, was 2,897 geographical miles, and they cost 459 million of pounds; in 1870, it was
3,270 geographical miles, at an aggregate cost of 650 millions
sterling.
D. The frequent occurrence of heavy commercial payments,
which finds expression especially in the magnitude and costliness of the most usual medium of exchange. Thus, all payments are made in England in paper (for sums of at least five
Ch. Dufin, Forces productives, p. 82. See i?lJva,5 230.
scampare Mm'dingcr, Das britische Reich In Europa, pp ?Q, 238,261.
9
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pounds sterling) or in gold coin. Silver is used only as small
change, like copper in most other countries. ( I n f a , 118,
seq.Y
E. Frequent loans to foreign nations. Hence, Storch divides
all countries into borrowing or poor countries, loaning or rich
countries, and independent countries which hold a middle
place between the two former?

SECTION XI.
OF ECONOMY (HUSBANDRY).

All normal economy1 (husbandry) aims at securing a maximum of personal advantage with a minimum of cost or outlay.2 And there are always two intellectual incentives at the
foundation of this economy. There is, first, self-interest, the
positive manifestation of which is the effort to acquire as much
of the world's goods as possible, and the negative expression
of which, the eft'ort to lose as little of them as possible -acquisitiveness- saving. Self-interest, losing its moral, and assuming a guilty, character, degenerates into egotism; acquisitiveness, into covetousness; and the disposition to save, into
avarice -the solz~sismusof Kant. The incentive to ameliorate
one's condition is common to all men, no matter how varied
4Davcrzagzt considers an increase in the number of houses, ships and stocks
of goods, a s thc surest sign of an increase in the national wealth; and on the
other hand, a high rate of interest, a low price of land, small wages, a decrease of population, and an increase of uncultivated land, as the signs of
national impoveris:lment. (Works, I, pp. 354, seq. 11, p. 253.) Sir M.
Decker, Essay on the Causes of necline of Foreign Trade (1744)~
3, gives as the
signs of impoverisllment, the following: a wretched condition of the poor
and of manufactures, a low
of wool, long credit to retail dealers, frequent cases of banhruptcy, exportation of the metals, unfavorable exchange,
Cew new coins, Inany cases of unpaid rent of leased land, and high poor rates.
Stol-eh, lInndbuch, I, 45. Compare iufrd, 187.
On the difference between human and animal economy, see S d b s , Neue
Untersuchungen dcr N. CEkonomie, (1835)~4.
¶ Cornparr Schizfle, System, 111, Aufl. I, z, 28.
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the form or different the intensity of its manifestation. It
guides us all from the cradle to the grave. It may be restricted within certain limits, but never entirely extinguished.
It is, in the domain of economy, what the instinct of self-preservation is to our physical existence, a powerful principle of
creation, preservation and of renewed life (I. Thessal., 4,11,
~ e q . ) . ~Then there is the incentive of the demand of God's
voice within us, the voice of conscience, whether we call it, in
philosophic outline " the adumbration of the ideas of equity,
right, benevolence, of perfection and inner freedom," or, framing our lives in accordance with them, the striving after the
Kingdom of
It matters not, how much the image of
God may have been disfigured in most men, there is no one
in whom the longing for it has so far disappeared as to leave
no trace behind. This puts bounds to our self-interest, and
a Kizics, in his Polit. CEkonomie vom geschichtl. Stundpunhte, 1853, p. 160

E,shows, very happily, how the lo\ r of one's self, -which must, indeed, be
distinguished from self-seeking-is not in conflrct with the love of one's neighbor; but that, in healthy natures, it is found allied with a feeling of equity, and
of the common good. See, also, F. Fuoco, Saggi economici, Pisa, 1825, Nr.
7 . Schuiz, Das sittliche Element in der Volswirthschaft: T u b ~ n g e rZeitschrift fur Staatswissensch. 1814, p. 132,E.
4
That they should seek the Lord if haply they might feel after hi~n."
(Acts, 17, 27. Compare Matthew, 6 : 33, also I. Timothy, 5: S.) A d a ~ nM~iZlor
in his Nothwendigkeit einer theolog. Grundlagc, 49 s q . , is a strong advo-'
cate of all this, but a rather narrow one. The farmer, he says, should first
work for the love of God, then for the fruit, that is, for the gross product,
and lastly for the net product. His work is a trust. MtilZcr considers the
business relations of men, as they exist at present, as the comfortless nlutual slab ery of all." (Nothwendigkeit einer theolog. Grundlage, 49 C) T h e
economist, Ch. Peviu, who writes from the Catholic politico-economical standas the force antagonistic to
point, substitutes for conscience, rcno~~ce~itent,
i7rfe'rc?t, an espression inappropriate, because' merely negative, although in
perfect harmony with the ascetic religiousness of the middle ages. (De la
Richesse dans les SociCtiCs chr&tiennes, 1861,I 1 vol., passim) Compare
(I'oschcr in Gelzr's Protestant. Monatsbliittem, Jan. 1863. Pz/chtn, Institutionen, I, f. S, opposes to individualisnl -or the impulse to distinguish ourselves from others, and which, when uncontrolled, leads to egotism, pride
and hate -love and right, which are controlling powers over the former.
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transmutes it into an earthly means to enable us to approximate to an eternal ideal.
As, in the structure of the world, the apparently opposing
tendencies of the centrifugal and centripetal forces produce
the harmony of the spheres, so, in the social life of man, selfinterest and conscience produce in him the feeling for the common
This sentimerit of the common interest is the
foundation on which rise in successive gradation, the life of
the family, of the community, of the nation and of humanity,
the last of which should be coincident with the life of the
Church. It, alone, can realize the kingdom of heaven on earth.
Through this sentiment alonc can religion be made active and
moral. Only through it, can self-interest be made really sure
and always to the purpose. Even the most calculating mind
must acknowledge, that numberless institutions, relations etc.,
are useful and even necessary to many individuals, which can
be established or maintained only from a sense of the general
welfare, for the reason that no one individual could make the
sacrifice required to establish or maintain them. And so, since
commerce has wrought the interests of all men into one great
piece of net-work, the best means of obtaining wherewith to
satisfy our own wants is to help others satisfy theirs. Selfinterest causes every one to choose the course in life in which
he shall meet with the least competition and the most abundant
patronage; in other words, that which answers t o the most
pressing and least satisfied want of the community. A s a rule,
the physician who cures the greatest number of patients with
the greatest skill, and the manufacturer who produces the
best goods cheapest, will grow to be the richest. It is, moreover, easy to see that, according as the circle of common interests grows smaller, it approximates to self-interest; and
6 Even the ancients conceived Eros as a world-building principle. According to Schdtz's expression, loc. cit., which it is not difficult to misconstrue,
tire feeling of the coinmon interest manifests itself, both as law and force.
And, in reality, it is necessary that, in order not to permit the d r o w ~ ycon
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to " the Kingdom of God " as it grows larger. And yet, all
these circles respectively condition one another. Cosmoplitanism or church-zeal, without love of country; patriotism,
without fidelity to the community in which one lives, or love
of one's family, are more than suspicious. T h e reverse is
also true. This is a chief connecting link between the great
apparent opposites.' B
scienct to fall too far behind self-interest, which is always awake, it should
create fasting institutions and regulations above and beyond the caprice of
the indib idual or of the moment; for instance, in the family, marriage, education etc.
"The
more private interest ceases to be momentary, and becomes lifelongand even hereditary, the better does it harmonize with the feeling of the
common interest.
7 Pcrifz says (I, 93), that the conflict of interest is reconciled in the seeking
for the attainment of the supreme good, that is God, who gives himself to
all in equal measure, and yet always remains the same, and out of whose fulness all may draw, and yet no one's share grows less." But the same is true
of all deal goods, and of every forrfi of the feeling for the common interest,
the highest of u hich is, indeed, religiousness.
SAccording to f i s t , Anthropolog~e,p. 239, the desire of comfort and
well-being, and the inclination to virtue, when the former is properly restrained by the latter, produce the highest degree of moral, united to the
highest degree of physical, good. I t is well known, that during the middle
ages, in all countries except Italy and,even up to the seventeenth century,
the moral sciences were under a one-sided theological influence, whose ascetic condemnation of self-interest may have been well enough during a
period of violence. By virtue of 3 very natural reaction, and as a protest of
individualism against the constraint of absolute monarchy, the materialists
of the eighteenth century endeavored to discover, even in the most exalted
phenomena of' human society, only the expression of a.n enlightened selfinterest. See &fffnde7nnlZe'sFable of the Bees, or private Vices public Virtues (1723), but especially, Helvdtizs, D e 1'Esprit (1758) Voltnivc says, that,
in all the celebrated maxims of De Rochcfo7rcnald (1665) there is but one
truth contained, gzrc l'ffazozrr propre cst b urohile do tot~tcsnos actiotzs. (But
see, per contra, PzlferttEot$ Jus Natura: et Gentium, 1672, 11, 3, 15.) This tendency was opposed, especially by the English, who could not be blind to the
influence exerted in public life by the feeling for the common good. Dnvid
Htbmc, Treatise on Human Nature (173g), 111, 54, is of opinion that the interests of others are, on the whole, in the case of nearly every man stronger
than even his own self interest. Hfdtchesos, System of Moral Philosophy
(17j5), speaksoof' the innate principle of benevolence. Man is not a perfect
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SECTION XII.
ECONOMY.-GRADES

OF ECONOMY

Thanks to this feeling for the common weal, the eternal and
destructive war -the belZtmz onzfziunr ccnztm onzucs- which an
unscrupulous self-interest would not fail to generate among
men engaged in the isolated prosecution of their own economic
interests, ceases in the higher, wen-ordered organization1 of
society. On it are based the various forms of economy in
common : family-economy, corporation or association-economy,
whole; a part belongs to his own person, part to his family, part to the nation, part even to all humanity. Brwb, Inquiry into the Origin of our Ideas
of the Sublime and Beautiful (1756$, distinguishes two fundamental pr~nciples
of action, that of self-preservation and that of society. On the former is
based the sense of the sublime; on the latter, of the beautiful. Accord,
of Civil Society, (1767)~I, 3, 4, the "sense of
ing to R c ~ g t r ~ o nHistory
union" is frequently strongest where the advantage drawn from the connection is smallest; for instance, it is weakest in highly cultured commercial
countries. Adnna Siniib, Theory of Moral Sentiments (176S), has been as
one-sided in reducing everything to LLsympathy,"as he has been in his
Wealth of Nations in rcducing everything to L'self-interest;" but not without the consciouspess, that to esplnin the reality, it is necessary to take both
into consideration (Bncklc). I t would, indeed, be just as preposterous to
base economy on self-interest alone, as to base marriage merely on the sexual
Stnatswirthschaftliche Untersuchungen, 1st
appetite. Recently, Hcr~~znstz,
ed., part xst, discovers in self-interest, and in the feeling for the common
good, the two springs of all economy. H e would even base the so-cnlled
theoretic Political Economy, on the study of self-interest, its practice in that
of the common good. Af, Chcvnlicr, Cours d'Economie politique, 1844, 11,
412 K, understands something very like this by the contrast between liberty
and centralization. The a?tfogolrln2c and nssou'nlion of Bnzcrrd, Exposition
de la Doctrine de Saint Sitnon (rszg), p. 144 ff. Closer investigation will
show, howcver, that self-interest; which must not be confounded with egotism,
and the cornmon interest, are neither cobrdinate nor exhaustive opposites.
C'ompare the beautiful contrast drawn by Goethe (Pocket edition of 1S33, v01
46, 97), between Pletat " and Egoisterei."
P n n l , I. Corinth. 12, gives the most beautiful model description of a social
organism. Compare, however, the fable of Menenius Agrippa in Lizy,,II,32.
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municipal economy, and national e c o n ~ m y . ~And these forms
of economy in common are so essenticllly the condition and
complement of individual economy, that the latter, without
them, could either not be maintained at all, or, at least, only in
the very lowest stage of civilization.
Although the higher science of Political Economy has,
nearly always, been conceiveda as treating of the aggregate
national activity of a people, there have been many, recently,
who consider Political Economy as no real whole, but only as
a mere abstraction. This is true, especially of many unconditional free-trade theorizers, partIy from a repugnance toward
the governmental guardianship of private businesses or economy. It is true, also, of certain philosophers who consider
the idea, "the people," as merely nominaL4 There are, how% Excellent beginnings of' a general theory of economies in common in
Schcij7e, N. (Ekonomie, 11, Aufl., 62 E,331 ff.
"he French and English, with their strong political bias, use the expressions respectively ecoitot/zie politiqne and Political Economy. I n Germany,
where the terms the people ( Volk) and the state (Slant) are much less nearly
are preferred.
coextensive, the words VollrswirthscAnftn and n/nliona~okonoirzie
But even Ht~felaad, who first gave currency to the term VoZk.~z~ivtiri,'lscltnflsciri,'lscltnflnfi
(Grundlegung, I, I+), called attention to the peculiarity that the term economy suggests that there is one who economizes and guides, an economist in
chief, and that such a one is, even according to the most correct opinion,
wanting in the public economy of a people.
4According to Th. Coofir, Lectures on the Elements of Political Economy,
(rrzh), I, 15 ff. I", the wealth of society is nothing but the aggregate wealth
of all the individuals that cotnpose it. Each individual looks out best for his
own interests, and, hence, that nation must be the richest, in which each individual is most completely left to himself. (Jf this were so, savage nations
would be the richest!) Coo$ev goes so far as to disapprove of the protection
afforded to commerce on the high seas by a national navy; no naval war is
worth what it costs, and merchants should protect themselves. He says, too,
that the word "nation " is an invention of the grammarians, made to sal e
the trouble of circumlocution, a nonentity! Adam Smith is, as might be espected, far removed from such absurdities. [Compare Wealth of Nations, IV,
ch. 2, and the end of the fourth book.) But, even he is of opinion that men,
in the study of their own advantage are led naturally, or rather necessarily"
(IV, ch. 2), to the employment which is most useful to society. But here
Annm Sttu'th overlooks the fact, that every individual nation strives after earth-
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ever, two things necessary to warrant us to call a thing made
up of a number of parts, one real whole: the parts and the
whole must have a reciprocal action upon one another, and the
whole, as such, must have a demonstrable action of its own.
(Dro6isch.) In this sense, " the people " is, unquestionably, a
ly inlmortality, and is, in consequence, frequently compelled to make immediate sacriCces for the sake of a distant future, a thing which can never be
to the private interest of the mortal individuals who compose it. And thus,
D. NovtlL, Discourses upon Trade (1691), 13 seq., says, that in commercial
matters, different nations stand in precisely the same relation to the whole
world, that individual cities do to the kingdom, and individual families to
the city. Similarly, Boisgzrillebert, Factum de la France, ch. 10, 327, Daire's
edition. Bctzjnmin FratzhZin (ob. 17go), Political Papers, S 4. And y. B. S a y ,
Trait6 d' Economie politique (1802) I, 15: every nation is, in relation to neighboring nations, in the situation of a province in relation to neighboring provinces. Unfortunately, such doctrine is only too palpably refuted by every
war! y. Bentham's saying: L e s intdrdts individzcels sont les seuls intirhts
ricls (Traitt de Ltgislation, 1, 229). I n f r a S 98.
Among those who, in antiquity, most energetically maintained that the
idea of'nntional economy is not a merely nominal one, is P l a t o (De Repitbl.,
IV, 420, I, 462); more recently, Pichtc (Der geschlossene Handelstaat, ~ h ) ,
although, in general, the socialists attach as little importance to nationality as
their most decided opponents. Adam Miiller is a writer who deserves recognition for his advocacy of national economy, and of the state as a whole, paramount to individuals, and even generations. He gives war the credit of
causing the scientific ltnowledge of the state to cast deeper roots, and of enlightening individuals in the most forcible way, that they are parts of one
,
callspublic econgreat whole. (Elemente der Staatskunst, IW,I , - ~113).
omy, as a whole! the product of all products. What, he inquires, is the use of
all wealth, if it does not guaranty itself? And this, it can do, only through
the organization of the whole people, that is, through the nation (I, 202).
Admn Smith's theory of labor would be correct if it considered the entire national life of a people itself as one huge piece of labor. (11, 265). And so,
Miiller directs his polemics against Adain Smith's premise of a merely mercantile world-iqarket. (11, 290). Similarly, the protective tariff theoreticians,
(:nrrich, Thtorie de 1'Economie politique (1S22), 11, 198 E. and F r . L i s t , Nationales System der politischen Oek. (~Sqz),I, 240 ff. Colton, Political Econolny of the United States, 1853. Sisnzondi, Nouveaux Principeo ( I S I ~ )I,
,
197, ridicules the opinion which resolves the public interest into merely private interests: It is A's interest to rob B ; B, the weaker, is equally interested to let himself be robbed, that he may fare no worse. But the state
-? l
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reality, and not alone the individuals who constitute the "people." Besides, it is truly said that all husbandry or economy
2).
supposes a will ("systematized activity" etc., supa,
Such a will is ascribed to individuals, to legal persons, to the
state, but not, however, to "the people," as a whole. But this
will need not be an entirely conscious one, as is plain from the
case of the less gifted and less cultured individuals engaged in
household cconomy. The systemization in the public economy of a people finds its clearest expression in economic laws,
and in the institutions of the state. But it finds expression,
also, without the intervention of the state, in the laws established by use, and by the opinions of jurists or courts, in community of speech, of customs and tastes etc.: things which
have an important economic meaning, which depend on the
common nature of the land, of race and history, and which
influence the state, at least as much as they are influenced
by it!
The most that can be said, at present, so far as an economy
of mankind, or a world-economy, is concerned, is, that it may
be shown that important preparations have been made for it.
W e are approaching more nearly to it by the ways of the
more and more cosmopolitan character of science, the increasing international cooperation of labor, the improvement in the
means of transportation, gowing emigration, the greater love
of peace, and the greater toleration of nations etc.
&Nationalwars are really no mere operations of the will of the state! Since
Ireland, and, since 1858,even British India, constitute one state with
England, and yet how different are the economic tendencies of these different
countries of which the individual husbandman or business man must take
cognizance !
6 One might also deny the reality of a stream, considered as a whole, since
its bed, no one calls a stream, and its watery contents change every moment.
And yet, it is well known to scientific geography that every stream has ita
own individual character.
1800,
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SECTION XIII.
P O L I T I C A L EC0NOiMY.-THE

ECONOMIC ORGANISM.

The idea conveyed by the word organism, is doubtless, one
of the most obscure of all ideas; and I am so far from desiring to explain l by that idea, the meaning of public or national economy, that I would only use the word wganisnz as
the shortest and most familiar expression of a number of
problems, which it is the purpose of the following investigation to solve.
There are two points, especially, of importance here. In the
motion of any machine, it is possible to distinguish with the
utmost accuracy, between the cause and the effect of the motion: the blowing of the wind, for instance, is simply and purely, the cause of the friction of the mill-stones in a wind-mill,
and is not in the least influenced or conditioned by the latter.
But, in the public economy of every people, patient thought
soon shows the observer, that the most important simultaneous
events or phenomena mutually condition one another. Thus,
a flourishing state of agriculture is impossible without flourishing industries; but, conversely, the prosperity of the latter
supposes the prosperity of the former, as a condition precedent.
It is as in the human body. The motions of respiration are
produced by the action of the spinal cord; and the spinal
cord, in turn, continues to work only through the blood, that is,
1 This would be to be guilty of explaining ignotunz per ignoihs.
And yet,
there are a great many modern writers who imagine that they have said
something all-sufficient, when they have told us that the state is an organism. As early a writer as Hz~felnnd(N. Grundlegung, I, I 13), enters his protest against such abuses. The person who would operate with this notion,
should, at least, have read the acute observations, so well calculated to dissipate preconccived opinions, made by Lotze, in his Allgemeine Physiologle
des korperlichen Lebens, 1-165 The organic conception of national life,
the life of a whole people, where the individual organs are free and rational
beings, is evidently a much more difficult one to form than that of the
animal or human body.
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by the help of respiration. In all cases like this, we are forced,
when accounting for phenomena, to move about in a circle, unless we admit the existence of an organic life, of which every
individual fact is only the manife~tation.~
"
It is, also, undeniable, that human insight into the operation
and utility of a machine must always precede the existence of
the machine itself. This human insight is parent to the plan,
and the plan, in turn, is parent to the machine. The very reverse of this is true in the case of organisms, those " divine
machines " as Leibnitz called them. Men had digested food
and reproduced their kind, thousands of years before physiologists had attained to a true theory of digestion or reproduction. I do not, indeed, by any means, pretend, that the public
economy of nations is governed by natural necessity, in the
same degree, as for instance, the human body. We shall find,
however, that the minute arbitrary variations usual here and
there in the course of its development, generally compensate
for one another, in accordance with the law of large numbers.
Here, too, we find harmonies, frequently of wonderful beauty,
which existed long before any one dreamt of them; innumer-

"

first called attention, in m y worlc on the life-work and age of Thucydidcs,
to the fact that that great historian always accounts for causes in the following manner: A. is produced by B., and B. by A. (Roscher, Leben Work
und Zeitalter des Thukydides, 199 R.; compare especially Thucyd.,I, 2,7,seq.)
Such a circle is not a vicious one. A11 first class historians have thus explained historical phenomena. The one-sided deduction of A. from B., and
B. from C., etc., which the so-called pragmatic writers like Polybizls, for instance, is the result of overlooking all reciprocal action. Scinlajn, Principii
(1840j,p. 60, makes a someu-hat similar observation for Political Econonly.
3 Whether we call thc unknown and incxplicable ground back of all analysis, and which our analysis cannot reach, vital force, generic form, spirit of
the nation, or God's thought, is for the present n mattcr of scientific indifference. All the more necessary arc the self-knowledge and honesty, in general, which admit thc existence of this background, and which do not, by
denying it, deny the connection of the whole, which is, for the most part,
much morc important than the analyzed parts. But 1 must at the same time,
enter my energetic protest against the imputations of heresy made by those
who do not comprehend the sacred duty of science, by never ceasing investigation, to push farther back the bounds of this inexplicable background.
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able nrttural Jaws: whose operation does not depend on their
recognition by individuals, and, over which, only he can obtain power who has learned to obey them. (Bacon.)
But
When Hildebmnd, for instance, objects to the application of the expression "natural law" to the economic actions of man, for the reason that it
conflicts with human freedom and man's capacity for progress (Jahrbiichcr
der N. (Eek. und Statistik., 1863, Heft., I), I cannot agree with him. I use the
exprcxssion '(natural law" wherever I observe uniiormity, explicable in its
broader connections, and not dependent on human design. That there are
such unifor~nitiesthere can be no question. I need only mention the philological law of the so-called permutation of consonants," which individnals
follow when speaking -certainly not through compulsion,- and, by means
or which, the progress of the speaking aggregate is made manifest. Or, I
might call attention to the well known fact, that, in populous countries marriages and crimes, which are for the most part free, are divided among the
different age-classes in a proportion much more uniform, from year to yeer,
than are deaths, which are not free. I adhere all the more firmly to the expression '(natural law," because no one takes offense a t or objects to the expression, '' nature of the human soul." But to this very nature of the human
soul belong the freedom and responsibility of the individual, as well as the
capacity of the species for progress. Compare A. Wagner, on Lam in the
Apparently capricious Actions of Man (Die Gcsetzmiissigkcit in den schaitbczv
~uillkUuliclrenmensc'tlic'tcn Hczndlungen, 1864, p. 63 seq.), in which, however, he only goes so far as to show that law and freedom coexist side by
side as indubitable facts, while the seeming contradiction between the two
Moralische Statistik und die menschliche Willensfreiremains. D~~obisch's
hcit, 1367, is an important contribution to the literature of this question.
6 Wlmtely, in his fourth lecture (Lectures, 1831)~shows in a very clear way,
how London is supplied and provisioned by men with no object in view but
their own personal interest, each of whom is possessed of but a very limited
knowledge of the aggregate wants of its inhabitants, and yet they work into
one another's hands, in the interests of the whole, purely instinctively, and
infinitely better, perhaps, than the operations of the most skillful governmental
commission, organized for the same purpose.
6 Alphonsus of Castile, the king astrologer of the thirteenth century, is
reported to hare said, that the universe would hare been much better constituted, if the Creator had asked his advice beforehand. Astronomers like
Newton and Gauss have, certainly, judged otherwise.
*MacCullocBremarks, that there is an essential differencebetween the physical and the moral and political sciences in this, that the principles of the former apply in all cases, those of the latter, only in the greater number of cases
a thought very ably developed by Iinies, loc. cit., tnssim. If, with Newt~zarch,
(London Statistical Journal, 1861, p. 460 seq.), we could grant, that there is no

-
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it should never be lost sight of, that the natural laws governmg the public economy of a people, like those of the human
mind, are distinguished in one very essential point from those
of the material world. They have to do with free rationd beings, who, because they are thus free and rational, are responsible to God and their conscience, and constitute in their aggregate a species capable of progress.

SECTION XIV.
O R I G I N O F A NATION'S ECONOMY.

The public economy of a people has its origin simultaneously with the people. It is neither the invention of man nor
the revelation of God. It is the natural product of the faculties and propensities which make man man? Just as it may
be shown, that the family which Cves isolated from all others,
contains, in itself, the germs of all political organization! so
may it be demonstrated, that every independent household
management contains the germs of all politico-economical
activity. The public economy of a nation grows with the
nation. With the nation, it blooms and ripens. Its season
of blossoming and of maturity is the period of its greatest
strength, and, at the same time, of the most perfect develop" law," except where it is possible to predict each individual occurrence under
it, there \vould be no such thing even as the "laws" of the probability of life.
The word element," also, means something very different in Political Economy from what it does in chemistry: a combination which might be broken
up, but which that science leaves it to other sciences to do, The "element"
of Political Economy is Man. Compare PicLfm4 Einleitung in die po!itische CEk.,1860,17.
I t is in this sense that Aristoflc (Polit., I, p. I, g Schn.) says : g~avc,o,obv,

"orr rczv gchacr

4 n6Rr~Eari, xai art dv8,oonoc qiraor nolrrtxbv C&iov.

According to L. Stein, Lehrbzrch der VolkswirDschaff, 1858,33, the political
economy of a people begins at the point where the overplus of individuals
begins.
'Compare K. L. vorl Haller, Restauration der Staatewlssenchaft, I, p.

446 ff.
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ment of all its more important organs? In respect to it, the
economic endeavors of any epoch may be said to be represented by two great parties, the one progressive, the other,
conservative. The former would hasten the period of the nation's richest and most varied development, the latter postpone
its departure as long as possible; and hence it comes, that a
people's economic decline is sometimes taken for progress, by
the former class, and their progress for decline, by the latter.
As a rule, the union and equilibrium of these parties are wont
to be the greatest at the period of maturity, because, then, intelligence and the spirit of sacrifice for the common good are
most generaL4
Finally, the public economy of a nation declines with the
people. (Infra, 8 263 K)
SECTION XV.
D I S E A S E S O F THE S O C I A L ORGANISM.

If the public economy of a people be an organism, we must
expect to find that the perturbations, which affect it, present
some analogies to the diseases of the body physical. W e
may, therefore, hope to learn much that may be of use in
8 As Sallust characterizes the political apogee of the Romans: O$timis
moribus et gnrrxima concordia egit $o$vlus Romanus inter saundtrm atque 90s#re,tauttr bellton Cartl,agiaierzsc." See Augustin (Civ. Dei 11, 18). Ptcclrta
(Institutionen, I, f. 83);with a great deal of good sense, distinguishes in every
people their individual character from that which they share in common with
nll mankind. The latter exists among savage nations, only as agerm buried
under the overpowering weight of that which is special to them. The period of the perfect equilibrium of both elements is coincident with that of a
people's real culture. I n the further course of development, the latter, more
general element becomes gradually over-powerful, destroys the individual,
and thus dissolves nationality.
'Thus formulated, the principles of the two great parties, evidently, no
more contradict one another than their ordinary watchwords, '6freedo~n"
and "order," are in contrast with one another. Hence all the great statesmen of the best periods of history have adopted the middle course rec.
ommended by Aristotle.
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practice, from the tried methods of medicine: In the diseases
of the body economic, it is necessary to distinguish accurately,
between the nature of the disease and its external symptoms,
although it may be necessary to. combat the latter directly,
and not merely with a view to alleviation. Following the
example of the physician, we should particularly direct our
attention to the curative method which nature itself would
pursue, were art not to intervene. " The curative power of
nature is no peculiar power; it is the result of a series of happy
adjustments, by means of which the morbid perturbation itself
sets in motion the springs which may either destroy the evil
or paralyze its action. It is, in fact, nothing but the original
power which formed the body and preserves its Iife in contact
with the external causes of perturbation and the internal disorder provoked by these causes." (Ruete.)
-

Lotze, Allgemcine Pathologie, 1842. Rueto, Lehrbuch der allgemeinen Therapie, 1852. These analogies, obviously, should not bc pushed too far.
One of the most essential differences between the two consists in this, that
In the diseases of the body politic, physicians and nurses are themselves part
of the diseased organism.
1 See
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CHAPTER
POSITION OF POLITICAL ECONOMY IN
THE CIRCLE OF RELATED SCIENCES.

SECTION XVI.
P O L I T I C A L O R N A T I O N A L ECONOMY.

By the science of national,' or Political Economy, we understand the science which has to do with the laws of the development of the economy of a nation, or with its economic national life. (Philosophy of the history of P01itic~lEconomy,
1 See Ahren's very beautiful exposition, Organische Staatslehre, 1850, I, 77.
National economy (Natio~~alokotzo~nie
=public economy) ; national economics (Nutionulokotzo~ni~=the science of public economy. T h e latter term
was first proposed, in Germany, in 1849,by Uhde; the former was naturalized
there in 1805 : v. Sodcn, Nationalijkonomie, 1805 ; Jacob, Grundsatze der S.
(Ek., 1806. 111 Italy, G. 01,tes used it as ezrly as 1774, in his Dell Economia
nazionale, and in England it was employed, even in 1867, by Ferguson, History of Civil Soc~ety,111, p. 4. Holland. Volkshuyshoudkunde. A s a rule,
outside of Germany, the term political economy, kconoiniepolitigue, one which
is somewhat calculated to mislead the student, is used. (Thus Montclrr2ticn siefrr de Vattc71ilZe, Trait6 de 1' Economie $oliiique, 165; later J. J. Rous.
scau, Discours sur 1' Economie politique, later yet the Trait65 d' E. p,, Maillardkve, P a g e and J. B. Say, ISOX-1803). Political Economy (Sir y. Stewart,
Inquiry into the principles of P. E., 1767); also Public Economy (Petty, several Essays, 1682, 35); Econo~nio$oZitica or $ubllica (the latter by Verri and
Beccaria). T h e title Econot~zincizlile (Genovesi, Lezioni, d' Ec. civ., 1769), has
found few adherents. It has, however, been used recently by Cenzuschi:
Illusions des SociPtds coijperatrices (1866). T h e tertn, Erono~tiiesoriale has
been used all the morc in France (Dunoyer, Nouveau Trait6 d' Ec soc., 1830),
since recommended by J. B. Soy, and employed by Buat (Des vrais Prin.
cipes de 1' Origine et de la Filiation du Mot Economie politique, in the Jourm
1
1
1 des Ewnomistes, 1852.)
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according to von Mangoldt.) Like all the political sciences, or
sciences of national Zfe, it is concerned, on the one hand, with
the consideration of the individual man, and on the other, it
extends its investigations to the whole of human kind?
National life, like all life, is a whole, the various phenomena
of which are most intimately connected with one another.
Hence it is, that to understand one side of it scientifically, it is
necessary to know all its sides. But, especially, is it necessary
to fix one's attention on the following seven: language, religion, art, science, law, the state and e c o n ~ m y . ~Without language, all higher mental activity is unthinkable; without religion, all else would lose its firmest foundation and highest
aim. Through art, alone, do all these sides attain to beauty;
through science, alone, to clearness. Law arises, the moment
conflicts of will become inevitable and an adjustment is desired.
The state has to do with them, in so far as they have any external force or validity. Indeed, there is rio human relation,
not even the highest and the sweetest, but has its economic
interests. It is, therefore, natural, that each of the sciences
which relate to these various regions of human life should, in
part, presuppose all others, and, in part, serve as a basis for
them.4
PStrnit, Lehrbuck der V. W., prefaces his "Science of Public Economy"
(pp. 329-358), by a Science of Economy " (pp. 96-328),which, however, treats
individual economies only as the elements of the national economy. A science of household or isolated individual economy could, of courec, treat only
of the economic relations of anchorites. Those who'object that Political
Economy is not a real whole will be satisfied with the definition of it given
by I.: I.iVetc?m~n:" T h e Science of the bearing of household or separate
econonlies to one another, and to the state as a whole." (Tdb.Zeitschr., 1872,

267.)
% I nso far as thesc various institutions are concerned, with objects beyond
the human, or supernatural, only the manner in which they are accepted, or
in which they are made use of, is an expression of nationaI life.
4 Thus, J. Tucker thinlcs that religion, the state and commerce, are only
the parts of one same general plan: no institution, therefore, can be callcd
appropriate, within the limits of the province of any one of thcse, if it be
clearly in opposition to the other two, because the harmony of God's ~ v w k
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But in the midst of this universal relationship, it is easy to
see that law, the state and economy constitute a family, as
it were apart and more closely connected. (The social sciences, in the narrower sense of the expression.)
They are confined almost exclusively to what Schleiermacher
has called " effective action " (wirksame Hundeln), while art and
science belong almost entirely to the ('action. of representation" (darstllenden HandeZn); and religion and language
combine both kinds. Law, the state, and economy too, have
their roots so deep in the physical and intellectual imperfection of man, that we can scarcely imagine their continuance
beyond his life on earth (Gospel of Matthew, 22, 30). But
within these limits, their several provinces and the subjects
with which they are concerned are almost coincident. They
only consider these from different points of view: the science
of politics from that of sovereignty; the science of Political
Economy from that of the satisfaction of the requirement of
external goods by the people; the science of law from that of
the prevention or the peaceable adjustment of conflicts of will.
As every economic act, cons60usly or unconsciously, supposes
forms of law, so, by far the greater number of the laws relating to rights, and the greater number of judgments in the
matter of rights,
contain an economic element. In numberless
cases, the science of law gives us only the external how; the
deeper why is revealed to us by the science of Political Econmy.^ And, as to the state, who, for instance, can appreciate
can not be broken up. (Four Tracts and two Sermons on political and commercial Subjects, 1774, Sern~.I.)
SRicdel (National CEkonomie, 1838, I, p. 178 seq.), gives a good illustration
of the difference between the manner in which law and Political Econorny
look at the same question. The law (to avoid strife, or to settle controversies)
looks upon the debtor as the owner of the capital, and lets him run all the
risk; Political Economy, on the other hand, looking deeper into the nature
of the contract, reaches an entirely opposite result. The mere jurist has a
dangerous tendency to undervalue the reign of the laws of nature; the merc
political economist, just as readily, undervalues the element of kee will.
(Aysold, Cultur und Recht I, 97.) In this respect, the two sciences complc-
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the political significance of a nobility, without understanding
the economic character of rent, and of the possession of large
landed estates? Who can politically appreciate the inferior
classes of society, unless initiated into a knowledge of the laws
that govern wages and population? It were much easier to
cultivate psychology without physiology! "The state is
society protected by force " (Herbart). There are two bases
to all material power:7 wealth and warlike ability (pj,uaru-~aurrxd,according to Thucydides); and how much the latter
has need of the former is well expressed by the familiar saying of Montecuccol~: " Money is not only the first, but the
second and third condition of war."
Frederick the Great calls finance the pulse of the state,
and Richelieu, the point of support which hrchimedes was in
search of, to move the world. In all modern nations, the history of the debates on the raising of revenue and of the passing
of budgets is, at the same time, the history of parliamentary
life; and most great revolutions, the Reformation of the siqteenth century not excepted, if not caused have been promoted,
by financial embarassment.
ment each other very well. Roesler (Hildebrand's Jahrb., 1868, 11, and 1869,
I.) shows, and he does not exaggerate the fact, that political economists have
111zdealtogether too little use of the results of the science of law.
"urists will always experience the want of divesting their isolated ideas of
their purely accidental character, by grouping them together in such a manner as to make them constitute a complete and independent whole. One
must be possessed of profound knowledge to perceive their necessary connection from an historico-juridical point of view. Political Economy, with
its characteristic accuracy and practical utility, can best take its place, at the
present time. I t 1s in the greater number of legal questions, the systematically elaborated bcience of " the nature of the thing." See the able beginnings
of a policy of legislation and higher history of law, based on Political Economy, by H. Danhwardt: N. CEk. und Jurisprudenz, 3 Hefte, 1857, and my
preface to Danksvnrdt's NationalClkonomisch-civilistischen Studien, 1862,
'The intellectusl power of a people depends upon the vigorous and harmollious development of all seven spheres of life.
Montecuccoli, Besondcre und geheime Kriegsnachrichten (Leipzig, 1736)
A very similar judgment by Czesar in Dio Cass., X L I I , 49.
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S E C T I O N XVII.
SCIENCES R E L A T I N G T O N A T I O N A L LIFE.-THE
SCIENCE
O F PUBLIC ECONOMY.-THE SCIENCE O F FINANCE.

If, by the public economy of a nation, we understand economic legislation and the govermental guidance or direction
of the economy of private persons,' the science of public economy becomes, so far as its form is concerned, a branch of
politica1 science, while as to its matter, its subject is almost coincident with that of Political Economy. Hence it is, that so
many writers use the terms public economy, or the economy
of the state (Staatswirthschj,?),and National Economy ( Volkswirthschaft ), as synonymous? The hypothesis, in accordance
with which, this science should discard all consideration of the
state, or should refuse to presuppose its formation: would lead
us into an ideal region, difficult to define, probably entirely impossible, and inaccessible to experience.
Just as clear, is the close connection between politics and
and Political Economy, in the case of the science of finance, or
of the science of governmental house-keeping, otherwise the
administration of public affairs. The latter, evidently, so far
as its end is concerned, belongs to politics, but so far as the
means to that end are concerned, to National Economy. As
the physiologist cannot understand the action of the human
body, without understanding that of the head; so we wouId
not be able to grasp the organic whole of national economy, if
we were to leave the state, the greatest economy of all, the
-

Handbuch der Staatswirthschaftslehre, 1835.
Thus v. Jzcsti, Staatswirthschaft 1755. Kraus, Staatswirthschaft, published by Auerswald, 1808; Schmmlz, Handbuch der Staatswirthschaft, ISOS.
More recently, Uerfnanfl, Staatswirthschaftliche Untersuchungen, 1832. I n
France, tile expression bconomie de l'btat, is very seldom used. Gavard,
Principes del'E. d'Etat, 1796.
3 PGlitt., Staatswissenschaften im Lichte unserrr Zeit,,II, 3. Compare Lot=,
Handbuch der Staatswirthschaft (zd ed., 1837)~1, 10 ff.
1 Biilnn,

2
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one which uninterruptedly and irresistibly acts on all others,
out of consideration.'
By the term police, we mean the state power whose office it
is, without mediation, to prevent all disturbances of external order among the people? It may extend its action into all the
domains of national life mentioned above, whenever external
order is there threatened, or calls for protection; but its action is
important especially in the domains of law and economy. T h e
science of the police power, therefore, of all those doctrines
resulting from investigation into national life, takes up only
one phase of each of them; and the phases of doctrine'thus
taken up, it combines into a whole, for practical ends. Its relation to those sciences is like that of surgery to the medical sciences, or like the science of legal procedure to the science of
law.
Our view of Political Economy holds a middle place between opposed extremes. The view expressed by WllateZy, Lectures on Political Economy
(1831), No. I, and covered by the proposed term LLcatalactics,"is by far too
narrow. Similarly, Macleod, Elements of Political Econorny, 1858, I, I I.
A like objection may be raised to the earlier title of Pvitswitz's book: Die
Kunst reich zu werden,- the art of growing rich. On the other hand, Dunoyw, Libertd du Travail (1S45), L. IX, ch. I, goes too far altogether: itnot
only in what manner a nation grows rich, but according to what laws it best
succeeds, in the execution of all its functions!'
And so Stovch, Handbuch,
translated into German by Rau, I, 9. Many modern writers define Political Econo~nysimply as the theory of society; for instance, Scinloja, Principj.
dell'Economia sociale, 1840. Cibvnrio, E. polit.de1 medio Evo, 111, 1842.
5 For the many and various definitions of the police power, see von Berg,
Handbuch des Polezeirechts, I, 1-12 ; Brrtte, Versuch der Begrundung eines
System der Polezei (r807), 6 ff.; Rosslrirt, Ueber den Begriff der Staatspolizoi
( 1 1 ) 3 K One of the principal difficulties is, that the practical domain of
the police power is, in consequence of the successive grades of civilization
through which a people passes, subject to greater modifications than any
other state power. We call attention especially to the expressions without
mediation, to prevcnt," and "external order," in our definition. The church,
the school, the adxinistration of justice etc., act mediately towards the prevention of such disturbances; nnd there are many other institutions which
offer immediate protection to order of a higher and more intellectual nature.
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SECTION XVIII.
SCIENCES R E L A T I N G T O N A T I O N A L LIFE.- STATISTICS.

Statistics we call the picture or representation of social life
at given periods of time, and especially at the present time,
drawn on a scale ~ I J accordance with the laws of development
discovered by means of the theoretical sciences above named;
as it were, a section through the strearn. (Schliixer calls
them: history standing still.)' Statis'tics, as thus defined, are
as far removed from saying too much as from saying too little.
T o give a compIete tableau of their object, statistics should,
of course, take in the life of a people, in all its aspects. 13ut
they should look upon such facts only as their own property,
the meaning of which they are able to understand; that is,
such only as can be ranged under known laws of development. Unintelligible facts are collected only in the hope of
penetrating into their meaning in the future, by comparing
them with one another. In the meantime, they are to the statistician only what unfinished experiments are to the investigator of nature.
The view is daily gaining ground, that statistics should be
occupied - without, however, confining themselves to them with present facts, with "facts atiecting society and th'e state,
which are susceptible of being expressed in figures." The
more deceptive the immediate observation of an individual,
isolated fact is, in cases where a great number of simultaneous
1 See the great number of earlier definitions collected in R. soon Mohl, Gesch.
und Literatur der Staatswissenschaften 111, pp. 637 ff. There are two principal groups of them, the one of which considers it as the science of things
of political note, the other as the science of actual or past conditions.
1 See Dtlfaa, Trait6 de Statistique, 1840; Morenu de Pnnh.9, Elements de
Statistique, 1847;Knies, Die Statistik als selbststdndigc Wissenschaft, 1850.
B.Ht'ldebvnnd, in his Jahrbtlchern, 1866,I etc., but espec~ally~z/~teZef's
vorks.
For the contrary view, see Fallati, Einleitung in die Wissenschaft der Statistik der St., 1843;yonak, Theorie der Statistik, 1856,and Heereiz, in the GBtt.
Gelehrten Anzeigen, 1806,No. 84, 1807, 1302.
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or scattered individual isolated facts of national life should be
observed, the more important it is to discover proper numerical relations, by noting all the like acts or experiences of men,
the time and place in question, and the relation of the aggregate of these phenomena, to the sum-total of the population,
or to the sum-total of corresponding phenomena in other
places. When this is done, and the facts are completely enumerated and correctly recorded, there is no danger of subjective error. And this species of " political and social measuring," as Hildebrand calls it, may be applied, not only to
quantities, bnt to all qualities accessible to the observation of
the senses; since the individual or isolated qualities of the
things enumerated, may be again made objects of enumeration. Without doubt, this mode of numerical procedure is the
most perfect for all those divisions of statistics in which it can
be followed; and hence, it should be our endeavor to make
the numerical side of statistics as comprehensive as possible.
But, one side of a science is not a science itself. As there is
no natural science proper called microscopy, embracing all
the observations made by means of the microscope, so care
should be taken not to deduce the principle of a science from
the chief instrument it employs. There will always be many
and important facts in national life which can not be subjected
to n u ~ e r i c a lcalculation, although they may be established
with the usual amount of historical certainty. Were statistics
to be limited, in the manner mentioned above, they would remain a collection of fragments, and instead of being a science,
properly so-called, become a methoda8
Besides, it is evident, that, of statistics in general, econon~ic
a So thinks v. Ritlnelin (Tiibinger Zeitschr., 1863,653 ff.) ;and he recommends
in place of statistics an independent branch of learning bordering on history
and geography, to be called demography. His statistics is a science auxiliary to a11 the experimental sciences of man, just as criticism and hermeneutics
are a methodological science auxiliary to many sciences, other~visedifferent.
I t would be difficult to justify the use of the name statistics for s~icha science,
as such a science corresponds to neither of the two meanings of the word
status (state -condition).
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statistics constitute a chief part, and precisely the part most
accessible to numerical treatment. As these economic statistics need to be always directed by the light of Political Economy, they also furnish it with rich materials for the continuation
of its structure, and for the strengthening of such foundations
as it already has. They, are, moreover, the indispensable condition of the application of economic theorems to practice.
SECTION XIX.
P R I V A T E ECONOMY

-CAMERALISTIC

SCIENCE.

The meaning of the term cameralistic science (Cameralwissenschnft) can be explained only by the history of the cameralistic system.' From the end of the middle ages, we find,
in most German countries, an institution called the Council
(A7nmmer) whose province it was to administer the public
domain, and to watch over regal rights. At first, a mere
governmenta1 commission, it was not long before it developed
into an independent board. This change had taken place in
Burgundy as early as the year 1409. It was in that country
that the emperor Maxirhilian became acquainted with the institution; and by the erection of the aulic councils at Innspruck
and Vienna (1498 and ISOI), he gave the principal impulse to
the imitation of it in Germany. As, at that time, the division
of labor was very little developed, and personal and collegial
authority all the more developed in consequence, it is easy to
1 The ancients understood by the term xu/la',ou cnrtzrna, covered places
such especially as were vaulted, also vaults of the most varied kind. Compare Herod. I, 199; Diod., 11, g ; SZraBo, XI, 49j; At-rialz. Eap. Alex., VII, 5,
5 5 ; Dio Cms. XXXVI, 32; SnZlust, B. C., 5 5 ; Cicero, ad Q. fratrem 111, I ;
PZin., H. X. XXX, 2 7 ; Setzeca, Epist., 86; Tacit. Hist. 111, 47; Sueton, Nero,
34. D u ~ i n gthe middle ages, the meaning treasure-chamber (Schtzkammev)
became predominant: canzera cst locus, in pnem tlresat~rzrsvecoilligiftcv, veZ contia
(Ochnm, Cap. Quid sit Scaccarium). I t graduclave, in q z ~ o $ c c ~ ~~eservatzcr
ally became synonymous with finance,-from the time of Charlemagne, or at
least since Louis 11. (Charter of' 874). See Ducange, Glossarium, v. Camera,
and Ilftcratot-i Antiquitt. Ital., I, 932 E.
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conceive that a great part of all the new and rapidly increas.
ing business of police administration was confided to these
councils. They were charged especially with what is known
to-day as economic police ( Wirthschaftspoolizei)and an important part of the administration of justice, in its lower departments, was turned over to their subordinates. The most
eminent men who wrote, in the seventeenth century, on cameralistic matters, laid great stress on the point, that it was the
duty of the aulic councils to entertain not only fiscal questions,
but that it was within their province also, to determine questions of economic police.'
The interest of absolute princes
must have greatly favored these cameralistic institutions, for
they were in their hands docile tools, which escaped the annoying intervention of the states of their realms.
By degrees, the knowledge necessary to these council
officials, and which found no place in the lectures on law, were
formed into a special body of doctrine. After such men as
Morhof and Thomasius had prepared the way," Frederick
William I., himself a clever cameralist, and author of the masterly financial system of Prussia, took the important step of
founding, at Halle and Frankfurt on the Oder, special chairs
of economy and cameralistic science; which, considering the
time, were very ably filled by Gasser and Dithmar. (1727.)
2 A husbandman must plow and manure his land if he would reap a harvest from it. He must fatten his cattle if he would slaughter them; and
furnish his cows with good fodder if he would have thcrn give good milk.
I n like manner, a prince should begin by assuring his subjects healthy and
abundant food, if he would take anything from them :" von Schuiider, Fiirstl.
Schatz-und Rentkammer (1686), preface, 5 11. Von Norneck before him,
Oesterreich uber alles wann es nur will, p. 220, ed. of 1707, had expressed the
idea that the watchful solicitude for the public economy of the country was
no $al-evgorr, no nppcnciix, to the council (Knmtzev), but its real basis, and
that it embraced many subjects which had nothing in common with the
cameralia Cmneunlien l').
JMorhof, Polyhistor (1688), 111. Tlromasius, 1728, Cautelc circa praccognita Jurisprudentic ( I ~ I O )ch.
, 17. (Cautela? circa studium ccconomicum.)
Also, in his lectures on Seckendovys "Teutschen Filrstenstaat!'
Compare
Roscher, Gesch. der N. CEk, in Deutschland, 328 K
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There was thus formed in the German universities a dis
tinct school of cameralists, which, through Jung, Rijssig and
Schmalz, reached to the nineteenth century. The term cameralistic science, the creature of chance, was used, it must be
said, with very various limits to its meaning.'
However, Political Economy in Germany developed out of
the science of law and the cameralistic sciences, while in EngIand and Italy it had its origin chiefly in the study of questions
of finance and foreign commerce.
SECTION XX.
P R I V A T E ECONOMY.
(CONTINUED.)

If we abstract from cameralistic science as it was understood
in the last century, what it has in common with all economy,'
and therefore with public economy, next that which belongs to
the aggregate of governmental economy, there remains only a
number of rules, such as those which govern the principal
branches of private business, and which indicate how they are
to be carried on with the greatest advantage to those who engage in them. Such are forest and rural economy, mining
science, technology, including architecture, and all that concerns founderies, and commercial science. Now that the expression cameralistic science is altogether obsolete, the aggre4 While Dilhnzar (1731) distinguishes economy -police and cameralistic
sciences and restricts the latter to finance and taxation; Darjes (1756) comprises under the name of cameralistic science, economy (municipal and rural),
and police, as well as cameralistic subjects in the strict sense of the term,
that is, the public. domain and regal rights. While Nau (17gr), in his
"Ersten Linien der C.," treats only of the branches of private economy,
Schmalz, (1797) treats also of national or public economy, and Rossig (1792)
divides camcralistic science into the doctrine of the public demesne and regal
rights (cameralistic science in the narrower seqse), and the doctrine of taxation and police.
I Thus, for instance, all that concerns domestic economy, book-keeping and
private financial administration.
VOL.1.-7
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gate of these might be designated by the name private economy.
Obviously, we should have here, neither a simple nor pure science, but only a compilation of natural-philosophical and economic lemmas. Thus, in agriculture, for instance, a knowledge of the digerent kinds of soil, of the tillage of land, of the
diflerent plants and animals etc., belongs to the domain of nntural science; while all that relates to the cost of production, the
employment of capital, the wages of labor, the exchange of
products, net product and the price of land, are purely politico-economical. T h e political economists also require a knowledge of the natural side of the cameralistic sciences. Such a
knowledge is indispenable to every detailed and living theory,
and especially to the application of economic science to practice. T h e great difference lies in this, that the cameralist interests himself in the production of material goods for their own
sake, while the political economist regards them only in their
relations to national life.2
It would seem, moreover, that political economists, especial"ohn Stunvt Mill,Principles of Political Economy (184S), I, p. 2 5 , draws
a distinction between the physical conditions ~ v h i c hinfluence the economic
situation of a people, and the moral and psychological conditions; which last
have their origin in social institutions or in the fundamental principles of human nature. Only the latter belong to the domain of Political Economy.
According to y. B. Say, Traite', Introd., this science embraces at once agriculture, mauufactures and commerce, but only in their relation to the increase
or diminution of wealth, and does not concern itself with the means employed
to reach the desired end. As a rule, says Avftdt (Naturgemlsse Volkswirthschaft, I S ~ Ip., 16), it takes into considcration not so much things themselves
as their exchange value. Lofz (Mandbuch, I, p. 6 seq.), in like manner,
defines Political Economy - the science of the one activity which constitutes
the basis of all industries etc. I;. C. Schulze (Ueber volkswirthschaftliche
Begrdndung der Gewerbs\vissenschnf~en, IS?^), characterizes Political Economy as the science of the fundamental conditions of the well-being of a people, in so far as they lie in human nature.
When Adam S~lrifh(book IV, c. 11) says that the government in respect to
lnatters of ecollolny is inferipr to the first best person engaged in industrial
pursuits, he is right only frotn a tcchriic point of vicw. And when Stezonrt,
o n the other hand, vindicates for the state the office of a pater-familias (hook
II, ch. 13), he evidently means only in national economical matters.

'
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ly in Germany, have attached too much importance to putting
formal bounds to their special science. Why not rather follow the example of the students of nature who care little
whether this or that discovery belongs to physics or chemistry, to astronomy or mathematics, provided, only, very many
and important discoveries are made ?
SECTION XXI.
W H A T P O L I T I C A L ECONOMY T R E A T S OF.

Political Economy treats chiefly of the material interests of
nations. It inquires how the various wants of the people of a
country, especially those of food, clothing, fuel, shelter, of the
sexual instinct etc., may be satisfied; how the satisfaction of
these wants influences the aggregate national life, and how
in turn, they are influenced by the national life. (Gospel of
Matth., 4, 4.) This alone suffices to enable us to estimate the
importance of the science. The relation of virtue to wealth
is likened by Bacon to that of an army to its baggage. In
Xenophon7sopinion, wealth is really useful only to him who
knows how to make a good use of it. From an economic poi~it
of view, the happiest man is he who has accumulated most,
honorably, and used it best.' That, even in a material sense,
the intellect of a people is their most important element, is evident from the example of the Chinese, who were so long acquainted with printing, powder, and the mariner's compass,
without, by their means, attaining to intelligent public opinion,
forming a good army, or coming to an understanding of the
art of navigation, to any great extent.
The undervaluing of economic matters, for which ages of
inferior cultivation, our own middle ages for instance, are now
8 See also Rau (Ueber die Cameralwissenschaft, Entwickelung ihres Wesens
und ihrer The~le,1Sz5); Baatjzsta~K(Cameralistische EnclycopSdie, 1835).
1Xenojh. Econom. I, S ff. Cyrop. V I I I ; z, 23. He saw with equal clearness the moral light and shade of wealth. E c o n . XI. g. Conviv. 4. Memor.
I, 6. Cyrop. VIII, 3, 35 E. Hiero 4.)
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praised and now blamed, was really a rare exception even
during these ages.2 Other kinds of acquisition and enjoyment
then occupied the foreground; but there never was a time,
when gain and enjoyment in general were not favorite objects
of pursuit, and held in high esteem. T h e physical wants of
uncultured men cry out much louder than intellectual ones.
(5 2, 14.)' On the other hand, in over-cultivated ages, when
dccay begins, an over-estimation of material things is wont to
become general.* T h e mere servants of mammon, whether
as political economists or as private individuals, may see their
depravity faithfully reflected in communism as in a mirror.
-We should not overlook the fact that it is with whole nations
Thornas Aquinus values earthly goods according to the end they are
made to serve; when used for a good purpose, they have a ~nediatelytrue vale
Hence it was an error of the stoics to despise them under all circumstances. (Summa Theol. 11, 2. Qu., 50, 3. SS, 2. 59, 3. 125, 4.)
V V k l e l e y considers the savage much beneath t h e materialist, instead of
superior to him. The latter possesses, although he frequently abuses it, the
faculty of self-control and forethought, which is entirely wanting in the
former. (Lectures, No. 6.) Dtrtzoyer, D e la Libertd du Traviiil, liv. IV, cl).
I, S, an apology for the moral wholesomeness of civilization, since pro~notive
of military prowess, favorable to the development of the sciences, and even
poetical. Baudf,illa~i,Manual d'CEkonomie politique, 1857, 24. See Fnllrrti,
Ueber die sogennannte
materiellen Tendenz der Gegenwart, 1842.
See the inscription on the tomb of Sardanapalus: rah' ~ X C O , ?OG'
hyayov xai 2cprj,@,oraaxai psr' gqwro; rfqnv' inaSov. (St~nbo,XIV,
672.) Isaiah, 122, 13, 56, 12, and the book of wisdom ( 2 ) characterizes the
view of the fallen Jewish people. I n Greece, the Cynic and Epicurean
schools were only ditierent phases of the same degeneration. L'Thirst, for
money, and nothing else, will be the ruin of Sparta!" (Cirevo, Dr Offic., 11,
22, 77.) See the magnificent description by Demosthenes, in which he shows
the over-estimation of material things to be the principal cause of the decline
of Athens, and in which he lays great stress on the fact, that Athens, on its
decay, had a larger population, more wealth, ships, and evidences of external
power, than in its goldcn age. (Phil., 111, 1 2 0 seq.) Also Phll., I V , 144,
cautions us against the Manchester criterion of national prosperity. See
Plato, D e Rep., VIII. In Rome, the principle onzmia ve7tnlin esse was a chief
element in the total decline and fall of the republic. (Sullt~st,Cat., 10 R., Jug.,
8 R.) I n an age when people think they can do everything with money, the
ruin of all things is the last end of mercantile, financial and political speculation. (Condillnc, L e Commerce et le Gouverment, 1776, 11, IS.)
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as with the individuaI man who amasses his own fortune. H e
reaches the culminating point of his wealth generally after he
has passed the prime of life. T h e most flourishing period of
a nation's existence is wont just to precede its decay, and to
introduce it.5 Hence, here nothing could be more untrue, as
Macchiavelli has remarked, than the general opinion that
money is the sinew of war!
5 Under Pericles, the Athenian treasury of the state contained at most 9,7133
talents. (Tlruyd. 11, 13.) On the other hand, Alexander the Great had a
~
accumulated in the citadel of Ecbatana. (Strabo,
treasure of I S O ,talents
XV, ,731); Ptolomy 11. left after him 740,000 talents. (AYPian. prnf. 10,
Droyscn, Geschichte des Hellenismus 11, 44 K) I n Nero's time there was
Inany a freedman's daughter who owned a looking glass worth a greater sum
than the senate had appropriated as B dowry to the daughter of the great
Scipio. (Seneca, Qunst. Natur. I, 17. Compare Cons. ad Helviam, 12.)
ilfcCt~Zloclrsays that an intelligent despotism can enrich a nation as well as
freedom. (In his Discourse on the Rise, etc. of Polit. Econ., 1 8 2 5 , 7 7 seq.)
GBncon (Sermones, 56) says that youthful states distinguish themselves
specially by their warlike instincts; mature states in literature; old and decaying ones in industry and commerce. Davenant very happily remarks,
that the development of commerce among apeople has an ambiguous value
It, indeed, increases wealth, but, at the same time, it may introduce luxury,
covetousness and fraud, destroy virtue, do away with simplicity of manners
and.customs, and then it inevitably ends in internal or external slavery.
(Works 11, 275.) T h e simplicity of the patriarchal state, however, cannot
last always, if for no other reason, because of the emulation of foreign nations. ( I , 348, R.) The impoverishment of even the wealthiest nation is
certainly inevitable when its morality declines. I t isespecially true, that the
public economy of a people can be prosperous only where political liberty
obtains, and this, independent of the fact that wealth without freedom has no
380, K.,zS5.) According to Fergt~son,private wealth, honvalue. (11, 336 K.,
estly acquired, used rightly and with moderation, managed with a sense of
independence, may be to those who possess it, an element of self-confidence
and of liberty, provided they loosen their purse strings not through vanity
or for their personal gratification, but for commendable party purposes. But
in periods of decay, even a greater amount of wealth is very far from producing these results. (History of Civil Society, VI, 5.) Wlralely, on the
contrary, maintains that only personal wealth-never national wealth- has
a disastrous influence on morals. Lectures, No. 2.
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CHAPTER 111.
THE METHODS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY.

SECTION XXII.
F O R M E R METHODS.

The methods1 which would apply to any science of national
life, principles borrowed from any other science, are now generally looked upon as obsolete. This is true, especially, of
the theological method which prevailed, almost exclusively
during the middle ageqZand of the juridical method of the
seventeenth century.
It would be much more in harmony with the intellectual
tendencies of the time, to adopt a mathematical mode of treatment in Political Economy, involving, as such a mode of treatment does, not the matter of the science, but only a formal
The method of a science is of much greater importance than any individual discovery, however wonderful." (Cuviw.)
IThus, for instance, G. Biel (ob. 1495)~the L L l aof
~ tthe schoolmen," gives
us his doctrine of Political Economy, in a work on Dogmatic Theology, in
the chapter on Penance, his starting point being the inquiry, how the economic damage caused by the sinner may be repaired. Roscher, Geschichte der National5konomik in Deutchland, 1074, I, 23. T h e Melittotheologia, Arachnotheologia of later times! A recent attempt in this direction has been made by Ad. Miiller, Nothwendigkeit einer theologischen
Grundage der'gesammten Staatswissenschaften und der Staatswirthschaft
insbesondere (rsrg), i.e., necessity of a theological basis for all political science, and especially for Political Economy." H e divides political science
into two parts: the science of law, and the science of wisdom, embracing
under the latter denomination, politics, Political Economy, etc. L a w emanates from God, as supreme judge; the science of wisdom from God, as our
Supreme Father.
1
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principle. That which is general in Political Economy has,
it must be acknowledged, much that is analogous to the mathematical sciences. Like the latter, it swarms with abstractions.$ Just as there are, strictly speaking, no mathematical
lines or points .in nature, and no mathematical lever, there is
nowhere such a thing as production or rent, entirely pure and
simple. The mathematical laws of motion operate in a hypothetical vacuum, and, where applied, are subjected to important
modifications, in consequence of atmospheric resistance. Something similar is true of most of the laws of our science; as, for
instance, those in accordance with which the price of commodities is fixed by the buyer and seller. It also, always supposes the parties to the contract to be guided only b y a sense
of their own best interest, and not to be influenced by secondary considerations. It is not, therefore, to be wondered at, that
many authors have endeavared to clothe the laws of Political
Economy in algebraic formul~e.~And, indeed, wherever mag3 Abstraction :i indulged in on a large scale, when a number of elements
which are always found combined in life, are here separated and examined
apart. I t is precise11 thus that anatomy proceeds, dissecting each member of
the human frame, separating the bones, ligaments and muscles from one nnother, thus becoming the necessary preparatory school to physiology.
'Thus, for instance, Cnnczi-d, Principes d' Ekonomie politique (1801). Also
Kvii?zcke, in several of his works, and CoufzZ B Z C ~ U OinY ,his Theoric der Nationalwirthschaft ( I S I ~ ) p.
, 333 ff:; L a n g , Grundlinien einer politischen
Arithmetik, Charkobv, 1811, and more especially v. ThOnen, Der isolirtc
Staat, vol. I (rS42), vol. 11, ISSO See my criticism of his method in Birn3num's Georgika, 1869, 77 ff. Von Thdnen's first volume is an essay towards a
geometrical expositioh of the science. See also Rau, Lehrbuch 1, 154, appendix; zlon Mang-02d2, Grundriss der Volkswirthschaftslehre (rS6z); Caznux,
Elements d' Economie privte et Principes mathimatiques de la Thdorie des
Richesses (183s); R Fuoco, Saggi economici (1827) I I , 6 1 fE Walras, ElC.
ments d' Econ. politique pure (1874). revons has recently endeavored to
give Political Economy a mathematical basis by reducing the objects of M hich
i t treats to the calculable feelings of pleasure (+) and pain (W). The duration
of a feeling is treated as an abscissa, its intensity as the ordinate of a curve,
and its quantity as the area. Foture feelings are reduced to present ones, by
allowing for their distance, and the uncerta~ntyof their occurrence. All this,
however, is rather curious than scientifically useful.
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nitudes and the relations of magnitudes to one another are
treated of, it must be possible to subject them to calculation.
Herbart has shown that this is so in the case of p s y c h ~ l o g y ; ~
and all the sciences which treat of national life, especially our
own, are psychological.6 But the advantages of the mathematical mode of expression diminish as the facts to which it is applied become more complicated. This is true even in the ordinary psychology of the individual. How much more, therefore, in the portraying of national life! Here the algebraic
formulrt: would soon become so coil plicated, as to make all
further progress in the operation next to i~npossible.~Their
employment, especially in a science whose sphere it is, at present, to increase the number of the facts observed, to make
them the object of exhaustive investigation, and vary the combinations into which they may be made to enter, is a matter of
great difficulty, if not entirely impo~sible.~
For, most assuredly, as our science has to do with men, it must take them and
treat them as they actually are, moved at once by very different and non-economic motives, belonging to an entirely definite
people, state, age etc. T h e abstraction according to which
5 NerG-nrt, Ueber die hfiSglichkeit und Nothwendigkeit, Mathematik auf
Psychologie anzuwenden; Kleinere Schriften, 11, 417.
6 How detrimental it is to ignore the psychological nature of Political Economy is evident from the errors of IhriMarx, who personifies things
- in a
manner almost mythological. Thus, according to him, modesty should be
ascribed to a coat w h ~ c hexchanges for a piece of linen, and purpose to the
linen, etc. (Das Kapital, 1367, I, 192 2 , seq.) T h e greatest fault of this intelligent but not very acute man, his ~nabilityto reduce complicated phenomena to their constituent elements, is greatly increased by his way of thus
looking at things.
1 Compare J. B. Say, Trait6 I, introd.
Thus, it would be certainly possible to describe every individual's physiognomy by means of a very complicated mathematical formula, and yet there is no one who would not prefer
the usual mode of taking pictures. The simple motions of the heavenly
bodies, on the contrary, are always treated mathematically. (Ldze, -4:lge
lneine Physiologie, 3 2 2 ff.)
W h e n Fawcett says that all "principles of Political Economy are describlng tendencies instead of actual results" (Manual of Political Economy, 1S6g
p. go), our method, the historical, wauld give also the theory of thc latter.
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all men are by nature the same, different on!y in consequence
of a difference of education, position in life etc., all equally
well equipped, skillful and free in the matter of economic production and consumption, i.s one which, as Kicardo and von
Thiinen have shown, must pass as an indispensable stage in
the preparatory labors of political economists. It would be
especially well, when an economic fact is produced by the cooperation of many different factors, for the investigator to mentally isolate the factor of which, for the time being, he wishes
to examine the peculiar nature. All other factors' should, for
a time, be considered as not operating, and as unchangeable,
and then the question asked, What would be the e%ct of a
change in the factor to be examined, whether the change be
occasioned by enlarging or diminishing it? But it never should
be lost sight of, that such a one is only an abstraction after all,
for which, not onIy in the transition to practice, but even in finished theory, we must turn to the infinite variety of real life?
There are two important inquiries in all sciences whose subject matter is national or social life: I. What is? (What has
been? How did it become so? etc.) 2. What should be? T h e
greater number of political economists have confounded these
questions one with the other, but not all to the same extent.1°
*This was lost sight of by most writers during the second half of the
eighteenth century, because they looked upon that equality as the really
oldest condition, and its restoration the ideal to be striven for. How much
of this still clings to the present free-trade school; see in Rosc'osdev,Gesch. der
N . CEk. in Deutschland, 10 17 E.
10 Thus, for instance, Ricavdo examines, almost exclusively, the actual condition of things, while the socialists confine themselves, still more exclusively, to the investigation of how things should be. It has been very usual
in Germany since Ray4 wrote, to draw a distinction between theoretical and
practical Political Economy. There are many who think that a good manual of practical Political Economy, dropping the introduction, demonstrations
etc., would be also a good code of law, of universal application. Mevnkr dt?
la Riviive has said that he wished to propose an organization which should
be necessarily productive of all the hdppiness which can be enjoyed on earth.
(Ordre essentiel et nature1 (1767), Disc. prClim.) Comparc, also, Sistnondi,
N. Principes, I, ch. 2.
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When a careful distinction is made between them, the contrast
between the (realistic) hysiological or historical, and the idealistic methods is brought out."

SECTION XXIII.
T H E I D E A L I S T I C METHOD.

Any one who has read a goodly number of idealistic works
treating of public economy (the state, law etc.) cannot have
failed to be struck by the enormous differences, and even contradictions, as to what theorizers have considered desirable and
11 The word method is used in an essentially different sense, when the inquiry is, whether the inductive or deductive method is followed in Political
Economy. 7.
S. Mill calls Political Economy, and, indeed, all sociology,"
a concrete deductive science, whose a priori conclusions, based on the laws of
human nature, must be tested by experience, either by comparing them with
the concrete phenomena themselves, or with their emperical laws. It, in
this, resembles astronomy and physics. (System of Logic VI, ch. g. Essays on some unsettled questions of Political E., No. 5.) According to this,
an economic fact can be said to have rece~veda scientific explanation only
when its deductive and inductive explanations have met and agreed. 'l Only
those principles which, after they have been obtained by the one, are confirmed by the other method, can be said to have a scie3tific basis!'
(zlon
Mangoldt, Grundriss, S.) While I agree to this view, it seems necessary to
me to mention points wherein caution is necessary: A. Even the deductive explanation of economic facts is based on observation, namely, on the
self-observation of the person accounting for them, who, consciously or unconsciously, must always inquire: If I had experienced or accomplished the
same fact, what should I have thought, willed and felt? The man who cannot translate himself into the souls of others, will give a wrong explanation
of most economic facts. In the question, for instance, of the determination
of the price of an article, the person who can look into the mind of one of
the contracting parties only, will give a one-sided explanation of the facts.
B. Moreover, every explanation, that is, satisfactory connection of the fact
seeking explanation with other facts which are already clear, can be only
provisional. The wider our horizon grows, the deeper should our solution
of all questions become. A hundred years hence, should science increase in
the mcan time, the solutions which are satisfactory to us will bc looked
down upon by our posterity, as the speculations of our fathers antecedent to
Adaln Smith's time are looked down upon by us.
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necessary. There is scarcely an important point which the
highest authorities may not be cited for or against. W e must
not close our eyes to this fact. "The giddiness that comes
from contemplating the depths of knowledge is the beginning
of philosophy, as the god Thaumas was, according to the fable, the father of Iris." (Plato.) In a precisely similar manner, the student of public economy (politics, the philosophy of
law etc.) must familiarize himself with the variations that have
taken place in what men, at different periods of history, have
required of the state and public economy, until he is lost in
wonder at the contemplation.

SECTION XXIV.
T H E I D E A L I S T I C METHOD.
(OONTIXUED.)

It is impossible to fail to notice at once that those ideal descriptions which have enjoyed great fame and exerted great
influence, depart very little from the real conditions of the public economy (of the state, law etc.) surrounding their authors?
This is not mere chance. The power of great theorizers, as,
indeed, of all great men, lies, as a rule, in this, that they satisfy
the want of their own time to an unusual extent; and it is the
peculiar task of theorizers to give expression to this want
with scientific clearness, and to justify it with scientific depth.
But the real wants of a people will, in the long run, be satisfied in life: so far as this is possible to the moral imperfec-

1 Ta?tqun~n
e vinculis se~mocinnnftrr,
says Bacon (De Digpit. et Augm. Scient.,
111, 3), of those who have written in a not non-practical way on the laws.
Htdgo, also (Naturrecht, 1819, p. g), calls attention to the resemblance of the
so-called laws of nature, to the positive law in force at the time. A s to political idealism, see Roschev: De historic% doctrina: apud sophistas majores
vestigiis (C;att. 1838, 26 ff.). The only exceptions to this rule are the eclectics, who form their own system fi-om the blossoms of all foreign ones, a system, indeed, without root, and which therefore must soon wither.
' I n this place, naturally, such a n assertion can be made only as a programme to be carried out, the proof wherrcf is to be sought in the rest of the

tion of man. W e should at least be on our guard when we
heai- it said that whole nations have been forced into an " unnatural" course by priests, tyrants and cavilers. For, to leave
human freedom and divine Providence out of consideration
entirely, how is such a thing possible? T h e supposed tyrants
are generally part and parcel of the people themselves; all
their resources are derived from the people. They must have
been new Archimedeses standing outside of their own world.
263.)
(Compare, however, in&
It is true, that if the result of the growth of generations be
to gradually produce a different people, these different men
may require different institutions. Then a struggle arises between the old and those of the younger generation; the former
wish to retain what has been testcd by time, the latter to seek
for the satisfaction of their new wants by new means. A s the
sea always oscillates between the flowing and ebbing of the
tides, so the life of nations, between periods of repose and of
crisis: periods of repose, when existing forms answer to the
real substance of things, and of crisis, when the changed substance or contents seeks to build up a new form for itself.
Such crises are called s-efoorms when they are eirected in a
peaceful way, and in accordance with positive law. When
accomplished in violation of law, they are called revolution^.^
That every revolution, it matters not how great the need of
the change produced by it, is as such an enormous evil, a seriwork. By the people," we do not mean the governed, to the exclusion of the
governing cllsses, but both classes together. W e attach to the e~pression
the most extensive meaning possible. W e do not limit it to the present generation, but intend it to cover all the generations from the beginning of a
pdople's history to its end.
3The custom, which has become general, of calling all democratic movements, and them only, revolutions (thus Stalrl: Was ist Revolution? 1852,
and inany other \,ritcrs of an entirely opposite tendency, especially in France),
is not warranted. I t is true that democratic (and ~mperial)revolutions are
more frequent than others in ocr times, just as aristocratic revolutions were
in the middle ages, and monarchical at the bcginning of modern history.
The essence of revolution, however, is in the operation of change contrary to
positive law, acknowledged as such by the consciousness of the people.
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ous, and sometimes, fatal disease of the body politic, is selfevident. The injury to morals which the spectacle of victorious
wrong almost always produces can be healed, as a rule, only
in the following generation. Where law has been once trampled on, the "right of the stronger" will prevail; and the
stronger is, to some extent, the most unscrupulous and reckless in the choice of the means to be employed. Hence, the
well-known fact, that in revolutionary times the worst so frequently remain the victors. T h e counter-revolution which is
wont to follow on the heels of revolution, and with a corresponding violence, is a coinpensation only to the most shortsighted. It allows the disease, the familiarizing of the people
with the infringement of law, to continue, until the hitherto
sound parts are attacked. Hence, a people should, if they
would have it go well with them, in the changes in the form
of things which they make, take as their model Time, whose
reforms are the surest and most irresistible, but, at the same
time, as Bacon says, so gradual that they cannot be seen or
observed at any one moment. I t is true, that, as all that is
great is difficult, so also is the carrying out of uninterrupted
reform. Its carrying out, indeed, supposes two things: a constitution so wisely planned as to keep the doors open both to
the disappearing institutions of the past and to the coming
institutions of the future; and, among all classes of the people,
a moral control of themselves, so absolute that, no matter what
the inconvenience, or haw great the sacrifice, legal ways shall
alone be used. In this manner, two of the greatest and apparently most contradictory wants of every legal or moral
person, the want of uninterrupted continuity and that of free
development, may be satisfied.
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xxv.

T H E IDEALISTIC METHOD.
(CONTINUED.)

It is doubtless true that all economic laws, and all economic
institutions are made for the people, not the people for such laws
and institutions. Their mutability is, therefore, by no means
such an evil as mankind should endeavor to remove, but is
wholesome and laudable, so far as it runs parallel with the
transformation of the people, and the changes which their
wants have undergone.' Hence, there is no reason why the
most various ideal systems should contradict one another. Any
one of them may be right, hut, of course, only for one people
and one age. In this case, the only error would be, if they
should claim to be universally applicable. There can no more
be an economic ideal adapted to the various wants of every
people, than a garment which should fit every individual.
The leading-strings of children and the staff of age would
be great annoyances to the man. "Reason becomes nonsense and beneficence a torment." Hence, whoever would
elaborate the ideal ofthe best public economy and the greater
number of political economists have really wished to do this
should, if he would be perfectly true, and at the same time practical, place in juxta position as many diiferent ideals as there
are different types of p e ~ p l e . ~He would, moreover, have
to revise his work every few years; for, in proportion as
a people change, and new wants originate, the economic
ideal suitable to them must change also. But it is impossible
to accomplish this on so large a scale. Besides, to appreciate
the present thus instantaneously, and to perfectly feel the pulse

-

-

Compare, especially, the first pages of Sir 'J. Stewart, Principles of Pollt.
Economy.
9See Colton, Public Economy of the United States, p. 28, who, indeed, unwarrantedl; refers to the whole of Political Econotny, what properly belongs
to its precepts.
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of time thus uninterruptedly, requires a species of talent different from what even the most distinguished scientists are
wont to possess; talents of an entirely practical nature, such as
become a great minister of the interior or of finance. And it is
an acknowledged fact, that even the cleverest of such practicioners, as the younger Pitt said of himself, generally feel
their way instinctively, and do not see it with the clearness
necessary to indicate it to others.

SECTION XXVI.
T H E HISTORICAL METHOD.-THE ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY O F PUBLIC ECONOMY.

W e refuse entirely to lend ourselves in theory to the construction of such ideal systems. Our aim is simply to describe
man's economic nature and economic wants, to investigate the
laws and the character of the institutions which are adapted to
the satisfaction of these wants, and the greater or less amount
of success by which they have been attended? Our task is,
therefore, so to speak, the anatomy and physiology of social
or national economy!
These are matters to be found within the domain of reality,
susceptible of delnonstration or refutation by the ordinary operations of science; entirely true or entirely false, and, therefore, in the former case, not liable to become obsolete. W e
proceed after the manner of the investigator of nature. We,
too, have our dissecting knife and microscope, and we have
an advantage over the student of nature in this, that the d elfobservation of the body is exceedingly limited, while that of
mind is almost unlimited. There are other respects, however,
ill which he has the advantage over us. When he wishes to

'

Je n'intposs r i m , j e rrc $voposc nzbme rien :j'exjosc. (CR. Durtoyev). Cherfiulicz, Precis de la Science Bconomique, 1862, p. 7 ff., has exaggerated this
idea in n strangely non-practical manner. That the historical mcthod does not
differ essentially from the statistical as recently recommended, see Ruscher,
(;esch. der Nat. CEk., 1035 seq.
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study a given species, he may make a hundred or a thousand
experiments, and use a hundred or a thousand individuals for
his purpose. Hence, he can easily control each separate observation, and distinguish the exception from the rule. But,
how many nations' are there which we can make use of for
purposes of comparison? Their very fewness makes it all the
more imperative to compare them all. Doubtless, comparison
cannot supply the place of observation; but observation may
be thus rendered more thorough, many-sided, and richer in
the number of its points of view. Interested alike in the differences and resemblances, we must first form our rules from
the latter, consider the former as the exceptions, and then endeavor to explain them. (hfra, 266).

s

S E C T I O N XXVII.

.

ADVANTAGES O F THE HISTORICAL OR PFIYSIOLOGICAL
METHOD,

T h e thorough application of this method will do away with
a great number of controversies on important questiohs? Men
are as far removed from being devils as from being angels.
W e meet with few who are only guided by ideal motives, but
with few, also, who hearken only to the voice of egotism, and
care for nothing but themselves. I t may, therefore, be assumed, that any view current on certain tangible interests
which concern man very nearly, and which has been shared
by great parties and even by whole peoples for generations, is
not based only on ignorance or a perverse love of wrong. T h e
error consists more frequently in applying measures wholesome
and even absolutely necessary under certain circumstances, to
circumstances entirely different. And here, a thorough insight into the conditions of the measure suGces to compose the
differences between the two parties. Once the natural laws
of Political Economy are sufficiently known and recognized,
Storch, Handbnch, 11, 22 2.
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all that is needed, in any given instance, is more exact and
reliable statistics of the fact involved, to feconcile all party
controversies on questions of the politics of public economy,
so far, at least, as these controversies arise from a difference
of opinion. It may be that science may never attain to this,
in consequence of the new problems which are ever arising
and demanding a solution. It may be, too, that in the greater
number of party controversies, the opposed purposes of the
parties play a more important part even than the opposed
views. Be this as it may, it is necessary, especially in an age
as deeply agitated as our own, when every good citizen is in
duty bound to ally himself to party, that every honest partyman should seek to secure, amid the ocean of ephemeral opinions, a firm island of scientific truth, as universally recognized
as truth as are the principles of mathematical physics by
physicians of the most various schools.
S E C T I O N XXVIII.
ADVANTAGES O F T H E HISTORICAL METHOD.
(Oox'rrsCED.)

Another characteristic feature of the historical method is
that it does away with the feeling of self-sufficiency, and the
braggadocio which cause mnst men to ridicule what they do
not understand, and the higher to look down with contempt on
lower civilizations. Whoever is acquainted with the laws of
the development of the plant, cannot fail to see in the seed the
germ of its growth, and in its flower, the herald of decay. If
there were inhabitants of the moon, and one of them should
visit our earth, and find children and grown people side by
side, while ignorant of the laws of human devklopment, would
he not look upon the must beautiful child as a mere monster,
with an enormous head, with arms and legs of stunted growth,
useless genitals, and destitute of reason? T h e folly of such n
judgment would be obvious to every one; and yet we meet
with thousands like it on the state and the public economy of
VOL.1 . 4
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nationi when in lower stages of civilization, and this, even
among the most distinguished writers.'
W e may, indeed, make a critical comparison of different
forms, each of which answers perfectly to its object or contents; but such a comparison can possess historical objectivity, only when it is based on a correct view of the peculiar
course of development followed by the people in question.
The forms of the period of maturity Inay be considered the
most perfect; earlier forms as the immature, and the later as
those of the age of decline.' But it is a matter of the greatest difficulty, accurately to determine the culminating point of
a people's civilization. The old man believes, as a ruIe, that
the times are growing worse, because he is no longer in a
way to utilize them; the young man, as a rule, that they are
growing better, because he hopes to turn them to account.
It is, however, always a purely empirical question; and in the
solution of it, the observer's eye may acquire a singular acuteness by the comparative study of as many nations as possible,
especially of those which have already passed away?
Could anyone contemplate the history of mankind as a
a whole, of which the histories of individual nations are but the
parts, the successive steps in the evolution of humanity would
of course afford him a similar objective rule for all these
1 Ad. &fuller, an esscntiaIly mediceval mind, is guilty of this same braggadocio in an opposite direction, when he calls thc 'Lpresentwithits political
disorders sitnply an intermediate state,-the
transmission of the natural or
unconscious wisdom of the fathers, through the inquisitiveness of their children to the rational acknowledgment of that wisdom by their grandsons."
(Theorie des Geldes, tS16, prcf.)
9 Thus, for instance, it can not be said that a model university is better than
a model public school ; and yet the former is higher, because theage to which
it is adapted is doubtless intellectually higher.

a Kpties (Pcdit. a k . , 256 seq.) remarks, that it would be a great mistake, and
it is the mistake of thc majority, toconsider what has been achieved or striven
for in the present, as the absolute n o ~ rplrts ultr,n, and thus to loolc upon all
future generations as called upon to play the parts of apes and ruminators; a
remark worthy to be taken to h e a t .
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points in which whole peoples permanently diger from one
an~ther.~

SECTION XXIX.
TIIE P R A C T I C A L CHARACTER OF T H E H I S T O R I C A L
METHOD I N P O L I T I C A L ECONOMY.

Before I close, I must refer to a possible objection which
may be made to historical or physiological Political Economy:
that it may indeed be taught, but that it cannot be a practical
science. If it be assumed that those principles only are practical, which may be applied immediately by every reader, in
practice, this work must disclaim all pretensions to that title.
I doubt very much if, in this sense, there is a single science
susceptible of a practical exposition? Genuine practitioners,
who know life with its thousands of relations by experience,
will be the first to grant that such a collection of prescriptions,
when the question is the knowledge and guidance of men,
would be misleading and dangerous in proportion as such
prescriptions were positive and apodictic, that is non-practical
and doctrinarian.
Our endeavor has been, not to write a practical book, but
to train our readers to be practical. T o this end, we have
sought to describe the laws of nature which man cannot control, but, at most, only utilize. W e call the attention of the
reader to the ditierent points of view, from which every economic fact must be observed, to do justice to every claim. W e
would like to accustom the reader, when he is examining the
-

have, myself, no doubt, that up to the present time, mankind, as a whole,
has, from the beginning of historical knowledge, always advanced. In individual cases, their movement has been interrupted by so many pauses, ancl
even by so many occasional retrogressions, that great care must be taken
not to infer superior excellence from mere subsequency.
BrukIc writes of people whose knowledge is about limited to that which
they see going on under their eyes, and who are called practical, only because
of their ignorance; and he adds that, although they assume to despise thepry,
they are in fact slaves of theory, of others' theories.
4 1
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most insignificant politico-economical fact, never to lose sight
of the whole, not only of public economy but of national life.
W e are very strongly of the opinion, that only he can form a
a correct judgment and defend his views against all objections,
on such questions as to where, how and when certain liens
and charges, monopolies, privileges, services etc., should be
abolished, who fully understands why they were once imposecl
or introduced. Especially, do we not desire to impress a certain number of rules of action on those who have confided
themselves to our guidance, after having first demonstrated
their excellence. Our highest ambition is to put our readers
in a way to discover such rules of direction for themselves,
after they have conscientiously weighed all the facts, untrammeled by any earthly authority whatever? S
'Compare this whole chapter with Roschcr, Leben Werk und Zeitalter des
Thukydides, 1842, pp. 25, 239-275; Roschy, Grundries zu Vorlesungen iiber
die Staatswirthschaft nach geschichtlicher Methode, 1843, preface; Rosc>er
Geschichte der Nat. (Ek. in Deutchland (1874), 882 f., 1017 seq., and D.Vierteljahrsschrift, ff. See also J. Kastz'slearned and accurate Theorie und Geschichte der N. (Ekonomik, vol. I, 1858, 11, 1860. I find no real contradiction between the views here expressed and those of Kaufz, when he (I, pp.
313 K) introduces history and ethic0;practical reason with their ideals as
sources of Po!itical Economy, to the end that the science may be something
more than simply a picture, namely, a model of economic life. Apart from
the fact that it is only the ethico-practical reason that can understand history
at all, the ideals of a period constitute one of the most important elements of
its history. The aspirations of an age find in them their best expression.
T h e historical political, economist as such, is certainly not disinclined to
form plans of reform, nor can it be said that he is not adapted to the performance of such a task. Only, he will scarcely recommend his reforms ns
absolutely better than what they are intended to supplant. He nil1 confine
himself to showing that there is a want which may, probably, be best satisfied
by what he proposes. See Snr-tovius,Einladungsblatter zuVorlesungen iiber
die Politik, 1793.
3 l L There is a book which youth may use to grolv old, and the old to remain
young- History." (K. S. Zncclmrin).

BOOK I.

THE PRODUCTION OF GOODS.

CHAPTER I.
FACTORS OF PRODUCTION.

SECTION XXX.
MEANING O F PRODUCTION.

T o create new matter is more than it is given to man to do.
Hence, by the term production, in its widest sense, we mean
simply the bringing forth of new goods -the discovery of new
utilities, the change or transformation of already existing
goods into new utilities,' the creation of means for the satisfaction of human wants, out of the aggregate of matter originally present in the world. (Producere!) W e confine ourselves,
however, in this to economic goods, as defined in 8 2 . In a
secondary and more limited sense, production is an increase
of resources,in so far as the goods produced satisfy a greater
human want, than those employed in the production itself? s '
1 Especially when natural science begins to be " a practical science." (L.
Stcila).
IThe difference between the broader and narrower sense of production,
corresponds essentially with that of gross and net income (8 14s). Compare
also $5 206, 21 I ff.
Von Cfangoldd distinguishes the coming into existence of free values of
the production undertaken for an economic purpose. (Grundriss, g.)
Gioja, Nuovo Prospetto delle Scienze economiche (1815),I, 49 C. Besides
positive production, there is a latent production, which prevents the decay of
goods. I t is not possible to make as exact an estimate of the latter as
of the former; and much more depends in the latter case than in the former,
on continuity and proper extension. Hence, latent production is especially a
f b t e concern. (Knics, Telegraph als Verkehrsmittel, 1857, 232.)
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It would, however, be an error to suppose, that the creation of certain utilities for the producer himself, or for others, constitutes the only end of economic production. The
more perfect economic production becomes, the greater grows
the pleasure the producer feels in his ~roducts,which pleasure
is at once the effect and the cause of his success. Hence,
production is to a great extentits own end. That this is
so in the case of artists is well known. "If you want only
progeny from her, a mortal can beget then1 as well. Let
him who rejoices in the goddess, not seek in her the woman,"
says Schiller. There is not a really clever workman but has
something artistic in his mode of production. And eve~lthe
meanest productive activity, provided it is neither over-driven
nor misdirected, must of itself exert a good influence on the
physical and moral development or preservation of the producer. An idle brain is the devil's w ~ r k s h o p . ~
SECTION XXXI.
THE FACTORS O F PRODUCTION.-

E X T E R N A L NATURE.'

T h e division of natural forces which formerly obtained, into
organic, chemical and mechanical, is of no great importance
in Political Economy. T h e tendency is more and more to resolve organic forces partly into chemical and partly into mechanical. Between mechanical and chemical forces, again, the
boundary is not fixed, heat being always capable of producing
motion, and motion always of producing heat. Hence, it is
all the more important for us to find a division of the economic
gifts (matter, forces1and relations) of external nature, into such
6 See SdijYeI in the Tubinger Univ. Programm, September 27, 1862, on
the disastrous effect on the conlmunity of idleness. The leading of a happy
life the Greeks called very appropriately, &brrC'drruv. (Game).
We use the expression external nature " through the whole of this work
in contradistinction not only to the soul, but also to man's body, designating
his entire physico-intellectual activity by the term illabor-force" (Arbeits
k mf t ).
By the expression "natural forces," we designate the economically useful
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as are capable of acquiring exchange value, and such as are
not. (See g.)
A. Those gifts of nature which, because they cannot be
appropriated by any one, or which at least are inexhaustible
as compared with the wants of man, and therefore never have
a direct value in exchange, belong either to the class offree
goods, in the fullest sense of the word, as, for instance, sunlight
and the atmosphere (supra, S ) ; $ or they constitute, by reason of their peculiar and intransmissible connection with the
whole country, an essential element of the national resources.

SECTION XXXII.
E X T E R N A L NATURE. -T H E SEA.-CLIMATE.

T o the last category belongs, for instance, the sea, the only
natural boundary of a country, which from a military point
of view, constitutes a protection to it, without, at the same
time, disturbing peaceful trafic. (Riedel.) Here, also belong ocean currents, especially when uniformly supported by
regular winds,' the ebb and flow of the tides, which constichnnges of matter, changes of place as well as of composition, which are
made without man's coiiperation; for instance, the gigantic machinery which
supplies the greater part of mankind with water to drink, for domestic and
other purposes -the evaporation of the sea, the formation of clouds, rain,
springs, rivers etc. See Bnstint, Harmonies, 277. Thus the sun's rays are
indirectly the cause, not only of vegetation, but also of all wind and steam
forces.
3 Spite of this freedom," it may well happen that these gifts of nature can
be utilized, in many cases, only on condition of someexpenditure. The photographer can compel the sunlight to work for him only by means of a camera
obscura, and the smithy the atmosphere, only by means of a bellows. But
neither will ever successfully make an item, in their accounts with their customers, of the services of the sun or air.
1 The most important ocean currents may be explained by two causes:
the flowing of the water from the polar seas to the equator (polar current),
and the revolution of the earth about its axis (equinoctial current); besides
which, there arz the reflex currents produced by the horizontal form of the
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tute a piece of commercial machinery of the vely greatest
importance, particularly when they affect the waters of rivers
to a great d i ~ t a n c e . ~In this age, when the love of travel is
so great and so universal, what prices are paid in many
places by strangers for the beauty of a landscape, to its
owner.
Special mention should be here made of climate, and of its
heat or moisture. T h e lines called isothermal, that is, lines of
equal annual heat, are, therefore, of greatest importance to
public economy, because the " zones of production" depend
mainly on them.3 However, we are concerned here, not only
coast-lands. Thanks to these natural ocean highways, England is nearer to
almost all the important mercantile coasts of the world by 300 geographical
miles than the Eastern States of the American Union. The only exception
is the Atlantic coast of America north of the Equator. North Americans
to pass the line, or to double one of the two great capes, are obliged first to
traverse the ocean as far as the Azores. O n t h t other hand, the western
coast of South America is very widely separated from Mexico, for instance,
by its ocean currents. The colonization of America by Europe, instead of
by China, is a consequence of the direction of ocean currents, as is also the
fact that America has now the fairest prospect of influencing the civilization
of China and Japan. What an influence the warm gulf stream has on the
mild climate of north-western Europe!
P While the Mississippi has no ebb or flow whatever, the influence of the
ocean is felt in the Hudson, which is 60 geographical miles long, a distance
of 29 miles from its mouth.
a Thus, A. Youftg,Travels in France I, 293 E., has defined,,with approximate accuracy, the limits within which'the vine, malze and the olive grow.
And so von Cascrin, Dorpater Jahrbuch IV, I, distinguishes the ice zone, the
reindeer-moss (a lichen on which the reindeer live in winter) zone, the forest
zone, the zone within the limits of which cattle are raised; that in which the
culture of rye
that in which it becomes permanent; the wheat, fruit. begins,
tree, vine, maize, olive, sugar cane and silk-worm zones. The United States
arc divided into cattle-raising, wheat-raising, cotton-raising, rice-raising and
sugar-raising zones. Even in Europe, beyond the 60th pzrallel of north latitude, wheat can scarcely be cultivated; the polar limits of rye raising extend,
a t most, six or seven degrees farther. Towards the north, barley extends
sometimes as far as the 70th degree. Here agriculture almost ceases, and
the inhabitants are compelled to confine themselves to animal substances for
food. O n the other hand, these three cereals are not adapted to a tropical
climate, while the head-fruit tree, for instance, does not thrive at more than
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with the average temperature of the whole year, but especially with the distribution of heat among the several parts of
the day and the different seasons of the year, and the maximum summer heat and winter cold (the isothermal and isocheimenal lines). Coast lands are wont to have a milder winter
and a cooler summer than continental ones with an equal average yearly heat. This produces a great difference in vegetation, because there are a great many plants which can endure
the winter's cold very well, but require a hot summer; and
v i c e ~ e r s a . ~Were it not for this fact, in connection with the
winter-sleep of plants, a large portion of the north would be
entirely uninhabitable. Besides, the temperature of a place
does not depend exclusively on its latitude, or on its height
degrees from the Equator, nor the banana at more than 35. Compare
GrisebacB, Die Vegetation der Erde nach ihrer klimatischen Anordnung. 11,

22

1871.
4 Thus rye and wheat thrive in many parts of Siberia (Iakutzk) at an annual temperature of
7.50, while in Iceland no cereals ripen at an annual
temperature of -1-4'. But in the former place the summer heat is + 16.2" ; tile
winter cold, -39.2"; in Iceland, + 12" and -1.6". In England, the myrtle,
laurel, camelia and fuchsia stand the winter well; while the vine no where
ripens. On the other hand, Astraknn and Hungary are vine growing count-ies,
although the former is as cold in winter as North Cape, and although tlie
cold is more intense in Hungary than in the Faroe Islands, where neither
the oak nor the beech grow any longer. No good wine is produced on the
western coast of France, north of 47" 20' north latitude; in Champagne,
north of 4g0, or in the Rheingau, north of 51'. I n Norway, the average
heat is greater on the coast than in the heart of the country where, however,
grain ripens, while it does not on the coast; for the mildness of the winter,
no matter how great, can make no compensation for the want of heat. On
the other hand, the cattle on the coast can remain much longer out of doors,
and the sea seldom freezes in such a way as to interfere with the fisheries.
Blom, Norwvegen I, 39. 23ous.cinpaull (Econornie rurale considCr4e dans ses
Rapports avec la Chimie, 11) has made some interesting attempts to calculate
by a mathematical process the amount of heat necessary to vegetable, during
the period of vegetation. Thus, for instance, wheat requires about 12'
(RCaumur) of heat during 140 days ; that is, nearly 140 X 12"= 1680'RCaumur.
I n Venezuela, the sugar cane requires a longer time to grow in a higher and
therefore cooler position than in a lower and warmer, and the length of time
required is in proportion to the height.

-
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above the sea-level? The humidity of the climate is, as a rule,
great in proportion to the quantity of water in its neighborhood, and to the height of its temperature; although, for instance, in Europe, the number of rainy days increases, the
further we advance towards the north.6 Although the distance of a place from the equator and its height above the
level of the sea have, in many respects, a similar eirect (vertical, horizontal isothermal lines and zones of production), mountainous regions are uniformly distinguished by a greater
degree of humidity, which makes them better adapted for
pasturage and forest-culture. But the flora of a locality, being the resultant of all its conditions, atiords us a much better
criterion of the value of the climate for economic purposes,
than the most accurate thermometric observations. Other
things being equal, the productive force of nature operates,
doubtless, with most energy, in warm climates. The more
remote a country is from the equator, the more is its fertility
confined to its lowest parts.? Greater heat will, ds a rule,
ripen the same product sooner, and thus permit the same land
to be used several times in the same year? Each individual
--

p

6Hence it is that the isothermal lines are not parallel with the equator or
with one another. The greater number of these have two northern and two
southern summits; the former on the western coastsof Europe and America,
and the letter in eastern North America, and in the interior of Asia.
+jThe quantity of rain which falls every year is, at St. Petersburg and
Pesth, fiom 16 to I 7 inches; at Berlin 19, Mannheim 21, Tiibingen 26: in the
interior of France 16-24; on the French coast 25, on the eastern coast of
England 24, on the western coast 35, in Milan 36, Genoa 44, on the coast of
most tropical lands 70-120. On the political-economical influences of most
climates, see Gobbi, Ueber die Abhangikeit der Populationskrafte von den
einfachen Grundfstoffen, 1842.
7 The snow limit at Magerije in Norway is 2,200, in Iceland z,goo, in the
northern Ural 4,500, in the Alps S,zoo, in the Caucasus 10,400, and Quito
14,S5o feet high. Hence it is that mountainous countries which produce
nothing in the north, make magnificent vineyards in warmer countries.
8In central Germany, even a second crop can be produced after the corn
harvest. I n Arabia, the same seed produces three harvests, because thegrain
which falls at the time of harvesting to the ground, germinates immediately
and suffices for new seed. (Nieluhr, Beschreibung, 154.)
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harvest, as a rule, is more abundant: and the products better in
many respects. T h e fruit, for instance, and wine, contain
more sugar,1° and oleaginous plants contain more oil. Lastly,
since nature in warm countries is so much more generous, it
may be utilized by man with less regard for consequences.
There is less need of extensive woods, of large winter supplies, especially for animals;" fewer buildings are demanded,
and there is also less demand for human and brute labor, since
the work of plowing, sowing etc., extends over a greater portion of the year?2 It is true, on the other hand, that also the
9 Thus in the northern states of the American union, wheat yields a return
of only from four to five times the amount sown; in France, 5-6 times (Lavoisiel;): in Chili, 12 times; in northern Mexico, 17 times; in Peru, 18 and
2 0 times; in southern Mexico, 25 and even 35 times; in Germany, maize
seed yields at best one hundred fold, while in the torrid zone there is a return
of from three hundred to four hundred fold, generally.
'0 Andalusian corn produces in the mill only one-half as much bran-waste
as Baltic wheat produces. Bosrgoilrg, Tableau de l'Espagne, IT, 155. Baltic wheat contains 6-7 per cent. of azote, and Algerian, 20-25 per cent.
(Knbsch, Pflanzenleben der Erde, 1865.)
H I n Europe the blossoming season is retarded four days for each degree
of northern latitude. (Schiibler.) As we advance towards the north,thedifference becomes less noticeable, but mare so as we go towards the south. I n
mountainous countries a similar difference is observable, produced by a like
climatic influencc. I t is from about 10 to 12 days, for a heighth of from 5co
to Coo feet. (Wog; Naturgesetzliche Grundlagen des Ackerbaues I, p. 332 E)
I n the cantons, in which the Swiss confederation had its origin, the pasturage
of the Alps lasts generally thirteen weeks, but in the higher Alps it lasts
only from six to seven weeks. (Busingev, C. Unterwalde~.,p. 52.)
'"n central Italy, winter wheat Inay be sown in October, November or December; summer wheat, in February or March. (Sisnzondi, Tableau de 1'Agriculture Toscane, p. 35.) I n Judzn, it was possible to harvcst figs ten
months in the year. (yoseplr, Bell. Jud., 111, p. 10.) On the other hand,
there is Jemtland, where the peasant in many places surrounds the northern
portion of his cornfield with fagots, and lights them in August when the
north wind blows, to protect his land from the frost; and where the expression
"green years" is used to designate those in which the harvest has to bc
reaped before it is ripe. (Fovsell, Shtistik v011 Schwedcn, 24.) I n the I-aluation made of the lands of the kingdom of Saxony, for assessment purposes,
the cost of supporting a yoke.of oxen in thc luwest country is estimated at
only three-fourths of what it is ill thc highest localities, because in the former, 200 work days can be calculated upon in the year, in thc latter only 159.
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destructive force of nature is greater in warmer than in colder
countries. (S 209.)'~

SECTION XXXIII.
E X T E R N A L NATURE.-GIFTS O F N A T U R E W I T H V A L U E I N
EXCHANGE.

B. Those gifts of external nature which may become objects of private property, and at the same time possess sufficient relative scarcity to give them value in exchange, are
either movable, and exhaustible in a given place, or firmly
connected with the land. The first category embraces, for
instance, such wild animals and plants as serve some useful
purpose, minerals, above all, fossil combustible matter l -the
I n central Russia, the greater part of the labor of agriculture, sowing and
harvesting, has to be finished within the space of four months. I n central
Germany, they are spread over seven months. Other things being equal,
seven horses and ploughmen are needed in Russia where only four are called
for in central Germany. (von Haxthausen, Studien I, 174.) On the impediments put in the way ofagriculture by the climate of eastern Prussia, see MeitZen, Boden und landwirthsch. Verhdltnisse des preussichen Staats, 1868,
I, Abschn., 6.
I n both hemispheres, the zone in which the temperature decreases most
rapidly lies between the 40th and 50th degrees of north latitude. This circumstance must have a happy influence on the culture and industry of the
nation inhabiting the neighborhwd of that zone. Here is the point where
the regions of the vine touch upon those of the oiive. Nowhere in the
world, do the products of the vegetable kingdom, and the most varied wonders of agriculture, followwith such rapidity onone another. The great variety of products enlivens the commerce and increases the industrial activity
of agricultural nations." (Hzbmboldt.) I t is truc, however, that tropical
countries possess, also, in their mountainous parts, the iierra fria, tejnplada
and calienk, superimposed the one on the other.
1 The aggregate coal supply of Great Britain (1869) was 2,180 millions cwt.;
of Belgium (1S62), 207 millions; of France (1868) 256 millions; of Prussia
(1870)~b o millions, of Austria (1870)~including brown lignite coal, 158 millions; of Russia ( I S ~ S )only
,
a little over g millions. The great English coal
field, in the counties of Durham and Northumberland, embraces 732 English
square miles; that of South Wales, 1,2w, with a depth of 95 feet, so that the
geographical square mile contains here 679 millions of tons, each of twenty
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"black diamonds," coal, of which, with its canals, Franklin
said that it had made England what it is. The economical
effect of their moveable character is best seen, when the use
made of an ordinary stratum of coal is compared with that of
a ~rotractedsubterranean fire in a coal mine.2 T h e kdtter can
be directly useful only to those in its immediate vicinity.
Every lower layer of the burning coal would be less useful.
An increase of its actual power by accumulation in time or
place is scarcely possible. In all these respects, the movable
coal is incomparably better adapted to the satisfaction of man's
wants. It may be said that the capacity of heat for drying,
distilling, melting and hardening purposes, of imparting rapid
motion to heavy objects by the production of confined steam,
is, at least, a thousand times as great when a thousand busheIs
of coal are consumed as when one is consumed. In most cases
even the concentration of a large quantity of coal will increase,
the result not only absolutely, but relatively.
I

cwt. T o obtain the same quantity of combustible material as was furnished
to Prussia, in 186.5, by its coal, it would be necessary to use up 6,331 square
miles of forest. (volt Dickfrz, in EngeZ's Zeitschrift, 1867, 258.) T h e supply
of coal is, of course, exhaustible while, for instance, turf-fields replace themselves by slow degrees. Compare Griesbach, iiber die Bildung des Torfs, in
the GGttinger Studien, 1845, vol. I. The importance of the coal-fields of the
United States, which are twenty-two times as large as those of Great Britain,
in the distant future, cannot be over-estimated.
'1 need only call attention to the earth-fire (El-db~and)for the purpose of
forcing the growth of garden plants in the neighborhood of Zwickau, which
is said to have existed since 1505.
aThus, in Watt's steam engines of the larger kind, an hourly consumption
of ten pounds of coal is needed to produce a force equivalent to that of one
horse, while in the smallest machines of only one horse power, twenty-two
pounds are needed. See Prechtl, Technolo. Encyklopadie, 111, 669.
41t is easy to see that it is the most important substances needed in industry which are mentioned in this section. Many political economists have
considered the principal difference between agriculture and the industries
and economies of' towns to lie in the contrast here referred to. Thus, A.
St.rt.n, Sulle Cause che possono far abbondare li Regni d'oro e d7argento,
dove non sono miniere, 1613, I, 3. See the description of the difference between land and machines in Malthzts, Princ~ples,111, 5 ; Seaior, Outlines, 86.
But ~t is nothing more than a difference of gradation. Even in the most
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SECTION XXXIV.
EXTERNAL NATURE.
(OONTINUXD.)

The materials, forces and relations or conditions of external
nature, immovably connected with parts of the land, even
when in themselves exhaustless, either allow only of a definite
amount of economic utilization, as, for instance, the mechanical
force of a given waterfall, which can drive only a definite number of mills of a definite size;l or their increased utilization is
accompanied by difficulties which increase with still greater
rapidity. This last is the case, especially in the employment
of Iand for agricultural purposes. It is, according to Senior,
one of the four fundamental axioms of Political Economy, that
additional labor, spent on a given quantity of land, produces,
as a rule, a relatively smaller yield; assuming, of course, that
the art of agriculture remains the same? It is not possible to
active of businesses there is a limit which the accumulation of means of
production cannot pass without a relative diminution of the income. This
boundary is imposed by the limited ilature of those organic beings which
mnst contribute to production either actively or passively. Thus, for instance, a manufacturing establishment or commercial business can be enlarged with advantage only so long as it is still possible for one superintendent to conduct it. And so, when cattle are furnished with very abundant
and substantial food, a pound of meat costs the producer a much higher
price than when they are more moderately supplied: sometimes in the ratio
Econornie rurale, 11. Where there is absolute
of 1.95: 0.95 Bomsi~z~atlll,
over-feeding, the producer must sufiCer loss. But, even inorganic nature imposes its own limits here; as, for instance, when ships, machines etc., on account of the insufficient strength of the materials of which they are made,
cannot be constructed beyond a certain size. But all these limits are much
narrower than those imposed by the quality of immovability.
See Stewart, Principles, 11, ch. I S ; Ovtes, E.
1 Senior, Outlines, 26, 81 ff.
N., I, 18, 11, IS ff. This most important principle in Political Economy is
thus illustrated by YoAn Stzdnvt Mill, Principles, book I, ch. 12. '<The liinitation to production from the properties of the soil is not like the obstacle
opposed by a wall, ~vllichstands immovable in one particular spot, and offers
no hindrance to motion short of stopping it entirely. W e play rather compare it to a highly elastic and extendible band, which is liardly ever so v i e
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deterlni~leeither generally, or in particular cases, the precise
point at which agriculture should stop, to prevent relati~rely
smaller returns from increased expenditure of labor and capital. Improvements in the art of agriculture may remove it a
great distance. But, that there is such a point admits of no
doubt. No one will believe that an acre of land can be made
to produce a quantity of the means of subsistence sufficient to
support all Europe, no matter what the amount of seed used,
or of manure etc. e m p l ~ y e d . ~This is most apparent in foresteconomy, where the absolute increase of the so-called woodcapital becomes, after a certain time, smaller from year to
year.s
lently stretched, that it could not possibly be stretched any more, yet the
pressure of which is felt long before the final limit is reached, and felt more
severely the nearer that limit is approached." This is, if possible, more obvious in building than in agriculture, both as to the construction of new
stories and the excavation of deeper cellars.
Ad. Alcryer, Das Diingerkapital und der Raubbau {Heidelberg, 1869), sees
the only conditions of production which man cannot increase a t will exclusively in the sun's rays, the employment of which also depends on the quantity of land. Thus would he explain Selzior's law.
See the tables of increase in Cotta, Anweisung zum Waldbau, p. 228.
CouniBzcqz~oy,Theorie der N. Wirthschat't, p. 54, ridicules the absurd procedure of a great many farmers, as if by forcing the ploughshare deeper into
the soil, they could compel it to produce a double return, and asks: if one
should dig a square foot of land to the center of the earth and manure it, who
would take it off his hands? As to the effect of manure, Kuhl~n,nnnn'sinvestigations have sho\vn that 300 kilogrammes of guano produced in three years
an increase per Aectave in the yield, of 2,469 kilogrammes of hay; while 600
kilogrammes produced an increase of only 2,870 kilogrammes. Schilbler,
found that where salt had been used for manuring purposes, 40 kilogrammes
produced a maximum of fertility from which point forward every increase
in the amount of salt was attended by diminished returns, and finally led to
complete barrenness. See Wolf, Naturgesetzliche Grundlagen, I, 408, 412,
502. Constantly increased irrigation would convert the land into a swamF
instead of indefinitely adding to its fertility. Nor can abundant sowing be
of any use when it reaches such a point that the plants stand so closely together as to interfere with their proper development.
VOL. I. - g
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S E C T I O N XXXV.
E X T E R N A L N A T U R E . - ELERZENTS O F A G R I C U L U R A L
PRODUCTIVENESS.

In treating of the agricultural productiveness of a piece of
land, it is necessary to distinguish three things, -its bearingcapacity, its capacity for cultivation, and its direct capacity to
afford food to plants? Plants grow by drawing a part of the
elements which enter into their composition from the atmosphere, and a part from the earth through the agencies of sunlight and of water. While the air, the sun's heat, and in most
parts of the world, water, are free and inexhaustible goods,
the earth's supply of food for plants must be considered as analogous, so far as its exhaustibility and capacity to be appropriated are concerned, to the beds of coal and of ore etc. which
occur in mining districts. This is certainly true, with a few
important differences, however, as for instance, that, as a rule,
it is impossible, except through the cultivation of plants, to obtain from the earth the stores of plant food which it contain^;^
and that it is possible to husbandry to replace the portion of
these stores taken from the earth by the harvest, through the
agency of r n a n u r e ~ . ~
Incomparably more important in the economic valuation of
a piece of land is its capacity for cultivation, because this de1 These differences correspond with the differences in the kinds of deterioration to which land is liable from rlbcrs, floods. lava, etc., 5011-exhaustij~~,
and the growing wlld of the land.
2 From a technic point of view, it would, perhaps, be practiczble, In most
instances, to obtain the phosphoric acid immediately from the land and
m s f e r i t to other land; but the relation of the cost to the result makes it
impossible from an economical point of view.
3 I t most certainly is always an uncolnmon advantage that certain kinds
of soil, rich in kaIi and decayed vegetable matter, yield a long series of harvests without the addition of manure, provided, always, that a short interval
is allowed to the process of decay to replace the exhausted plant-fwd. Thus
in many volcanic regions. Compare on similar districts in the Deccan:
IZitter, Erdkunde, V, 714.
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pends much less on the good or bad quality of the husbandman's art. I mean here the so-called physical constitution of
of the vegetable soil; its water-holding power, its consistency
(light or heavy soil) on which the difficulty of working it depends; its ability to dry, in a shorter or longer time, and its
;~ccornpanyingdiminution in volume; its ability to draw moisture from the atmosphere and to absorb the various kinds of
gases; its heat-absorbing and heat-containing power (hot,
warm and cold soil^).^ Much depends here on the depth of
the vegetable soil and on the constitution of the sub-soil,
which, for instance, when it is very permeable, improves a
very moist soil, but in the form of meadow iron-ore ( Wiesencrz), works great injury. The vertical form of the land is
also a very important element in estimating the natural fertility of the soil. In mountainous districts, the quantity of land
which can be used (and with what labor!) is wont to be relatively smaller than in low lands. Hence it is, that the former become too small for their inhabitants; who, therefore,
swarm over the plains lying before them either as settlers or
conquerors! In the eastern hemisphere, the northern slopes
4 According to SclriLhler, the absorption of water by I& parts of earth is, in
the case of quartz-sand, 25 per cent. of its weight; for clay, 70 per cent.; for
calcareous earth, 85 per cent.; humus, 190per cent.; and for xoo paris of
their value, respectively, 37.9, 66.2, and 69.2 per cent. The consiste~lcyof
the four kinds of earth, in a dry state, is in the proportion of o.roo, 5,
their adhesion in a inoist state, to iron agricultural implements, is in that of
0.17, 1.12, 0.65, 0.40. Of loo parts of water mixed with these kinds of earth,
the evaporation in four hours, at a temperature of IS" 75' (cei~tigrade)is
88.4, 31.3, 28 and 20.5 per cent. respectively. The diminution of volume
when the moist earth dries, under the same degree of temperature, is, 0,
18.3, 5 and 20. Their relative absorption of atmospheric moisturc for 46
hours is as 0, L+,17.5 and 55; their absorption of oxygen in 30 days is
respectively 1.6, 15.3, 10.8 and 2.03 per cent.; and, lastly, their heat-holding
power is in the ratio of 95.6, 66.7, 61.8, 49.
"n Austria, below the Enns, only 3.8 per cent. of tht soil is barren; in
the Tyrol, 29 per cent.; in Dalmatia, 48.1 per cent. (Springw). Jn the Frcnch
Pyrenees, 43 per cent. is considered incapable of cultivation; in the Alps, in
Landes and Morbihan, 42 per cent.; in the departments of Nord and Sommc,
1.3 per cent. (Sclmitzlw). Fransutzi considers 36 per cent. of Switzerland
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of mountain regions are most unfavorably situated, although
the southern slopes are frequently subjected to more trying
and more sudden variations of thawing and freezing eath her.^
But all these inore special qualities of the soil must be distinguished from their general basis, the bearing or carrying capacity which land possesses as a mere superficies, and which
the most naked rock (Malta!), and the bed of a flowing
stream (the floating gardens of China!) possess to some extent, since there is a possibility of establishing a plant-fee&ng
surface on them. This bearing capacity, which in most instances is given only by nature, and which can be added to
only to a very limited extent and at great outlay, is wont,
when the population is very dense, to acquire considerable exchange value in the vi~inity.'~
unfit for tillage. The idea "barren " is a very vague one, and hence a comparison of different countr~eson this point should not be made without great
caution.
Wolf, loc. cit., 3j3 ff. A s to the manner in which soil and climate mutually
improve or injure one another, see ScAwerz, Prackt. Ackerbau I, 12.
7 I n this respect, also, the fundamental difference between agriculture and
industry is very important, inasmuch as the products of the former, equal in
value to those of the latter, require a very large supporting or bearing surface; those of industry, a very small one. If Nobbc's water-cultivation "
should ever come to assume any great practical importance, agriculturc
would approach to industry in this respect.
8 Wolkof
has called speiial attention to mere enzflncertzcnt: Lectures
d'Economie politique rationelle (18613,pp. 90 seq., 157 s e 4 Bastint's rather
broad and enthusiastic assertion, that no mere product of nature possesses
value (in contradistinction to utility), an exaggeration of his very honorable
contest with the socialists (1848!),
is refuted by daily experience, as when,
for instance, discoveries are made accidentally of metallic veins, coal-fields
etc., which immediately acquire great exchange value.

Srx. XXXVI .l

E X T E R N A L N;Z'IURE.

SECTION XXXVI.
EXTERNAL NATURE.-FURTHER
D I V I S I O N S O F NATURE'S
GIFTS.

The gifts of nature, we further divide into those which can
be directly enjoyed and those which are of use only indirectly,
by facilitating production. (Natural means of enjoyment,means of-acquisition.)' An extreme superfluity of the former
is as disastrous to civilization as a too great scarcity of them.
How simple .the economy of a tropicaI country! A banana
field will support twenty-five times as many men as a wheat
field (IC Ritter); and with infinitely less labor; for all that
is needed is to cut the stems with their ripened fruit, to
loosen the earth a little and very superficially, when new
stems shoot up? At the base of the mountains of Mexico, a
father needs labor only two days in the week t~ supgort his
family. Hence, nothing so much excites the wonder of the
traveler there as the diminutiveness of the cultivated ground
surrounding each Indian huLs But in these earthly paradises,
1 Avisfofle diztinguisl~esbetween dro).auurlxu and xd,o?r~,ua.
(Rhet., I, 5.)
¶Htimboldf,Essai politique, shr la N. Espagne, IV, g, in which he estimates
he relation of the culture of the banana to that of wheat, in respect of mere
quantity, to be as 4,000 to 30,- " probably the kest gift of nature to awakening man, and the object of the most ancient cultivation!'
' I t was said that in Easter Island, three days' labor sufficed for a man's
maintenance through the whole year. A similar gift of nature to tropical
lands is the date tree. I t is turned to so many different uses that the Arabs
of the coast of the Persian Gulf say that it is possible to construct a ship,
rig it, supply and freight it, from date trees. Houses are built of palm wood,
covered \\it11 palm leaves, furnished with palm mats, lighted with palm chips,
and heated with palm coals. The whole architecture of these countries is fashioned by the date tree. Date wine is the favorite intoxicating beverage. There
is a proverb current there that a good housewife can vary the preparation of
the date for her guests every day in the month. Even the pulp is eaten.
ISacll tree yields an average of 50-250 Ibs. of dates; and a tree may last over
zoo years. A n acre inay contain more than zoo trees. The labor of cultivation is very slight, although it demands more care than the banana. Colnpare Rifter, Erdkunde, XII, 763. An acreplanted with the sago-palm yields
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where, as Byron said, even bread is gathered like fruit, the
.powers of man slumber as certainly as they grow torpid in
polar d e ~ e r t s . ~T h e sentence: "In the sweat of thy brow shalt
thou eat bread," has been a blessing to mankind. Athens was
not only the literary and political, but also the economic capital of Greece; and yet Attica was one of the most sterile countries in the world.5 Unfortunate Messina, on the other hand,
was the most fertile province of Greece. In modern times, no
countries of equal extent have produced as many great captains,
statesmen, savants and artists as Holland, whose securest portions are as unfertile as those which are fertile are threatened
by the sea. On the other hand, how lately and imperfectly
has the so-called black-earth of southern Russia fallen under
the influence of civilization!
as much nourishment as 163 acres of wheat land. (Reise der Frigatte Novara, 11, 113.
While in hot coun4 See D. Hume, D~scoursesNo. I (On Commerce).
tries I' the sun does more work for man, it diminishes human strength itself!'
(M. Wirth.) That, however, such people, to their s~trplusof the natural
means of enjoyment and the consequent laziness and absence of care, add
the bright side of a joyous disposition, is well shown by Goethe, Werke (16
mo., rS+o), XXIII, 246.
See also Euv$ides' colnparison of Sparta
5 Noticed even by Thugvd., I, 2 .
and Messina, in Strabo, VIII, 366.
6 W e find, in a great many countries, that their northern portions are endowed more sparingly by nature with means of enjoyment (Genussmitteln)
than southern portions, but more abundantly with means of acquisition. (Erwerbsniitteln.) Hence, the former are latest to develop; but once developed,
they assume a much h ~ g h e rplace in civilization than the latter. This is true
of Italy, Spain, Portugal, France, the Netherlands, and the United States,
and of North America in general, as compared with South America. Something similar may be seen in the contrast between Austria and Prussia
T h e latter is colder and less fertile, but far superior to the former in extent
of coast, in rivers, and fossilized con~bustiblematter.
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SECTION XXXVII.
E X T E R N A L NATURE.-THE
GEOGRAPHICAL CHARACTER
O F A COTJNTRY.

The geographical character of a country is, as a rule,' most
intimately connected, not only with its flora and fauna, but also
with the character of its people. One of the crowning glories
of the progress of modern science is, that it has recognized
anew the power of this wonderful organism, and that it has
made geography an explanatory medium between nature and
history. The conditions most favorable to the development of
are found in a well developed country which slopes
gradually through a series of intermediate terraces from a
mountain summit to a plain; especially when th6y are connected with one another by a good system of streams; since
here the opposite peculiarities of the populations of the highlands and coast-lands "end to produce a nationality both one
and varied. Where the transitions are too abrupt, as for instance, in New Holland, they easily impede inter-communication; and, still more, where the several parts of the country
are of very great extent; as, for example, the desert of North
Africa, the plateau of South Africa or that of Central Asia.
Europe is favored above all other parts of the world by the
happy combination of mountain and plain.3 W e might pursue the parallel existing between the soil and the character of
a people into the minutest details, and discover, even in the
l The rule is not without its exceptions.
Thus, for instance, Borneo and
New G u i ~ ~ eare
a physically very like each other, but zoSlogically two dlfferent xrorlds; the former belonging to India and the latter to Australia.
'Even ianguage, which is the most general and most accurate expression
of the intcllectwl genius of a people, presents a strikingly analogous con.
trast in tnountainous and coast countries. Thus, compare the Ionic, Latin,
Low Gerlnan, Danish and Portuguese, with the Doric, Oscan, High German, Swedish and Spanish.
' S e e Stuabo, 11, 126.seq.
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difference between Spanish, French, German and Hungarian
wines, a reflection of the different characters of the peopleq4
But whence is this? Can it be that dead nature has thus
irresistibly affected the living mind? W e do not need to give
a materialistic answer to the q ~ e s t i o n . ~Almost every people
has migrated at some period of its existence. Urged on by
their peculiar tastes and tendencies, they settled in the places
most in harmony with their character. A higher hand was
over them; one which, we should unreservedly trust, placed
them in such external circumstances as were most favorable
to the development of all their faculties.
But the influences of man on nature are no less notable than
those of nature upon man. The greater number of domestic
aniinals and plants which Europe posesses to-day, it has been
obliged to introduce from other parts of t h e ' g l ~ b e . ~In the
interior of Gaul, the vine rarely ripened, at the time of Christ?
On the other hand, Mesopotamia, formerly one of the gardens
S'l'ht. most striking instance, illustrative of the manner in which the nature of a country influences the character of a people is afforded by the difference in the development of the Aryans in India and Persia, especially
when their sojourn in the territory of the Indus before that near the Ganges
is looked upon as an intermediate stage.
b French writers, especially, have exaggerated the influence of nature over
man. Thus, Bodin. de Repub. (rgSq), V, I ; Monlesquieu, Esprit des Lois,
XVII, 6. XVIII, I,IS. Cabatris, Rapport du Physique et du Moral de
1'Homme (~Sog),IX, Me'moire, Influence des Climats. Cotnte, also, Trait6 de
Ldgislation (18271, is of oplnion that the degree of civilization which a people may attain does not depend on the degree of development of which they
are capable by nature, but on that which their geographical situation perlnits
them to attain." See, al,o, Hei-odot., 111, 106; Hi$pocr., De A r e etc., 71;
Eur$id., Medea, Szo R.; Pltffnrc&,De Exilio, 13. The proper mean has been
found by E. M. Arndf, in his Anleitung zu historischen Characterschilderungen (ISIO),and by R i t f e ~and
, his school. See, also,
Znclmrie, Idee
einer volkswirthschaftlichen Geographic als Grundlage der praktischen N.
(Ekonomie fur jedes einzelne Volk: Vierzig Bilcher v. Staate, 11, 79. See,
also, Turgof, Gtographie polilique, 1750, CEuvres (ed. Daire, 11, 611 E);
Lae(ler, Natianalindustrie und Staatswirthscha?, 111, 18co ff.
6Mtzlte Brun, Pre'cis. de la Geographie universelle, VI. pr.
3 Strabo, IV, r 78. On the climate of ancient Germany, see Tacif, Germ, z.
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of the world, is now covered with dried-up canals, filled a
little below the surface with heaps of brick and broken vases,
the remains and &her vestiges of a once dense population.
Its former rich alluvial soil, now almost calcined, produces
at present scarcely anything except a few saline plants, mimosas etc.@ The higher the civilization of a people, the less
does it depend on the nature of the country.
SECTION XXXVIII.
O F LABOR.

-DIVISIONS OF LABOR.

Man's capacity for most economic labor is so closely connected with the exquisite articulation of the human hand, that
Bugon could say without exaggeration that reason and the
hand made man man.2 But it is true of economic labor, as of
all other labor, that it is more efficient in proportion as mind
predominates over matter.
The best division of economjc labor is the f o l l ~ w i n g : ~
A. Discoveries and invention^.^
B. Occupation of the spontaneous gifts of nature, as, for in8 F ~ a s e r Travels
,
in Koordistan and Mesopotamia, 11, 5. See, also, the
description of ancient Susiana in Strabo XV, 731, with that of the new one
by M'Kinnku, Geogr. Memoir of Persia, 92.
'Labor is not to be confounded with activity, which is always present
even in enjoyment.
=Thus, Galentcs, De IJsu Partium Corporis humani, L. I. The animal
nearest to man mentally, the elephant, is also possessed of a member more
like the human hand thin any other animal. Its trunk was called matrus by
the Romans. Hence the Indians call the elephant, the animal gifted with a
hand. Bzffia's view is exaggerated by Helvetius in the lhterests of mate*?ism. Aristotle, (De partt. anim. IV, ro),opposes the saying of Anaxagoras:
ora ro ~ @ a ; .+v
( ~ ~ ) v u r p ~ j r a r~Tvat
vv
rdv c d w v oivbpcuitov.
Compare Bell, On the human Hand, 1836.
a A s to the imperfection of the ordinary division into agricultural, industrial and commercial labor, see yohn Stuart Mill,I, ch. 2, g. T h e division of
all labor into mental and physical, is not more satisfactory ; for even thehasest
labor is not wholly physical. See Buckk, History of Civilization, v01 11.
Di~scoridesand Galon were acquainted with, at most, 600 plants; Lintraus,

'
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stance, of wild plants, wild animals, and of minerals5 Where
this is the only kind of economic labor, man is necessarily dependent on nature in a high degree.
C. T h e production of raw materials; that is, a direction
given to nature in order to the production of raw materials,
by stock-raising, agriculture, forest-culture etc., but not by
mining.
D. T h e transformation ( Verarbeitung) of raw material by
means of manufactories, factories, the trades etc.
E. T h e distribution of stores of goods among those who
are to use them directly, whether from people to people or
from place to place (wholesale), or among the individuals of
the same place (retail).'j T o this class also belong leasing,
renting, loaning, etc.
F. Services, in the more limited sense of the term. which
embraces personal as well as incorporeal goods; as, for instance, the labors of the doctor, teacher; virtuoso, of the statesman, judge, and of preachers, whose office it is, by way of
eminence, to produce and preserve the immaterial wealth,
linown as the State and the Church.
T h e order followed in the above classification is that in
which the diirerent cIasses of labor are wont to be historically
developed.
About 1812, about 30,000 had been described; in 1837, about
with S,-.
Go,ooo; in 1849,about ~oo,ooo. BtcckZe, History of Civilization etc., 11, p. 359.
jlndusLvie ext~actiaes,according to D u a q e v . When nature's spontaneous
gifts are exhausted, this occzcpation readily becomes pvodtrcfios.
G I ~ d z c s f ~vioei t z ~ r i d ~according
e,
to Du~zoyer;ifzdzcst~in
frnslocnf~irein oppontion to i ~ n s f o ~ ~ ~ ~ naccording
t r z c e , to Sciczloja. Or.tes distinguishes only tbur
,cr raccogli(oui,
classes: a~ruicoltoui,n~,tefci,dispe~zsrzfoviand ad~~tittist~ntovi,
nmnifnifori, and difelzsoYi d i belze ( E . N . I , 2 ; 111, 14). A. WnMev, Science of
Wealth (1S67), p. 34, knows only three classes: transmutation, transfortnation, transportation.
This is not to be understood in the sense, that there ever was a period in
which these sciences were unknown. We need only mention the position
occupied by the priest and knight in the middle ages. But, looked upon as
economic labor, intended only for purposes of free comtnere, they have become
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SECTION XXXIX.
LABOR.-TASTE

F O K LABOR.-PIECE-W11GES.

Man's taste for labor is conditioned especially by the extent
to which, and the security with which, he may hope to enjoy
the fruit of his labor himself. Hence it is that, as a rule, the
slave ($71,R.) and socager work least willingly, the day laborer with less industry than the piece-worker,' who is at the
same time more satisfied with himself, and gives most satisfaction to his master? since he acquires more both for himself
and for his master. The superiority of piece-paid labor is
very important only within a relatively recent ~ e r i o dof time. Thus, for instance, there was in Lower Austria, in 1866, one lawyer or notary to every
6,569 inhabitants; in Bohemia, to every 14,860; in Galicia, to every 22,361;
in the whole of Cis-Leithanian Austria, 12,259. I n 1865, there was in Prussia,
one to every 11,149; in Bavaria, to every 7,350; i11 Hanover, to every 4,gqG;
in 1862, in Baden, one to every 4,992; in 1867, in Saxony, one to every 3,048.
Hildebvand's Tagebuch, 1868, I, 234. There was in Prussia, in 1871, one
doctor to every 3.230 inhabitants; in Berlin, to every 1,100; in Hrldesheim, to
1,803; in Cologne, to 2,120, in Marienwerder, to 7,240; in Gu~nbinnen,to
10,047. E~zgel,Preuss. Statis. Zeitschrift, 1872, 376, T h e verb "to plow "
is, according to comparative philologists, of more recent origin than "to
weave!'
(Lassea, Indische Alterth. I, 814 ff.) And yet agriculture, in the
sense above indicated, undoubtedly precedes industry.
' Observed by Geiler V. Xaisersberg-. Cornpare Schmoller in the Tiibinger
Zeitschr., 15&,4S3. Hour wages occupy a middle place between day wages
and piece wages.
Thus the introduction of piece wages into lower Silesia has increased the
daily earnings of workmen by one-third, one-half, and even more. Engcl's
Stastist. Zeitschr. (IS~S),p. 327. The investigations of the German agricultural congress on the condition of agricultural laborers in the German empire (report of V. d. Gottz, 1875) show that in all Germany on an average,
the daily earnings of a contract workman (Accovdlohtzer) is to the daily summer wages of a day laborer as I j: ro (1420). O n the other hand, Bmssey, in
the construction ot'a railway, found that the same workmen engaged in grading, digging, etc., cost IS pence per yard when paid by the day, and 7 pence
when paid by the piece. (Work and Wages, 266.) Swiss experience is, that
Productian became 2 0 per cent. cheaper under the piece wages system.
(Bahnwt,Beitr., log.)
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greater in proportion as the workman calculates his own advantage. It is, therefore, smallest in the case of ingenuous uneducated workmen, and in that of the really conscientious?
The fear of seeing one's condition grow worse, through want
of industry, exerts an influence precisely similar to the hope of
improving it. In both respects, free competition ($97)must
be considered one of the principal means of furthering the
taste for labor.'
Among the causes which have contributed to make England the first country in the world, viewed from a politicoeconomical stand-point, English writers on Political Economy
have pointed out as one of the principal, the prevalence there
of piece-wages! Payment by the piece should, of course, be
S Accord~ngto v. d. Goltz's Enqukte, the earnings of workmen by the piece,
compared with the wages paid workmen by the day in summer, is especially
high in middle Franconia (16.5:10); in the Leipzig circle of the German
empire (16.6),in the Braunschweig plain (164, within the jurisdiction of
Hildesheim ( I ~ . I )of
, the Bavarian Palatinate (18.6), in Rhenish Hesse (23.2),
especially low in Stettin ( I ~ . ~ : I Oin
) , Stralsund (12.4)~in Schlesw~gHolstein
(122, in Osnabriick, ( I I . ~ . )
4According to v. Flotow, Anleitung zur Fertigung der Ertragsanschlage,
I, So, four days of serf labor are equivalent to only three of a free day laborer.
According to 9.yacob, Ueber die Arbeit Leibeigencr und freier Bauern ( I ~ I S ) ,
21, two day laborers are equal to three serfs, and one farm horse is equal to
two employed by serfs. It is as impossible to obtain accurate general estimates here, as in the case of slave labor. A s a rule, hope is not only a more
humane but a sharper spur to action. But if force is employed at all, there is
no doubt that the greater it is, the more effectual it is. Wherever the right of
c,?rporal punishment has been taken from the masters, the technic value of
serfdom has uniformly decreased. I n the English West Indies, formerly,
philanthropic masters who treated their negroes with unwonted gentleness,
obtained from them, as a rule, very poor economic results. While each of
the slaves expressed the greatest indignation at the idleness of the others
when they had "so good a master," they were all equally and excessively
lazy. The weekly production of aplantation sank rapidly under this system
from thirty-three hogsheads to twenty-three, and finally to thirteen. 1Ifnth.
Levis, Journal of a West India Proprietor, 1834; Edinburg Review, XLV,
410. For the same reason, the negroes in the Spanish colonies, who wtrc
treated much more gently than those owned by other European nationalities
produced much worse work. See, however, Columdla, De R e rust., I, P,.
&According to Howlcff, Tht: Insufficiency of the Causes to which the In
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pacticed, only in cases in which the work may be broken up
into a series of isolated tasks, and is completed by such a series. Hence, it is not applicable where a great many different things are required of the same workman; nor in relations in which continuity, as, for instance, of the inclination
or disposition of the workman is the chief thing.O The further the division of labor is carried in our day, the greater
the part money plays in our social economy, and the more
lasting relations are dissolved, the more general becomes piecework, which, with all its material advantages, has, speaking
tnorally, its dark side. ( A t ~ m i s m ! )In
~ a great many branches
crease of our Poor Rate have been ascribed (1788), plece wages had become
usual ILafew years ago." Very recently the trades unions have again restricted the system of piece wages (5 176).
T h i s system is inapplicable in the case of domestic servants (Gesinde) who
are a partof the household, and who afford to their masters, besides their services, the advantage of having a person a t their disposal always about them,
and whose wages are therefore in great part their board and lodging. Still
less can it apply to the case of the family physician, whose services consist
not simply in writing prescriptions, but who is also the professional family
friend. The same may be said of the state official, clergyman etc., from
whom it is demanded that he should sacrifice his entire life to the service of
the public. Against adopting piece wages in the case of state officials, it may
be further urged that no case at law, no act of public life is precisely similar
to any other. I t cannot beapplied to that of soldiers, because they are called
upon for action only after a long term of peace, during all of which they must
keep themselves in readiness for war. (SclrdB, N. CEk.,11, 388.) I t has
also been the practice of courts, until recently, on account oftheir dignity, to
pay their mechanics not by the piece, wherever that was practicable, but by
a fixed salary. A n able professor in a university is of use to i t not only by
his lectures, but by his reputation and example etc. ; hence, here, a combination of piece wages and of a regular salary is preferred. A s to services, the
permanency of which constitutes their essential character, remuneration is
also wont to be permanent or hereditary, as in the case of very many public
officers, while civilizat~onis as yet unadvanced. Later, in proportion as the
progress of civilization makes itself felt, this hereditariness is wont to be
conkned to the sovereign. For an opposite view, see Boxhorn, Institutt. politt. (1663)~41.
'Thus, the Chinese, who, by a ridiculous exaggeration bordering on caricature of many of our recent tendencies, may afford us a warning reflection of
oureelves in our present state of civilization, rarely labor efficiently when not
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of manufactures it has been relinquished because the excellence
of his work suiTered from the workman's haste, and because
he could not be properly c o n t r ~ l k d . ~It is rather the quantity than the quality of work which increases with piecework, and where the quality of the work is what is desired,
this system has not the same field. And where it obtains, as,
for instance, in the case of ordinary type-setters, resort is had
to payment by the day for compositors engaged on mathematical treatises, fac-similes, inscriptions etc. On the side of the
workman, it is generally only the idle and awkward who oppose piece-work on principle. It is a subject of regret that
the best and most industrious workmen are carried away by
it to an extent detrimental to their health? However, many
watched. Only by means of piece wages or the share-system can they be
induced to do g o d work. R. M. Micking, Recollections of Manilla and the
Phillippine Islands, 1851.
sDay laborers, for instance, must be watched over during the harvest, to
prevent their idling away their time, and piece-workers to prevent their continuing to work in spite of wet weather, bindingsheaves, for instance, which
causes the sheaves to rot. I n England, it is considered almost an impossibility to induce laborers to cut wheat close enough to the soil. (Sinclair,
Code of Agriculture, 102.) T h e haste of piece-workers, in tlie harvest of the
rape, occasions great loss, by the fall of the seed. I n Russia, the removing
of the hide fkom animals is paid for b y the piece, and the laborers injure a
very large number of skins in their haste. Steinhaus, Russlands industrielle
und commercielle Verhsltnisse, 425. Piece-wages are to be entircly discountenanced in the reeling of silk. See Bcvnoztilli, Technologie, 11, 215. A
yearly salary is to be recommended in the tending of cattle, because here a
certain connection (Anschlrdss) with individuals is desirable. I n building
trades, contractors in England prefer a regular salary ;but they employ model
workmen, the so-called '' bell horses," to whom they pay a large salary, and
who keep the others on the strain by their example, apd who on that account
are very much hated by their colleagues.
9 Adn~nS1rzit.4, W. of Nations, I, ch. S. Howleft, also, 1. C., thinks that
piece-wages increase the earnings of workmen, but at the expense of tjleir
capacity for constant labor. Cdant Gdvdz, in his Reise, 328, rclates with what
fatal effect piece-work in Deinarara tells on white laborers and their horses.
After the February Revolution, Parisian workmen demanded the abolition
of piece-wages, and obtained it in several manufactories. Revue des deux
Mondes, March 15, 1843.
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of the deficiencies of the piece-wage principle may be removed
by agreements made with whole groups of workmen; provided, always, that the groups are not too large to prevent
the mutual knowle'dge and surveillance of their members.1°
T h e quantity of work is greatest, its quality best, and the material'' employed used most sparingly, when the workman works
on his own account, or has a share in the profits. This last is
proper only in those branches of the business the success of
which depends on the quality of the work. T o compel the
worltman to share in the profits alone will not do, because he
is generally too poor to run any risk or to do long without his
earnings. T h e system of paying "commissions," therefore, is
to be recommended all the more strongly, since it is a combination of fixed wages with a share in the profits. This system is very prevalent in North America, where a great deal
has to be confided to the workmen. It is practiced, also, in
thc whale fisheries, and on the Greek ships in the Levant engaged in coasting, where much tnore depends on-the care of
the sailors than on the ability of the captain?= It presupposes
10 I n several Swiss factories, understrappers receive a salary, while ntorrteui,~
work by groupz-contract. (BBLaevt, Arbeiterveraltnisse und Fabrikeinrichtungen der Schw., 11, 70.) Sub-contracting, where the contract is generally
made with only one person, for the most part of more than average capacity,
and this latter contracts with other workmen on his own account entirely, is
considered by phhanthropic employers of labor as one of the worst kinds of
remuneration. T h e more democratic system of gang-contract is much
better, although even here, it is very easy for the weaker members of a
good gang to overwork themselves. (Edinburg Review, October, 1873,

365.)
Especially important in chemical factories. T h e expense of greasing on
the Rhenish railways fell, through premluins offered as rewards for saving,
from 27,000 thalcrs to j,ooo, in spite of an increase in the amount of traffic.
fa. A f n t y o l r l f , Volkswirthschaftslehre, 349.) This was, besides, the most effectual way of controlling the theft of material.
l ? In the cachelot fishery, the captain receives one-sixteenth, the master,
one twenty-fifth, the second master, one thirty-fifth, the boatswain, onesixtieth, each sailor, one cighty-fifth of the profit. ( N z ~ ~ t r ) o l dN.
t , Espagne,
IV,10.) This system is very comlnon in North America. See Cavey
in
S. Mill's Principles, V, ch. 9, 7. I n heathen Iceland, mariners were
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good workmen, equal almost to their master in ed~cation:~
for instance, in the case of overseers of labor; since every better inducement to the taste for labor which is not only juster
but more complicative, is not only a condition but also the effect of higher culture. But if the economy of a people is ripe
for share-wages, and masters begin to introduce them in earnest in individual cases, the work produced will be improved to
such a degree that it can not be long before all others will be
necessitated to follow them.'*
If, howerer, workmen are to enjoy the fruit of their industry, it is necessary, first of all, that public order should be secure. Even the most industrious become discouraged where
despotism or anarchy prevails. On the other hand, even the
greatest security is no sufficient incentive to a nation of fatalist~.'~
always paid a certain quota of the profits. Leo, in &?@1~7fzff'd
historischem
Taschenbuch, 183j, j 2 4 The same was often the case in China. McCullocA,
Comm. Diction. v. Canton. I n England, its employtnent was rendered very
difficult by the laws of partnership, which made each individual, except in
great chartered societies, responsible for all kinds of debts contracted by the
rest of the firm. J. S. Mill,B. IV, ch. 7, 5.
l 3 The house painter Leclaire, in Paris, obtained very high r e s ~ ~ lin
t s this
respect. Leclnire, RCpartition des B4nCfices du Travail, IS^. H e retained
for his own services as contractor the sum of 6,000 francs, and paid each
workman the salary he had hitherto received. What remained was, at the
end of the year, equally divided arnong all. Leclnire assures us that he
was always satisfied with the system. The paying of a propor'lion of the
general profits to laborers is advisable only in case their ability of surveying the whole is not much inferior to that of their employers. Where
a special proportion is paid, in special branches of business, it is sufficient
if their supervision extends over that particular branch. But a sharing in
the profits of business always supposes a corresponding supervision of the
business itself, and also the keeping of accounts.
14A very good remedy against indigence among the lower classes. (Umpfinlach, National CEAonon~ie,1867,214.) But whether it will ever be possible to make the remuneration of the navvy or that of a type-setter depend
on the final success of his work, pnrwe.
'5 Torrrtzefout, speaking of the fatalism of the Turks, says that they always
and everywhere leave the world as they found ir. According to their own
proverb, no grass grows again where the Osman has set foot.
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SECTION XL.
LABOR. -LABOR-POWER

OF I N D I V I D U A L S .

The average labor-power of individuals varies very much
in different nations? The reason of this is, in part, doubtless
a difference in natural endowments. Thus, for instance, no
people surpass the English and Anglo-American in energy,
none the German in intelligence in work or the French in taste.
Where we can assume that the same meaning is attached to the
expression, " military capacity," by the different recruiting bureaus, important conclusions as to the physical labor-power of
different localities may be drawn from the ratio existing be'The experiments made with thedynamometer in 1800ff. show that the av
erage fovce manzlelle of an inhabitant of Van Dieman's Land is to thnt of a n
inhabitant of New Holland, of Timor, of a ~ r e n c hmarine, and of an English
colonist in Australia, in the ratio of 50, 51, 58, 69, 71 kilogrammes. Pdroiz,
Voyage de DCcouverte a u s Terres australes, 2d ed., 11,417. I t was found
more recently in the American army, that the average lifting-power of white
soldiers was 31.1 to 343 %S; of white marines, 307; students, 308; negroes, 323; mulattos, 348; and Indians, 419. Gould, Investigations in the
Military and Anthropolog. Statistics of American Soldiers, 1869,458, seq. According to English manufacturers, an English laborer accomplishes almost as
much again as a French one(?),and the latter in turn more than an Irishman.
An English contractor, who had worked in French manufactories, expressed
t
be called work
his opinion concerning the French to this effect: L L Icannot
they do; it is only looking at it and wishing it done." Senior, Outlines, 149.
Thus, for instance, a good English spinner with a machine of 800 spindles
could produce 66 %S.of yarn, No. 40, while a Frenchman could produce only
48fbs. (M. ilfoR1, Reise durch Frankreich, 535; compare B i n g b r , Polyt.
Journal, I , 63 seq.) That the Americans also are inferior to the English in
strength and dexterity is attested by the American Hmitt. See Brentano,
Arbeitergilden, 11, 231 A Berlin wood-sawyer accomplished as much in
ten days as a West Prussian from Labiau in twenty-seven days. J.G. N o f mann. English farmers on the Wellespont prefer to pay Greek laborers £10
per year c' besides their keep," rather than f3 to Turkish laborers. ( L o r d
Carlisle, Diary in Turkish and' Greek 1fraters, 1854, p. 77 seq.) I n Paulopinang, the Malayan agricultural laborer receives $2;/, per month, the
Malabar, $4, the Chinese, $6; for which compensation they work respectively 26, 28 and 30 days. Ritter, Erdkunde, v , 54.
VOL, I.-IC
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tween the number of those fit for military service and those
who are legally liable to military duty.2
But these conclusions are greatly modified by the state of
civilization and that of society. Where the laboring classes
are despised and paid in a manner unworthy of human beings,
the badness of their work will be in keeping with the estimation in which it is held. The reverse of this, also, is usually
true under different circumstances. (S 173.) Thus, it has been
noticed in France, that native workmen, provided with as substantial food as English workmen, are scarcely inferior to the
the Iatter in the technic value of their labor? A Mecklenburg day laborer eats almost twice as much as a Thuringian
workman, but then he accomplishes almost twice as much.
Hence, employers gain in the long run by paying their workmen
well. As civilization advances, the same number of workmen
become, not only more industrious and more capable, but the
same quantity and quality of labor becomes, as a rule, l heap er.^
Little light can be thrown on this subject by a romparison of different
countries Thus, in France, there are 614 persons in every 1,examined
fit for military scrvice; in Bavaria, 705; in Denmark, 523; in Austria, 438;
in Prussia, 284; in Saxony, 259; in England, where the conscription is from
among the lowest classes, 665 ; and in Wiirttemberg, 490. ( Wa@@(i'z~s,
Allg.
Bevolherun,~sstatistik,IT, 71, 140. $fussy, Remarks on the Esamination of
Recruits, 1S54 ( A f e ~ ~ z m i ? z pWiirt.
v,
Jahrb., 1843, 103.) T h e comparison of
different parts of the same state is much more instructive. Thus, in Saxony,
cities afford only 197, and the flat country only 265 per r,cm (Sachs. Statist.
Ztschr., 1856, No. 4 E.); and in Prance there are among those of illegitimate
birth a very large number unfit for military service. (Journ. des Econ., 1850,
XXV, 69.) According to the Austrian A ~ n u n of
l military statist~cs,there
were in 1870, on an average, throughout the entire monarchy, 211 per I,of those liable to enter the ranlcs of the military, fit for service; in the Innsbruck command, 325 ; in Lemberg, 179.
Adnnr Smith, B. I, ch. 8,noticed the great in3 M. Chevnlier, Cours, I, "5.
dustry ofwell paid workmen. Alnong the nncducated, labor must almost
necessarily be repulsive in proportion as it is illy remunerated.
4Thus A. Zbitng remarked that wages in Ireland are wretchedly low, while
labor is far h r n being cheap. I n his "Evidence in Respect to the Occupation of Land in Ireland," 11, 135, he says that a Scotch day laborer at IS. per
day is cheaper than an Irish day laborer at %S. According to McCalioch,
Statis. Account of the British Empire," I, 666, industrial labor in Germany
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The moral culture of a people exerts the greatest influence
here. In every private undertaking, a great part of the expense attending it, and in every state, a great part of the expense of its police system, and of its system of administering
justice, is occasioned only by the dishonesty of men. If all
this expense could be dispensed with, and full confidence placed
in individuals, it would be possible to devote much more time
and energy to positively useful 1ab0r.~ In estimating the laborpower of different nations or different periods of time, the division of population according to age is also of importance.
As a rule, the labor-power of males is greatest from the age
of twenty-five to the age of forty-five. The more numerous,
therefore, the class of the population between these ages is,
the more favorably, other things being equal, is it situated as
regards l a b ~ r . ~But, as a rule, the relative number of fullgrown people is greatest in highly civilized nations. (§ 248.r
and France is dearer than in England, because in the former countries there
are, ceteyis$aribas, twice as many laborers employed in most n~anufactures.
See Senior, Lectures on Wages, 1830, I I, and the reports of the committees
of parliament, fissim on French manufactures (1825). The same has been
experienced in the agricultural history of Schleswig-Holstein. Se: Hanssen, Archiv. der Politisch. CEk. IV, 421. L a main d'auvre est chkr-e en Rztssic
dbs qzi'il s'agit d'tcnz cwtaine cajacitd et d'un certain degrd d'instruction professionelle, tandis que celle de I'ouvrier ordinaire n'esl nulle $art a7rssi bas.
(Tdg06oysky.)
J . S . Mill, Principles, I , ch. 7, 5.
5 Thus even Columella, R. R. I, g.
GThus, for instance, the Lex Visigoth., VIII, 4,16,graduates the fine to be
-paid by
- the murderer according to the age of his victim. I t increases up to the
20th year in the case of males, and diminishes after the 50th. I n the case
of females, the maximum is attained between the ages of 15 and 40. Similarly even Moses, Book 111, 27.
7 As to what concerns the two sexes, the force rdnale of adult males is twice
that of females in the human species. The difference between them in youth
is not so great. The forcc manuelle of the two sexes a t the age of 30 is as
9:s. (quJtelet, Sur 1'Homme 11, p. 73 ff.) The numerical ratio of one sex to
the other varies but little among those nations which have attained a certain
degree of civilization. See infra, 245.
8 I t is of great importance to calculate here the number of days in the year
in which the laborer is compelled to be idle on account of sickness. Fenget-,
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SECTION XLI.
LABOR.-EFFECT OF THE ESTEEM I N WHICH IT IS HELD.

A s civilization advances, labor becomes more honorable.

A11 barbarous nations despise it as slavish. Pz&una et hers
videtzlr szcdore adpcirere qztodpossb sanguiw @-rare :has been
the motto of all medieval times. In heathen Iceland, the
owner of a piece of land might be deprived of it by an adversary who could overpower him in single combat. This mode
of acquisition was considered more honorable than purchase.
It was Thor's own form of investiture. The ideas of' the
Romans on rightful acquisition may be inferred from the word
mancz~ium(manu capere).' Pwe Christianity, on the other
hand, preached the honorableness of labor from the first
(Thess. 4, 11 ; 11. Thess. 3, 8 seq.; Eph. 4, 28). And so in
the time of the Reformation: when Christendom was returning to its primitive purity.
In keeping with this is the fact, that the most cultivated

-

(Quid faciant etas annique tempus ad frequentiam et diuturnitatem morborum, Hafnize 18+o), finds the following result:
Between 15 and 19 years, 7.2 days. Between 35 and 39 years, 7 . S days.
'l
20 and 24 years, 10.3 days.
40 and 44 years, S. 3 days.
45 and 49 years, I I . 6 days.
25 and zg years, g. 5 days.
G
50 and 59 years, 14. i days,
30 and 34 years, 7.6 days.
According to Villermd, in the Annales d'Hygikne, 11,
A t 67 yenrg.
At 60 years..
16 days.
qz days.
At 70 years..
75 days.
A t 65 years..
31 days.
T h e latter table is the result of a comparison made of the tables of seventy
Scotch mutual aid societies. Compare Diuglw, Polyt. Journal, XXIV, 165.
Mnxirrra
1 Tacit., Germ., 14. Leo, in Rartmcr's Taschenbuch, 1835, 418.
sun esse credebnrzt, pun r r Aoslibus ccpisseni. (Gnjus IV, 16.) Roman auction
sub hnsta! Similar views obtained among the Thracians. See Herodot., V, 6.
I n Sparta, even in the time of Agesilaus, economic labor was considered unworthy of a free man, (Pluinrclr, Ages, 26); while the Athenians, from the
time of Solon, punished idleness, and from that of Pericles "knew no other
festival but attending to their business." Thucyd., I. 70. For some happy
observations on this subject, see Riehl, Die deutsche Arbeit, 1861.
*Compare Ernsmzcs Colloq. (ed. Stallb.), 21 K.,213 ff., 392 ff.
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nations, and the same may be said of individuals, value time
most highly. "Time is money." (Berzjamin Franklin.) An
English proverb calls time the stuff of which life is made?
While in negro nations, individuals do not even know their
own age; while in Russia, there are very few clocks to
strike the hours, even in the towers of churches, in England,
a watch is considered an indispensable article of apparel, even
for very young peopIe and for some of the lower orders of
society.' Railroads operate in this respect as a kind of national clock. The introduction of machinery and the more
minute division of labor, make punctuality a necessity. While
South Americans and West Indians are frightfully careless in
their every movement, a carelessness which betrays itself even
, ~ life of a New En'glander has
in their drawling s p e e ~ h the
been compared to the rush of a locomotive. In the markets
of Central Asia, nothing strikes the European with so much
surprise as the little value put upon time by the merchants of
India and Bucharia, who are fully satisfied when, after endless
waiting, they succeed in obtaining a somewhat higher price
for their wares!
Ternple learned from the Dutch of his own age that the time of industrious men is the greatest home commodity of a country. (Works I, rzg.) "A
trader's time is his bread." ( S i r M. Decker, Essay on the Decline etc., 1744,
24.) ?VaZ#olc, in his Testament politique 11, 385, speaks of the inferiority of
the Roman Church in this respect. I would allude to the medieaval prohibition "to sell time " as one of the chief grounds of the prohibition of usury.
(See Ro.vchev, Gescl~.der N. (Ek. in Deutschland, 7.) Bconomia d i ternto cqtrivnle n~rolnngamne~~to
d i esistcttxa. (Scinlrja.)
4DouviZZe, Voyage au Congo I, 239. See v. Haxthaussn, Studien, 11, 433;
W. p c o l , Production and Consumption of the precious Metals, 11, 209.
The division of the day into hours dates from the time of the sun dials of
Alexandria. I t was not known in Rome until after the year of the city 491.
(Monzi~zscrz,R6mische Gcschichte, I. 301.)
Vitrcknrd, Notes on the West Indies, 1806, 11, 107. I n Spain it looks as
if no one in the streets was in a hurry. W h a t a contrast between the sans
sollu' gait of persons at bathing places and the resorts of pilgrims and the
precipitate haste in con~mercialcentres!
6 MeyendorA Voyage 6 Boukhara, 246.
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SECTION XLII.
OF CAPITAL.--THE

CLASSES O F GOODS O F W H I C H A
NATION'S C A P I T A L I S M A D E UP.

Capital we call every product laid by for purposes of further
production. (S 2 2 0 ) . ~
The history of this idea affords a remarkable example of the confusion
produced by the employment of scientific terminology in daily life. Until
within a short time every possible meanlng of the word rapital was to be
found in the dictionary of the French Academy, its scientific politico-economical meaning alone excepted. During the middle ages, the Latin cn;bitllle
was used to signify both loaned money and cattle. (Ducange, S. v.) When
culture was at its highest in Greece, Defnosthenes entertained very good
ideas of the nature of capital which he sometimes calls d90pp$, sometimes
€,OUVOC, the meaning of which he extends also to the incorporeal capital of
a good reputation. (Adv. Mid., 574; pro Phorm, 947.) The same may be
said of the Roman in conception of peculiunz. See Hildebrand's Jahrbb.,
1866, I. 338. On the beginnings of the present idea of capital among the
later schoolmen, see Fuack, Tiibinger Ztschr., 1869, 149. The diary of
Lucas Rems, rqgr-1541 (ed. Grezy, 1861), calls commercial capital, in most
instances, the chief good (Haujtgut) p. 37; also Cavedal. The words
money and capital, interest and the price of money are now confounded in
daily life,as they were formerly by most writers. I n the 17th century, Child
nnd Locke may be mentioned as instances. Uobbes had some faint notion of
the productive power of capital. See Rosclter, Zur Geschichte der englischen
Volkswirthschaftslehre, 49,60, 102. Thus, also, in the 18th century, Law,
Sur 1'Usage des NIvlonnaies, 697 ; Trade and money (1705) "7 ; Mklon, Essai
politique sur le Commerce, 1734, ch. 22 ; Galiani, Della Moneta, IV, 1, 3 ;
Btackstufone,Commentaries, 1764, 11, 456; Gcnovesi, Economia civile, 11, 2 , IS,
13; Stewnrt, Principles, IV, I, ch. I V ; Verri, Meditazioni, X I V ; Biisclr,
Geldumlauf, V. 14; A. Yo'aufzg, Political Arithmetics (1774)~I, ch. 7. HZI~ZC,
o h t h e other hand, Discourses (1752), NO.4 (on interest), shows, that the rate
of interest is dependent, not as Locke supposed, on the abundance or scarcity
of money, but on the state of profit and on the relation between the demand
and supply of capital. Similarly, 7.Massie, An Essay on the governing
Causes of the Rate of Interest (1750). q u e s n ~ yDialogue
,
sur le Conunerce,
173 (ed. Daire), shows that he had a very clear conception of the operation,
and of the principal co~nponentparts of capital. Tfwgot, Sur la Formation
et la Distribubon des Richesses, 14,54-79, came very near the truth, and yet
missed it. He recognized the necessity of advances which, as a rule, are the
result of saving, in every case of production. He also distinguishes in the
product of the soil, besides the poduit net and the srtbsistance dtc I n ~ u r c t w ,
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Hence, the capital of a nation consists especially of the iollowing classes of goods:
the proft of the latter. He l~kewisepoints out a great number of differences
between the "price of money " considered in its relation to trade, and in its
relation to loans. H e explains the interest on capital, as Schroder, in his
Schatz-und Kentkamtner, 231, and Benjanzin Franklin, in his Inquiry into
the Kature of a Paper Currency (1729) had done before, by the fact that the
owner of capital can purchase a piece of land with his capital, anti thus draw
an income without working. Money, he said, was indeed not productive,
but neither was any other thing that could be loaned or leased, with the cxception of land and cattle. Adanz Smith deserves the greatest credit for his
analysis of the idea of capital, although he opposes 'I capital " to what the
Germans call capital-in-use, the 'Lstockfor immediate consumption." When
H. Say, Cours praCanard, Principes dlEconomie politique (1801) and
tique, 1828, I, 285, included man's power of Iabor in capital, they took a retrograde step. LcLabouris Capital, primary and fundamental." Colton,
275. Ever1 grown-up individual, says McCulZoch, Principles, 1825, 11, ch.
2, may be looked upon as a machine which has cost several years of continued care and a considerable sum for its construction. I t is only another side of this same perversity, when McCullock seeks to force the results
produced by animals and machines into the definition of labor. Schlozey,
Anfangsgriinde (~Sog),I, 21, goes so far as to call the soul, raw material,
which receives productive power from the lqbor of the teacher! For a
calculation of the money value of man in the different ages of life, see
Statis. Journ. XVI, 43 E. See, on the other hand, Malthus, Definitions, c h .
7 ; and Rossi, in the Journal des Economistes, VI, 113. Nor does the view
of GaniZh, Systkmes dlEconomie politique ( I S O ~ )I,, 243; of Ad. Miiller, Concordia, 93 &, 211; of Heriiznnrt, 'Staatswirth, Untersuchungen, No. 3 ; of
Dzlnoyey, Libert6 du Travail, L. V I ; of Bastiat, C ~ r e yand others, who
include pieces of land in themselves under the head of capital, seem to bt:
better founded. Hernzann defines capital the durable basis of every utility
possessed of value in exchange. Scl&fle reckons land as naturc offers it to
us, anlong free goods. From the moment that labor and capital are spent
upon it, it becomes immovable capital, but he concedes that it still preserves many essential points which distinguish it from other capital. (N.
CEk. Theorie der ausschliessenden Absatzverhaltnisse, 1867, 65 ff., Sg ff.)
These differences appear to nle to be still more important than that which
land and capital have in common; especially as the historic development of
their relations proceeds for the most part in opposite directions. Thus, for
instance, as civilization advances, land is wont to become dearer and capital
cheaper. How difficult would it be to introduce clearness into the ideas of
int~nsiveand extensive agriculture, if land were accounted capital! And it
i s not only always theoretically, but also very often, in practice, possible to

r.
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A. Soil-im~rovements,for instance, drainage and irrigation
works, dikes, hedges etc., which are, indeed, sometimes so far
part of the land itself that it is difficult to distinguish them
from it? T o this class belong all permanent plantations.
B. BzriZding~,which embrace workshops and storehouses
as well as dwellings; also artificial roads of all kinds.
C. Tools, machines and r~tensilsof every description; the
latter especially for personal service, and for the preservation
and transportation of other goods. A machine is distinguished
from a tool in that the moving power of the former is not communicated to it immediately by the human body, which only
directs it; while the latter serves as a species of equipment, or
as a better substitute for some member of man's body.5 T o
be of advantage, these three kinds of capital must save more
labor or fatigue than it has cost to produce them. Tools are,
however, older than machines. T h e aborigines of Australia
used only a lance and a club in hunting; the somewhat more
civilized American Indians, the bow and arrow; Europeans
use firearms: in all of which a gradual progress is observable.
Of the blind forces which communicate motion to machines,
water was the first used, then the wind, and last of all,

team.^
separate the value of a given piece of' land from the most durable capitalimprovements (Ka$ital~neliorationcn) made on it. I t is only necessary to
call to mind the area of buildings.
Sitfavs makes n very arbitrary assertion when he saps that only the capital
operating in trade, and even only that operating in trade where money is
used as the instrument of exchange, can properly he called capital ; and that,
therefore, the modern biography of capital dates only from the 16th century,
(Das Kapital I, 106ff.)
"ee,
on the other hand, Wolkof, Lectures d'Economie politique rationelle, 167.
4 Herrnnnn (
11ed., 238 ff.) distinguishes especially $ue$avafouy cmzt~iz~ances
auxiliary to labor, such as stationary structures etc., vessels, tools, machines
and instruments for measuring etc.
KThus, for instance, the plow and the gun are machines, the spade and the
blow-pipe are tools. A hammer may be considered as a hard, insensible fist;
the bellows as a pair of very strong and durable lungs. Tongs take the

,
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D. Useful aptd labring animab, in so far as they are raised,
fed and developed by human care.
E. Materialsfov transformstion ( Verwadungsstofe) : either
the principal material which constitutes the essential substance
of a new product, the yarn of the weaver for instance, the
raw wool, silk or cotton of the spinner; or the secondary material which, indeed, enters into the work, but only for purposes of ornamentation, as gold-leaf, lac, colors etc.
F. Auxiliary substances, which are consumed in production,
but do not constitute a visible part of the raw product: as coal
in a smithy, powder in the chase or in mining, muriatic acid,
in the preparation of gelatin, chlorine in bleaching etc.
G. Jlenns of su6sistcnce for the producers, which are advanced to them until production is complete.
H. Commercial stock, which the merchant keeps always on
hand to meet the wants of his customers.
I. Money as the principal tool in every trade that is made.
K. There is also what may be called incorporeal capital
(quasi-capital according to Schmiifthenrzer),which is as much the
result of production as any other capital, and is used in proplace of fingers, just as a spoon does of the empty hand, and the lcnife the
place of the teeth. A great number of machines, on the other hand, may
be compated to a complete workman. Thus, the action of the mill which
grinds grain has very little resemblance to the blowing of the wind or the
running of the water, whereas the rising and falling of the pestle in the
small mortar for throwing grenades corresponds to the motion of the arm.
( R a u , Lehrbuch I, 125.) The infinite number of functions of which our
members are capable is related to their inability to attain alone the greater
number of their ends. Hence animals which requlre no tools can undertake
to achieve very few things. Man is a tool-making animal." ( B . Franklin.)
$This is seen most clearly in the history of the grinding of corn. I n the
time of Moses, and even of Homer, there were only hand-mills, and originally
only mortars. Later, mills set in motion by horse-power were employed.
Shortly after Cicero's time, mills driven by water-power came into use.
Brunck, Analecta, 11, I 19,Ep. 39. Mills buiit on pontoons do not date farther
back than thc time of Belisarius. Wind-mills have been known since the.
ninth century; Dutch wind-mills, only since the middle of the 16th century.
See Beckttzan, Beitr'ige qur Geschichte der Erfindungen 11, I ff.
7 Compare Plato, Polit., 280.
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duction, but which, for the most part, is not exhausted by use.
There are species of this kind of capital which may be transferred, as for instance, the good will of a well-established firm.
Others are as inseparably connected with human capacity for
labor as soil-improvements with a piece of land; e. g., the
greater dexterity acquired by a workman through scientific
study, or the greater confidence he has acquired by long trial?
The state itself is the most important incorporeal capital of
every nation, since it is clearly indispensable, at least indirectly, to economic production?
The greater portion of the national capital is in a state of
constant transformation. It is being continually destroyed and
reproduced. But from the stand-point of private economy,
as well as from that of the whole people, we say that capital
is preserved, increased or diminished according as its value is
preserved, increased or diminished.1° Pretiunz succedit in 70cum roi et Yes in locum pretii. '' The greater part in value of
the wealth now existing in England, has been produced by human hands within the last twelve months. A very small proportion indeed of that large aggregate was in existence ten
years ago; of the present productive capital of the country,
scarcely any part except farm-houses and a few ships and maSThus, Ganilil, ThCorie de 1'Economie politique I, 133, calls the knowledge, talents and probity of merchants, as well as their reputation, valuable
parts of their capital in trade. See, also, Moser, Patriot. Ph. 11, 26. See
some happy observations on the intellectual capital of n,ations, as consisting
of "known and unknown *reparatbry labor through their history," in Latze,
Mikrokosomos 11, 353 seq.
9 Conlpare Dictzel, System der Staatsanleihen (1856), 71 ff. And, earlier
yet, Ad. Jfiiller had looked upon taxes not in the light of an insurance premium, but as the interest of the invisible and yet absolutely necessary intellectual capital of the nation." (Elemente, 111, 75.) Of course, the State
is much more than a species of capital; just as a Gothic cathedral is something more than a piece of masonry, but does not on that accout cease to be
a piece of masonry.
i0 y.B. Scy, Trait6 d'Economie Politique I, ch. 10. Only think of what
is known in physiology as the change or transformation of matter
(Sfo$ivccl,sel!).

,
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chines; and even these would not, in most cases, have survived so long, if fresh labor had not been employed within
that period in putting them into repair. . . . . Capital is kept
in existence from age to age like population, not by preservation, but by reproduction." (7.S. Mill.)
SECTION XLIII.
CAPITAL. -PRODUCTIVE

CAPITAL.

Capital, according to the employment that can be given it,
may be divided into such as afl'ects the production of material
goods, and such as airects personal goods or useful relations.
The former, under the name of productive capital, is, in recent
politico-economical literature, usually opposed to capital in
use.' Evidently any one of the two kinds of capital mentioned
above, may be used for both purpose^.^ Indeed, the two
classes are, in many respects, coincident. Thus, a livery-stable
carriage or a circulating library is productive capital to its
proprietor, and capital in use* (Gebrauchskapital)to the nation
1 Productive capital has been rendered into German by the word Erweybstanzm, by the author of "Staatswirthschaft nach Naturgesetzen," 1819.
M(zlthz~s,Definitiops, ch. 10, and Rnu, Lehrbuch, I, 51, call productive capital alone, capital. According to M . Chevalier, goods lose their quality of
capital as soon as they come into the hands of a consumer. Schafle, N.
CEk., 11, aufl., 59, calls capital in use Getaussve~moge~z
(resources intended for
enjoyment) and product~vecapital, Ka~italvernz5getz(capital-resources). On
the other hand, J . B. Say, Traitt, I, 13; McCulloch, Principles, 11, z , 3; Heywzann, Staatswirthschaft. Untersuchungen, p. 60 ff., and V . Mangoldt, Volkswirthschaftslehre, 122, divide capital into capital in use and productive capital, according as it provides the possessor with that which he Inav turn to
account directly or indirectly by becoming the owner of,goods through its
means. Aristotle distinguishes between ii,oravu and XrTpa-a, the former
relating to ;~oiiar~;
for instance, a shuttle; the latter to X/I~&;,
as, for instance, bedding and articles of dress. (Polit., I, 2 , s.)
V h u s , for instance, class A embraces parks and forests; B, theaters,
churches, manufactories, arsenals, granaries, public walks and roads. Walks
can, besides, be used for the cultivatiop of fruit, and roads for pleasure trips.
*Translated L'capitalde consom~nation" by Wolowski, p. 96 of' his Rosch.
er's Principles.- Traaslator's uofe.
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in general; although the circulating library from which an
Arkwright obtains technic information, or the livery-stable
vehicle which carries a Borsig to his counting-room, has certainly been used in the production of material goods. Almost
all capital in use may be converted into productive capital,
and hence, the former might be called quiescent capital, and
the latter working capitaLs One of the principal differences
between productive capital and capital in use is, that the former, even when most judiciously employed, does not so immediately replace itself, as the latter, by its returns.' On the other
hand, the real dividing line between capital in use, and objects
consumed which are not capital, is, and it is in complete harmony with our definition of capital, that the latter are subject
not only to a more speedy destruction and one which is always
contemplated, while in the case of the former, its destruction
is only the unintended reverse-side of its use.
Among a highly civilized people, a great amount of capital
in use, as compared with the productive capital of the country,
may be considered a sure sign of great wealth. When this
is the case, the people, without losing the desire of further acquisition, think that they have enough to richly enjoy the
present. 1need only call to mind the munificence displayed
by the middle classes in England, in their silver plate and
other domestic utensils. But the people of Russia, and Meuico also, can make no mean display of s i l v e r ~ a r e . ~Here lus'Dead, or better, dormant capital is such productive capital as, for the time
being, remains unused, and which, therefore, does not yield even personal enjoyment. T h e sum total of this kind of capital is very much diminished by
the agency of savings banks. Loaned capital which has been employed unproductively evidently constitutes no longer a part of the wealth of a people.
See infvn, 5 189.
4 Wolfiof
is so far right, when in his Lectures, p. 142, he calls the return
of capital in use not vevenu, but dkstvuction gvndrcelle. Sclrafle is right, too,
and entwely so, when he says that only such an increase of the property, intended for enjoyment simply, is anti-economic, as does not make the personal capacities of labor (Av6c3svet.ntu~ciz) as much more proauctive than
they would otherwise be. N. CEk.,11, nufl., 224.
6HumboZ(lt, N. Espange, 11, ch. 17; zv. Schlozet., Anfangsgrii:ldc, 11, 109.
-

.
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ury is only a symptom of the disinclination or inability of the
inhabitants of the country to use their capital in the production
of wealth. How much richer woul(1Spain be to-day, if it had
employed the idle capital spent in the ornamentation of its
churches in constructing roads and canals! Most nations in
a low state of civilization sutier from the absence of legal guaranties. Each one is compelled to turn his property into a
shape in which it can be most easily transferred from one
place to another and hidden. This is the principal reason why
Ausland, 140, NO. 313. O n the extraordinary wealth of even Russian peasant women in pearls, see v. Haxlhausen, Studien, 87, 309.
6 Townsend, Journey in Spain, I, 115, 3x0.
I n the patriarchal age of the
Jews, there was a relatively very large quantity of ornamental objects in
gold and silver: Mich~lts,De Pretiis Rerum apud Hebrzeos, in the Cotnm.
Soc. GBtting., 111, 151 ff., 160. Conservative Sparta, in the middle age of its
history, was certainly not rich, and yet it had more gold and silver than any
other Grecian state: Plato, Alcib., I, 123. Accordjng to S t . P h n , The
Hellenes, 111, 142, the ancients had relatively much more of the precious
metals in the form of objects for ornament than the moderns. T h e Romans,
with their usual good sense, did not make use of silver as an article of l u r ary until they had attained great wealth. See Cnio, R. R., ch. 23, and Senern, De Vita beata, ch. 21. Then the Carthagenian ambassadors railed at
their hosts because they found the same pieces of table silver in all the houses
to which they wereinvited. The younger Scipio, even, did not possess more
relatively than 32 pounds of silver ware. Momnuen, Rtimische Geschichte, 11,
383. T h e relatively great importance of the stores for domestic use, nevertheless, runs through the whole of Roman history. The title depenu Zegafo,
in the Pandects (Digest, XXIII, g), points to this, during the reign of the
emperors, aud in earlier times, the derivation ofjenates from pen@. See Rod6evtus, in Hiltlcbrnnd's Jahrbuch, 1870, I, 365. Immense importance of the
ring in the old north c o u ~ t r i e s :Weinhold, Altnord. Leben, IS+ ti The age
of chivalry was very rich in silver plate, cups, basins, etc. Biisching, Ritterzeit u r ~ dRitterwesen, 11, 137. Anderson, Origin of Commerce, a. 1386. Lovd
Burleigh, in the age of queen Elizabeth, left after him between fourteen and
fifteen thousand pounds sterling in silver ware; that is al~nostas much as
the rest of his whole estate; and, it would seem, that for a man of his rank,
even this was not considered a great deal. Collins' Life of B., 44. According to Ginsfbinni, cardinal Wolsey owned articles of silver to the value of
1,500,ooo ducats, and the greater number of the lords of the time were equally
well provided with them.
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the Orientals possess, relatively speaking, so many precious
stones and so much of the precious metals. The same cause
accounts for the simplicity of their dwelling^.^ On the other
hand, productive capital is to be found in the greatest proportion among civilized nations which are making very rapid strides
towards wealth, the people of the United States, for instance.
SECTION XLIV.
CAPITAL.-FIXED

CAPITAL, AND CIRCULATING CAPITAL.

Capital, according as it is employed, is divided into fixed
capital and circulating capital. Fixed capital may be used
many times in production by its owner; circulating capital
only once. The value of the latter kind of capital passes
wholly into the value of the new product. In the case of the
former kind of capital, only the value of its use passes into the
new product. (Hermann.) Hence, the farmer's beasts of
burthen belong to his fixed capital; their food, and his cattle
intended for the slaughter, to his circulating capital. In a
manufactory of machines, a boiler intended for sale is circulating capital; while a similar one, held in reserve for the machines used in production, is fixed capital. Ricardo attributes
a somewhat different meaning to these two terms: he calls
fixed capital that which is slowly consumed, and circulating,
" T h e Bedouins are fond of decorating their wives and children with all
the jewels that they possess, both on holidays and other days, so that they
sometimes have four or six bracelets on each arm and fifteen ear-rings in
each ear. Burckhavdt, Bcmerkungen, 188. IVeIIsted (Roederer's translation),
I, 224. I n Asia Minor, girls wear their whole dowry in the shape of personal ornaments. Belgiojoso, Revue des deux Mondes, Feb. I, 1855. I n
East India even the most wretched towns have their silver workers. The
emirs of Scinde, with an annual income of £3oo,ooo, had a treasure worth
Ezqm,ooo, nearly £7,ooo,om of which a-erc in jewels. Ritter, ErdkunJe
VII, p. 185. On the upper Ganges more jewels and other ornaments arc
worn than on the lower, where the wealthy prefer to spend their capital on
landed estates. Rittev, VI, I 143.
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that which disappears rapidly.' Fixed capital is, indeed, produced and preserved by circulating capital; but it is, for the
most part, transformed again into circulating ~ a p i t a l . ~Besides, it is only by means of the latter, that the former can be
productively e m p l ~ y e d . ~The relative importance of fixed
and circulating capital to a country depends upon whether the
country is an advanced or only an advancing one. A people
with very much and very fixed capital are indeed very rich;
but run the risk of offering many vulnerable points to an
aggressive enemy, and of thus turning the easily jeopardized
mammon into an idol. T o make a passing sacrifice of the
country that the people and the state may be saved, as did the
Scythians against Darius, the Athenians against Xerxes, and
the Russians against Napoleon, becomes difficult, in proportion as the nation has become richer in fixed capitala4 But, as
The first beginnings of this division are to be found in auesnny (Analyse
du Tableau Cconomique, 1759, in which h e develops the difference between
uvances ;bvil/ritives and nvnmes nnntrellcs. See also Adnin Spnith, W. of N., 11,
ch. I, who, however, reduces the difference between them mainly to the relations of possession, and hence includes grain and seed in fixed capital. Hermann, Staatsw. Untersuch, 269 ft.; Ricavdo, Principles, ch. I, sec. 2; SclrrnttiAe~znev,Staatswissenschaften, I, 387, divides capital into I, infzdngible, that is,
I, fixed in the strict sense of the word; 2, transportation-capital; 11, fungifile,
I, transformable capital; a, material (raw material, auxiliary material etc.),
b, formed products; 2 , circulating capital; a, wares; b, money. A. Walficr,
S. of W . ,57, calls circulating capital that which may be easily transferred
from one branch of production to another; fixed, that which can be used wit11
advantage onlj for the purpose for which it was originally intended.
2 Old wood-work is burned; old iron utensils sold; aiso houses when pulled
down. ,%mmin,rrhatls, Allg. Gewerbelehre, 186S, 175.
3 If the Mongols, for instance, should despoil China of all its moveable
property with the exception of its buried money, its immovable property
would become productive only from the time that that money would be used
d
to secure other moveable articles. I n any case, the production w o ~ ~ lbe
proportioned only to the borrowed seed, cattle, etc. (Sismondi, Richesses
commerciale, 1803,I, p. 61.
That the Athenians left everything in the lurch to oppose Xerxes, much
more readily than under Pericles, even, the flat country of Attica. Biich.qessrhhtr (Besitzund Erwerbim griech. Alterthum, 589) explains by the fact that
in the interval between the twoperiods, fixed capital increased largely. I n rude
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the destination of the latter is changed with much greater difficulty than that of circulating capital, highly cultivated nations would find it very hard to satisfy new wants, if they
could not always appropriate the results of additional savings
to the production of new fixed capital.

SECTION XLV.
CAPITAL.-HOW

I T ORIGINATES.

Capital is mainly the result of saving which withdraws new
products from the immediate enjoyment-consumption of their
possessor, and preserves them, or at least their value, to serve
as the basis of a lasting use? As capital represents the solidarity of the economic past, present and future, it, as a rule,
reaches back into the past and forward into the future, through
a period of time longer in proportion as its amount and efficiency
are greater.2 Those producers, too, whose products perish
rapidly may, also, eff'ect savings by exchanging their products

---

ages under the appellation of a community or nation was understood a number
of men; and the state, while its members remained, was accounted entire.
With polished and mercantile states, the case is sometimes reverted. The natiolr
is a territory cultivated and improved by its owners; destroy the possession
cven while the master remains, the state is undone. Fergusola, Hist. of civil
Society, V, 4; v. Mnngoldt, Volkswirthschaftslehre, 159. Fixed capital js
not so sure of being completely used up as circulating. O n this point see
Schuze, N. CEk., 53.
If the aggregate productive activity of nlan be designated by the word
labor (just as everything produced on a piece of land is inaccurately called
its product), then all capital may be considered as the unconsumed result of
labor. The recent socinlistic theory that considers capital as the wages
which have been earned but not paid, is a gross ~nisconceptionof this truth.
This is the origin only of the capital of oppressors and deceivers, and of
theirs only in part. See itrfm, 5 189.
fiLL
While we are clothed in our winter garments, the spring stuffs are already in the shops of retail dealers; the light material of next summer's wear
is already manufacturing, and the wool for our next winter's clothing spun."
Think of the study in advance which the physician must have gone through,
whom we sumrnon to us at a moment's notice! Mcnger, Grundsatze, I, tj

33, ='l.
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and capitalizing their counter-value. Thus, the actor, whose
playing leaves after it nothing but a memory, may use the
wheat received by him from a farmer who came to listen to
him, in the employment of an iron-worker, and invest the
product permanently in a railroad. The transformation may
be etiected by means of money, bonds etc., but it is none the
less real on that account. Order, foresight and self-restraint
are the intellectual conditions precedent of saving and capital.
The childish and hail-fellow-well-met disposition which cares
only for the present is inimical to it. True, the desire of saving can be developed only where there are legal guaranties to
ownership; guaranties which are both the conditions precedent and the etiect of all economic ci~ilization.~The Indians,
Esquimaux etc., had to be taught for the first time by the missionaries and merchants-and it was with the greatest difficulty
it was done -to save their booty, and spare the natural sources
of their acquisition. Originally, they were, in the heat and
excitement of their wild h k t i n g and fishing, wont to destroy
on the spot what they could not enjoy in the r n ~ m e n t . ~In the
lowest stages of civilization, the first saving of capital of any
importance is effected frequently through robbery or in the
way of slavery! In both cases, it is the stronger who compel the weaker to consume less than they produce. See ina Thus in dangerous callings, as for instance, among soldiers and sailors,
there is very little saving'. The same may be said of times of plagua See
y. Rap, New Principles on the Subject of Political Economy, 1834
4That u-e keep our property under lock and key, while it was customary
in Plato's time to seal it up, is in itself a great advance. See ~ e c k e r , ~ h a r i cles, I, 202 seq. Earlier yet, artificial knots were used. Homer, Odyss.
VII, 443.
a
Compare Hearne, Reise, nach Prinzwalesfort, 43, 58, I 19. Barrow von
S@yengtJ,282. ElnmboZdt, Relation historique, 11, 245. Ausland, 1844, No.
359; 1845, No. 84. Stein- Way+s, Handbuch der Geographie, I, 310. For
proof that the clergy by preaching self denial contributed largely to the creation of capital in the earlierpart of medieval history, see Gsdrard, Polypr
tiques d'Irminon Prhf., I;.
On the inevitableness of slavery, where capital is needed, and no one cares
to save, Ree de il2'ct.z Noblet, Phtnomenes 6conomiques, I, 306.
VOL. 1.-11
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fret, 63. Where civilization is at its highest, the inclination
to save, as a rule, is very marked.7 It begins to decline where
a people are themselves declining in civilization, and especially
where legnl guaranties have lost their force.
But capital may be increased even without personal sacrifice; as for instance, by mere occupation, as of certain goods,
not hitherto recognized as such. Thus, also, by the establishment of valuable relations, the advantages of which either become the common good of all; or which, because at the
exclusive command of one individual, obtain value in exchange. T h e progress of civilization itself may increase the
value of existing capital. Thus, for instance, a house, considered as capital, may double in value if a frequented street be
opened in its neighborhood. T o this category belong all improvements in the arts which enable existing capital to achieve
more than it could before. T h e invention of the compass increased the value of the capital employed in the merchant
marine to an extent that cannot be ~alculated.~T h e increase
of capital effected by saving soon finds a limit unless such
limit is widened by the progress of civilization?
7 T h e origination of capital by " social connexions " (gesellschaffliche ZUSainnzenhii~zge) Lassallc (Bastiat-Schu!tze, 92, 98) exaggerates into the absurdity that no capital was ever saved. This is in part related to his confounding
land with capital (103 seq.). On the other hand, P. L . (3. LtZienfeld), Geuanken iiber de Staatswissenschaft der Zukunft ( 1 8 7 3 )distinguishes
~
between
the external and internal creation of capital in human society; the latter based
on the condition of every organic being, by virtue of which the present is
geiierated by the past, and generates the future. T h e intercellular substance
of plants, the honey-comb of bees, and the blood in the animal body, correspond to the capital of a nation.
sffeniznan, St. Untersuchungen, 239 K ; Lid, System der politischen
(Ekonomie, I, 325 ff. Thus, for instance, capitalization among a race of
hunters Inay be continued longest by the creation of herds; that of a race of
shepherds by the buiIding of Ilouses, and by land-improve~nents;that of a n
agricultural people by the establishment of trades, artificial roads, etc. As
to how, in general the accumulation of goods to any great extent, supposes
exchange, and as to how, first of'all, with exchange through the existence of
a superabundance wealth may originate, see Hermntzn, loc. clt., 11, Aufl., ,
25 ff.
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CHAPTER 11.
CO-OPERATION OF THE FACTORS.
SECTION XLVI.
T H E P R O D U C T I V E C ~ P E R A T I O N O F T H E T H R E E FACTORS.

All economic production generally demands the cooperation of the three factors: external nature, labor and capital.
But with the political economist, labor is the principal thing;
and not merely because all capital presupposes labor, nor because every combination of the three factors is an act of labor;
9The annual increase of the capital of France during the later years of
Louis Philippe's reign, was estimated at from mo to 300 million of francs;
during the best years of Napoleon 111's reign, at 600 million. Journal des
Econ., Nov., 1861, 170. The capital of the Brikish empire, judging from the
statistics of the income tax, increased from 1843 to 1853, in Great Britain
alone, nt least £4z,ooo,ooo yearly; from 1854 to 1860, in the whole empire, at
least f 1 1 4 , m o , m ;and in 1863 alone by E 1 3 o , m , m . London Statis. Jour.
nal, 1864, 118 ff. A war carried on on English soil would doubtless be more
destructive of capital than one waged in Russia; but Russia would recover
from one like that of 1854-55 with mucl1 greater difficulty because of the
small tendency of its people to amass capital. I n countries in which thc
middle classes preponderate, the influence of the amassing of capital on foreign politics is one that favors peace. I n despotic or democratic countries, it
may as readily favor war.
Io'I'he "absolute formation " of capital above describccl is, of course, the only
one in the general economy of mankind. In the economy of individuals, WC
fi.equently meet with another which is only "relative," as when the increase
of one's resources is attended by as great or even greater decrease of another's. This is the case, for instance, where privileges or monopolies are granted.
The same phenomenon is found also in the intercourse of economies of different nations. Sujra, § 64.
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but, in general, because the human mind's idea of means and
ends makes all goods goods for the first time." (HufeZad.)
Leaving the fi-ee forces of nature, surrounded by which we
live and work, out of consideration, and also the fact that all
raw material is due to nature, land is the indispensable foundation of all economy. But how little can unassisted nature do
to satisfy human wants! How much less to produce goods
possessed of value in exchange! A virgin forest, for instance,
sold in its natural state, has, indeed, value in exchange, but
only because it is taken into account that it can be cleared,
and that there are means of transportion already existing.'
The greater part of the forces of nature are latent to nomads
and nations of hunters. When labor develops, they are set
free to assist it? It is very seldom that any thing can be produced without capital. Even the poorest gatherer of wild berries needs a basket and must be clothed.$ Were there no
capital, every individual would have to begin at the very heginning every moment. Life would be possible only in a
tropical climate. No man, since the days of Adam, has been
able to labor, except on the condition that a considerable advance of capital had been made upon him. There is not a
naiI in all England, says Senior, which cannot directly or in-

'

Thns Cieero, D e Off.,11, 3 , 4 . Nature may Indeed produce mere I alue
in use without the cooperation of labor, in the narrow sense of the wordias, for
instance, a forest which protects a district fro,m avalanches etc. Byt everything which has been transformed into goods tendsconstantly to return to its
natural state, and to withdtsw itself from the life of goods. Stcilr, Lehrbuch.
'Compare List, System der Polit. CEkon. But see also the very fine discussion of y.S. Mill, Principles, IV, ch. VI, 2 , on the dreariness of nature,
when taken exclusive possession of by man;"with every rood of land
b ~ o u g h into
t
cultivation which is capable of growing food for human beings;
every flowery waste or natural pasture plowed up; all quadrupeds or birds
which are not domesticated for man's use, exterminated as his rivals for food;
every hedgerow or superfluous tree rooted out, and scarcely a place left where
wild shrub or flower could grow, w~thoutbeingeradicated as a weed, in the
name of improved agriculture."
8 I n Paris, i
n ~ S z othe
,
necessary tools of a rag-gatherer cost 6% francs.
Garnier, Elements d'Econ.-polite, 43.
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directly be traced back to savings made before the Norman
conquest.'
SECTION XLVII.
PRODUCTIVE CO-OPERATION O F T H E T H R E E FACTORS.
T H E THREE GREAT PERIODS O F A NATION'S ECONOMY.

The relation of the three factors to one another is necessarily very ditierent in different branches of production. For instance, in the case of cattle-raising on a prairie, labor does
very little, land almost everything. Hence an extensive, thinly
populated country is best adapted to this species of production. But where land is scarce, as in wealthy and populous
cities, human activity should be directed into those branches
of industry which need capital and labor, as manufactures and
the trades. (5 198.)'
Looked at from this point of view, the history of the development of the public economy of every people may be
divided into three great periods. In the earliest period, nature
is the element that predominates everywhere. The woods,
waters and meadows affbrd food almost spontaneously to a
scanty population. This is the Saturnian or golden age of
which the sagas tcll. Wealth, properly speaking, does not
exist here, and those who do not possess a piece of land run
the risk of becoming completely dependent on, or even the
slave of a land owner. In the second period, that through
which all modern nations have passed since the later part of
the middle ages, the element, labor, acquires an ever increasing importance. Labor favors the origin and development of
cities as well as exclusive rights, the rights of boroughs and
guilds by means of which labor is, so to speak, capitalized. A
It is not to be overlooked that all labor expended for a distant end also
hlls under the head of capital. See Dvoz, Econornie politique, 1829,I, 6.
For a good exposition as to how England has need of more agricultural
products, thc East Indies of more capital, and the West Indies of more labor,
Bee Fawcett, Manual of P. E., I 10.
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middle class is formed intermediate between the serfs and the
owners of the soil. In the third period, capital, if we may so
speak, gives tone to everything. The value of land is vastly
increased by the expenditure of capital on it, and in manufactures, machine labor preponderates over the labor of the human hand? The national wealth undergoes a daily increase;
and it is the "capitalism" which first gives an independent
existence to the econon~icactivity of man; just in the same
way that law is, as it were, emancipated from land-ownership, from the church and the family only in the constitutional state (Rechtsstaat). But, during this period, the
middle class with its moderate ease and solid culture may decrease in numbers, and colossal wealth be confronted with the
most abject misery." Although these three periods may be
shown to exist in the history of all highly civilized countries,
the nations of antiquity, relatively speaking, never advanced
far beyond the second, even in their palmiest days. A great
part of that which is accomplished among us by means of capital and of machines, the Greeks and Romans performed by
the Iabor of slaves. Leaving Christianity out of the question,
nearly a11 the minor differences between the public economy of
the ancients and that of the moderns may be reduced to this
fundamental di~tinction.~
-

P
-

I t is a very significant fact, that, at present, in certain European countries,
in Germany for instancc, the laborer is called a taker, and the capitalist a
g v w of work. The expressions employed by Canard, S a y and Hwtnann,
teach a similar lesson.
3Schafle, Kapita1is:nus und Socialismus, 124 seq.
4It is evident, that, absolutely considered, the predominating factor of an
earlier period inay cont~nueto increase during the following: and, as a rule,
it does continue to increase.
6 1 need cite only the instance of the slaves, who called out the hours, thus
performing the functions of a clock: bfartic~l,VIII. 67; Juvenal, X. 216;
Petron. 26; of the turning of water wheels, in Egypt and Babylon, by huinan hands. Stvabo, XVI. 738, XVII., 807. Among the ancients, it required one shepherd, and shepherd boys besides, to take carc of twcnty sheep.
(Geojon. XVIII, I . ) I n highly cultivated regions, the number lan up to
fifty. (Dei~aostlr., adv. Euerg. et Mnes., 1155.) I t seldom passed eighty
P
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SECTION XLVIII.
C R I T I C A L H I S T O R Y O F T H E I D E A O F PRODUCTIVENESS.

In this chapter, the dogma-historical (dogmengeschichtliche)
part is of the utmost importance, because it treats of the con( V a r r o , De re rust., 11. 10, 10. 2, zo), or one hundred (Cafo, R . R. C. 10);
while, recently, five men are sufficient to take care of eighteen hundred sheep.
See Xoscher's discourse on the relation of Political Economy to classical
antiquity, in the reports of the Royal Saxon Science Association, hlay, 1849.
Also D. Hume, Discourses, No. 10.
6 The productive power of each of the factors of production has been overestimated by some schools. After Gratiun (c. I, C . XIII. qu. I), had clearly
recognized the necessary cotiperation of the three elements, there was in the
one-sidedness with which the Reformers emphasized God's blessing as the
only source of wealth, a great over-estimation of the factor nature. T h e
Mercantile System over-estimated the factor capital, in one of its most obvious
component parts, money. I n later times again: " L a tevre esf la source ozc
la ~imtitred'oh I' on tire In riclresse; le travail de l'hornme est la forme qui la
jroduit. Tous Zcs Aommes d'un dtat subsistent et s'enrichissent aux ddfens dcs
propridtail-es des terres. (CantiZZon, Sur la Nature du Commerce, 1755, I. 33,
55.) L a terre est 2' unique source des riclresses. (quesnay, Maximes gCnCrales
de Gouvernement, 1758, ch. 3.) I n another place, indeed, the same writer
says: Zes revenus sont le froduit des terres et des hommes (Grains, p. 276,
Dare), and Mivabeau frequently laid stress on the necessary cotiperation of
labor and capital. (Landwirthschaftsphilosophie, translation by Wiclrmann,
I, 5.) Turgot, Sur la Formation et Distribution des Richesses, 7. For an
excellent refutation of this 'L Physiocratic" one-sidedness, which, if a11 men
are endowed by nature with equal rights, leads to socialism, see Cnnanl,
Principes, 6. According to Giojn, N. Prospetto, I. 35, the part played by labor, in the production of Parmesun cheese, is a thousand times as great as
that played by the soil; and in the production of a Dutch tulip, a hundred
thousand times as great. The English are wont, similarly, to over-estimate
the d a t i v e power of labor. (Ponocrutie, after AnctZZun, Essais philosophiques, 1817, 11.327.) LLCon~merce
and trade first spring from the labour of
men!'
(North, Discourses upon Trade, 112.) Thus, Locke (16go),Of Civil
Government, 11, 5, 40 ff., is of opinion, that, at least & of the value of the
products of the soil, useful to man, are to be ascribed to labor, and, in the
case of most, even
And so, BerkeZey (1735)~Querist, No. 3s seq. This
view is advocated in its boldest form,-a thing unusual in the case of the
independent disciples of a great master-by McCzilZ(xh, Principles, 11, ch. I,
that i t is to labor, and to labor alone, that man owes everything that possesses
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nection between the deepest fundamental notions and the principal branches of practical life. It is clear that every political
economist must construct his exposition of productiveness on
his prior notions of goods and value. W e must, therefore,
draw a distinction between expositions which are logical but
altogether too narrow, and wholly erroneous ones.]
any value in exchange. Similarly, J. MZZZ, Elements (~Szq),111, 2. The
consequences which socialism might drnv from these premises are self-evident. KarlMar,v's whole s.ystem, for instance, rests, without any attempt at
demonstration, on the assumption that the Ricardo school is right. Much
more moderate views are met with earlier. Thus, Hebbes, De Cive, XIII,
14, and Leviath., 24 (1642 and 1651)~calls labor et j+nvsimonin necessary
sources of wealth; $roventz~s l e v r c ~et aquce useful ones; and Petty, O n
Tnxes (1679)~47, says: "Labour is the father and active principle of
wealth, as lands are the mother. Land and labour together are the sources
of all wealth; without a competency of lands there would be no subsistence,
and but a very poor one without labour." Harris, Upon Money and Coins,
1757, P. I. Adam Smith, also, in spite of the well known passage nt the beginning of his work, very frequently lays stress on " the annual produce of
land and labour." (See the passages collected in Leser, Begriff des Reichthums bei A. S., 97.) According to Leibniz, uegionl potentin consistit in terr a , rebus, h m i ~ i b u s . (ed. Dutens, IV. 2, 531 .) Ricardo's school is wont to
bring capital under the head of labor, as saved-up labor. This is about as
correct as to say, that all that a grown man does, his parents had done.
(Unt$fenbach,
Nat. CEk.,64.) There is only one way in which labor, and
.
.
even then the expression is not exactly correct, can be looked upon as the only
factor in production; and that is to presuppose the forces of nature as matters of course (als sick z.on selhst verstelrend), and to call the aggregate use
made of them by the human mind, labor. O r we might say with old
Epiclmrfitos, that the gods sell all goods for Iabor. (Xenoph., Prfelnor. 11. I . )
Moreover, even in purely intellectual productions, in poetical productions for
instance, nature, labor and experience, the culture inherited from former
ages (a kind of ~ntellectual capital) un~formlyco6perate. But how almost
completely valueless in literature are all entirely pure (empty !) produetions
of the fancy!
1 Before the predominance of the Mercantile System, Mo?ztc'rrAien very
cleverly called all trades: parcelles et fvagments de cefte sngesse divine ptte
Dieu nom communique par le moyen dc la raiser. By means of the three estates; labourers, artisass, mevclands, touf dtat est ?zourri; pnv eux touf pro$t
s e f a i t . L'utilitd rbgZe k s m n g s des arts. (TraitC, 12, 45, 66.) The teaching of P. Gregorius Tolosanos (ob. 1597) on the different classes of society
and the different callinzs of men, is stdl lllore in keeping with the present dac-
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Thus, the Mercantile System admits every mode of applying the three factors of production, but considers them
really productive only in so far as they increase the quantity
of the precious metals possessed by the nation, either through
the agency of mining at home, or by means of foreign trade.
This view stands and falls with the altogether too limited idea
of national wealth before mentioned (S;), which this system
a d v o ~ a t e d . ~T h e majority of the followers of the Mercantile
System ascribe more power to industry to attract gold and silver from foreign parts, than to agriculture, and to the finer
kinds of industry than to the coarser; to active and direct
trade, more than to passive and indirect trade.
trine of production; only, in the moralizing tone of the time, he speaks
rather of their dignity than of their influence in creating wealth: D e Rep. I,
195. See, also, the earlier views of Franc. Patricius (ob. 1494)~D e Rep. I,
4, 7, 8.
Compare A. Serra, Breve Trattato delle Cause che possono far abbondare
i Regni d' Oro d' Argento, 1613. Th. Man, England's Treasure by foreign
Trade, 1664. Ch. King, British Merchant or Commerce Preserved, 1721.
But, particularly, A. C. La3, Von Verbesserung Land und Leuten etc. (I@),
who, from the point of view of the Mercantile System, draws a very clear
distinction between the productive and unproductive classes. See, also,
infra, 116. First thoroughly refuted by W. Petty, Political Anatomy of
Ireland, 67, Sz. Quantulumcunque concerning Money (1682). D. North,
Discourses upon trade (16g1). See Roschcr's Geschichte der englischen
Volkswirthschaftslehre, 77, 58, 138. And later, especially, Ad. S~nitlr,W.
of N. IV., ch. I E. Adam Smith's doctrine of productive and unproductivc
labor is to be found already, in this period, in Petty, Several Essays, 127 K
Political Anatomy, 185 ff; also, in the anonymous work, A Discourse of
Trade, Coyn and Paper Credit, London (1697), 44, 159.
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SECTION XLIX.
CRITICAL H I S T O R Y O F T H E I D E A OF PRODUCTIVENESS.THE DOCTRINE O F T H E PHYSIOCRATES.

The doctrine of the Physiocrates is to be explained in part
by a very natural reaction from the narrow-heartedness of the
Mercantile System, and at the same time, by a presentiment,
misunderstood, of the true theory of rent. (S 150K). Of
the six classes of labor mentioned above (S 38), those only are
called productive which increase the quantity of raw material
useful for human ends. All the other classes, it matters not
how useful, are called sterile, salaried, because they draw their
income only from the superabundance of land-owners and the
workers of the soil. Tradesmen, in the narrower sense of the
term, produce only a change in the form of the material, the
higher value of which depends on the quantity of other material consumed for the purposes of the tradesman's labor. If
any of this material is saved, the value of their products
sinks, although to the advantage of the economy of the whole
nation. In any case, industry could create no wealth, but only
make existing wealth more lasting. It might, so to speak, accumulate the value of the quantity of food consumed during
the building of a house in the house itself'

'

anesnny, Dialogue sur les Travaux des Artisans, 210 E.; a89 Cd Daire ;
Turgot, Sur la Formation etc., S; Dt$$onf, Correspondence avec J. B. Say,
400, Cd. Daire. B. Franklin, Letter to Dr. Evans (1768),and Positions Concerning National Wealth (1769), Works ed. Sparks, V11 and 11. Similarly
even Arisfofle, Oec., I, 2, says, that commerce, wage-labor and war win from
men, with or without their will; but that only agriculture obtains booty tiom
nature. And so Cicero says of merchants: nilrit jrfficiunt, nisi admod7ctrt
me~ifinnfur. D e Off., I, 42. The same view seems to have prevailed during
the middle ages. See I'hom. Aquin., De Rebus publicis, 11, 3, 5 seq. Luther
entertained a like tiotion (Vom Kaufhandel und Wucher, 1524). He prefers
agriculture to the trades. See theIrmischeredition of his works, XXII, 284;
XXXVI, 172 ; LXI, 352. CaIvitt considered commerce both useful and honorable; so that CS i'sirds snerc~tn~is
diligentin atpne indztstria, its profit may bc
greater than that of agriculture. (0pp:ed. Amstelod, 1664,IX, 223.) Asgill,
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But if tradesmen really earned, in the value of their products, only what they had consumed during their labor, it would
be difficult for them to find enlployers to provide them with
capital. Everyone will acknowledge, that a Thorwaldsen and
an ordinary stone-cutter, with the same block of marble, the
same implements, the same food, would necessarily, after the
same time, turn out exceedingly different value^.^ ,4nd, even
in the case that industry should add to the raw material only
precisely the same amount of value as had been consumed by
the workmen, can it be said that the work ceases to be productive simply because it is consumed by the workmen themselves? If that were so, agriculture eren, would, in most
countries with a low civilization, be unprod~ctive.~
Commerce, according to the theory of the Physiocrates,
only transfers already existing wealth from one hand to another. What the merchants gain by it is at the cost of
the nation. Hence, it is desirable that this loss should be as
Several Assertions proved in order to create another Species of hloney than
Gold (1691): lLwhatwe call commodities is nothing but land severed from
the soil; Inan deals in nothing but earth." Concerning Cantillog, compare
47, note 4. How violent an innovation the Phj-siocratic theory was in its
time may be inferred from what Zincke writes in the Leipzig Sammlungen,
X, 551 ff. (1753)~p. 20, X I I I , 861.
"nesnay, 1. C., 189, does not ignore that many workmen earn more than
the cost of their necessary subsistence; but he claimed that this was a result
of a natural or legal monopoly of the same. T h e dearer labor was, the more
productive it seemed. Per contra, see Dohm on the Physiocratic system, in
the Deutsch. Museum, 1778, 11, 313 E.
3 Gournay (compare Turgot, Eloge de G., in Guillaumin's edition, I, 266,
271 E.),as well as Rayaal, Histoire des Indes, vol. X, Livre 19, spite of the
similarity of their and Qucsnay's views, acknowledged on this account, the
productiveness of industry. For some remarkable examples illusti-ative of
how it may increase Ihe value in exchange of raw material, see the anonymous work, Paying Old Debts without New Taxes, London, 1723. See also
rilgavotti (ob. 1791)~318, in Cusfodi,Economisti classici italiani, Parte moderna, I. Thus a cwt. of coarse cast iron isconverted, in a Berlin manufactory,
i n t ~ S S , shirt
~ ~ obuttons worth 6% silver groschens each. Hence the value is
raised from 1-2 thalers to 19,653 thalers. The increase of the value in use
by industrial labor is self-evident.
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small as possible. Hence ~terility!~But, the more important
branches of business, especially wholesale trade, are connected
with a transportation of goods (Iarrz:), either from one place
or from one period of time, into another. Here the genuine
merchant speculates essentially on the diKerence of the values
in use which are afterwards greater than b e f ~ r e . ~The ice
shipped yearly from Boston to tropical lands met a much
more urgent and wide-spread want there than it would if it
had remained at home. And thus the storage of grain in
large quantities after a bountiful harvest withdraws, indeed,
an object of enjoyment from the comsumption of the people;
but its sale, after a bad harvest, undoubtedly increases their
enjoyment in a much greater degree than it was before diminished. Besides, the condition of both parties to the contract
is usually improved in all normal trade. (C~ndiZZac.)~No one
parts with exchangeable goods unless they are of less use to
him than the ones he receives in return.' And so, the value in
use of a nation's resources is really increased by commerce. T o
the other attributes of goods it adds one of the principal conditions of all use, accessibility (Kudler), with which it either
newly endows them, or which it increases in degree. T o this
end, the merchant makes use of tools, just as the manufacturer
"auesnay, Dialogue sur le Commerce.
Recognized very early by Ad. Contzen, Politicorum, Lib. VIII, C. 10
(1629).
OThis did not escape the notice of Frederick 11. Von Raumer, Hohenstaufen, 111, 534
CondiZlac acknowledges the productive power both of industry and of
commerce; and that the service rendered by the state is at least economically
indispensable. (Le Commerce et le Gouvernrnent, 1776,I, 6,7, 10.) Bcccaria,
Economia pubblica (I 769 K), IV, 4, 24. Bm'sguiZZe6evt (ob. 1714)~Sur la Nature
des Richesses, illustrated the utility of commerce by the picture of a number
of men bound to pillars, one hundred steps apart, one with a superabundance
of food but naked, a second with a superabundance of fuel, a third with n
superabundance of clothing etc.; all of whom perish, because unable to e r change their respective surpluses with one another. According to Lolz, Revision, I, 217, <'buying dear," apart from real fraud, means only a decreaee of
possib:e gain.

'
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does. What spinning-wheels, looms and workshops are to the
latter, ships, warehouses, cranes etc., are to the former. If
production be not complete until the thing produced is made
fit for its last end, consumption, commerce may be looked upon as the last link in the chain of productive labor. It, at the
same time, constitutes a series of intermediate links; as without it no division of labor is possible, and without a division
of labor, no higher economic producti~eness.~How commerce may increase the value in exchange of goods, and without in any way injuring the purchaser, needs no further illustration.!'

SECTION L.
T H E SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED.

Even Adam Smith called services, in the narrower sense of
the term ($3), the grave and important ones of the statesman,
clergyman and physician, as well as the "frivolous" ones of
the opera singer, ballet-dancer and buffoon, unproductive.
The labor of none of these can be fixed or incorporated in any
-

SVerevvi, Meditazioni, XXIV, in3tead of calling the merchant productive,
calls him a mediator between producers and consumers. It would be just
as reasonable to call the shoemaker a mediator between the production ;nd
consumption of leather; o r the cloth merchant, who cuts the material from
the piece, an assistant preparatory to the tailor. The labor of commerce is
especially like that of the fisherman or the turf digger, because they produce
only in so far as they transfer goods from inaccessible to accessible places.
See, however, Rard, Lehrbuch, I, 5 103, See the demonstration of the productive power of commerce in general, as well as of what is, by way of preference, called industry, in Ad Stnillr, W. of N., IV, ch. g. A much more
fundamental refutation of the Physiocrvtic Principle is to be found in macob,
N. CEk., 204 &
91n 1843, about 55,000 tuns of ice were shipped from Boston. Less than
2 5 cents. per ton was paid for the ice in the first instance. When packed o n
board ship, it was worth $2.55 per tan. The ultimate sale brought $3,575,000. Ausland, 1844,No. 278. The ancients were acquainted with a similar
production of ice, the value in exchange of which might be almost entirely
reduced to tIie Iabor of commerce. See Xeuoplr., hlemor., 11, I, 30; Athen.
111, 97; Proverbs of Solomon, 25, 13.
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particular object.' But how strange it is that the labor of
a violin-maker is called productive, while that of the violinplayer is called unproductive; although the product of the
former has no other object than to be played on by the latter?
(Gamier.) Is it not strange that the hog-raiser should be
called productive, and the educator of man unproductive
(List);
the apothecary, who prepares a salve which alleviates
for the moment, productive, the physician, unproductive, spite
of the fact that his prescription in relation to diet, or his surgical operation, may radically cure the severest disease?
If the productiveness of an employment of the factors of
production be made to depend on whether it is attended by a
material result, no one will deny that the labor of the plowman, for instance, is productive; and no one, of Adam Smith's
school, at least, that that of the clerk, who orders the raw
material for the owner of the manufactory, is. They have
participated indirectly in the production. But, has not the
servant of the state, who protects the property of its citizens,
or the physician, who preserves the health of the producer, an
equally mediate but indispensable share in it? T h e fieldguard who keeps the crows away, every one calls productive;
why, not, then, the soldier, who keeps away a far worse
'W. of N., ch. 3. See, however, Garnier's French translation of Ad.
Smith, PrCf. p. I X and V, note 20. Similarly, Maltlrus, Principles, ch. I,
Lect. 21. Definitions, ch. 7, 10.
*Bacon had already said of the nobility, clergy and literateurs: sovti ra'pu&lic(~.
ttila7 addant (Serm., 15,2 9 ) ; in opposition to which, Hobbes justly remarks, that even human labor may, like other things, be exchanged against
goods of all sorts. (Leviathan, 24.) In the work, Discourse of Trade, Coyn
and Credit, p. 44 f., and p. 156, the absolute necessity of " head-work " as
well as bodily labor, is conceded; but it is insisted that pl~ysicians,clergymen
and jurists can never enrich a country, and that a relatively large number of
thcm would even conduce to national poverty. (See Roscher, Geschichte der
englischen Volkswirthschaftslehre, 138.) Da7aY Hume considers merchants
as productive, but says that a tloctor or lawyer can grow rich only at the expense of some one else. (Discourses, No. 4, On Interest.) Fwguson very
cleverly compares such a valuation of national wealth to that of a miser.
Hist of Clvil Society, VI, I.
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enemy from the whole land? (McCullock.) But the entire
division of business into two branches, the one directly, and
the other indirectly productive, can be defended only as respects certain kinds of goods. (Schmittkenner.) The labor of
the judge, for instance, is only indirectly productive in the
manufacture of shoes, inasnluch as he guarantees the payment
of the shoemaker's account. On the other hand, the shoemaker contributes only very indirectly to the general security
~qhichthe law affords, by protecting the judge's foot?
Nor can any effectual inferiority of service be claimed,
simply because the ~roductivepower of one branch of business is, measured by the duration of its results, greater than
another.' What is more perishable than a loaf of bread
bought for dinner? What more imperishable than the monztfizentum w e perennius of a Horace? The labor expended on
persons and on relations ( Vcrlzaltnissen) is, both as to the exa Similarly Lauderdale, Inquiry, 355 ; Lotz, Handbuctr der Staatswlrthschaft, I, 39, and Rau, Lehrbuch I, 195, concede only indirect productiveness to commerce. I t may be shown, in a great many instances, that such
productiveness exists side by side with direct productiveness, o n account of
the thousand ways in which all economic threads are interwoven with one
another. Thus Pnley remarks in his work on the Principles of Morals and
Politics, that a tobacco manufacturer even may contribute indirectly to the
cultivation of grain; an actor, to industry etc.
J T h u s Sistnondi, Nouvegux Principes, 11, ch. I, and, earlier, Me?tgotZi Colbertismo, 317. (Cust.) See, on the other hand, Hermnnn, Staatsw. Untersuchungen, 34 E. Even J. B. Say does no manner of justice, in this respect,
to personal services. H e speaks of $roduils qui rre s'nttnclrenl d rien qui s'kvnnouissenf d tlrksurc qu'ils naissenf, qu'ilest i11zpossi6le d'ncczc.muler, qtti n'njoulent
rei~r d In rickes.ce r~nfiolznb. Compare Catdchisme (jd ed.) 52 &, 174 &
On the other hand Dunoycr, Libert& du Travail, L. V., remarks that
here labor and its result are made to change places; the former like all labor
is very perishable, the latter as lasting as in the case of other kinds of labor.
In the one case the utility is fixed in things, in the other in persons. Ad.
~ j l l e ~Elemente
,,
der Staatskunst passim, calls special attention to how the
kinds of labor, called unproductive by Adnnz Smith, preserve the state, and
in that way, all individual exchangeable goods. Similarly, Sforch, Handbuch,
I, 347;Steinlcitt, Handbuch, I, 460. Lnnderdak (4.43), however, is correct
when he says, that the continued duration of the product of labor depends,
usually, more on the caprice of consumers than on the nature of the labor.
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tent and duration of its results, much less capable of being
estimated than any other; but its capacity of accumulation
and its power of propagation are greater than any other. It
is in the domain of the "immaterial," that man is most " creative." (Lrbeder.) Finally, neither should the greater indispensablenss of the more material branches of business be too
generally asserted. Agriculture produces grain which is indispensable, and tobacco which is not ;industry, cloth, as well as
lace; coininerce draws from the same part of the world rhubarb and edible bird's-nests; and so, to services belong the indispensable ones of the educator and judge, as well as those
of the rope-dancer and bear-leader, which can be dispensed
with? Indeed, the dividing line between material and intellectual production cannot, by any means, be closely drawn?

SECTION LI.
THE S A M E SUBJECT CONTINUED.

The greater number of recent writers1 have, therefore, come
to be o r the opinion that every useful business which minis%arnicr calls attention to the fact, that there is a great quantity of material products, such as laces, p e r f ~ ~ m eetc.,
s that can scarcely be ever used in
further production, and, generally speaking, one's resources for the most part
are not kept in lasting goods, but are preserved by the change of technic forms
in production. Hertnunn, I, Aufl., 115.
CWhen Schon, Nat. CEkonomie, 33, ridicules the idea of the productiveness of personal services, by citing the instance of prostitution carried on as
a trade, he forgets that many material goods also may conduce to the moral
damage of the purchaser of them. I t is said that there are in France 3,500
retailers and colporteurs of immoral writings and pictures, who sell yearly
nine million numbers o r pieces, a t a cost of six million francs! (Moniteur, 9
Avril, 1853.)
7 Compare Schgflc, Theorie der ausschlies$enden Absatzverhlltnise, 1867,
135, seq.
1 Many of the socialists take a retrograde step in this respect, in as much
as they consider only manual labor productive. Fottricr's school particularly, declaim passionately against the unproductiveness of commerce and
of most personal services. Compare V. Considkvant, Destinee sociale, 1851,
I, 44.
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ters to the whole people's requirement of external goods possesses economic ~roductiveness.~But it makes a great difference to science, whether a view is corlsidered true because
no one has suggested a doubt of its correctness, or because
all doubts as to its truth have been triumphantly removed.

7.

2 Besideb the above, sec Giojn, N. Prospetto, I, 246 ff.; Scialoja, 42;
B.
Say, TraitC, I, ch. 2 ; Hfrfcland, N. Grundlequng, I, 42, 54; GY. Soden, Nat.
CEkonomlc, I, 14".
Heu~)zaizn,St. Untersuchungen, zo E., distinguishes
three politico-economical points of view; that of the producer, that of the
consumer, and that of' the whole nation's economy. The producer calls his
labor productive, in case he receives back his outlay of capital with the rate
of profit usual in the trade of the country. T o this point of view, therefore, every service which is paid for, according to wish, seems productive.
O n the other hand, the consumer ascribes productiveness to all those kinds
of labor the achievements of which he may use, and which he can obtain at
a convenient price. Whenever, therefore, he pays for a service voluntarily,
he ackno\vledges its productiveness. Lastly, from a national-economical
point of view, all labor is considered productive which increases the quantity of goods esposed for sale in the market; and this, personal services do.
T h e technic productiveness, which depends on the execution of the technic
ideas floating before the mind of the workman, must be distinguished from this
economic productiveness. I t is possible that, technically labor may be verj
productive, and yet cause econon~icloss; for instance, the fine arts and the
so-called master pieces of the trades! See Sencca, D e Benef., 11, 33. 25.
(33) furnishes a very good refutation of the doctrine that a great deal depends
on whether the labor has been paid from capital or from income. Eisele?~,
Volkswirthschaft (1843)~27 ff., remarks, that the laborer, for instance, who
grows corn, must besides look after his health and the preservation of his
house; this is a part of his necessary aggregate labor. Why, then, should
it be called unproductive when such secondary labor is performed by particular persons? Otherwise the farmer would have no time whatever for his
principal business! Edinburg Review, 1804, IV, 343 ff.; Wakefeld, A n
Essay upon Political Economy, 1804, who is concerned mainly with the
theory of the productiveness of labor. L. LazcderdaIe says, that when the
nation's wealth is estimated according to its value in use, all useful labor is
productive; and that when estimated according to its value in exchange, all
labor that is paid is productive. (Inquiry, ch. 3.) Stein (Lehrbuch, 68;
Tiib. Zeitschr., ISGS, 230) conditions the notion of productiveness by the
presence ot a superfluity of values. But, it may be asked, does a family,
which does no more than support itself, labor unproductively? (Compare,
however, 30.) J. S . Mill took a surprisingly retrograde step in the doctrine on this point, in his Principles, I, ch. 3. Compare his Essays on some
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SECTION LII.
I D E A O F PRODUCTIVENESS.

It should never be lost sight of, that the public economy of
a people should be considered an organism, which, when its
growth is healthy, always develops more varied organs, but
always in a due proportion, which are not only carried by the
body, but also in turn serve to_carry it. The aggregate of
the wants of the entire public economy etc., is satisfied by the
aggregate activity of the people. Every individual who employs his lands, labor or capital for the whole, receives his
share of the aggregate produce, whether he contributed or
not to the creation of the kind of produce in which he is paid.
Thus, in a pin-mannfxtory, the workman who is occupied
solely in making the heads of pins is not paid in pins or pinheads, but in a part of the aggregate result of the manufacture, in money. Every department of business, therefore,
for the achievements of which there is a rational demand, and
which are remunerated in proportion to their deserts, has
labored productively. It is unproductive only when no one
will need what it has brought forth, or when no one will pay
for it; but, in this case, what is true of the writer without
readers - that he is unproductive -and of the singer mithout hearers, is equally true of the peasant whose corn rots in
his granary, because he can find no sale for it.'
unsettled Questions of Political Economy, No. 3. A still more surprising
exaggeration in de Augrcstinzs 1nstit:lzzioni di Economia sociale (Napolir S37),
who goes so far as to call a person guilty of arson a productive person because he has produced for hi~nsclf the pleasure of destructiorl"! More
recently, zon f i f n n ~ o l d tdistinguishes between economic labor and the labor
of culture: the latter is incorporated into the man himself, the former one
employed on the external world, in order to transform it in a way corresponding to human wants. Viewed from the stand-point of Political Economy, the latter only is productive. (Volkswirthschaftsiehre, 1S65, 26 E.)
We might, indeed, compare original production, that which preceded all
other, to eating; the trades, to digestion; commerce, to the movements of the
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SECTION LIII.
THE SAME SUBJECT C O N T I N U E D .

In this matter, again, there is an important diflerence to be
observed between private or individual economy and economy in its widest sense, in the sense of a world-economy. T h e
productiveness of labor is estimated in the case of the former, according to the value in exchange of its result; in the
case of the latter, according to its value in use. There is a
great number of employments which are very remunerative
to private individuals, but which are entirely unproductive,
and even injurious, so far as mankind is concerned; for the
reason that they take from others as much as, or even more
than they procure to those engaged in them. Here belong,
besides formal crimes against property, games of chance:
usurious speculations (5 I 13) and measures taken to entice customers away from other competitors. Again, scientific experiments, means of communication etc., may be entirely unproductive in the individual economy of the undertaker, and
yet be of more profit to mankind in general, than they have
beyera1 members of the body; personal services to inspiration, and yet
all are equally necessary to the llfe of the body! Thus, GnmiZh compares agriculture to the root of a tree of which the service rendered by
the state is the top. The growth of the latter contributes, as well as
that of the former, to the nutrition of the whole, and is far removed
from exhausting the tree. Thtorie de 1' E. P., 11, 46 K "Natural production" would, indeed, accon~plish very little without the legal protection guarantied by the state, or without the tools furnished by industry
etc. But it is, besides, in most instances, a distortion of the truth to
speak ot productive and unproductive men or classes of men. These
expressions are proper only when applied to individual kinds of
1:tbor. See Murlmrrl, Ideen iiber Nat. CEk., SS R. Persons seriously ill
are temporarily unproductive, and children who die early, are unproductive
for their whole life.
l Not, however, in the case in which the loserestimates thepleasure of tl:e
play higher than the loss.
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cost the former." In this respect the nation's economy holds
a middle place between individual economy and the world's
e ~ o n o m y . ~Strictly speaking, only those employinents should
be called productive which increase the world's resources.
Hence, the work of government should be called so, only in
so far as its expenses are covered by the taxes paid willingly
by the more reasonable portion of the citizens; and also only
in so far as its work is really necessary to the attainment of
its end.4 T h e productiveness of an employment supposes,
also, that it is not carried on at the cost of other employments
which it is more difficult to do without. In a healthy nation
we may, in this matter, rely, to a certain extent, on the judgment of public opinion, which knows how to appreciate, at
their just value, professional gamblers, pettifoggers and the
luxury of soldiers. T h e greater, freer and more cultivated a
nation is, the more probable is it that the productiveness of
private economy is also national-economical productiveness,
and that national-economical productiveness is world-economical productive~iess.~

SECTION LIV.
IMPORTANCE OF A D U E P R O P O R T I O N I N T H E D I F F E R E N T
BRANCHES OF PRODUCTIVENESS.

Much always depends on the due proportion of the different branches of productiveness to one another. Thus, Spain,
for instance, has remained poor under the most advantageous

r .B. Say, Traitd, I . ch.

I.

%. Cnncrin, CEkonomie der menschlichen Gesellschaften, 1845, 10,speaks,

in this case, of privative production. Among the Socialists, Bazard's expression I'cpZm'tation de I'homnze fiar Z%omme, has found loud echo; instead
of which only I'exploitation d r globe fir Z'ho~mneshould be allowed to obtain.
(Exposition de la Doctrine de St. Simon, 24.) But von Schrodw had already
warned the world of imagined food "which led only to idleness. (F. Schatzund Rentkammer, 191, 363.)
4Therefore, there should not be too many nor too highly salaried offices.
See Storch, Nationaleinkornmen, 33 ff.
&Seev, MnngoIJt, Volkswirthschaftslehre, 29 L
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circumstances m the world,' because it allowed a disproportionate preponderance of personal services. T h e character of
the Spanish people has always given them a leaning towards
aristocratic pride and economic idleness. Tradesnien, in that
country, sought, as a rule, to amass merely enough to enable
them to live on the interest of their capital; after which they,
by way of preference, removed it into some other province,
where they might be considered as among the nobility; or
they withdrew into a monastery. Even in 1781, the Madrid
Academy thought it incumbent on it to propose a prize for the
best essay in support of the thesis: " T h e useful trades in no
way detract from personal honor."
During the century in
which the country was in its greatest glory, the whole people
were bent on being to all Europe what nobles, officers and 0%cials are to a singIe nation. " Whoever wishes to make his
fortune," said Cervantes, "let him seek the church, the sea (i. e.,
g o as an adventurer to America) or the king's palace." Under Philip III., there were in Spain nine hundred and eightyeight nunneries, and thirty-two thousand mendicant friars.
T h e number of monasteries trebled between 1574 and 1624,
and the number of monks increased in a yet greater ratio. A
great many of its manufdctories, much of its commerce, and not
a few of its most important farms were controlled by foreigners, especially by Italians. There were, it seems, in 1610, ont:
hundred and sixty thousand foreign tradesmen living in C a s
tile. In 1787, there were still 188,625 priests, monks, nuns,
etc.; 280,092 servants; 480,589 nobles; 964,571 day laborers; 987,187 peasants; 310,739 mechanics and manufacturers;
Rcnwined, and not become, poor, as is generally supposed; for the enormous wealth of Spain, under Feydinand and Isabella, as well as during tb
early perlod of Charles V. is only a fable convetrue. Charles V. said: France
has a superabundance of everything, and Spain is in want of everything.
See also the embassy report of Navngeuo (r526), Viagaio fatto in Spagna e
in F ~ a n c i a(Venet., 1563), and R a s k ~ Fursten
,
und Vdlker, I, 393 E.
The prlze was won by A ~ v t dae Montesegnro. The author of the history
of Portuguese Asia, translated by Stevens, is of opinion (111, ch. 6), that
commerce is not a proper subject for serious history to treat.
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34,339 merchant^.^ As a counterpart to this, the United States
had, in 1840, about 77.5 per cent. of its population engaged
in agriculture, 16.8 in manufactures and mining, 4.2 in s h i p
ping and commerce, 1.3 in the learned profe~sions.~
8There is a very fine description of this spirit in Clc?zard, Epist. I. ad Latomum (1535 ff.) Compare Juvellanos, in Laborde, Itindraire ddscriptif, IV,
176. Townsend, Journey through Spain, 11, 207, 117. Buckle, History of
Civilization, 11, ch. I. T h e census of 1788 gave the number of priests and
monks, soldiers, mariners, nobles, lawyers, tax-gatherers, authors, students
and domestics, at 1,221,000, in a total of 3,800,000 men; from which number
there was a multitude of beggars, vagrants etc. to be deducted. Laborde,
ItinCraire, 11, 32 fl. T h e s e u e ~ t e e nuniversities and the numberless small
Latin schools, with their gratuitous instruction, and their many scholarships,
misled a disproportionately large number to engage in study. A t the begin
ning of this century, there were at least 200,000 priests, nuns (Geistliclre),
etc., in a population of from three to three and a half millions only. (EbeZiltg, Erdbeschreibung von Portugal, 66.) Senior shows that the poverty of
the Osman is caused by too many state employees, tax-farmers and retail
merchants. (Journal kept in Turkey and Greece, 1857-58.) Thus, also,
y. Tucker, Four Tracts, 1774, IS, contrasfi men engaged in industry with
rich idlers, whose increase, possibly by immigration, would make the people
a nation of "gentlemen and ladies, footmen, grooms, laundresses etc."
Schnn'tthener, N. CEk., 656, calls a condition such as that of Spain, L'nationaleconomical phthisis."
4 Tucker, Progress of the U. S., 137. T h e following data also mill serve for
a comparison: I n Belgium, i n 1856, it was estimated that, leaving persons
sa?rs$~?fessionout of consideration, 45.6 per cent. were agriculturists, 37.2 industrials, 6.7 in commerce, 2.8 in the liberal professions, 1.5fo~~cepublipue,2.1
?ro$ridtaires, rerrtiers, $e?zsio?ands,3.7- domesticitd. I n Prussia, in 1871, of the
entire male population, 28.6 per cent. were engaged in agriculture, forest-culture, hunting and fishing: 32.3 per cent, in mining, industry, building, and in
founderies: 8.56 in trade and commerce; 20.3 in personal services and handiwork not belonging to any of the groups above mentioned; 2.3 in the army
and navy; 3.7 in other callings; 2.7 were renterb, pensioners, and persons who
lived by-selling or renting houscs, reserving lodgings for themselves therein, and persons who gave no account of their calling. (Preuss. statisc.
Zeitschr., 1875, 32 ff.) I t is, however, surprising that Engel's Amtl. Jahrbuch,
111, 1867, gives only 48 per cent. as belonging to the first category, and 2 5 to
the second. I n the kingdom of Saxony in 1861,25.1 per cent.of the population
were agriculturists and foresters; 56.1 were engaged in industry; 7.7 in trade
and commerce; 6.8 in art, science, the service of the state and of private persons; while 4.1 per cent were without any particular calling, or returned none.
Bavaria, in 1852, had 67.9 per cent. of its population engaged in agriculture.
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W e might be tempted, in view of this contrast, to returr,
once more to the unproductiveness of personal services. It is
not, however, the direction given to the forces of production,
but the squandering of them, that is injurious. When the
Magyar, through mere vanity, drives a yoke of from four
to six horses where two are enough; or when, as in 1831,
Irish agriculture employed IYI3I,7ISworkmen to produce a
value of thirty-six million pounds sterling, while that of Great
Britain5 produced one hundred and fifty millions a year, and
employed only 1,055,982 workmen, these causes are as sure to
impoverish the country, as the waste of the Spaniards in supporting such an army of clergy and servants. Of course, the
temptation to waste wealth on parks is greater than to waste
it in vegetable gardens! The probability that a man will ruin
himself by keeping too many servants is greater than that he
22.7 in the trades and in manufactures; 5.5 per cent., persons living on the
interest of their money, and by performing the higher class of personal services; 1.9 in the army; and 2 per cent. of' listed poor. I n Hrnnnan, BeitrJge
zur Statistik des Kanigreichs Bayern. I n France, according to the official
reports, there were :
1851
1866
Agriczrlteurs.
61.46 per cent. 51-49 per cent.
Industriels et co?nmer$ants.
25.95
32.78 L'
Professsion libdrales
9.73 "
9.48 'L

.....................
.........
...............

T o which it must be added, that, in 1851, there were 2.86 .qans profession ou
dont les jrofessions n'ont pu &re constntkes; and that, in 1866, on the other
hand, there were 2.87 per cent. in professions se ratfachant cl Z'apiculturc, indztstrie et commerce. ( L r p y t . ) I n England and Wales, leaving the domestic
class out of consideration (women without a n independent means of employ.
ment, school children, servant girls etc.), and also the "indefinite class,"
there were, in 1861, 25.3 per cent, of the population engaged in agricultural
pursuits; 60.7 in industrial; 7.8 in commercial; and 6.06 in professional pur.
suits. I n Italy, omitting housewives, children and infirm persons, there
were, in 1862, 57.4 per cent. of the population engaged in agriculture; 22.9
i11 industrial pursuits; 4 in commerce; and 3.9 per cent. in the army and in
the liberal professions. (Annali univ. di Statistica, Febbr., 1866.) O n Hol' . de Wit, MCmoires, 34 seq.
land, in the middle of the -17th century, see J
Csa$lovics, Gemillde von Ungarn 11, I. Torrcns, The Budget: On commercial and colonial Policy, 106 ff.
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will do the same by employing too many operative^.^ And
all the more, as there are many and especially important services which regulate their own remuneration: thus, as a rule,
those of the statesman, those of the military in times of war,
and those of the priest in the age of ~uperstition.~

SECTION LV.
THE D E G R E E O F PRODUCTIVENESS.

Concerning the degree of productiveness, it may be remarked that that application of the factors of production is
most productive, which, with the least expenditure of means,
satisfies the greatest want in the economy of a people. Here,
there is a continual change, corresponding precisely to the
change in wants and faculties. After a bad harvest, for instance, the labor which procures grain from foreign countries
or the supplies of former years, is most productive; and, after
an earthquake which has destroyed a large city, the labor of
the builder. Agriculture is, as a rule, the more productive
6 Precisely as there are more people ruined by spirituous liquors than by
bread. Time thieving is also more fi-equent among servants. There is
scarcely anything in agriculture arralogous to the lazzaroni who wait all day
to help a gondola to land, to unload a coach, etc. There is is more in the
chase, in the fisheries, or in the cattle raising.
7 Compare Bastiat, Harmonies iconomiques, ch. 17. Hence Sistiwndi accounts it one of the chief merits of the constitutional state, that in it, the
po$nlation gardienne does not regulate its own remuneration. (N. P., I, 144.)
Saint Sirnon, indeed, says that the French members of the CBalrzbre, in his
time, drew a revenue from the state, three times as Iarge as from their own
resources, and were, therefore, deeply interested in increasing the budget.
(Vues sur la PropriCti et la LCgislation, 1818.) I would call attention also to
the national over-estimation and over-crowding of learned callings from
which Germany suffered, even as far back as the time of Louis XIV. (c.
Schy6der, Fiirstl. Schatz-und Rentkammer, 302 E.);to the disproportionate
of keepers of public houses, which is related to the system of popular assemblies, and is a regular attendant upon Democracy (Brenner, Der C.
Aargau, I, 451.) Taxation-legislation may here become a good means of
popular education.
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labor of undeveloped nations, and industry of highly developed
nations?
'This was recognized very early by Gregor. Tolsnn, 1. c. A d . Mliller, Elemente, 11, 255. Storch, Handbuch, 11, 229 ff. (Schleiermacher, Christ. Sitte,
668.) A. S?rzztlr,W . of N . , 11, ch. 5, ascribed greater productiveness to agricultural than to industria! labor; in the former case, not only human labor
was put in operation, but the forces of nature were compelled to cosperate
with them. Similarly, Malthus, Additions (1817) to the Essay on the Principle of Population, B. 111, ch. 8-12. Principles of P. E., 217 E. Both thus
explain the rent of land, and so far as products, which have only value in
exchange are concerned, they are right. Hence it is all the more surprising that Cnrey, the zealous advocate of a protective tariff and opponent of
rent, comes back in this to Adam Smith. Principles of Social Science, 1858,
11, 35, and passim. Compare also J. B - S a y , TraitC, 11, ch. S ; Sisnzontli, N.
P., 11, ch. 5. For the best recutation of this view, see Ricardo, Principles, ch.
2, 3. Does not all iaboi- put the force of nature in operation? Ad o$era
nihilaliud$oted homo, puam ut cov$ora naturalia adinoveat, reliqua n a t f ~ r ina
tus transigit. (Eacon.) Similarly, Verri, Meditazioni, 111,I . An expression
escapes even Ricat-do himself (ch. 7), to the effect, that capitalists are the
producing class.
Relying on very superficial statistics of England and France, Ganifi advocates a theory of the productive forces ofthe several branches of economy
the very reverse of Adam Smith's. H e places foreign trade first; then follow
wholesale trade, industry and agriculture. (ThCorie, I, 240 seq.)
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CHAPTER
THE ORGANIZATION OF LABOR.

SECTION LVI.
D E V E L O P M E N T O F T H E D I V I S I O N OF LABOR.

The larger a tree grows to be, the more boughs and
branches does it put forth. The more perfect any species of
animal is, the more does it stand in need of a special organ for
each special purpose. And thus the division of labor has developed and kept pace with the development of human society.
While Crusoe was obliged to provide for all his wants by his
own labor, we find that in the wildest Indian family the male is
employed in war, the chase, in fishing, in the manufacture of
arms and boats, and in the transportation of the latter during
long marches; the female, on the other hand, in the preparation of food, in the hewing of wood, the curing of skins, the
sewing of clothes, in the building and preservation of the wigwam, the care of children, and the carriage of baggage when
on the march? These occupations, at first entirely domestic,
1 Ausland, 1S46, No. 54. Expressions still used in Europe, such as Sjindclr~zngen(spindle-relation), Kzutkellehen (apron-string-hold) etc., for instance,
suggest this most ancient and purely family division of lator. T h e lower
classes of the population, even in the most civilized countries, are wont to
preserve some of the peculiar customs of very primitive times. Hence it is
that ainong proletarians, the division of labor between males and females is
still very small. The employments usual at different stages of life among
men, and the costumes worn by them are much more uniform than among
the higher classes. See Riehl, Die Familie, 1855,passim.
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became, by degrees, separate industries, which are constantly
subject to further subdivision."
SECTION LVII.
DEVELOPMENT O F T H E DIVISION O F LABOR.A T D I F F E R E N T PERIODS.

I T S EXTENT

In the middle age of a people, the division of labor is not
carried to any great extent. T h e courtiers of King Frotho
111.advised him to marry, "since otherwise his majesty's ragged linen would never be mended." Saint Dunstan, although
he occupied a high position in politics and in the Church, was
an excellent blacksmith, bell-founder and designer of ladies'
robes. Chriemhild in the Nibelungenlied was an industrious and skillful milliner. In the corresponding period of Grecian and Roman history, we find Penelope and Lucretia at
the loom, Nausicaa, a laundress, the daughter of the king of
the Lestrigons, fetching water from the spring, Odysseus, a
carpenter, a queen of Macedonia as a cook, and finally the
distati of Tanaquil? In the highlands of Scotland, in 1797,
there were a great many peasants all of whose clothing was
home-made, with the exception of their caps; nothing coming
from abroad except the tailor, his needles and iron tools generally. But the peasant himself was the weaver, fuller, dyer,
tanner, shoemaker etc. of his own family:a every man jack of
all trades?
9 As Dattkwardt shows, the j u s n'vile of-the earliest Roman time is based on
the condition of isolated labor, the laterjusgentium, on the division of labor.
N. CEk. und Jurisprudenz, 1857, Heft. I.
1 Saxo Gvatnm., Hist. nan. V, 101.
Tirrner, Hist. of the A. Saxons B.
VII, ch. 11. Nibel., 351 ff. There is a French proverb: dn hmys que la rd,ze
Bevthefilait. Queen Bertha was a mythic daughter of Charlemagne. I t
may be that the character meant is tilt: old German spinning gooddess
Berchta. Concerning the daughter of Otto the Great, see Ditlrmat-, Merseb.
11. Homm, Od. V, 31 ff.; X, 1 0 6 ; XXIII, 189 ff. Herodof., VIII, 137. Livy,
1, 57.
9 Eden, State of the Poor I, 558
111 the interior of Peru, the priest 1s
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In present England, on the other hand, the manufacture of
watches is divided into one hundred and two branches which
have to be specially learned; only the so-called "watch-finisher"
carries on other branches besides. In Wolverhampton, it may
happen that a man, employed in the manufacture of keys,
may not be able to make a whole key after an apprenticeship
of ten years, for the reason that during all that time he may
have been engaged only in filing.4 In English agriculture
there are, according to German notions, very few complete
wholes. A well-marked distinction exists there between the
cultivators of corn and breeders of cattle; and the latter
are again divided into breeders of young cattle, into fatteners of cattle etc. Its industries are, in large part, separated into provinces. Thus, linen manufactures are confined
almost exclusively to Leeds and Dundee, woolen manufactures, to Leeds, cotton manufactures, to Manchester,
also usually a shop-keeper (Pdjjig, Reise, 11,365) ; in Canada, as in many of
the villages of the Alps which are not often visited, a hotel keeper. I n countries with an unadvanced civilization, the little division of labor that exists
is also very awkwardly regulated. Thus in Russia, weak children are very
frequently put to work on farms, while powerful men are found in the city
offering all kinds of eatables and the pictures of saints for sale. (Storcir,
Gemiilde des russischen Reichs 11, 364. v. Haxthausen, Studien I, 335,)
8Ballage, Economy of Machinery, 1833, 201. L. Faucher, Angleterre 11,
Ch. LLZaVille des Serrzcriers." The industrial statistics of Paris, furnished by
H. Say in 1847 and IS@, show that in that city alone there are 325 different
branches of industi.~,17 of which are concerned with the production of food;
21 with building; 32 with the manufacture of furniture; 21 with that of
clothing; 36 with that of thread and tissues; 7 with skins and leathers; 14
with vehicles, saddlery, and military equipment; 33 with chemicals and
pottery; 33 with working in metal, glass etc.; 35 in that of the precious
metals and jewels; 2 7 with printing, engraving and paper; 15 with that
of wooden-ware and wicker-ware; 34 with articles de Plyis. Journal des
Economistes, Janv., 1853, 107. According to the industrial almanac of
Birmingham, there are in that city manufacturers of buttons in gold, silver,
metal, mother-of-pearl etc; manufacturers of hammers, ink-stands, col%.
nails, dog-collars, tooth-picks, stirrups, fish-hooks, spurs, pack-needles etc.
4And so with the subdivisions. Flannel is manufactured almost exclusively in Halifax, woolen blankets between Leeds and Huddersfield etc.
T h e same division of labor was developed among the Dutch in the 17th
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and Glagow, pottery to Stafford, coarse iron to South Wales,
hardwares to Birmingham, cutlery to Shefield. And so in
the ditierent quarters of the city. Thus, in large towns, the
banks, stores, offices etc., are found in one portion, with
scarcely any intervening dwelling houses.
On the division of Iabor depeuds all differences of estate
and class, and all human culture. It cannot bc claimed that a
division of labor does not exist among animals;~but those animals among which something analogous to a division of labor
among men exists, are raised far above all others by their human-like economy and the relative importance of their achievements.?
SECTION LVIII.
ADVANTAGES O F T H E DIVISION O F

LABOR.

The advantages of all suitable division of labor, consequent
upon the natural differences of human faculties and dispositions, are the following:
century, and excited then the wonder of the English. See Sir W. Tmn$k,
Observations upon the U. Provinces, 1672, ch. 3. Works, I, 128, 143. I n
161j, Montchr~tienheld up the Flemish as a model to the French, in this respect.
0 On the bees, see Virgil, Georg. IV, 1jS.
1 The principle of the division of labor was known to the ancients: Xenojhon, Cyri Discipl., VIII, 2, j. Plato, de Rep., 11, 369, 111, 394, IV, H ;
Zsocrat., Busir., S. Arisfot., Polit., II,8, S. Among the more modern writers,
compare Tlrottzas Aqrcin., De Reg. pr., I, I, 11, 3. Lutlrer (Works by Walch,
I, 38S), in his Commentary on Genesis, 3, 19. Petty, Several Essays, 1652,
p. 113. Considerations upon the East India Trade, London, 1701. Roschcr,
Geschichte cier engl~schenVolkswirthschaftslehre, 118. Mandeville, The
Fable of the Bees, enlarged edition of 1723, p. 411. Berkeley, Querist, 1735,
No. 415, 430, 520 E., 586: ii What is everybody's business is nobody's."
Hnryi.9, on Money and Coins (1757)~I, 16. J. J. Rouss~au,Emile (1762)~L.
111. Turgot, Sur la Formation et la Distribution des Richesses, 3 3, p. 50,
62, 66. Dictcyot, EncyclopEdie de llArt, S. v, Art. 7.Tucke~,Four Tracts
But the author to
(1774)~
. . . . , p.
- 25
- K Bacaritr, Economia pubblica, I, I, 9.
whom we owe most on this score is undoubtedly Adam Smith. To him we
are indebted almvst entirely for our knowledge of the natural laws developed
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A. Z i e g>-eater dill
the wmknzn~z. Even physical;:,-,
many capacities are, by an indefinite number of repetitions cf
the same operation, enhanced to an extraordinary degree;
which, however, renders the performance of other operatioils
more dificult. Thus, the man who has developed his muscles and hardened his hands working in a smithy, renders
himself incapable of becoming a violin-player or an operating
oculist.' Here belongs especially the possibility of turning
every kind of labor-power to greatest account. Even children and old men may be made, in this way, to play a part
in the production of goods. It becomes practicable, too, to
relieve men endowed with superior faculties from common
labor, and allow them to devote themselves exclusively to the
development of the peculiar powers with which nature has
gifted t l ~ e r n . ~
B. A great s~zvi~zg
of time and trozsble. T h e simpler the
opefation performed by a single workman, the more easily
is it learned: the smaller is the price paid for apprenticeship,
which depends on this, at least, that beginners perform poorer
work and are paid more poorly. "The shortest way to the
1 According to Adam Smith, a nailer can make 2,300 nails ( R n u says 3,000
shoemaker's tacks in the Odenwalde) per day; a smith who is only occas; 'smiths.xho
ionally ernployed in the manufacture, from &m to ~ , m and
never made nails before, from 200 to 300. A clever filer makes zoo strokes
in a minute; a skilled comb-maker can make in a day f r o ~ n60 to 70 combs
of such fineness that there are from 40 to 48 teeth to the inch in them; eight
Liege brick-makers, working together, produce 4,Soobricks per day ; children
employed in a needle manufactory, in making the eyes of needles, grow so
skillful at it that they can make a small hole in the finest hair and draw another hair through it. Rnzt, Lehrbuch I, "5. T h e old proverb, L'practice
inakes perfect," is followed even by thieves in their great division of labor.
See Thiele, Die jiidischen Gauner I, 87. Fregier, Des Classes Dangereuses.
Children, with their thinner fingers, can point twice as many needles in
the same time as a grown person.
8 T h e manufacture of English needles demands, on the part of workmen,
degrees of skill so different that their pay varies from 6 pence to 20 shillings
per day. If the most skillful workman were to manufacture whole needles
alone, he would partly be obliged to be satisfied with one-fortieth of what he
might otherwise receive. B d k g e , IOC. cit.

.
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end is most easily found when the end itself is near, and can
be kept continually in view." (7.B. Say.) Where the same
workman combines different operations, a great deal of time
is losr. in changing tools etc. Besides, it always takes some
time for a workman to get rightly under way of his work.
The person who changes thus frequently becomes more easily
indolent. Lastly, there is a great number of operations which
demand the same aggregate amount of eft'ort, no matter what
the number of objects on which they are performed. It is
thus, for instance, with shepherds, mail-carriers etc.4 The
post carries a thousand letters with almost as much ease as
one; and the entire life of a wholesale dealer would scarcely
suffice to carry all the letters which he mails in a single day,
to their place of destination. During the middle ages, every
man was obliged to watch over his own personal safety and
the maintenance of his own rights; whilt: in 1850, in Great
Britain, twenty-one million people are protected in their persons and property, in an infinitely more effectual manner, and
at less cost, by fifteen thousand soldiers, and by a much smaller
number of policemen, whose place it is to preserve public
order. (Senior.) Something similar takes place among merchants, and it may be admitted as correct in principle, that
every new intermediary, freely recognized by both sides in
commerce,5 makes labor better or less expensive.
C. As the land of a country is, in a sense, the natural extension of the national body, the internatio)tal division of Zabor
affords an indirect means, but frequently an indispensable one,
of procuring the products of foreign countries and climates!
If the English people wished to obtain themselves, and without having recourse to any intermediary, the quantity of tea
4 I n the case of machines and in the chemical branches of industry, the
labor increases in a much smaller ratio than the material used in production.
5 I n opposition to monopolies, and to practical constraint which has its
source in ignorance etc.
6 Hence Toryens calls foreign trade the
territorial division of labour!'
(Essay on the Production of Wealth (1821)~
155 K.)
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which they annually consume, it is possible that its whole agricultural population would not suffice to procure it; while, at
present, it is obtained by the labor of forty-five thousand industrial workmen. (Sc/zior.) Moreover, the division of labor
increases not only the aptitude of the workman but also his
incentive to productive labor, since it guaranties to every one
the certainty of being able, by means of exchange, to enjoy
the productions of every other person.?

SECTION LIX.
CONDITIONS O F THE D I V I S I O N OF LABOR.

It is by its division, that Iabor, considered as a factor of production, is raised to the highest degree of eficiency. Its results in any given industry are, therefore, more important in
proportion as the eIement labor predominates in it. Hence,
these results are much smaller, in agriculture, for instance, than
in the trades, or in personal services.' The most expert sower or
harvester cannot be employed the whole year through in sowing or harvesting. Some kind of rotation of crops, some kind of
combination of tillage and stock-raising is necessary to every
agriculturist. On this depends the importance of the technic
secondary industries of agriculture, which are, in principle,
7 See Easttat, Harmonies, ch. r, for a very beautiful exposition of the doce i n e that each man receives much more from society than he accomplishes
on his part, for it.
1 The working together of a great number of persons is often carried on
to the detriment of agriculture, for each then waits for all the others to
work, throws all the blame on them etc. (Colt~mella,I, g.) A s many a
housekeeper must have observed, two seamstress.es or ironers accomplish,
in a day, less than one, in two days. Of course, this rule does not apply in
the case of work which cannot be performed by one man, under any circumstances, or the magnitude of which would easily discourage him, and in
which ~nutualaid is easily obtained; as in the raising of heavy loads, the
construction of roads, dikes etc.
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opposed to the division of labor. Hence, too, almost any person engaged in a trade, no matter of what kind, supposes a
greater number of customers than a tiller of the land of the
same rank.
The more labor is divided, the greater is the amount of capital necessary to it.2 It may be even said, that all preparatory
labor becomes capital in its relation to subsequent labor. If
ten isolated workmen can produce ten dozen articles of any
kind, daily, and, after the introduction of a more efficient division of labor, fifty dozen, the employer must provide them, i11
the latter case, not only with five times as much capital, but
probably with fifty times as much, as then, five hundred dozen
are making continually.

SECTION LX.
INFLUENCE O F T H E EXTENT O F T H E MARKET O N T H E DIVISION O F LABOR.

But it is the extent of the market especially which determines the limits of the division of labor; for there is a direct
and necessary relation between the division of labor and the
exchange of its surplus. Hence, the division of labor may be
carried farthest in the case of those products which are most
easily transported from place to place, and which, at the same
time, possess the utility that is most widely recognized. The
smallness of the market may depend upon the scantiness of
the population, or upon its scattered condition;' upon their
" d . Smith, B., 11,Introd. Hufeland, Neue Grundlegung, I, 215. Jn many
instances, a division of labor, of course, favors the saving of eapital. If every
workman needed all the tools necessary to the work in which he participates,
three-fourths of them mould have to lie idle at present. 7.
Rae, New Principles on the Subject of Political Economy, 164.
v . Mu~zgoIdt,Volkswirth~chaftslehre,21I &
' This, necessity is observable, although in a peculiar form, even where
what has been called the "despotic organization of labor" prevails, instead
of freedom.
VOL. I.-13
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smaller ability to pay, or upon the bad means of communication
at their d i s p o ~ a l . ~Hence it is, that in villages, small cities, and
still more on iso!ated farms, many branches of business are
carried on by one person, which are divided among many in
larger cities; and this is especially true in the case of businesses
which have a chiefly local demand.3 While, in small places,
the barber is also frequently the physician, in larger ones tllcre
are dentists, oculists, accoucheurs, surgeons etc.'; and while, in
the former, the tavern keeper is both dry goods merchant and
grocer, there are, in the latter, tea merchants, cigar-dealers,
dealers in mourning goods (in London childbed-linen warehouses) etc., and hotels for all the dicerent classes of travelers.
There can be a distinct class of porters, hack-men etc., only
where commerce is very a ~ t i v e . ~And even in cities like Paris,
where the costly industries that minister to luxury, that of the
jeweler, for instance, admit of only a limited division of labor,
this etiect depends on the smallness of the market; a market, in2 I n the highlands of Scotland, in Adam Smith's time, there were no smiths
who manugactured naiis on!y; for the reason that no smith had a market for
inore thdn I,nails a year, that is not for so many as might be manufactured in a single day.
3It is of course very different when there is question of a foreign market,
even if it be only indirectly. Thus, for instance, there are in the Hartz
mo:~ntains,persons who are simply post-makers, trough-makers, chess-moodmakers, block-hewers, shingle-makers etc.
4Too much should not be inferred from the existence among the Egyptians
of physicians, specialists for the several members of the body. lie~*o~ioioZ.,11,
84. Sometiling analagous is to be found even among barbarous nations; but
it is accounted for entirely by the superstition of the people. See K.?e,nm,
Kulturgeschichte, I, 266.
5 I n the whole of Hesse, there were under Philip the Magnanimous, only
two apothecaries, one at Cassel and one at Rlarburg. R@l~z?~zeZ,
Gesch. v.
ZIessen, IV, p. 419, note. And there were no bakers among the Romans
before the time of the u a r with Perseus. All the bread needed by the family
was baked by the wife or by fc:r.nle domestics. PZin., H. h'. XVIII, zS. Tile
common oven in new towns marks the period of transition. Even yet, in
the central part of France, there are localities where each family bakes its
own bread for a whole month in advance; and, in the Alpine departments for
even a year in advance. M. Chevalier, Cours 11, 366
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deed, which geographically may extend over the whole earth,
but which, in an econgmic sense, must always remain small,
on account of the small number of customers who have the
ability to pay for their products. The real wonders produced
by the division of labor and the employment of machinery we
must look for in the manufacture of the cheapest and commonest cornmoditie~.~

SECTION LXI.
THE DIVISION O F LABOR - bIEANS O F INCREASING IT.

Whoever, therefore, would increase the division of labor
among the peopIe, must, first of all, extend their market; and
this is done most efficiently by improving the means of communication. Even in our day, it is over the water-highroads that the heaviest articles are carrried with the least
expenditure of force;' but where civilization is not advanced, these highroads possess still greater advantages, because of their safety, convenience and priority. And here is
the explanation of the intimate connection of the beginnings of
all civilizations with the existence, near the scene of such beginnings, of good natural water-roads. " Even the wildest inhabitant of the sea coast very soon obtains the idea of distance,
which is altogether wanting to the inhabitant of the primeval
forest. No sooner does he catch sight of the far-off island than
his yearning after the distant assumes a well-defined character. Bits of wood floating past him suggest to his mind the
'It is obvious from the foregoing that, in decaying nations, in which thc
market contracts and capital decreases, the division of labor also must grow
less.
l According to Arago, a horse uses the same amount of force to draw 2 0
c hvt. along an ordinary road that he does to draw zoa over a railroad track,
or 1,200 on a canal. He could carry scarcely 2 or 3 on his back! Moniteur,
1838, No. 116. It is, however, certain that the introduction of our railroads
has somewhat detracted from the advantages of coasts.
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best material to buoy himself up upon the water, and a fish
the best form for his craft." (Klefmz.) Hence the Mediterranean sea, especially the eastern portion, with the various peoples and products of its coasts, with its numerous
islands, peninsulas and bays, its easy navigation, but little influenced by the tides or by ocean currents, was the principal
seat of ancient civili~ation.~The literal meaning of Attica is
coast-land. (Strabo.) The colonization of a new country is
wont, where possible, to begin on the coast, especially on islands
near the coast; and to follow the course of rivers into the interior. Even whole continents occupy, for the most part, in
the history of the world, the position assigned them by their
coast-de~eloprnent.~While it is hard to determine whether,
in the case of the European continent, its limbs predominate
or its trunk, Africa may be said to be a trunk without members. Its islands, most of them insignificant in themselves,
are almost entirely cut off from it by ocean currents. This explains wliy Madagascar had not, by any any menns, the influence on African civilization which Crete, Sicily and Britain
have had on the civilization of Europe. Asia occupies, in this
respect, about a middle position between Europe and Africa.
T h e trunk of that continent bears to its members about th'e
proportion of 670,000 to ~So,ooosquare miles. And what is
worst of all, the middle of the whole is an almost insurmountable wall between ncrth, south, east and west Asia. Hencc
the tenacious peculiarity and isolated development of the
Chinese, Malayan, Indian and Arabic civilizations; while the
three peninsulas of southern Europe, for instance, have affected one another so largely, and in so many different ways.'
The northern hemisphere compared with the southern, preComyare Humbollr'l, Essai politique sur 1'Ile de Cuba, 11, 205.
Stmbo, 11, 121 ff. I n Europe, there is one mite of coast to every 31 square
miles in the interior; in North America, to 56; in South America, 9 1 ; in
Asia, loo; in Africa, 113. (Hwnboldt.)
.L If the original connection of the Caspian sea and the sea of Are1 with
the Frozen Ocean were still in esistence, it is probable that an Asiatic Scandinavia would have been formed in consequence.
9

8
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sents a contrast similar to that between Europe and Africa, or
of the rich coast-groups of the Atlantic compared with the
poor ones of the Pacific? But it is most especially, large,
well-watered plains that are best adapted to the construction
of roads, and thus to facilitate the division of labor. And
while we find, in many countries, that the mountainous regions reached a certain stage of development earlier than any
others, because they were more easily protected by military
force, we find, too, that even here, plains, have, for the most
part, had the largest share of power and of civilization (northern Italy, northern France, the plains of Switzerland and
5 What is true of the sea in this respect may be claimed, also, though in a
less degree, for the streams that carry the civilizing fruits of the coasts far
into the interior. Nearly all large cities not situated on the harbors of
coasts derive their importance from rivers; especially when they have been
bullt on spots adapted by nature to the transhipment of merchandise. That
Venice finally eclipsed Genoa 1s to be ascribed, in greatest part, to its control
of an imporfant stream, the PO. The economic importance of Holland, of
Hamburg and Bren~enwill, in the long run, bear the same relation to one
another as the geographical importance of the valleys of the Rhine, Elbe
and Weser. As nothing is more disastrous to a nation than the loss of its
coast (we need only cite the efforts of the Lybian kings and, later, of Philip
of hIacedon to conquer the Greek colonies on their coasts; and in more recent times, of Russia before Peter the Great, or of the Zollverein without
the shores of the German sea), so, also, the economic and political influence of a stream increases as one approaches its mouth. Hence the justification of the great interest taken by Germany and Austria in the question
of the Danubian principalities. The United States recognized this fact when
they purchased Louisiana for %,oco,cco francs. Bignon, Hist. de France
111, 1 x 1 seq. Readers of history are familiar with the important part played
by the three Asiatic Mesopotamias: that between the Euphrates and the
Tigris; that between the Ganges and the Brahmapoot~a;that between the
Hoang-Ho and the Yang-tse-Kiang, to which finally the Punjab might be
added. This relation is recognized by popular consciousness, in the case of
the Ganges, by the belief in the sacredness of the stream. No river has had
so much influence on civilization as the Nile: its periodical risings have
made the labor of agriculture extraordinarily easy; their extent and regularity
favored the progress of astronomy; the flooding over of the land led to
geodesy; the hydraulic labors necessitated by the rising of the waters produced a school of architecture to which the river furnished an excellent
m a n e of transportation for the enormous masses to be moved. K. Ritta
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north Germany). See 36.6 W e must not, however, fail to
consider the reverse side of the picture of the great highways
of the world. The same reasons that raise them to the dignity of lines of commerce, make them lines of war; and even
the contagion of great plagues and of the ruling vices follows, as a rule, the avenues of trade.

SECTION LXII.
THE REVERSE, OR DARK SIDE O F THE DIVISION O F LABOR.

There are hardships often attending the highly developed
division of labor, the dark and bright sides of which are most
strikingly observable only in large cities. However, when it
is charged with adding to the natural inequality of men, the
accusation can be met only by the answer, that, without the
division of labor, we should be all equally poor and equally
coarse; for each one would be absorbed by the necessity of
providing for his lower wants, and no one would be in a way
to develop his higher faculties. Even the poorest man has
more enjoyment in consequence of the division of labor, than
he could have living in a state of isolation from his fellow men.
The most wretched among us, the invalid without property
of any kind, the father of a family with more children than
he can support, would simply starve in the primeval forest.
Erdkunde, I, p. SSo seq; VI, p. 1,168 seq. I n this matter, also, America and
Europe have the advantage over Asia and Africa. While the Danube is,
in places, scarcely three German miles from the Rhine -which, however,
flows in an almost opposite direction in Asia, the eastern streams are scparated from the western, and the northern from the southern, by a strip of
land difficult to be traveled, and about 300 German miles in extent. Besides,
the principal streams of northern Asia have their exit into the Frozen Ocean,
a fact which diminishes their importance greatly. The source of the Missouri is only about one mile distant from the Columbia river, although the
two flow towards opposite seas.
6 The law governing the march of civilization from the mountain to the
plain and to coast lands was observed even by Shabo, XIII, 592, and partly
by Plato, DCLeg., 677 ff.

-
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Those socialists who never tire of preaching "association,"
overlook for the most part, the great, free association which
our needs, wants or tastes are ever changing, and which is
given us, as of course, by the division of labor? Yet the skill
~roducedby the division of labor is unavoidably connected
with a corresponding one-sidedness. The Russians, for instance, are exceedingly apt, but they rarely distinguish themselves in any thing. Love of his avocation, or pride in it, is a
thing unknown to the Russian workman. H e shirks all con~
has shown that the Neapolitans
tinuous l a b ~ r . Experience
and Italians, in general, exhibit great skill when they work
alone; but that when a great many of them work together,
they become rapidly confused. The English, on the other
hand, are slow to learn anything new, or to overcome unlooked
for difficulties; but,they have no equals as workmen in organized industries. The difficulty experienced in seeking a new
calling, where a high division of labor obtains, arises as much
from the fact that eBch person here has received a more onesided training, as from the necessity he is under of competing
from the first with only consummate workers. Rousseau's
school has laid too much stress on the tendency of higher civilization to diminish individual independence. Z u a n J on sait
creuser un canoi, battre Z'ennemi, construire une cabnne, vivre de
@U, faire cerzt lieues dans les fordts sans autre guide pue Z
e vent
et Ze soZeiZ, sans nz~tre$revision ptdun arc et des $Bc/tcs; c'est
1 Thus, for instance, that all the customers of a shoemaker together form a
shoe-association etc. Duuoyev, Libertd du Travail, L. IV, ch. 10.
4 StorcR, Handbuch, 111, 183 E. T h e Dutch traveler, Usselinx, speaks in a
similar way of the imitativeness and many-sidedness of the Swedes (Argonautica Gustavic;b 20). Chilian servants (peones) are a good combination of
the cook, the muleteer, builder, courier etc. Once they have passed over
a road, they never forget ~ t . A knife stands them in stead of most tools, and
pieces of leather in stead of nails. Piippig, Reise, I, 171 ff.
3 2 ~ 0 9 2 Haxlhausen, Studien, I, 63, 1x3.
I n 1827, a Russian hatter got 13
rubles for a hat, a German one 35 (Schon, N. CEkonomie, 7s).
4 See the report of a large manufacturer in Kohl, England und Wales, p.

332 seq.
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alms qu'on est z4n hornme!
W e might reply that to build a
steamship or a palace, and to travel around the world are far
better. (Bunayer.) Even physically, civilized man is superior to the savage, as might be inferred from the greater
average duration of life of the former. Of course, extremes
should not be compared, nor should we contrast the frame of
a weaver or student with that of a savage chief.
In a similar way, the one-sidedness of tbe international
division of labor may be pregnant with great danger to national independence.

SECTION LXIII.
DARK S I D E O F T H E D I V I S I O N OF' LABOR.-ITS

GAIN AND

LOSS.

Where, indeed, the one-sidedness produced by the division
of labor goes so far as to cause the degeneratior, of the workman's personality, the human loss of the nation is greater than
And so Ror~s.~eau,
Discours
6 Ray?znl, Histoire des Indes (1780), L. XV.
sur 1' Inegalitd (1754),who also declaims against all kinds of cap~tal;were
there no ladders, men would climb better; and throw a stone better if they
had no slings. There is certainly n misunderstood truth in this saying. It
is assuredly very salutary, in the actual state of society, in which every one's
busirtss is transacted for him by some one else, that a time should occasionally come when no one can take our place, and a man can only call upon
himself. And herein lies the immense value which just war, when not much
prolonged, but which is brought to a happy termination, sometimes has up011
the life of a people.
6The American savages are, on an average, weaker than the whites. I n a
fist-fight the Kentuckians and Virginians showed themselves far superior to
the Indians. See Lnwrencc, Lectures, 403, supra, 40.
1 For a vcry unprejudiced estimate of the dark and bright sides of the div~sionof labor, even before Adam Smith's time, see Ferguso~z,History of
of Ctvil Society (1767)~IV, I, V, 3 ff. Also Gnrve,Versuche, 111, 41. Adam
Smith was not blind to the dark side of the divtsion of labor, n hich, in part,
h e would remove by popular instruction at the expense of the state, and by a
species of compulsory education. W. of N., V, ch. I , 3, art. 2 . One of the
chief peculiarities of J. Mo.~er'sPolitical Economy is his great opposition to
1111 highly developed division of labor. pat^. Ph., I, 2, 2 1 , 111, 32, 34.
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the material gain ~ u r c h a s e dby it. Thus the occupation of
polishing metals or gilding, when continued for a long time
without interruption, invariably ruins the health. What must
be the aspect of the soul of a workman who, for forty years has
done nothing but watch the moment when silver has reached
the degree of fusion which precedes vaporization! who is
blind to all else, but receives a good fat salary for his service^.^
Schleiermacher rightly declared all human action which is
purely mechanical, through which man becomes a living tool
(slave!) immoral. When the division of labor has reached
this point, machines should take the place of men. T h e morality of a profession may be measured by the degree in which
it corresponds with the universal calling of the race? It is
not, therefore, a piece of inconsistency but rather a deeply felt
want, when, where civilization is at its highest, so many demands are made that the division of labor should take a retrograde path. T h e practice of gymnastic exercises by the
sedentary classes, universal military duty, tile participation of
citizens in municipal government and in political aRairs, of laymen in the government of the church, of the wealthy in the
administration of charity; all these things are, from a materialistic stand-point, considered a great squandering of time. I t
may be, that, if the division of labor were more rigidly carPVO?Z Ledebur, Reise in Altai, I, 384. The working together of wife and
recently by manufacturers, cannot be considered as a higlier
child, introd~~ced
grade of the division of labor, but only as a very unfavorable change in the
kind of it; inasmuch as it were better to employ the women in their domestic avocations and to leave children to their studles and their sports. Among
the higher classes, it should be made the part of female education, to counterbalance, in the family, the effects of the ever increas~ngdivision of labor
among the male portion, by the development of that which is universally
human - art, sociability, house-keeping etc.
Wchbievtnncher, Christliche Sitte, 46s E., 676 S., 154 E. From a similar
feeling, although much exaggerated, the Greeks of the classic age proper
considered all callings followed for gain dishonorable, not excepting even
those of the physician and of the teacher. Plato, de Rep., I, 347 E. Ayistot.,
Rhct., I, g, 27 : lq8sj-~iav2 oydC~aSar Pdvaulrov r i ~ v q v , ~AEUQJQOY

rd? rb /l+ zqb: dili,ov (p~.
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ried out, we might, by its means, obtain more perfect results
with less economic expense. But the whole man is of more
importance than the sum of his achievements and enjoyments,
(Luke, 9:2j.) W O to the nation where only jurists have a
developed sense of the right, where political judgment and
cultivated patriotism are the portion of only officials and placemen, where only the standing army has warlike courage, and
the clergy only conscious religiousness; where parents leave
all care for education to the teachers of the various branches
of learning, and where physical vigor is to be found only
among the proletarians. Hence there is nothing more ruinous than premature one-sided education in a single trade or
profession -a thing which often happens from poverty before the foundations of the general education becoming a human being have been laid. The higher a man's position, the
more should he, so to speak, be a representative of the whole
human race. Who, for instance, would wish to see a ruler
brought up as men are to a special branch of science or to a
special profession?
The best corrective for the one-sided4 As, for instance, the superintendent of a manufactory must have a better
general training, but can get along with less of a special, than his W-orkmen.
5 Tlrucydides says of the contemporaries o
f Pericles: "The same men
devote themselves, among us, in part to domestic and political business; in part, others who busy themselves with agriculture and industy have
no mean knowledge of the affairs of state. We call those who take no part
in the former not people loving their ease, but useless men!'
(11, 40.)
During the succeeding period, Athens was destroyed mainly by the ever
increasing division of labor between citizens and soldiers. For, to separate
the arts which form the citizen and the statesman, the arts of policy and
war, is an attempt to dismember the human character, and to destroy those
rery arts we mean to improve." (Ferguson.) W e know from Valerius
ikfnximus, that the Roman snldiers from the time of Marius had, doubtless, a
better technic training than their ancestors who who defeated Hannibal ; but
was it in a military or political sense that they were thus better trained?
The beautiful definition of Cato intimates something of the same nature ;
the good orator was nir 6onzrs dicendiperiius. (quintilian, X I I , I . ) And so
Garve, Versuche, IV, 5 1 ff., expects from the politicgl elevation of citizenship,
of ,those possessed of the right of citizens, not only usefulness in a particular
direction but the development of the whole man, a thing hitherto expected
only of the nobility.
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ness produced by a high division of labor consists in the extension and many-sided employment of leisure time, both of
which are made more easy by the same high civilization which
always accompanies the division of labor?

SECTION LXIV.
THE C O - O P E R A T I O N O F LABOR.

The cooperation or combination1 of labor must, however,
always correspond to the division of labor. Both are but different sides of the one idea of social labor; the separation of
difTerent kinds of labor, in so far as they would clisturb one
another, and the union or combination of them so far as they
help one another? The vintner or grower of flax would neces6 AS one's peculiar calling does not take up all his life, we must draw a
clear distinction between the one-sidedness of labor and the one-sidedness of
life. (v072 Mangoldt, Volkswirthschaftslehre, 227.) Only the last is to be
avoided at all hazards; and we find it in the middle ages, with its limited divisions of labor, perbaps more frequently than where civilization has attained a higher stage. During the middle ages, it was not unusual to make
feelings which every one should cultivate at times, if only temporarily, the
lasting calling of some. Thus one prayed his whole life iong, or was engaged in conterr.plation, and relieved others of the necessity of performing
these duties. The consequence was, that the latter sank as deeply in worldliness and want of the interior spirit as the former were plunged in idleness
and hypocrisy. But, on the other hand, when, in our day, the printer relieves the writer of a portion of the labor which might be his, the personal
development of neither suffers.
1 L'uomo h u7z1tal potcnza, che unita all' oltva non f a ttn eguale nlla sonztnn, >nca
a2 quad?-atodella S O ) J Z J I(Geraovesi.)
X~.
A s to how the action of every indicidua1 man is a species of division and union of ditierent kinds of labor, see
Stei~t,Lehrbuch, 24.
Compare A d . Muller, Elemente der Staatskunst, 111, I@.
Fr. List, System der polit. CEkonomie, 223 ff., 4 9 E. WnkejPeId,in his edition of Adam
Smith, distinguishes two degrees of coiSperation, simple and comples. I n
the case of simple labor, the same sort of work is performed at the same
time and place by several individuals, as, for instance, by a lot of hod-carriers
in building. I n the other case, there are ditierent kinds of work perfor&ed
at different times and places, but all intended for the one greater end. Agri-
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sarily die of hunger if he could not certainly count on the grower
of corn. The workman in a pin-factory, who prepares only
the heads of pins, must be sure of his colleagues who sharpen
the points, if his labor would not be entirely in vain. The labor of the merchant is not even thinkable without that of the
different producers between whom he mediates. Where the
production of a certain article depends on the services of six
different kinds of labor, ane of which, however, demands thrice
the time, and another twice the time of the rest, it is clear,
that, in order that the business may be properly carried on, so
many workmen should be employed that their number divided
by g should leave no remainder. (Kau.) The union or combination of different kinds of Iabor is most perfect when the
workmen live nearest together; when, therefore, they are not
separated by great difficulties of transportation; or in different
countries, in which case, a war might tear all to pieces.
SECTION LXV.
THE PRINCIPLE O F STABILITY, OR O F THE CONTINUITY
O F WORK.

Cooperation in time is of equal importance: the principle of
the stability, or of the continuity of labor. When a workman
dies, it is necessary to be able to calculate on a substitute. It
is well known that it is much harder to begin a business, than
it is, afterwards, to improve and enlarge it; and this, the more
complicated it is. A new enterprise will take root easily, only
where there are several similar ones already in existence; a
new manufacturing establishment, for instance, where by the
existence of other such establishments, the requisite habits of
the workmen, of capitalists and of the public in general, have
been previously developed. The skill of workmen is propagated especially by observation and the personal emulation of
clllturc alrords room for the first especially, and it ia known also to a great
nlllnber of animal species.
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the young; whence it is, that the introduction of new industries is best made by the immigration of skilled workmen.
Hence the baleful influence of such interruptions, as for instance, the repeal of the edict of Nantes. Hence too, it is,
that despotism and the reign of the populace are so unfavorable to the economy of a country, where there can be no guaranty of a consistent observance and development of the laws.
T o the best applications of the principle of the continuity
of labor belong the church-building of the middle ages, the
national canals, the street and fortification systems of modern
times; all of which have been created only by the coijperation
of several generations to the same end. The most striking
means by which such a coiiperation has been advanced in
modern times is public credit, " a draft on posterity;" yet, all
saving is, in principle, the same. The most powerful element
in the coijperation in time of labor is the economy in common
of the family, although it differs in degree, according to the
different kinds of family inheritance. Where, as among the
English middle classes, it is customary to secure the business
property of the family to one child by will, and to entrust the
conduct of the business, during the life of the father, to the
devisee, to provide for the other children by insurance, by savings etc., made from the surplus of the business, there may be
old firms which remain always new, however; because they
combine the experience of age with the energy of youth, and
are never broken up by a division of the inheritance. But the

'

1 Flemish weavers in England, French refugees in Protestant countries;
German lniners in Spain, Scandinavia, Hungary and America.
P This, so very largely developed in Egypt and India, where the principle
of caste obtains, is very little developed in the despotisms of Asia. The great
princes, in the lattel countries,Luild largely from vanity only. Hence their
successors seldom complete their works, and scarcely repair them. Nowhere
else are there so many half completed and yet decaying buildings. KZ'vnnz,
Kulturgeschichte, VIII, 86. Riede2, N. (Ekonomie I, 259, very correctly remarks that such kinds of cooperation as contribute most to the propagation
of skill, both in commerce and manual labor, have less real division of labor,
and vice versa.
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compulsory equality of heirs,which actually obtains in France,
compels almost every new generation to beg-in with a new
firm. (See 8 85 seq.) S
SECTION LXVI.
ADVANTAGE O F L A R G E ENTERPRISES.

On the results of the division and cooperation of labor rests
the superior advantage of all great undertakings, and they are,
therefore, smaller in agriculture than in industry. "It is
harder to acquire the first thousand than the second million."
Abstraction made of the conditions of capital and of the market, the limit up to which the growing magnitude of an enterprise becomes more advantageous, lies in the increasing difficulty of superintendence. Numberless commercial improvements,
such as the post-office, railroads, telegraphs, exchange, banks
etc., have operated powerfully to extend these limits. It is
frequently possible, even in small enterprises,to secure the advantages of large enterprises, by association among those concerned. They must, of course, possess the necessary capital.
If they have not got it, as property, they must borrow it. It
is, of course, peculiarly difficult here to preserve the necessary unity, without which the coijperation of labor becomes
the confusion of labor. The more moral and intelligent the
participants are and the simpler the business, the more extensive may it become, and the more probable will be its success. (S 90.)
P

--

P

Compare Lcplny, La RCforme sociale en France (1864).
1 Concerning association in general, see M. CZennIieu, Cours, 111, Leqon,
24, 3. On this snbj5ct so much talked o i in our day, see, more in detail, concerning its applicktion to agriculture, my work, Nationalirkonomik des
Ackerbaues, 4, 39,47 E.;a,133 ff.; on its application to industry, especially
where thereis question of the relation of handiwork and n~anufacturesto large
factories; see Roschcr, Ansichten der Volkswirthschaft, 11, Aufl., 1861, Abhandlung, IV, V.
2 Adam S ~ ~ z iremarked
fh
that the laws of the division of labor obtain also in
intellectual works; and indeed, among all nations in a very low grade of
3

.
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FREEDOM AlSD SLAVERY.

SECTION LXVII.
THE O R I G I N O F S L A V E R Y .

An institution like that of personal bondage, which, it can
be shown, has existed, among all nations of which history gives
civilization, the germs of all art and science are found connected with theology; and later, the germs of all poetry and history with the epic. T h e expression: non rEefuit homini, sed scicntie, p o d nesckit Snlnznsius, is a clear
proof of the insignificance of the science of the time. Think of the increase
during the last hundred years of the branches of study in our German universities. There are now thirty four regular professors in the Leipzig
philosophical faculty, where then there were only nine. But here also the
principle proves true, that an escessive division of labor, where the broader
connection and the deeper foundation of all sciences disappear from the consciousness, undermine5 intellectual health and freedom. And the injury here is
greater and more irreparable than in the domain of mere physical labor. See
I-lfelnnd, N. GrundlegungJ, 207 K If we have just become Alexandrians,
we have, however, no Aristotle to hope for, Juris$rudentia est divinnrum
ntque hu~nannruntvcrii+n nolitin, j ~ r s t iatprie injusfi scientin ( U l j i a n ) . I t is remarkable that nations who possess no real national literature of their own,
when thry once get beyond the bounds of utter barbarism, learn foreign languages etc., most easily.
$ T h e socialistic utopia of Ch. Fozcrier (ThCorie des quatre Mouvements,
1 b S . Thtorie de 1'UnitC universelle, 1822. L e nouveau Monde ir~dustriel
et SociGtaire, 1829)are based upon the following fundamental ideas. A. T h e
Present civilization is that of a topsy-turvy world, especially in so far as i t
ascribes a C' moral" (a word always used by him iri an ironical sense) self-

-
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us information, at one time or another, must have very general causes. Among these may be mentioned especially subjection throngh war. It is not possible to calculate how much
the principle, that it was proper to reduce the man to slavery
government to man. I n Fourier's world, on the other hand, every man is
supposed, at a!l times, to give free rein to every passion; and the play of
these gratifications constitutes the Aarfnonie, in which the poorest find more
enjoyment than do kings at the present time. (See 8 207 of this work.) B.
T h e main thing to further this is a radical reform in the division and cooperation of labor as they exist at present. Instead of the present villages
and cities, we should have only phalansteries, each with 2,000inhabitants, and
situated in the center of the land cultivated by them. Instead of the present
nations and states, we should have a sniversal confederate republic, hierarchically graded, with French as the universal language. According to the demands of the fassion$a$iIZonne, each one should carry on the most ditierent
kinds of business side by side, and each one of them at most two hours per
day; i. e., every one should be a dilletante, no one a master, and everytiling
should be done as badly as possible. Proudlron, Contradictions Cconomiques,
ch. 3, objects to this, that a workman must, in some way, be held responsible
for his work. Fourier himself calculates that, in his lrarmonie al1,pleasures
are productive labor; and that by this constant change, one might be
satisfied with from 4% to
hours of sleep, and that even children 2 % years
old might take part in the work. Thus, there would be a great rivalry between apple-growers and pear-growers, so great that more intrigues in attack and defense [pmsion cabalistcl would arise there than in all the cabinets
of Europe," in the settling of which the growers of quinces would act as intermediaries. Thereare, in addition to all this, wonderful aids; a fructifying
crown of light rises over the north pole; oranges bloom in Siberia; the sea
becomes as delicious as lemonade ; dangerous animals die, and in their stead
anti-lions and anti-whales come into being, animals useful to man, which
draw his ships for him during calms. These ideasareby no means retracted
in Foz~rier'slater works, See Nouveau Monde (Oeuvres) IV, 447. The propositions of Robert Owen, A new View of Society (~Sxz),have much similarity
with those of Fourier. They differ only in the absence of the French barrack-11ke character of the phalanxes, and the fantastic character of the presentation of the doctrine. H e would have all the land divided into districts
acres each; each district to have a four-cornered town with I , of 1,inhabitants, following a system of production and consumption in common,
but not with full equality; carrying on both agriculture and other business.
A principal feature here is an entirely new system of education. The author
says that man has hitherto been the slave of an execrable trinity: positive rcligion, personal property and indissoluble wedlock. (Declaration of mental
independence.)
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whom it was considered right to kill, contributed to make war
A nation of hunters is alless bloody in an uncivilized age.'
most conlpelled to grant no quarter; the conqueror would be
obliged either to feed his prisoner or to put arms in his hands.
It is certainly a great humanitarian advance, when this state
of things is superseded by slavery among nomadic nations.'
In times of peace, economic dependence is the result of poverty, excessive debt etc.3 Where there is no division of labor,
the individual has no means of supplying his wants, except by
cultivating a spot of ground. But, how can the poor wretch
who has neither capital4 nor land exchange anything of value
for either? Such an advance, where there is no security in
law, can be made only on the credit of a very important pledge.
But the man who is destitute of all property can offer nothing
but the productive power of himself or of his fami1y.j And
Compare Tacit.*s, Histor., 11, 44.
See Iselin, Geschichte der Menscheit (1764), 111, 7. Bazard, Exposition
de la Doctrine de Saint Simon, 1831, 153. Among negro nations deprivation
of freedom is one of the most usual punishments for crime; but the criminal
has the option of substituting his wife or child for himself. L. A. de 0livai.a
Mefzdez, in the Memor. econom. of the Royal Academy of Lisbon, vol. IV,
I, 1812. A s to slavery on account of crime among the Germans, see Grinzm,
D. Rechtsalterth., 32s seq.
3 Loss at play was a frequent cause of slavery among the ancient Germans.
Tacit., Germ., 24. For the principal causes of slavery among the Israelites,
see the books of' Moses, 11, 22, 3; 111, 25, 39; IV, 21, 26 seq.; among the Indians, Laws of' Menu, VIII, 415. The first serfs of Russia were prisoners of
war and their children. The laws of Jaroslaws recognize, besides, the following causes: insolvency, contracting marriage with a slave, the illegal
breach of a contract for service, flight, unconditional contract for service.
AFavamsitt, Russ. Gesch., 11, 37.
4 A t least seed and the means of subsistence until harvest time.
5Cases of voluntary slavery to escape famine. Papencordt, Geschichtc
der Vandalen, 186; Victor, Chron., V, 17; Tur., VII, 45; Lex Bajuv, VI, 3 ;
L. Fris, XI, I. According to the Edictum Pistense (a., S64), C., 34, one
could free himself again by paying back the purchase money and 20 per
cent. in addition. I t frequently happened that people spontaneously accepted the condition of a vassal in order to enjoy the protection of a powerful personage. See Stuz~e,Lasten des Grundeigenthums, p. 74. I n 1812, a
young Himalayan offered himself to the traveler Moorcloft as a slave in orVOL.1.-14
1

g
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so it is with the small landed proprietor who has lost all his
capital; for, considering the superabundance of land, the part
which he possesses has value in exchange only to the extent
that it is joined with the certainty of being cultivated; and
here is the origin of the gZe6a adscrz9tio. T h e hereditary
transmission of the relation to the children seems to be equally useful to them; or who, were this not the case, would think
of providing them with food? It also frequently happens that
poor parents prefer to sell their children to seeing them starve."
Hence the strange fact that most nations have the most rigid
system of slavery precisely at the time that the soil produces
food most readily. W e need only cite the instance of the
South Sea Islands, at the time of their discovery. In many
negro countries, where the people have not yet learned to use
animals for transportation, the lowest classes, although they
enjoy a nominal liberty, are used as beasts of b ~ r d e n . ~
der to obtain food during the famine. I<. RRilt, Erdkunde, 111, p. 999.
T h e same fact occurred, but in greater proportions under Joseph in Egypt.
Moses, I, 47, IS seq.
6 Ce.vnr, B. G., VI, 13.
7 Solort was the first to prohibit this commerce in Athens.
Kindlinger, in
his Geschichte der deutschen Htirigkeit, p. 621, speaks of a child promised
as a slave before its birth, by its parents, as a species of farm-rent. (See the
Edictum Pistense, in Baluz, 11, 192.) I n .Chili, the poorest dountry people
who were not entirely white, sold their children in the towns, where they
grew up with the families of their masters, and were then kept as servants in
a state of semi-serfdom. There is, it is true, no law governing this condition
ot things. ('Piippk,Reise, I, 201 ff.)
SRilter, XIII, 727. For instance, men in South America used for the
purpose of riding. M. Chevalier, Cours, I, 2 5 1 ; L~zvenstern,L e Mexique,
Souvenirs d'un Voyageur (1843); and StcpAens, Travels in Yucatan ( ~ S q r ) ,
show how, even yet, in Central America, although the Indians are legally
free, yet, by their senseless way of running into debt, a number of legal relations, amounting virtually to glcba atlscriptio, arise. But compare, however, Hamboldt, Neuspanien, IV, 263. This condition of things has been
produced in Peru, also, by the payment of one or two years' wages in advance. (Pop$ig, Reise, 11, 225.)
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S E C T I O N LXVIII.
THE SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED.

In all very low stages of civilization, the greatest absence
of the feeling of wants, and the greatest indolence, are wont
to prevail, and in the highest degree. A s soon as their merest
necessities are provided for, men begin to look upon labor as
a disgraceful occupation, and indolence as the highest kind of
enjoyment. (S 41,213 E.) Sustained and voluntary efforts,
in any number, then become possible only by the creation of
new wants; but these new wants suppose a higher civilization.
Escape from this sorry circle is then etiected in the most humane manner, through the agency of foreign teachers; inasmuch as the representatives of a more highly cultivated people
(missionaries, merchants etc.), by their own example, make
the nation acquainted with more wants, and at the same time
help toward their satisfaction.' But, in the case of nations
whose civilization is completely isolated, or having intercourse
only with others equally l ~ w ,progress is the creature of
force exclusively. T h e barbarous isolation of families ceases
when the strongest and most powerful force the weaker
into their service. It is now that the division of dab- really
begins: the victor devotes himself entirely to work of a higher
order, to statesmanship, war, worship etc.; the very doing of
which is generally a pleasure in itself. T h e vanquished perform the lower. T h e one-half of the people art: forced to
labor for something beyond their own brute wants. And it
is, here as elsewhere, the first step that costs.2 (S 45.)
1 Thus Forbonrtais, ElCmcnts du Commerce (1854) I, 364, says of trade with
savages : il fait ~az"tre
duns ces nations b gofit dzb sr@erfu et des contmodifks,
grri mriltiplie lc, dehang-es ct leuv donne le ~ o d dl u travail.
9 I n very uncivilized nations, among whom serfdom is not known, we generally find the slavery of woman and the temporary bondage of the son-inlaw in order to secure the daughter in marriage. This is still the case among
the Laplanders. K/emm, Kulturgeschichte 111,p. 54. Slavery was uitknown
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SECTION LXIX.
O R I G I N O F SLAVERY.-WANT

OF FREEDOM.

It is not to be supposed that slavery, at this stage, is so
oppressive even to those who have been deprived of their
freedom. T h e feeling of moral degradation which slavery,
abstraction even made of its abuses, awakens in us, is unknown
in a very uncivilized age? T h e child willingly obeys the
orders of strangers, and is hired out to service by his parents
etc. T h e want or craving for liberty keeps pace with the intellectual growth of a people. T h e systematic over-working
of servants or slaves, in the interest of their masters, is scarcely
thinkable in an uncultured age, when, in the absence of comamong the Greeks in the very earliest times. Herod., VI, 263. F.A. W O ~ ,
Darstell. der Afterthumswissenschaft, 111, doubts whether any great advance
in the higher development of the mind would have been possible without
slavery.
l I n Russia, where free peasants and serfs lived side by side, it has been
remarked that the latter were never so rich and never so poor as the former.
(Kohl, Reise durch Russland 11, 8, 300.) The Livonian peasants have become poorer since their emancipation. (Cnncrin, CEkonomie der menschlichen Gesellschaften, 41). Many of the serfs refused to accept emancipation.
(BiiscL, Geldumlauf, Einleitung, h.) And so Mavtills, Reise i n Brasilien
11, gjz ff., assures us that the negro slaves in Brazll are as a rule a very
merry set. He is also of the opinion that they are better clothed, lodged,
fed and employed than in their own country. For the remarkable official
defense of North American slavery directed by Calhoun, to Lord Aberdeen,
see the Allg. Zeitung, IS++,KO. 145. I n this document, we find a comyarison instituted between the free negroes of the north and the slaves of the
? ~ i t h . I n the north, there was one deaf-mute, a case of blindness and of insanity in every 96; in the south, in every 672; a pauper, invalid and prisoner
in every 6 at the north, in every 54 at the south. I n hIaine, i z t h of the
negrocs were afrlictcd by clisease; in Florida, r&stl~ (?). The fact that the
slave population of the United States increased, between rS4o and ~Sfm,from
2,873,698 to 4,441,S30, vhile the free negro population of Jama~ca,between
1833 and 1S43, under~venta frightful decrease, is to the same parport. However, too much must not be inferred from all this, as the negroes in America
are very far from being the children of the soil.
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mercial intercourse, every family consumes what it p r ~ d u c e s . ~
The only thing which the slave has to fear is an occasional
outburst of tyranny on the part of the master, a thing which
is far from unfrequent in all the reldtions of low civilizations.
Fear restrains masters to a certain extent; for, in those early
days, how few were the institutions of state which could protect them against the vengeance of their slaves!

''

2 The servants in the Odyssey who cared for hogs and cattle etc. were certainly in a better condition in many respects than the peasants of Attica,
whowere free, but bllried in debt until the time of Solon. Concerning the
mildness of the treatment of slaves in very early Roman times, see Plutalzk,
Coriol., 24, and Cato, I, 3, 2 0 ff.; Cdo, de R e rust, 5, 56 ff.; Macrob., Stat. I,
10 ti. On the state of the serfs ainong the Germans, see Gvimm, Peutsche
Rechtsalterthiimer, p. 339 R.; among the ancient Scandinavians etc., D d man, Geschichte von Danemark, I, 163. See Tacit., Germ., 25.
a Compare Landnatnabok, I, 6.
4 The opinions of the ancients for and against slavery are found in Avist.
Polit. I, 2. See especially the beautiful passages in Pkilemoir:Meineke, Comicorum jr., 364, 410. Aristotle even thinks that there are cases in which
master and slave might be brought together by a mutual want, each of the
other. The former wants hands to execute the work of his brain; the latter
a guiding brain for his hands. Where the degree of dependence corresponds
exactly to the difference of ability, Aristotle, leaving its abuses out of the question, declares slavery to be just. See, also, Eth. Nicom., VIII, r I. Similarly
the Pythagorean Bryson in Slobmus, Florid. LXXXV, 15. But Avisfotle
would hold up emancipation to all slaves as a reward they might have in
prospect. Polit. VII, g, g; CEcon. I, 5. I t is characteristic of the many testaments of philosophers, found in Diogenes Lnevtius, that they contain declarations giving slaves their freedom. The Essenes and Therapeutics condemned slavery under all circumstances. Philo., Opp. 11, pp. 458, 482,
Opp. I. See Senecn, D e Benet 111, 20. The j u s naiurale of the age of the
Czesars recognized the freedom and equality of man. Digest, XII, 664., L.
17, 32. The New Testament does not reject it absolutely, but would sanctify
it as well as all other relations in life. Compare Luke, 17, 7; Eph. 6 5 ff.;
Coloss. 3, 22; Tit. 2, g. More especially, I Timothy, VI, I E It was not
until the ninth century that the opinion that *slavery was anti-Christian because men were all made in the image of God, arose. Planck, Gescllichte
der kirchlichen Gesellschaftsverfassung, 11, 350. Sachsenspiegel, 111, 42.
A writer as recent as Pujendotf explains slavery as arising from a free contract; facinm, ut des. Jus naturze (1672) VI, 3. More recently Li~tguet,ThCorie
des Loisciviles (1767)~V, ch. 30, and Nugo, Naturrecht, $ 186 ff. have endeavored to prove that slaves are in o condition preferable to that of poor free
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SECTION LXX.
As states grow greater and men's manners gentler, the ranks

of slavery are less and less liable to be recruited through the
agency of war.' It then becomes necessary to have recourse
to the family to keep up their number, which makes their
condition much more endurable, and which supposes that it
has been made more endurable in other respects beforehand.
Modern states, are, as a rule, larger than the ancient were.
T h e Germans had, long before the time of Charlemagne,
treated prisoners of war of German origin more mildly than
those of Gallic or Slavic origin? The condition of the latter
even improved from the time that nations began to think of
making permanent conquests. Since the SIavic wars of the
tenth century, certainly since the Lithuanian contests, it seems
that prisoners of war were not reduced to slavery? Chivalry,
men. And so M o s w Patriot Phantasien, 11, p. 154, seq. Those who with
Tfiaer separate theelement of production, "1abor"from that of I' intelligence,"
justify slavery on the same principle that Aristotle did, without knowing i t
Per contra, see F. G. Schultze, N . (Ekonomie (1856), 418.
I iruryot, Sur la Formation etc.,
21. T h e universal empire of the Romans demonstrated this. Then it was, for instance, that during the wars of
Lucullus, a slave cost only four drachmas. (A@@ian.,
Bell. Mithr., 78.) S a r di mnales: on account of the glutting of the market with Sardinian slaves,
made through the victory of Tib. Gracchus, 177, before Christ. Many of the
lesser wars of the Romnns can be looked upon only as slave-hunts. But the
great wars also were followed by uprisings of slaves on account of the many
new slaves which they made. Thus 19sin Latium, 196 in Etruria. (B1cher,
Aufstande der unfreien Arbeiter von, 143-129, v. Chr., 1874.) During the
relatively peaceful periods which preceded many of the Ronlan revolutions,
pirates delivered over great masses of slaves. I t frequently happened that
several thousand slaves were led to Delos and sold in a single day. (Strafio,
XIV, 668.) A s emancipation was a measure which people could not make
up their minds to adopt, these pirates satisfied a "want" for a time, and this
partly explains the otherwise incomprehensible forbearaece of the state towards them.
3 Gregor. Turon., 111, 15.
8 Grimm, D. Rechtsalterthiin~er,323. I t is a strange fact that prisoners of
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and allowing prisoners to go free, on their word of honor,
contributed largely to this result.
The more productive agriculture is, the more numerous the
wants of land owners, the more extensive the division of labor
and commercial intercourse become, the easier it is for a large
class of the community to obtain support for themselves and
families without cultivating land of their own!. (Wages.)
When exchanges through the medium of money become customary, the chief argument for slavery disappears; and the
strong, rich and able man can, without having recourse to
force, command the labor of other men. Every further advance in economic culture must necessarily help forward in this
direction. Thus, without the plow, for instance, we should all
be really only so many glebe adscrzyti. It is due especially to
the ever increasing perfection of tools, machines and operations, that the slave of antiquity was transformed into the serf
of the middle ages, and afterwards into the day laborer of
modern times.' It is more particularly to be remarked, that
machines, since I 750, " first made the constitutional liberty of
many, instead of the feudal freedom of a few, possible."
(Scha$e.)
war were in several remarkable instances sold as slaves in Italy during the
fifteenth century. (Sismondi, Hist. des RCpubliques italiennes, IX, p. 312
seq.; XI, p. 13s seq.) And even in the sixteenth century, the pope allowed
those of states opposed to him to be treated in this way. Sismundi, sujm,
XI, 251 ; XIII, 485. Rnynold, Ann, eccl., 1506, 5 2 s K
4This graduation of slave, serf and workman, has been carried out especially by Srrint Siltton, Oeuvres, 328 ff. Even Proudlron admits that the condition of the lower classes is better now than formerlv. (Contradictions
Cconomiques, ch. X, 2.) Compare M. Chevalier, Cours, I. Lepons I and 2,
where he shows that our productive power has increased during the last four
or fire centuries in the production of iron in the proportion
of I to from
.
25 to 30; in the preparation of flour since the time of Homer in the
proportion of I : 144; in the production of cotton during the last 70 years in
the proportion of I : 320. Aristotle predicted, long ago, that when the shuttle
would move of itself, and plectra of themselves strike the lyre, we should
need no more slaves." Polit., 2, 5. Every step of true progress brings ue
nearer the fulfillment of the prophecy.
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SECTION LXXI.
DISADVANTAGES OF SLAVERY

Slavery promotes the division of labor only in the very
beginning. The more dependent the slave is, the worse he
works. Whatever he spoils or allows to go to waste injures
only his master. Hence it is that slave-husbandry is only one
degree removed from what the Germans call Baztbbau, and
which means, as nearly as we can translate it, the most
thoughtless and wasteful management possible.] Whatever
he consumes is simply so much gain to himself. Industry
and skill are injurious to him, because, if remarkable for these
qualities, his master exacts more work from him and is
more adverse to setting him at liberty. Instead of the numberless incentives of the free workman: care for the future,
for his family, honor and comfort, the slave is generally
moved by one -the fear of ill-treatment, and to this he gradually becomes in~ensible.~The division of labor demanded
by manufactures, and which is to be found for the most part
only where each person is at liberty to choose his own avocation, is scarcely supposable where slavery, in the strict sense
of the word, prevails. The same is true of the spirit of invention and impro~ement.~And even where the milder glebe
1 The North American planters employed coarse tools rather than fine
ones, mules rather than horses, because their slaves took so little care of
them.
2 I t can nel er obtain as much labor from the slave, as the fear of losing
his situation and of not being able to obtain another, will from the free
workman. (Htrme.) Marlo, Weltekonomie, 1848, I , z, 38, grants thls to
be true only where all the forces of nature are appropriated by occupation,
and the number of workmen is greater than the want of workmen.
3 Even in Brazil, only free men are, as a rule, employed as sugar refiners,
distillers, teamsters etc. (Kosier, Travels in Brazil, 1816, 362.) Storcfi,
Russlnnd unter Alexander I, Heft, 23, p. 255, cites the opinion of an eminent
Russian manufacturer, that it would first be necessary to liberate the serf
factory-hands. Masters have generally given up employing their owcl serfs
in manufactures, allowed them to seek work for themselves, and onIy r e
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adscrz.tio obtains, the division of labor is much hindered.
Hence, competent judges all agree on the badness of slave
l a b ~ r which,
;~
as for instance in the United States, was used
only where the slaves were crowded together in large numbers and could therefore be easily superintended. And not
only are the slaves themselves indolent, but their masters as
well; more particularly in slave countries where all labor is
considered disgraceful. What must be the national husbandry
of a people, one half of whom refuse to do anything that is right
and proper, through malice, and the other half through pride!
As soon as, on account of increased population and consequent increased consumption, this enormous waste of force
can be endured no longer, free workmen become more profitable, not only to themselves and to the whole community, but
to the greater number of the individuals who compose it.5
On the Bernstoff estates the quantity of rye harvestet1 before
quired them to pay them a species of tax. When this plan was adopted, ~t
was found that they worked much better. ( v . HaxLhausen, Studien I, 61,
116.) I t wils a consequence of slavery that, in antiquity, the very wealthy
purchased so little: otn~ziadomi ~zascuntur! (Petron., 35.)
4 Thus Hoiizer, Od. XVII, 322, in whose time even there were day laborers,
8 7 j " r ~or~@ C ~ O L . (Od. IV, 644; X, 85; XI, 490; XIV, 102. Hesiod, Opera,
602.) And Varro, De R e rust. I, 17, advises that difficult labor should be
performed rather by day laborers. Coli rura ab evgastulis $essimu~n est et
guidquid agitur a des$erantibus. Plin., H . N . XVIII, 7. Onttre genus a g r i
tolerabilius sub liheris colottis, p a m sub villicis. (Colunzella, De Re rust I, 7.)
I t has been estimated, that, in the West Indies, a negro slave performed only
one-third of the work performed by an Englishman in his own country.
( B . Edwavds, History of the British West Indies, 11, 131.) During the one
afternoon, in every week, in xbhich the negroes were allowed to work on
their own account, they accomplished as much as on other entire days.
Edinburgh R. IV, 842. Compare Bentham, Trait6 de Ltgislation I, 319.
Ch. Conzfe, Traitt de Ltgislation, 1827, Livre V.; Cairnes, The Slave-Power,
its Character, Career and probable Designs, 1862; Olnzsted, Journeys and
Explorations in the Cotton Kingdom, 1861.
5 While the older tyrants had prohibited idleness, Draco and Sololl eve11
under pain of degradation (see places in Bitchsensclriifz, Besitz und Erwerb,
260). Socvafes called the d(or;a the sister of Freedom (Aelian, V. H. X,
rq), and the axo,?j the most beautiful of all professions
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and after emancipation was as 3:8X; of barley-corn as 4:gX;
of oat-grain as 2%
The owners of serfs, especially, are apt to be very wasteful
of their labor, because they imagine that they obtain it gratis.
Tucker has made a curious calculation tending to show that
when civilization reaches a certain point, the master's self-interest leads to emancipation. In Russia, where there are
seventy-five persons to the English square mile, it seemed to
him that serfdom was still a good economic speculation. In
western Europe, where there were one hundred and ten persons to the square mile, freedom, in all relations of master and
servant, he considered more advantageous to all parties. Emancipation began in England in the fourteenth century, when that
country had a population of forty to the square mile, and was
completed in the seventeenth, when the population was ninetytwo to the square mile? Tucker concludes, that the turning
point comes,when the population is relatively to the number
of square miles as 66: I? Such a calculation cannot, of course,
be universally true. The free workman can usually command
a much larger portion of the sum total of economic profits
B . Prulzklin, Observations concerning the Peopling of New Countries
etc., 1751.
Monument erected to Bernstovy by his peasants, 8, 15. The ZdmoiSki
estates yielded, 17 years after eniancipation, three times as much as they did
when serfdom prevailed. Coxe, Travels in Poland, 1,22. The transformation
thalers;
of the serfs into hereditary farmers cost Count B e r n d o r f ~ m , m
but the revenue derived from his lands increased in consequence, in twentyfour years, from 3,000 to 2 7 , m thnlers. A n English mower can mow a
field two and three times as great as n Russian mower in a given time. If
the former receives daily wages equivalent to seventy pounds of wheat, and
the latter to only twelve, the Englishman's labor is still the cheaper; for he
turns out loo pounds of hay while the latter turns out only eight. Jucob,
43 seq. But the hiring out of serfs in the large cities of Russia yielded less
to their masters than in the interior. Storch, Handbuch, 11, 286.
8 Tz~cbev,
Progress of the United States, 1843, pp. r 11 ff. We need not call
attention to the inacci~racyof these figures, nor remark how little serviceable for our present purpose an average obtained from the density of population in different parts of Kussia, where such densities are themselves so very
different, would be.
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than can the slave or serf, who must be satisfied with the minimum necessary to support life? Hence, free labor is more
profitable to masters only when production in general is so
much enhanced thereby that a greater quantity of goods falls
to their share also. But this will always be the case where
workmen are capable of de~elopment.'~

SECTION LXXII.
EFFECT O F A N ADVANCE I N CIVILIZATION ON SLAVERY.

At the same time, the same degree of servitudc becomes
more and more oppressive to the bondman as civilization advances. The greater his intellectual progress, the more does
he feel the want of liberty, and the more keenly he experiences
the degradation of his condition. The development of luxury
digs a gulf between master and servant which grows wider
every day. (S 227 E) As commerce extends, it becomes
more profitable for the master to exact excessivc work from
his slave. In the West Indies, it was a problem which every
slaveholder solved for himself, whether, by immoderately increased production, which cost the lives of many slaves, the
gain in sugar was greater than the loss occasioned by the
9 The Spartans seemed to have counted on an adult free man for twice as
much coarse food as a bondsman. (Thucyd., VI, 16.)
10 Stcwnrt, Principles, I , 7, in accordance with historical data, says, that
the peasantry in our days work for other people, I.ecause they have wants
which can be satisfied only in this way ; because " they are slaves of their
own wants." T h e unquestionable superiority of free to slave labor, in point
of economy, has been dktelt upon especially by Tuugot, Sur la Formation et
la Distribution,
28,and by Adatn S~nith,Wealth of Nations, I, S, 111, 2.
But see J. B. Say, TraitC, I, ch. 19, and Storch, Handbuch, 11, 184. When
Nume, Discourses, No. X I , Populousness of ancient Xations, demonstrates
the greater cost of slavery from the fact that the master of slaves must either
breed or buy them, he forgets that in the case of free workmen he is obliged
to provide also for the support of the workman's children. Only, the slaveholder has, indeed, to advance the whole at once.
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consequent death of the negroes. When, with the advance of
civilization, the state guaranties to all more certain protection
of their rights than they enjoyed in a less advanced stage of
social improvement, the last check on masters, the fear of the
vengeance of their slaves, is r e m ~ v e d . ~Demoralization naturally increases in the same proportion; and that of the master
as well as that of his servants. S

SECTION LXXIII.
T H E S A M E SUBJECT CONTINUED.

This explains why it is that, in all countries, the power of
the state, in a period of transition towards a higher civilization, has endeavored to render slavery milder. Great credit is
due the Church in this regard. It soon extinguished slavery
entirely in Scandinavia,' and in portions of Europe it abolished
at least the sale of prisoners- to foreign countrie~.~The
lHwnboZdt, Cuba, I, 177. Ashworth, Tour in the.U. S. Cuba and Canada,
1861. The slaves in Louisiana were so overworked that they lived, on a n
average, scarcely seven years. Edinburg Rev., L X X X I I I , 73. Even the
Stoics were not agreed, whether it was right, in case of shipwreck, to sacrifice a cheap slave in order to save a valuable horse. (Cicero, de OR. 111, 23.)
Whether the self-interest of masters is an inducement to the mild treatment
of their slaves depends on the price for which fresh slaves may be obtained.
This is a strong reason why a high degree of civilization, where there are
not counteracting influences, must make slavery less endurable. T h e more
valuable slaves are, the worse is their condition. I n the unfertile Bahamas,
the price was B21 ; in Demarara, f 86. I n the former place they were required to do little work and were well fed and well clothed. Hence their
numbers have increased there, while in Demarara they have decreased.
(Edinburgh Rev., XLVI, 496, 180.)
2 Proverb: qzrot servi totidem hostes. (Macrob., Sat. I, XI, 13.)
3 Jcferson,
Notes on Virginia, 212. The chastity of both parties especially
suffers. The Zen0 of ancient comedy was a slave trader! Compare L. 27,
Digest, V, 3. I n the English n e g o ccdonies, it was not unusual for the
guests of the planters, even in the best families, on retiring, to ask the
accompanying servant for a girl, with as little concern as thev would in En. that state of Society as
gland for a light. (Negro Slavery, or a Creed of
i t exists in the United States and in the Colonies of the West Indies, London, I 823, 53.)
1 Even the law of Upland forbade the sale of Christians. The children of
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ConciZizmz Agathcuse, in the year 506,decreed that serfs should
not be killed by their masters at pleasure: but that they should
be brought before a tribunal of justice. (The manorial tribu
nals of more recent times.) Moreover, the numberless holidays of the church operated greatly in favor of the bondmen.
Pope Alexander 111. recommended their gradual emancipation." One of the principal steps in the way of progress was
made when they could no longer be sold singly, but only with
the village or on the estate to which they b e l ~ n g e d . ~T h e
feudal aristocracy improved the condition of the bondmen by
reducing a great number of freemen to their level.'? This
a slave and of a free person were born free. Emancipation was considered a
Christian act, to be performed for "the salvation of one's soul." Voluntary
slavery was prohibited in 1266, and Magnus Erichson forbade slavery generally from the year 1335. See Geijer, Geschichte von Schweden, pp. 157,185,
273. Estruj, in FuZcks N. Staatsburg Magazin, 1837, 179, K
¶ L . Alam, 137, 1. L. Fris., 17, 5. Decree of 960 concerning the abolition of the trade in Christ~anslavesbetween Germany, Italy and the Byzantine Empire. TufZ z~ndT/tomas, Urkunden der Staats-und Handelsgeschichte von Venedig, I, IS ff.
8 Tacit. Germ, 25. I n the Legg. Wallire 206 (Wolton) we read: I6Hero
endem potestns in sevvzun sztum ac in jumentum."
4 The council of London in I 102 forbade men to be sold like beasts. (Concil., ed. Venet. 1730, X I I , 1100, No. 27.) Gudravd, Polyptiques d71rminon,
Prolegg., zzo, describes a pedagogical model emancipation by the Church of
its own serfs. On the whole, the church contributed more towards the emancipation of the serfs of others than of its own. See ch. 39, C. X I I , qu. z ; c.
3,4; De Rebus eccl.
6In Flanders since the end of the twelfth century. Wnvnkoni~,Flandrische Staats und Rechtsgeschichte (T, 244).
6 I n what relates to Germany, compare Sugcnheim, Geschichte der Aufhebung der Leibeigenschaft in Europa, 1861,p. 350ff. Thedestruction of the old
manorial system (Hofwesen) in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, was
often unfavorable to bondmen and favorable to serfs. Maal,ev, Gesch. der
Frohnhtife, 11, 32. In Poland, where all were originally equal land-owners,
many sank gradually through poverty to the condition of the so-called
k~netes,who, although personally free, were not very far removed from slaves.
Beginning with the thirteenth century, a great number of immunities, after
the model of those accorded in Germany, were granted, by means of which
they lost, for the most part, their direct subjection to the emperor and the
empire alone. This was soon followed as a consequence by their personal
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could not be effected without a real amelioration of slavery;
and, later, when the feudal aristocracy declined, the older serfs
were, with those who had been formerly free, raised from their
abject condition. T h e sense of chivalry would not permit a
lord to be served by a bondman. T h e old adage "the serf
lives to serve and serves to live," by degrees, lost its force.
Serfs were required to perform certain tasks on the lands of
their master and to pay him a certain quantity of the produce
of their own. Heriots (nzortuarium), which became usual
from the 8th century (7. Grimmj, may be considered evidence that even bondmen were permitted to acquire and hold
property in their own right. Thus was one of the chief disadvantages of slavery, in an economic sense, removed? I t
may be afirmed, as characteristic of the aristocracy of feudal
times, that they treated those, who like the serfs were entirely
at their mercy, with much more consideration than those who
were free, and, although dependent on them, had certain rights
guarantied by contract. T h e absolute monarchy found in
oppression. (RopeZZ, Geschichte von Polen, I, p. 308 seq., and p. 570 seq.)
I n Bohemia, the old form of serfdom had so far disappeared in the fourteenth
century, that it might be said it was known only to history. But during the
reign of the weak king, Ladislaus 11, a new species of serfdom came into
vogue, the result of the preponderance of the aristocratic element. Pnlncky,
Gesch. \on Boh~nen,11, p. 33 seq.; 111, 31 seq. Aristocratic Denmark, before the peasant war of 1 2 j 5-1258, subjected the free peasantry who had been
leaseholders for a term of years to unlimited socage dcty. Waldetnar 111,
reduced to the same kind of service the land-owning peasantry, which especially from the date of Margaret's reign, developed into a species of glebreadscn2tio. From the sixteenth century, when the royal power almost disappeared, these public privileges were abandoned to the nobility to such an
extent that, in 1650, there were scarcely 5
, free~ peasants. Dahl~nnnn7t,111,
p. 73 seq. However the severity of tvnelcto~nmade way in the fourteenth
century for the rtor-nedsknp (modified bondage), a milder species of vassalage.
See Kolderup Rosenvi7zge, Grundriss der danischen Rechtsgeschichte, 3 g.+.
* T h e French expression mainmovie comes originally from the deprivation
of the right of inheritarice. I n Beaumanoir's tinie, 1283, it was customary,
after a number of serfs had lived together for a year and a day, for their
chattels movable to become the common property uf the comtnunit!.
(Wavn&mg, FranzBsische Rechtsgeschichte, 11, 157.)
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nearly all nations, at the opening of modern times, was forced
by its struggle with the mediaval aristocracy to favor the
emancipation of the serfs and of the lower classes. Even in
Russia, Iwan 111. (1462-1505)seems to have restored to the
peasantry the right of migration, of which they had been deprived by the invasion of the Mongols, nor did they lose it
again until the great troubles at the beginning of the seventeenth century, which gave the ruling power to the n ~ b i l i t y . ~
Where civilization has reached its highest development, the
irresistible power of public opinion, governed by the ideas of
the universal brotherhood of man and of democratic equality,
causes the abolition of all irredeemable and of all hereditary
relations of servitude?
8 In France, Louis X, made it a fiscal speculation to sell serfs their liberty
in whole districts, even against their will. His edict, Ordonnances, I, 5&3,
recognizes that all men are by nature free, and that France is not without
reason called the land of the Franks etc. Even in 1298, Philip IV. had exchanged the serfdom to the crown of several provinces for a land duty. The
last ruler of Dauphiny gave all the serfs of the crown their liberty gratis, in
1394 ( S t p n i i e i m , p. 130.) When the so-called cotrizrmes were written, there
were only nine provincees in which by local law serfdom was permitted.
The defeat of the jncqaei-ie injured the cause of emancipation in France in
the same way that the suppression of the war of the peasants did in Germany. About 1779, mainmovte was abolished in all lands of the crown, and
its proof made almost impossible in all others. ( WnmkBnig, 11, 151 seq.)
Yet it is said that there were 1 5 0 , m serfs de corps in France in 1789. (Ca.7sagttac, Causes de la Revolution, 111, 11.) Koloman, who died in 1114, forbade the slave trade in Hungary, and labored to raise all Christian slaves
to condilionnrii (renters). But the right of migration was abolished in 1351.
King Sigismund, and still more, Matthias Corvinus, restored it, after the
suppression of the war of the peasants, but in 151% it was again lost until
I 586. Further progress was arrested until the Urbarium of Maria Theresa.
9 I n Italy, Frederick 11. liberated all the serfs of the crown.
(Constitutt.
Regni Sicil., 164.) A model instance of emancipation at Bologna in 1256.
The serfs of the state were simply set at liberty; the freedom of those of
private persons was purchased with the money of the state, and a small
corn-tithe laid on the emancipated as a compensation for the cxpense incurred in their behalf. I n the future, there was not to be a bondman on
Bologna territory. T h e motives which led to this measure are a strange
ndmixture of Christianity and Democracy. (Muzzi, Annali di Bologna,
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SECTION LXXIV.
T H E S A M E SUBJECT CONTINUED.

It cannot be doubted, that an entirely direct leap from complete servitude to complete freedom may be attended by many
1840, I, 479.) Italy, a t the end of the fourteenth century, was entirely free
from Christian serfdom. (Muratori, Antt. Ital., I , 798.) I n the canton of
Berne, Switzerland, slavery was gradually abolished, the process commencing about the beginning of the fifteenth century. I t continued, however,
in ttie case of ordinary masters until 1798. Sugenheifn, p. 530 seq. I n
England, Alfred the Great's efforts towards the gradual abolition of slavery
( WiZKins, Leges, 29) remained without result. T h e steps taken by Williain
I, towards a much narrower end, however, seem to have been more successful. (Leges Will. Conq., 225, 229; Turner, Hist. of England, I, 135.) From
the time of the Norman conquest, prisoners of war ceased to recruit the
ranks of slavery. Under Henry 111 and Edward I, socage tenants became
more and more frequent; but, before long, their duties became less onerous,
and might be discharged by others hired for the purpose, instead of by theniselves. T h e first remarkable vestige of a class working for wages is met
with in the law of 1351, which may be considered an effort made by the
nobility to oppose the tendencies in. favor of emancipation, which were a
consequence of the development of cities. (Eden, State of the Poor, I, 7,
12, 30, 41,) Iffra, 5 175. Although the peasant war under Wat Tyler and
Straw, who wished to abolish servitude a t a blow, failed of its object, we find
that there were a great inany instances of emancipation by individuals in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries when death or sickness overtook them, in
which they declared the moral unfitness of slavery. (Wyc2;yke: &'When
Adam dalve and Eve span, who was then the gentleman?") Elizabeth liberated the last serfs of the crown. Compare 1 2 Charles 11, ch. 24, 1660.
Emancipation in the lowlands of Scotland was completed in 1j74. (T'tler,
Hist. of Scotland, 11, 260.)
10 Modern Emancipation Laws : in Prussia, 1719, 1807,1819; Lausitz; 1820,
Westphalia; in Austria, 1781 (Bohemia and Moravia), 1782 (other German
countries and Galicia); 1785 (Hungaria); Schleswig-IIolstein, 1804, after
many of the landed gentry had voluntarily emancipated their own serfs; in
Bavaria, in IS&; in the kingdom of Westphalia, in 1808; in Hessen-Darmstadt, in ISII; ill Wiirttemberg, in 1817; in Baden, in 17-83, 1820 in newly
acquired countries; in Mecklenburg, in 1820; in the kingdom of Saxony, in
1S32; in Hanover, in 1833. The law of 1702, abolishing serfdom in Denmark, was evaded until 1788, and in part, even until 1800 by the SclroZhnd
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evi!s. No man is "born free,"' but only with a faculty for
freedom; but this faculty must be developed. T h e knowledge and respect for law, and the self-control, which are the
conditions and limits of freedom, are never acquired without
labor, seldom without the making of grave mistakes, and never
except through the practice of them. A s a rule, both parties,
masters as well as servants, would like to get rid immediately
of all the inconveniences of the former condition and yet continue to enjoy its advantages. T h e servant, for instance, will
now yield no more the specific obedience of former times, but
demands still specific mildness from the land-owner, or loaner
of capital, his former master. It is inevitable that there should
be complaints on both sides.2 But in the higher stages of economic culture, the relation of paternal protection and childlike
(clod-bond) introduced in its stead. The only Christian people in Europe,
who, until recently, kept serfs, was the Russian. The serfs of Russia, in
1834, numbered ~Z,IXQ,OCO, i. e., about 40 per cent. of the entire populatibn
I n the meantime, the law of February 19,1861, passed after four years of
preparation, fixed the date of emancipat~onat the beginning of the year $863.
Slavery has been abolished in the United States since January I, 1863; first
of all in all portions of the country engaged in rbbellion.
11 There is a very interesting discussion in the Journ. des Economistes for
June 1863, of the question whether the owners of serfs are entitled to compensation on their emancipation, by Labozrlaye, WoZ~vsRi,Lavwgne, Garnier,
Simon and others. I n the United States it would have required $z,ooo,ooo,ooo
to fully compensate the slave-holders for depriving them of their slaves.
(Quart. R., Jan., 1874, I@.) Compare my view, Roscher, Nationaltikonomik
des ~ c k e r b a u e s , 124.
natural freedom " for twenty-four hours,
1 Leave a new-born child to its
and it will in all probability be dead at the end of the time!
KZez'n's
2 Compare Edinburgh Review, L X X X I I I , 64 ff., April, 1851, 333.
Annalen XXV, 70, ff. Even in the fifth book of Moses, 15, 13, E.,we see
that experience had taken into consideration that a freed serf without capital
or landed property might very readily be in a worse condition than he was
; the United States, the anticipation that the emancipated negroes
before. 1
might diminish in numbers has not been realized. T h e census of 1870
showed a negro population of 4,880,000, nearly ten per cent. more than in
1860. The increase of the number of churches, schools and savings banks
also bears testimony to the prosperity of the negro. (R. Somws, The Southern States since the War, 1871.)
VOL. I.-15
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obedience between the different classes of the people, which,
even in medieval times, never obtained in all its purity, is certainly unrecallable. Hence it is, that all hope of a bettercondition of things is based only on this, that the lower classes
may as soon as possible attain to true independence?

SECTION LXXV.
T H E SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED.

Even in antiquity, the principal nations of the world could
not keep the humanizing influence of civilization from making itself felt on their slaves. And if they did not go so far
as to bring about the total abolition of slavery, it is unhesitatingly to be attributed to their religious inferiority? In
Athens, during the Peloponnesian war, it was almost impossible to distinguish the slaves from the poorer freemen by their
looks or dress. Their treatment was mild in proportion as
desertion was easier by reason of the smallness of the state or
the frequency of war. It was forbidden to beat them; and
only a court of justice could punish them with death.2 Emancipation, in individual cases, was very frequent, and the names
of Agoratos and of the law-reviser Nicomachos show how
great a part an emancipated slave might play in the nation?
3

7.S. Mill, Principles, 10, ch. 7.

to the Jews, see Ewald, Geschichte von Israel, I 2, p. 198. I n general,
see H. JVnllon, Hist. de I'Esclavage dans l'Antiquit6, 11, 1847.
9 Thuryd. IV, 27; Xcnofh. De Re. rep. Art. I, 10 R., AristoPR. Nubes, 6;
Antijh. De Czede Herod, 727. In the "Frogs" of Aristophanes, the relation between the slave Xanthias and his master is eloquent testimony to the
good treatment he received. Slaves enjoyed great freedom of speech. ( D c tnosth. Phil. 111, 1x1.) Concerning masters accused of cruelty, see Dcmoslh.
Ather,. VI, 266. The slave who had been ill-treated might
Mid. 529,
. . 7.
seek refuge in a temple, after which his master was compelled to sell him.
(Schol. Aristoph. Equitt. 1309. PZuinrrh, Thes. 36.)
3 Slaves might purchase their own fkeedom with theirfcculizutz. See Petit.
Legg., Art. 11, 179. There were many who lived entirely on their ow11 account, paying a certain duty or tax to their masters, and who were well able
1 As
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The helot system of the Lacedemonians preserved much
longer a great deal more of medieval barbarism; but even
here, we may infer from the frequent uprisings and emancipations of the helots, from their services in war etc., that their
lot was made less hard than it had been."
Among the Romans, with whom war and conquest were
so long considered the principal means of acquisition, slavery was relatively very hard? But, later, there came to be
several difGerent grades of slavery (servi wdinarii and mediastini etc.); and in slavery every, gradation denotes some amegoration of condition? The slave obtained the right to possess resources of his own (j5eculi~m).~ In addition to this,
to make savings. R. F. Herntann, Privatalterthtimer,
13, 9, SS, I I E See
the instance in Plato, D e Rep. VI, 495, wheie a slave who had grown wealthy
asks the daughter of his former master in marriage. Moreover, there was a
general indisposition to hold Greeks as slaves. (Philostr. Apoll. VIII, 7,12.)
The case cited in DetnosM. ad". Nicostr. 1249 ff., is all the stronger on this
account.
4 Under Cleomenes, many purchased their freedom with their own means.
Plutarclr, Cleom. 23. A t an earlier period, men like Lysandros, Gylippos,
Kallikratidos had belonged to a class composed of the children of slaves
brought up as citizens.
6 Cicero, pro Mursena, IX, 22.
'Think of the subterranean evgastukz, the fettered door-keepers and the
gladiatorial exhibitions.
7 Even from the time of Plautus, the servi honestiores were wont to keep vicnvios, or subordinate slaves. Plaut. A s ~ n .I, 4, Seneca D e Tranq. Anim. B
Compare Cicwo, Parad. V, 2. Qf the slaves of the state, the public scribes
were sometimes found in excellent circumstances,
8 The pecul~utnwas fully developed in the time of Plautus and Terence.
Compare I'euelrf., Phorm. I, I. I t was customary to promise slaves their
freedom as soon as they had acquired a certain $eczrliti?n. (Dio?ys. Hal.,
Antt. Rom., IV, 24. Tac., Ann., XIV, 42.) Humane masters permitted
their slaves to dispose freely of their $eculiu?iz by will. (Plin., Ep., VIII, 16.)
There were many of the Romans who gave thcir slaves a fixed salary, from
which they could make savings. (Sencc., Epist., So, 7.) Shepherds raised
some sheep for themselves alone. (Plaut., Asin., 111, I, 36; Varro, R. R.,
1, 17, 7.) Premiums were offered for certain products (Afhen., VI, 274 d),
and there were cases even in which businesses were farmed out to slaves.
(Corp. Inscr. Gr., No. 4,713 f.) T h e servi publid had the right to dispose of
the half of what they owned, by will. (Ulfiian, XX, 16.) Contracts of loan
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emancipation became much more frequent in the Iater republic; so much so, that Augustus considered it necessary to pass
laws taxing frivolous emancipation. (L. Aelia Sentziz and
Ft~ria.) Where men like T'erence, Roscius, Tiro, Phsedrus
and the father of Horace rose from the condition of slavery, the treatment of slaves cannot have been entirely brutalizing.I0 Under the emperors who oppressed the free citizens,
legislation was directed more than ever towards the protection of the slaves." Instead of permanent slavery, a condition
of things was introduced and became more general every day,
one in which the bondman might contract a legal marriage,
have property of his own, and in which he was protected
against an arbitrary increase of the quota he had to pay his
master, whether in money or produce, although he stiil remained bound to the land. This class was formed not only of
the miginarii, or those born into it, but also of a large number
of impoverished freemen, barbarian prisoners of war etc.'""
were sometimes made between master and slave. (PZal., Cato, I, 21, L., 49,
g 2, Digest, XV, I.)
Compare Tncit., Ann., XIII, 26 seq. During the time from 356 to 21 I
A. C., it seenls that there were, on an average, 1,380 slaves emancipated
yearly. (Durerzu de la Malle, Economie polit. des Romains, I, 290 R.)
IOConcerning the highly educated slaves of Atticus, of the like of whom
the Greeks had formerly few examples, see Drzonasn, Geschichte Roms.,
V, 66. The high prices, ~oo,ooo,and even zcqocc~sesterceq, paid fur slayes,
suppose a very high degree of education. (Murlihl, I, 59; II1,62; XI, 70;
Senecn, Ep., 27.) But even Cicero was ashamed of his affliction over the
death of an exceptionally clever slave. (Ad. Att., I, 12.)
A t an ea~lierperiod, even the censor had punished cruel masters. But
most of what was done to prevent the arbitrary condemnation to death of
slaves, their castration etc., and to give them rights against their masters for
libidinous acts towards them, for cruelty and insufficient support, or the furnishing them with bad food, was done after the time of Hadrian. (Cornpale
Se~ze~.a,
de Benef., 111, 22; de Ira, 111, 40, Suclon., Claud, 25, Dom., 7; Sjnvitan., Hadr., IS;C;nius, I, 53; L., I, 2, Digest, I, 6; L., I , 8, D., I, 12; L ,
I, 5 2, D., XLVII, 8 ; L., I ; Cod., IX, 14; Contra, see Dio Cfzss, I, V, 17.)
However, the m%@rtecisque jofeslas existed in the time of Justinian. (Zi~tt.
tnern,Geschichte des rilm., Privatrechts, I, 2, 661 E.)
11Salvina, De Gubern. Dei, V, 8. Theod., Cad. V, 4. Ermenis, Paneg
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T H E DOMESTIC S E R V A N T SYSTEM.

In most countries the servant system developed itself gradually out of serfdom, or of some condition of tutelage analogous thereto. This is seen most clearly in the long continuance
of forced service, by which the subjects of the lord of the fee
were compelled to allow their children to remain in the court
of the lord as servants, either without any remuneration whatever, or for very low wages fixed by long continued custom.'
Here, also, belongs the right of correction, so generally accorded to masters in former times. In the higher stages of
civilization, the whole relation is wont to be resolved more and
more into freedom of competition; and this process is wont to
take place earliest and most strikingly in the cities. Where
vast numbers of men are brought together, demand and supCoast. S, g. Trebell, Poll. Clayd., g. Justi?t. Cad., XI, 26, 47. Compare v.
SauLgny, Ueber den rdmischen Colonat. Berliner Akad., 1822-23.
18 The figures given in Athen., VI, 103, concerning the number of bondtnen in Greece arealmost incredible. For Attica alone, the estimates vary
~
in the Mem. de 1'Acaddmie des Inscr., 1822, 192,
between I I O , (Letroane,
ff.) and qoo,ooo (Atheil. 1. C.),while the free men are estimated at from ~ p , m
to 150,m. In Rome, during the time fiom the e pulsion of the kings until
the destruction of Carthage, the number of the slaves remained about the
same. (Blair, State of slavery among the Romans, 1833, 10, 15.) On the
other hand, Dzrrenrr de la MaIZe is of opinion, that 111 576 B. C., the number of
slaves was to the number of free men as I to 25, and in 225 B. C. (including
the metics), as 22 to 27. (Economie polit. des Romains I270 K, 296.) Cotnpare Cato, de Re. rust. I, 3, IV, X, 1 X I ; I, XVII, XVIII, I. I n Germany,
the number of bondmen, from the eighth to the tenth century, was estimated
to be at least as great as that of free men. (Grimm, D. Rechtsaltherthumer,
334.) Among the Anglo Saxons, before the Norman conquest, it was much
higher, even three-fourths of the entire population. (Turner, Hist. of the A.
S,1
1 g.) Compare on the subject of this whole chapter my paper in the
Archiv. der polit CEkonomie, N. F., l V , 30 ff.
KUntrupj, Abhandlung der Lehre vom Zwangsdirnste, 1801. Frequently,
the lord had only a right of preference in case the children of the tenant desired to abmdon the parental roof and take service elsewhere.
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ply of services meet most easily. The nearer in the course of
this development the servant system approaches to piece-wages
and day-wages, the shorter does the customary (presumptive)
duration of the contract last ," the more voluntary is the period
of leave-taking by both par tie^;^ the more does the entire relation tend to be limited to single acts of service agreed upon
in advance (S 39), and the more frequently do both parties endeavor to supply the place of the domestic servants by workmen who receive wages and live outside of the family.' The
extreme of this direction at present is the servant-institutes in
cities, the more movable and more democratic character of
which finds expression in this, that they have extended the
use of personal services to a lower circle of consumers than
could previously have thought of employing them. In Eng% I nAdatn Smith's time, in England, the presumption was that a servant
had been hired for a year. (I, 2, 15 ed., Bas.) Frederick the Great's ordinance of 1769, on this subject, forbade any one to enter into service for a
shorter time than this (11, S) I E),while the Saxon ordinance of 1835, on the
same matter, allowed engagements by the month, in cities. Darjes, Erste
Griinde der Cameralwissenschaften, 2d ed. (1768), p. 432, demands thaq servants should always hire themselves for at least four or five years, and that
their masters should have, during the whole of this time, the right to en,force
the contract. I n North America, however, service by the month has become
customary and general, and no.notice of the dissolution of the contract is, as
a rule, required. (Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift,' 1853~11,191.)In Switzerland,
contracts for service by the week are frequently made even by country servants. (BiSltmnert, Arbeiterverhh., 11, 157.)
aIn the south of England, farm hands were used to change service only at
Michaelmas. The choice of such a date made farmers very dependent on
them, as it fell in harvest time. (Marshall, Rural Economy of' the Southern
Countries, 11, 233.) A similar complaint in Cleves. (Schwerz, Rheinischwestphalische Landw., 21 E.) In JUlich, a half year's notice was required,
during which time the servant who had received it, performed his work with
disgust, and stirred up his fellow servants against their master. (Schwerz,
11, 87.)
4The families of day laborers, to whom the owner of the land gives the
use of a house, small garden, a cow etc., constitute such a transition; and
also, workmen who are fed. I n Brandenburg, in 1644, only married persons
or widowers with children were permitted to work as day laborers. (My
lius, C. C. Mwch., V, I, 3, X I.)
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lish agriculture this transition was completed mainly in the
third decade of this century. The change was unquestionably
favorable to the improvement of the art of agriculture, but it
was frequently damaging to the social relation existing between the rich and the poor in the ~ o u n t r y . ~In Germany, the
sale of the public domains, conscription and Landwehr duty
have operated in this direction! Hence it is, for instance, that
in Prussia, the servants, in 1816, were 15.18 per cent. of the
entire male population over 14 years of age, and 17.84 per
cent. of the entire female population over 14 years of age. In
1861, on the other hand, there were only 11.88 and 12.93 per
cent., respectively, while the number of day laborers and workmen, in the same time, increased from 16.29 per cent. males,
and 10.87 per cent. females, to 20.95 and 16.65 per cent., res~ectively.~In most civilized countries, the grade of society
WakeyWd, Swing Unmasked, or the Causes of rural Incendiarism, 1831.
"y means of the former, the number of independent small householders
was much increased in the country. Masters feel indisposed to hire young
men liable to be subjected to military duty, because they may be called away
a t the moment their services are most needed. The returning soldier, as a
rule, feels above doing menial service. (Schwerz, passim, I, 191 R., 236)
O n this account, servants' wages in Cleves rose much higher than those of
day laborers. (194.) I n Belgium, a farm hand cost, on an average, 400
francs a year; a day laborer, counting 300 working days to the year, only
339 francs. (Horn, Statist. GemBlde, 175.) I n the Palatinate, day laborers who receive nothing but their wages cost their masters less than those
who receive only their food; and servants are the dearest of all. (Hanssnl,
Archiv der Politischen (Ekonomie, N. F. X, 243.) If servants were relib
tively more poorly paid in 1813than day laborers (Lotr, Revision, 111, 147)~
it was because of the a t least temporary retrogression of civilization which
every great war causes.
7 Engel, Preuss. Statist. Jahrb., 11, 261. Services which contributc to pcrsonal convenience are naturally committed much less frequently to independent day laborers than those which aid in production proper. Hcnce it
is, that, as civilization advances, house-servants, especially of the female scr,
constitute an ever-increasing portion of the total number of servants. I n
Prussia, in 1816,the number of servants who ministered to personal comfort
was only 4.19 per cent. of the total number of servants engaged in industry;
of female servants, it was 13.4 per cent. I n 1861,on the other hand, the
percentages were 8.4 and 37.2. I n Great Britain, of the total number of
6
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from which servants are recruited grows lower and lower as
the spirit of independence extends to the deeper strata of humanity.0
The servant class may continue a long time yet to be a
school of development for those of the lower classes, who, ripe
in body, arz not intellectually independent; just as the duty
of bearing arms has been a school of improvement for all male
youth. Life-long servants are as seldom to be desired as lifelong soldiers.
In most places, the long transition period from complete
bondage to free competition was governed by a police system
of wardship, which was very unfavorable to the servant class.
Such especially was the provision that all young people of the
lower classes, who could not expressly show that they were
employed under the paternal roof or at some trade, should be
compelled to seek some outside or inland work;g such also
was the strict prohibition of "usurious " wage-claims, and
the "decoying " of servants from their masters.'O Besides, a
servants over zo years of age, only 2 per cent. were engaged in personal
services. I n 1841, they were gf per cent. (Madigzgev.) I n France, in
1851, 2 . j per cent. of' the whole population were in dotnesticild. (Stat. off.)
I n England, now more especially, out of farm-hand day laborers: Edinburgh Rev., April, 1862.
A chief element in the earlier organization of labor!'
So, also, in the
Magdeburg Gesindeordnung (service-regulation) of 1789.
'0 Saxon Landesordnzm~grnof 1482 and 1543. Cod. August. I, 3, 23.
The
Gesindeordrzt~rag(service regulation) of Frederick the Great, threatened
with the house of correction the receivers, and under certain circumstances
also the givers of wages higher than the fixed rate of wages;but as a &'matter
of course," the payment of wages less than this was permitted. (V, 7 )
Great care was taken that wages greater than the law allowed should not be
evaded by the payment of arrlta or payment in prduce. The same law
forbade the deprivation of the servant of his right to determine the service
by making of loans to him on long time (11, 7.) Even v. Bevg, Handbuch
des deutschen Polizeirechts, calls it a duty of the public authorities charged
with the protection of property and of the public security, to see to it that
there be no lack of good servants, and that the public (as if those who sell
their services were not a part of it) should not be made the vlctims of exorbitant demands in the matter of servants' wages Ymg, more humane, d a
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great many provisions relating to servants, and based on views
belonging to an older economic condition, were intended to
throw obstacles in the way of farm hands and country servants l1 becoming servants in towns; and, on the other hand, to
facilitate the speedy abandonment of service in all cases in
which the servant desired to marry.12 All these preferences
in favor of one class of contractors, and at the cost of another,
are radically opposed to the modern political spirit. The laws
relating to servants are wont, in our day, to have but one object, the prevention, by registration with the police, of fraud
and breach of contract, and of all strife and litigation by the
legally formulating of the conditions which are very frequently
tacitly understood.
T h e ideal of the relation of master and servant is attained
when it is considered by both as a part of the life of a Christian
family.ls Hence, benevolence on the one side and devotedness on the other, fidelity on both sides, disinterested care for
the present and future interests each of the other taquam
sua; and especially for each other's eternal future. Whether
this state of mutual feeling is best furthered by the patriarchal
system, by a police system, or by free competition, it is scarcely
possible to say. It may, however, be affirmed that it depends
upon a mutual and continued denial of self not easy to attain.
mands that the authorities shall protect, especially, the weaker party. (Grundlehre der Staatswirthschaft, 1792, 700.) I n Prussian legislation, the Silesian
rescript of March 13, 1809, is the beginning of the new order of things.
(Rabe, Sarnrnl. preuss. Gesetze, X, 59 E.) The Obevtribanal, or high court,
decided, in 1874, that the bringing back of absconding servants by the police,
which the law concerning servants of 1810 provided for, should not be allowed to occur any more.
11 Ordinance of the elector of Saxony of 1766, prohibiting the inhabitants
of cities to take an apprentice from among the peasantry, unless he had serve'd
at least four years as a farm hand, beginning with his fourteenth year. Similarly, in Prussia in 1781.
' 9 In Berlin, even before the ' l populationistischen " period: Fidicin, Histor.
diplom. Beitrage zur Gesch. der Stadt Berlin, I, 101. (From the year
1397.1
'31 Peter, 2, 18 E;I Timoth., 6, KZ; Ephes., 6, 5; Philem., 15 ff.
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Where it really prevails, all the advantages of the piece-work
system are obtained in a worthy and organic manner, and
without its atomistic drawbacks.14
'4 In the German colonies of Mennonites in Russia, every youth serves a
few years in the family of some other peasant. This is considered a sort of
school. Wages are of course very large, and the treatment very mild.
v. Haxthatrsen, Studien, 11, 185. Southwestern Germany where small landed
proprietors are many, something very analogous to this continues. (v. d.
Goltz, loc. cit, 452.)

Sec. LXXVII.]

CAPITAL.

CHAPTER V.
COMMUNITY OF GOODS AND PRIVATE
PROPERTY.
CAPITAL-PROPERTY.

SECTION LXXVII.
CAPITAL.

-IMPORTANCE

O F PRIVATE PROPERTY.

As human labor can attain its full development, only on the
supposition that personal freedom is allowed to develop to its
full economic importance and dimensions, so capital can develop its full productive power only on the supposition of the
existence of the freedom of personal property. Who would
save anything, that is, give up present enjoyment, if he were
not certain of future enjoyment?l The legitimacy of private
property has, since the time of Locke? been based, by the
greater number of political economists, on the right inherent
in every workman, either to consume or to save the product
of his labor. But it should not be forgotten here that, at least
in the higher stages of the economy of a nation, scarcely any
work or saving is possible without the coiiperation of society.
And society must be conceived not only as the sum-total of
the now living individuals that compose it, but in its entire
For a masterly exposition of the doctrine that the right of prescription or
limitation is related to the politico-economical necessity of property, see
rohn Stunrt Mill,Principles, 3, 11, ch. 2, sec. 2.
9Locke, On Civil Government, 11, 5 25-51 ; and so L. Meradelssohtr, Jerusalem (17S3), 32 ; Thiers, Du Droit de la PropridtC (1849).
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past, present and future, and also as being led 2nd borne onward by eternal ideas and wants.s
aModern writers, in their attempt to find a philosophical basis for the right
of property, have taken two principal directions, the first a juridrcal, the second a political one. The axiom, yes ?ttillius ceditprz?no occtifinti (compare L.
3, Digest, X L I , I), explains only the smallest part of the relations of property, and that only because of a very fortuitous circumstance. According: to
Hobbes (Leviathan, zq), property has its origin in the recognition of it by the
power of the state, by the atitoritk p u b l i y ~ qthe gorrvernen~e?zt(Bosszict, Politique tirte de l'Ecriture, Sainte, L. 3, 4), or as Motztesqciieu (Esprit des Lois
XXVI., 15)more mildly expresses it, in the laws. T h e application of this
principle would, on account of the extreme changeableness of the laws of
every state, lead to most extreme insecurity, and to a steady oscillation from
one Utopia to another, from one revolution to another, if it were not, at the
same time, recognized that each one had a just title to the acquisitions he
had made, not because the law, for the time being existing, acknowledged
the right, but because they were the product of his labor and saving. T h e
theory which bases the right of property on contract cannot be objected to
with as much reason. Thus, Huge Grotitis, Jus Belli et Pacis, 11, 2, who
even justifies the occupation of things without an owner, on the supposition
..
of the existence of an ~mpliedcontract. I t is very characteristic of the English, that in their political language, the words liberty " and " property "
are so frequently found in each other's company. I n one of his classic
speeches made by Fox in 1784,he gives a definition of liberty which begins with the words, l L I tconsists in the safe and sacred possession of a man's
property" etc. T h e recent doctrine, not unfi-equently to be met wlth, that
every man has a right to an amount of property corresponding to hls wmts,
may be used to sanction all kinds of socialistic inferences. A n entirely bew~lderedand bewildering description is to be found in Puorrdl,oa's Qu'est ce
que la Proprittg, 1848,as the precursor of which Bvissot's Recherches philosophiques sur le Droit de Proprittd et le Vol, may be considered. I n medieval times, there are always a multitude of other titles to property besides
production and saving. T h e title which is held in highest esteem for the
time being is always because of this very extreme vis-a-vis of all other
titles, strengthened and made general.

SIZC.'LXXVIII.] SOCIALISM AND COW~J&TNISM.

SECTION LXXVIII.
SOCIALISM AND COMMUNISM.

In opposition to this, the idea of a community of goods has
found favor, especially in times when the four following conditions met:'
A. A well-dejned coy5rontation of rich and pm-. So long
as there is a middle class of considerable numbers between
them, the two extremes are kept, by its moral force, from coming into collision. There is no greater preservative against
envy of the superior classes and contempt for the inferior, than
the gradual and unbroken fading of one class of society into
another. S'erate miser;, ca.ietefeZices/ In such a state of
social organization, we find the utmost and freshest productive
activity at every round of the great ladder. Those at the
bottom are straining every nerve to rise, and those higher up,
1 The word socialism brought into use by L. Reybaud is as ambiguous as
the word communism is simple and Intelligible. Rut most socialists agree
that actual society l' (which is indeed to be distinguished from the state) is,
together with its foundations, the existing relations of property and the
family, entirely wrong. A radical reconstruction, they say, is needed to
remove forever the chief evil of this system, viz.: the glaring difference between the rich and the poor, the educated and the uneducated. The difference betwcen the doctrines of the socialists and of Political Economy does
not, by any means, consist in this, that the former concerns itself more with
the welfarc of the lower classes, or even that it glves wider scope to economy in cotnlnon. But socialism is, indeed, a living or housekeeping in
common (Genzfiia7vit~thsJnft),which goes far beyond the feeling for thecommon interest (Geinainsinn). Such economy in common is always opposed to
freedom, and, at its first introduction, contrary to law. I t can guaranty no
compensation to those who have suffered from violence or force, because it
leads to a thoughtless and wasteful exhaustion of the nation's resources, in.
asmuch as it weakens the incentive to industry and frugality. Political Econ.
omy, on the other hand, recommends an es$uop~viziionM hen the incentives
to industry and frugality are thereby strengthened; and the increased resources thus obtained serve it, as full compensativn to those \"hose property
has been exfrofrinted.
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not to fall below. But where {he rich and the poor are separated by an abyss which there is no hope of ever crossing,
how pride on the one side and envy on the other rage! and
especially in the foci of industry, the p e a t cities, where the
deepest misery is found side by side with the most brazenfaced luxury, and where the wretched themselves conscious of
their numbers, mutually excite their own bad passions. It
cannot, unfortunately, be denied, that when a nation has attained the acme of its development, we find a multitude of
tendencies prevailing to make the rich richer and the poor, at
least reIativeIy poorer, and thus to diminish the numbers of
the middle class from both sides; unless, indeed, remedial influences are brought to bear and to operate in a contrary
directioma
B. A high dcgrce o f t k e divisio~toflabm, by which, on the
one hand, the mutual dependence of man on man grows ever
greater, but by which, at the same time, the eye of the uncultured man becomes less and Iess able to perceive the connection existing between merit and reward, or service and remuneration. Let us betake ourselves in imagination to Crusoe's island. There, when one man, after the labor of many
months, has hollowed out a tree into a canoe, with no tools
but an animal's tooth, it does not occur to another who, in the
meantime was, it may be, sleeping on his bear-skin, to contest
the right of the former to the fruit of his labor. How direrent this from the condition of things where civilization is advanced, as it is in our day; where the banker, by a single
stroke of his pen, seems to earn a thousand times more than
a day-laborer in a week; where, in the case of those who loan
money on interest, their debtors too frequently forget how
laborious was the process of acquiring the loaned capital by
the possessors, or their predecessors in ownership. More especially, we have, in times of over-population," whole masses
9 See Roschiiw, Betrachtungen tlber Socialismus und Communismus, Ber
liner Zeitschrift fUr Geschichtwisaensch,lft,1845,III, 422 ff.
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of honest men asking not alms, but only work, an opportunity
to earn their bread, and yet on the verge of starvation?
C. A violent sluzking m per$lexing o f public @inion itz its
relation to thefeeling o f Rzght, by revolutions, especially when
they follow rapidly one on the heels of anotha-, and take opposite directions. On such occasions, both parties have generally
prostituted themselves for the sake of the favor of the masses;
and the latter have become conscious of the changes which the
force of their arms may effect. In this way, it is impossible
that until order is again entirely established, the reins of power
should not be slackened in many ways at the demands of the
multitude. In this way, too, they are stirred up to the making
of pretentious claims which it is afterwards very difficult to
silence. In every long and far-reaching revolution, whether
undertaken in the interest of the crown, the nobility or the
middle classes, we find, side by side with the seed it intended
to sow, the tares of communism sprout up.
D. Pretensions
the lower classes in consequence ofa d e w
crlztic constitutio:z. Communism is the logically not inconsistent exaggeration of the principle of equality. Men who always hear themselves designated as "the sovereign people,"
and their welfare as the supreme law of the state, are more
apt than others to feel more keenly the distance which separates their own misery from the superabundance of others.
And, indeed, to what an extent our physical wants are determined by our intellectual mould! The Greenlander feels comfortable in his mud hut, with his oil-jug. An Englishman in
the same condition would despair.' '

of

.

--

a Vzvre en trnvrzrZZant ou nrnririr en co~nbuffunt- the device on the flags of

the mutinous silk-weavers at Lyons, in 1832.
4 We are so assured by Varrban (Dime Royale, 34 seq), of the later years
of the reign of Louis XIV, that nearly
of the French people begged,
that 2ncould give no alms, because they were themselves on the very brink
of indigence;
were f o r t maZaisks, ernbnmss/s de dcttes et de procb;
scarcely one per cent. could be said to b e f o r f d Zeur aise. How much better
off is the present Parisian workman! And yet, at that time, there was not
the least spread of communistic doctrines. It is indeed seldom that corn
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SECTION LXXIX.
SOCIALISM AND COMMUNISM.
(~ONTINUID.)

What has justebeen said will serve to explain why, in the
following four periods of the world's history, socialistic and
communistic ideas have been most widespread: among the
ancients at the time of the decline of Greece,' and in that
;~
the modof the degeneration of the Roman R e p u b l i ~ among
pletely down-trodden men react against their wretchedness with great energy.
" I f my cajrice be the source of law, then my enjoyment may be the source
of the division of the nation's resources." StaAl, Rechtsphilosophie, II,z, 7 2 .
l That the socialism of Plato, De Repub., V, was no mere fancy, is proved
by the polemic which Aristojhanes directs against it in his Ecclesiazuses.
See also Aristot., Polit., 11, 2, Schn. I n the contemporary practice of the
Greeks, with the increasing democratization of the state, it became more and
more usual for it to bear the expense of the outlay for the means of subsistence of the great crowd. (See Pluiarck, Cimo, 10.) Every act of public life
was paid for. Citizens were paid for attending popular meetings three oboli
per day, while the pay of the soldiers was six, and that of the sailors three.
(Tkldcyd., 111, 17; VII, 27; VIII, 45.) The pay of the commonest day laborer was Crom three to four oboli per day. Aristojhan., Eccl., 310, and Pollax,
VII, 29. The number of magistrates was very large, in order that as many
as possible might participate in this species of remuneration. Thus, in
Athens, when it had only about 20,000 inhabitants, there were 6,000 judges.
I n addition toall this, there were numberless feasts, plays, banquets etc., which
were offered to the people gratis. The wealthy who were compelled to meet
all the expense thus incurred, lived in such a state of terror of the populace,
t h a t they considered their own impoverishment as a species of deliverance.
(xenoplr., Conviv., 4, and Lysias, pro Bonis.) Isocrates called it much more
dangerous to be rtch than to commit a crime, sinke in the latter case one
might obtain a pardon or a mild punishment. (De ~ e r k u t .p.
, 160.) (Lysias, De Invalido, de sacra Olea, seq.) There is little difference between this
state of things and a semi-community of goods. Only that, indeed, the great
mass of the slaves were escluded from enjoying them. The contrast which
somewhat later distinguished the Cynics from the Cyreno-Epicureans affords a striking analogy to that which, in our own times, exists between the
pure socialists and the worshipers of mammon after the fashion of Doctor
Ure. Concerning the utopia of lambslos, see Diodov., 11, 55 d
Our sources of information concerning the division of the Roman republic into a moneyed oligarchy, and the proletariat are very numerous. Corn
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erns in the age of the Reformation: and again, in our own
day.'

SECTION LXXX.
SOCIALISM A N D COMMUNISM.
(COXTINUXD.)

We thus see, that the attempts made by socialism and communism are, by no means, phenomena unheard of in the past,
pare i n z a , fj 205. The speeches of the Gracchi (e. g. Plut., T. Gracchus, g),
and still more the violent discourses of Catiline's conspiracy (Sallust, Cat.,
20, 23, 37-39), remind us very forcibly of the shibboleths of modern socialism. We very frequently meet with the expression of a longing desire to
return to the most uncivilized and hoary past, when there was no money and
no wealth-an aspiration which lies at the very foundation of communism.
Thus VivgiZ, Geo., I, 125, E., Tibull. I, 3, 35, K Propert. 11, 13, 111, 5, 11;
Seneca, Epist., go; Senec., Oct. 11, Hz&5ol., 11, 2; Plin., H. N. XXXII, 3. On
the other hand, the practice of supporting the populace at the expense of
great candidates or of the state, was developed to a very great extent. The
masses lived very largely by the sale of' their right of suffrage to the highest
bidder. A t the election of consuls in the year 54, 500,000thalers were otiered
to the century called on to vote first. (Cicero, ad Quintum 11,I 5; ad. A. H.
IV, IS.) Even Cnto had a part in such bribery. (Szdeton., Caes., 19.) In the
social reform of the younger Gracchus, besides the limitation of large landownership: the principal points were the following: the sale of wheat under
the market price, but only to the inhabitants of Rome itself; the construction of great highways in Italy; colonization at the expense of the state, and
the increase of soldiers' pay. (Ritsch, Gracchen, 392 ff.) The socialistic plans
of Rullus went much further. Were his agrarian laws put in execution, he
would have confiscated very nearly the entire country in the interest of the
(~icero,D e Lege agrar.) Rome twice expoor, and of their demagog;es!
perienced a social revolution of the most frightful character, one by which a
great portion of all private goods feli into the hands of the propertyless (soldiers), who knew nothing of how to turn it to account or to invest it-under
Sulla, and then under the later Triumviri. (Compare Afiian, Bell. civil.,
V, 5, 22.) Complaints concerning the latter, in Norat., Epist., I, 2, 49; Vivgil,
Buc., IX, PS; Tiball. I, I, 19, IV, I, 182; Propert., IV, I, 129. The elder
Gracchus had promised compensation to the last possessors. Tabtcle rrov~e
of Cinna, Catiline, Czlius, Dolebella. Clodius introduced the distribution
of wheat, which according to Cicero pro Sext., 25, ate up almost one-fifth of
the public revenues. About 3 2 0 , persons
~
were, In this way, supported for
a long period of time (Sueton., Caes, 41, Dio C., XLIII, 21 ; L. LV, IO),but
only in such a manner as to keep them from starvation. (Sallust, 268 ed.
VOL.I.-16
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and peculiar to modern times, as the blind adherents and opponents of them would have us believe. They are rather disBip.) T o all this was soon added distributions of salt, meal and oil, also free
baths, numberless public plays, colossal banqueting, payment of one year's
rent etc. Panem et circenses! (Juvenal, X, &I seq.) T h e mere distiibution
of money under Augustus, in which from 2~0,000to 320,000 men participated, cost each time from 2,5m,ooo to 6,000,000 thalers. (Monum Ancyr., 372
Wolf.) Extraordinary assistance was, by way of preference, accorded to colonies of the poor. (Sueloa., Caes, 42.) Concerning this entire policy, see
Plin., Paneg., 26 K Even in Constantinople, a t the time of its foundation,
large distributions of bread were made a t the expense of Egypt, although
there could scarcely be any real pauperism in that new and flourishing city.
(Tltcod., Cod., XIII, 4, X I V 16; Socrat., 11, 13. I canonly allude to the plan
proposed by the emperor Gallien by the neo-platonist Plotin, to found a city
in which the ideas of Plato's republic should be carried out. (Porphyr., V,
Plotin., S.)
3During the two centuries of which the Reformation constituted the iniddle point, the transition from the peasant system of agriculture to the large
farming system of modern times bore very heavily on the inferior classes.
Such, too, was the operation of the fall in price of the precious metals.
4s 140.) T h e suppression of the many monasteries caused an increase in the
wretchedness of the poor; and the numerous poor-laws enacted in England,
Spain etc., were not sufficient to supply a remedy. T h e feeling of the people during this period of tribulation found expression in the War of the
Peasants, in the sect of Anabaptists, in the many reformations and counterreformations, in the revolt of the Netherlands, in the conflicts for the crown
i n France and England etc. I n Italy, the contrast existing between the
moneyed oligarchy and the proletariat had been developed several centuries,
but from the middle of the sixteenth century, it had become much more oppressive by reason of the universal impoverishment of the country. For an
account of the pantheistic Brethren and Sisters.of the Free Spirit," with
their community of goods and of women, see Ullnzann, Reformatoren vor
der Reformation, 11, IS ff. They were very numerous from the thirteenth
to the fifteenth century in Italy and France, as well as in Germany, and lead
us to the Adamites in the Hussite war. (Aschbach, Geschichte K. Sigismunds, 111, 1 9 . ) Earlier yet, we have the sect of the Giovannali, who had
their property and women in common, and who, in 1355, had won the third
of Corsica, but who were afterwards suppressed by Genoa and the Church.
(Lebvet, Geschichte von Italien, VI, 208 E.) T h e coarse socialist, Jolt71
BaZle, bears about the same relation to WycliEe, that Miinzer and Bockholt
did to Luther. (Walsirzgha?n, Hist. Angliz in Carnden, Scy$ft., 275.) Hans
Baheim of Wiirzburg, 1476, seems to be the direct prccursor of Miinzer.
{UZIrnann, I, @ I R.) I t was almost as usual in Luther's time, as in 1848, or
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eases of the body social, which have affected every highly
civilized nation at certain periods of its existence. If the

-

in our day, to hear of the deep demoralization of trade the F ~ g g e r c of
i
the Germany of the time and of the universal system of fraud that prevailed. See the citations in Hagen, Deutschland's Verhiltnisse im Reform.
Zeitalter, II, 3 13 ff. Munzer's fundamental principle : Omnin s h u l cojnmurzia! SebastianFrunK, Chronica, Zeytbuch und Geschychtbibel etc., 1551, fol.
VI, 1627,i16,194,414,433. John Bockholt's life presents us with a striking
contrast. While they were bringing his perfumed women, sparkling with jew.
els, to his rose-covered bed, hung with curtains of gold cloth, on which he was
reclining, his subjects were a prey to the horrors of famine, to such an ex.
tent that they were compelled to salt the bodies of children who had died
of starvation. How frightful the end of this communistic benefactor of mankind! Libertine community of goods and women. (Calilirt, Instructio adv.
Libertinos, cap. sr.) English communists in the age of the reformation.
(7.Storv, Comment. on the Constitution of tht: U. S., I, 36.3 Even under
Cromwell, there were many Englishmen who believed that farmers were no
longer obliged to pay rent to land-owners. On the sect of Levellers, see
Walker, History of the Independency, 11, 152. Even in Erasmns, we find
some sympathy with communism. (Enchirid. milit. Christ, 80.) Coutra, see
M e l n w ~ n ,Prolegg, in Cic. de Off.,Corp. Reform, XVI, 549 E The most
rematkable systematic works of this period are T?mnzas More's, Utopia, 1516,
and Cam#analEa's Civitas, solis, 1620. Thomas Mom bluntly says that all existing governments are in fact only permanent conspiracies of the rich to
further theirown interests under the mask of the common good, and to despoil labor. The abolition of money, which should be continued in uae only
to carzy on foreign war, would, he contends, remove all misery. There was
no really private property in his Utopia. There should be a rigid superin.
tendence of all work by the publicauthorities, whose duty it should be to see
to it, that no one should abandon agricultural pursuits. All should eat at a
common table and dress after the same fashion. Internal commerce should
give way to a m u t q l exchange of gifts under the supervision of the state.
CamfineUa, besides a community of goods, recommends continually varying
occupation, to last not more than h u r hours daily; education in common,
especially by means of pictures, popular encyclopedias etc., all under the sub
preme guidance of a despotism to be composed of the wise, some secular
and some spiritual, operating through the confessional. Socialists nearly
always succeed better in the critical part of their works than in the positive.
Compare R. M&, Geschichte und Literatur der Staatswissenschaften, I,
165 K
4 Considering the aversion exhibited against private property by
7.
Roztsseau, and the unlimited power which he accords to the majority for
the rime being in the state (6ontrat Social, 1761, 11, ch. 4). it cannot

-
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body be too weak to react healthily and curatively (S 84), the
evil is very apt to lead to the decline of all true freedom and
be denied that his freedom and equality contain, to say the least, germs of
communism by no means insignificant. But, he would, in the present state
of civil society, have a feeling of respect for the rights of property implanted
in the mind of the child very early, and even before the feeling of liberty is
developed. (Emile, I 762, Livre 11.) About the same time MorelZy published
his Basiliade ou Naufrage des Iles flottantes, 1753, a political romance in the
interest of communism. See the same author's Code de la Nature, 1755.
Mably, in his two works, Doutes proposts aux Economistes, 17@, and L a
LCgislation ou Principesdes Lois, 1776, recommended the abolition of all inequality and a real community of goods. T h e introduction of property seems
to him, une f a d e qu'il dtait pvesque in@ossible de faire. Even Beccaria calls
property a dreadful but perhaps a necessary right which has left to the unfortunate nothing hut a naked existence. (Dei Delitti e delle Pene, 1765, cap
22.) T h e French Reign of Terror came pretty near carrying these ideas into
effcct. W e need only refer to the abolition of the census, the payments made
to the workingmen who attended the section meetings, two francs per diem,
the enormous extension of confiscation, requisitioils and forced loans, the
revolution effected in the fortunes of individuals by the system of issuing assignats, the maximum affixed to the price of all the necessaries of life, thc
abolition of indirect taxes, and of what remained of the economic institutions
handed down from the middlc ages. According to St. Just: Z'opulence est
une infamie; il ne fuut ni riches ni pauvres. T h e Cahier des Pauvres demands, first of all, that salarics "should no longer be estimated in accordance with the murderous principles of unbridled luxury!'
See Forster's letter
dated Novetnber 15, 1793. (Sammtl. Schriften, I X , 125.) On the conkpiracy
of Baboeuf, who was executed in 1796, and who wanted to see the completest
equality and community of labor, of enjoyment and education, the abolition
of large cities etc., see Buonarotti, L a Conjuration de B., 1821. This book
contributed powerfully towards the revival of communistic idens after the
July revolution. Among modern communists who are to be distinguished
from the more ancient, especially by the industrial coloring given to their
theories, Cabet, Voyage en Icarie, 1840, 11, holds a very prominent place.
He declares the abolition of religion, of the family and of the state, to
be open questions, and desires to bring the practice of a community of
goods to a successful issue only through the peaceful channel of conviction.
Compare Reybaud, Etudes sur les Rdforlnateurs contemporains OLI Socialistes
modernes, 1540. L. Stein, Der Socialismus und Communismus des heutigen Frankreich. See, also, the learned history of socialistic systems in
Marlo's Weltiikonomie, I, 2, 435 ff.; and in what concerns the most recent
time, R. M v , Der Emancipationskampf des vierten Standes, 11,1874, seq.:
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order. T h e communist, viewing all other things, especially
the organization of the state, only as instruments to supply
his material and absolute wants, considers the liberal either as
a fool who is ever pursuing the phantoms of the brain, or as a
knave who covers his own selfishness under the mask of the
public welfare.' Hence the adherents of communism are sattisfied with any form of government which seems to offer
them most, and this a ruthless despotisn~can do, at least, for the
moment. And, although they are ever ready for any revolution in the form of government, and easily to be won over to
it, they are most readily captivated by a despotic revolution.
On the other hand, when communism seriously threatens all
that constitutes the wealth of a people, the owners of that
wealth are compelled to fly to any refuge which holds out the
promise to protect them from it, althoug'l by seeking that
same refuge they may destroy their own political
The Achean league, which under the leadership of Aratos, the
"enemy of tyrants," had come into existence, promising so
much hope, beheld itself later, and mainly through fear of the
contagious effects of Spartan socialism under Cleomenes, com--

--

a book which, in spite of its many defects, both doctrinal and journalistic, is
as rich in thought, and imthe knowledge of the subject it treats of, as it is
permeated by a love of truth regardless of consequences. Among the opponents of socialism and communism, Malthus, On Population, B. 111, ch. 3,
and B. NiIddrand, Die National6konomie der Gegenwart und Zukunft, vol. I,
1848, hold a very distinguished place. y.S. Mill, Principles, 11, ch. I, 3,
calls attention to the fact that hitherto the principle of free property has
never been consistently carried out. The first social arrangement of modern
society was almost everywhere the result of conquest and violence, large
traces-of which yet remain. Things have always been made property which
ought not to be property. Governments have cndeavored to intensify the
darkness of the dark side of property, and favored the concentration instead
of the diffusion of wealth etc. Hence, n o one can claim that the social
wrongs, so-called, had their origin in property as such. ScIrdjYe, Kapitalismus und Socialismus, 1870,has made a very note-worthy effort to recognize
whatever of truth there IS in socialism, and to combat its errors.
Saint Simoa's reproach to the liberals, that their fundamental principle
was: Gfe-foi de Id, qrte j e ntly meffe, is well known.
Compare Malfhus, Additions to the Essay on Population, 1817,IV, ch. 7
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pelled to unite with the Macedonians, that is, to give themselves up entirely. (§ 204).
SECTION LXXXI.
COMMUNITY O F GOODS.

W e now, for the present, turn our gaze from the frightful
revolution, destructive of all civilization, which would necessarily precede the establishment of a community of goods,'
and inquire what would be the consequences. Among angels
(" gods and sons of gods " of Plato) and mere animals, a community of goods might, perhaps, exist without producing injury. And so, too, it might exist among men bound one to
the other by the bonds of the truest love. The life of every
model family is accompanied by a species of community of
g o o d s . V u t in more extensive social organizations, this love
is never found except as an element of the most exalted religious enthusiasm, which, as a rule, is of very short duration;
of which the Acts of the Apostles (11, 44 ff, 32 K,V, I, 11)
aKords us the hest known and most beautiful e ~ a m p l e . ~
'The travaiffeurs dgafitaires wished to murder not only the king, the court,
and the ministry, but also the Liberals and all owners of property.
2 As soon, indeed, as this true love disappears in the married state, the community of goods even there degenerates only too easily into a spoliation of
the better party by the worse.
8 The community of goods of the first Christians at Jerusalem, so frequently
cited and extolled ( Javres, I, I), was only a community of use, not of ownership (Acts IV, 34, and, throughout, a voluntary act of love, not a duty (V. 4),
least of all, a right which the poorer might assert. Spite of all this, that community of goods produced a chronic state of poverty in the church of Jerusalem. Hence, Paul had collections taken up for them on all sides, without,
however, anywhere establishing a similar institution. (Romans, 15, 26; I.
Corinth., 16, I.) Compare Moslreim, De vera Natura Communionis Bonorum in
Ecclesia Hierosol., in his Dissertatt. ad Histor. Eccles. pertinentes, II, I K. As
to whether Barnabas (Epist., 19) desired to say anything more, compare Epist.
ad Diognetum, 5. For a real recommendation of a commuuity of goods, on
economic grounds, see Joh. Chrysostoin., in Acta Apost., Hom. XI. Also Clemens Rom, c. z C. 12, qu. I. Community of goods among the Essenes: Plrila
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Where this love does not exist, each participant in the community of goods will, as a rule, seek to do the least and enjoy
the most p~ssible.~In a society of one hundred thousand
Geschicl~tli~he
Nach0pp. 11. 457 E. Jose@. Bell, Jud., 11. S. L'~~~CJ~IIUI~~IYL,
richten iiber die Essener. ( I S ~ I . ) I n many monasteries, there has been and
is a species of cominunity of goods. There was once a singular contest on
this subject, carried on between the Minorites and the Pope, in the time of
Louis of Bavaria. T h e Minorities claii~ledthat property was a thing, so
inuch to be condemned, that even food, at the moment of eating it, did not
belong to the person using i t The Pope taught on the other hand, that even
Christ and the Apostles possessed property, part personal and part in common. (Rny~~nIdi,
Ann. eccl., XV, 241. 2S5 ff.) Coininunity of goods of the
Hoiniliates, later of the Brothers of Common Life,after the manner of the
Reformatoren v. d. Refortn,
monks, but of a much higher kind. (C-ll~~tnan,
II,62 E.) The first settlers of New Haven, Connecticut, held their property
in common. Land was divided among families in proportion to the number
of persons in them, and of the number of ctttle they had brougl~twiththem;
and all sales and purcl~aseswere made on account of the whole com~nunity.
And so in Massachusetts during the first seven years of the colony's esistence. (Ebclil~g,Geschichte und Erdbeschreib. der Vereinigten Staaten, 11,
t y goods in Pennsylvania, from 1742 to
391, I, 557.) Net-rjilrz~tc o m i ~ ~ u n iof
1762, but which was done away with when the number of colonists became
IV, 717.) Community of goods of the Shakers and Lctoo great. (ElrrZi?~~,
tlieran Rappers. (L'zuki~~ghn~tz,
Eastern States, 11,2 14, 427. Pf,inz Neswied,
Reise in Nord Amerika, I, 136, E.) Russian sects with community of goods.
(rr. HnxtIraascrr, I, 366,407.) Narless, christliche Ethik 501, distinguisl~es.very
v e i l between the "anti-chi-istian" and "pseudo christian" stand point, from
which it is sougl~tto establish the doctrine of a conimunity of goods. T h c
Christian view of this subject (compare Ephes., 4, zS, I ; T hess., 4, I I, II,3, 12 ;
Matth., 6,24; Pet. 4,ro; Matth., 26,~-11) is accused of hypocrisy by many socialists. I t is very easy, they say,when one is hiinself in comfbrtable circulnstances, to represent to the poor that their poverty is a school for heaven,
and to preach a contempt for riches etc. They entirely forget, that the first
lxomulgation of the Gospel was made at a time when the worst kind of pauperism prevailed; and that even the Master Himself, and the greater number
of His Apostles belonged to the lowest stratum of'society. Lt~kc,9, SS. Many
of the Fathers of the Church, however, in their exhortations to benevolence,
used language in which modern Socialists have found a rich mine which
they have sedulously worked. (Compare VilZegnt*cl&, Histoire des Idtes sociales, IS&, 61 E)
4Even Aristotle says that what is common to many is a matter of little
concern to any one. (Polit., 11, I.) Bnstint re:xarks: " W e compete to-day
to see who works most and best. Under another regime, we should ernulatc
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members, each individual would be interested in the results of
its aggregate frugality only indirectly, and only to the extent
of a one-hundred thousandth part of the whole; that is, practically, not at alL5 Individual selfishness would expend itself
entirely on the division of what the whole community produced. It would, consequently, and almost always be detrimental to the whole, and to the other individuals of the
society; whereas, at present, it does so only in exceptional
cases. When Louis Blanc, as Mably had before him, recommended that the point d ykonneur should take the place of the
inter& personnel,-as a spur to production, and a check on consumption, and cited the army as an illustration of its workings,
he forgot, among other things, the thirty cases in which the
one another to see who should work least and worst." (Harmonies Econ.,
ch. VIII.) When the first settlers of Virginia, in 1611, gave up the system
of common labor and ofjoint-stock companies, as much work was performed
in a day as formerly in a week, or as much by three workmen as formerly
by thirty. (Purehas, Pilgrims, iv, 1866. Bancroft, History. of the United
States, I, 161.) Even in New England, therefore among men both steady
and accustomed to labor, who for conscience sake had sacrificed so much, a.
community of goods was accon~panieduninteruptedly by famine. A change
for the better took place, for the first time in 1623 with the introduction of
the institution of private praperty which was followed in 1624 by the right
of inheritance. (Bancroft, I, 340.) The military colonies of Algeria, also,
in which husbandry in common was carried on, begged, at the end of a year,
that the system should be abandoned, for the reason that it was good for
nothing but to generate idlers; and yet, these colonists were all powerful
men of about the same age, and accustomed to order and service in conlmon.
They were, moreover, assisted by the nation with pay and food. Compare
Bugeaud's account: Revue des deux Mondes, June I, 1848. "The French
associations (after 1848), whose object was labor in common, have nearly all
died out." M. Chevnliev in the Journal des DCbats, Feb. 3, 18.51. I n the
United States, sixteen phalansteries of Fourierites, founded between 1840 and
1S46, had all collapsed in 1855. (D. ViwfeIjahrssch~iff,October, ~ S s j205
, 8.)
6Even in New Harmony, the members considered the task which they
had to perform to obtain food, clothing and shelter, as villeinage in the worst
pense of the term. (H. Bevnlurd v. Wtimav, Nordamerikan. Reise, V, 134
g.;151, 310, ff.) I t is very inconsistent in socialists to continue the proprietorship and heirship of the state. T o be consistent they should give both
these rights only to mankind as a whole. Compare KiroIJ,,Ueber Socialislnus und Comm., 186s~35.
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ltzi'itoirepronounces sentence of death on the violators of
its provisions. And, as a matter of fact, the Miinster Anabaptists could not help punishing with death every transgression
of their communistic precept^.^ If, in a community in which
the principles of communism were rigorously carried out, all
the burthens and enjoyments of life were equal, and equally
divided according to the ideas of the crowd, men like Thaer,
Arkwright, and others of their class, who now provide bread
for hundreds of thousands from their studies and laboratories,
would then be able, at most, with a rake and shovel, to provide
food for three or four. The division of labor, with its infinite
amount of productive force, would, for the most part, cease.
Nor would the consequence be that the humbler classes would
be freed from work of a coarse, mechanical, unintellectual and
severe nature; but that the higher classes would be dragged
down to engage in it likewise. And what an increase there
would be in the number of consumers at the same time!
Every man would, with a light heart, follow the most imperious of human impulses if the whole community were to
educate his children. But we have secn that a community of
goods is desired most urgently in times of over-population.
Hence, here it would make the evil greater yet, by increasing
consumption and diminishing production.
Where there are now one thousand wealthy persons, and one
hundred thousand proletarians, there would be, after one generation, no one wealthy and two hundred thousand proletarians. Misery and want would be universal? For the purpose
code

6 I t would not be entirely fair to take a partisan view of the ateliers nationnux of 1848, and claim them as a practical refutation of socialistic utopias,
since no serious experiment was made with them. Compare E. Thornas,
Histoire des Ateliers nationaux considCrCs sous le double Point de Vue politique et social, 1848.
7 Socialists generally overlook the fact, that the greater number of enjoyments from which the poorer classes are excluded, by the right of property,
would not exist at all were it not for that very right. (Spittler, Politik, 356 ff.)
This remark may also be made of Hugo's ingenious objections. (Naturrecht,
208 K.) One of the most effective pieces of socialistic declamation is
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of giving the crowd a very agreeable: but rather short-lived
period of pleasure, a period simply of transition, almost all
that constitutes the wealth of a nation, all the higher goods of
life, would have to be cast to the waves, and henceforth all
men would have to content.themselves with the gratifications
zfforded by poiatoes, brandy and the pleasures of the most
sensual of appetites. And then, the equal education of all,
demanded by the communists, would have no result but this,
that no one would acquire a higher scientific training.g Rut,
after all, there lurks concealed in communism much more of
envy than is generally supposed.
that the lower classes have a much shorter average of life than the upper.
Hence the institution of private property is charged with being a species of
spoliation of the poor of so many years of life, and the entire present soclety " condemned on that account. Here again it is not borne in mind, that
a few centuries ago the general average of life was probably still smaller;
and that it was precisely the growth and development of "present society"
that lengthened the days of the poorer classes even, although it may have
lengthened those of the rich in a s t ~ l greater
l
proportion. See 246.
8But a co~nmunityof goods would not, by a great deal, accomplish as
much as is generally supposed. I n Prussia, for instance, in 1867, only about
three per cent. of thk entire number of families in the community had a
yearly income of I,W thalers; only nine per cent. had 500 thalers or more,
and only 6,465 returned a n income of more than 4,000 thalers, while only
590 returned one of 16,- thalers. (Preuss stat~st.Ztschr , 1868, 83. Held,
Die Einkommensteuer, 197 f f ) How little, therefore, could the .poor here
gain by the spoliation of the rich! Besides, the parelypersonal consumption of the rich is, after all, not so great; and if all luxury were abandoned
an innumerable number of men would lose their gains. (Compare Ad.
Smtfh, Wealth of Nations, I, ch. 11, 2.) I t would be to kill the hen that had
hitherto laid the golden egg in order to divide its flmh a little more equally.
9 Babztrf declared all arts and sciences to be evils. H e would have no one
learn anything but Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, and a little of the Geography of France; and have the strictest censorship enforced to keep every
one within these limits. Compare the able criticism of Proudlton, Contradictions, ch. 12.
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T H E ORGANIZATION O F LABOR.

Most theoretical adherents of the doctrine of a community
of goods, feeling1 more or less the weight of the above objections, have supplemented it with the idea of an organization
of labor or the centralized superintendence of all production
and consumption, either by the government already existing,
or by one to be created anew. Such a government would be,
of course, a despotism such as the world has scarcely yet seen,
a Caesaro-Papacy, usurping both the place and power of Father
of the universal Family? But the evils mentioned above
would be entailed none the less. Every incentive which now
1 According to Um$fenbach, NationalCkonomie, 201, where a community of
goods obtains, there can be but the alternative, viz.: whether each person or
each famlly shall receive just the same amount. (The former would be more
in harmot~ywith principle, but what an over-population would he the consequence') Precisely so, too, if each person were to come and take his own
portion (anarchy !), or if it were parcelled out to each by a board of distributors (despotism!).
9 This expression came into vogue, pr~ncipally,through L. Blanc, Organization du Travail (1841)~the leading ideas in which work are the following:
The suppression of competition by the establishment of state industries;
equality of remuneration for labor; equality and legislative determination of
the rate of interest; the choice of superintendents by the workmen. With
many modern socialists, the shibboleth is not so much I3evtk as solidavitS.
Besides, Firhie's Naturrecht (1796), and his geschlossener Handelsstaat, are,
without doubt, among the most, remarkable works favoring an organization
of labor." They aim at the destruction of the present social system, which, at
most, needs only to be reformed and rejuvenated; and to galvanize the dead
body into a new and different life (Medea's magic cauldron!). Compare
Cowaj'a, Bancocrazia o il gran Libro sociale, rS40.
8 Cabet's Icarian colony in America numbered 298 adults and only 107
children. Yet spite of this condition, so favorable to production, it did but a
very sorry business. Its government was very similar to that of a house of
correction or a penitentiary. Even in religious matters, spite of all pretended
toleration, those members who did not agree with Cabet were described in
the official weekly paper as des infnfnes oou des aveugles. (D. Vierteljahrccchrift, I S55, Octokr, 205 ff.
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moves man to industry or frugality would disappear, and nothing remain but universal philanthrophy ; or, if you will, but patriotism, virtues which are not wanting even now. Even guardianship of the government newly created would be carried on
in a very loose manner; for it would be exercised without any
feeling of personal interest, even in the most favorable case
supposable. It is well known and easily understood, that
state industries are never engaged in, in the long run, with the
same zeal, nor crowned with the same same success, as competing private industries. It is well known, too, how intimate
the connection is between the political freedom of a people and
their economic production ; that, for instance, England's greater
wealth, as compared with that of Turkey, depends, most
largely, on the freedom that obtains in the former country
and the servitude that prevails in the latter.4 And we mayinquire just here, what the result would be, if the despotism of
government should go ten times farther that it has ever gone
in Turkey, when, moreover, the despot who led the state, was
not an individual with his few officials, but the whole crowd,
with its million eyes and million hands. It would, practically,
be to give every producer an escort of a policeman and a revenue agent, as if he were a prisoner.
And where would be the gain? A division of wealth
which would seem unjust to many would exist now as well as
before, because the idle and the unskillful would receive the
same reward as the most industrious and skillf~l.~The opposition of one ciass of society to another, so much complained
4An eastern sage says, that land possesses the ideal of legal security
through which a beautiful woman, decked with pearls, might travel withoul
danger. What would such a sage say of a European country, in w h ~ c heven
orphan children have their property not only preserved to them, but find it
increased from having been placed at interest, as soon as they reach their
majority? (Burrow.)
6 "The equality of communism is the worst species of inequality, because
it guarantles to one for two hours of poor labor as much as it does to an
{Bustid, Harmonies Bconomiques,
other for four hours of good work!'

ch. 8.)
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of, would continue. The only difference would be, that
whereas, it now comes from the weak, it would then come
from the ~tr0n.g.~Compulsory association is certainly more
prolific in strife and crime than is a state of society in which
everybody manages his own affairs.
A journey on foot, in company with others, is allowed, on
all hands, to be a very good test of friendship. But, a community of goods mould, in the strictest sense of the word,
be a journey on foot through the whole of life with numberless "friends." Here, every one would believe himself entitled to possess whatever pleased him. And, who would decide; since so many communists preach the dissolution and
extinction of all government, and the reign of anarchy? Besides, there can be no doubt, that the difference of human
talents and human wants, would soon, spite of every law, lead
to a difference in property again. Hence, that first revolution
would have to be repeated from time to time -a real Sisyphus
labor! No sooner have the bees produced anything, than the
drones come, and divide anew!

SECTION LXXXIII.
THE ORGANIZATION O F LABOR.
[COSTINUED.]

Experience, however, teaches us, that, in all the lower stages
of civilization, a community of goods exists to a greater or
lesser extent.' The institution of private property has been
more fully evolved out of this condition of things, only in proportion as well-being and culture have been developed as cause
and effect of such well-being. Thus, among most nations of
hunters and fishermen, the idea of private property was unSProrrdhon, Qu'est-ce que In PropriBtB, 283, says, very justly, that " a community of goods is the spoliation of the strong by the weak."
Called a negative comlnunity of goods, by Zacchari2, Vierzig Blicher vom
Staate, IV, 146,in contradistinction to the positive and universal community
of gain, as desired by the communistr.
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known when these nations were first discovered. This is,
indeed, very natural. Their chief spring of production flows
as if of itself, apparantly inexhaustible; and the hunter can
hardly think of such a thing as saving any of his booty.2 And,
among nomadic nations, the land is a great meadow held
in common; and the industry of plunder is considered, as
it is in all inferior stages of civilization, especially honorable.5 The conquistadores of Peru found there something very
like a cornrnunity of goods, under the despotic guardianship
of the state, viz.: a yearly division of all lands among the
people, in proportion to their rank; the cultivation of these
lands in common, under the superintendence of the state, and
to the sound of music. But, at the stage of civilization that
Peru was then in, land is about the onfir resource possessed.
The results were the usual ones. A country like Peru, with
o community of goods and of women among the Ichthyophages on the Red
Sea, who lived in caves, went naked for the most part, plundered all shipwrecked people, and never reached an advanced age. Diodor., 111, 15 fX
Per$Z., Maris Erythr., 12. Concerning the Scythians, see Strabo, VII, 300;
the Spaniards, Plufarck, Marius, 6; the Rhetians, Dio Cass. LIV, 22; the
Triballi, Isocr., Panath., 237; the Rilici, Sexf., Empir. Pyrrh. Hypot. 111,
24. Community of goods among the Caribs who performed all their work
in common, and had, at least in the case of males, a cominon table and
common stores with supplies. (Petr. Martyr, Dec. VII, I. RocIreJmt, 11,
c. 16. B. Edwards, History of the West Indies, I, 43 E.) Atnong the Kus.
kowimers of Russian America, all the able-bodied men of the tribe live together. ( v. Wrangell, Nachrichten, 129.) Among the inhabitants of the
Aleutian islands, at least in times of scarcity of food, the produce of the
fisheries is divided according to their need. (V. Wratrgdl, 18.5.) The or.
ganization of labor is rigidly enforced among the Otonlacs, on the banks of'
the Orinoco, and they are, nevertheless, more civilized than their neighboru.
(Deyons, Voyage, I, 295.) A community of goods must, however, be considered an advance, in the case of an isolated people; and it is an error to
look upon it as the most primitive condition, as does, for instance, Ambrosiri.*,
De off. Minist. I, 28, and FrerEwick 11,in the preface to his general code.
(Allgernein. Gesetzbuche, 1231.) The hospitality of the inhabitants of the
Friendly Islands borders on a community of goods. (Marinor, Freundschaftsinseln, 75, SI. KIemm, Kulturgeschichte, IV,398.) Concerning the
beginnings of property among the Esquimaux, See KZerntt~,11, 294.

V O b x B 4 o v $v nap& TO?; ndatolc Aqorebetv,
(Didym., ad Odybe. II,73, IX, 252.)
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only one city, no beasts of burthen, no plows, no trades and
no commerce, cannot possibly be rich.' That the constitution of Lycurgus established a sort of community of goods
among the Spartans, is well known. I need only recall the
public education, the meals in common, the authorization of
stealing: the prohibition of trade, of the precious metals and
fine furniture, the equal division of property and the inalienable character of the land6 etc. With such laws, Sparta could
neither be, nor desire to become, wealthy. Of all Greek
states of any historical importance, it preserved longest the
economic peculiarities beIonging to a low stage of civilization. Among most modern nations, the fundamental idea of
their land laws, which had their origin in the middle ages, is,
that each family is only the usufructuary, and that the community is the sovereign proprietor of the soil. This community
of landed possession finds expression, among other things, in
the vast extent of communal woods and pasturages, in the
varied intersecting of parcels of land one by the other, which,
indeed, change proprietors from time to time, and in the com4 I n Mexico, the Spaniards found land ownership among the most distinguished of the natives, but only a species of possession in common and
common store houses among the peasantry. (Robcrtson, History of Ainerica, f VII.) Hence, the agriculture. of the country was so unimportant that
the iittle army of the conquistndores frequently produced a famine by their
marches.
5 The Tcherkessrs considered robbery honorable provided the robber was
not caught injczg~nnte. Compare Koch, Reise in den kaukasischen Isthmus, I, 370 K Bell, Journal of a Residence in Circassia, I, rSr, IT, 201.
T h e organized robber bands of ancient Egypt, when it was so highly civi!ized (Diodor-., I, So) may, on the other hand, be accounted for by similar conditions actually existing in the large cities of our own day.
W h a t a frightful organization of labor we find in Sparta, combined with
a community of goods! L e t us recall the exposing of children authorized
by law, the mode of education which must have cost the life of all whose
constitution was weak, thecfy,@tin,the stern hierarchy of age etc. Plut.,
Inst. Lac. 2, appreciates the bad taste of the black broth at its true value.
T h e Cretan community of goods was based chiefly on the unnatural relation created by the authorities known as paiderastia; and which was a very
efficient means to prevent over-population. (Plaf., D e Legg, I, 636. Avisf.,
Polit. 11, S.)
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mon working of the land, carried as far as possible etc.? In
all medieval times: not only the individual is considered an
owner of the land, but, over and above him, the family. At
the same time, we are wont to find existing an amount of
mortmain property in the hands of corporations, monastery
lands, crown lands and domains of very great imp~rtance.~
All these institutions have declined in number and shown a
disposition to didappear, in proportion as national husbandry
or economy has grown more productive.

SECTION LXXXIV.
T H E ORGANIZATION O F LABOR.
[ooNTmUlm.]

T o this tendency we find, indeed, another, and a no less
powerful one, opposed. Everywhere as civilization advances,
the sphere of action of the state grows larger, and the ends
it serves more numerous.
In its origin, government was established to preserve only
the external security of its subjects. By degrees, it comes to
look after their internal legal security, by enforcing internal
peace, prohibiting revenge for bloodshed etc. It next extends
its care to the well-being, the culture, and even to the comfort
of the people. But the claims of the state must grow in the
same proportion as the service it renders. While Lowe, in
1822, estimated the yearly net income of the British people at
Remarkable reasons therefor in Casav, Bell. Gall., VI, 22.
8There are, especially in Russia, a multitude of such institutions among
the inhabitants of the country still. See Roscfier, Nationalokonomik des
Ackerbaues, 71 ff.
I n the Corpus Juris Canonici, that crown of medieval theclogy, politics
and jurisprudence, the ideal of a community of goods occupies n place
almost ss prominent as in the works of modern socialists. The only difference is, that in thq former the opposition to private property arises from a
one-sided religiousntss and contempt of the world, while, in the latter, it
arises generally from irreligiousness and over-atimation of worldly goods.
7
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£251,0oo,ooo; the government expenses,' in 1813 and 1814,
averaged f 106,ooo,ooo, and these sums were voluntarily de.
voted to public purposes by parliament. And so, between
1685 and 1841, the population of England more than trebled
its numbers, But, in the same period of time, the outlay of
the state increased forty fold. (Macatday.) Simultaneously
with this development of things, it becomes more and more
usual by the exercise of the power of eminent domain and
others like it, to sacrifice private rights, acquired by the very
best of titles, to the preponderating common good. W e
may allude, further, to the duty, universally imposed in
modern times, of performing military service, to the national:
systems of public instruction in so many countries; to the
large number of societies, joint-stock companies, popular holiclays; but particularly to the associations for insurance .of
every description. And so it may, indeed, be claimed that w e
have come nearer to a community of goods than could have
been dreamed of a hundred years ago.2 And yet, these are,
for the most part, institutions in which we find reflected the
peculiar strength and solidity of our age. Whoever wishes to.
compare the power of one people with that of another, must
take into account not only the elements which constitute their
intellectual and physical force, but especially their inclination
to permit these elements to cooperate. for public purposes?
1 This does not include the cost of the schools, churches and benevolent institutions.
1 According to Lnssalle, System der erworbenen Rechte, 1861,
259, history shows that law, as civilization advances, curtails more and more the
proprietary sphere of private individuals, inasmuch as it tends inore and
more to place a greater number of objects outside the circle of individual
ownership.
3 Saint Simonism is a warning example of this tendency.
Saint Simon
never lost an opportunity to give vent to his utter contempt for the liberals,
and for constitutional government-ce Ba'tard dta rigiine fdodal et du rkgitne
indz~sfrjel; and to counsel the crown, after the example of Louis XI. to place
itself at the head of the working class, and in opposition to the middle class.
(Oeuvres de S a i d Sinon, 6d. 1841, 44, 148, 209.) Bnzn~d,
Exposition, 76, demanded that all antagonism between the temporal and spiritual powcrs, all
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W e may now inquire: A t what point does this increasing
community cease to be a gain? This is as easily determined
generally, as it is difficult to say what the limit to it is in particular instances. Progress in the direction of a community
of interests of this nature is beneficial, only so long but certainly as long as it corresponds with the feeling entertained by
the community, that they have interests in common. Hence it
is, thnt such a noble kind of communism reigns in art and literature, one which causes the stronger to willingly labor for the
weaker, and with the greatest ~ u c c e s s . ~And so, too, the christian care of the poor, even were it carried to the height of the
Gospel counsels (Luke, 3: II), would be no direct obstacle in
the way of the development of a nation's public economy, provided it were given, and accepted, only as christian benevolence. Every approximation towards a community of goods
should be effected by the love of the rich for the poor, not by
the hatred of the poor for the rich. If all men were true
Christians, a community of goods might exist without danger.
But then, also, the institution of private property would have
no dark side to it. Every employer would give his workmen the highest wages possible, and demand in return only
the smallest possible ~acrifice.~
opposition for the sake of freedom, mdfinnce organise'e of parliaments, and all
competition, should cease. Even education he would have bestowed according
to cnjacitd, which he would have determined by the chefs Idp-itimes de In
socikte' ( 2 8 3 ) . T O the criminal court should be referred all cases of delicts, thnt
is, all inopportune acts, even in the scientific and artistic departments. They
should be tried after the manner of the L L ~ of~ trade;"
~ r t that
~ is, in a sumrnary way, without appeal, and by experts (317 ff). All the relations of property should be determined by the de'cision nl-6ifrale deschcfs d'industrie (326).
Barnrd everywhere insists that the reign of genius and of self-sacrifice on the
one hand, and on the other of confidence and obedience, is the only true policy (330). Saint Simonism was nearly related to Bonapartism.
4Schufie, Nnt. CEk., 111, Aufl., I, 61.
5If we remove in thought, all injurious elcinents from a community of
goods, and add to it all the incentives and restraints necessary to be added,
we shall have a state of things entirely similar to that in a nation whose public and private affairsarc carried on in accordance with the principles of a
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SECTION LXXXV.
T H E R I G H T O F INHERITANCE.

The right of inheritance to resources has its origin in a combination of the idea of the family with the idea of property.
And, indeed, this combination of ideas is a very natural one.
The larger portion of mankind consider the pleasures of the
family as the highest attainable, and endeavor, whenever their
economic means make it at all possible, to secure them. At
the same time, the selfishness of most men is not confined to
their own persons, but extends also to their posterity. Hence
it is that bed and board, eon?au6iunc and commercium, have,
from time immemorial, been considered correlative ideas; and,
to all the more logical sociaIists, a community of wives (or
celibacy) ' is as dear as a community of goods." (8 245.) And
in practice, the greater number of nations of hunters, who,
according to our conceptions, have no knowledge of a real
family and no knowledge of property, have a custom of burying with the dead the things they used, to kill their cattle etc.,
or to deprive minor children of their inheritance?
healthy system of Political Economy as understood to-day. (Edinburgh
Review, January, 1851.)
SHOWtrue freedom is accompanied by what Basliat calls "true Saint
Simonism and true communism," see infvu, 210.
1 The experiments of a community of goods, which have proved successful
in practice, were all based on the more or less complete celibacy of the members of the societies. Compare Hwmann, Staatsw. Unters., 11, Aufl., 45.
Thus Prottdhotz (Contradictions, ch. 5 ) says that the many socialists, who
would construct their societies after the type of the family, as the ~nolsczrle
organiqrre, are all wrong. The family has a monarchical, patriarchal" character. In it, the principle of authority is formed and preserved. On it, ancient and feudal society was based; and "precisely against this old patriarchal
constitution, modern democracy protests and revolts." Fouvier calls marfiage, un groupe essentiellernentfaux: .faux $ar le nombve bmnd d deax, $ar
I'abserrce de libwtd et )ar les dissidences du gMt, qui dclatent dks le )vemiev jour.
(Nouveau Monde, 57.)
8 0 n the Indians of North America, see SchoolrfC, Information respect.
ing the Indian Tribes of the United States, 11, 194; on the South American
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SECTION LXXXVI.
ECONOMIC U T I L I T Y O F T H E R I G H T O F INHERITANCE.

T h e certainty, that the material welfare of their children depends, in great part, on their industry and frugality, is one of
the most powerful incentives to good, in the case of most
men. And this is the basis of the economic utilityof the family right of inheritance.' There is scarcely any other institution which opposes over-population with such efficiency, for
the reason, that the obstacle placed in its way here is placed
very directly, at the point where it can make itself felt most,
viz.: in the life of the family ifself. T h e weaker the family feeling, the less does the abolition of the right of inheritance interfere with the economic interests of a nation. Hence, for instance, it is, that taxes imposed upon legacies, bequests, testamentary gifs etc., are less objectionable in proportion as they
affect only those in the more remote degrees of relationship
in which inheritance is something merely accidental. While,
when a nation i: yet in the intermediate stages of civilization,
the family right of inheritance seems to be very strong,
especially as regards landed property, a consequence of the
fact, that a superior kind of title to such property is recognized to exist in the family; at a period, when individualism
becomes more developed, the liberty of devise by will is wont
to prevail more and more.2 Then the right of inheritance bed ' O r h i g f ~ yVoyage,
,
IV, n o , and passim, on the South Sea Islanders, the Novara- Reise, 11, +IS; on the ancient Albanians, Strabo, XI, 503.
1 The hereditary transmission of property to posterity has an obvious tendency to make a man a good citizen. I t ranges his passions on the side of
duty, and induces him to make himself profit the common good, and it assures him that his reward shall not die with himself, but that it shall be
handed down to those to whom he is joined by the dearest and most tender
feelings. (See Bktckstone's Commentaries, 11, 11.) Without the right of inheritance, credit is scarcely possible, since with the death of the debtor the
only s t ~ yof the creditor would cease.
9Testamentary freedom (which obtained in places there about the begin.
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comes, so to speak, a more elevated species of personal property, a prolongation of the same beyond the grave. Should
testamentary freedom be too much hampered, selfishness would
manifest itself in a way much more detrimental to economic
interests, viz.: in the consumption of wealth, during the lifetime of its owner. Every man would be but a life annuitant
of his own property.
But, at the same time, in periods of moral decline, complete
freedom may degenerate so as to produce evils equally great.
The wealthy Bceotians, in the later days of Hellenic history,
were wont to form themselves into dissolute drinking companies; and not only the childless, but even fathers of families
made over their property to these companies, limiting their
offspring to a portion which it was made their duty to let them
have. It was so in Rome, also, in Cicero's time, when every
acquaintance of standing took it very ill if not remembered in
the will of the testator, and where Octavian, for instance, in
the last twenty years of his reign, received about 70,000,000
thalers through legacies left him by his friend^."^ Here,
uing of the eighteenth century) prevails completely in England a t present,
contrary to the principle of the Roman law requiring an obligatory portion
(In Idgitujze) to be left to the heirs, which is still binding in France, but in a
very much developed form. The consequence is that last testaments are as
hequent in England as they are rare in France. There were, in Paris, in
rS25,7,649judicial, and only I,&I testamentary partitions of property. (Morcnier.) In Great Britain, in 1838,the number of testamentary alienations of
property taxed stood to those in which there was no will, in the proportion
of 8 : ~ and
; the values of the alienated property as IO:I.(P&.)
Among
a people noted for their high moral tone, testamentary freedom is a powerful
means of strengthening paternal authority on the one hand, and of keeping
alive, in the minds of parents, on the other, a sense of responsibility tbr the
future of their children. Compare NeEfwid~,Tilbinger Zeitschr., 1S5.h14.3~8.
the wealth of Thebes, when it
JPoZyh., X X , 6 . Hence it was, that all (l)
was destroyed by Alexander the Great, was only ++otalents. (Athen., IV,
148.) Dru~jza~irz,
Gesch. Rorns. etc., VI, 333 ff. Cicero, Phil., 11, 16. Uoeck,
R61n.Gescl., I , z,I IS.StleZon., Octav., 66. A n especially scandalous instancc
in Pehon., 140. For a masterly theory of legacy hunting, see h a t . , Sat., 11,
5. Compare Lwrinn, Dialogues of the Dead, 5-9. Petronius speaks of a tuvba
h~verlt~etavrtr~.
(I24.)

-
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the repeal of the law making it obligatory on testators to leave
a certain proportion of their wealth to their children would
remove the last safe-guard of their material t elf are.^

SECTION LXXXVII.
LANDED PROPERTY.

As land, in its uncultivated state, has neither been produced
by man, nor can be entirely consumed by him, the above demonstration of the necessity of private property cannot with-

'

Even the revolutionary shibboleth, $aternitd, really means nothing more
than the equal right of inheritance of all, i. e., the abolition of the right of inheritance! (R. Mcyeu.) The strongest attack, from a scientific point of vieu;
made on the right of inheritance in more recent times, comes from Saint Simonism. T h e founder himself, after a life rich in experience but poor in action, spent in the search of' much but in the finding of little, succeeded only
in arraying the industrial and proprietary classes against each other, in declaring the poorest class to be the most important of all, and in basing the
new religion of love on the emancipation of labor. His disciples went further. I n order to abolish all the privileges of birth, Bazard, Exposition de la
Doctrine de Saint Simon, 1831, p. 172, ff., taught that it was not enough to distribute public employments according to merit, and in the interest of the
people generally, but that the distribution of property should be made in
accordance with the same principle. The inequality of ownership should
correspond with the inequality of merit. Every one may,during his life,
keep what he had acquired himself, but give it to the state at death. Thus
mould a reconciliation be effected between the general interest and private
interest; and the public revenue, supplied in this way, might easily be employed in place of the revenue raised by such taxation as weighs most
heavily on the inferior classes. F. Nuet, also, L e Regne social du Christianisme, 1553, 111, 5 , would have all private property, after the death of the
owner, fall dgalenzert al tous les jeunes tmvailleurs. The practical consequences of this system may now be seen in Turkey. There, the principal military fiefs are held in this way. Hence it is, that the Turkish owner of such
a fief builtls as little as possible. When one of his walls threatens to fall, it
is kept standing by means of props. If it falls in fact, the only consequence
is that there are fewer rooms in the house, and the owner settles beside the
ruins. (Dewort, I, p. 193.) I n the Butan, there exists a species of practical
Saint Sirnonism. Robinson, Descriptive Account of Assnn, ]&I.
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out any more ado, be extended to land.' Hence, individual
property in land is everywhere much more recent than individual property in capitaL2
But a certain expenditure of capital and labor is necessary
that land may be used productively, and, in most instances,
this employment of capital and labor is of long duration, irrevocable in the very nature of things, and one the fruits of
which can be reaped only after some time has elapsed. Now,
this coi5peration of capital and labor is such, that no one would
undertake to employ them in the cultivation of the land, had
he not the strongest assurance of possessing it. Hence, agriculture in its most rudimentary stage supposes ownership of
the land, at least from the time that it is "tickled with the
hoe," until it "smiles with the harvest; " or, to express it more
accurately, all the time intervening between the work of the
plow and the labor of the sicklle. T h e more, afterwards,population and civilization increase, the more products must be
wrung from the soil. But this can be accomplished only by
means of its more i~ztensivecultivation (higher farming), by
lavishing a greater amount of capital and labor on it, and, as
a rule, by extending the circle of agricultural operations by
means of combinations more and more artificial. Hence, the
progress of civilization demands an ever increasing fixity, and
a more pronounced shaping of landed property (the specgcatimt of jurists), in the interests of all who share in this progress,
and even of those who own no landed property themselves.
Were there no property in land, every one would find it more
1 I t was chiefly fear of the consequences of the declamations of the socialists
and their declamation against 4Lmonopoly" that induced Bastint to reduce all
the value of landed property to that of the capitalemployed in its mnnuring,
imp-ovelnent etc. (Iiarmonies, ch. g.) W e may, however, unreservedly
grant him that, as a rule, until the time of its original possession by man, land
hat1 no vnlezlr whatever (275).
gK(znt thinks the very contrary: Metaph. AnfangsgrUnde der Rechtslehre,
PVerke, IX, 72 ff). Corrfva, Gvotius, J. B. et P.,11, z. Gvaswi~zkel,in his
Schriften fir die Freiheit des Meeres, 1652 ff., in Las$eyves, Geschichte der
~iederliindischrnN. CEk., 12. HufcZand, Neue Grundlegung, I, 307.
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difficult and laborious to gratify his want of agricultural prod u c t ~ and
; ~ the products themselves would be.of an inferior
kind.
Thus, for instance, in Camargo, the lackmus was formerly
prepared from plants to be had ':free7' in the woods. It was
then, however, niuch dearer than it is now that the plants are
artificially raised on landed p r ~ p e r t y . ~It is otherwise with
the fisheries. The appropriation of rivers or seas would not
tend to increase the abundance of their products, and hence
this appropriation is, on the whole, rare.5
SECTION LXXXVIII.
LANDED PROPERTY.
(OOBTIIUED.)

Whenever this admixture of capilal and labor with land has
taken place to no great extent, private property in land is not
found developed in any degree. Thus, there are even now
many half-civilized countries in which the land is forfeited because not tilled for many gears, and where it may be occupied
by the first person who will cultivate it? In,Europe, common
3 " A district of Tartary of ten square miles, in which several hordes pasture their flocks, may contain between 4oo and 5 0 0 shepherds, who find cmployment in this mode of production." I n Brie, in Francr,on the same area,
5 0 , peasants
~ ~
who own no land, live and draw their sole income from their
labors in the fields (J. B. Sny).
'Sclrztbert, Reise dutch Frankreich und Italien, I, 188.
"Without labor, the earth bestows nothing on man but a stopping place.
Hence, the reasons for private property do not extend so far as to prove that
the great land and water highways should not be reserved as common property, and as a home to every man." (Zacharia, vom Staate, VII, 43.)
1 This is the practice in Taway.
IZitter, Erdkunde, V, 130. And so in
ancient Germany. J. Gvi~nttz,Rechtsalterthiimer, 92. Right of the <'dead
fire" in Spain and Portugal during the middle ages. S. Rosn de Viterbo:
Elucidario das Palavras etc., I, 470. I n many parts of Persia, the land belongs to anyone who has provided it with water by canals or wells. (Fr~wer,
Journey in Chorasan, ch. 7.) Especially after the Mongolian devastation
a b u t the beginning of the fourteenth century, i t was decreed that land
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possession of forests and pasture lands asseried itself much
longer than that of arable land, because, in the case of the
former, labor and capital play a much less important part in
the management of them. And yet, even in the case of arable
land etc., and, in the highest stages of civilization, the propertyquality is yet less developed than the property-quality of
capital. How seldom do we find fidei cornmissa of capital,
or capital juridically tied up. W e find that the law of aL'
ancient nations drew a marked distinction betweell moveable
and immoveable property, and that the power of disposing of
the former by sale, pledge, in dowry, partition etc., was a much
freer one. And even now, the police power which may be
exercised over moveable property is much more restricted
than that over houses and land.2 The justice of the exclusive
right of possession to what one has earned and saved is obvious to every one. On the other hand, the appropriation of
"original and indestructible natural forces" has its basis not
so much in justice as in the general good; and the state has
always considered itself entitled to attach to the "monopoly
of land," which it accorded to the first possessor, all kinds of
limitations and conditions in the interest of the common good,
which had remained uncultivated for a long time s'hould belong to the person who made it productive. (d'ORsson, Hist. des Mongols, IV, 418.) Similarly, in the time of the ancient Persians (Polyb., X, 28, 3), the harvest for
the first five years belonged to the person who first irrigated the land. O n
the upper Euphrates, likewise, the land is very often neither sold nor leased.
Anyone who will till it and pay one-tenth of the produce to the bey may
have it for nothing. (Ritter, X, 669; compare VIII, 468; IX, 900.) So, too,
nmong the Fulah and Mandingo negroes, and even among the Tscherkessans.
(Klernm, Kulturgeschichte, 111,337 ff.) A s the latest stages of development
so often present instances of a reversion to the earliest, we find that ~ h e o rlosius and Valentinian decreed that the a z r i deserti should, after two years'
cultivation, belong to the possesser. L. 8, Cod. Just., XI, 58.
% T h u sanyone may burn his own coat or throw it in the water; but no
one may set fire to his own house or drown his land by the destruction of a
darn. Even the non-user of a large area, in a thickly populated region,
would scarcely bc permitted. The taking of property by the state, a t the
present day in times of peace, is confined almbst exclusively to land.
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and sometimes to consider private property in land in the light
of a semi-public f ~ n c t i o n . ~I may instance the feudal principles of the latter portion of the middle ages, which are so far
removed from our ideas of private property in land; and yet,
of which many echoes are heard, even in our day, and are not
without their influence in practice. Thus, further, for instance,
even in England, the greater number of the poor-rates, of
taxes for the support of the established church, the maintenance of public highways etc., are heaped upon the rent of
land. Many socialists have proposed to make the state the
sole proprietor of the soil: sometimes adding the condition,
that the previous private owners should be compensated in
capital, when it would be at least supposable that private capital might be enticed to cultivate it, if long and sure leases of
it were made. This would be a " good " demesne-husbandry,
extending over the entire country. We need only glance at
those kingdoms in which something analogous is to be found,
8 Thus P. v. Avnim, in a work entitled
Ideen zu einer vollstLndigen landwirthschaftlichen Buchfiihrung, 1805, a treatise on "agricultural book-keeping," considers the farmer as a state official who should cultivate whatever
he believed in conscience, or what the state declared to be, most necessary.
H e suggests that the state should subject all new purchasers of land to an
examination to ascertain whether they are rich and noble enough to act in
this way.
'Thus, for instance, Hcrfiert Spencer, Social Statics, 1851, 114 E,and to
some extent S$inoza, Tract. polit., VI, z. There are now in England several
Land-Tenure-Reform-Associations, some of which would "expropriate " all
land and vest the title in the state. T h e programme of the others embraces
not only opposition to the right of primogeniture, to family j d e i comnzissn
and the assertion of the right of freedom of ,trade in land, and of a more
democratic use of common lands, but also the appropriation by the state of
the increase in the rent of land which is caused by no labor of the landlord,
but solely by the increase of population and of the wealth of the community
or of the nation. Nezvmavch, on the other hand, very correctly remarks, that
since it is impossible to draw a line of demarkation showing the increase of
the value of land growing out of the increase of population etc., the owner
of land in making improvements would never know whether he made them
for himself or for the state. (Statist. Journal, rS71, 488 E) Compare
WolkoA Sur la Rente foncikre, 1854, and H. H. Gossen, Entwickelung del
Gesetze des menschlichen Verkehrs (1854).
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especially the despotisms of the east: to divine that such a
system does not suffice to insure the real productiveness of a
nation's economy!
6 I n Congo and on the gold coast of Guinea the land, in whole villages,
ie tilled in common and the harvest distributed among the families per capita.
'Wherever absolutism reigns, the prince is also the owner of all the land.
( K Z c i ~ m 111,
.
337.) I n China, where the original tenure in comlnon of the
land by all was broken through in the third century before Christ, all the
land of the country now belongs, strictly speaking, to the state; and the posfiessor of land who permits it to go untilled is punibhed. (PZdh, in the
phi1.-hist. Sitzungsberichten der ~ ~ n c h e n Akad.,
er
1873, 793 ff.) I n Corea,
private property in land is unknown; arable land is divided by the state according t~ the number in a family. (Riffer, IV, 633.) The example, on the
largest scale, of a country without private property in land is the British
East Indies. Compare the paper by Ch. Ca~njbell,in the Essays published
by the Cobden Club; System of Land Tenure in various Countries, 1870.
6The legal and economic difference between property in land and property
S. Mill, Principles, 11,ch. 2,6. The reasons
in capital is well defined by
which form the justification, in an economical point of view, of property i n
land, are only valid in so far as the proprietor of the land is its improver.
I n no sound-theory of private property was it ever contemplated that the
proprietor of land should be merely a sinecurist quartered on it." H e here
alludes specially to Ireland. The Fourierist, Considdrawl, d~stinguishesaccurately between the capital produced by labor and saving, and the increase
of the value of land caused by capital and labor, and its original value.
Only the first two elements can justly be made property. But as, for prudential reasons, it is necessary to grant individuals the right of private property in land, those who are not such proprietors must, as a compensation for
the common property which they have lost, be guarantied the right to labor.
(Thdorie du Droit de Propridt6 et du Droit a u Travail.) I n England, the
opinion that the compulsory support of the poor was introduced in compensation to them for the establishment of private property in land has met
with considerable favor. BisAo? Woodward, O n the Expediency of a Regular Plan for the Maintenance of the Poor in Ireland, 1775. Compare Eden,
State of the Poor, I, 413. However, the poor rates, in a country like England, are much more than an equivalent of what its soil could produce without the assistance of capital.
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CHAPTER VI.
CgEDIT,

SECTION LXXXIX.
C R E D I T IN GENERAL.

Credit1 is the power of disposition over the goods of another: voluntarily granted in consideration of the mere promA good pay
ise of the counter-value.!'
As Franklin says:
is master of another man's purse. Hence, it is evident that
whoever would obtain credit must be believed to possess the
ability as well as the intention to fulfil1 his promise. Where
1 T h e principal classical work on this subject is Nebenius, Der Gffentliche
Credit, 18z0,zd ed., 1829. Previously, Sal~nasizrs,D e Modo Usurarum, 1639;
and even Demosthenes, adv. Dionysiod, 1283. Compare further ScBupe, in
the Deutsch. Vierteljahrsschrift, No. 106, 11, 289 ff.
2 Compulsary loans by the state, for instance, occupy an internhediate position between taxes and credit-operations, properly so called.
3 Besides loans proper, all payments in advance, or delays made in the payments of earnest-money, all leases and lettings, which Courcelle-Sene~rilcalls
un mkdiocve degrd de crkdit, iosurances and even all contracts for wages
where the payment is delayed for a long period of time, are speaes of credit.
For a nice distinction between leasing (Pachtj and letting (MieLBej, see
Kfzies, Tiibinger Ztschr., 1860, 180 ff., and the Freiburger Univ. Programm.,
g. September, 1862. D. Wakejeld, Essay upon Political Economy, 1804, 35,
distinguishes between uloan-credit" which is given to a poor man in the
hope of his paying
.
. it by means of his labor, and "exchange-credit," or credit
between property owners. Cieszkowski's definition: le crkdit c'est la ardta~~zor?hose des cnpitn2r.l:stables et e ~ z g a g beta cn$itaux circulants et dkgagks. (Du
Crddit et de la Circulation, zd ed., 1S47.) According to Knies, Tiibinger
Ztschr., 1859, 568, every credit-operation is an exchange or sale of services,
one of which is to be performed in the present, and the counter-service of
the other party in the future. According to Macleod, it is ILasale of debts!'
~
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this belief is based simply on the opinion entertained of the
person of the debtor, we speak of persbnal credit: in contradistinction especially to the credit based on bailment, pledge,
hypothecation etc. T h e longer the time between the making
of the promise and the period fixed for its fulfillment, the less
certain is the latter, where the security is simply the person
of the debtor. It is chiefly in very uncivilized nations and
also in nations in their decrepitude, and during periods of anarchy, and in despotisms, that personal security stands higher
than any other. T h e same is true, though for other reasons,
in very energetic civilized nations, where the people put a high
estimate on the element of labor in their economy, among
whose members legal security is, indeed, found, but where the
peculiar sensitiveness of speculation would be too much hampered by the more sluggish nature of other credits; as, for
instance, in North America, and even in ancient Rome. Civilized nations that have reached the stationary economic state,
on this account much prefer the greater security and the absence of care which accompany non-personal red it.^ In estimating the ability of the debtor to meet his promise, we must
take into account, especially, the disposable character of his
resources; otherwise it would be impossible to understand
Personal credit, of course, preponderates in commerce. Hence it is, that
in mercantile life, information concerning the personal status, reputation etc.
of his colleagues, plays so important a part with the merchant. This information was made more accessible in England by the Lloyd institution. On
similar North American institutions, see Tellkczmnf, Beitrage, I, 51. Credit
given on security is a modification, sometimes of personal and sometimes ot
real credit. Compare, itlfun, the theory on bankers, brolcers etc.
Jlontesquiezi Esprit des
6 I n despotisms, credit is almost entirely personal.
Lois, L . V., 15. I n New York, says M. Clrevalie?; a merchant with resources
to 1,5oo,cco francs.
worth 200,003 francs, can do a business of from ~ , o o o , m
I n Paris, under similar circu~nstances,the same man would find it difficult to
be credited to the extent of j m , m francs. I n Holland, two hundred years
ago, a person who hypothecated his property was obliged to pay a higher
rate of interest than in business (Bec'rer, Polit. Discurs, 1763,699), while the
stationary period, one hundred years ago, made personal credit extremely
difficult. In Zurich, it was encouraged by the prohibition of loaning money
out of the country. (Bilsclr, Gedlumlauf, 111, 40.)
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why the merchant may so frequently obtain a loan on his
stock equal to its whole value, while the owner of land can
place it as security only to the extent of half its value.
Credit, on the whole, grows in importance with an advance
in civilization, and this is true especially of credit intended for
productive purposes. This is a consequence of the greater
division of labor which causes unfinished products to be put on
the market more and more frequently,--products which come
to have a value only after some time, but which, when that time
has elapsed, have present value. And, indeed, as the world
advances and civilization grows, it becomes much easier to
forecast the future with certainty. The future, also, then becomes more a source of solicitude, and fixed capital, as a consequence, plays a part which grows daily more important.
The limit to the development of credit is this: it is safe only
when the debtor invests his borrowed goods in the production
of, to say the least, their equivalent. This is why the personality of the state, clothed with immortality and with a formally
boundless power of taxation, is so often seduced into engaging in transactions of credit which are never self-dis~harged.~
The social diseases of panics and of extravagant enterprises
stand in the same relation to credit that unbelief and superstition do to true religion.? (Scha$e,)
SECTION XC.
CREDIT - EFFECTS O F CREDIT.

As regards the effects of credit, we may remark, that it is as
powerless directly to produce new capital as is the division
of labor to produce new workmen. T o every credit of the
6ScLb'fl~,
Nat. CEk., 11, Aufl., 112.
ScRCfle, according to the purpose which it is intended to subserve, divides
credit into production-credit (investment of loans in immoveable property
and in moveable property engaged in industrial operations), consumpt~oncredit and clearing-credit, or loans made to pay respited purchase and earned
money, inheritances etc. (Kapitalismue und Socialismus, 552.)
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creditor corresponds a debit of the debtor. As Turgot said:
Tout crecEit est un emprunt? S But, on the other hand, credit
1 Pinto, Trait6 de la Circulation et du CrCdit, 1771, considers loans bearing
interest as new portions of the resources of a country (p. I ~ I )and
, that government loans not made in excess of its powers are tine alchyma'e vdaliske dont
souvent eux ntdmes pui I' oydrent n' entendent $as tout le mnysikl.e, (p. 338.) Similarly and earlier, v. Schvodev, F. Schatz-und Rentkammer, 238 fTi Mklon,
Essai politique sur le Commerce, 1734, ch. 6 ; next, Hnnzilton, Report to the
House of Representatives on the subject of Manufactures, Dec. 5, 1791;
Von Stmensee, Abhnndlungen, 1800, I, 259. See infra,
210. More recently, St. Chamans, Nouvel Essai sur la Richesses des Nations, 1824, 83 ti.
T o some extent, even Dietzt.1, System der Staatsanleihen, 1855,200. This is
D dangerous error, since to every credit there is a set-off in the nature of a
debit of an equal amount; and the evidences of debt are nothing but claims
on the future revenue of the state. This mas'fully recognized by Cantillon,
291 E. One of the principal advocates of that view among writers on Political Economy is the vivacious, acute and practically not unskillful, but
sophistically superficial Macleod. (Elements of Political Economy, 1858, ch.
3, Dictionary, 1862, v. Credit.) The creditor's assignable right of demand, he
considers immaterial capital. While bills of lading, warehouse receipts, dock
yard receipts etc., only represent goods, the bank notc is new goods. Even
metallic money has only a credit-value, inasmuch as it can be used only to
&ect exchanges. T o the
of the creditor may carrespond a + of the
debtor; but the latter is negntive only in the sense that me speak of negative
electricity, a negative thermometrical degree. When an estate is leased, the
owner has, in his demand for rent, a vendible plus; but the lessee no corresponding minus. (Nyt so. T o the same extent that the proprietor has his
future payments on the lease discounted, the prebent sale-value of his estate
is diminished; or if it is not sold, the last party obtaining the discount has
made his available capital as much less by the advance as that of the lessor
has been increased.) The discounting of the future," that is, the apparent
capitalization of hopes, so much in vogue at the present time, may be a great
spur to production as it may also be to baseless extravagance.
P Many theoreticians ascribe a direct creat~onof new capital to credit, in so
fLiras the capacity of the evidences of debt to circulate as a medium of exchange effects a real saving, and permits the former very costly and intrinsically val iable instruments of exchange to be used in some other way.
(S 123.) Compare Ricnr.tZo, Proposals for a secure and economical Currency (1817). J. S. Mill, Principles, 11, 174 and 36. McCzrlloch, Commercial
Dictionary, art. Credit. And so it was in the first four editions of this hook
of mine. (But here, too, there is, immediately, only a transfer of already existing capital. T h e person, for instance, who accepts a bank note for payment, loans a part of his capital to the bank; and the advantage to the whole
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facilitates the kansmission of the elements of prcduction,
especially of capital, from one hand to another!
When,
therefore, the debtor employs the capital that he has borrowed,
more productively than the creditor would have done, the whole
country is a gainer; as it is a loser, on the contrary, when a
person engaged in industry advances to the idler, the frugal
man to the spendthrift, the solid man to the wild speculator.
In declining nations, where every new developnlent hastens
decay, the latter alternative may be the prevailing one; and,
especially here, may the usurious giving of credit by the shrewd
to the simple lead to ruinous debtor-slavery. Among a vigorous and energetic people, the former is apt to govern, as it
is only by the productive employment of the loans made that
they are permanently enabled to pay interest. Here credit is
an invaluable means, not only of putting idle capital in motion,
and of making active capital still more active, but especially of
concentrating capital, by which it may gain as much in productive power as labor does by the cooperation of labor. This is
eflected, very frequently, by means of joint-stock companies,
the principle of which recommends them especially in enterprises where stationary capital is required rather than circulating capital, and where capital generally plays a greater
part than labor; and where this labor can be subjected to provisions which may be accurately laid down beforehand; as,
for instance, in the case of docks, insurance companies, banks,5
community of such credit-operations consists chiefly in this: that so large
a quantity of cash-capital which lay idle in banks etc., may be used more
productively.
When RoesZer says that credit is capital, the product of saving, and very
serviceable in further production (Grt'nds., 3001, he confounds credit itself
with the foundations of credit, which are, indeed, in large part material Gr
moral capital.
4Compare Discourse on Trade, Coyn and Paper-Credit, London, 1697,
72 ff.
6Compare Buron, Guerre au Credit, 1868. ScMfle, Tiib. Ztsch., 1869,
296 ff. With a thorough understanding of its politico-econom8cal hearing,
0. Aficl,nelis. (Berliner V. Jahrsschr. 1863, IV, 121,) says: The capital-value ofmy credit is not equal to the nominal value of my evidences of indebtednest
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etc. Banks, then, become real reservoirs of capital, provided
they are properly and judiciously established and managed;
real reservoirs which receive in one place the capital which is
superfluous elsewhere, in order to supply some other place
with that which is necessary to it. The more confidence increases, the more are even the smallest driblets of capital
awakened from their slumbers, and made active and productive. It is only by means of credit that the help of foreign
capital can be obtained for home production. Indeed, credit,
considered as an exchange of probable future goods against
actually existing goods, is one of the principal functions of
the temporal solidarity of the economy of nations. (Schase.)
Without credit, there would be very little place: for speculation proper.
W e may see how the possibility of giving and receiving credit promotes wealth,by contemplating the poorer classes, whose
poverty, both as cause and eff'ect, is very closely related to the
absence of credit. And here we have a suggestion of the reverse to the bright side of the picture of credit, analogous to
that mentioned in 6 2 of the coijperation of labor, viz.: that
it tends to intensify inequality among men. The man who
is distinguished by the amount of his wealth, or by his position is naturally known to a much wider circle than others
are. From which it follows, that he may, by the way of credit, increase his power, already so much greater in the economic world, by a much larger multiplier: Hence, it need not
[notes etc.], but to the capitalized amount of the extra surplus which I havc
obtained in my business by means of credit, after deduction is made of the
costs and of the risk-premium.
6 W e shall, in the books to follow this, inquire with great care, what are
the means best calculated to remedy this dangerous tendency. W e need
only remark here, that it is to be found in a judicious association of small
capitalists, and also in the capitalization, so to speak, of personal qualities. A
well organized society of work-men, without capital, may indeed obtain
credit, as for instance, the Schultze-Delitsch societies, the Russian avtelsclmicks (market-aid societies) etc. prove. (Friihauf; Die russ. Artels in
Fattcfrer's Vierteljahrsschrift, 1868, I, I& E.) W e may also mention the
greater credit accorded to a land-owner the moment he becomes a member
VOL. I.-IS
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surprise us, that the great obtain credit from those in a lower
position, at least as frequently as they give them credit in turn.
On the side of the creditor, the possibility of making loans
is a powerful incentive to frugality. Were there no credit,
those who were not in a condition to employ their capital productively would make savings only within very narrow
limits?

SECTION XCI.
D E B T O R LAWS.

Private credit is always conditioned, and in a great many
ways, by the situation of the whole nation's business; in other
of a land-loan association as compared with what he could obtain before he
had joined it. The popular belief ot' the ancient Egyptians afforded them n
very great instrument of credit in the pledging of the remains of their ancestors. (Herodot., 11, 136.)
B. Hildebrand is of opinion that the Political Economy of the future may
be characterized as credit-economy, in the same way as the Economy of the
present may be called money-economy, and that of the past as bartereconomy of barter. (National (Ekonomie der Gegenwart und Zukunft, I,
276 ff.) Hildebrand's view is correct in so far as that, with every advance in
civilization, credit comes to have absolutely and relatively an ever increasing
importance, although in the middle ages, especially under feudal forms
(Lehensformen), there were numberless operations in credit. Otherwise,
however, Hildebrand's three kinds of economy are, by no means, co6rdinated.
While barter and purchase through the instrumentality of money, in every
instance, entirely exclude each other, it is impossible to imagine a credittransaction of which the promise of a barter-performance or of a money-performance does not constitute the base. During a "money-economical
(geldwirthschaftlichen) period l' [i. e., one during which money is the medium
of exchange, and not notes; and when barter does not obtain.- Translator.]
the service rendered by money as a medium of exchange may, for the most
part, be supplanted by credit. Money, as a measure of value, still remains
the substratum of credit itself. (See Kaies in the Tttbinger Ztschr., 1860,
154 E.; and in the Freiburger Programm, g Sept., 1862, 19.) Earlier yet, A.
Wagner, Beitr. zur Lehre von den Banken, 1857 ff. Among the most practical propositions of Saint Simonism is that of a systkme gendral des bangues,
intended to administer all the goods of the nation, and to loan them to individuals engaged in production. (Barard,.zog E.)
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words, by their politico-economical situation. It is especially
in the higher stages of civilization, that one bankrupt may
easily drag numberless others down with him; and where the
laws are bad or powerless, not even the wealthiest man can
predicate his own solvency for any length of time in advance.
One c$ the most important conditions of credit is the certainty
that, if the debtor's good will to meet his obligations should
fajl, it shall be supplied by the compulsory process of the
courts. Hence, the importance of a judicial procedure, at
once impartial, enlightened, prompt and cheap.' The more
vigorous the laws relating to debt are in preventing dishonesty
on the part of the debtor, the more advantageous are they to
honorable and honest debtors. Adam Smith has rightly said,
that in countries in which creditors are not completely protected by the courts, the honorable man who borrows money
is in the same condition as the notoriously dishonest man or the
spendthrift, in better governed countries. He finds it more
difficult to borrow and is obliged to pay a higher rate of interest? Rigorous debtor laws, on the other hand, diminish in
1 I t is destructive of credit to allow the debtor to await several decrees or
judgments before his liability is established; to allow him, on easy terms,
delays, reversals of judgment, the costs of the case etc. The term within
which a creditor might bring in his claim before the meeting of creditors in
the Amsterdam Boedel-chamber was formerly thirty-three and a third years.
(Biisch, Darst. der Handlung, Zusatz, 82.) I n the presidency of Bengal
there were, in 1819, 8 1 , cases
~
in arrears, and in 1829, 140,000. Westminister Review, XIX, 142.
And yet Melon is of opinion that the state should favor the debtor as
much as possible. (Essai politique sur le Commerce, ch. 12, 18.) This was
the view entertained on this subject by the older practitioners. I n Bengal,
the dhara, a species of "judgment of God," in which the party who could
ho!d out longest against hunger was declared the victor, was the only means
to compel a debtor to pay his debt. As a consequence, the Bengal peasant
could not borrow money at less than 60 per cent. per annum. Edinburgh
Review, XXII, 67. On the damages attending the credit-laws and creditcourts of Russia, by which all foreign goods are rendered exceedingly dear,
eee v. Sternbevg, Bemerkungen Uber R., 100 A. I n a country in which a
great many powerful personages are above the laws, an incorporated loaning
bank may be an indispensable necessity. (Stwc4, Handbuch, 11, p. a3 E.)
Q
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the whole nation the amount of "bad debts," that is, a not insignificant portion of the cost of production. They, at the
same time, promote, as far as it is in the power of laws to do
it, national honor and the mutual confidence of man in man.
The excellence of their debtor laws, in their most flourishing
period, was one of the principal elements which contributed to
make Athens and Rome of such importance in the history of
the world?

SECTION XCII.
H I S T O R Y OF CREDIT LAWS.

In the history of laws relating to credit, we may distinguish,
in a great many countries, three stages of development.
A. The laws, in the first stage, are very severe. In the
Germanic middle age the insolvent was disgraced. He became the slave of his creditor (zu H a n d und Halfter), who
might imprison him, fetter him (stocken und blocken), and
probably kill him. A Norwegian law allowed the creditor,
when his debtor would not work and his friends would not
ransom him, to take him before the court, and "to lop oiT from
his body what part he will, above or below."' T o judge of
I n Naples, even as recently as 1804, no debtor could be arrested during the
last six months of the quein's pregnancy. At a previous period, one might
fail in business there and escape all punishment by exposing the hindermost
part of himself in a nude state publicly before a column of the Vicarin.
(Rehfues, Gemiilde von Neapel, I, p. 203 seq., 221.) I n Schwytz, the rate ot
interest is so high, because the law allows the debtor to pay his creditor,
whether the latter will or not, in articles of household furniture, clothes etc.,
estimated at a very high value. (Hevmann, Staatsw. Untersuchungen, 202.)
I t has now become quite usual in the United States, on account of the many
delays granted to the debtor by cLdemocratic"laws introduced there, instead
of mere mortgage, to give full warranty deeds when capital is loaned. By
this means, the creditor is in danger, when misfortune overtakes him, to see
himself compelled to let his property go at one-fourth of its value.
'See the Hellast oath in Demostlr., adv. Timocr., 746. T h e Roman system of credlts in the time of Polybius was much better than the Carthagenian. PoIy6., VI, 56, XXXII, 13.
Gvimm, Deutsche Rechtsalterthtimer, 612 &
I Sachsenspkgel, 111, 39.
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these provisions correctly, it is necessary to bear in mind the
many ways in which family resources were at this time bound
and tied up, and not forget "the power of defiance in these
iron natures." "(Niebukv.)
B. The canon law introduced milder principles. Gregory
the Great had already prohibited the holding on to the body
of the d e b t ~ r . ~On this account, during the latter portion of
the middle ages, it was customary to stipulate by contract that
the provisions of the ancient law should govern in this matter,
to submit to imprisonment etc.4 The influence of the Roman
law made it gradually more usual, in the case of insolvent
debtors, to demand no more from them than the assignment
of their property for the benefit of their creditors. This, however, led to numerous frauds; and these became more frequent
in proportion as the laws governing the property of parties
while the marriage relation existed between them, and as executions against landed property etc. were defective.
C. Hence, in more highly civilized times, there has been a
return to the severity of earlier ages. Persons engaged in
commerce, especially those whose capital is so volatile, and to
whom time is a thing so precious, can scarcely dispense willingly with personal imprisonment for debt. Hence, legislation on bills of exchange, sanqtioned especially by imprisonment of the person, plays a very important part in the commercial cities of the seventeenth century, as it did, naturally,
much earlier in Italy and the Netherlands." Modern laws in
Dahltnunn, Danische Gesch., 11, 245, 339. Hermonn, Russ. Gesch., 111, 357.
On slavery for debt among the Malays, see Ausland, 1845, NO. 157.
'Beatyour, Tableau du Commerc en Grkce, 11, 176.
a C. 2 X. De Pignor. An appropriate provision in a priestly government. Di~dor.,I, 79.
S t a y i n g in a place by the debtor until the creditor is satisfied, and other
degrading stipulations, wh~ch,however, were prohibited by the police regulations of the Empire in 1548, art. 17.
'Mayten's Ursprung des Wechselrechts, 1797. Stati~taMediol., 1480,fol.
238 ft. r h e municipal law of Florence unconditionally imprisoned the
father or grandfather for the debt of the son, when the latter engaged in industrial pursuits with their consent. (Stat. Flor., I, 201) I n Bologna, the
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many cases punish the bankrupt whenever an examination of
his books, kept after approved methods, does not demonstrate
his inn~cence'.~The great facility of fraudulent bankruptcy,
where commerce has attained a high degree of development
and complicntion; the absence of honor shown in engaging in
speculation for one's own gain with a stranger's capital, and
without the real owner's knowledge; the comparatively small
number of blameless and irreproachable bankruptcies,' certainly justify these provisions.R9
brothers of a barrkrupt who had constituted one halschold with him were
held responsible for his debts. (Statuti dell' Universita de Mercantati de1l.a
CittA di B., 1550, fol. 110.) The law of Geneva excluded from all positions of
honor the son who had left his father's debts unpaid. Montesquieu, E. des
Lois, XX, 16. The consequence was, that among the higher classes not a
creditor lost anything for centwies. (K. L. v. Haller, Restauration der
Staatswissenschaften, VI, 519.) Compare the a Nurenberger Reformation "
of 1479, fol. 61 and 68 of the edition of 1564.
$Compare the R. P. 0. of 1548, art. 22. And so, by the Code de Cornmerce, III,4, I, even the simple bankrupt in contradistinction to the fraudulent bankrupt IS punished, and every person unable to pay his debts is declared a simple bankrupt, who, alndng other things, has made excessive
household expenses, or lost considerable sums by play etc. Compare Stilly,
Mimoircs, Livre XXVI, who declares it to be his most wholesome law, that
fraudulent bankrupts should, like thieves, be punished with death, and that
all their fraudulent assignments, gift$, etc., should be deciared void. Further, Ordonn, de Louis XIV., sur les Failletcs, art. 11; y. de Wit, M&moires,
77 fi; v. detr Hemel, Sur le Commerce de la Hollande, I I O ff. Frederick
William I., in 1715, threatened with the galleys all light-headed bankrupts,
and, in 1723, all those w110,knowing their insolvent condition, should effect
further loans. MyZit~s,Corp. Const. March. 11, 2, 31, 40. For China, see
Davis, The Chinese, I, 247 E Gr. Soden, Nat. Oek., 111, 231, demands that, in
case of doubt, the guilt of the bankrupt should always be presumed.
' I n England only one-tenth of the number of bankrupts are considered
innocent. EllioZf, Credit the Life of' Commerce, 1845, 50 ti.
8 The cont?*nbte9 a r c w j s of debtors was abolished in France in 1792, but
restored in 1797. Even Turgot remarked that since slavery had ceased there
was no further fear (?) that the poor would be oppressed by imprisonment
for debt. (Sur le Pret d' argent, Cj 31.) According to Drot, the question is
" against L'miserable money," but the deprivanot one of weighing LLfreedom
tion of a few of that freedom and the non-fulfillment of obligations entered
into, that is agalnst the destruction of public coniidence.
# A similar development among the Greeks:
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SECTION XCIII.
M E A N S O F P R O M O T I N G CREDIT.

One of the most efficient means of promoting credit consists in legislation intended to dry up the source of bad debts,
by placing obstacles in the way of reckless or usurious credits
A. Rigorous slavery for debt, which Kypselos moderated a t Corinth.
(Pausan.,V. 17, 2), and Solon abolished in Athens. (Plutarclr, Sol., 15. Demostlr., de fals. Legat., 412.)
B. The reckless creation of debts as seen in Aristophanes; while outside
of Athens slavery for debt lasted yet a long time. (Hermmzann, Griech. Privatalterth., 57, 20.) I n the time of Demosthenes, the merchant in arrears
in the payment of his debts was cast into prison, and the bottomry-debtor
who deprived his creditor of his security might be punished with death,
(Demosth. adv. Phar~n.,gzz, 95S), and this although the cessio lco~rorumwas
introduced. Neymann, 7 4 3 . Compare Xenoph., Vectigg., 3, Dcmnostlr. adv
Apat., Sgz; adv. Lacrit., and and adv. Dionys. I n Corinth, the state superintended expenses made by parties. This v-as part of its credit-policy.
(Ath~nczus,VI, 227) For a remarkable Rhodian law relating to debts, see
Sext. Emp., Hypot. I, 149.
I n Rome :
A. The chief characteristic of the ancient law in t h ~ smatter was the
eventual sale of the person of the debtor on the getting of the loan (nexum);
the power of the creditor to put the addictus to death or to sell him in foreigu
parts; finally, the in Bavtes secanto, in the concourse of creditors. Without
these rigorous provisions, the borrower might easily have evaded his debts,
by the emancipation of his son and turning over his property to him. (Nio
bz1Bv, Rotn. Gesch., 11,770 ff ; Savigny in the Abb. der Berliner Acad., 1833.
Zimmeun, Gesch.des r'dm. Privatrechts, 111, 131 ff.
B. Later, we find nothing of the execution of the debtor, or of the sale of
his person; but he might be compelled to do slave labor for his creditor
without any protection against ill-treatment. Slavery for debt was restricted
by the Lex Poetelia. (Niebulrr, 111, p. 178; Mommsen, 111,494.) T h e P r ~ t o r i a n
law introduced the custom of putting the creditor in possession of the goods
of the debtor, with power of sale, which proceeding rendered the debtor infamous. See several passages in Waiter., RiSm Rechtsgesch, 763 E ; TerttcN.,
Apol., 4 ; Tab. Herac. I, 11s ff. Later, Cssar's Lex Julia perinitted the honest debtor to escape imprisonment by the assignment of his goods.
C. The inoneyed oligarcliy which prevailed in Rome caused the adoption
of exceedingly severe measures against delinquent debtors. (Plut.,Lucull.,
za Cic,, ad. Att. V. 21, VI.), although its members themselves incurred
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for objects of luxury or pleasure, to bad customers.' But the
application of these laws should be clear and simple as to
their matter, and require no inquiries, relating to the person,
in~practicablefor a business inan to make.2 Thus, for instance, a short period of limitation established by statute in
the matter of advances made for ordinary money-claims is
a beneficial restraint, as well on the creditor as on the debtor,
since it prevents the accumulation of a multitude of small
debt^ which almost imperceptibly but at the same time irresistibly overpower the debtor under their weight? Another
debts in the most reckless manner. Cwsar, in the year A. C. 62, excluding
his active (acfiz~en),owed debts to the amount of a j , o o o , m sesterces; M.
Antonius, in the year 24, 6,ooo,oas; in the year 38, 40,000,0m; Curio, 60,oo0,ooo; Milon, 7o,ooo,oos. (Mommsen, Rolnische Geschichte, 111, 4S6.)
Compare GeZIiz~s,XX, I, XV, 14.
Whenever a new shop-keeper, who sells goods on monthly credits, settles in a district, the number of poor persons invariably increases. (McCulloch, Commercial Dictionary.) T h e ruinous credit given by the Jews to the
Westphalian peasants begins with an account for the goods which they have
succeeded in pressing upon tllem, after five or six years have elapsed. The
Jew seldom sues accounts at law; but he besieges the debtor anc! disco\-el-s
where his last head of cattle and his last little supply of provisions are to be
found. A s he is wil!ing to accept everything that has any value, sometimes
in payment of arrears, and sometimes in payment for some new piece of
trash, he is sure to obtain his dues in the end, but not until his victim, who
is sunk deeper and deeper in the abyss of debt by every LLaccom~nodation,"
is entirely ruined. (Schmevz, Rheinish-Westphal. L. W . ,396 E.)
V n the lower and middle stages of civilization, we find a multitude of
laws by which minors, students etc., but especially land-owners are limited
to a minimum of credit, which, however, varies very much with the person,
and is subjected to a number of embarrassing forms, the consent of a third
person, for instltnce etc. (Compare Bayerische L. 0. von 15.53, fol. S3.)
Such laws, however, give as lnuch room to the play of dishonesty as they
take away frorn that of want of reflection.
"n
the municipal regulations (Sladteovd~zungen)of the 14th and 15th
centuries, which compelled Jewish creditors especially to have their evidences of indebtedness redeemed within from every two to five years, see
Sto66e, Juden im Mittelalter, 129. Compare further the Wtirtemberg L. 0 .
of 1515, Statut. Ferrar, ed. 1650, lib. 11, rub. 37, 289. According to the other
provisions of the laws in North Anierica, some book accounts were required to be sued on within sir and others within seventeen y e a r s (Ebeling
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efficient means is associations of business men to circulate lists
of bad debtors, and to prosecute their own demands in comn10n.~ On the other hand, experience has shown that imprisonment for debt, as a means of enforcing a creditor's claim,
where the amount of the debt is very small and such as only
very poor debtors are apt to incur, is of little service. It is
even injurious, because a great many sellers would rely on
that means of compelling payment in the future instead of demanding it immediately, as they should do in the interest both
of themselves and of their customers. As a rule, it is only
rich creditors who can resort to it with success, a class who
compel payment through this means by wringing it from the
debtor's relations more frequently than from the debtor himself. The working out of debts in correctional institutions
seems, for the same reasons, to fail of its object, since even
well governed institutions scarcely cover their current expenses from the income derived from this ~ o u r c e . ~The inequitable character of imprisonment for debt lies in this, that
it punishes the unfortunate debtor as severely as it does the
malicious one. It must be clearly distinguished from the imprisonment recognized by the courts as a punishment for reckless or fraudulent b a n k r ~ p t c y . ~W e must pass a judgment
Gerchichte und Erdberchreibung der v. Staaten, 11,247,298.) T h e Prussian
law of March 31, 1838, provides a period of limitation of three years far all
ordinary commercial debts. A similar law was passed in the Kingdom o r
Saxony, in 1846. I n London, there has been found a great number of hatters, tailors, boot and shoe dealers etc., whose books showed credits of more
than £q,ooo, most of them not to exceed over f 10. How much of all this
must be lost entirely, and how that loss must increase the sums paid for
boots, shoes and hats by the prompt payer! (McCulloclr, v. Credit.) W e
find, even in Athens, that the period of limitation was shortened in the interest of credit, and that in the case of minors, it did not exceed five years.
(Demosflr. adv. Nausim., 989.) Security for a debtor not over one year.
(Demosflr., adv. Apatur., 901.) The prohibition of Zaleukos to issue any ev~dencesof debt whatever goes much farther. (Zeno6., Proverb. V, 4.)
4Compare the report of the Dresden Handelskammer, 1864, XI.
6 A. Mayer, in Fatrclrev's Viertcljahrsschrift, 1865, IV, 65.
6 We learn from the debates in thc English parliament of February g,
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similar to that on the imprisonment of the person of the debtor
on the seizure of his wages not yet due, so far, at least, as an
amount absolutely necessary to save himself and Limily from
want, is not excepted. The prohibition of such seizure, beyond this, would amount to a declaration that all workmen
without capital, even the best, should be considered unworthy of credit? W e may also include in this category
such laws as except from execution the necessary tools of n
tradesman, since to deprive him of them would be to pre1827, that, in two years and a half, there were, in London and its environs,
70,000 cases of imprisonment for debt, the costs of which w?re from £15o,m
to £200,000. I n 1831, there were in one debtors' prison 1,120 prisone.rs, who
owed on an average f 2 3s. 2d. (McCUIZOCA,1. C.) There was, in 1792, a case
of a woman who, for a debt of £ 19, remained in prison 45 years, and others
like it. (See Arckenholtz, Annalen, IX, 87 ff; X, 169 8, XIII, 125.) In England in 1844, arrest for sums less than £19 was prohibited. yoknson had already proposed a similar provision. (Idler, 1758, Nos. 2 2 and 38.) Imprisonment for debt was abolished in France, England and Austria in 1867; in
the North German Confederation, on the 29th of May, 1868, but arrest for security's sake was retained. Sismondi finds fault with nearly all laws in the
premises, because they attack the person of the debtor rather than his personal property, and his personal, rather than his immovable, property. He
would haveall this just the contrary of what it is. The first interferes with
the very source of wealth, the productive power of labor; the second causes
goods to be sold much below their value. Neither of these evils attends the
last. (N. Principes, I, 250.)
7 A law of the North German Confederation allows the pledging of future
wages, only in the case of public officers,and those holding permanent places
in the service of private parties, whose salaries are over 400 thalers per annum. The original draft had excepted only the things necessary to workmen
and thosedirectly depending on them; while the law as passed makes the
prohibition general. This was undoubtedly done for the convenience of employers as well as of courts; as for instance in the circuit of Dortmund,
there were, in one year, 10,000 cases in which wages were garnisheed. (Annalen des N. I>. Bundes und Zollvereins, 1869,1071 ff.) But the recklessness
of those workmen whose wages are below the average, might have been
just as well guarded against without dragging those whose wages are above
the average down to their levcl, if a distinction had been made between production-credit and consumption-credit, and the latter had been limited by providing that no suit should be instituted for supplies madc to public houszs,
taverns etc.
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vent his employing even his labor to satisfy8 his creditors'
claims.

SECTION XCIV.
L E T T E R S O F R E S P I T E (SPECIALMORATORIEN).

S'eciaZ Zette~sof respite (Specialmorntorien)are a suspension
of the laws relating to debt, made in favor of an individual.
(2&inpuen1mlia.) They were intended to protect not only
the debtor, but also the aggregate of creditors against the
short-sighted severity of one of their number. They were
wont to be given especially when the debtor showed that immediate execution would not only have the effect of ruining
himself, but of sending his creditors away empty handed;
while, if time were given him, he would be able to satisfy
every one? But the granting of such letters has, in recent
times, been prohibited2 in nearly all countries as arbitrary, and
$ I n tile second book of Moses, 22, 25 K , and the fifth, 24, 6. A very old
Norman law provides that in actions for debt, execution should not issue
against effects of the debtor which are indispensably necessary to him to
maintain his position, such as the horses of a count or the armor of a knight.
(Dialog. de Scaccario.) Magna Charta extended this provision so as to include the agricultural implements and cattle of the peasantry. The moment
these laws, in conseqnence of a false principle of humanity, except anything
but what is absolutely necessary, they injure crcdit. Thus, for instance, in
Brazil, a law of 1758, providing that nothing immediately employed in
or directly necessary to the production of sugar should be seized on execution, caused great injury to the production of sugar. (Khstev, Travels in
R., 1816, 356 ff.
8 2, Cod. De Prec. Imper. Off., I, rg. The diets of the Empire had granted
such letters in the fourtecnth century. (Waclrs~niltlr,Europ. Sittengesch.,
IV,690.) They were granted, as a rule, only with the previous knowledge
of the Emperor, by the police ordinances of the Empire of 1548, art. 22.
SO in Austria, Saxony, Brunswick, the electorates of Hesse and Baden.
I n Prussia, they could be granted only after a juridical decree to that effect;
and an appeal to a superior court was allowed to re,verse or aErm it. Compare Mitfermniev in the Archiv. frir civilist. Praxis, XVI, and also P. de la
Couvt, Aanwysing der politike Gronden en Maximen van Holland etc., 1669,
I, ch. 25. NUrnberg obtained as a privilege, in 1495, that no v z o ~ a t o ~ t ~ m
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as a species of cabinet-justice, Nor should the granting of
them be compared with the pardoning power. In the case of
a pardon, the offended State forgives. In this case it sacrifices
the unquestionable right of one party to the very doubtful advantage of another. Where such letters are granted in great
numbers, credit cannot fail to suffer. '' L&uinquinnelZengehiiren
in die HolZen / "
Yet in troublous times, when a great many debtors are insolvent at the same time, the question of modifying the laws
relating to debt, temporarily, has been mooted. It has been
urged on such occasions, that it would be a matter of enormous difficulty to treat, lege artis, thousands as bankrupts at
once; that thousands of businesses would have to be closed,
their stocks cast upon the market at mock prices, and their employees thrown out of employment. But, if certain privileges
were to be accorded to all who should declare themselves unable to meet their obligations before a certain day, it would
be known, at least, that the others were in a solid condition;
and this would have the effect to strengthen the credit which
had been before universally shaken. W e must, however,
leaving all cases of abuse out of the question, remember, that
a really unrightful favor, granted to the debtor, may possibly entail the ruin of his creditor. Besides, the uncertainty of
the law would have a much worse effect on credit than uncertainty as to the personal status of individuaks Where, as is
the case generally in inferior stages of civilization, debtors and
creditors form two distinct classes, the question of right is not,
indeed, changed, but there is a solid basis afforded for the
~oliticaladmeasurement of opposing interests. In another
should be valid as against lts citizens. (Rolh, Geschichte des Niirnb. Handels, I, 86.)
8 Compare the discussions in the French National Assembly, in the month
of August, 184s. I t is much less disadvantageous in times of great commotion, when all business is brought to a stand still, to extend the time in \I hich
bills of exchange etc. are payable. Such a measure prevents a number of
bankruptcies which the real balance of debts due to one and owing by him
does not render necessary.
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work I have shown how, after great wars, land owners, who
became involved in debt, have been protected against capitalists. (See Boscher, Nationaliikonomik des Ackerbaues,
§ I371 g.)
' I n the persecution of the Jews in the middle ages, the so-called Brieffodfen (letter-killing), or the destruction of titles, was ~ e r ycommon. I n
1188, lhe French government released all crusaders from the payment of interest on their debts, and granted them an extension of three years' time to
pay off the principal. (Sismondi, Hist. des Franpais, VI, 82.) Similar compulsory measures were provided against the Jews and usurers in 1223 (Ibid,
VI, 539 R.); and in 1299 (Ordonnances, 1,1331), 011 the formal request of the
nobility. (Ordonnances, 11, 59.) Again, in 1594, there was a release of onethird of the interest on all national and private debts. (Sismondi, XXI, 318.)
The general moratorium of the Milanese for a term of eight years, introduced
in 1251, after their war with France, was of an essentially different character.
(Sismondi, Geschichte der italienischen Republiken, 111, 155.) The same is
true of the general indult granted by Philip 11. in Belgium. (Boxltorn, Disquisitt. politic=, 241 E.)
The abolition or release of debts, so frequent in ancient revolutionary
times, reminds us, in many ways, of the crises precipitated in modern times
by paper money and produced by the state. The ancestors of Alcibades
and Hipponikos laid the foundation of an immense fortune, in Solon's time,
by purchasing land in large quantities with money borrowed from several
citizens, a short time before the abolition of debts. (Plutarclr, Sol., IS.)

BOOK 11.

THE CIRCULATION OF GOODS.

CHAPTER I.
CIRCULATION IN GENERAL.

SECTION

xcv.

M E A N I N G O F THE C I R C U L A T I O N O F

GOODS.

The more highly developed the division of labor is, the
more frequent and necessary do exchanges become. While
the hermit engaged in production thinks only of his own wants,
and the mere housekeeper of the wants of his household, the
man who is part of a nation and who plays a part in its general economy, must bear in mind the MARKET in which goods
of one kind are exchanged against goods of other kinds. The
greater, more various and more changeable the conditions of
this market are, the greater are the intellectual faculties demanded to engage in it successfully, and to the advantage of
everybody concerned in it.l Goods intended to be exchanged
1 Enormous consumption of wax in the churches of the middle ages.
In
the cathedral of Wittenberg alone, a short time before the Reformation,
more than 35,000 pounds of wax candles etc. were burned yearly. A t the
same time, honey was generally used instead of sugar. How much more
important, therefore, at that time must bee-culture have been, considered
from the point of view of circulation as compared with what it is to-day.
And soin Catholic countries, a d~fferencein the external manifestation of religion causes the relative importance of the consumption of fish to increase
and decrease. I n 1803 there was little demand in France for ivory crucifixes,
rosaries etc. I n 1844, the demand for them and foryrie-Die%for the bed-room
etc. was increased. (MORI,Gewerbwissenschafliche Reise, 101.) T o engage
successfully in the sale of sugar in Persia, it is necessary to know that in that
VOL. I.-19
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are called commoditi'es. By the circulation of commodities is
meant their going over from one owner to a n ~ t h e r . ~Among
the principal causes of circulation, we may mention the di&rence in the nature and civilization of countries and peoples,
the distinction between-city and country, the division of people
into classes etc.s T h e rapidity of circulation depends, on the
one hand, on the quantity of commodities, and on the other, on
the degree to which the division of labor has been carried. In
both respects it is, therefore, an important indication of the
wealth of the nation, and of the world.
DiRerent commodities have very different degrees of capacity for circulation (Circzlladionsfakigkeit), that is, of certainty
of finding purchasers, and of facility of seeking purchasers.
T h e smaller, compared with its value, the volume and weight
of a commodity are; the longer and more conveniently it can
be stored away; the more invariable ancl well-known are its
value in uce and value in exchange: the more readily does it
g o from one place to another, the more easily is it transmitted
from one period of time to another and from the possession of
one person into the possession of another. Thus, for instance,
the precious metals circulate more rapidly than industrial procounky it is liked only in little hat-shaped lumps, which are used only as semivoluntary gifts; and that, in such case, custom fixes the number of lumps.
(Stcilrlmus, Russlands commercielle etc. Verhh., 151.) I n the Levant,
workmen prefer bars of iron which are small and of varied form because
they find it difficult to manipulate the large ones. The English bear this in
mind much better than the Russians. (Steinhnus.) A merchant rending
wood to Southern France must be acquainted with the form of the staves
used in the manufacture of barrels there. Compare Biisrh, Geldumlauf,
VI, 2, 2.
T h e circulation of goods compared to the circulation of the blood: by
Mirnbcau, Philosophie Rurale, ch. 3. Turgot, Sur la Formation etc. 69.
Cntznvd., Principes, ch. 6.
3 Eiselen Volkswirthschaftslehre, g8 ff, If in ancient times commerce
played a much less important part than it does among the modcrns, it was, as
Montcsquieu says, because the whole commercial world was then more uniform in climate and the character of its products than it is novr. (Esprit de6
Lois, XXI, 4.
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ducts; these in turn more than raw material: and immovable
property circulates least rapidly of all. An improvement in the
means of transportation naturally increases the capacity of circulation of the entire wealth of a people, and especially of those
commodities which were not before transferable as well as
of those of which the cost of transportation constituted a peculiarly large component part of the price." The greater the
capacity for circulation of any kind of goods, the greater is
the power of control of its owner in the world of trade. If
we compare two men, each of whom possesses a million of dollars, but one of whom has that million in money and the other
in land, we shall find that the former is able, for present purposes, such as loaning to the state in case of need, aiding a
conspiracy etc., to command resources much more readily and
effectively than the latter. Under the ordinary circumstances
of a nation's economy, we find that the owner of money is
very seldom in want of bread, fuel or clothing, whereas very
many owners of other property may be in want of money.'
True, resources which may, so to speak, take the offensive
most energetically, offer less resistance to unforeseen misfortune. The possessor of such resources is in a condition to lose
his all on the turn of a single die. As civilization advances,
the circulating capacity of a nation's wealth increase^.^
Of the successive steps, sheaves, corn, flour, bread,-flour has the greatest capacity for circulation. And, indeed, the last operation of labor on a
great many goods, because of their consequent more narrowly specialized
utility, is accompanied by a decrease in their capacity for circulation. As an
illustration, we may mention ready-made clothing as cornparcd with cloth.
The capacity for circulation of a commodity is very much advanced when
the demand is wont to increase with the supply, as i i the case with gold and
silver, but not with learned books, optical instruments etc. Many commodities have but little circulating capacity, because no one desires to purchase
them but at first hand. See Menger, GrundsBtze, I, 245 ff.
Knits., Die Eisenbahnen und ihre Wirkungen, 1853, 79.
Compare Schmitthenner, I, who calls attention and with reason to the irnportance of loans on chattel mortgages. But Berkeley, Querisf No. 265,
remarks that a squire with a yearly income of E i w o can, upon an emergency," do less good or evil than merchant with f 20,000 ready money.
A very important difference between Russia and England.

'
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SECTION XCVI.
R A P I D I T Y O F CIRCULATION.

With an advance in a people's public economy, we find an
increased rapidity of circulation connected, both as cause and
effect. Every improvement, every thing which shortens the
process of production, must facilitate and accelerate the circulation of commodities. And so, the perfecting of the means
of transport of commodities, of the media of exchange and of
credit, an increase in the number of middlemen who make it
their busiqess to purchase in order to sell again. On the other
hand, the more rapid the circulation of wealth, the more can
it promote production. The more rapidly, for instance, the
manufacturer of cloth exchanges his wares for money, the
more rapidly may he employ the money in the purchase of
new tools and the hiring of new labor; and the sooner may be
appear in the market with new cloth. It is here precisely as
it is in agriculture, which is more productive where the seed
returns several times in a year (several crops1) to the hand of
1 Storcfi, Handbuch, I, 273 K. There is also a useless circulation which is
not calculated to promote the division of labor, but to employ idle time or
idle capital, as in the case of games of hazard, speculation in stocks, wheat
etc. Even impoverishing consumption may produce rapidity of circulation,
as in Germany during the war years 1812 and 1313. (F. G. Sckube, N.
CEkonornie, 1Sj6, 667.) R e l y ~ n gon this fact, Nur)ze (1752) on Public Credit,
Discourses, No. 8, argues in favor of the old opinion, that all circulation is
wholesome and to be encouraged. BoisguiZZebert, Traitt des Grairp, I, 6,
went so far as to laud war because it accelerated the circulation of wealth.
On the necessity of a civculation sans repos, see ibid., I1,ro. In a similar way
Law, Trade and Money, 1705, and Dtctos, Rtflexions Yolitiques sur le Coln
merce, over-valued the circulation of wealth as such. Concerning the Mer
cantile System, see fj 116. Daves, Erste Griinde der Cameralwissenscl~~ft,
176S, 531. And even Biisclr, Geldumlauf, I, 29, 32 E.,111, 96, whoin other
places nearly always overlooks real production and sees only the circula
tion of money caused thereby. Thus he calls the poor when they are
helped in money, and spend it, useful members of society! (IV, 32, 39
Similarly, v. Slruensac, Abhandl~ingen,ISW, I, 282 K, +W K.
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the peasant than it is where this happens only once. T h e
nearer the members of the commercial organism are to one
another, the more rapid is circulation wont to be. Hence, it
is more rapid in industry than in agriculture; in retail trade
than in wholesale; in large cities than in the country; among a
dense population than among a sparse population.
T h e regularity of circulation increases with economic culture. Its concentration at large terminal points, its interruption by bad seasons of the year, belong to the lower stages of
the political economy of a people; although bad harvests,
floods, wars, revolutions etc. may, at any time, lead to a sluggishness or to an arrest of circulation.
S E C T I O N XCVII.
FREEDOM O F COMPETITION.

But it is especially the freedom of circulation that increases
with an advance in civilizaiion, and this advance, like the t w o
preceding, first aflects the home or inland circulation. Freedom of competition, the freedom of commerce and industry,
technical expressions used to designate freedom in general in
the domain of a nation's economy, is the natural conclusion
drawn from the principles of individual independence and of
private property. Hence its development is as slow as the
development of these, and attains its full growth only in highly cultivated nations, their colonies and dependencies. In very
low stages of economic development, the circulation of goods
is hampered by the absence of legal security; later, by privileges accorded to a great number of families, corporate
bodies, municipalities, classes, etc., and later yet by the mighty
guardianship which the state exercises by its power of legislation and even of education.' Each one of these epochs con-

' As, for instance, happened in France in 1577, when all commerce, and in
15S.j all industry, were declared to be de d v d domanial. Louis XIV. was of
opinion that the king n a s absolute master of all private property of priests
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stitutes the end of the preceding one, and is milder than it was.
Finally comes the period of complete freedom, when every
man is permitted to manage his own affairs even with injury
to himself, provided the injury is confined to himself.
The later times of the Roman Empire are the best illustration of how, with the decline of the conditions which must precede freedom of competition, that freedom itself decays."
Freedom of competition unchains all economic forces, good
and bad. Hence, when the former preponderate, it hastens
the time of a people's grandeur, as it does their decline where
the latter gain the upper hand? W e may say of economic freedom what may be said of all other freedom, that the removal of
external constraint can be justified and produces the greater
good of the greater number only where a stern empire over self
takes its place. Without this it would not prevent or avoid idleness, usury or over-population. Freedom must not be simply
negative. It must be positive. If on account of the immaturity or over-maturity of a people, there be no sturdy middle
class among them, unlimited competition may become what
Bazard calls a general sauveyui-peut (let the devil take the
hindmost); what Fourier designates as a mwceZZement industrieL, and a fraude conznzern'ale; what M. Chevalier denominated " a battle-field on which the little are devoured by the
and people. (Mdmoires histor. de Louis XIV., 11, 121.) Compare Duclos,
MCmoires, I, 14 ft:
Compare Theod. Cod., V, 9, I ; Just. Cod., X, 1 g , 8 ; XI, 47, 21, 23; XI, 50,
5 1 , 52, 55, 58. How full the really classic period of the Roman jurists was
of the idea of freedom of competition, we see in Puullus: L. 22, 3, Dig.
XIX, 2. The provisions concerning Iasio enormis appear first in the time
of Diocletian. (Just. Cod., IV, 44, 2.)
sBenja,nin Franklin says that the freer the form of government is, the
more the people show themselves in their true aspect. Ancient Rome, with
the early development of its rational disposition, soon learned to favor freedom of commercial intercourse. Compare Mommsen, RiSlnische Geschichte,
I, passim. This was, certainly, an element of its greatness, but also of the
proletarian evils developed in it an early date, and which were weighed down
only by the absolute growth of the state and the development of its e c a
nomic interests during centuries.
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big;" and in such case, as Bodz-Reymond says, the word
con~petition,meaning simply that each one is permitted to run
in whatever direction he may see a door open to him, is but
another and a new expression for vagabondizing. But here
the evil does not lie in too great competition, hut in this, that
on one side there is too little competition? T h e opposing principle of competition is always monopoly, that is, as John Stuart
Mill says, the taxation of industry in the interest of indolence and even rapacity; and protection against competition is
synonymous with a dispensation from the necessity to be as
industrious and clever as other people.
A protection of this nature, sufficiently eirzctive to attain its
end, would not fail to arrest the efforts of those who had accomplished something, and even to turn them backward.
That freedom of competition is a species of declaration of war:
among men considered as producers, is certain; but, at the
same time, it makes all men considered as consumers members of one society, in which all the members are equally interested, a fact too much overlooked by socialist^.^ It is the
means especially by which the greatest and ever increasing
portion of the forces of nature are raised to the character of
Man is
the free and common property of the human race?
not the favorite of nature in the sense that nature has done
everything for him, but in the sense that it has endowed him
with the ability to do everything for himself. T h e right of
freedom of competition may, therefore, be considered both
Nor must it be forgotton that competition raises prices as well as lowers
them. The expressions higher price and lower price denote only different
sides of the same relation. M. Chezrnlier is of opinion that our present
breathless competition is characteristic only of a period of transition prolific
in new inventions, a competition soon to be followed by peace. (Cours, 11,
45; ,E..)
Ai'a8$ $or; : He~iod.,Opp., 10 ff.
'L Whoever speaks of competition suppresses the existence of a common
aim," says Proudhoa, alttiough he adds, after Bibam's way, that to cure the
evils of competition by co~rlywtition,is as absurd as to lead men to liberty
Ly liberty, or to cultivate the mind by cultivation of the mind.
Compare Bnstint, Harmonies dconomiques, ch. 10.
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the protection and the image of this provision of nature.
(Zachzriii.)"
The person, therefore, who claims or asserts an exception
from the rule of free competition, has to prove his position in
every individual case, since the burthen of proof is on him.
But the duty of interference on the part of the state is positively pointed out where any interest common to the whole
people is not in a condition to assert itself; and negatively,
when the custom which hitherto had prevented an undoubted
abuse has grown too weak to continue to perform that service.
In 60th regards I would call attention to the protection of factory children against the concurrent selfishness of their parents
and masters." l0 Supra, 8 39.
SIf all classes were protected against competition, no class would derive
any ndvantage from it, since a "universal privilege" is an absurdity. If only
certain classes or individuals are protected, it is done at the cost of all others.
9 The question should not be formulated thus:
Caprice or rule? " but
Rule of morals, or rule of law?" Schmollw against v. Treitschkc in Hildebrand's Jahrbb.
M Concerning the arguments by which the con~mercialrestrictions of the
middle ages were defended, see below. They were, for the most part, well
founded for the age in which they were advanced. A judicious education
will often be compelled to provide limitations, but always with the intention,
by this means, of making possible a really greater independence. Thus the
current of commerce may be too weak in a poor and thinly settled country
in order that supply and demand should always and everywhere meet and be
satisfied, Under such circumstances, their artificial concentration at certain
points is among the most efficient means of promoting the economy of the
whole people. The policy of freedom of commerce was recommended even
in the seventeenth century by J. Child, by North and Davennnt. W.Rosche~,
Zur Geschichte der englisch. Volkswirthschaftslehre, 6 j E., S5 E., 113 E., 142
C. And earlier yet, in Holland, by Snbnasius, D e Usurus, 1638, 583 and de la
Court. Compare Tiibinger Ztschr., 330 ff. Thus Boisguillebert says: Il n'y
avait 911'd l a i s s e ~faire Za nnttcve et la Met&, q d est Ze connnissionaire de cctte
mk3rzc nature. (Factum de la France, 1707, ch. 5.) See, also, Dissertation sur
la Nature des Richesses, ch. V I ; DCtail de la France, 1697,11, ch. 13; Tr.
des Grains, 11,S. For the most part dictated by a reaction against Colbertism.
See further, MJlon, Essai Politique sur le Commerce, 1734, ch. 2. M.
Deckeu, Essay on the Causes of the Decline of Foreign Trade, ~ 7 4 4 ~ 3 "
16
ff. J . Tncker, Essay on the advantages and disadvantages which respectively attend France and Great Britain wit11 regard to Trade, 17jo.
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H O W G O O D S A R E P A I D FOR.-THE
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Payment for goods (S I K) of any kind can be made onlyin
other goods.12 Hence, the greater, more varied, and the betForbonnais, ElCmens du Commerce, 1754, I, 63. C;Enm~esi,C. 1, 17, 3, is of
opinion that at least in case of doubt, commerce stood more in need of freedom than of protection. Verri, in his Meditazioni, goes still farther. T h e
Physiocrates, with their laissez aller and laissez faire recommend competition
as the best means to increase the net income of a people. According to D u font, 147 fT, Cd. Daire, the province of legislation is confined to declaring the
laws of nature. His motto is: libertk andjroyridtd. Adam Stnith asks that
the state should do only three things: insure protection against foreign
states, the administration of justice at home, the establishment and maintenance of certain inst~tutionsof advantage to the whole community, but
which private interest could not establish for want of means to cover the expenses attending them. (Wealth of Nations, V, ch. I, 2.) Hence he demands (111, ch. 2) the abolition of all kinds of -@ei commissa, of royalty in
mines (I, ch. r I , 2), of all corporate and exclusive privileges, of all protective
duties etc. (IV, ch. I E),but especially of the colonial policy hitherto in
vogue. (IV, ch. 8.)
The attacks of the Socialists on freedom of competition were begun by
Fichte, Geschlossener Handelsstaat, 126, in which it is called a robber-system
or system of spoliation. H e would have the state have more solicitude for
human industry than if men were so many swallows. See further, Sistnondi,
N. Principes, passlm, who everywhere demands the protection of the government for the weaker. Fourier, N. Monde industriel, 396, who thinksthat
Ze nzo?zopolegkndral is always a jveservatif contre le comnzevce. Bastiat, Harmonies Cconomiques, ch. 10, has a very valuable refutation of these follies.
Recently, Rodbertus, Hildebrand's Jahrbiicher, 186j, 11, 272, is of 02inion
that social individualism " has ever had in history the task of dissolving
decaying societies, as, for instance, under the Cssars.
1 Whoever would sell to others must purchase of them. (Child., Discourse
of Trsde, 358.) Similarly Temple, Works 111, 19, and Beder, Polit. Discurs,
1547. This view seems to have become the national one first in Holland.
Compare also $ue.wny, 71 and Mirabeazc, Philosophie rurale, 1763, ch. 2.
P W e often hear it said:
nothing sells because there is no money." But
the real cause here is, in nlost instances, not a want of money, but a want of
other goods which might serve as a counter-value. I n bad times, for instance, there is many a weaver who would consider himself fortunate, even
if he could get no nlonry for his cloth, to obtain instead, meat, bread, wood,
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ter adapted to satisfy wants, production is, the more readily
does any product find a remunerative market; more readily in
England, for instance, in spite, or rather, because of, the great
competition there, than in Greenland or Madagascar. From
this it follows that, as a rule, a person is in a better condition
to purchase more goods in proportion as he has produced
more himself. According to official accounts, the average
value of a harvest of wheat and potatoes in Prussia was formerly 332,500,ooo thalers. In the year 1850, however, it was
only 262,ooo,ooo thalers. As a matter of course, the country
people in that year could not purchase from the cities as much
as in ordinary years, by a difference of 70,000,000 thalers.
This illustrates how every class of people, who live by finding
a free market for their products, are interested in the prosperity of all other classes. As Bastiat says: " All legitimate interests are harmonious." The more flourishing a city, the
better oiT are the towns around it, which furnish it with provisions; and the richer these towns, the more flourishing is
the industry of the city which ministers to their wants? It is
important that this fact should be borne steadily in mind,
especially in times of advanced civilization, when the feeling
that we all have interests in common, is too apt to grow dormant. Nothing can better serve to awaken it again when it
has become so. A nation, says Louis Blanc, in which one portion of the people is oppressed by anot,her, is like a m i n
raw material etc. If money only were wanting, that might easily be as favorable a symptom in commerce, as when there are not enough shops,
steamers etc., to carry on the business of the country. Compare North., Discourses upon Trade, 1691,X I seq., but especially y. B. Say's celebrated theory
of Markets, trait6 I , ch. XV.
3See Humboldt's observations as to how, in Spanish America, agriculture
in the vicinity of the mines increases and decreases with the wealth of the
latter. (N. Espagne, 111, 1 1 ff.) See also Harrinqton (ob. 1677), On the P ~ L rogative of a PopuIar Governmeni, I, ch. 1 1 ; CnnLiZLon, Nature du CornInerce, 16. And so Stein., Lehrbuch, 122 seq., points out how great enterprises produce especially for the consumption of the small householder without capital, and how, therefore, the flourishing condition of the one determines that of the other.
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wounded in the leg. The healthy limb is prevented by the
sick one from performing its function^.^

SECTION XCIX.
FREEDOM OF C O M P E T I T I O N A N D I N T E R N A T I O N A L T R A D E .

Does the same rule apply to the commercial intercourse of
nations? Where the feeling that all mankind constitute.one
vast family is stronger than that of their political and religious
diversity; where the sense of right and the love of peace have
extinguished every dangerous spark of ambition for empire
and all warlike jealousy; where, especially, their economic
interests are rightly understood on both sides, a real conflict
between the interests of two nations must always be a phenomenon of rare occurrence, and an exception to the general
rule, which should not be admitted until it has been clearly
demonstrated to exist? Highly cultivated nations generally
4 Those indeed who live by the spoliation of others, as robbers, deceivers
etc. are interested in the economic prosperity of the latter only so long as
their spoliation of them is not endangered. Only to this extent can it be
claimed with Fr. List that the nobility of the Middle Ages, in obeying the
selfish calculation which led to the oppression of the peasantry, engaged in
as bad a speculation as a manufacturer of our day would who should feed
his steam-engine with nothing but saw-dust or scraps of old paper. T h e
cities of the middle ages had a much more undoubted econon~icinterest in
the emancipation of the peasantry as a class than the nobles or the clergy.
Such exceptions there certainly are, even if it were not true "that the
most godly cannot rest in peace unless he is acceptable to his ungodly neighbor." Nations that furnish the same products as we do may, indeed, Lispoil
our market,"just as at home the selfish shoemaker may desire the prosperity
of all wearers of shoes, that is of all other industries, but not that of all
other producers of shoes. The view that long prevailed, that one man's g a i l ~
was always some other man's loss ( T h . Morus., Utopia 79, ed. Colon. 1555;
Baco., Sermones rideles, cap. 1 5 ; quid-quid alicubi adiicilur, alibi detrahitur;
M. Montaigne, Essais I, 21: les prouficit de Z'nn est le dourtnage de Z'aufre)
prevailed much longer in international affairs where observation is much more
difficult than in national affairs; although even here, P. de la Cosrl, Maxi~nes
politiques, 1658, contrasts the economic interest of Holland u i t h that of the
rest of the Netherlands and prefers it to theirs. Even Volt~iresays: '&The
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look upon the first steps in the civilization of a foreign people
with a more favorable eye than they do on the subsequent
progress which brings such nations nearer to thern~elves.~
Yet the realization of the above mentioned conditions on all
sides is something so improbable, unpatriotic "philanthropy "
something so suspicious,5 the greater number of mankind
desire of the greatness of the Fatherland includes the desire of' evil to our
neighbor. Evidently no country can gain except what another loses." (Dict.
philosophique, v. Patrie.) Compare, however, the peut-Etre in his Histoire
de la Russie, I, 1,on the occasionof the English-Russian treaty of commerce.
Similarly, Guliani, Della Moneta, I , I, IV, I ; Verri, Opuscoli, 335, and recently v. Cancritz who says that "in every-day life, property is a c q ~ i r e donly
a t some other person's expense." (Weltreichthum, ISZI,II~.
Oekonomie der
menschl. Gesellschaft, 1845, 23.) T h e cosmopolitan view (Xcnojb., Cyrop.,
111, 2, 17. Hier, 10)which prevails in Adam Smith's school was introduced
by Hume, Essays,17jz, O n the Jealousy of Trade. auesnay, EncyclopCdie, v.
Grains, 294, ed. Daire; A. Sinitb, Theory of moral Sentiments, 1759, p. 6, sec.
2, ch. 2. Pinto, Lettre sur la Jalousiede Commerce, 1771, and y. Tucker, Four
Tracts on co~nmercialand political Subjects, 1776, 34 ff and 42 i?. '' The
system of states exercises n o influence whatever on the world's cornmerce." (Lotz, Handbuch I, 11.) More recently, R. Cobden, in his Russia,
Edinb., 1836, among others argued, that the conquest ot'Turkey by the Russians would be useful to England, because then Inore (?)English products
would probably be sold there. Russia would become no stronger thereby, as
conquests always injure the conqueror more than they benefit him. T h e
idea of European equilibrium is therefore a chimera, because no state can
be prevented from having an internal growth, as great as may be. Thus, in
the summer of 1853,we heard the London Times sonletimes preach that
every cannon-shot fired by the English at the Russians might kill an English
debtor or an English customer. The Venetians entertained a sirnilar view
a t the beginning of the fifteenth century. Compare M. Sanudo in Muratori,
Scriptores, XXII, gjo b. See above, 8 12.
Moreover, Malthus had recognized that there were natural rivalries between nations which produced exceptions to Tucker's laws. (Principles,
Preface.) Silnilarly Gurve, in Cicero's Pflichten (1783),111,146 E
IB. Fvanklr'n, Works, vol. 111, 49. Sisi~ondiclaims for all civilized nations
the right of interfering with the governments of other nations with whom
they have or might have cotnmercial relations, and of insisting that they
shall have a good government under which commerce may freely develop.
(N. P. VII, ch. 4.)
A s for instance when the nitri des hotnmcs says that he felt towards an En.
glishman or a German as he did towards a Frenchman with whom he wn8
not acquainted. nlirabcnu, Philosophie rurale, ch. 6,
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so incapable of development except under the limitations of
nationslity, that I should observe the total disappearance of
national jealousies only with solicitude. Nothing so much
contributed to the Macedonian and Roman conquests as the
costnopolitanism of the later Greek philosophers."
As all commerce is based on the mutual dependence of the
contracting parties, we need not be surprised to find international commerce so dependent. But this dependence need
not, by any means, be equally great on both sides. Rather
is the individual or the nation which stands in most urgent
need of foreign goods or products the most dependent. Hence,
it seems that, in the commercial intercourse between an agricultural and an industrial people, in which the former furnish
food and the raw material of manufactures, and the latter
manufactured articles, the latter are the more dependent. In
case of war, for instance, it is much easier to dispense for a
long time with manufactured articles than with most articles
of
However, this condition of things is very much
modified, for the better, by all those circumstances on which
the dominant active commerce of a nation depends. It is, for
instance, much easier for the English, on account of their
greater familiarity with, and knowledge of the laws and nature
of commerce, on account of their business connections, their
capital, credit and means of transportation, but more particularly on account of the greater capacity of circulation of their
national resources, to find a new market in the stead of one
that has been closed to them, than it is for the Russians with
It
their much more immoveable system of public e c o n ~ m y . ~
'Thus, for instance, the Stoic, Zeno: Plutnvclr. D e Alex, fort, I, 6.
Compare even Lnurlcvdale, Inquiry, 274 K
How well, for instance, the English sustained Napoleon's continental
blockade, the evils produced by which were intensified by several bad harrests. Its worst time did not, indeed, coincide with that of the struggle with
the United States. The ancient Athenians, during their contest with Philip
of Macedon, considered the question of the supplies from the Bosphorus
etc. as one of life and death. But this can be looked upon only as a cogent
Proof of the s~nalldevelopment which their commercial talents had received
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is true, however, that an effective blockade, which cxcluded
both of these nations from all the markets of the world, would
be much more injurious to England than to Russia.
at the time. How easily might they not, according to our ideas, have obtained corn from Sicily or Egypt.
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PRICES.

SECTION C.
PRICES I N GENERAL.

The price of a commodity is its value in exchange expressed
in the quantum of some other definite commodity, against which
it is exchanged or to be exchanged. Hence, it is possible for
any commodity to have as many different prices as there are
other kinds of commodities with which it may be compared.'
But whenever price is spoken of, we think only of a comparison of the commodity whose value is to be estimated, with the
commodity which, at that time and place, is most current and
has the greatest capacity for circulation. (Money.) When
two commodities have changed their price-relation to each
other, it is not possible, from the simple fact of such change
of relation, to determine on which side the change has taken
place. If we find that a commodity A stands to all other
commodities, C, D, E etc., in the same relation as to price as
'According to the acute analys~sof language made by F. J. Neumann,
Tiibinger Ztschr., 1872, 317 ff., the word "price" has reference to an actual
purchase or sale, while the expression l' value in exchange," generally called
simply value, is based upon a valuation, or intimates in a general way that a n
object possesses value; value in exchange is, so to speak, the average of several price-determinations. Price, according to Schafle, is the external consequence of value in exchange, a means of representing the latter. (N. CEk.,
111, Aufl., I, 218.) Only through the difference between value in exchange
(universal possibility) and price (special reality) is the Zaesio enurmis of the
jurists possible. (Sclrmittlrenner, Staatswissenschen, I , 416.)
By market price, $v;% couranl, is meant the money-price of commodities,
determined by competition.
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before, while commodity B, compared with the same, has
changed its place in the scale of prices, we may infer that
B, and not A, has left its former p o s i t i ~ n . ~
The words costly and dear, as contradistinguished from
common and cheap, both indicate a high price. We, however, call a commodity costly whose price, compared with
that of other similar commodities, is high. On the other
hand, we call a commodity dear when we compare it with
itself, and with its own average price in other places and at
other times.4
In individual cases, the price of a commodity is determined
most usually, and at the same time most superficially, by custom; people ask and pay for a commodity what others have
asked and paid for it. If we go deeper and inquire what
originated this customary price and may continually change
it, we come to the struggle of interests between buyers and
sellers. And if science would analyze the ultimate elements
of the incen:ives to this struggle and the forces engaged in it,
it is necessary that it should keep in view the entire economy
of the nation, and even all national life.

SECTION CI.
EFFECT O F THE STRUGGLE O F OPPOSING INTERESTS ON

PRICE.

No where in the public economy of a people are the workings of self-interest so apparent as in the determination of
prices. When the price of a commodity is once fixed by the
conflict of opposing interests: the self-seeking of every individual dictates that he should thereby gain as much as possible
8

A problem very simiIar to that of the motion of' bodies in space.

La&, Handbuch, 50 6,calls.those commodities costly which are obta~ned
only at a high cost of production, and dear, those whose price is above the
4

cost of production.
1 Compare Canavd, Principes d'Economie politique, ch, 3. Almost simul.
taneously, H. T h o ~ n t o n1802,
,
Paper-Credit of Great Britain.
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of the goods of others, and lose as little as possible of his own.
In this struggle, the victory is generally to the stronger, and
the price is higher or lower, according to the superiority of
the buyer or seller? But w h 4 in such case, is the stronger?
Politicai or physical superiority can turn the balance one way
or another only in very barbarous times, and especially in
times when legal security is small." A s a rule, it is the party
in whom the desire of holding on to his own comn~oditiesis
strongest, and who is least moved by the want of the wares
of others. A s in every conflict, confidence in self, sometimes
even unbounded confidence in self, is an important element of
success. A party to a contract of sale or barter, who considers his immediate position decidedly stronger than that of
the other party, will scarcely depart from his demands. Hence
it is, that in exchange, one party so frequently holds back
until the other has expressed his terms.4 How different is the
2 See ~ackso?t's
Account of Morocco, 284, for cases in which, in the Sahara,
when the burning winds of the desert had dried up the water in the leathern
bottles of the caravan, a drink of water cost from $10 to $ 5 ~ .
3The Xorth American aborigines very frequently consent, in their exchanges, to take any offer rnade to them by their equals, however insufficient
it may be, because they fear revenge. SchooZmqft, Information etc., 11, 178.
As to the effects of cunning, the Tungusi, when they get a glass of brandy
from the Russians, grow almost idiotic, and give away their goods at mockprices in drink. (v. WrangeZl, Nachrichten, I , 233.) I n the higher stages
of civilization, on the other hand, very distinguished people are, by no
means, privileged because of their position, in the struggle for prices. I n
modern times, claims (rechnzen) have taken the place of greater physical or
political power. Compare E. Hennnnn, Leitfaden der Wirthschaftslehre
1870, 91 ff.
4Thu~
Galianr says, that before one of the two parties has expressed his
want to buy or to sell, the pans of the scales are in equilibrium. The first
that speaks breathes on one of them, and it drops. (Dialogue sur le Commerce des Bleds, 1770, No. 6.) Thls has been verified in a striking manner
in California, where the most valuable con~moditieswere often purchased at
auction at the lowest prices, while when purchased from merchants and
even the most wretched shopkeepers, they were sold enormously dear.
(Gersfacker, in the Allg. Zeitg., May, 1850.) Thus there were harvested in
France, in 1817,48,000,m hectolires of wheat, valued at 2,046,m,ooo francs,
In 1820, + + , 5 w , m hectolitres valued at 89j,ooo,ooo francs. (Cordier.) This
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price of the same pieces of land which a new railroad enterprise is compelled to pay and the prices it would get for them,
irom the adjoining owners, in case of the dissolution of the
company.
But the struggle to raise prices or to lower them, which is
always going on, undergoes modifications of every description
among all really commercial nations, partly through the influence of the public conscience, which brands as inhuman
and blameworthy the spoilation of the opposing party by acts
which the laws do not reach. And this consideration by the
public conscience is all the more severe in proportion as real
competition in the article sold is t ~ a n t i n g . ~But the chief modification in this struggle is produced by the fact, that where
civilization has advanced farthest, every commodity is offiered
for sale by a great many and wanted by a great many.6 A s
soon as several seek the same object, there naturally results a
rivalry among them, which induces each to attain the desired
end, even by the making of greater sacrifices than others.
vast difference in price esisted, because in 1817, the whole world was still
trembling under the impression made by the failure of the crops in 1816,
while in 18z0, the feeling of' comfort and security caused by the rich year
1819, etiII prevailed. Low prices a t forced sales under decree etc. See below, § 5. That tritvelers are so frequently taken advantage of in effecting
changesof money is explainable partly by their urgent wants, which are well
known to the opposite party, and partly by their supposed ignorance in the
matter. And so, at auction sales, out-bidding one another has something
very seductive in it for ignorant or hot-headed purchasers.
"t was consitlered i~nmoralby his contemporaries, when William the Conqueror introduced the custom of farm-letting to the highest bidder. ( A .
Thicrry, ConquEte de I'Angleterre, 11, I 16, Cd. Bruselles.) I t is repugnant
to poetic and delicate mlnds to think that everything has a price exactly
fixed. ( S z.) I need only refer to the plcture of Helen which Zeuxis
exhibited for money, which act of his was characterized, by his cotemporaries, as a species of pl.ostitution. VRZ. f%c, 111, 7. ,&Ziu?r, V, 4, IV, 12.
Sorrntes judgment on the payment of the sophists. -Ye?zojh., Memor., I,
6, 13.
BCo~npetitionhas only a negative influence on prices, inasmuch as it 1n0difies the extreme operation of the other grounds of their determination.
Thovwtorz, Paper Credit. Lotz, Revision, 181I , I, 74 fi, 241 ff.
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The greater the supply of a commodity is, as compared with
the demand for it, the lower is its price; the greater the demand as compared with the supply, the higher it is. And,
indeed, there is question here, not only of the mass of things
supplied or demanded, but also of the intensity of the supply
and demand.'
If the exchange-force of both contractants be equal, or, in
other words, if both, with equal knowledge, are interested in
the completion of the exchange, there results from this attitude of the parties toward each other, what is called an equitable, or average price, in which both meet with their deserts.
Here each is a gainer, since each has parted with the commodity which was less necessary to him, and received in
exchange the commodity which was more necessary to him.
Looked at, however, from the stand-point, not simply of a
nation's but of the world's economy, the value given and the
value received are equal.
'The expression, "intensity of demand," in Mnlfhtcs, Principles, ch. 2,sec. 2.
As early a writer as Sir J. Sfe7uart calls attention to the difference between
large and high and small and low demand. A high demand will always
raise the price, as when, for instance, two wealthy virtuosi compete at an
auction. Pnarcorutnfurorep~etiosa,as Seneca says. An English penny of the
time of Henry V I I , once sold, on such a n occasion, for E h . I n 1868, at the
Lafitte auction, seven bottles of wine sold to Rothschild at 235 francs a piece
after the Maison dovde had offered 233. (N. freie Presse, Dec. 17, 1868.) A
great demand has frequently no result but to increase the supply, and the
price rises only in so far as the demand is too sudden to permit a parallel
growth of the supply. (Principles, Book 11, ch. 2, 10.) The present price
of tea could not remain unaffected, if ten different private merchants, conipeting one with another, or the agent of a privileged colnmercial society,
should send orders to China for an equal quantity of tea. (Verri, Meditazioni, IV, 8 ff.)
S Immense weight laid on the mqtralitas per~nutntionis(after Aristot., Eth.
Nicom., V. 7,) in the ethics and economics of the scholastic middle ages,
and in the time of the Reformation. Compare 1Clelanctlton, in Corp. Ref.,
XVI, 495 ff, XXII, 230.
'A very barbarous theory of price in Xeno$lt., De Vectigg., 4. The ancients made little progress in this respect,although there are not wanting ingenious observations on certain phenomena of prices. (See Arislof., (?)
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As a rule, the price-relation of two commodities is determined by this relation of demand and supply,-- by the desire
to possess and the difficulty of obtaining them. W e must,
therefore, examine on what deeper relations supply and demand themselves depend.1° In the case of the purchaser, the
Oecon. 11; Cicevo, D e Oti. 111, 12 ff.) Muriana, De Rege et Regis Institutione, 15gS,III, explains price as the relation of value to quantity. According to Lockc, the price of a thing is determined by the relation between
"quantity " and "vent": the increase or diminutkn of its useful qualhties Influences it only so far as it alters that relat~on. (Considerations on the Consequences of the Lowering of Interest etc, 1691, Works 11, zoti.) Law, on
the contrary, says that the "vent" can never be greater than the LLquantity,"
but that the "demand," may be. Wherefore, he proposes the formula: quantity in proportion to the demand. (Trade and Commerce ccnsidered, 1705,
ch. I.) I n chap. 6, L a w distinguishes three elements in price: qual~ty,quantity and demand. The expression quantity " is, eertainly, very unsatisfactory. How many examples does not Tooke (Thoughts and Details on the
high and low Prices 01 the last thirty Years, 1823, part IV) give to illustrate how, when the supply was smallest, prices ere louest and z3c versa!
I t u a s so almost always after the market was over-filled, \\hen a great many
speculators had lost and no one dared to purchase anew. Afontanari (ob.
1687) furnishes us with an excellent theory of prices. (Della Moneta, 64 ff.,
Custodi.) And a still better one, Sam. Pufendorf, Jus Naturw et Gentium,
1672, V. I, who must be considered the best authority on the laws of prices
Trait6 des Grains, 11, I, 10. Gnltcmi, Delln
before Stewart. Bm~vguillebe~t,
Moneta, I, 2, knows only the factors utilifd and rczritd, althougl~in h ~ expos
sition of the latter, he discusses Inany points,which would be called the cost
of production in our time. The wisdom of Providence has granted us thc
most useful things in the greatest abundance to make them cheap. Stezwn~t,
Principles 11, 2, 4, rendered a grcat service to the theory of prices, tracing
back supply to the cost of production, demand to want and ability to pay;
and his deserves to be called the immediate predecessor of Henntznn's remarkable theory. (Hcnnnns, Staatsw. Untersuchungen, 66 K.) For a pcculiar theory of prices, see Paganini, Saggio sopra il giusto Pregio dells
Cose, 189 F. Ncri, Osservazioni, 1751, I 2 7 Gust. Mengel*, Grundsatze, I,
179 K, has made an interesting attempt to explain the formation of price8
in its simplest shape, in the supposition of a monopoly in the seller, and by
then going over to the subsequent modifications introduced by the competition of many sellers.
10 "Instead of separating, in the same matter, the points of view OF the
buyer and seller, we may distinguish the consideration of the thing to be
acquired and the thing to be given by one and the same person." (Rn;r.)
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value in use of the commodity and his own ability to pay constitute the maximum limit of its price, which price may, however, be modified by the cost of producing it" elsewhere or at
another time. In the case of the seller, the cost of production is the minimum limit, which may, however, be extended
by the cost of procuring the commodity by the purchaser at
another time or place?2

SECTION CII.
DEMAND.

The purchaser in his demand is wont to consider principally the value in use of a commodity, according as it, in a higher
or lower degree, ministers to a necessary want, to a decency
or to a luxury. The difference of opinion as to which of
these categories any given want belongs depends not only on
the nature of the country and the customs of its people, but,
for the most part, also, on the prejudices of class and on personal individuality? A reasonable man will employ only the
The possessor of the more current commodity appears especially as demanding,that of the less current as offering or supplying. (v. Marzgoldt.)
l1 This is for free goods=O, for monopolized goods= &.
I1The obvious fact that every price supposes a comparison of two commodities, and that every buyer is, at the same time. a seller, has been overlooked by only too many writers. And hence Dutot's opinion, that, as all
me11 buy and few only sell, the state, in case of doubt, should favor the buyer.
(RCflexions sur le Commerce et les Finances, 1738,962, td. Daire.) And so
the often-mooted question whether universal dearness or cheapness is more
useful: the latter advocated, for instance, by Nerbert, Police gdndrale des
Grains, 1755; Vevri, Rleditazioni, V ; the former by Bmj.guilIebw1, Trait4
des Grams, I, 7,II, g ; and by the Physiocrates. (arresnay, Max~mesgdndrales,
Nr. 18 ti, I, Problkme &onomiquc; also by A. Young, Polit. Arithmetics,
ch. S.) The laity in Political Economy understand by dearness only the general cheapness of the medium of circulation or exchange, and w'ce versa.
Thus, even a poor man in Naples sometimes requires a glass of ice-water.
The introduction of the extensive use of snow into Sicily improved the condition of the public health. (Re,fices, Gemllde von Neapel, I, 37ff.) O n the
other hand, furs, In the far north, are articles of prime necessity. Newspapers
in a free country sastisfy a want much more urgent than in countries which

surplus of the first class in the satisfaction of wants of the
second, and again only the surplus of the second in the satisfaction of wants of the third.2
If the value in use of a commodity rises or falls, and surrounding circuinstances remain unchanged, its price also rises
or f a h 8
are not free. And so, Senior says that shoes are L L n e c e s ~ a r ito
e ~all
" Englishmen, since without them, their health would suffer. T o the lower classes
of Scotland they are "luxuries." Custom permits them to go barefoot without hardship or degradation. For the middle classes of the same country,
they are "decencies!'
Shoes are worn there, not to protect the feet but one's
civil position. I n Turkey, tobacco is a decency and wine a luxury. The reverse is the case in England. (Outlines, 36 E.)
D A s to the relativity of the opposites oi' temperance " and " excess," every
person should attend to the following points: a, not to exceed one's income;
b, to provide for one's self and one's family; c, to lay by something for a
rainy day; d, to place one's self in a position to care for the poor; e, to indulge in no pleasure injurious to body or mind; f, to give no bad example.
(Tucker, Two Sermons, 29 ti) Jllenger, Grundsatze, I, 92 K, endeavors to
compare the value in use of different commodities from the point bf view, that
the means of gratification of a less urgent want, when the more urgent wants
of the present are satisfied completely, should be preferred to the means of
over-gratifying the latter.
3Thus the price of many dark articles of apparel rises in a moment of unexpected universal mourning. A very remarkable case in Paris, at the death
of Henry 11. (Montanaj,i, Della Moneta, 85, Custodi.) O n the other hand,
a change of fashion may greatly depress the price of many commodities.
Such a change may take place even in the case of precious stones; as, for
instance, now in Loudon, a perf'ect emerald is most highly prized. (Kinp;
Precious Stones and Metals, 1871.) T h e rlse of many drugs in times of
cholera, and of leeches, for example, in Paris, 600 per cent. Rise of the price
of powder, horses etc. at the outbreak of a war, and of the price of iron
caused by extensive railroad building. In Circassia, a good shirt of mail was
forlnerly worth from 10 to 2 0 0 oxen: but since it was discovered not to be a
protection against cannon balls, its price fell 50 per cent. (Bell, Journal of a
Residence in Circassia, I, 403.
4 O n " connected " (coanexen) goods, the use of one of which supposes the
use of the other, as, for instance, sugar and coffee, wood and stone used in
the construction of buildings, see Sclrafle, Nab-Oek, 11. Aufl., 179.
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When the supply of articles of luxury diminishes, the price
of them, it is true, rises. But as now there is a number of
purchasers no longer able to pay for them, the demand for
them also decreases, and their price, as a consequence, rises in
a less degree than might be inferred from the amount and condition of the supply merely. And so, on the other hand, an
increase of the supply which lowers the price is wont, in the
case of pleasures capable of a wide extension, such as are ministered to by fine roots, vegetables, etc., to produce an increase
of the demand, and this operates to arrest the falling price.
It is quite otherwise, in the case of indispensable goods, as for
instance, wheat. When thert: is a want of such an article, men
prefer to dispense with all other articles, to some extent, rather
than to practice frugality in bread; and all the more, as bread
is not so much used as consumed rapidly, while clothes and
metallic articles last a long time. And even after an overabundant harvest, leaving voluntary waste out of the question,
consumption is increased by a finer separating of the flour, an
increase in the amount of corn fed to cattle, and the distillation
of spirits. Hence, demand and supply by no means i-un in
parallel lines at every moment; and indispensable articles tend
to greater perturbations in price than those which can be dispensed with? T h e price of grain, especially, varies in a ratio
Observed by Necker, Sur la LCgislation et le Commerce des Grains, 1776.
Compare RoscAer, Ueber Kornhandel und Theuerungspolitik, 1853,I K I n
Athens, for instance, the nzedintnos of wheat cost ordinarily five drachmas,
but during the siege by Sulla it rose to ICXO drachmas. (DC?IZOS~H.
adv.
Phorm., 9x8. Plutarcb, Sulla, 13.) Compare 11. Kings, 6, 25, 7, I. In Paris
during the siege by Henry IV. it rose to 5003 per cent, of the ordinary price.
(Lauderdale, Inquiry, 60 E.) During the siege of Breisach, in 1638,a mouse
was finally worth I florin, the quarter of a dog, 7 florins, a quarter of wheat,
SO thalers. (RJse, Leben H. Bernhards, M., I I, 269.) Compare Stmbo, V,
24s seq.
Wheat is still more indispensable than meat. Hence, in the ten principal
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very diirerent from the inverse ratio of the amount of the
h a r ~ e s t ;although
~
a formula therefor expressed in figures,
like that of Gregory King, can never be applicable universalFarmers must everywhere and always withhold a certain
amount of their harvest for seed, for home use etc., from the
market. Only absolute necessity can induce them to draw on
the quantity thus laid by. But the ratio of this part to the
whole is very d i e r e n t in different c o ~ n t r i e s . ~In the higher
stages of civilization, where payment in money has taken the
place of payment in produce, and all other kinds of payment,
and where the cultivator of the ground pays the wages of his
-

-

markets of Prussia, the price of rye rose much more from 1511 to IS& than
the price of beef; the former between 0.32 and 1.03 silver groschens and the
latter between 2.32 and 4.94 silver groschens. (Annalen der preussischen
Landwirthschaft, 1869, No. g.) And so in the Rhine district, the wine harvests
have undergone much greater changes in price than the prices of must, although the years differed very largely in the quality of the yield. Thus the
crap of 1830 was only 225, that of 1568, 10,845 pieces, and yet the minimum
price between 1831 and 1865 was only from 3 to 55 flr. per ome. (Engel,
Preuss. Statist., Ztschr., 1S71, 168 E
"n England, the price of wheat has not unfrequently risen from IOO to
2 0 3 per cent. when the 21arvest was from one-sixth to one-third under the
average, and when a supply from abroad had modified even this condition
of things. (TooLe, History of Prices, I, 10 K) Tmke is of opinion that in a
country with poor-laws like those of England, a deficit of one-third in the
wheat crop, if there were no stores remaining and n o importation from
abrozd, would cause the price of wheat to rise, 500, 600, and even ~oooper
cent (p. 15.)
'See Davenant, Political and Coinmercial Works, London, 1771, 11, 224.
Tooke was somewhat acquainted with Davenant. According to this law, a
deficit in the harvest of xo per cent. would raise the price of corn 30 per
cent. ; one of 2 0 per cent. would raise the price of corn &I per cent.; one of
30 per cent, would raise the price of corn 160 per cent.; one of 40 per cent.
would raise the price of corn 280 per cent.; one of ga per cent. % o d d raise
the price of corn 450 per cent.
q n England, it is 35.8 per cent. of the supply that comes to the market.
(Quart. Review, XXXVI, 42s.) I n Belgium 413 and in Saxony at least 50
per cent. (Engel, Jahrb. der Statistik etc. von Sachsen, I, 276.) I n Germany, the farmers consume on an average two-thirds themselves. (v. VieBaRn, Zol1.-v-Statist., 11, 958.) With this Plato, De Legg., VIII, agrees remarkably well.
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laborers almost exclusively in money, so that they, like all
others, purchase what bread they require in the market; a
given deficit in the harvest must be spread over a much larger
market supply; and prices, therefore, remain much less affected than in the lower stages of civili~ation.~And so, it is clear
that a like bad harvest must affect prices very differently, if
there be a large importation or exportation of the means of
subsistence, and if several bad harvests, or several harvests
yielding more than the average have preceded.
In another respect yet, the price of indispensable commodities is very sensitive, because here the mere fear of a future
want of them has a far deeper and wider influence, than has
the fear of want of articles of luxury. No matter how good
the wheat crop may have been, if the weather afterwards
interferes with its harvesting, the price of wheat, in countries
in which the spirit of speculation is on the alert, will certainly
rise, because the prospect of the future crop then becomes
somewhat d ~ u b t f u l . ~
SECTION CIV.
I N F L U E N C E O F PURCHASER'S SOLVABILITY O N PRICES.

The purchaser, besides the value in use of the goods he dcsires to buy, considers his own solvability (Zahlungqah~heit=
ability to pay). It is only solvent demand which can influence
prices.' For instance, among a people made up almost enOn the difference in this respect between England, Germany and north\vestern Norway, see Herttzawn, p. 71.
Hence it not unfrequently happens that grain grows dear not from any real
want of it, but because it is generally supposed that such want exists. For
a n explanation of why it is that wheat and similar commodities have an almost invariable price, when the average is taken of a long series of years,
See
129.
Case in Naples in which after a poor harvest the prlce of corn remained
very lo\v, bccause the oil-harvest had also failed, and the poor could earn
nothing in that industry in which they were largely employed, and vice
vorsn. (Gallinni, Della Moneta, 11, 2 . ) Thus Adntn Smith, Wealth of Na-

'
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tirely of proletarians, there will be a great many cases of
starvation and death after a bad harvest, but the price of corn
will undergo only a slight increa~e.~But where the greater
number of inhabitants own property, and where the wealthy
come to the help of the poorer classes by means of poor-rates
and acts of benevolence, it is scarcely possible to assign limits
to the increase of the price of corn. By a necessary connection, when indispensable articles grow dear, the demand for
articles that can be dispensed with generally decreases, and
vicc versa." Every merchant, engaged in an extensive business,
is interested in knowing in advance the results of the corn
crop. The higher the price of a commodity rises, the narrower, of course, grows the circle of those who can pay
for it.
tions, I, ch. 7 , distinguishes between '' effectual " and ' l absolute " demand.
Si~nilarly Stcuart, Principles I, ch. IS. Care should be taken to distinguish in this respect between desire and demand.
T h u s , in the famine in Ireland in ISZI, duringwhich potatoes rose to fhbulous prices, but wheat scarcely at all, and had therefore to be exported.
"n Tooke, History of Prices (zd edition of the Thoughts and Details etc.),
we meet repeatedly with the assertion that when the price of wheat rises, the
price of colonial products and manufactured articles sinks, and viceversa.
Thus, in England, the price of the evidences of national debt increases from
two to three per cent. in fruitful years above what it is atter a bad harvest.
(LaadcrdnZc, Inquiry, 93.) The British nation paid for the cotton it needed
for their own consumption in 1845 over £1g,500,m; in 1847 only f g , p o , m .
(Ba?zjied, Organization of Industry, 162.)
4 Hence J. B . Soy has said that the disposable wealth of a people is like a
pyramid, with the scale of prlces of the various commodities inscribed gn its
side. The higher a commodity is in this scale of prices, the smaller is the
corresponding section of the pyrafnid. Compare S i r W. Tejnjle, Essay on
the Origin and Nature of Government, Works I, 23 ff.
5 This fact, in connection with the preceding, explains the well kno?vn puzzle, why the remnant of a piece of goods is comparatively cheaper than the
ivhole piece, while a small share in the public debt is dearer than a large one.
(Lnztderdale, ch. I.)
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SECTION CV.
SUPPLY.

In the case of isolated chance exchanges, the seller, too, takes
into consideration, first of all, value in use, and compares the
satisfaction which the commodity to be parted with and that
to be received are able to afford. It is true that in making
this estimate, he is subject in the highest degree to error
and deception? In the well ordered trade of a nation whose
economy is highly developed, the seller, who had this very
trade in view in his production, is wont to consider almost exclusively the value in exchange of his commodity.

SECTION CVI.
T H E COST O F PRODUCTION.

As no one is willing to lose anything, every seller will consider what his goods have cost him, and the cost of producing or procuring them as the minimum price to be asked for
them? At the same time, the idea covered by the espressiorl
Rhode Island was, it is said, bought from the Indians in 1638 for a pair
of spectacles. (B. Franklin, Political
Pieces, 1707.) According to
ChaZmers, it was bought for 50 threads of coral, 12 hatchets and 12 overcoats.
(Political Annals of the U. States.) Compare Ebelifq, 11, 108. Holland
cloths and opium were exchanged for a long time at Sutnatra for gold dust
worth ten times their value. (Saavelrl, Geschichte des holl. Kolonialwesens,
I, 260.) The Hudson Bay Company realized, it is said, at the beginning oi
this century, in trading with the Indians, a profit of z a p e r cent. (Anderson,
Origin of Comnlerce, a. 1751.) When Altai was discovered, the natives gave
as inany sable-skins for a Russian kettle or boiler as could be crammed into
it. With ro rubles in iron it was an easy easy matter to gain SW-660 rubles.
Storclr, Gemalde des russ., R., 11, 16; K. Rittev, Erdkunde, 11, 557. Similar
cases among the Germans: Tacit., Germ., 5.
A seller not actually engaged in the business of selling for a livelihood,
and who has not purchased or produced with the intention of qelling, is apt
to consider instead of this the market price, towards the determination ot

...
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cost of production, although it always embraces whatever disappears from the resources of the producer to enter into production, varies very much according as it is considered from
the point of view of the individual's, the nation's or the world's
economy.
A n individual who pays taxes to his government, and who
has rented land and employed labor and capital to engage in
production, must indeed, besides the capital he has used in
such production, call all his outlay in interest, wages, rent,
~
unless
and taxes, by the name of cost of p r o d u c t i ~ n ;since,
they all come back to him in the price of the commodity, the
entire enterprise can only injure him? H e will, of course, add
an equitable profit to remunerate him for his enterprise, since
without such profit, he would not be able to live or produce;
or else, he would be compelled to consume his capital. T h e
moment the current rates of taxation, interest, wages and rent
change in a country, the cost of production is also changed
in the case of the individual engaged in production, however
unaltered the technic process may remain.4 But taking the
which those actually engaged in trade have coaperated. Somewhat inaccurately, the amount of the cost of production is called by Adattt StnitR and
Ricardo, '' natural price," by J. B. Say, $vix natuvel, also $rix oviginaive, because the commodity at its first entrance into the world cost so much. Sisrtwndi and StorcA call it pvix nkcessaive, and Lotz, Kostenpveis. P. Cantillon,
Nature de Commerce, 33 ti, understands by the $ris intuinsiyue of a cotnmodity, the amount of land and labor, taking the quality of both also into
consideration, necessary to its production.
2 The cheapest cotton thread is numbered from 60 to So. The coarser is
dearer on account of the quantity of raw material in it, and the finer because
of the greater amount of labor in it. (Bubbagc.) For similar reasons, the
Venetian chains cost per bt,accio, Xo. o, the finest, 60 francs; No. I, 40 francs;
Nos. 2 and 3, zo francs; No. 24, coarsest, 60 francs. (Rau.)
a If a person engaged in production has himself furnished certain of the
elements of production; if, for instance, he has worked with his own hands,
employed his own capital etc., he is wont to charge as much for these as they
would be worth, if he hired himself out or loaned his capital.
'The greater number of political economists consider the cost of production only from the standpoint of the individual engaged in production. Thus
DarjEs, Erste Griinde, 218 seq.; Ad. Snzitlr, Wealth of Nations, I, ch. 6. 3
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nation, or all mankind into consideration, we must not lose
s ~ g h of
t the fact that these three great sources of income, as
well as taxation, are not, rightly speaking, sources from which
income flows, but rather channels through which the aggregate income of the nation or the world is distributed among
indi~iduals.~Hence the wages of labor, for instance, which
afford the means of living to the greater part of the population, cannot possibly be looked upon simply as a factor in economic production. T h e people considered in their entirety have
the soil gratis. All saving made from rent, interest on capital, or wages, is nothing but a change of the proportion in
which the results of production were distributed hitherto
among cooperators in production. Such a change may be
either advantageous or the revese; but it is not a diminution of
the amount of sacrifice which the people in general must make
for purposes of production. Hence, in a politico-economical
sense, to the cost of production, belongs only the capital
necessarily expended in production, and which has disappeared
as a part of the nation's resources, abstraction made of the
personal sacrifices in behalf of prod~ction.~T h e value of the
circulating capital which in the proces is entirely used up, must,
B. Say calls even production an exchange in which the productive services
of natural forces, of labor and of capital are parted mith in order to obtain
products. The estimate put upon the value of these services is the cost of
production. For some interesting examples as to how the cost of production,
in this sense, is calculated, see Hevmnnn, I ed., 136 R.
yaco2, translated by Sny, 1807, 11, 450. Hufeland, N. Grundelgung, I, 309.
T o m p a r e L. Lauderdale, Inquiry, 124, against the Physiocrates. (RierZel,
Nat.-Oekonomie, 1838, I, 68.) A country which possesses advantages over
other countries, in respect to the cost of production of a commodity, can offer
it in the market cheapest. Where, for instance, with the ernploytnent of the
same amount of capita!, a specially large quantity of wheat can be produced,
whether it be because of the unusual fertility of the soil, or because of the
e~te~zsive~ioss
of agriculture (farming over a large area), wheat mill, the demand being the same, be specially cheap, whatever the proportion of the three
branches of income may hare been. If relatively a great number of workmen have been employed in its cultivation, each will receive smaller wages,
and vicc versa.
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of course, be entirely restored in the price, that of the fised
capital used only to the extent that it has been used?
T h e risk, which the producer runs until the commodity
produced is actually consumed must also be borne in mind.8
There are things which are a real risk in small enterprises
that by the intervention of an insurance company, or where
the enterprises are large and insure themselves, become a
more or less variable portion of the cost of production. T h e
price of the product, in the latter instance, rises, by this means,
very regularly. In the former case, the rise depends partly
on the feeling of the people whether their pleasure in gain is
greater than their grief over a corresponding loss.9
Those enterprises which necessarily produce dicerent products at the same time deserve special con~ideration?~Here
we may speak of " united costs of production," and all that is
needed is that the aggregate of these costs should be covered
by the aggregate price of both products. This complicates
to a certain extent the calculations which the seller must make
to determine his minimum demand for each product. T o ascertain this, he must subtract from the united costs of production the amount of value which he expects with certainty
for the other product."
7 Copper and steel engraving affords an example of the different kinds of
wear of fixed capital, and the influence it may have on prices. Canard, Principes, ch. IV, considers that one of the most important elements in the cost
of production is the length of time that capital must "stagnate" for the sake
of production.
S On this risk depends, for instance, the high price of vanilla (Hzdmboldt,N.
Espagne, IV, IO,), sparkling wines and articles of fashion.
9Mangoldt, Lehre vom Unternehmergewinn, 18~5,81 ff. Compare v.
Thiinen,Der isolirte Staat, 11, I, 80 ff.
10 Wool and mutton, brandy and ikttened cattle, calves and milk, honey and
wax, gas and coke, hens and eggs etc.
11 Adam Stniilt himself remarked that all artificial lowering of the price of
skins or wool must necessarily raise the price of the meat, and vice versa.
(Wealth of Nations, I, ch. 11, 3.) For a very elaborate theory on this subject, see 7.
S. M Z , Principles, 111, ch. 16, § I. Thus Australian wool did
not rise as much in price as the production of gold there might have led us
to suppose, for the reason that mutton rose to an exceedingly high price.
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E Q U I L I B R I U M OF P R I C E S .

Goods whose cost of reproduction,' that is, the highest necessary cost of reproduction is the same, have uniformly the same
value in exchange. Every deviation from this level immediately sets forces in motion which endeavor to restore the level,
just as the water of the sea seeks its level, notwithstanding
the mountains and abysses which the winds bring forth from
its bosom.
1 I t is an important and correct remark of Carcy's, that the price of a commodity depends much more on the cost of producing its like than on its own
cost of production, which already belongs to the past.
2 Compare 7.
S. Mill, 111,ch. 3, I. A much too high price, caused by
speculation, or a much too low one, by depreciation, is regularly followed by
an ebb or flow just as much too great. (Tooke, History of Prices, 111, 55.)
And Law, Trade and Money, 41, remarks that the price of a commodity
always tends to coincide with the "first cost." This fact Adnm Sltzith expresses by saying that the cost of production is the center about which the
market price always gravitates. (I, ch. 7.) But here there is still the error
lurking, that the producer's profit is a part of the cost of production. Coinpare MnZthtds, Definitions, ch. 6.
T h e English view, one very ch,wacteristic of the people, is that the equilibrium of prices depends on this, that all comlnodities should have a value
equal to that of the labor they have cost. (Compare A~istot.,Eth. Nicom.,
V, 5.) The same doctrine is to be found in its germinal state in NobGes,
Lekiathan, 24, 1651, and Rice Vaughatz, Discourse of Coin and Coinage,
1675. More exhaustively in Petty, Treatise of Tares and Contributions, 1679,
24, 31, 67. (Compare Locke, Civil government, 11, 40 E.;B. Ei-nnklin,
Inquiry into the Nature and Necessity of a paper Currency, 1729; Works,
ed. Sparks, vol. 11.) Adam Smith admits this to be true only of the first
beginnings of society, betore the origin of property in land and in capital.
(Wealth of Nations, I, ch. S.) Most largely developed in Ricnrdo, Principles,
ch. I, 4, 30. Il.Invx, Zur Icritik der polit. CEkonomie, ~ S j g 6,
, endeavors to
improve on this by calling all values in exchange a determinate quantity
of thickly curdled working-time," meaning by work an averaged pttalitatslose,
social work of production. P e r contvn, compare Hzlfeland, N. Grundlegung,
I, 134, I j6 ff.; and Mnlthus, Principles, ch. 2, secs. 2, 3, who claims very
earnestly that price is not determined by the cost of production, but by the
relation existing between demand and supply, the cost of production influ-
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SECTION CVIII.
E F F E C T O F A R I S E O F P R I C E MUCH A B O V E COST.

If the market price rises high above the cost of production,
producers make a profit
than the average profit made
in the country. This induces them, by the appropriation of
new land and the employment of new labor and capital, to
increase their business. Other parties also engage in this
profitable department of trade. This competition not only
makes the means of production dearer, but must eventually,
by increasing the demand, reduce the price of the product to
the ordinary level of profit, that is to an equilibrium with other
commoditie~.~Hence, in the beginning, every diminution of
encing it only to the extent that it influences this relation. H e calls attention to the poor-rates by which the cost of production of labor is raised, but
its wages decreased; also to the case of bank notes etc. (Toohe, History of
Prices, V, 49 ff; y.S. Mill, Principles, 111, ch. 16, 2 . ) For a very marked
case of reaction against Adam Smith and Ricardo, see Macleod, Elements,
ch. 2, who, however, is much too one-sided in considering only the amount
necessary to the purchaser, and his means. Even Condillac had said: une
chose n'a ?as tcne z~nleur,pnrcequ'elle coiite, mais elle codte (du travail ou do
l'a~~ent),pnrcequ'elLe
a une valeur. (Commerce et Gouvernement, 16.) Ricardo's doctrine is more tenable than appears at first blush. W e need only
to interline his theory of rent, admit that capital is accumulated labor, subtract all objects constituting a natural monopoly, and not forget that the
intrinsic value of labor is one of the causes of the difference of price of
different sorts of labor. Ricardo does justice to value in use even elz pnssnnt.
A strange etiort by &IcCull~Rto make labor the cause of the non-use of
capital. (Principles, 111, ch. 6, 2.) McCsllocR has not unfrequently exaggerated the half-truths of his doctrines to such an extent as to produce unwittingly a reductio nd nbstcrdunz. According to Torrens, before any separation
of capitalists from workmen, price depends entirely on the work done, and
afterwards on the capital expended, inasmuch as wages, rent etc. are covered
by the capital of the pcrson who engages in the enterprise. (Production of
Wealth, ch. I.)

'

Ce que I' on uppeIZe rheretd, c'est l' zlnigrle reml.dc i, In clrc,r~t&. (Du90rzt de
Nznzours.) Tenders of division in common, in England, increase and decrease according to the higher or lower price of corn during the preceding
year. (Took~,Thoughts and Details, 111, 105 ff.) The cotton famine after
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the cost of production2turns to the advantage of the producer;
but alterwards and permanently to that of the consumers: an
economic law exceedingly beneficent in its operations, and not
unlike the action of positive legislation in the matter of patents
There is no greater stimulus to the making of improvements
than the certainty of reward to the person who first introduces one. T h e moment, however, that the improvement is
imitated by all producers, the advantage gained by it becomes
the common good of the whole nation? These are, as J. B.
Say says, conquests made over the gratuitous productive force
of nature. A s a consequence, the value in use of a people's
resources increases; generally, also, their value in exchange, in
so far as the production of the now cheaper goods increases
in a degree greater than their cost of production has diminished:
A s to the alternative so frequently discussed, whether it is
preferable to make a large percentage of profit on the sale of
a small quantity of goods, or a small percentage on a large
quantity, we find that, in the lower stages of civilization, the
1861 increased the price of flax-yarn in a short time fifty per cent., although
the raw material of flax did not rise in price, but only because care was not
taken to increase the number of flax-spinners. (Ausland, I, 1865.) How~
spindles in course of erection.
ever, there were in 1864, q g o , flax-machine
(Report of the Chemnitz Chamber of Commerce, 1864, 101.)
I B y the discovery, for instance, of new natural forces, the invention of
machines, improved division of labor, improved roads etc. I n France, in
consequence of tech-ic improvement, a quintal of saltpeter fell from roo to
g francs. See a similar instance in Cka$fal, D e 1' Industrie franqaise, 11, 64,
701 434
Hermann, Staatsw. Untersuchungen, 212.
4 The highest but unattainable ideal of such progress would consist in this,
that all products should be obtained without cost. If this ideal were attainable, every one would be infinitely rich and all wealth would be free, like the
air and the sunshine. (Compare J. B. S a y , Trait$, 11, 2 . ) The complete
victory of mankind over nature would consist in that all men should be free
and all the forces of nature the slaves of man. (S?tziffhenner.) Carcy intimates something similar when he says that, with the advance of' civilization
the tendency is for men to become more and more valuable and commodities to hare lecs of 'Lvalue."
VOL.I.-21
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former is preferred, and the latter in the higher.5 And, indeed,
the latter is not only more humane, but, in the long run, it is
more profitable to the person who adopts it as his rule in business. In the case of commodities, he now runs but little risk
from a change of fashion, because the fashions of the masses
change much less rapidly than those of the upper circles of
society. In the case of indispensable goods, on the other hand,
he may now calculate with more certainty on the increase of
population, and, therefore, on a future market for his wares.
Competition, which in former times, devoted all its efforts to
bringing about the exclusion, by law, of all rivals, is now engaged, principally, in devising means of surpassing them by
superiority of workmanship, and in thus increasing the power
of the real sources of a nation's wealth.
5 W e might here speak of an aristocratic and democratic principle of the
determination of prices. The greater utility of the latter is advocated in the
Discourse of Trade, Coyn and Credit, London, 1697. Bacon has a good
word to say for the maxim: ('Light gains make heavy purses; for light
gains come thick, whereas great come now and then." Similarly, Gurnnv
in CZdpuof de Blerunche, ConsidCrations sur le Commerce etc., 1753, 48, 54.
A s to how Morrison, the celebrated merchant, became rich by adhering to
the principles : to sell cheap zs well as to buy cheap," and I' always tell the
truth," see Chadwick, in the Statistical Journal, 1862, 503. Compare the
related opinion of Adnm S~tzitJz1.i
continuator in an ethical direction, Garve,
zu Cicero's Pflichten, 111, 100. T h e contrary principle, the cunning of the
Judzans, according to Styabo, XVII, Soo,was followed by the Dutch East
India Company, when it, in 1652, caused the greater number of the vegetable roots on the Moluccas to be destroyed. SnnveId, Geschichte des holllndischen Kolonialwesens, I, 272. Also, when great quantities of roots were
destroyed by burning in the East Indies. (Hzcysers Beschr~vingder Oostindischen Etablissmenten, 1789, 22.) For a clever argu~nentagainst such
practice, see de In Court, Anwysing der heilsame Gronden, 1663. T h e principle similar to that of the patent, mentioned in the text, works at the same
time democratically and arist~craticall~,
both words understood in their best
sense.
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SECTION CIX.
E F F E C T O F A D E C L I N E O F P R I C E B E L O W COST.

If the market price sinks below the cost of production, the
p-oducer naturally suffers a loss, and diminishes his stock as
soon as possible. That whole establishments engaged in industry should forsake a branch of it which is sutiering from
depression and enter a flourishing one, must ever remain a
rare exception.' But the discouraged manufacturer may delay renewing his stock on hand: replacing his machinery by
new machinery; he may dismiss some of his workmen and
diminish the number of days during which the othus shall
work. Moreover, most industries are operated by means of
borrowed capital, capital which must therefore, be returned to
the lender. Under certain circumstances, however, the industry may be continued for some time, even at a real loss: so
long as the loss of interest etc., which would follow the entire
suspension of the work, exceeds the loss produced by the low'This is true, first of all, in those industries which are intimately connected
with one another, or of those which are carried on with scarcely any fixed
capital; also in lower stages of civilization, where the lights and shades caused
by a highly developed divisi~nof labor are not very intense. On the numerous ditEculties overlooked by Ricardo in every other case, see Sismondi, N.
P., 11, ch. 2. The workman thereby loses his former skill, that is his principal capital, and can certainly not wait until he has acquired other and different skill.
When a lowering o f prices is expected, demand is less than consumption:
" postponed demand ;" whereas, a n expectation that the price will rise, produces lLanticipateddemand." Tooke, History of Prices, 11, 155.
Thus, for instance, if the workmen were exposed to starvation, or werc
likely to take their departure; ~f great stores of raw material were in danger
of spoiling; if fixed capital of great value were engaged in one industry and
could not be easily transferred to another. The first and third causes are frequently met with in mining, and give rise to the mode of carrying on the
operation known as Zubrcsgruben, that is, a species of working mines upon
shares. I n England, after the spring of 1862,cotton yarn was not so much
dearer than raw cotton, that the loss caused by the decline could be made up.
( A d a n d , 24 Sept., 1862.)
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ering of price, but hardly any longer. If the supply of the
commodity the price of which has fallen has been diminished,
the subsequent result depends on the causes which, in the first
place, brought about the fall in price. If the diminution in
price was caused solely by a too great supply, when this superabundant supply is gotten rid of, the price will rise agaim4 If
it were produced by a decrease in the value in use of the commodity, the diminution of the supply can restore the former
state of things only in so far as at least a part of the purchasers ascribe to the commodity the same value in use as b e f ~ r e . ~
Lastly, if the lowering of the price came from a decrease in the
number of buyers, or from a decrease in their ability to purchase, the former price will be restored when production has
been adapted to a correspondingly smaller circle of consumers? This last is true especially when the price, without ha\-ing suflered any absolute change, has become relatively too
low, on account of an increase in the cost of production?
-

Besides, in the time immediately following, the price lowered by too great
a supply, may produce a species of desperation alllong producers, which
woulil lead them, in the hope of covering their losses, to increase the supply
still more, until many of them were ruined. Generally, when a time of high
prices is followed by a time of low prices, we find an interval during which
sellers endeavor to defend themselves against the decllne, and during which,
as a consequence, scarcely any business is transacted, while high prices are
nominally continued. And so vice vevsn. Tooke, History of Prices, 11, 62.
SThus, for instance, when the change of fashion brought about the disuse
of long periwigs in every-day life, their price did not cease to fall until they
had entirely disappeared. But, if a person wishes to have one made to-day
for a masquerade, for the stage, etc., he would pay as much for it as its fo;mer
price. O n the other hand, the price of whalebone has never been again as
high as it was in the time when hooped petticoats were worn.
8The great plague in the time of Edward 111.caused during the first year,
on account of the decreased consun~ption,an extraordinary cheapness of
provisions. I n the following year, however, they became alarmingly dear,
bepause there were few producers, especially among the humble classes. A
quarter of wheat cost in 1348, 4s. 2d.; in 1349, jS. jd.; in 1350, S s 3d.; in
1351, 10s. 2d.; while in 1346and 1347,its average price was Gs. SBd. Rogers,
History of Agriculture and Prices, I, 232.
1 A s for instance when new taxes or excises are imposed.
Generally when
the cost of production has largely increased, purchasers do not wait until a
4
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D I F F E R E N T C O S T O F P R O D U C T I O N O F T H E S A M E GOODS.

Most goods are produced at the same time, but under different circumstances, at a very dicerent cost. In order ta
estimate the influence of this fact upon price, we must distinguish between those commodities the cheapest manner of the
production of which may be extended at pleasure, and those in
the production of which it is necessary, in order to satisfy the
aggregate want of them, to call in the dearest mode of production to aid the cheapest.
In the former instance, the price of commodities is naturally
regulated by the least cost of production. The person who is
unable to sustain this competition permanently, would do a
great deal better to abandon the industry altogether; for it is
not in his power to raise the price by diminishing the supply;
more powerful rivals would then only need to correspondingly
increase theirs.'
If the same law were applicable, in the latter case, producers
decrease of competition among sellers compels them to exact higher prices,
but meet them half way, especially when many greatly desire thecomrnodity,
and the increase of the cost is only small. (Rau, Handbuch, I, 163.)
Under this rule fall, according to 8 33, most products of industry properly so called. " I f we lose a market for a year, we generally lose it for all
time," said an experienced manufacturer before the parliamentary hand-loom
weavers' committee, rS4+42. Of course the cost of transportation as far as
the market must be estimated as part of the cost of production. I n consequence of this, as well as of the difference of taxation duties etc., the superiority of one producer to another may be more than overcome. I n the case
of colonial commodities, which go into the interior of a country from different sea-ports, the territory supplied from each port is determined for the
most part by these data. Thus, in Switzerland, for instance, we find the districts supplied by Havre, Genoa and Rotterdam; in Austria, the districts
supplied by Hamburg and Triest contiguous, but the boundary line subject
to many changes. (Razr, Lehrbuch, I , 5 164.) I t must be understood that
ayedo not here speak of abnormal expenses made by producers individually,
whether in consequence of want of skill or because of accident.
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placed in a less favorable situation would be compelled to immediately abandon the market. The market, in consequence,
would no longer be able to provide for the aggregate need;
and the price of the commodity would continue to rise until
the producers who had been driven from the market returned
to it again. Hence, here, price in the long run is determined
by the cost of the production of the commodity, produced
under the least advantageous conditions, while such production is necessary in order to satisfy the aggregate need. The
person engaged in production under more advantageous conditions receives in the same price of the goods, which are
cheaper to him, an excess of profit; one which is greater in
propprtion as his situation, vis-a-vis of production, is superior
to that of his less favored competitors.
---

-

This is true especially of agricultural production, in which, as a rule, beside the most fertile and most advantageously situated land, the worse must
be used. What Whately calls U surplus-profit " appears here in the form cf
rent, whereas, in other cases, it takes the shape of unusually high wages, o r
profit on capital. This is very beautifully and systematically developed by
Schafe, N. CEk., 11; Au~fl.,xgz ff. According to Senior, Outlines, 15, the
price-relation of two commodities to each other depends not on the quantities of them which come to market, but on the relative power of the difficulties which stand in the way of a n increase in these quantities. If the
same producers can pursue the cheaper mode of production which does not
suffice to supply the market, as well as the dearer, we have, generally, a price
which is the mean between the two costs of production. The same is true
In the case of '~smuggled"goods which ought to have paid duty. (mmann, loc. cit., 83, seq.)
8 T o this section belong the secrets of production which may be token advantage of either a d libitrun or within certain limits. I n agriculture, advantages of production can seldom remain secret. Compare, however, the case
mentioned in Gavnier's translation of Adam Smith, V, 119, and that of the
orchards which yielded £~,oooyearly for every 32 acres, and which were a
result of the recent introductior. of the culture of the cherry in Kent, in the
reign of Henry VIJI. (Anderson, Origin of Commerce, a, 1540.) There is
therefore, a certain odium attached by agricultural producers to keeping secret a means of agricultural improvement.
9

D I F F E R E N T COST.

S E C T I O N CXI.
D I F F E R E N T C O S T O F P R O D U C T I O N O F THE SAME GOODS.
(WNTINUED.)

Hence the price of a commodity and the ratio between its
supply and demand mutually condition each other. On the
height of the price depends, in great part, how many purchasers shall resolve to make an effectual demand; but, at the
same time, to what amount of cost of production, sellers shall
extend their supply? W e can speak of an equilibrium between
supply and demand only when the former corresponds with
the wish of those who are ready to make good the full cost
of production. (Malthus.) It has been asked, indeed, whether
it were more natural and better that demand should precede
. ~ the inquiry is an illogical one,
supply or supply d e m a ~ ~ dBut
when expressed in so general a manner, since supply and
1 Compare BaOguilZebert, Trait6 des Grains, 11, ch. 2.
B h n Stuavt Milt
speaks of an equation: the pricc of a com!nodity in a given lnaket is always
high enough to produce n demand corresponding to the present supply, or
to an expected supply. T h e price of such commodities only which may
not be increased to any desirable extent depends on supply and demand. I n
the case of all others, on the other hand, demand and supply depend on the
price, and this on the cost of production. Supply and demand always tend
to an equilibrium which is never really attained where the price is high
enough to cover the cost of production (?). (Principles, 111, ch. 2, - 4;
. ch.
3, 2.) Srlrafle's theory of prices is topped by the proposition that all competing sellers and all competing buyers, after an economic fashion, do not
wish to sell below individual cost-value, nor to rise above individual value ir:
use, in purchasing. Hence, in a throng of con~petitionof supply the cost.
liest productions step out of the field of competition in a descending cost.
value series; and in a throng of competition of demand, the most wearied
cravings in an ascending value-in-use series; until the quantities orered in
supply and asked for cover each other without loss, and have placed each
other in quantitative equilibrium. (N. a k . Aufl., I, 188 ff,; compare 173,
185.) I t is, however, to say the least, an instance of baseless solicitude, when
Wade, I-Iistory of the middle and working Classes, 214, says that one un.
elnployed workman might depress the aggregate wages of labor, almost
ad infircifnm.
4 Htff&nd, N. Grundlegung, I, 78; Ricurdo, Principles, ch. 31.

a
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demand are only two sides of the same transaction. But, we
may say that in the case of indispensable goods, the want of
them (demand) is always felt sooner than the excess of them
(supply), and that in the case of goods which may be dispensed with, including, originally, money, the reverse is true.
Besides, a person engaging in the production of any kind of
goods, can, as a rule, only seldom directly investigate the relation between supply and demand. Generally, he can do no
more than compare the market price of the commodity with
the cost at which he can produce it. Many mistakes are inevitable here; but the making of them is the necessary sacrifice which must be endured to purchase the more than counterbalancing advantages of free competit.ion?

SECTION CXII.
EXCEPTIONS.

The rule that goods which have the same cost of production have also equal value in exchange, is applicable only to
the extent that it is possible to transfer the factors of production at will from one branch of production to another. Where
this really free competition does not exist, the price depends
entirely on the quantity of the supply, compared with the
solvability or capacity to pay of the purchaser; and hence, it
may sometimes rise far above the cost of production (monopoly-price), and sometimes sink far below it (forced price, or
under-price).' Such hindrances to competition depend, in part,
3Dtdnoye~;Libertd du Travail, VIII,ch. 4; Rau, Lehrbuch, 1, 3 158.
'For a good classification of monopolies, see S"iw, Outlines, 103 K
Mznger, Grundsgtze, I, 195,shows that no monopolist can arbitrarily determine the extent of the market for his monopoly-product when the price
is fixed, nor when the extent of the market is known, the height of
the price. Moreover, the price may remain longer above than under the cost
of production, for the reason that ~t is easier to abandon a business than to
begin one, and that the fear of loss is more frequently an incentive to action
than the hope of gain. Hence the price of corn, when everything else 1s
very dear, 1s more apt to vary from the average prie, thm in times when
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upon natural causes. Thus, in the case of the works of art
of a deceased artist, which cannot be increased in n ~ m b e r ; ~
or in that of living celebrities who cannot extend their mental
activity in the sarne degree that their reputation has grown.
So, also, in the case of precious stones, which are sometimes
found free, and therefore cost nothing, but which, at the
same time, have a high price? Many valuable agricultural
products are, together with their production, limited to a
definite and sometimes very small district.'
It is to be regarded as a modification of such natural monopolies when substitutes for a kind of goods which diminish, at least in part,
the demand for them, are found, at a cheaper price; for instance, ordinary table-wines in the stead of fine wines. The
rule applies much more strictly to those goods which, on
account of their greater quantity, can replace inferior ones:
than it does to those where this is not possible.
everything is very cheap. For instance, the Munich prices from 1750 to 1800
show that ~ t highest
s
price was 147 per cent. above, and its lowest 47per cent.
below the average of twenty years. (Rau, Lehrbuch, 162, 182.)
Thus, Murillo's Conception which Mar2 Chance plays a great part here.
shal Soult had offered several times for 150,ooo francs, but in vain, was sold
in May, 1852, for 586,000 francs. Paul Potter's young bull a t the Hague,
which cost 625 florins in 1748, was valued before the middle of the nineteenth
century at 200,ooo florins. (Dethmar.)
a The purchaser resolves to do so because it would, in all probability, cost
him more to go to India or Brazil in search of precious stones. Besides after
the working of the Brazilian mines in 1728, and again after the FrenchRevolution, the price of diamonds fell greatly; in the one case, frotn an increase of the supply, in the other from a decrease of the demand. (Rittev,
VI, 355, 365.)
Thus, the Champagne and Johannisberg grapes, when transplanted to the
Crimea, lost most of their native taste. On China's practical monopoly of
tea culture, and Ceylon's, especially in its southwestern part, of cinnamon,
at least so far as the peculiar aroma is concerned, compare Ritter, Erdkunde,
VI, 123 ff. The small deer of Angora no sooner leave the little district of
Asia M ~ n o rto which they be!ong, than they are in danger of degenerating.
(Revue des deux Mondes, May 15, ISSO.) Indian birds-nests cost no more
than 11 per cent. to gather, dry etc., of the market price. (Cruwfurd, East
India Archipelago, 111, 432 E.; Hogendor$, Sur 1'Ilc de Java, 201.)
Poor material for fuel, poor day-laborer work -dwellings, medical attend.
a c e . (Metzgger, GrundsBtze, I, I 16.)
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The principal cause of forced or under-prices (Sc/2Icuderp e k e ) is the facility with which the product deteriorates, and
must, therefore, iind a quick sale, especially when its storage
or transportation is attended by further difficultie~.~But, very
durable commodities are also subject to under-prices, and especially those which last longest, because the supply of them
can he diminished only very slowly. Thus, for instance,
houses, in a declining city. Distress-prices are found most
usually in the case of such commodities as are produced without any intention to produce them, as for instance, rags and
escrementitious substances. The more the mere forces of
nature preponderate in production, the less can the supply
be increased or decreased at pleasure, the more frequently, as
a consequence, do we find monopoly-prices and under-prices.
(Compare 131 ti) Thus the production of wheat is invariably
connected with the order of the seasons. Between seed-time
and harvest, there are a number of months which neither
capital nor skill can shorten to any extent. The cultivation of
land, to be very much greater and more lasting, supposes so
many conditions precedent, increase of live stock, buildings etc.,
that it can be attained only after a series of years. Hence it
happens that wheat, much more than manufactured products,
is subject to oppressively high prices and oppressively low ones,
during a long period of time. No matter what the influence
of the forces operating in the opposite direction may be, the
a Thus sea fish, oysters etc. were formerly much cheaper during the summer than during the winter, at Ostend and Scheveningen, bccause during
wintei they could be sent to a distance. At Billingsgate market, in the
mackerel season, fish cost per hundred 48 to 50 shillings at 5 o'clock in the
tnorning, 36 shillings at 10 o'clock, and 24 shillings in the afternoon. (H.
S<hulze,Nat.-CEkonomische Bilder aus England, 1853, 241.) I n the Rhine
country, the price of fruit does not vary so much as in Saxony, because it is
cudtornary there to employ the surplus in the manufacture of cider, of preserres etc., thus making it transportable and durable. Frequently, after a
vcry abundant crop of grapes or olives, under-prices prevail, som~timeson
account of n want of vessels, cellar-room etc.; they must, therefore, be sold
rapid1y.
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price of wheat depends most largely on the result of the last
crop.7

SECTION CXIII.
EXCEPTIONS.
(CONTINUED.)

Other impediments in the way of freedom of competition
have their origin in social conditions. The rule governing
prices applies oply where the vendor and purchaser are equally ready to exchange. But in every case in which the producer carries on his business, not for the sake of free gain, but
simply to obtain a means of livelihood, it may be subject to
many important exceptions.' The richer a seller is, the longer
can he wait for a favorable opportunity to sell. Thus, for instance, wheat is somewhat lower in price at times when payments are universally made than at other seasons of the year,
because a great many country people are then compelled to
sell. Where the country population are universally needy, it
sinks after a harvest to an unusually low figure, and in spring
rises again very high.
Sometimes price is arected by the agreements of the purchaser or seller, but most readily by those of middlemen be'Compare Adnln Snzith, Wealth of Nations, I, ch. 7.; Tooke, History of
Prices, I, 97. Furs vary very much in price, sometimes 3co per cent. in a
3 ear, because, in the case of this entirely natural product, every thing depends
on the stores of them, on the temperature etc. (McCtrlloch, Coinmerc. Dict.,
S. v.) O n the other hand, the price of coffee usually varies only after periods
of a number of years, because new plantations produce only after n lapse of
Pigs vary much more than cattle in price, because the
years. (Ibid.)
former may be made ready for the slaughter house in one-third of the time
required for the latter. (Thaev, Rationelle Landwirthschaft, TV, 374.)
Thus the rent of farms, where a numerous proletarian population will live
exclusively from agriculture, depends on scarcely anything but thc number
of people and the extent of the land. (y. S. Mill, Principles, 111, ch. 2.) In
retail trade, where personal want comes in question, prices are much more
subject to be modified by sinall circumstances, than in wholesale trade, where
both parties are only intent on " doing busiiiess." (y. S. Mill, 111, ch. I, 5.
Toohe, 11, 72 f.)
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tween consumer and p r o d u c e r . ~ u s t o m speculiar to whole
classes may exert the same influence, and such customs are
especially powerful in the lower stages of business and industrial development. They, even at the present time, take
the place, frequently, of freedom of competition in retail business, in the book business, and in the determination of lawyers'
and doctors' fees, as well as in the distribution of a nation's
income among the three great branches of its general economy: deciding, instead of competition, how much shall go to
each. Wherever there are guilds, commumties, castes etc.
with legal privileges; wherever there are difficulties placed in
the way of exportation and importation; wherever preEmption
rights or monopolies," in the strict sense of the word, exist, the
leveliig ebb and flow of the elements of production may be
still more seriously interfered with. Legislation5 of this sort
injures the non-privileged portion of the population more than
it helps the privileged portion. (See 97.)6
T h e word usury, so arbitrarily used in every-day language,
should be admitted in science only to designate a famine-price,
fraudulently and intentionally caused or intensified.
Hucksters, butchers, dealers in corn, inn-keepers etc. A remarkable case
where Parisian dealers in hare-skins attempted to ruin the new fashion in
silk hats by distributing a great number of them among the rabble, at mockprices. (Hemsann, 1st ed., 91.) The author witnessed a similar but unsuccessful attempt in Berlin in 1838-39, by the tailors against the so-called Macintosh coat. O n the conspiracy of the English dealers in second-hand goods
against auctions, see Athaeneum, Dec. 5, ISG~. I t is one of McCulloch's
characteristic exaggerations, that he says that conspiracies to raise the price
of a commodity by artificial means, are broken just as soon as they begin to
obtain their object by the interest of the individual members to profit by the
,
1S63, p. 59.)
advanced prices. (Edition of Ada~tzS ~ t i t hEdinb.,
a 5 S. M
ill,Principles, 11, ch. 4.
4 Monopolies universally prohibited: L. un. C. De Monopol. (IV, 59.) POlice-order of the Empire, I 548, tit. 18.
6 Privileges which the purchaser voluntarily accords to the sellcr are wont
to bc useful to both parties. (Herinann, loc. cit, I 55, I 5s.)
6 Besides, guilds, castes, corporations etc. may, when the vent diminishes,
produce under-prices as readily as they may monopoly-prices when the vent
is very good. [See Adana Smith, Wealth of Nations, I, ch. 7.
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SECTION CXIV.
P R I C E S F I X E D BY G O V E R N M E N T .

No power can, of course, fix the price of a commodity in
the long run, which cannot at the same time fix the relation
of supply and demand. Hence, set prices fixed by governmental authority can be made to play a part in practice only
in so far as they do not establish a price in opposition to the
real state of things, only to the extent that they give undoubted expression to it in a manner in harmony with natural
conditions. With this restriction, set or fixed prices may, in
the absence of real competition, whiCh can always best determine prices, be useful to both parties; otherwise one party
would at one time, and the other at another, profit by an unjust advantage; but it would not be long before both would
sutier from the perturbation caused thereby in all commercial
transactions. How pleasant it is for a trareler in Switzerland, or even in Italy, to find set prices established there.'
Especially where competition is prevented by state privileges,
the establishment of set prices by the state for the protection
of the public may be necessary? It is more difficult to fix a
1 Thus, for instance, the traveler who wanted to crossastream, \vould find
himself delivered over to the tender mercies of the ferry-man, without protection of any kind against his demands. But repeated impositions in the
matter of p i c e s would have for effect to bring a point into disrepute as a
place of crossing, and would induce the public to seek another. Similarly
in the case of hackney-coachmen and carriers in !arge cit~es,and in that of
innkeepers, at hotels and postal termini etc.
Fixed prices by governmental authority were soonest attempted after bad
harvests, but, indeed, with a strange ignorance of the natural grounds of the
incrrase in price of bread-stuffs. Thus in the time of Charlemagne. (Capitul, a, 805; Bnlrrz, I, 423.) Similarly in the case of other articles of universal necessity, when oppressively but necessarily dear. (See 5 175.)
During the last centuries of the middle ages, with their multitude of actual
monopolies, and at the beginning of the modern era, fixed prices became
lnore and more general. The earliest instance in the history of England of
a fixed price for bread was in 1202 (v. Raumw, Hohenstaufen, V, 372), and
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set price for a commodity in proportion to its complexity ailcl
to its variablei~essin quality; and where there are different
grades of quality of the same commodity, and the transition
from one grade to another is almost imperceptible, such price
is easily evaded." In the case of every enterprise carried on
in 1266, 51 Henry 111. T h e earliest in Prussia was in 1393. (Voigt,
Geschichte von Preussen, 11, 659.) Many instances of fixed prices in the
R h ~ n eprovmces of Austria in 1530. I n MyZizts, Corp. Collst. March, V, 2,
587 E.:,we find an ordinance of 1653 fixing prices in Berlin, and including 72
industries. There 1s a very complicated system of fixed prices in the police
ordinance of the electorate of S ~ s o n yof 1612, and in tht: decree concerning
the coin of 1822. AS to how, in Saxony in 1578, an attempt was made to
ascertain the cost of the production OS shoes by shoemakers, see Jok. Fdke,
Gesch. des Kurf. August in volkswirthschaft. Beziehung, 1868, 252. There
was an enormous extension of governmental fixing of prices under Philip
11.; one of the principal causes why Castile was so far behind Aragon economically. (Townsend, Journey through Spain, 11, 221.) Sometimes these
measures were adopted to prevent d~stress-prices;as in Hochheim, in favor
of the vintners. (Becker, Polit. Discurs, 11, 1652.) The predilection especially of German authorities for the fixing of prices by governmental power,
in the s~steenthand seventeenth centuries is very remarkable. Thus Luther,
vom Kaufhandel und Wucher, 1524; Calvin, Leben Calvins, by Henry, 11,
Beilage, 3, 23; Bornitz, D e Rerum Sufficientia, 1625, 24G; St3cke~zJo?fiTeutsci~erFiirstenstaat, 5th ed., 1776, 2x0; Bechcr, 11, 1823 ff.; Hor?zeck, Oesterrich iiber Alles, wenn es will, 1684, 123; Leibibniz ?d. Dutens, VI, I, 250;
Thonzasius, Giittl. Rechtsgelahrtheit, 1709, 209; even Frederick the Great,
Mylius, N. Corp. Const. RZarch, I , 190. Similarly, M a r i a ~ a ,I l e Rege et
Regis Institutione, 111, c. g. Compare, however, 111, c. 8, and Bacon, Serm.,
15; Historia Henrici, 1037, 1040. On the other hand, Child, 1 6 p , and North,
16g1,reprove all such measures. Roscher, Zur Geschichte der englischen
Volkswirthschaftslehre, 65, go f. Earlier yet, Salntasius, who would allow
the free fori ratio to govern. (De Usuris, 1638, 583.) For a very rigol-01:s
price-tarriff in the old Indian laws, by which, inter aIia, the price of provisions was to be fixed anew every fourteen days, see Menu, Laws, VIII, ch.
401 ff:
8 Where trade is free, the @et IEe boeuf, for instance, is worth four times as
much as the flesh of the ox's neck or throat; but prices fixed by a government can scarcely take cognizance of the difference. How easily might not
a fixed price for beer, for instance, be evaded by diluting that bevcrage with
water, or fixed prices for inn-keepers by dealing out portions smaller in
quantity or of an inferior quality. Moreover, as early a writer as De In
Court, Polit. Discoursen, 1662, c. 4, remarks that the establishment of fixed
prices by governmental authority raises the average price of all commodities
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by many in common, where no competition is possible, it is
necessary to supply the defect by means similar to the establishment of fixed prices; as in the case of government, by
fees for governmental services, and the cooperation of a chamber of deputies in the imposition of taxes and the determination of official salaries etc.4
S E C T I O N CXV.
INFLUENCE O F G R O W I N G CIVILIZATION ON PRICES.

On the whole, prices become more and more regular as
national-economic civilization advances. Progress in civilization tends to bring the parties engaged in the struggle for prices
that is buyers and sellers, nearer to one another, in so far as it
uniformly decreases the cost of production, and increases the
purchaser's ability to pay.' (See 101.) T h e more universal division of labor makes commercial intercourse more necessary
to every one, at the same time that it makes it more of a habit to him; and hence exchange ceases more and more to be a
matter of caprice or chance. T h e better means of transportation and communication render it easier, in every way, for
supply and demand to meet. With the advance of general enlightenment and education, an acquaintance with commodities
also becomes more general, and every purchaser is on a better way to be able to estimate the cost of production which the
seller has to bear. Hence, fraudulent prices and prices founded
rather than lowers it, for the reason that the few who are sellers by trade
can do more to influence the authorities than the many buyers, whose intcrests are divided among numberless different con~modities.
Sclrafle, Nat.-CEkonomie, 11, 3S4 f.
BanPeId, Organization of Industry, 120. " Where the economic life of a
People is still undeveloped, and the production of one enterprise is not from
the first based on the estimated consumpt~onof another, the circulation of
goods brings with it great profits and great losses; whereas, profits and losses
grow smaller, but a t the same time more uniform and regular, in proportion
as the circulation of goods increases in rapidity and regularity. (Stein,Lehrbuch, 212.)

'
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in error become less frequent; and all this is helped forward
by the greater accuracy of weights and measures. T h e increase of population makes competition more active in all
branches of trade, while at the same time, with he greater
freedom of circulation, a number of causes which previously
operated to produce very high prices in one place and very low
ones in another are r e r n o ~ e d . ~But especially, the growth of a
distinct class of merchants leads to a uniformity in price. This
class are incited by their own interest to purchase at low prices
and sell at high prices. Thus, their competition in the former
case raises prices, and lowers them in the latter.s In all lower stages of civilization, the custom of making offers and beating down in price plays a great part, while where culture is
higher, the system of fixed prices (but not by government)
gains ground continually. Here Turgot's principle is applicable, viz.: that the current price of an article is tacitly understood when one asks a merchant the price of his wares.4
2 I n Belgium, during the last forty years, the price of wheat has become
more constant every year, while the price of rye has become more variable;
for the reason that rve has gradually ceased to be an article of popular consumption, and therefore to be a n important article in trade, and is consumed
almost entirely and directly by its producers. (Horn, Statist. Gemalde von
B., 1853, 185.) RodGt.,.tus rightly conjectures that the price of wheat was
much more variable in ancient times than it is with us. (Nildebunnd's
Jahrb., 1870, I, 36.) That it was so may be inferred from the surprisingly
large family supplies which were laid in, as appears from Digest, XXXIII,
D e Penu legato.
S I n Wtirternberg even officials etc. buy their own wine almost always directly from the vintner. This causes prices there to be exceedingly variable, frequently from hour to hour. (v. Reden, Statist. Zeitschrift, Nov. 1847, 1~08.)
How greatly the mere presence of' a regular market has contributed to make
prices more constant, may be seen in the suburbs of Hamburg, where fish
offered for sale on the street are sold in the evening for one-third of the price
asked for them in the morning. Besides, purchases made with a view to speculation may increase the variations of price, if the speculation is unskillfully
conducted, espec~allywhen a low rate of interest, and of the profit of the
person engaged in it, has produced a blind race among the speculators.
Here the price of a commodity rises, not from any natural cause, butbecause
it once rose befote, and vice versa. (Senior, Outlines, 17 ff; Hermnsn, go 8.)
'That fixed prices suppose that men are engaged in the production of the
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T!,is proposition is tnie in the case of individuals, as well as of
classes and of whole nationslVt is plain, that under a system
of fixed prices we can more certainly discover what the equitable price is, than in the heat of higgling which besides consumes a great deal of precious time. Lastly, one of the principal requisites of a well developed scale of prices is national honor, and this, doubtless, increases in the higher stages of civilization, not only because of the greater moral culture which
commodity in question, as t h e i ~calling in life, see Garve, Zu Cicero's Pfl~chten, 111, 64 A: Chess-like commerce of colporteurs, and in caravans etc.
Concerning the dreadful higgling of the Bedouins, see Wellsted, Reise in
Xrabien, Rodiger's translation, I, 147; and the still worse bantering in Cnshmere, where the merchant, in the first place, always d'enies that he possesses
the desired commodity, then begins to search for ~ tin, order to discover what
value the purchaser puts upon it etc. ( K . Ritter, Erdkunde, 111, 475.) On
the practises in Indian fairs, see Th. Skinner, Excursion in India, 1833, I, ch.
6; on the bazaars in Asia, Andvee, Globus X I I , 7 , 211. Herberstein says of
the Russians in the sixteenth century: ?~zcrcantzlrfallacissime d cEolosis.sime
ncc pr& vevbis
.
nzercatores nonnunqunwt fzon uno tnntam atlt altera
nzensc szlspe?zsos dctinenl, vevum a d estve?nam desperationem perducere solent.
Hence the great variations in prlces and commodities. (Rerum Moscov.
Commentt., etl. Starczewski, 39 f.) Similarly also, in 1674, according to Kgbtzvgrr: Biisching's Magazin, 111, 249. But, on the contrary, it is said of
the P;escovers, educated by intercourse with the Hanse; tnnta inicgrilas
. in rotztractibus, ut Z L ~ tantuna
O
verbo yes iysas indicarcnt omni verbosif ~ t in
c ~ Y ~ Z C e/nptorzs
~ ~ I J Zonzissn. (Herbeystein, 52.) I n the England of the
present day, the custom of marking each piece of goods with its price is very
general. Concerning the rapidity and the paucity of words with which
prices are settled in that country, where business men do not even salute their
customers, nor customers the business man, see C. G. Sinzon, Observations
recueillies en Angleterre, 1835, I, 129 f. T h e Athenian laws (?),that fixed
prices should be asked, and that sellers should not sit down that that they
might sell more rapidly, points to something similar. (Athen., VI, 2 2 6 f.
Plato, D e Legg., XI, 916 f.) Athenian law prohibiting mendacity in the
markets. (See Dcnzosth., Lept., 459.)
S T h u s the German book-trade has fixed prices. Many merchants never
make an offer to their educated customers who are wont to do so with peasants etc.; because they are aware that the 'latter purchase only after they
have compelled the seller to come down greatly from his first proposed price.
Among the Quakers it has been a rule from the beginning, never to ask more
for their wares than they were determined to accept. (Hume, History of
England, ch. 62.)
VOL. I.--2a
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then prevails, but also and especially because that which constitutes a people's real and best interests is better understood."
Among declining nations, many of these developments take a
retrogressive road. T h e very great distinction between rich
and poor, between educated and uneducated, again produces
great fluctuations in price. A proletarian people who have
sunk so low as to live on potatoes will suffer much more from
variations in price and of the means of subsistance than n
people who live on wheat; for the reason that it is so dificult
to export or to preserve potatoes. Nor can it be doubted, that
the greatest possible constancy of prices is the most beneficial
condition that the general economy of a people can be in.
Where prices change while the cost of production remains the
S i r Willianz Temnple, Observations upon the Netherlands, Works I, 134,
rompares honor in trade to diseipline in an army. Similarly, Lazv, Trade
and Money, 209 f. Fergztson, History of C h i l Society, 111, 4. Where the
seller is not obliged to make known the existence of certain defects in his
wares b the purchaser before sale. tliere is always scope for fraud. Conipare Digest D e Edict. aedilit., X X I , I. O n the meaning of the German
, M a n e , see
legal maxims: Hand mzrss Hand zvzhreiz, and E i n W o ~ t eis
EisenRnrt, Deutsches Recht in SpriichwiSrtern, 311 f., 319 f. I t is a principle
in matters of business, that the person who through malice or carelessness
recommends a man of whose probity there is already some doubt, should
bear the damage caused by his recommendation. (Martens, Gruhdriss, cles
Handelsrechtes, 24 ff.) Many attempts at dishonesty are prevented by laws
which in important contracts, especially in sales of land etc., require the
presence of witnesses, and this particularly in the lower stages of civilizntion. ,(Meiev and SchGmnnn, Attischer Process, 522; Roman, Emancipatio:
Grivzm, Drutsche Rechtsalterthiimer, 605 f.), or even a publ~cproclamation
before the assembled community, at least written documents invested with
all legal formalities as practiced among civilized peoples. On Greek laws of
this nature, see especially, Tlreophvast., in Stobaeus, Sermon., XLIV, 22. Very
remarkable in Sparta. Schol. A~ristophaw.,Aves, 1284.
7 Compare Lotz, Revision, I, 255 E. I n England the price of wheat scarcely ever varied more than from I to 2. I n Ireland the price of potatoes varied from I to 6. (McCz~lloch,Comm. Dict., v. Potat0es.j Compare B n g d ,
Jahrbuch fiir Sachsen, I, 491 E. The custom of' asking enormous pricrs
with the expectation of being beaten down, is usual in Italy and carried to a
frightful extent, and related to the bad custotn prevalent there of begging a
l ~ t t l eafter-payment to every little gratuity or drink-money which has 1)ettn
received.
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same, one person can only gain what the other has lost. But
such unmerited gains and undeserved losses have an invariable tendency to destroy the deepest roots of a people's economic activity; and intentional speculation based upon such
change usually assumes an immoral character. (Stock-jobbing.)a Even if Macleod be right, that an increase or decrease
in prices is to be regarded as a warning of excess, the former
of excess of consumption, the latter of production, no one will
doubt that it is the interest of every organism to confine pain
within the smallest possible limits, even if its consequences
are so beneficial to the preservation of the whole body.
8 Storclr, Handbuch, I, 31I.
y.B. Say, Traitt? I, ch. 16. As to how commerce, when fully developed, is wont to be more moral than when only
half developed, see Garve, loc. cit., and Versuche IV, 149 ff. How fortunate
for the public economy of nations that the prices of corn especially have
been growing more steady all the time since the middle ages. see ROSCIW,
Ueber Kornhandel, 56,61.
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CHAPTER 111.
MONEY IN GENERAL.

SECTION CXVI.
INSTRUMENT O F EXCHANGE. MEASURE OF VALUE.
BARTER.

Wherever the division of labor is very highly developed,
the continuance of barter, or the direct exchange of one object of consumption for another, presents difficulties well nigh
insurmountable. How difficult it would be always to find the
person who could supply us with precisely what we wanted,
and at the same time have need of what we had a surplus
of.' But how much less frequently would it happen that one's
1 Trade by barter was very general in several states of the American Union
about the close of the eighteenth century. In Vermont, for instance, it was
usual for a doctor to exchange his medicines against a horse, and for the
printer to buy corn, butter etc. with a newspaper. (Ebeling, ~ e s c h i c h t eund
Erdbeschreibung, 11,537,) In Maryland, the Assembly fixed by law the relative proportions at which tobacco, pork, corn and wheat should be exchanged the one against the other. (Ebeling, V, 435 K Dwglas, Summary
of the British Settlements in N. America, 1670, V, z, 359.) Even as late as
1815, children were wont to run the streets of Corrientes, crying: Salt for
candles, tobacco for bread etc." I t was commerce with England that first
led to trade by money in the United States. (Robertson, Letters on South
America, 1843, I, 52.) Similarly in Rhokand until the end of the eighteenth
century, where the cities, as a consequence, presented the appearance of a
fair the whole year round. In the beginning of this century, the khan introduced the use of copper money made from Persian cannons; and much
later yet, there were scarcely a million rubles in money to a million men.
(Riiier,Erdkunde, VII, 753.) Basil Hall found the uncivilized inhabitants
of the Loo-Choo Islands ignorant of the use of money. (Voyage of Dio
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and another's surplus would correspond exactly the one
to the other in quantity; that, for instance, the manufacturer
of nails, desirous of exchanging his nails for a cow, should
meet a cattle-dealer who should want exactly as many nails
as a cow is worth! Here there is one chief difficulty in the
way, viz.: that there are so many commodities which cannot
be divided without causing a dimunition or even a destruction
of their value; and that others cannot be stored away in any
quantity without becoming a very heavy burthen to their
owner. HOWuseful it would therefore be, if there was one
commodity which should be acceptable to every person, at all
times, especially if in addition to this, it possessed the qualities
of durability, capacity for transportation and for being stored
up and preserved. Any person who possessed a praper supply
of this one commodity would then be certain of being able to
obtain all other exchangeable commodities through its instrumentality; and every seller would be satisfied to exchange
what he had to dispose of against this "universal commodity."
If two values are equal to a third, they are equal to each
other. It is, therefore, a simple matter to use this most current of all commodities, with which all others are most frequently compared, as a measure of the relative values of all
other exchangeable commodities. There is need of such a
measure, and it is analogous to the want experienced by the
mathematician who has a column of fractions to sum up, and
who does it by first reducing them all to a common denominator. (Storch.,la A person entrusted with the duty of ascovery, 18x8.) Concerning trade by barter in the Homeric age, see the Iliad,
VII, 472 K A supposed law of Luycurgus prohibited the use of money in
purchases, and allowed barter only. (yustin., 111, 2.) According to Pnusan., 111, 12, only barter existed in India (?)in his time.
l T h e person who has been used to paying for four pounds of meat with
twenty pounds of bread, and is asked to give twenty pound^ of bread in exchange for some other article, il~ustof course have some unit of measure in
his mind to serve as a means of comparison between the value of that article
and that of four pounds of meat. I n Denmark, during the rule of the aristocracy, tl~erewere fixed prices sanctioned by the tradition of long usage, in
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sessing the values of two hundred diflerent articles would be
obliged, if he had no such measure to use, to burthen his
memory with at least 19,goo~different ratios. With it, he
need carry only 199in his head.
Such a commodity, universally in favor, and which, on that
account, is employed as an intermediary in the effecting of
exchanges of the most varied nature, in the measuring of all
exchange-values and as a value-carrier ( Werthtrager) in
time and space, we call money. (Merce universale: Berri;
prodtbit prqkre' :GaniZh; ?narc/iundiseintermkdiare:Bastiat.)
accordance with which the prices of all conimodities were estimated in relation to a ton of barley or rye-a
natural consequence, apparently, of the
want of a colnlnon measure to govern in the greater number of transactions.
Bergsoe, Archiv der Polit. CEk., IV, 314; Gmugan's Icelandic Code contains
a remarkable fixed price of this nature in the supplement to the Kau$a-Balkr
or Commercial Code, I, p. 500. Similarly among the ancient Persians.
Reynier, Economie publique des Perses, 308.
200 X (200-1)
That is,
.,
Compare Rar~in Storc2, Handbuch, 111,253. The
a t least" has reference to the fact, that in barter, the many different kinds
of most commodities has to be borne in mind. (ZCnies, Geld und Credit,
I, 218.)
This transportation of values supposes an equality of values of the money
in two places, while the transportation of goods supposes different values of
the same kind of goods in both places. (Knies, Geld und Credit. I, 2x8.)
4 While the words jecunia, danai,o, dinero, and argent, are all derived frorn
unessential qualities, the German word for money, Geld, corresponds with
the essential quality of'.money, since it denotes thai which is of value everywhere (gilt). On the other hand, nummus and v 6 / u a P u from v6,uv<,
(BrecL-h. Metrolog. Unters., ~ I O . ) ?noneta
,
(the English, money), are from
the temple of Juno Moneta, in which the Roman coins were for a long time
stamped. I n old German, theword for money, Geld, means everything that
is paid by any one. (Grimm, D. Rechtsalterth., 382.) T h e present meaning
of the word is to be met with in a very old document of 1327. (Arnold, z.
Geschichte des Eigenthums in den deutschen Stadten, Sg.)
5 The wrong definitions of money may be divided into two classes: those
which convey the idea that it is more than a commodity, and those which
imply that it is less.
This was a point u hich was contested even among the Greeks. There
were many who claimed that wealth consisted exclusively in the possession
of much money; as we find, for instance, in the pseudo-Platonic dialogue
Eryxias; while others insisted that money was something purely imaginary

-
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T h e more enlightened portions of every business community graduaUy come to require payment in the commodity
(R-Jqo;), and the creation, exclusively, of human laws. (Aristot., Polit., I,
3, 16, Schn.) N6,uropu aij,uPoRov
uRRay5~PYEXIII. (Plato, I)e Rep,
11,371.) A ~ Z ~ C ~ U
compares
Y S Z S money to counters. (Pbfnlzh, De IJrofectt
in Virtute.) Aristotle, himself, subscribed to the second opinion, although h a
saw clearly, that only useful and current things ( ~ o s i u v~ b l r s r a ~ i o r o r o v
aq(jc
c!jv) could be used as money. (Polit., 1, 3, 14 ft. Eth. Nicom.,
V, j, 6, Rhet., 11, 16.) Xcnojhon ascribed properties to money which no
other conlmodity possessed; especially when he said that it could never be
too plentiful, and {hat its price could never fall. (De Vectt. Ath., 4.) T h e
finest ancient esplanation of the nature 6f money is that of the jurisconsult
P~zullzts,L. I ; Digest, X V I I I , 1; and it well deserves the long colnlnentary
devoted to it by P. Neui, Osservazioni etc., in Cusz'odi, P. A., VI, 324, E.
Among the modems, Mela?zctlroa., Corp. Ref., XVI, 498, and Seb. Fyunk,
Chronik., 760, consider money as a mere symbol. On the other hand, the
over-estimation in which the precious metals were held by the adherents of
the Mercantile System was owlng, without doubt, to their very superior util~ty
as money; for we very frequently find that the adherents of that school
g and
210.) v.
insist that the precious metals must circulate. (See
Sch,;bdrr, Fiirstl. Schatz - und Rentkammer, I 11 f., considers new copper
coins as an increase of the national wealth, but not other copper which is
merely a commercial commodity. He frcquently calls money, the$endubm
w~rz~neucii,
and expresses ideas concerning it as enthusiastic as they are obscure (p. S6.) 1101-!zcck, in his Ocsterreich uber Alles wenn es will, 1864,
calls gold and silver "our best blood, the very marrow of our strength," and
"the two tnost indispensable universal instruments of human activity 'and
csistence." (p. ISS.) Th. Mztn, England's Treasure by forraign Trade, 1664,
(ch. 2) considers cash-money and resources as synonymous in every way.
Only, he says (ch. 4) that it is sometimes advisable to allow one's money to
remain in foreign countries, and to use bills of eschangc, banks etc., at home,
as a substitute. J. Gce, Trade and Commerce of Gr. Britain, edition of 1738,
laments the stiff-necked folly of those who think money a commodity like
any other." I t is one of the most common demands of the adherents of the
Mercantile System that the home mines of gold and silver should be worked
c?t no matter what sacrifice, since the nloney employed in working them continues to remain in the country and the newly coined precious metal is clear
gain. Compare SrAuoder, Ioc. cit. rog ff., 181. Isounrck, loc. cit. 173. Brdggin, Della Rfonete, 1743, cap. 33; v. JzcsZi, Staantswirthscl~aft,I7j5, I, 246:
Fo;blBonttnis, Finances d e France, 1758, I, 14s. Ullon, Noticias Americanns,
1772, ch. 12. We seldotn meet %nth the correct view on this subject in the
seventeenth century. Sztlly, of whom Henry I V , said that he never found
anything to be
of beauty which cost double its real value, had it at
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which has for the time being the greatest circulating capacity.
If to this be added the sanction of the government, and if the
-

times. (Economies royales, LXXIII.)
S o had v. Seckendwf, Teutscher
Fiirstenstaat, 1655, 5th edition.
I t is in accordance with the usual course of human development that the
exaggerations of the Mercanhle Systein led to a reaction characterized by an
exaggeration in the opposite direction. Even Duvunzati, Sulle XZonete, I jSY,
traces the value of money back to human convention and refuses to find it
in nature. A natural calf, he thinks, is $id ~ o b i l t .than a golden one; although he elsewhere expresses his admiration of the precious metals, calls
them ccrgioni seconde dellu vita bwia, and lauds them because they procure
us tutt'essi leni (20, 21, Cust.) Montanari (ob., 1687) demonstrates from the
use of leather money etc., that the authority of the state is the only power
which gives money its character as money. (Della Moneta, 35.) Davena?it
(ob., 1714) carries his inclination to call money "the servant of trade, measure of trade," so far as to compare it to a ticket or counter. (Works, I , 355,
444.) Strongly as L a w , himself, opposes the convention theory (Trade
and Money, ch. r ; Sur 1' Usage des Monnaies, 1720, p. I.), his disciple
Dutot, in his Reflexions polit. sur le Commerce et les Finances, 1738, 905,
Cd. Daire, contrasts not only paper money but also gold and silver as repres e n t a b ~ ewealth, with real wealth. Berkeley, Querist, 1735, teaches that the
real notion of money is not that of a 'Lcommodity, standard, measure,
pledge, but [No. 231 ticket or counter, entitling to power and fitted to rccord
and transfer such power." (441,475.) Even if the names, livrc, shilling etc.,
remain, and the metal is dropped, every article may still as well as before be
counted and sold, industry proinotrd and the course of coinmerce preserved.
(p. 440.) According to Monlespuieu, Esprit des Lois, XXI, 22, gold and silver are a richesse de p i o n ou de szgne. Compare Lettres persanes, 11, IS.
Benjatnin Frunklils also maintains that the value of gold, for instance, is
principally a credit-value. Remarks relative to the American Paper-Money,
1765, Works, 11, Sparks' edition. Forbonnais, Finances de France, I, S6 f.,
calls money, simply a means to put commodities, which alone have value
originally, in circulation. Hence it is, in itself, a matter of indiKerence
whether, for a given quantity of coin, a person gives one thaler, or ten. I n
the Elements de Commerce, I, 11, 11, 67 E.:,
he draws a distinction between
yichesses natzrrellcs (raw material), artt$cieZles (manufactured products), and
~ichessesde convention (money.) von Scklozw, Aufangsgriinde, ~Sog,IW,
I@, calls money someth~ngimagined; and T k . Smith, Essay on the Theory
of' Money and Exchange, 1807, asserts, that true money is ocly an ideal
measure of value, of which coins in turn are only thc representatives.
Compare, however, Edinb. Review, Oct., 1808. O$$enAeitrz, Die Natur des
Geldes, 1855, grants that in the beginnings of trade, money possessed the
character of 3 commodity; but says that as soon as the services of circula
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government itself recognizes this same "universal commodity"
as the means of payment of all debts, or as "legal tender"
tion of the money-commodity prevailed over its services in consumption, it
:ost all its importance for the latter purpose, and that all relations dependent
thereon ceased. A t present, he claims money is only the representative of
cominodjties, but no commodity itself. See, o n the other hand, Roscher's
critical analysis in tile Literarisches Centralblott, 1855, December.
The true doctrine was advocated in a classic forin by Niculaus Oresmius
(ob. 1382). See his Tractatus de Origine et Jure nec non et Mutationibus
Monetarum, newly edited by Wuluwski: Paris, 1864. See Roscher's essay in
the Colnptes rendus of the Acaddmie des Sciences morales et politiques, vol.
62,435 ff. Based on the latter we have Gab. 6ieZ (ob. 14g5), D e Monetarum
Potestnte simul et Utilitate, 1542, and G. Agricula, D e R e metallica, 1556, I,
4 E. This true doctrine was acclimated earliest in England and Holland, and
before the mercantile system invaded them. Conipare Ilodbcs, Leviathan,
24, in which the concoctiu honovum is described by means of money, and the
full and clear chapter 12 of Sal~rzcrsit~s,
D e Usuris (163S), who, aillong other
things, shows how Midas, who turned everything into bread, died of thirst.
Pefty shows very clearly that national wealth does not consist exclusively
nor mainly in money. Every country, he says, needs a certain quantity i f
inoney to carry on trade. I t would be a waste to i n c r e a s ~the former, the
latter remaining the same. But the precious metals, by reason of their durability and universally recognized value, possess the character of wealth in
a higher degree than other commodities.
O n the whole, the use of money in a nation is like the use of fat in the
individual. (Quantulumcunque concerning Money, 1682.) Compare Roscher,
z. Geschichte der eng. Volkswirthschaftslehre, 80 f. Davattzaii and Hobbes
had compared it to the blood, as has recently Schmifthennm, Staats~vissenschaften, 1839, 1, 459. North calls money a commodity of which there may
be an excess as well as a want. (Discourse on Trade, preface and postscript.)
Compare Locke, Considerations on the Lowering of Interest, 1691, Works
11, 13 E., 19. Galiani, 1750, Della Moneta, IV, holds a very happy middle
place between the alchymists and the philosophic contemners of gold. See,
, Daire, 64, 75 E. Twgot, Sur la Formation des Richesses,
further, ~ u e s n a ydd.
30 K, had many clear views on this subject. Verri, Meditazioni, 1771~11,
I, calls inoney the universally current commodity. The expressions, measure of value, pledge, representative of all commodities might be true also
of' all other wares. I t cannot, however, be denied that most modern political
economists have not borne sufficiently in mind the peculiarities which distinguish money from all other commodities, as is apparent from the doctrine
of the balance of trade prevalent in Hume's and Adam Smith's time. To
this extent, therefore, the semi-mercantilistic reaction instituted by Ganilk,
Thdorie de 1'Economie politique, 2822,II, 380 E.,426; St. Clumnuns, N. Essai
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(puissance ZibAratoire), where no other is expressly agreed
upon, the "universal commodity" in question then becomes
money in the fullest sense of the idea conveyed by the word.6
-

-

sur la Richesse des Nations, 1824, ch. 3 ; and Colton, Public Econon~yfor
the United States, 1849, 203 E.,who bring into relief the ditierence between
money as the subject" and money as the instrument of trade," was not
wholly unfounded. Ad. Miiller exaggerates a correct thought, ahd causes
it to degenerate into a species of mystic pleasantry, when he calls every ind~vidualin the state and every commodity that possesses value, in exchange
or a social character, money.
T h e highest object of the state is to develop this money-character more
and more. (Elemente der Staatskunst, 11, 194, 199.) T h e statesman, he
says, should be money. (111, 206.) A very valuable monograph on this
subject is M. Chevalier's D e la Monnaie, 1850, constituting the third volume
of his Cours d' Economie polititique. Knies, Geld und Credit, I, 1873, is here
most thorough ,and acute, especially in keeping separate, by well defined llnes
of demarcation, the five different functions of money: measure of v a l ~ ~(by
e
proper division into parts: price-measure), instrument of exchange, means of
transportation of values, and means of storing up and preserving values.
5 Kpzies shows how the making of money legal tender by the state, although of only secondary importance, is by no means an irrelevant matter,
since persons must then have it, even if they do not want it for purposes of
use or exchange, to discharge their liabilities thereby etc., etc. (Tiibinger,
Zetschrift, 1858, 272.)
I n a11 these cases, barter-economy (Naturalwirt,'rscBaft) meets with greater
and greater difliculties as civilization advances. How, for instance, could 50
days annually of socage-service or labor be redeemed by the achievement at
one time of r , m days of socage-service o r labor? The rich man requires
money principally as a means of payment, the poor man as a medium of exchange. The requirement or need of a people of media of payment is niuch
more susceptible of extension or contraction, than that of media of exchange,
made especially so by the intervention of claim-rights instead of money.
(Kfzies, loc. cit., zoo E.) Ravit, Beitr. z. Lehre, voln Gelde, emphasizes this
feature of money altogether too much after the manner of a jurist. But he
is entirely right in adopting the exclusion of the rei vindirntio against the
honest possessor as necessary to the completion of the idea of money.
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SECTION CXVII.
EFFECT O F T H E INTRODUCTION O F MONEY.

By the introduction of money, most exchanges are divided
into two halves: purchase and sale.' W e may also say with
Schlozer, that by its means, exchange, for the first time, becomes a sale, and obscure value in exchange, clear and definite price. (Pernzatio vicina emtioni). Were there no money,
the party to an exchange, occupying the most advantageous
economic position, would possess a much greater superiority
over the other than he does now. Many a bread-buyer, especially, would be half starved before he could agree with the
seller on the quantity of bread to be received in exchange for
the commodity he had to dispose of. The producer of the
means of subsistence would here possess an extreme advantage, since the urgent necessity of the exchange for the one
party, and the power of the other to postpone it, would make
the determination of the price an entirely arbitrary matter?
Hence, the development of money as the instrument of trade,
keeps pace with the development of individual liberty. Payment of wages in money makes the workman more responsible
for his husbandry etc., but at the same time, freer, than payment
in produce. Now, also, a higher division of labor becomes possible; for the easier it is to obtain everything else for money,
the easier it is for each person to devote himself exclusively to
one branch of business? Without money, too, only ready
p
-

-

Sismondi, N. P., I, 131, very rightly remarks that this has made practice
as much easier as it has theory more difficult.
¶Law, Trade and Money, 19. Hence, before the invention of money,
scarcely anything but the things most indispensable to existence were produced. Were there no money, there would be very few scholars, artists etc.;
for the classes who produce most of the things indispensable to existence
make but few demands for them. Biisch, Geldumlauf, I, 11 R., 36, 11, 54.
3 Tz~rgot,Formation et Distribution,
48 R. Commodities which perish
rapidly could be produced by persons devoting themselves to their production
1
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commodities could be exchanged one against another. Only
when money has become the instrument of trade, is it possible
to separate the net from the gross returns, and, therefore, to
Now, also, it becomes
manage income properly. (Scha$c).
for the first time really remunerative to produce more than
one needs for his own use, and to save. Without money, the
owner of any one kind of capital, who could not employ it
himself, would be obliged, if he desired to loan it, to find not
only a person who was in need of capital, but one who needed
the very kind of capital he had. For instance, the person who
had one horse too many, would be obliged to look for another
who was in need of one etc. And how difficult a task it would be
to determine the amount of interest, if it had to be paid in produce or kind, and even to make a return in produce or kind of
capital which had been presumably used. (Starch). Moveable
property or resources can attain importance only after the introduction of good money, since, previous to such introduction,
it was by reason of its great variety: and of its perishable nature, immensely inferior to landed property. Hence it is, that
money, in a nation's economy, is what the blood is in the life
of the animal. It is, so to speak, the common reservoir in
which all food is first dissolved, and by which, at a later stage,
the elements of nutrition and preservation are distributed to
the several organs? There is, indeed, no machine which has
as a business only after the invention of small coin. (LueJer, N. Gk.,
1820, 283.)
4 Compare Knies, Geld und Credit, I, 219.
SCompare Schmiltfienner, loc. cit., I, 457. One of the principal advantages
of money consists in this, that every producer can discover what there is an
over-supply or under-supply of in the nation, by means of the relation ot
the price in money of his products to the cost of producing them, estimated
in money. (v. Thgnen, Isolirte Staat., 11, 2, 235.)
Hence it is that so many socialists attack money Th. More as#.ures U &
that with the simple abolition of money. v;ce and misery would, for the most
part, disappear of themselves. Hence in his Utopia, criminals are bound in
gol4en chains and the chamber-pots are made of qold and silver in order to
make these metals contemptiblc. (Ed. 1555, 6,197 ff,) Siini~arviews among
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saved as much labor as money. (Lauderdule). It is true that
the shadows which wealth is wont to cast, extravagance, avarice and inequality of every kind, may readily grow longer
and darker in consequence of the introduction of money.6 But
may not the knife which, in the hands of the surgeon, does so
much for life, become an instrument of danger in the hands of
a child? The invention of money has been rightly compared
to the invention of writing with 1ette1-s.~ W e may, however,
call the introduction of money as the universal medium of exchange (money-ec~nomy),~in
which goods intended for use are
exchanged against money -instead of barter (barter economy), which is a system of public economy (Scha$e), in an,
as yet, very little' developed form, man being there less sociathe over-cultured Romans. (Cotnpare 8 8 79, 204.) Auri sacra fumes. Virgil, B n e i d , 111, 56. Pliny, too, would recall the days of trade by barter. (H.
N., XXXIII, 3.) Even in BoisguiZZeberi, Factum de la France, ch. 4, we find,
together with many correct views on the nature of money, passionate declamation against it because of its darker side. Argent criminel. (DCtail de la
France, 7. Dissertation sur la Nature des Richesses etc.) More recently this
darker side has been dwelt upon by F. M m Patriot. Phant., I, P S ; Ortes,
Economia nazionale, 11, 17, and the would-be restorer of the middle ages,
Ad. Miillcr. While the latter writer lauds the feudal system as a "sublime
fusion of person and thing" (Elemente I, 221), the present system of wages,
because it is a system of compensation, he blames, and prefers the feudal for
the opposite reason (p). "The only merit which the state recognizes in our
day is one of serw'ee." (111, 259.) Kosegarien, Geschichtliche systematische,
Uebersicht der N. Oek., 1856, 146 K, is n o friend to the ecoaomic system to
which money gives a distinctive character. P e r contra, compare Bastiaiat,
Maudit Argent, 1849.
'Mirabearr, Philosophie rurale, 1763, ch. 2, adds as the third great invention the tableau dcocosomique of the Physiocrates. For a comparison of
money and language, see Hamann, Werke, 11,135 ff., 5 9 . Hefin, KulturpflanZen und Hausthiere, finds it characteristic of the race, that wine, writing with
letters, and money, all owe their origin to the monotheistic stem of the Semitic people.
Where every man becomes a merchant, end the society itself a commercial society. Ad. Stnillr, Wealth of Nations, I, ch. 4.
Just as descriptive is the German word billig (equitable) for cheap. Here
rt is plain that language takes sides with the poesessor of money!
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ble with his fellow men-one of the greatest and most beneficent advances ever made by the race.1°
1°The contrastbetween barter-economy and money-economy is of great and
fundamental importance. I t repeats itself' with so much regularity in the history of every highly developed nation, that political economists giCted with
perception for the historical, could not possibly overlook it. Thus, Aviskrtle,
for instance. establishes with the utmost care and nccuracv the difference
that is, between natural economy and
between oixouopcxj and ~p~,uarcffrrxj,
artificial economy, corresponding
- to the difference between value in use and
value in exchange. (Polit., I, 3, Schn.) Similarly D. Nume, who allows a
period of luxury, culture, industry, of trade and manufactures, of freedom
and c~rculationof money, to be preceded by one in which the feeling of wants
is not awakened, in mhlch coarseness and idleness prevail, one in which
agriculture is alone pursued, and monetary economy and freedom decline,
and trade by barter obtains. (Discourses, passim, especially On Interest
and on Money.) A similar contrast we find frequently, and as one af his
fundamental thoughts, in y.S t e u a ~ f .
A s to how the transition from barter-ecunomy to monetary-economy is
generally effected, see y.G. Hofmanllc, Lehre vom Gelde, 1838, 176 f f In
the Tyrol, as late as 1820, the greater portion of purely mechanical work,
such as that of the smith, the carpenter, and the washerwoman, were purely
feudal duties. On the other hand, payment in money was the rule, in the
beginning of the fourteenth century. (y. Beidermann, Technische Bildung
in Oesterreich, 3.) Yet, for a long time after, the functions of a measure of
value were performed by pieces of land, and those of an instrument of exchange by cattle and natural products. (Amold, Gesch. des Eigenth., 207.)
I n France, money-economy, i. e., trade by money, had grown to importance
earlier. (Nitsch., Ministerialitit und BUrgerthum, im 11. und 12. Jahr., 143.)
Even in the time of Mary Stuart, the Scotch estimated the rent of land in
'icauldrons of victuals.'' (Movyun, Itinerary, r617, 111, 155.) I n ancient
Italy, during the first three centuries of Rome, there was, with the exception
of the Greek colonies, only trade by barter. Mommse~z,Ralnische Gesch., I,
293, shows that the oldest ases were not money in the higher sense of the
word, but belonged rather to the stage of barter-economy. On the other
hand, we find in the time of the classic jurists, much as slavery had limited
the sphere of action of money, the principle: $ecunice fzofm'ne nun &urn numerata ficzmia, sed mnnes yes, lam soli quam mobiles, et tam corpora quam j u r a
continentnv. (L. 222, Digest L . 16; compare q,5, 178.) Similarly in Cicero,
Top. 6. D e Invent., 11, 21. D e Legg, 11, 19, 21; I I I , 3 . Compare Dio~ys.

Hal, N.R. IV, 15.
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THE D I F F E R E N T K I N D S O F MONEY.

Very ditierent kinds of commodities have, according to circumstances, been used as money; but uniformly only such as
possess a universally recognized economic value.' On the
whole, people in a low stage of civilization are wont to employ,
mainly, only ordinary commodities, such as are calculated to
satisfy a vulgar and urgent want, as an instrument of exchange. A s they advance in civilization, they, at each step,
choose n more and more costly object, for this purpose,2 and
one which ministers to the more elevated wants.
1 Were money nothing but a measure of values in exchange, it should
on that account, if on no other, have value in exchange itself, as a measure
of length must necessarily have length itself. (We measure time on a
clock by means of the revolution of the hands on the dial.) Again, value
in exchange supposes value in use. T h e so-called. <'money of account,"
such as the East Indian lac de rorifie.~,the Portuguese reis, and the earlier
Englis!l poalrd sterling are no imaginary magnitudes, which would disappear
with the figures of our system of counting (see HufeIasd, N. Grundlegung,
11, 33, in reply to Struensec, Abh., 111, 501); bnt real coin-values which
can not he represented by only single pieces of coin, units of value for the
most part no longer recognized by the state, but which the people still retain.
See M. Park's (Travels, ;7) refutation of the fable circulated by Montesgtiieu,
Esprit des Lois, X X I I , 8, that the regular standard money of the Mandingo
n e g o e s was a mere imaginary standard. Hobbes, Leviathan, 24, exhibits a
very good knowledge of this subject.
$Compare P. Neri, Osservazioni, 1751, V I , I. Lord Liveujool, Treatise
on the Coins of the Realm, 1805. T h e person who takes money as such
must always harbor the hope of being able to dispose of it again as money.
Hence, such an acceptance always supposes the existence of a certain amount
of commercial confidence. T h e savage Goahiros, between Rio de la Hacha
and Maracaibo, are too '< distrustful " t o take anything in trade but commodities fit for the most immediate use. (Depons, Voyage dans la Terrefirme,
I, 314.) Similarly in the twelfth century, the heathen Laplanders. (Arndt,
Liefl. Chronik, 11, 3.) Commodities which barbarians can consume immediately are objects of the first necessity, whereas more civilized people, who
are in a condition to undergo greater expense, look more to the technic quailities of money, such as divisibility, capacity for transportation and durabil
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A. Races of hunters, at least in non-tropical countries,
usually use skins as money; that is the almost exclusive product of their labol-, one which can be preserved for a long
period of time, which constitutes their principal article of
clothing and their principal export in the more highly developed region^.^
B. Nomadic races and the lower agricultural races: pass,
by a natural gradation, to the use of cattle as money; which
supposes rich pasturages at the disposal of all. If it were
otherwise, there would be a great many to whom payments
ity. v. Sclreel shows in a very happy manner how, as comlnerce increases,
money comes to be, as it were, subjected to a process resembling that of distillation : first mere increase of stores for use, next preponderating values in
eschange, lastly mere orders ror the same possessing no independent value.
(.NiIde6raizd's Jahrbb., 1866, I, 16.
The last circumstance continues to be one of great importance for a long
period of time in the frigld zones. Thus, the beaver-skin continues still to
be the unit of measure of trade in much of the territory of the Hudson Bay
Company. Three martens are estimated to be equal in value to one beaver,
one white fox to two beavers, one black fox or a bear to four beavers, a rifle
t o fifteen beavers. (Ausland, 1546, No. 21.) The Esthonian word, ralm,
money, means in the related language of the Laplanders, fur. (Krug, Zur
Miinzkunde Russlands, 1805.) Concerning skin-money in the middle age of
Russia, see Nestor, Sclrlozei's translation, 111, go. T h e old word Kung,
money, means marten. By degrees it came to pass that instead of whole
skins, only two snouts"weregiven or other pieces of leather about a square
inch in size, which were probably stamped by the government and redeemed
in whole skins at the government magazines. Hence, there is here supposed
a species of assignats, and of disturbances of credit. T h e Mongolian conquerors would not recognize them, and they therefore became suddenly ralueless. I n Novgorod and Pskow, the system continued s o ~ u etime longer,
for the reason that these places had little trade with ths Mongols. I n the
rest of the kingdom it now became necessary to introduce silver money, and
in the north to return to real squirrel and beaver skins. Kar-nntsi~z,Russ.
Gesch., I, 203, 3Sj; I, 96, 191 f. Voyage de Rubruquis, in Bergeroiz, Voyages I, gr. Herberstein, Rer. moscov. Commentt., $ 3 ff. Even in 1610, a
Russian military chest was captured by the enemy, and in it mere found 5450
silver rubles, and 7000 fur rubles. (Knmmsin, XI, 183.)
4 When the Danes progressed so far as to practice agriculture, they used
grain instead of cattle, in quantities corresponding to the value of one COW oi
one sheep, for money, to the end that their idea of a unit of measure might
not become obscured. (Rnvit, Beitrige, 3.)

-
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of this kind had been made, who would not know what to do
with the cattle given them, on account of the charges for their
rnaintenan~e.~
SHomeric determination of prices in oxen. Iliad, 11, 449; VI, 236; XXI,
79; X X I I I , 703 f i Odyss., I, 431. Compare, however, 11, VII, 473 E. I n
Draco's time, money-fines were imposed in cattle (Pollux, IX, 60 ff.), and in
Athens, beibre Solon's time, even the metal coins were, for the most part,
stamped with the figure of an ox. PLtctarc'l, Theseus, 25. Bockh., Metr.
Uuntersuch., 121 & Among the most ancient Romans (Cicero, de Rep., 11,
35) the imposition of fines in property, the coins first stamped by Servius,
boultr oviu?~zque
ej'igie (Plilz., H. N., X V I I I , 3, Cassiodor., Var., VII, 32), and
the words peczcnia, peculizl~n,pccuLatus, derived from pecus, point to something analogous. (Va?,ro, D e L. L., V, 19; D e R e rust., 11, I ; Cicero, D e
Rep., 11, g ; Ovid, Fast., V, 281 ; Plutarc'l, Publicola, 11.) Old German fines
in cattle, in Tacitus, Germ., 12, 21 ; Lex Ripuar, 36, 11 ; Lex Saxonurn, 19.
Uplas translates d?r6?lov 8oGvur (Mark, 14, II), Jai'lu.giban.
Very old
German documents, of the seventh and eighth centuries, name horses as
purchase-price. (Grimtlt, Deutsche Rechtsalterth., 586 f.) Otho the Great
imposed cattle-fines. (Widuk Corb., 11, 6.) Similarly, in King Stephen's
laws of I-Iungary (WachstnntA, Europaische Sitturgesch., 11), in the old
Irish Brehon laws (leland; History of Ireland, 36 ff.), as well as in the
Scotch collection of laws, Regin171 Mnjrstnfen?,of 1330. (Honard, 11, 263 f ,
537.) Vivapectcnia of the Anglo-Saxons in the laws of William I. I n ancient Sweden, all property was estimated in fa=cattle (Geijer, Schw. Gesch.,
I, loo), just as now, in Icelandic, fezproperty. I n Berne, the German vieh,.
cattle, is used to express commodities. Among really nomadic races this is,
of course, still more the case. Thus the Kirghises use horses and sheep a s
money, and wolf-skins and lamb-skins for small change. (Pallas, Reise
durch Russland, 1771, I, 390.) Among some of the Tartar tribes,everything
is stipulated for in cows. ( v . Haxthnusen, Studien, 11, 371.) Among the Persian nomads, sheep are used as money; or when they are held in subjection
in the cities, corn, straw and wool. (Ritter, Erdkunde, V I I I , 386.) Oxen ilk
use as money among the Tscherkessens. (Klernnz, Kulturgeschichte, IX, 16.)
W. B. H e r m n n doubts, however, whether cattle were ever used as a medium of cschange. H e thinks rather they were employed only as a lneasure
of price. (Mtinchener Gel. Anz., gib.)
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S E C T I O N CXIX.
T H E hlETALS A S MONEY.

C. That metals were used for the purpose of money much
later than the commodities above mentioned, and the precious
metals in turn later than the non-precious metals, cannot by
any means be shown to be universally true. Rather is gold
in some countries to be obtained by the exercise of so little
skill, and both gold and silver satisfy a want l so live and general, and one so early felt, that they are to be met with as an
instrument of exchange in very early times.2 In the case of
isolated races, much depends on the nature of the metals with
which the geologic constitution of the country has furnished
thems In general, however, the above law is found to prevail here. T h e higher the development of a people becomes,
1 That of vanity which presents itself' among some people sooner than that
of clothing.
I n Gencsis, I , 24, gold appears only as a valuable ornament. Abraha~n
paid for his purchases in silver.
3 For this reason, zinc-money is just ss natural with the 3lalays and Chinese as iron-money with the Scnegambians. (d!ft~ngoP a r k , Travels, 2 7 . )
And so Plutavch, Lysand., 17, may be right when he calls iron the earliest
universal means of payment, In Sparta, too, \\here industrious etiorts wele
made to maintain the lower stage of culture, this medium of payment Itas
longest maintained. Compare, however, St. p h n , The Nellenes, 111, 2 6 0 K.
T h e first copper coins mere stamped a short time before Philip, father of Alesander the Great. (Eckhel, Doctr. Numm , I, X X X ff.) On tile other hand,
Italy, partly because it had mines of its own, and partly because of its intercourse with Carthage (Cyprus), had become, at a very distant period,
so rich in copper that the circulation of copper, or to speak more accuratel),
of bronze, was naturally introduced. Compare Niehrchr, Ram. Gesch., I,
47 j E. (Aes nlier~am,abmmfus, mvarizc~rz,m.7fi1nnr.c.) Copper was all the Illore
adapted to this end the more frequently ~twa.: found unmixed. I t was yenerally used in preference to iron because of thc greater facil~tyof working it.
(Hesiod., Opp., 150 f.; Lucret., V, 1285 f.) In modern nations copper money
seems to have been ennployed only after silver money. Thus, it TY:LS not
I , ch. S), nor
stamped in England before the time of James I. ( i l h n r S~~zitlr,
in Sweden before 1625. (Geqer, Schwed., Gesch., 111, j6.) Money was
\truck from the metal of molten bells during tlle French Revolution!
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the more frequent is the occurrence of large payments;
and to effect these, the more costly a metal is, the better, of
course, it is adapted to effect such payments. Besides, only
rich nations are able to possess the costly. metals in a quantity
absolutely great.' Among the Jews, gold as money, dates only
from the time of D a ~ i d . King
~
Pheidon, of Argos, it is said,
introduced silver money into Greece, about the middle of the
eighth century before Christ. Gold came into use at a much
T h e Romans struck silver money, for the first
later period!
time, in 209 before Christ, and, in 207, the first gold coins.'
Among modern nations, Venice (1285) and Florence seem to
have been the first to have coined gold in any quantity?
Henry 111. of England (ob. 1272)~was the first to coin gold,
but with SO little success, that for a long time after, Edward
111. (ob, 1377) was regarded as the first English monarch who
had coined gold? H o w little a barbarous people are in a
condition to make use of very costly material as money, is
' I n Russia, between 1763 and 1788, there were 76 million rubles of gold
and silver coins struck, against 54 million of copper rubles. (Hermann.)
On the other hand, in France, between 1721and 1796, there were struck only
40 million francs of copper, 10 million of billon or base coin, and 3967 million
of gold and silver.
Micknelis, De Pretiis Rerum apud veteres Hebraos, 183.
BStrabo, VIII, 358. Hiero, tyrant of Syracuse, found it exceedingly difficult to obtain gold. When the Spartans wishcd to make an offering of gold
at Delphi they were obliged to have recourse to Crcrsus. (Herodot., I, 69;
Tlreo$om$,, in AtLes, VI, 231 R.) Aristoyh., Ranae, 720, calls gold new " in
contradistinction to the l 1 old money," that is, silver.
'Plin., H. N., X X X I I I , 13. Compare, however, Dureau de In Malle,
Economie polit. des Romans, I, 69, after Varro, apud Charisium, I , 81.
(Putsch.) I t is certain, however, that when Italy was conquered, the Romans had introduced a circulating medium of silver, and that it was the
prevailing medium ; but in the time of Caesar and Augustus, a gold circulation was the prevalent one. Yet the state treasure was deposited in gold
during the period of silver circulation, because gold was, witllout question,
better adapted to storing up and transportation.
BMuratori, Antiquitt., IV, Diss., 28.
Henry was obliged to issue an order to the mayor and sheriffs of London,
to get his gold into circulation; but he soon saw himself compelled to desist
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proved by the account which Tacitus gives of the ancient
Germans, who preferred silver to gold in trade?O England
presents us with an instance of the other extreme. Since
1816, silver, in that country, has been used only as a species
of change, and the circulation of gold governs in almost all
commercial transactions.ll
D. The local usage of some countries has raised many
other commodities to the dignity of instruments of exchange,
especially where the population are poor and the metals which
might be used as money have not existed in sufficient quantities or in the requisite proportion. But people have always
limited themselves in the material of their money to such
commodities as are universally acceptable, as uniform as may
be, and current as articles of export or import?=
from executing his design. Edward 111.was able only after a voluntary circulation of them had continued for a long time, to prohibit any one's refusing
the rose-nobles. (L. Liverfool, loc. cit.)
'0 German., 5. Still more striking is the example cited by Herbelot, Bibliothbque Orientale (1697), 485. Rubvtcq~cis,Voyage, ch. 13. In the time of
Nadir-shah, the Kurds gave, without the slightest hesitation, a pound of gold
for a pound of silver or copper. (Rittev, Erdkunde, VIII, 395.)
11 Recommended even by Adain Smith, ch. 5, and for Germany by y. G.
HoJmnntz, Drei Aufsatze iiber das Miinzwesen, 1832. I n Egypt, also, for a
long time the wealthiest country of the middle ages, the circulation of gold
prevailed until the twelfth century. (Macrisi, Historia Monetae Arab., cap.
3 ed., Tychsen.) Harun Alrctschid's income was estimated at about 7,500 cwt.
of gold. (Ritkr, Erdkunde, X, 235.) Something similar related of the Carnatic, LLtheland of ancient emporiums!'
Ritter, Erdkunde, V, 564, after
Ferishta.
19 The use of the cauris (Cyjrrea monefa) in India this side and beyond the
Ganges, in upper Asia, and in southern Africa depends on their employment
for purposes of ornameut, on their greater uniformity, and on the rarity of
copper which would otherwise be better suited to purposes of change. In
Calcutta, 1280 cauris are equivalent to about half a shilling. (McCrclloch.)
Compare K. RUCer, Africa, 149, 324, 422, 1038; Asien, I, 964; 11, 120; 111,
233, 739; IV, 5 ~ 4 2 0 Soctr,
;
111, 62; Botz, in the Tiibinger Ztschr. Similarly among the fishing population of Northwestern America. (Stein- Waf#us, Handbuch I, 352.) Salt as money on the Chinese-Birman boundary
(Mnrco Polo, 38), but especially in the interior of Africa, where nature does
not at all produce it. but into which it is brought by caravans from the dew
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That the precious metals are uniformly

referred in highly

erts, where salt is found in great quantities. M. Polo, Travels, 305, found the
current price of a salt-tablet, two and a half feet long, one foot, two inches
broad, and two inches thick, to be equal to the value of two pounds sterling
among the Mandlngos. I n Abyssinia, the salt-bars are generally six inches
long, three inches broad, one and a half inches thick, and they are bound
~ i t an
h iron ring to protect them against fracture. Sixty of them are worth
one thaler. (Ausland, 1846, No. 35.) Slaves used as money: Barth, Reise,
111, 338,344. Tea-blocks in upper Asia and Siberia; and they are given by
the Chinese to the Mongols as pay for troops. (Ritfer, Asien, 111, 252,) I n
Keachta, a tea-block is equal in price to one paper ruble. (Ausland, 1846,
Xo. 20. Timkowski, Reise nach China, 143.) Date-money in the Sivah oasis.
(florncmann, Reise, 21 .) Also in the Persian date-country, where, formerly,
the lowest silver piece of money was coined In the form of a date (Ritter,
Xsien, VIII, 752, S I ~ . )
The ancient Mexicans used as money cocoa-nuts, in bags of 24,ooo pieces,
cotton-stutis, small pieces of copper, and gold dust in quills. (Humboldi,
'N. Espagne, IV, 11.) Cocoa-beans are still used as small change there.
{Ibidem, IV, 10.) O n the Amazon, wax-cakes weighing one pound are used.
(Snzyflr, Journey from Lima to Para, 1836.) Among the ancient inhabitants
uf' Riigen, linen (ZiElinoZd, I, 39); and stlll among the Icelanders, thc socalled Vadh/nQI. During the middle ages, 1 2 0 ells of Vadlitndl were equal
in value to one milch cow or six milch sheep, or two and a half ounces of
qilver. ( L r o in Raarner's histor. Taschenbuch, 1835, 515.) That the ancient
riorthern mode of valuation, by the Vadh71zCil and in cows is older than by
the mark is shown by WiZda, Gesch. des deutschen Strafrechts, I, 331. The
cod-fish money used by the Icelanders was, on account of its great commercial importance as an article of export, an advance upon the use of the
Vadlr~n&Z. Among the Caffirs, besides caz6ris, mats, javelins, glass corals, but
particularly brass rings, are used as molley. From three to Sour hundred of
these rings are strung together, and two such strings are equal in value to
one cow. (Kle~tzltz,Kulturgeschichte, 111, 305, 320 f.) Ivory used as money
in the neighborhood of the Portuguese colonies in Africa. (Afnrfius, Reise,
IT, 670.) I n Logone, Den~iam(1822) K, had met with pieces of iron as a
~nediumof circulation; but on the other hand, 13Rrth (1849), with stnall
strips of cotton from 2 to 3 inches in breadth, and shirts for larger sums.
(A. R., 111, 274, 297, 538.1 I n colonies, money of this nature is continued
for a long time. Thus cod-fish used in Newfoundland, sugar in the English
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cultivated nations' as the instrument of exchange, depends on
the greatness and uniformity of their value in exchange, but
especially on their durability and pliancy as to form.
This value in exchange is great, because their beauty, which
consists in their luster and their sonorous ring: gives them
great value in use; and because, at the same time, their rarity
in nature inakes the supply of them relatively small: and not
susceptible of increase at pleasure.* A s they contain so large
West Indics (Adajit Snzith, I, ch. 4), tobacco in Maryland and Virginia.
(Douglas, V, 2, 3%; Ebelijtg, V, 435 ff.) The last was related to the inspection and storage of the tobacco intended for exportation. Payment Has
made in orders on the stored and inspected tobacco, even as late as the end
of the eighteenth century. I n 1618, the forced circulation of tobacco was
decreed in Virginia, and under severe penalties. (Gouge, History of PaperMoney and Banking in the United States, ch. I.)
1 When the caravans no longer touched at the oasis Agades, gold and silver money fell into disuse, and grain, stuffs etc. did service as instruments of
circulation. (b'a~tlr, Reisen und Endeckungen, I, 144.)
PAd. MiiIler says very pertinently, but in a very mystical vein, that the
precious metals combine In a very high degree and yet in a very simple manner, the principal qualities in which man's greatness finds expression: rarity,
flexibility, uniformity, mobility, durability and beauty. (Eleinente, 11, 266.)
I n another place, he says, the highest ideal good is God, the highest'material
good, gold! (111, 65.) T h e mysticism of gold was most highly developed
among the alchymists of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
9 Iron beds are worked only when they contain at least ~ S p ecent.
r
of metal.
Generally it is estimated that the furnace should yield 30 per cent. I n the
copper mines of Mansfield, Norway, Agordo and Venice, it goes as low as
from one to three per cent. On the other hand, silver mines which yield 0.17
per cent. of metal are considered worth working. Lastly, gold is so rare that
generally it can be extracted only from time to time by the ordinary mining
processes. A s a rule, men are content to gather itwhere nature has charged
itself with its refining. The extreme limit of the working of gold appears,
according to Plaft~terand Hnussmann, at Goslar, to be reached when in
5,200,000 parts of mineral earth there is one of gold. Spite of this, however,
by reason of their great ductility, the precious metals have been able to pen.
etrate even into the meanest huts in one form or another. I t has been esti.
mated that a silver leaf may be attenuated by beating to a thickness of only
0.-I
of an inch, and a gold leaf to 0.0200035 of an inch. A n ounce of gold
spread on a silver thread may attain a length of 13,020English miles. (McCul2och.)
4 How easily, for instilnce, could leather-money, such as was used by the
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a value in so sinall a volume, they are adapted to transportation G-om one place to another, with but little difficulty-a
matter of the greatest importance in an instrument of exc h a n g e Hence, it is much easier to keep the demand for
them and the supply of them at a level all over the world,
than it is the demand and supply of most other commodities.
And this aU the more as there are not different kinds of gold
and silver, but only different qualities of their finenes6 It
also contributes to the uniformity of their value in exchange,
that they minister mainly only to wants of luxury. T h e most
indispensable commodities are subject to the greatest variaancient Galls (Casswdur., Varia, 11, 32,) be increased to any desired quantity, and thus its price brought down.
5 E n g d , at the usual tariff for land and railroad fre~ght(to and 5 jfesnigs
per mile and hundredths of a mile) estimates the enhancement of the price
of the following commodities, for one mile of transportation of a customhundred-weight (ZoZZcedner) a t the following percentage of their asrerage
value :

Value,
per nut.

Cornftwdities.

By Land.

Railroad.

o.oo0007

0.-35
0.00055
0.037
0.0694
0.205
0.666
0.533
2.777
13.888

German

Gold,
Silver, Cotton, Tin, - Lead,
Iron,
Rye,
Potatoes,
Coal,
-

-

-

-

Re~e~chslhaier.

47610
345
24
8
2.5
a
0.6
0.12

O.OOIII

0.074

0. '389

0.416
7.333
I .666
5.555
27-777

Thew great specific gravity, also, makes the precious metals easy of transportation. Thus Cazeau calculates that a given value of gold is 17,222times
as easy to transport as the same value in wheat. But as, where the weight
is the same, the labor of transportation is inversely as thevolume, this number must be multiplied by 26, and we therefore have 447,772 limes. I n the
case of silver, the relation to wheat is as I : 15,554. Coqcerning copper, see
Storclr, Iiandbuch I,+SS. Chez.alier, Cours, 111, 17 ff.
This, at bottom, is also true, of the various kinds of copper; only, here,
complete refining is impracticable on account of the relation between the cost
of production and the product-price.
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tions in price (see I O ~ ) , whereas, in the case crf the precious
metals, the diversity of uses to which they may be tulned
contributes greatly to render their value, as instruments of eschange, more equable. If the supply of them be small, gold
and silver vessels are less in demand; a part of the old ones
are melted down, and vice versa.
i n durability, the precious metals surpass almost a11 other
commodities. They are not at all affected by air or water,
and they can be corroded only by very few fluids. Fire may,
indeed, change their form, but scarcely in any degree the
value of the material of gold, and that of silver very little, and
then only when it is subjected to a very powerful blast or
draught of air.7s Hence, while by laying them by, they
su&r virtually nothing at all (a most valuable article is an
article to deposit savings in), their wear and tear from use may
be very much decreased by an admixture with other metals
in the proper ~ r o p o r t i o n . ~This durability contributes largely
to keep the price of the precious metals more uniform. By
the time that the wheat crop is rightly harvested, the great
bulk of the previously stored wheat is, as a rule, consumed;
and, therefore, the supply of wheat depends almost entirely on
1 On the other hand, copper, and still more zinc, tin and lead lose much of
their value in the fire. Pearls may lose their entire value by fire, and diamonds more than half of it.
8Aqua-regia, a mixture of nitric and muriatic acid, dissolves gold. C h b rine and bromine attack it. I t has been noticed to vaporize at a very high
temperature. A gold thread vaporizes when a strong electric current is
passed through it. A small ball of gold gives oK a great deal of vapor if
placed between two carbon points and subjected to the action of a powerful
galvanic pile. (K. F. Naufizann.)
9 Compare Hatclrett, Experiments and Observations of the various Alloys,
On the specific Gravity and comparative Weightof Gold, 1863. The French
five-franc pieces wear away, on an average, in a year, o.ooor6; the English
crown, o.cco~S;the half crown, about 0.00173; and the shilling, about 0.00+56.
(L. Liverjool, Treatise on the Coins. 204; M. Chemlier, Cours, 111, 12s g.)
T h e wear from use of the south German gulden is 0.292 per r , m . (Rntc,
in the Archiv. N. F. X, 256.) According to Jacob, the average wear of coin
is 2.38 per x,ooc>. (Historical Inquiry into the Production and Consumption
of the Precious Metals, ch. 23.)
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the yield of the last crop. On the other hand, it is probable
that there is many a piece of money, the raw material of which
was dug from Thracian gold mines in the time of King Philip
or from the silver mines of Spain during the reign of Hannibal,
in circulation to-day. Compared with the immeasurable stores
of gold and silver which have gone on accumulating for thousands of years, the new yield of them, in any one year,is lost
like a drop in a bucket. Hence, only when the yield of the mines
has continued for a very long time, or when it is exceedingly
great or remarkably small, can the price of their products
change to any great extent.'O Even during the revolution in
prices, between 1492 and 1560, the yearly decline in their
prices was only one-half of one per cent. per annum.
Their great pliability of form has, too, very important advantages for our purpose: first, that they can be divided very
accurately into very small parts, and that the volume of every
part corresponds exactly to the value of the part;" and secondly, that they take an impression at very little cost, an impression which is an authoritative and trustworthy expression
of their weight and quality, thus saving the commercial public
the perilous trouble of weighing and testing them every time
they are used. l2 lS l4 This duty the state, as a rule, assumes.
Adntn Smith, Wealth of Nations, I, ch. 11, Digr.
Solevn, Sur les Valueurs, 1785, 271 E.:Custodi. Half an ox, for instance,
is worth half the value of a whole one only for a few well defined purposes.
As to how much the value of the diamond varies with the size etc., see Dufrboy, Trait6 de Mintralog~e,11, 77 f. On the other hand, the separated
parts of a piece of metal are very readily reduced to a whole.
12 In the case of the ox, it is impossible to imagine a mark which might not
be eluded by its losing flesh.
I3Tlle cost of coinage since 1849 has been X of I per cent. in the case of
silver, and in that of gold not quite 2 per 1,ooo. (M. Chez~alie~,
Cours, 111,
I 10.)
'4 Platinum possesses many of the properties necessary to an instrument
of exchange in as high a degree as gold and silver, -great value in exchange,
great specific gravity and great durability. On the other hand, its pliability
as to form is very small, and therefore the cost of coining it would be high.
The conversion of platinum coins into utensils, and of utensils into coin,
'0

11
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(Coinage.) When its authority, however, is not recognized,
as is generally the case in international trade, gold and silver
bars are even now used, and have, therefore, to be weighed
and tested. l5
---

which would contribute to the supply of money when needed, and to a
d~minutionof that supply when the demand decreased, would be much more
difficult on this account; and also because of the small degree of beauty
possessed by that metal, which renders it l~ttleadapted to purposes of luxury.
Under these circumstances, the rarity in nature of the metal is a great drawback; for the discovery of a new mine would create a great perturbation in
prices. For this reason, the Russian platinum coins have been generally
very much undervalued since 1828 in the commercial world, and the whole
experiment was given up in 1845-46. Compare J. Schdn, National (Ekonomie, 128 ff. Aluminum, discovered by Wohler, and which can be prepared
from argillaceous earth, is capable of manipulation in a very high degree
(nmlldable et ductile d 9eu 9 ~ k sans
s
limile, e~cessivemenlfusibb), allpost as indestructible as the precious metals, but easily distinguished from silver by a
fine bluish color, which has been compared to that of tin; by its small specific gravity, from 2.5 to 2.67, and its ring like that of iron. Hence it is very
doubtful whether aluminum can be made to play the part of a substitute
for silver, and still more so whether it can be used for coining.
15Litzgot, bzdlion. I n India, beyond the Ganges, and in China, bars are
very much used. (Sycee.) I n the latter country, besides these bars, there
is no coinage except that of a mixture of copper and lead, for small change.
( T h . Smith, A n attempt to define some of the first Principles of Political
Economy, 31. Tirnkowski, Reise nach China, 111, 366.) Concerning Brazilian trade by bars, see Spix und Martius, R e ~ s e I, , 346 f. They are stamped
with the national coat of arms, the sign of the mint, the number by which
registered, that of the year and of the degree of fineness. Concerning the
Persian bars, the Znvies, see Noback, Handbuch der Munzverrh., 111, Taf. 29.
16 Concerning the utility of the precious metals for purposes of money, see
Pliny, A. N. XXXIII, 3 ; Ore~mius,De Mutatione Monetarum, ch. 2; L a w ,
Sur 1' Usage des Monnaies, 683 f. Daiye, where we read that before the invention of money, silver had served all kinds of useful purposes, but that
now it served its most important purpose, namely the making of the best
material for money on many accounts. Yet Law's book, Money and
Trade considered (1705) is based mainly on the idea that pieces of land are
much better adapted for purposes of money than the precious metals IS^)!
Gallinni, Della Moneta, 1750, I, 3, 4, and P. Neri, Osservazioni, 1751 ff,
Cust., have very correct ideas on this subject.
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V A L U E I N USE A N D V A L U E I N E X C H A N G E O F MONEY.

T h e original value in use of the precious metals, to satisfy
certain wants of luxury in the most esthetic and the most substantial manner, continues still; but with the advance of civilization, the employment of gold and silver for this purpose
has fallen farther and farther behind the more recent employment of these metals as the best material for money. And
since now the services rendered by money may be divided into
two classes: storing up or preservation, and the transmission
(division, concentration) of values,' the former always plays a
greater part in the earlier states of the development: of trade
by money; and the latter plays the larger part in the later
stages of the same development. W e may best compare
money to the other machines or instruments of c ~ m m e r c e . ~
T h e person who, in times when there is a dearth of goods,
and especially of capital, complains of a want of money, commits the same error as if he ascribed a scarcity or absence of
grain, when it exists, to a too smallnumber of wagons to carry
it, or to the narrowness of country highways. T h e inference
may, indeed, be sometimes well-founded, but certainly only by
way of exception; and yet it is generally the first which politi1 North, D~scoursesupon Trade, 16. The capacity of money to act as a
storer of wealth has been as much over-estimated by the so called Mercantile
System, as its capacity to transfer wealth has been by the so Called currencyschool.
9 rlda~nS~rcitlrcompares money to a large wheel, by means of which a due
share of the means of subsistence and of enjoyment is distributed to each
member of society. Elsewhere he compares its utility to streets and roads.
(Wealth of Nations, 11, ch. 2.) Hume, O n Money, Pr., prefers to compare it
tu the oil with which the wheels of circulation are greased. Sisrnondi compnrcs money to porters. (N. Principes, 11, ch. 2.)
Money is to commerce
\\hat railways are to locomotion, a contrivance to diminish friction." (y.S.
brill.) According to Schmitthenner, 455, it bears the same relation to other
commodities that the written language of a people's literature does to their
dialects.
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CO-economicalquacks think of in p r a c t i ~ e . ~Like all tools or
instruments, money constitutes a part of an individual's of a
nation's, or of the world's capital. Considered from the point
of view of private business or economy, money is circulating
capital, but from the point of view of the world's economy, it
is fixed capital.'
3Law's views on money are, in part, excellent. Thus, for instance, he
says that the debasement of the coin from financial necessity is as great a
folly as it would be to try to enlarge a piece of goods too small for the purpose for which it was intended, by diminishing the length of the yard-stick.
(Sur 1'Usage des Monnaies, 697.) A country entirely isolated from all others
could get along as well with one hundred pounds sterling as with a million.
(Money and Trade, p. SS.) Elsewhere, he confounds money and capital to
such a degree that he considers every increase of the amount of money in a
country as an enrichment of the people, a means to give employment to the
poor, to carry on manufactures etc. (Money and Trade, 23, 26 K., 168.) A
given quantity of money is capable of giving employment at most only to
a certain number of men. (21.) A nation's power and wealth depend on
the population and its stores of goods, these on commerce, and commerce in
turn on the amount of money. (pp. 110, 220.1 The advice given, in 1848,
to the National Assembly of France, but which it had the good sense to
reject, to overflow all France with the so-calld 6ons hyjofhdcaires, is akin to
Law's practical propositions. M. Chevalier, Cours, 111, S, rightly ridicules
the literal construction of the words: I'argenl est afiondanl, when merchants
find it easy to obtain credit, and considers it as well grounded as it would be
to infer from the maxim: Z'argenl est le nerf de la gneure, that rifles ancl
bullets were made of silver.
4 Adaftz S?izithwas not entirely clear, in his own mind, on this point. Thus
inconsistently enough, he calls money unproductive - '' dead stock," for the
reason that it leaves no material traces behind it of the goods which it has
transferred from one hand to another. (11, ch. 2.) I s not the salne true of
trade itself? And yet Adam Smith calls trade productive. His error is
doubtless a remnant of the Physiocratic doctrine, to which Smith still held.
Compare ~tces?zay,94, Cd. Daire. Even Twiss says that money employed as
money is unproductive, but that, when employed as a commodity, it is pro.
ductive. (View of the Progress of Political Economy, since the sixteenth
Century, 1847.) Besides it is not a peculiarity of money alone, that, after it
has served the purposes of production, it comes out of the product unaltered.
The same is true of quicksilver employed in amalgamation. (Hevmann, 2nd

edition, 302.)
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S E C T I O N CXXII.
V A L U E I N E X C H A N G E O F MONEY.

T h e value in exchange of money is said to be high when
all other commodities estimated in money are cheap; and low
in the opposite case. W e have here to do with the application of the most general of all laws of price; therefore, with
the demand and supply of money. T h e demand for it deends on the wants and the means of payment of its purchasers. Therefore, if a country has little trade, it will, on this account, need only few instruments of trade, that is, of little money
to erect exchanges. If it be poor in other goods, it will get
little money in exchange. In the former respect, there is a
beneficent principle of equalization or compensation which decreases the price-variations of money, no matter of what kind,
in the necessity, when the number of business transactions remains the same and money becomes cheaper, to use more of it,
and less when it becomes dearer.' T h e supply of money is, in
the long run, dependent chiefly on the cost of production.
But since the cost of production in diirerent mines is very different, the value in exchange of the precious metals is determined by the cost of producing them from the poorest mines
which must be worked in order to supply the aggregate
want of them. (See 110.) a T h e more unfavorable the con1 Senior, Three Lectures on the Value of Money, 1840, is, in so far, not
wrong when he says that the value in exchange of the precious metals is
still ultimately determined by the want of such commodities as are luxuries.
This last determines to what extent the production shall be extended by the
working of the poorest mines, whereas the wants of circulation can be met
ns well by small as large quantities of the metals.
P T h e good or bad result of this production depends on many different elelnents which may compensate on another. I n California and Australia gold
i j to be found in large quantities, and is easily mined; but the workmen
make large demands which the nature of the country renders it difficult to
meet. I n the Harz mines, where the cost is scarcely covered, (Lelrzen, Hannover's Staatshaushalt, 1853, 1, qg), the shafts are sometimes 175% fathom$
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ditions of their production are, the greater is the quantity of
commodities which must be given for a pound of gold, silver etc.; that producers may not be deterred from the prosecution of their work. The extremes of the value in exchange of money are dependent on the use for which it is intended. That value cannot rise higher than to the point at
which single pieces of money become inconvenient on account
of their smallness, nor sink lower than the point at which a
similar inconvenience is produced by their too great size. In
both instances, it would become necessary to have recourse
to other instruments of exchange.

SECTION CXXIII.
THE Q U A N T I T Y O F M O N E Y A NATION NEEDS.

How great the amount of money needed in the entire
economy of any state is, cannot be always rightly determined,
either by the amount of the national resources, or by the
number of the population.' It is a very easy thing to refute
the opinion, that the aggregate amount of cash money in a
deep, but this is made up for in a measure by the moderate demands of the
workmen and their skill in mining. Among the Mandingos, the auriferous
material is so rich that
per 1,ooo of the weight of the sand is washed out into pure gold in ten minutes (M. Park, Journal, 53 K,addenda, S I X ) , while in
Europe, where the proportion is only
per I,W, mines are still considered
worth working. But then, what workmen there are there! I n Peru, the
burdensome height of the mines above the level of the sea and the want of
combustible material more than counterbalance many favorable advantages,
while in Norway the cheapness of wood compensates for a great many dis.
advantages. Another thing which contributes towards the uniformity of
the price of the precious metals is the circumstance that the great amount
of fixed capital required in the greater number of mining enterprises, post.
pones for a long time the working of good 'nines as well ns the abandon.
ment of poor ones.
1 Older writers have estimated the amount o i money necessary in a coun.
try a t S ,
(Petty), h ,and even & of the yearly income of a people.
(Adam Smith, 11, ch. 2.) According to Cnrtfillon, Sur la Katnre du Conmerce, p. 73, it is from f to =$of the annual gross prodr~ctionof rr nation.
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country constitutes an equivalent of the aggregate amount of
all other commodities to be found there at any time, in such a
way that the two pans of this great scales ( l o c k e ) hang always in a state of equilibrium, and that an increase of the
amount of money, the amount of all other commodities remaining the same, must be productive of an exactly corresponding decrease in the value of each piece of money.2 Think
3Davanzati, Lezione sulle Moneta, 1588, 32 ff., Cust., thinks that all terres
trial things which serve to satisfy the wants of men are, by virtue of agreement, equal in value to all the gold, silver and copper; and that the parts
comport themselves as the whole. The price of a commodity is based on
this, that men find in it as much of their bentifadiize as is afforded them by a
given quantum of gold etc. Similarly, Montatznri, who adds as a limitation
the quantity of money s9endibiZe in cemmercio. (Della Moneta, 45, 64, Cust.)
T h e same opinion leads L o c h to the singular conclusion, that, as there is
now in the world, ten times as much silver as there was previous to the discovery of America, each single piece of silver, separately considered, and
taken In relation to such commodities as have not varied, is worth only onetenth of what it was then. Locke, here, starts out with the gross assumption,
shared even by Ganilh, Thtorie, 11, 386 ti, that in the case of money the demand is always, relat~vely speaking, equally strong and just as great as the
supply, or as the a:nount in the market. (Works, 11, 23 %.j Further, Afotrtesqttiez~,Esprit des Lois, X X I I , 7, S. Per contra, however, see Montevuiezt,
ibid. X X I I , 5, 6, and Huine, On Money and on the Balance of Commerce,
Essays 11, 1752.
I-Iume 1;ne~v perfectly wcll, that only circulating money and circulating
commodities operated on price, but failed to take the rapidity of circulation into account. Similarly, ForBon~znis,Eltrnents du Commerce, 11, 212;
even Cnnrrrd, Principes, ch. 6 ; Ficlrtc, Geschloss. Handelstaat, 93 ff., and
Stcijz, Lehrbuch, SS. Contested by Law, Trade and Money considered, 140, a
work directed especially against the blercantilistic essay, Britannia languens;
IGSO, by &IClon, Essai politique sur le Commerce, ch. 22; Gcnovcsi, Economia civile, 1764, 11, I, 15; Steunri, Principles, 11, ch. z S ; V e r ~ i Meditazioni,
,
S V I I , 3 E.;Biivh, Gedlumlauf, 11, 40. T h e simple taking of an inventory
of most private resources which possess so much greater value in other comlnoditlcs than in lnoncy is enough to demonstrate the error of DnvcrnznB~
doctrine. Thus, in France, in Necker's time, the cash money in the kingdom
\ms estimated at z,~m,ooo,ooolivres, and the average value of the wheat
o o o . Ltgislation et Commerce des Grains,
crop alone at ~ , o o o , ~ ~ ~ , Nccker,
6
I I j. Recently, i2(icl,el Chcvalieu, estimated the amount of money in
France at frotn 3% to 4 ~nillimls,while the official estimate of its immovable
property alone was over 83 milliards.
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only of the great many commodities which are obtained and
consumed without any exchange whatever! Rather does the
amount of money necessary to keep the value in exchange of
the money employed in a people's public economy unaltered:
depend on the cooperation of the following conditions:
A. The number and extent of
. such commercial transactions
as nre efected Jy means of money;* a relation which, evidently,
increases (see $56, K) with every advance in the division of
labor. Hence the transition from serfdom and socage service
to free labor, from domestic-servant labor to day-labor and
piece-work, from feudal military service to that of paid and
standing armies, from land-privileges and allowances in produce, such as fire-bote etc., to the payment of officials in
money, from dues in produce to taxes in money, and regular
lease-hold interests, from requisitions to loans of money; in a
word, from the barter-economy (Nut~raZwirthsch)of the
middle ages to the trade by means of money in the higher
stages of civilization, that is, from the " feudal " to the " commercial " system must, of itself, increase the money-need (Geldbedarf) of a people.
B. The rapidity o f the circulation of money; because, in
most commercial transactions, one dollar which circulates ten
times a year really performs the same service as ten dollars
which go from hand to hand once in a year; just as the
economic use of a ship employed in the transportation of
commodities does not depend on its commdiousness alone
but on its rapidity
The economic use of money does
3 When money becomes dearer, less of It is of course needed; and when
cheaper, more, for the same purpose.
4 I n contradistinction to presents, acts of spoliation, but especially to barter.
6 The discoverer of this truth is supposed by many to be Bandiri, Discorso
economico, 1737,141C, Cust. Bevkely, however, in the Querist, 1735,477 f ,
writes : A sixpence twice paid is as good as a shilling once paid." hIuch
earlier yet, in 1797, Boisguillebert, Dttail de la France, 11, 19,had the germ
of this doctrine, but he confounds circulation with consumption. And Loche,
Considerations, 11, 13 ff., presented it in 1691 with great clearness, although
he did not always reindn true to his theory. Compare 2uesnay, dd. Daire,
64; Cantillon, 159 ff., 382.
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not depend on its amount simply. Says Sismondk " T h e
amount of the medium of circulation in a state must be equal
to the sum of the payments made in it in a given time, divided by the sum of the times the former has, on an average,
changed owners within that time.'"j Under given economic
circumstances, the rapidity of the medium of circulation is,
taken all in all, not by any means an arbitrary matter. It
will happen very seldom that one man will purchase or consume a commodity in order that another may not want
money.? Were the greater number of money-earners (and in
nations with a healthy economic life this number is always
made up of men noted for the good management of their
own affairs) incIined to pay out the money which they had
taken in, rapidly, a very active production would prevail
everywhere; and this, in turn, supposes general commercial
freedom and great legal security. T h e less these conditions
are developed, the more difficult it becomes, not only to lay
out the money received to-day productively to-morrow, but
the more imperatively does a proper foresight demand, that a
reserve-fund should be maintained for times of necessity.
(See 43.)8 Even in the same age and among the same
people, money moves most slowly under the influences of
troublesome and critical epochs; for the dangers of war
and sedition, of impending burdensome taxation, commercial
gluts and numerous cases of bankruptcy uniformly operate
to make the possessors of money hold anxiously to their
present supply?
In less civilized countries, the same condition of things leads
6If the number of annual exchanges effected by I dollar=u; the total
number of dollars in the store of money =;m ; the rapidity of circulation,
that is the nwnber of exchanges effected on an average by each dollar in a
year,=s: t h e n i s u = m s,

m

m=

1.
S

'Since good money is so easily stored away and preserved, no one is in
haste to get rid of it. St. CRmnn7zs,N. Essai sur la Richesse des Nations, 122 ff.
"lnong
the Kurds, all the money in their camps is used for head-ornaments for their women. (K. Rilicr, Erdkunde, X, SS7.)
gThus, Sir Davtrl hTovfh, Discourse on Trade, I$[, Postscr.
VOL. I.-24
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the people even to bury their money-treasures. In large
cities, the circulation of money is generally more rapid than
in the country districts; in a thickly populated than in a thinly
populated country; and in trade than in agriculture.1° Every
improvement in the means of intercommunication tends to facilitate it.. T h e rich man possesses, as a rule, less money, relatively speaking, than the poorer man. Hence, a more equable
df~isionof a nation's resources among the people would increase the amount of money needed." While the concentration, as to time, of circulation into few great terms of payment
is calculated of itself to cause a large sum of money to remain
idle in the inter~al,'~
its concentration in space in large conlmercial cities must dispense with the necessity of a great number of instruments of exchange. In England, it is customary
for every man in comfortable circumstances, as soon as he receives any money, to deposit with a banker, and to make all
his payments by means of checks upon the latter. Cash
money is now employed by Londoners only in payment of
l-otz, Handbuch, 377, is of opinion that even in England 221co,ocmq n ployed in trade in land can scarcely effect exchanges to the amount of fI , aoo,ooo in a year. The same sum employed for the same purpose in London,
in stocks and in the trade in commodities, will effect exchanges to the amount
of f 16o,om,ooo.
H Cerrzuschi, Mdcanique de llkchange, 1865, 132 R.
''Thus Petty (ob. 1687) is of opinion that England needed as tnuch
money as
of all its ground-rents amounted to, as the X of all house-rents,
and iZ of all the wages of labor for a year; for the reason that ground-rents
are paid semi-annually, house-rents quarterly, and wages weekly. (Several
Essays, 179; Political Anatomy of Ireland, 116.) Locke, on the other hand,
assumes
of the wages of labor, X of all the revenue of land owners, and
,?,,
of the amount cash money taken in in a year by merchants. Of these
amounts, there should be always, at least, one-half in ready money on hand,
if commerce would not be brought to a stand-still. If leases were to be paid
for on short terms, a great saving of money would be possible. (Works, 11,
13 E.) Pinto, Traitt du Crtdit et de ta Circulation, 34, calls special attention
to the case of Tournay, in which the commandant, during the siege of 1;+5,
made 7 , m florins serve him for seven weeks to pay the garrison; by borrowing that sum anew every week from the inn-keepers etc.; which they,
again, had received from the soldiers.
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wages, and in trade between retail dealers and consumers.
T h e banker is there the common cashier of a great number of
private individuals, and is in a condition to make their payments for them with a much smaller amount of money, especially when they are to be made by one of his depositors to
another,18 This '' union of money-chests " (Kassenzlerein&ung)
has been effected also on a larger scale; inasmuch as bankers,
in greater or smaller numbers, are wont to have one bank as
a center; and the country banks, in turn, to be in constant relation with the great moneyed institutions of London, subject to
a species of general superintendence by the Bank of England.
These great monetary institutions have, so to speak, a common
rendezvous at the Clearing-House, where the greater part of
their payments are made by a mere OR-setting of debits and
credits;" and this bank isp as it were, the cashier-in-chief of
the nation, and in possession of almost the entire cash stores l6
of the English people.15
'3 If all were to commit their payments to the care of the same banker, it
would be possible to do with almost no money. But even now, if ~ o oseparate merchants wereobliged to keep each 3,000 dollars in their money-chests
for unforseen contingencies, a banker might accomplish the same for them
with j o , m dollars, because it is not probable that the unforseen contingencies in question would occur to all at the same time.
14 I n the London Clearing-House, in 1839, £g54,401,6m were paid by means
of the use of f6q275,600 as a circulating medium, for the most part notes
of the Bank of England. (Tooke, Inquiry into the Currency Principle, 27.)
From May, 1868, until May, 1869, £7@3?,078,ooo.
(Statist. Journal, IS$,
229.) The New York Clearing House, in 1867, effected payments to the
amount of £~,73j,o31,goo(Ibid., 1867, 577)) and in 1868, $3o,S8opoo,m.
(Hildebrund's Jahrb., 1869,11, 168.)
'&This system began in the middle of the seventeenth century. (A Discourse of Trade Coyn and Paper Credit, 64.) As early a writer as Sir 7.
Child, N. Discourse on Trade, 46, says, that for some time, every man
who had from f 50 to £loo in money, sent it to his banker, and that since
that time, all the money flowed towards London and the country was deprived of it. (127 ff.) As a rule, the goldsmiths were also bankers. One
such smith had at the time of the Great Fire of 1666, emitted £ ~ , z o o , min
notes. (A Discourse etc., 67.) The Bank of England, as a money center,
dates from 1694. The London banks developed into intermediaries princi-
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C. The quantity a d rapidity of circzclation of the represe~tatizes of ?nomy. These, in so far as they are worthy of the
name here given them, depend on the credit of those who issue
them; that is, on the certainty that they shall, at the time fixed,
be redeemed in money. T o this category belong the paper
money of the state which bears no interest, and the treasurynotes of the state which do bear interest, bank notes, bills i f
exchange, promissory notes, book-credits of private persons,
sometimes even certificates of the storage of goods in public
stores. It is estimated, that, at the present time, nine-tenths
of all the payments made in Great ~ r i t i a nare eirected without the aid of money, or even of bank-notes?6 T h e capacity
of a person to make purchases does not depend simply on the
pally before the time of the French Revolution. (Thorntoa, Paper-Credit of
Great Britain, 1802.) This remarkable institution had grown to vast dimensions even in Thornton's time, although it has been much enlarged since
1825. (Tookc, History of Prices, 152 f.) Similar conditions among allnoet
all highly civilized peoples. Thus in Greece, compare Bscke?,, Charicles, I,
294. Concerning a person who had 14 talents' worth of resources, 26 ininre,
and therefore three per cent. in cash, see Lysias, adv. Diog., 6. In Rome,
compare Polyb., XXXII, 13. Cicero, pro Font., I, I. For Italian analogous
cases, part of which may be traced back as far as the twelfth century, see
LoBero, Memorie storiche della Bnnca de S. Georgio, 1832; or the Dutch
"cassiere" Richesse de Hollande, I, 376, ff. I n France an ever increasing
centralization of the money-trade is to be noticed in Paris ( A l . Chevnliw,
Cours., 111, 418); and now of the money-trade of Germany in Berlin.
16 Compare Fullarton, On the Regulation of Currencies, 1545. Among
the Dutch, the custom of using all commercial commodities as much as possible, as a basis of the circulating medium, was much earlier developed.
(Child, Discourse on Trade, 65, 264 f.) I n Great Britain, the aggregate
amount of bills of exchange put in circulation was, in 1839, fjzS,ooo,ooo,
which sum has been increased annually at the rate of about £24,ooo,mo.
(Tooke, Inquiry into the Currency Principle, 26.) Between 1825 and 1547,
there circulated at the same moment, on an average, £7g,127,ooo in bills of
exchange in England, and in Scotland, £17,3So,ooo (Athenieum, 1850, No. ITS),
and in Great ~ r i t a i nand Ireland, from £18o,ooo,ooo to £ zoo,m,ooo. (TOOL,
History of Prices, VI, 588.) According to MacZeod, the bills of exchange
and promissory notes together amounted to £ joo,ooo,ooo; bills of exchange,
bank-notes and bank-credits, to over k'boo,ooo,ooo. (Elements, 12, 325.)
Macleod calls the currency the sum total of all debts due by every individual
in the country. (Elements, 43.)
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amount of money he possesses, but on his credit likewise.
T h e person who buys on credit, contributes as much to raise
the price of commodities as the person who buys for cash;
with this exception, however, that when the former eventually
fails to redeem his promise to pay, the price raised by him
quickly falls again." And, indeed, all the various forms of
cl-edit, mentioned above, agree essentially in this, however
they may difTer from one another in costliness and rapidity of
circulation.

SECTION CXXIV.
T E E Q U A N T I T Y O F MONEY A NATION

NEEDS.

(CO~TINUED.)

Of the three conditions above mentioned, it is evident that
the first operates on the amount of money needed, in a direction oppasite to that of the other two. T h e usual course of
development is this: among an advancing people, the number
of money transactions increases at first ; later, when education
has become general, and the people have grown habituated
to the giving and receiving of credit, the circulation of money
is accelerated, and an increase of the substitutes for money
effected. Hence, it is perfectly natural that the money-need
of a people whose public economy is only half developed,
should, in proportion to the number of inhabitants, be greate:,
not only than that of a people whose economy is wholly undeveloped, but also, than that of a people whose public economy
has been carried to the highest point of perfection.'
A case in England, in 1857, in which a house with £ ~ o , o acapital
~
failed
with liabilities amounting to Egoo,mo. (Report of the select Committee on
the Bank Act, 1558, XV.) Or where a speculator with $1,200 made purchases on credit to the amount of £8o,oa~,and then failed with a deficit of
£ r6,ooo. (Pmucett, Manual, q4z f.)
Remarked by as early a writer as Davenant, Works, IV, 106 ff, Compare, however, 11, 238. qrcesnay. Bd. Daire, 75 ff. Loud King,Thoughts on
the Effects of the Bank Restriction, 1804, 17 ff. Exhnustively treated by
Chevaliw, Cours, 111, 397 ff. He very much laments the fact that the cus-
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SECTION CXXV.
U N I F O R h l I T Y O F T H E V A L U E I N E X C H A N G E O F THE
PRECIOUS METALS.

The peculiar properties of the precious metals described
above (S rzo), explains satisfactorily enough, why, at the same
toms of France cause it to need frotn 3% to 4 milliards of cash money, while
England does a tnuch larger trade \\ith 1,200 millions. (I, 207 ff.) I n
France, it is said that the amount of money, in 1812, was 1,5co,m,ooo
francs(?). (Pcechot, Statistique ClCmentaire, 473.) I n Prussia, in ~ S o j ,it
was go,ooo,ooo thalers. ( K r u ~ Betracht.
,
iiber den Nationalwohlstand des
preuss. St., I, 244.) The annual amount of production in the former country was, 7,036,000,000 francs; in the latter it was estimated at 261,ooo,ooo
thalers, so that in Prussia the relation of money to national income was, as
I : 2.9; in France, as I :4.69.
2 I t is scarcely possible to determine exactly the amount of money in a
country; for the reason that, outside of the suppositions of bankers etc.,
there is no authority which can be saftly relied on, unless it be the reports
concerning the coinage, and of the emission of paper money. The information, no less necessary, to be derived from the statistics of the inlportation
and exportation of money, the melting down of coin by gold smelters etc.,
can never be exactly obtained. I n England, at the end of the sixteenth century, the circulating medlum was estimated at £q,m,ooo (liinne, History of
England, ch. 44, App.); under Charles II., at £6,ooo,m, when the populntion was 6,ooo,ooo. (Petty, Several Essays, 179.) About 1711, Daz'enant,
New Dktlogues, 11 ff., mentions £ ~ z , m , o o oas the amount; and Anderson,
Origin of Commerce, a., 1659, £ 1 6 , m , m in 1762. The circulation of gold,
shortly before 1797, was estimated by Rose at, at least, £ + o , m , m ; by Lord
Live~pool,at E30,m,ooo; by Tookc, at only f 23,503,000. (History of Prices,
V, 130 5.) Mdrenn de prinks, 1837, assumed E43,5oo,m (Stntistique, I, 329),
and He~ericlr(Schwankungen der edlen Met., 1843, 147). E 4 5 , m , m . Sir
Iiodert Peel, estimated the amount in 1845 at f jg,m,ooo, to which was to be
added an avcrage of f 28,ooo,ooo in bank notes, after deduction made of the
mrtallic reserve. According to ~ m 7 z sthe
, amount of British money is now
f So,m,ooo in gold, f 14,m,ooo in silver, £~,ooo,oooin copper; the sum total,
including bullion and bank notes, after the deduction of their metallic representatives, f 134,000,Cxo. (Economist, December, 1868, July, 1869.) I n
France, Va.'a~Qn?z,
DEme royale, 104 ((naire), estimated the cash money at
about sco,ooo,ow lirres, over 750,000,000 francs, with which Voltizire, Siecle
de Louis, X I V , ch. 30, agrees so far 3s the year 1683 is concerned. I n 1730,
voltnire, assumes the amount to be I,Z~,OW,CGU of the coins of that tlmr.
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time, but in different countries, they have more nearly the
same value in exchangc than any other commodity whatever.
Like a fluid in tubes which communicate with one another,
the precious metals seek the one same level of value the whole
world over? Only, it must not be supposed that every absolute or relative increase of the amount of money in a country
must produce immediately a corresponding diminution of the
value of money; and in addition to this cause an exportation
of money. fI"
the number of trade-transactions increases in
the same proportion as the amount of money, the value of
money remams entirely unaffected? T h e same thing occurs
when the increased influx of money, instead of overflowing
the channels of circulation, only swells the volume in the
Ncckev, Administration des Finances, 111, 66, estimated it, in 178% at
z,zc~,ooo,ooolivres; Mollien, about 1806, a t 2,300,000,000. T h e valuations in
Louis Philippe's time varied from 2,400,000,000 to 2,5w,000,000 (Chamber
of Deputies, April, 13, 1847), and q,ooo,ooo,cco. (Blanqui.) The valuations
4 milliards; and to B o n n ~ t from
,
5 to 6
of 1570 were, according to Woloz~*shi,
milliards. Csmpare Wol&uski, L'Or et llArgent, 383 f,Euquete, 42. The
German Zollverein is said to have had, at the beginning of 1870 (Soetbeer)
4 S o , m , m or 520,0uo,000 thalers (W-eiheznhrr) cash money.
I n Wirtetnberg, Meitamingei., 1840, estimated the resources of the country
at 1,60o,m,om guldens, of which 36,000,000 were cash; and the yearly gross
income at 179,000,000 guldens; so that the money was 20 per cent. of the
latter and 2x per cent. of the former. The annual sales = 226,003,000.
Therefore the coin currency must have circulated on an average between six
and seven times in a year. I n the electorate of Hesse, there were $er ccz$ita
q thalers, IS sgrs., g hellers, metallic money, and 3 thalers, g sgrs., 4 hellers,
paper-money. (B. EGZJehmnd, Statist. Mitth., 1853, 1Sj.) The amount of
money in Naples, in rS.+o,was estimated a t 42,000,000 ducats. (Scial*.)
It
has bcen estimated that, in 1830, Spain possessed 1,725,000,ooofrancs. (Baryego non RoftenknntP, 330.)
lMonZa?tn~i,Della Moneta, 5 2 ff.
Dnvid H~tme'svery influential essay on the balance of trade does not give
expression to this error, but he certainly was the occasion of making a great
many of his disciples advocate it. I t is related to the error mentioned in
5 123. ?ttesnny, IOI (Daire) saw this point in a much clearer light. S o did
Gynumnunn, Gesammelte Briefe vom Gelde (1762), 12 ff.; 73 ff.
$This is seen, for instance, when paper money is issued, in times when
trade is thriving, and is withdrawn when this conjuncture ceases.
-
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ready-money reservoirs. By means of these stores of ready
moner, very large payments may be made by one nation to
another, without changing the circulation, or, therefore, the
value of money, in the slighest degree, on either side.l If,
indeed, such payments should continue for a long time to flow
in tlie same direction, they xvould certainly influence the circulation, and then produce a current in the opposite direction.
I-Iowcver, it may happen, that the value of money in dif3erent countries may be permanently different, when there arc
lasting difficulties in the way of the leveling influence of the
incoming or outgoing current of money. Thus, the precious
metals mantain a high value in those countries especially which
can obtain them only by giving cornrnodities difficult of transportation for them. If, for instance, an Englishman, anxious
to take advantage of the high value of money in Poland,
4

Very well elaborated by FulZaf,ton, On the Regulation of Currencies,

;I

E,139 K Compare, however, Beearia, Economica publica, IV, 4, 27. When
England on the occasion of the removal of the bank restriction in 1821 and
1822, caused £9,520,759 and £5,356, 7SS to be stamped,this powerful demand
scarcely affected the gold-agio in Paris. (M. Chezzaliev, Cours, 111, 157.) And,
on the other hand, the system of assignats, developed during the first
French Revolution, on so large a scale, had no influence on the price of sil\ e r in the rest of Europe. ( L o ~ dK i a g , Thoughts on the Bank Restriction,
1804.) And so, Tookc, History of Prices, I, 205, describes a very large increase of the medium of circulation, after w h ~ c hthe prices of commodities
remained unchanged, corn fell, colonial products rose in price, both as they
had done before, and from causes inherent in the commodities themselves.
During the first pears of the bank restriction, r7gp-r8or, gram rose very rapidly in price, while all trans-Atlantic products sank. (Tookr, I, 232 R.) T h s
llnusually large importation of wheat from January I, 1846, to January 14,
1847, was paid in France by a decrease of the bank metallic reserve (encaisse)
to the extent of 17z,om,ooo francs. ( M . CRe-oaZicr, Cours, 111,470.) An experienced practitioner In England is of opinion that an increase of bank note,
to the amount of about f j,ooo,ooowould not raise prices nor increase the
tendency to speculation, but only enlarge the depobits of the bankers. But,
if on the other hand, £j,ooo,ooo, by any sudden contingency, \yere to be put
into the hands of the %torkingclasses, this m o n v would, for the most part,
enter ilnmediately into circulation; the price of co~nrnoditieswould, therefore, rise and continue to rise until that atnount had come into closer fists, as
it would after some time. (Tuuke, 111, 156 ff., 11, 323.)
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should cause Polish articles, such as wheat, wood, wool etc.,
to be imported into England, they would reach their destination very much increased in price, because of the great cost
of transportation. Whether Poland or England would have
to bear this cost depends on the relations of supply and demand. Certain it is, however, that the migration of money
is hereby rendered exceedingly difficult, forbidden even within
the limits of certain value-difl'erences, especially where the
means of communication are universally bad. And so, the
smaller the number of countries which minister to the want of
comrrlodities of precious-metal districts, the more must other
nations obtain the money they need only at second and third
hand; by means of which, naturally, money itself is made
dearer each time. Now, it is, as a rule, nations in a low stage
of civilization, that engage in the exportation of raw material,
and they are the worst adapted to engaging directly in the
carrying on of trade. When, therefore, they do not possess
gold or silver mines themselves, money-value is, as a rule,
highest with them; especially as the absence of legal security
and protection, which generally obtains there, makes the value
in use of the precious metals one of great urgency to them.5
Direct legisla~iveor governmental provisions may operate
in the same direction; as, for instance, the Japanese embargo
laws which, not long since, limited all foreign trade to two
5 This explains the high price of gold in Farther Asia, which was formerly
separated from America, the principal source of supply of the precious
metals, by a journey around the earth, the then usual course of the world's
trade.
T h e precious metals are generally higher in country places than in large
cities, and in the interior than on the sea-coast. Since the public highways
etc. in Germirny have been so much improved, the difference in the value of
money in upper and lower Germany has almost disappeared. (Razc, in the
Archiv del po~it.Oek., 111, 338.)
W a p p y beglr ~ 1 r . gof this doctrine in Hunze, On the Balar.ce of Trade.
Further, The) nton, The Paper Credit of Great Britain, ch. XI. Adoin Smith,
on the other hand, claims that gold and sllver, because they arc costly superfluities are uniformly paid most dearly for, in the richest countrieb. (Wealth
of Nation$, I, ch. 11, 3: Digr.)
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foreign nations.' I intend to treat of the influence of taxation
on the value of money, in a future work to be written by me,
on the Political Economy of the State.
SECTION CXXVI.
U N I F O R M I T Y O F T H E V A L U E I N EXCHANGE OF T H E
PRECIOUS METALS.
[COHTINUILD.]

Most nations can satisfy their want of the precious metals,
only through the medium of foreign trade. Hence they very
naturally look upon the cost of production of the articles of
export by the exchange of which they obtain the precious
metals either directly or indirectly, as the cost of production of
these metals themselves. But, the rule that all commodities of
equal cost of production have equal value in exchange is applicable only within the limits of the same economic territor~
(S m7),for it is frequently physically impossible, and still more
frequently rendered difficult, by laws, customs and states of
mind to transfer factors of production from one country to
another simply on account of the more advantageous market
they would there find. Thus, for instance, when England
exchanges its cotton and woolen goods, and steel instruments
for Mexican silver, the cost of production of the two equivalents may be very different, and the one party in this trade
may permanentley make a larger profit than the other? According to 101, that party will bemost favored in whom the
desire of holding to his own commodities is farthest from be-

7Similarly in China, and even in Upper Egypt, the China, so to spcak, of
antiquity! Compare Herodot., 11, 112 f i 'komev, Od., IV, 354 ff. The religion of the Egyptians prescribed to them a mode of life which was scarcely
practicable In foreign parts. They were systematically inspired with a horror
for everything foreign. They had a strong antipathy for salt, fish and pilots.
I n Egyptian mythology, Osiris represents the Nile, Typhon the desert and
the sea! (Plidarch, De Iside, 32.)
1 The other party, of course, makes a profit also. H e is in a better condition than if he wished to produce the desired commodity in his own country
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ing out-weighed by his desire to obtain the other. But, at
bot'tom, silver is no very indispensable article. Especially in
highly civilized commercial communities, it is easiest to obtain substitutes for it, while the principal articles of English
export are, for the the most part, objects with which to satisfy
wants rather urgent in their nature, very general, and of rapid
growth; and which, besides, are not, to any extent, difficult
of transportation. It is not a matter of surprise, therefore,
Lhat English commodities, in silver countries, are generally
sold above the mean price between the English cost of production and the Mexican, for instance, or the cost of procuring them elsewhere ; and that silver, on the other hand, is sold
in England, under thesame. But this lowers the price of the
precious metals of the latter country in general. Hence a
change in the channels of international trade, which in most
countries is the only source of gold and silver, may make the
price of the precious metals dearer in one place and cheaper in
another, even when the conditions of the production of mines
remain entirely unaltered.% In an isolated country, any
2The first clear germ of this doctrine, which is one of the most important
theoretical principles of international-trade politics, is to be found in David
liume, On Interest; Cantillon, Nature du Commerce, 226,369ff. Ricardo, Principles, ch. 7.
Gold and silver having been chosen for the general medium
of circulation, they are, by the competition of commerce, distributed in such
proportions amongst the different countries of the world, as to accon~modate
themselves to the natural traffic which would take place if no such metals
existed, and the trade between countries were purely a trade of barter."
Rebetzius, Oeff. Credit, I, 29 ff, Still further developed, especially by ~ o h t a
Stuart Mill, Elements, 1821,111, 4, 13f.; Torrens, The Budget, 1844. John
Stuart Mill, Essays on some unsettled Principles ofPolitica1 Economy, IS.++
50.1, and Principles, 111, ch. 19, 3, 5th ed.: "Theopening of a new branch
of export trade from England; an increase in the foreign demand for English
~~roducts,
either by the natural course of events or by the abrogation of duties; a check to the demand in England for foreign commodities, by the laying on of import duties in England, or of export duties elsewhere; these and
all other events of similar tendency, should make the imports of England,
bullion and other things taken together, no longer an equivalent for the exports; and the countries which take her exports would be obliged to offer
their commodities, and bullion among the rest, on cheaper terms, in order to
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amount of gold and silver whatever would, finally, as soon as
the people had grown accustomed to it, suffice for all the
wants of circulation. But, in commerce with the rest of the
world, the greater quantity and greater cheapness of the
precious metals, that is of those commodities which are most
current and are possessed of the greatest amount of economic
energy, inust,without fail, be of the greatest advantage to a
country; and this irrespective of the fact that they are under
certain circumstances the symptom of an especially highly
developed public economy. If we suppose two nations, A and
B, equal in every other point, but that A has twice as much
money as B, and that prices are twice as high there as in B ;
yet, with the same effort or sacrifice, A could levy twice as
many taxes as B. In case of a war between them, A might
pay in ready money for the necessities of an army which had
invaded B, with one-fourth the sacrifice which B would have
to make to support its army in A, if we reverse the case, and
suppose that B had invaded A.S
re-establish the equation of demand; and thus England would obtain money
cheaper, and would acquire a generally higher range of prlces."
Obscurely surmised by Beccaria, E. P., 3, IS, and even by Gnliani, Dell.\
Moneta, 11, 2. Senior's admirable work, Three Lectures on the Cost of 0 b
taining Money, 1830, follows up the thought that every country obtains indigenous a n d foreign products at a cost which grows smaller in the same
proportion as the productiveness of its people's labor is large. This would,
certainly, explain why it is that perhaps one hundred English days' work in
cotton manufactures will exchange against as much silver as is produced by
two hundred days' work in Mexican mines and foundries. This would not,
by any means, produce a lowering of the price of the precious metals relatively to other English commodities, but the Influence would be felt equally
by all the products of English national industry.
YTo be found in germ in Cantillon, Nature du Commerce, 1755, 249 ff.
307. Biisch, Geldumlauf, 14. Kazf7nnrzn, Untersuchungen, I, 75 ff. Many
of the doctrines of the so-called Mercantile System, of which I shall treat in
~ n projected
y
work on the Political Economy of Commerce, have given e r pression to this truth in an inexact and exaggerated way; but they were not
entirely erroneous, as is supposed by the adhen:ats of Ilume and Smitl!.
Ho\r-ever, y.S. Mill, Principles 11, ch, 19, 2, does not fully admit the degree of the cheapness of money in England usually assumed. According
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M E A S U R E OF PRICES,-

CONSTANT MEASURE.

If we had a measure of prices with the same universality of
application and the same unchangeableness as the measure of
length, which is determined by astronomical calculation, we
should be able, not only to clearly understand all the data relating to value, that is to say, a not unimportant portion of historical science, but we should, moreover, have a ~racticalmeans to
condition and fix even perpetual annuities, in such a way, that
they would always afford the same economic and purchasing
power to the person receiving them. No wonder, therefore,
that political economists since Petty's time have zealously
labored to find a constant measure of prices.' If by this nrr.
understand a species of goods such that it should always maintain equal exchange-power, as compared with all other comto him it is wants of luxury (luxury-wants) become such through habit,
that produce the dearness of living in England."
l Petty considers the search for a measure which could be applied both to
land and labor as one of the principal prublems of Political Economy. (Pohtical Anatomy of Ireland, 62 K.) Sir y. Steunvt, Principles, 111, ch. I ,
took the matter very easy by considering the so-called "coin of account," for
instance, " bank-money," as an invariable value-magnitude. Compare JucoB,
Grundsltze der National CEkonomie, 11,441 ff. Comux, Economie politique
et p r ~ v t e ,1825, 16 ff., has a not uninteresting study on this subject; but he
goes, throughout his argument, on the assumption that the rate of interest is
the price of money! If the rate of interest in two countries = I and i, the
prices of the same commodity = P and p, the true thing-values, V and v ;
then we have v: V:: i p: I PI
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modities, the idea of a "constant" measure of prices is unthinkable. W e would have to suppose here, that not a single
kind of goods varied in its price; since, otherwise, at least as
compared with those that varied in price, the measure of
prices would itself be variable2 But we may, indeed, search
for a kind of goods such that its inherent elements and the elements peculiar to it, so far as it is itself concerned, and which
go to determine price, should exert the same uniform influence
at all. times. If there be such a kind of goods, and its value
in exchange as compared with other kinds of goods were to
vary, we should be certain, at least, that the cause of the
change was not in it, but in them; that it had not grown
dearer or cheaper, but that they had grown cheaper or
dearer. Such a kind of goods would have these two characteristics: A. A given amount of it would, under all circumstances, have the same value in use for the same number of persons. R. It would require, under all circumstances,
the same cost to produce it, and therefore the supply might
always keep pace exactly with the number of those who demanded it? In this way the supply and demand of this kind
of goods, abstraction made of the quantity of counter-values,
would preserve forever the same invariable relation.

SECTION CXXVIII.
V A L U E I N E X C H A N G E E S T I M A T E D I N LABOR.

Adam Smith is of opinion that different kinds of goods, no
matter how far removed from one another they may be in
¶ L a w , Trade and Money, 181. Before him, and quite correctly, Montnnari, Della Moneta, I, p. 84 ff., compares the means employed of measuring
one commodity by another, to the means used to estimate time in terms of
space, as when it is measured by the revolutions of the hands of a clock, and
ogain, space in terms of time.
3The solvability or capacity to pay of buyers cannot be taken into consideration here, because it is synonymous with the amount of counter-values which
are to be measured.
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time or space, have equal value in exchange, when an equal
quantum of human labor may be purchased by their means.
H e adopts, because of the great differences in work, the average work of the co'mmon manual laborer. One work-day, and
the sacrifice of "rest, freedom and happiness" therewith connected, are, under all circumstances, attended with the same
inconvenience (value). If at one time this day's labor will exchange for more, and at another for less, of any kind of goods,
it is only because the price of the latter has fallen or risen.'
But we may ask whether the same sacrifice of liberty is as
great a hardship to a Russian as to a Bedouin; or whether
the sacrifice of an equal amount of rest is as hard for the New
Englander as it is for a Turk, or as difficult to endure on a
hot day in July as in the cold of winter. Besides, we have
'Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, I, ch. 5. Similarly Luther, vom Kaufhandel: Werke, ed. W a W , X, 1098 f. B. Franklin considered the lnbor employed in the production of wheat as the best measure of prices. (Letter to
Ld. Kames: Works, ed. S$avks, VII.) A s Adam Smith, so also Sismondi,
Richesse cotnmerciale, I, 371 f.; Kvnzcs, Staatswirthschaft, I, Sq; v. ScRWzev,
Anfangsgriinde, I , 41. Also Malthzcs, in the second and succeeding editicns of his Principles, ch. I, 6, and Definitions, ch. S, g. T h e Measure of
Value, 1823. ZncRnria, Vierzig Biicher, V I I , 53 f., maintains that, at least
within the l ~ m i t sof every separate nation, the averagt: labor-power of one
man is invariable. Assuming this principle, therefore, to be true, the means
of subsistence necessary to suppo~t a laborer for one work-day constitutes, indirectly, a measure of prices. Tooke, History of Prices, I, 56, says that the
amount of a day's wages is always a better measure of the price of the precious metals than the price of wheat. Even in 1750, Galinni, Della Moneta,
11, 2, had denied the impossibil~tyof an entirely invariable measure of price
in Lhis world of change, but he considered man himself the least variable of
measures, and in a country where slavery prevailed, slaves. H e thought
that the ntaczcta of the negroes were a part of the average price of slaves.
Practically, Adam Smith's proposed measurewas used in the French constitution of 1791, in as much as it provided that participation in primary assemblies should depend on the participant's paying an annual tax equal to the
wages of three days' work, and eligibility as an hlecfeu~,
on the possession of
an income equal in value to the wages paid for two hundred days' day-labor.
Owetz endcakored to base the value of the paper money in circulation in his
Utopian comn~onwealth,not on any metal of a certain weight or stamp, but on
hours of labor as the unit. (Reybaud, Rdformateurs Contemporains, I, 255.)
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here to do primarily only with value in exchange; and that
value in the case of day-laborers' work is subject to very
great fluctuations.
T h e elements on which the demand and supply of labor
depend are not, in themselves, invariable, nor do their variations usually compensate for one another. In progressive nations, the value in use of day-laborers' work increases as well
as the capacity of their employers to pay them; but, at thc
same time, as a rule, and at least relatively speaking, the supply of labor diminishes on account of the increase in the cost
of production of workmen. Precisely the reverse of this happens in nations in their decline, and in over-populated nations.
T h e xyorkman is subjected to the necessity of accepting clistress-prices for his work, and especially of accepting them for a
long space of time.2 How often it happens that, if only transitorily, when wages are declining, work improves, and ice
ve~sa.S

Ricardo's school employs, as the measure of the price of
various kinds of goods, the quantity of work by which the
goods themselves are p r o d ~ c e d . ~It is evident that the same
"he
wretched condition, until within a short time since, of the Irish working class, is well known; how they dwelt in mud cabins without windows,
board-floors or chimneys ctc., in the same apartment with their pigs; how
the? lived almost exclusively on potatoes, and went about in rags. These
it
mutaatcs, received in North ilmericn for thc
same Irish, cor,lniir, ~ ~ oani~>tz~m
coarsest lcind of labor, 50 to 7 j cents wages, besides wheat bread and meat
three times a day, coffee and sugar twice a day, butter once, and seven or
eight glasses of \?hisky or brandy. M. Chevalier, Lettres sur 1'AmCrique d t ~
Nord, I, 159.)
3Thus in hlauritius, the immigration of the coolies has produced a decrease
of negro wages, but an increase of negro industry. I n the Barbadoes, the
negroes are more industrious and their wages lower than in Jamaica. The
wages of good workmen, as for instance during the colnmercial crisis in Manchester, often sink, while the wages of bad workmen rise; as, for example,
in a village through u hich a railroad is made to pass. Compare Lnudevdnle
Inquiry, ch. I ; Snrtol-itis, Abhandlungen, 1806, t, 16E.;
L o t t , Revision, I,
g9 K; M. Ckevnlier, Cours, 111, SS f.
4Besides the passages cited in 5 '07, compare also Naryis, On RIoney and
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amount of common labor produces very different results, according as it is well or badly conducted. Hence Ricardo
must have used the word labor in the sense of labor ideally
adapted to its end. But in this way it would be impossible to
reduce all the different kinds of labor to a common denomin a t ~ r . Nor
~ could the peculiar effects of capitalization, or the
influence of the natural or artificial limitations of competition
be estimated in terms of such a measure. (See #47, 107,

189.)~
SECTION CXXIX.
T H E PRECIOUS METALS T H E BEST MEASURE O F PRICES.

It is no more possible to find a constant measure of prices
than it is to square the circle. (7.B. Say.) If the two magnitude~to be compared are separated from each other in
space but not in time, the precious metals constitute not only
the best measure of their prices, hut also a very good one.
But the precious metals are subject to very sensible and accidental variations in price in long periods of time. If, therefore, we would compare sums of money belonging to different
times with one another, we must first construct a price-current list of all the more important articles of commerce for the
time in question, and in the quantities they are needed in every
Coins, 11, 1757 f.; Jaco6 also preceded Ricardo. See the German translation
of Say, IIY435r 507.
6The introduction of the words '&thesocially necessary time of labor"
into the formula: does not make the measure any more practical for political
economists or for socialists.
6 Cantillon, who reduces all the cost of production to land and labor, considers the "at par " between these two to be this: that the labor of the meanest slave corresponds to the quantity of land which thc owner is obliged to
employ for his support, and the support of the slave and of the children
who are to take his place. (Xature du Commerce, 42.) The Physiocrates
thought that the internal (ifinere) value of two commodities stood in the
sanie relation to each other as the area of land directly or indirectly necessary to their production. Schlettwein, Grundfeste der Staaten, 1792, 230.
VOL.

I.-25
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day life. Wc would next have to calculate the average of
these mean prices, and thus to determine the relative value of
the amounts to be estimated.' T h e person who should limit
h'is comparison to a few species of commodities, saxs von
Mangoldt, would lose in exactness what he gained in comprehensibility.
In every such list, the wages of a day would occupy a very
important place. T h e desire of exerting an influence over thc
lives and actions of other men, and the desire of relatively
greater social distinction as compared with the social distinction of others, is very general; and there is scarcely any better
evidence that it has been attained than the possession of the
power of controlling a large number of days' work. T h e man
who can keep one thousand day laborers is certainly, in a po1 T h e so-called Snchzvertlr (thing-value, real-value) of Hcv/)zann, St. Untersuchungen, IOI K Thus Pozrlett Scvo$e recommended a 'L
tabular standard,"
to be officially established and renewed from time to time, to serve as an
anchor to those persons who wished permanently to fix their rnoney in such a
manner a s to make it exchangeable for an equal value in t h i / z p . (Principles
of Political Economy, 1833, 406.) Something of this kind was tried for 50
commodities, between 1833 and 1837, bp Povl'er, Progress of the Nation, 1st
ed., 11, 236 E.., then for 40 commodities by Jevons in the Statistrcal Journal,
1 % ~ . Of course, all commodities of a given price are not equally important
in this respect.' Thus, for instance, a fluctuation in the price of diamonds
would have no effect on the thing-value or real-value of a day's a-ages, b u t
it certainly would on the thing-i.nluc of a princely income. There are some
excellent remarks on this very important subject in Lozlds work, On the
Actual Condition of England, chs. S and g. T h e controversy carried on
between Jcvons, A serious Fall in the Value of Gold, and its social Effects,
1863; Statist. Journal, 1865; and Lns$<vrcs, IliZdc6rand's Jahrb., 1864, 81 E.;
1871, I, 296 ff ; in which the former recommends the geometric mean of the
relative prices of separate commodities at different points of time, in order
to calculate the average relativc price: and the latter, as usual, the arithmetical mean, is very thoroughly reviewed and criticised bp D~-oJisch,who shows
that neither of these methods is sufficient, but that the quantity of every
separate commodity must also be taken into account, for which he furnishes
practical formulz. (Math. ph>s. Ber~chteder K. Sachs. Gesellsch., 1571,
I, 143 f f , 416 R.) I t is certain that a fixed income in money could maintain
its real value or thing-value (Snchzvcf-tlr) just as little if the cwt. of bread
rose by as many dollars as the cwt. of pepper had fallen; as if the increasing
price of Ijread depended on a decreasing price of pepper.
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titico-economical sense, an important personage. Besides, the
height of day-wages has the most direct influence on the price
of many other cornmoditie~.~
No less important is the price of wheat, or rather of the
principal article of food oE the people, for the time being, with
which the price of inland raw material-in so far as it can be
produced from the same soil alternately with wheat -and, in
the long run, also the wages of labor, are so essentially connected: The same indispensable necessity of wheat which
causes its price to fluctuate so largely from year to year, and
from month to month, promotes the uniformity of its average price: when many years are taken into the account.5B
2 Sctior, Outlines, 187. I n addition to this, we may draw from the thingvalue of a day's wages a right conclusion as to the economic condition of the
majority of the people; and assuming the customary division of the national
wealth, also as to the degree, to which the people have subjected the forces
of nature to their service.
aRicnrrEo, ch. 22, refuted, indeed, only the view that an increase in the
wages of labor produced by the higher prices of corn, would necessarily
make all goods or products of labor, correspondingly dearer.
4Compare 103. I n Paris, in 1817, the sefier of wheat cost March 5, 55%
francs; April 2 , 57 fr.; April 23, 60 fr.; May 14, 63 fr.; May 21, 66 fr.; May
28, 75 I?.; June 4, S2 fr.; June 11, g2 fr. (Tooke, History of Prices, 11, 17.)
SLockc, gS. When Condillnc asserts that wheat is the best measure of
prices, he adds, when free trade in wheat obtains. (Commerce et Gouvernement, I, 23.) Firhte, on the other hand, while advocating the despotic guidance of all trade by the state, would employ wheat as the fundamental measure of prices. (Geschl. Handelstaat, 47 ff.) That grain does not afford a
good measure of prices in very highly cultivated nations nor in barbaric
ones, see Nermann, 11, Aufl., 451.
6 The average price must be based on the prices of a great many years,
since crops vary not only from year to year in price, but from decade to
decade. See Rosclrm, National6konomik des Ackerbaues, 5 152, and
Roscher, Kornhandel und Theuerungspolitik, 47 fi: Great wars are wont to
disturb agriculture in such a manner that the price of corn is very niuch increased by them. Hence, it is not unfrequently possible to use the prices of
grain as a species of barometer to determine the' real pressure of a war upon
the economic life of a peoplc. Judging by this standard, England suffered
much less from the War of the Roses in the fifteenth century, than from the
civil wars in the seventeenth; and less than France from the religious wars
~ the
of the sixteenth. The war year 163%~in which Gustavus ~ d o i p h Land
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(Malthus.) If, by reason of great progress made in the art of
agriculture, the cost of the production of wheat should fall to
one-half of what it was, a large increase of population would
certainly not be delayed long. And so, on the other hand,
there would be a decrease of population if, by the destruction
of artificial means of irrigation, or other steps in the direction
of a retrogressive civilization, the cost of the production of
wheat were to be permanently increased.
But even the average price of wheat, during a long series
of years, is not entirely invariable. T h e increasing consumption compels the nation, as a whole, to provide for its requirement of wheat from less fertile sources, which increases its
price generally. It is true that the progress of the science of
agriculture and of the corn-trade counteract this tendency,
retard the advance of the price of wheat, and may, for a time,
produce an opposite tendency. It is true, also, that the people
are induced by their most general and vital interests to take
advantage of this possibility. But spite of the frequency of
exceptions to it, the rule remains? If, therefore, we wished
to so fix a perpetual annuity that it should always be worth
emperors had to spare the country, must have been far less oppressive for
Saxony than the later Swedish campaigns. Roscher, in the Tiibinger Zeitschrift, 1857, 471.
7 Most countries go through these successive periods in their corn tradein the first, exportation preponderates; in the second, there is an equilibrium;
in the third, importation preponderates. (M. Clmnliw, 111, 74 K.) Compare
Tacit., Ann., XII, 43. Omitting the two dearest and the two cheapest years,
the Prussian provinces were circumstanced as follows:
Price of
Po~zclation
Rye,
P e r Sq. Mile,
1816 to 1837.
1837.
T h e Whole Kingdoin
40. silver groschens.
2,776
6'
32.2
Prussia
1,827
'G
2,180
Posen
34.3 "

- - - - - Brandeburg, Pomerania
Saxony - - - Silesia - - - Westphalia
- - - Rhine Province - -

-

-

38.4
40.3
38.0
47.7
49.4

"

16

"

CL
46

2F93
2,366
3,612

"

4;

3,60cJ

16

5,078

"
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as much money as a certain quantity of wheat had cost, on
an average, during the three preceding decades, the thingvalue of this annuity would, on the whole, rise with an advance in civilization? T o obtain something that would remain the same, it would be necessary to combine wheat with
at least one chief commodity, the intrinsic basis of the price of
which had a development indcpendent of the prict: of grain;
but the whole to be made payable in money. The precious
metals are, in many respects, so diametrically opposed in properties to wheat, in their dispensableness, transportable character and durability, for instance, that these two classes of
commodities are best adapted to act as counter-balances to
each other?
SECTION CXXX.
HISTORY O F T H E PRICES O F T H E CHIEF WANTS O F LIFE.

The higher civilization advances, the dearer all those commodities in the production of which the factor nature with
Rnu, Lehrbuch, I, 5 153 A s tr, when it may be assumed that the price
of corn has remained unchanged, see Hevmann, loc. cit., 125 R.
8 Petty recommended the average daily food necessarily required by one
tnan as the measure of price, estimated on the basis of the cheapest mcans
of subsistence. (Polit. Anatomy of Ireland, 62 E.) Tkuev used as such a
measure the smallest day's wages; as he supposed, expressed in rye, that is,
4 of the Prussian sckefel. Similarly, Malthus, in his first edition, and
Buqt~oy,Theorie der Nationalwirthschaft, 240. But this is simply to substitute for wheat an arbitrarily determined quantity and quality of the same as
a measure of prices. For practical experiments of this kind, made by the
depreciation of paper money during the French Revolution, see M. ChevaZt21,
Cours, 111, gS; and Constitution de 1795, V, 68, VI, 173. Count Soden, Nat.
CEk., 11, 338 f., demands that all taxes, salaries of state officials etc., should
be regulated in accordance with the price of corn. This same view has been
suggested recently in many German States.
9 Recognized generally by Locke, Considerations 24.
Further, Galliani,
Della Moneta, 11, 2; Adam Smith,I, ch. 5. Schafle, N. mk., 11, Aufl., 127,
maintains that a constant measure of price, such as would enable a person
to stipulate for a salary for instance that would be always of the same value,
is impossible. Similarly, Nildebrand's Jahrb., 1871, 315 K
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value in exchange predominates are apt to become; and the
cheaper, on the other hand, all those in which labor and capital play the principal productive part.' This is accounted for,
not only by the almost unlimited capacity of labor andcapital
to be increased, while the natural forces which have value in
exchange are susceptible of increase to so small an extent;
but also, and especially, because new additions of labor and capital are wont to cause relatively smaller results in the production of raw material, and relatively larger ones in industry and
commerce. (S 33, ff)?
Hence, from the relations the prices of the different classes
of commodities bear to one another, we may draw important
conclusions as to the degree of civilization which a country has
attained. T h e above law also atiords an explanation of the
fact, that a young nation, which has made no great strides in
the way of development, and in which, of course, the production of raw material preponderates, draw their commercial
and manufacturtd necessaries, by way of preference, from
1 Compare y. Tucker, Four Tracts on political and commercial Subjects,
28 E, who maintains that it is a rule, almost without exception, that LLoperose or colnplicated manufactures"are cheapest in rich countries; "raw mate.
rials," in poor ones. Thus, fbr instance, corn (?), garden products in the
former; cattle, wool, milk, skins, flesh-meat, in the latter. Ships and movable property are cheaper in the former, whereas wood may be said to be
almost the free product of nature here. See especially Adam Smith,Wealth
of Nations, ch. xr, Digr.
gSenior, Outlines 1x9 C, makes the following calculation: Of the 15ci.
which a loaf of bread costs in England, xod. goes to buy the wheat, theother
5 d. to the miller, baker etc. If now, we suppose, that in consequence of' an
increased demand, and therefore of increased production under more unfavorable circumstances, the price of wheat should rise to 20 d., the cost of production would possibly, because of an improved division of labor, coine down
to 3xd., and hence the price of the loaf of bread would be increased to 23xd.
I t is quite the reverse in the case of lace, because here a piece of raw nla-.
terial worth only 2 shillings may, by reason of the labor expended on it, become worth as much as f 10s. I f the consumption of lace should increase
so that the value of the raw material rose to 4 shillings, the sitnultaneous
decrease of the cost of manufacture to the extent of one-quarter of the a=
gregate price, would leave the price of the manufactured article £78, 19s.
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precisely the most highly civilized foreign nations. T h e latter
are in a condition, and accustomed, to give the largest quantity and the best quality of manufactured articles for a required
quantity of raw material; and, of course, vice versa. Hence,
in this intercourse of nations, the most urgent want, and the
completest and easiest possibility of satisfying it, meek3 Only
very highly civilized mother-countries can hold fast to colonial possessions in our day,
SECTION CXXXI.
HISTORY O F T H E P R I C E S O F T H E C H I E F W A N T S O F LIFE.
(CONTINUED.)

A. In the case of a great many raw materials, we repeatedly find the following to be the course of development. In
the lower stages of civilization, they grow of themselves, and
in such quantities that a small amount of labor, and that only
the labor of occupation, more than suffices to satisfy the small
demand for them. Here, naturally enough, the price of raw
materials is very low. After this, it rises with every advance
made in civilization, for two reasons: first, because the demand becomes greater snd greater; and then, because the
naturally free sources of production, called into requisition by
other wants, now flow less and less abundantly? This rise in
price continues untll the point is reached at which it becomes
customary, instead of the mere occupation of the frce gifts of
nature, to bring forth the commodities in question by the more
3 When, for instance, the inhabitants of the Baltic coasts, by way of preference, kept up their relations with the Hanseatic cities, the Dutch and English, that is with the most important industrial and commercial nations in
their own sphere, they in all this pursued only their own interest. As to
how this intercourse between old " and 'Lnew " countries is susceptible of
the very highest development, see Tovvens, The Budget: On Commercial
and Colonial Policy, 1844, and earlier, Wakefizld, England and America, 11,
1823.
1 The clcaring up of primeval forests, the cultivation of natural meadows,
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laborious process of production proper. From this time forward, the usual seeking of prices for a level requires that our
commodity should, like all others which suppose an equal sacrifice of the means of production, claim an equal value in exchange. If from any peculiar causes, the production of this
commodity is not at all possible, or if it is capable of no great
extension, its price, which would under the circumstances, be
limited only by the purchasing power of the buyer, might
attain the utmost extreme reached in prices under the spur of
vanity or of the mere love of the commodity itself. The
~ former,
latter is true especially in the case of v e n i ~ o n ;the
in the case of the tame cattle: fresh-water fish: and wood. 5 6
S I n Hungary, during the sixteenth century, the choicest venison was consumed by plebeians and nobles alike. Herberstein, Rer. Moscov. Comm., 97.
I n Russia, even the lowest classes not unfrequently partake of roast hare and
duck etc. Kohl, Reise in Russland, 11, 386. Still, in St. Petersburg, wildfowl game rose between the time of Peter the p re at and Alexander I. 600
per cent. in price. (Storch, Handbuch, I, 368.) I n Pittsburg, in 1807, tautton,
beef and veal cost from 4 to 6 cents a pound, and game only from 3 to 4%
cents a pound. (Melish, Travels through the United States, 11, 57.) The
more the game laws are enforced, the longer does the low price of game continue, especially when it is not easy for the poor to procure them. The moderns
have seldom thought of raising game artificially; among the Romans, nrtificial raising was confined to the hare and fieldfare. (Varro, R. R., 111, 1 2
E;Columelirz, R. R., VIII, 10.) Hence, the enormous prices paid for game,
of which Pliny, H. N. X., 43, relates an example from the time of the
emperors. On the other hand, Polybius assures us that, in his time, game
was to be had as good as gratis in Lusitania. XXXIV, S, 7.
SIn Buenos Ayres, in the nineteenth century, beggars on horseback werz
to be seen. (Robertso,~,Letters on South America, 11, 294.) I p KI-asnojarsk, in 1770~1%rubles was the price of an ox, I ruble of a cow, from 2 to ;
of a horse, from 0.3 to 0.5 of a sheep; 0.15 of a deer. (Pallas, Sibirische
Reise, 111, 5, 11 12.) According to the Tables of Prices in Sir
M. Ederz,
State of the Poor, Append. I, and Rogers, History of Agriculture and Prices
(1866), I, 245, 361, the following prices obtained in England; in,
(On an average.)
1125-26, one ox, I shilling.
One quarter of wheat, 2 0 shillings,
1260-1400,
L613 " ~ g d .
LL
5
oxd d.
Ll
'
4
"
1106
'l
" 9%
"
.i
& L I-2o
LL
IL
I%,% L&
1463
Compare Hume, History of England, a. 1327. Under Henry VIII. v e 4
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H I S T O R Y O F T H E P R I C E S O F T H E C H I E F W A N T S O F LIFE.
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B. The rise in prices is observed earliest in that class of
goods in question which by reason of their small volume and
beef, mutton and pork were food for the poor in England, and cost on an average ~ % per
d pound; while wheat cost from 7 to 8 shillings a quarter. (24
Henry VII, c. 3. Price, Observations, 11, 148 f.) The same appears froin
the "reasonable prices " which Charles I, in 1663, had established by sworn
juries viz.: that the different kinds of meat were much cheaper compnratively than corn in our days. (Rymer, Foedera, XIX, 511. Anderson, Origin of Commerce, a. 1633.) I n many places in the highlands of Scotland, in
the middle of the seventeenth century, one pound of oat-bread cost as much
or more than one pound of the best meat. The union of Scotland with
more highly civilized England soon changed the relation, so that in Adam
Smith's time, good meat, in nearly all parts of Great Britain was worth from
z to 4 times as much as the same weight of wheat bread. (Wealth of Nations, I, ch. 11, I.) The Thomas Hospital in London paid, on an average,
for good beef per stone weight:

(Porter, Progress of the Nation, 111, 112.) Among the most certain proofs
of the high degree of economic civilization attained in upper Italy about
the close of the medieval times is the fact, that the price of cattle, compared
with that of wheat in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, varies very
little from what it is to-day. (Cibm~io,Econoinia politica del medio Evo, 111,
335-383.) Compare Rau, Lehrbuch I, 5 185. In Athens, the cost of a medimnos of wheat was as great as that of a sheep in Solon's time. I n the age
of Demosthenes, it cost only half as much. (BockR, Staatshaushalt der
Athener, I, 107, 132.) I t is obvious, however, that the price of meat compared with that of corn, was lowered by the great extension of the artificial
cultivation of meadows; for, when the former has reached its maximum, it
1)ecomesrr great spur to the promotion of the latter. Thus, in England, the
price of meat, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, was on an average,
higher than in Adatn Smith's time. (loc. cit.) To the same cause is to be
ascribed the state of things in Prussia mentioned by v. Podewils, Wirth
whaftserfahrungen, 11, 15.
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their comparatively great value, and by reason of the greater
capacity to be kept in a state of preservation for a longer
time, are best adapted to seeking a more favorable market.
This applies particularly to the skins, fleece, hair, feathers,
A s a c o m ~ n o nbasis for such calculations, the following may be accepted.
I t is plain that meadows, pasturages and forage-fields must yield as much in
meat, as corn-fields of the same dimensions of equal goodness, and situated
as favorably, in corn. According to Block, a Prussian acre (Morges) of the
best quality, used as a meadow, produces a hay-value equal to 1,000 pounds,
a clover-value equal to 2,420; as a vegetable Geld, a beet or potato-value equal
to 6 p j d , g 3 0 pounds. v. Lettgerke'o estimate is that I I O pounds of cattlefodder expressed in terms of hay, produces on an average 40 pounds of milk,
and from 3% to 4 pounds of meat. This would, at most, give 36, S8 and 220252 pounds of meat. The yield of wheat, v. L e ~ c p e ~ estimates,
ke
on the best
soil, and on an average, at 14 Prussian schefels (at So pounds, i. e. 1,120
pounds) yearly per acre (bforgen). T h e three periods in the history of the
prices of cattle were clearly recognized by Tlruer, Landw. Gewerblehre, 181j,
100.
4 I t is a very characteristic fact, in relation to the river fisheries, that the
fable that servants formerly stipulated not to eat salmon except twice a week
is to be found in so many places. Thus on the Elbe and the Rhine. Compare Thauru9, Danische Statistik, I, 112. I n Scotland, about the end of the
seventeenth century, the story in places ran, that it was five times a week.
(Walter Scott, Old Mortality, ch. S.) I n England, fish seems to have been a
tid-bit among the poorer classes in the fourteenth century. (Rogcrs, I, 606.)
I t was dearer e ~ e c i a l l yduring Lent. (Statist. Journ., 1s61, 544 ff.) T h e
artificial production of sea-fish seems to have been tried only by the ancient
Romans. On the whole, Adaitz Smith's law that a ten-fold demand can, as a
rule, be met only by a greater than ten-fold labor, applies here. (I, 370, ed.
Basil.) But this relation is obscured to a certain extent, from the fact that the
source of the production of sea-fish, the ocean, which may be claimed at any
time by occupation, is, practically, boundless. Here, therefore,)he improvements m'ade in nautical science, and the progress of geographical knowledge,
Inay yet [or a long time compensate fvr the exhaustion of the nearer seas,
and even more than counterbalance it.
6 Among a great many nations in a low stage of civilization, agriculture
consists in the burning down of the forest. I n I 594, the Lauenfarder forest
produced 1,110 thalers' worth of food for hogs, and wood to the amount of
thalers. (v. Bcrg, Staatsforstwirthsch., 213.) T h e Harzgerode woods, at
the ducal line of Anhalt-Bernburg, mere estimated at 6,000 thalers. A hundred years later, they brought in yearly 70,000 thalers, although, in the meantime, very little progress was made in the science of cultivating them. (v
yusii, Staatswirthschaft, 11, 211.) W e may form a notion of the relativity of
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teeth, horns, etc., of animals, in which, in the breeding of stock,
etc. people in a low stage of civilization are much more apt
to speculate than in their meat. Here it is considered, and
rightly so, to be much Inore profitable to raise many animals
which are badly cared for, than a few, that are well cared for;
for the care bestowed on animals has, as a rule, much more influence on the body itself than on their covering? In fisheries,
the idea of the dearness of wood from the fact that in Bavaria, for instance,
in 1840, there was a great deal of complaint, that in the district of Isark the
price rose from 6 to g florins; in the districts of Regen and the lower Maine,
from 11 to 14 florins to from 15 to 18; in the Rhine district, from 20 to 26
florins per cord (KZaj7er). (Rau, Lehrbuch, 111, 150, a.) Besides, the
price of wood in the forest rises, with an advance in civilization, much more
rapidly than it does in the market; in which last, labor and capital play a
greater part. (Rau, 1,s 385.)
6 Plan for the artificial production of pearl oysters. (Novara-Reise, I, 303.)
Ostriches seem now to be ceasing to be objects of mere occupation, and to
be becoming objects of breeding. (Ausland, IS+, 3 13.)
' T h u s Wolff's experiments made at Mockern have shown that in the case
of sheep fed with hay, the wool becomes much heavier and the flesh
leaner than those of sheep fed with a more concentrated food. While it is
estimated in England, at the present time, that the wool of South-Down
sheep is worth scarcely one-tenth what their flesh is (Jacob, On Corn
,
on an average, worth
Trade, 166), mutton, from the year 1260 to ~ q o owas,
17 pence; and this even at a time when prices were gradually rising; hut the
wool of one animal (I lb., 7% ounces), 5% pence. (Rogers, I, 362, 395.)
Even under Anglo-Saxon kings the fleece was worth 40 per cent. of the value of the whole sheep. {DavirE Nume.) And so W. Macann, Two Thousand Miles Ride through the Argentine Provinces, 1S53, I , 151, says that in
the interior of Buenos Ayres, he purchased S , m sheep at IS pence a dozen,
and after a march of zoo English miles, sold the skins for sixty pence a dozen.
I n Goya, formerly, a live horse cost 3 pence, its skin on the coast 12
pence; and the slaughtering of the beast cost 3 pence, the removal and cleaning of the skin 3 pence; and 3 pence were paid for transportation. (Roberfson.)
I n Ireland, in 1763, it not unfrequently happened that the skin and tallow
of at1 ox cost as much in a commercial city as the whole ox had cost in the
nearest market town. (Temyle, Works 111, 13.) I n England, froln 1260 to
1400, the average price of a whole cow was 9s. gd.; of the hide IS. Sd., and
cows were cheapest in the first decade, i. e., 6s. zd., and the hides dearer than
they were generally afterwards, i. e., by from r - g x d . (Rogers, I, 361, 451.)
I n Saxony, according to Engel (xSj3), the average price of horned cattle was
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caviar, sturgeon- bladders, oil and whalebone; and in forestabout 46 thalers; of their hide, 4 thalers and 21 silvergroschens. Russia exported, 1842-1847, 72,636,166 silver rubles worth of tallow, 1,832,137 silver
rubles worth of horse hair, 10,811,735 worth of bristles (Borster?~),7,387,140
of uncured skins, 36,159,452 of sheep's wool, but flesh-meat only to the
amount of 370,362 rubles, and entire animals to the value of 6,553,241 rubles.
(P. Sforclr, Der Bauernstand Russlands, 259 K) Tallow is there ten times
dearer than the same volume of wheat. (Stez'nhaus, Russlands industrielle
und commercielle Verhaltnisse, 294 K); while in Saxony, according to E n g d
( I S ~ I )a, pound of wheat cost on an average 7 . 8 ffennigs, and a pound of
tallow 30 f . However, Russia's recent progress in civilization has had for
effect: that tE.e exportation of tallow (1833 = 4% billion Yuds; 1569 = 2 %
mill.) has greatly fallen off; while that of butter and live stock has increased.
(v. Lengefdd, R . im 19. Jahrh., 220 ff.
I n England, during the fourteenth century, a pound of meat cost, on an
average, %d.; of lard, from 1% to 2. (Rogevs,I, 411.) On the other hand,
from 1848 to 1856, the average January price of beef from America was
I 10 shillings; of tallow from St. Petersburg 48s. I I ~per
. cwt. (Newmarch.)
And so, in the time of Pallas, the Cossacks cl~asedthe deer of their steppes
only for the sake of its skin and horns. (Pallay, Reise, 111, 524.) While
the Greeks got horn from Macedonia and Thrace (Herodot., VII, 156), it is
a striking proof of high civilization that a t Athens (?), about the time of the
hundredth Olympiad, an ox-hide was worth only 3 drachmas, and the whole
ox 77 dr,acl~mas. (Bdchh, Staatshaushalt, I, 105 E.)
As the ox is primarily serviceable as an object of food and an instr~~rnent
of labor, and the sheep on the other hand, only an instrument to produce
wool, it is easy to understand why, with the further advance of civilization,
the price of oxen rises comparatively much more than the price of sheep. I n
Athens, during the time of Solon, an ox was equal in value to five sheep.
(Plut~zrch, Solon, 23.) SO also in countries with a low civilization in the
time of Polybius. (Polyb., XXXIV, 8 ; GelZ., XI, I.) Why the same was
the case in Rome at the beginning of the Republic? (Plut., Popl., 11). I n
England the proportion between the price of an ox and that of a sheep was, in:
2T'ar
927
1125
11%
1197

As

6 : I (Henry.)
3: I
6.3:1
9:1

Year As
1229 S: I (Eden.)
126-1492 (av.) 9.2 : I (Rog.)
1497 ro:x
1500 11.6: I
1511 S: I

Year
1528
1529
1531
1551
1597

As
10: I

12.8: I
9.4: I
10.6: I
8.2: I (Eden.)

A t present the proportion may be from 10 to 20: r. I n Saxony, it is as
48 thalers to 5.27. (Enge?.)
9 About 1793, R~tssia
exported 10,000 rubles worth of fish, 452,000 of stur.
geon bladders, i 8 8 , m of caviar. (Sforch, Russland, 11, 184.) But this had
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culture, pitch, tar, potash and, to some extent, building material etc., play the same part.s
Conversely, the price of those portions which are most difficult of transportation, by reason of their volume or of the
difficulty of preserving them, rises latest. T o this category
belongs milk, the production of which in a fresh state can be
made an object of economic speculation, only where civilization is at its very highest, and especially in the vicinity of
large cities! It is indeed possible by its transformation into
butter or cheese to preserve milk and make it capable of
--

undergone R great change even in 1850. A t present, there are 64 per
cent, of sturgeon bladders, 27 of cavia?, and 7 of whole fish. (Steinhaus,
Russland's industrielle und cominercielle Verhaltnisse, 102, 568.) Yet the
Astrakan fishermen still throw the greater number of the sturgeon they catch
back into the water. (Pallas, Reise im siid. Russland, I, 189; Sfci~zhaus,99.)
Salt fish are adapted for transportation to a distance not only because they
can be preserved, but also because they may be caught and prepared on the
great highway of the water. Athens got from the Black Sea besides wood,
tar, wool, hides, cordage, honey, wax and slaves, also salt fish. (Wolf, z.
Demssth. Leptin., 252; Bockh, Staatshaush. I, 51.) The latter from Sardinia,
Egypt and Spain. (Pdlux, VI, 48.)
"he principal countries that produce potash are Russia and North America. I t is estimated that a cwt. of potash requires, on an average, 480 cwt.
of wood. (Pfei?, Grundsatze der Forstwirthsch. in Bezug. auf NationalOekon. etc., I, 128.) From I& to 1840, wood for fuel in Wiirtemberg trebled
its price; for building material the price increased 1.6 times. (Deutsche
Vierteljahrsschrift, 1847, No. 4, 104.)
*Whereas barbarous nations take little trouble to turn the milk from their
cows to account (Rosclrer, Ideen z. Politik und Statistik der Ackerbausysteme, Archiv. der politische CEkonomie, neue Folge, 111, zoz), Reuning, in
1844,calculated that the milk from all the cows in Saxony amounts to a value
of ~o,ooo,ooothalers, their meat to over z , m , m , and the labor performed
by them in various ways to 3,000,m. I n Silesia, in the last decade of the
eighteenth century, a quart of milk was estimated to be worth z $fennigs
(Festschrift der deutschen Landwirthschaftsversammlung, IS@, 343), nhereas now it is sold almost everywhere for 12 jfennigs. (Sclrmoller.) I n the
rather high state of civilization which Saxony had reached a t the end of the
sixteenth century, when game was already dear, and the prices of other meat
were almost as high as in 1800, a slrefel of rye was worth et.measures (Mass.)
of milk, and recently 82% measures. (Schmoller, TUbinger Ztschr., 1871.
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transportation. But to carry on such a business for the purposes of trade, a care and a cleanliness are needed which are
national characteristics only of a highly civilized people (S 229),
and the preparation of a superior quality of cheese, which is always a very long process, is conditioned by the employment
of capital long in advance of a return, and which no poor
nation is in a condition to make! Cows are primarily milk.producing animals! Hence their price, as a rule, rises later
than that of oxen, but, in the higher stages of civilization, it
rises much more surprisingly. Something analogous is true
of those products which result from what remains after the
production of other goods or commodities. As long as this
alone supplies the demand, the cost of production of the
former commodity is almost nothing, and hende its price is
very low. For this reason hogs are relatively cheap in two
very difirent periods of a people's national economy, in a very
low stage of civilization where forests are plentiful and they
are fattened on acorns and the nuts of the beech, and also
when they may be considered as a collateral product of some
great industry, such as distilleries and dairy-farming; and
when raised by a numerous, especially a rural population of
small means and laborers, in order to turn to advantage, in
the former instance, the remains of production, and in the latter of consumption? Where neither of these two reasons ob'The principal cheese-producing countries and cities are Holland, Limburg, Switzerland, Gloucester, Chester, Ayrshire etc. Compare Roscher, loc.
cit., 195 E.
6In England, in the year IW, a cow was worth only as much as two
sheep. (Anderson, Origin of Commerce, a., 979.) The best butter was worth
only ld. per pound in 1550, while pork was worth I%, veal and mutton, IS,
and beef, 2 x d . The price of butter was exceedingly variable in tile sixternth
century. ( E d e n . )
7 Dur~ng
the middle ages, pork constituted the most usual animal food even
of the best classes. (Biisclri~zg-,Ritterzeit und Ritterwesen, I, 164.) Immense
importance attached to pork by the Lex Salica. (Tit., 11, XIV; Emendatt.
Caroli hlagni, 11, I ff.) The archbishop of Cologle used every day 24 large
and 8 medium-sized hogs, and four more on the three great festivals. The
abbot of Corvey used daily five fat and one lean hog, besides two young ones.
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tains, the price of hogs is wont to increase largely with an advance in ci~ilization.~
s l0
(See Roscher, Nationaliikononlik
des Ackerbaues,
177 K)
(Kindlzngetc, Miinsterlsche Beitr., Urkunden, 147, 126.) I n 1345, a t the court
of Dauphiny, there were used annually for 30 persons, 30 salt and 52 fresh
hogs; whereas, in modern Paris, with Soo,ooo inhabitants, only 32,000 hogs
are consumed yearly. (Roquefovt, D e laVie privCe des Fr., I, g10 f.) Compare herewith the place occupied by the swine-herds in the Odyssey in
Greece's age of chivalry. I n England, in the time of W ~ l l i a mI., woods were
taxed accord~ngto the number cf hogs they might feed. A t present, there
is an enormous production of hogs in Servia, which, in many places, constitutes the only source of ready money to the agricultural population.
And at,out the end of the eighteenth century, it is said that Servia received from Austria alone 1,300,ooo florins yearly for hogs. (Ranke, Serb.
Revolution, 35.) I n 1864, Servia's total exports amounted to 62,5oo,000 piasters, of which 28,162,260 were for hogs, 7,043,m for wool, 7,662,000 for the
skins of sheep and deer, 5 , 7 3 2 , ~for
~~
cattle, I , Z Z Z , ~ C O for tallow. (Kanitz,
Serbien, ggS E.) Great production of hogs also in the Moldau and in Wallachia, in the United States and Mexico, where, instead of butter, only lard
and suet are used; also in Lombardy, the Prussian Rhine province, Belgium,
the English milk-producing districts, Gloucester, Wilt, Dumfries, Galloway
and the districts where agricultural proletarians abound- Ireland and ~ o r k shire. I t is a consequence of the same lam that, among the South Sea Islanders, the hog was the principal domestic animal, as it still is among the
Chinese. Similarly in the whole of Asia, beyond the Ganges (Rittev, Erdkunde, IV, 938, 1101); in semi-barbarous upper Italy in the time of Polybios
(11, 15); in Gall itself, in the time of Augustus. (Stvabo, IV, 192, 197.)
T h e America of the ancient Greeks, Sicily, exported hogs, mainly, in the
time of Hermippos. (Athen., I, 27.) And even among the Romans, the
consumption of pork was much greater than the consumption of beef.
(Afnrquard-Becker, Handbuch, V, 2,39.)
8 In the cities of Prussia subject to a tax for the privilege of maintaining
slaughter houses, a pound of beef cost on an average, in 1846, from 2 silver
groschens, 5 jfeennQs, to 3 S. gr. 4 pf.; pork, from 3 s. gr. 2 pf. to 4 S. gr. 4 pf.
(Dictrrici.) I n Moscow, also, the latter is dearer at present. Before the time
of Peter the Great, it was cheaper. (SZorclr, Handbuch I, 364.) I t was a sign
of high civilization, too, that in Florer~ce,in the fifteenth century, veal cost,
on an average, 2;/2 soldi; mutton, 2 % soldi; but pork, 4 soldi. (Pngnini,
Saggio sopra il giusto Pregio delle Cosr, 325 f., Cust.) I t i s especially the
loner tniddle class who ask for fat meats. T h c very fat English sheep arc
taken not to London, but into the manufacturing districts. (Lnudevdnle, InAS to whether the relatively high price of pork, and the fact
quiry,
. 322 f.)
that in the later times of Romc, the wild boar- was the most fashionable dish,
compare Bcckev, Gallus,II, 186.
-
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SECTION CXXXIII.
H I S T O R Y O F THE P R I C E S OF T H E C H I E F W A N T S O F L I F E .
(OOITIXUXD.)

C. Those raw materials which, from the very first, have
been obtained by the means of production properly so called,
maintain a much greater uniformity in price. In the lower
stages of civilization, they are never found permanently in
excess; ancl as the economy of a people advances, the growing dearth of natural forces may be more or less countere T h e production of fowl is similar in this, that they are frequently fed
from remains of consutnption; only their production is not adapted to uncivilized countries, because it is difficult to protect them there. In Texas, it
is said, it costs more to raise ten chickens than to bring up ten children.
(Kenncdy, Czarnkowski's translation, 1846, "5.)
The independent breeding
of fowl is advisable only where there are a great many rich consumers; for
the reason that they are naturally a delicacy. Enormous production of pigeons in Cambridge, I-Iuntington etc. (McCuZZoclr, Statistical Account, I,
189.) I n Paris the consumption of pork and fowl has gained somewhat
since the Revolution. (M'Clrevaliw, Cours. I, 113.)
'OAccording to Srlrackbuvg, Philosophical Transactions of ~798, and
hFv~us,Vermischte Schriften, I, tab. I, the prices of the following species of
animals rose in England between 1550 and 1795 : horses, goq per cent.; oxen,
896 per cent.; sheep, 876 per cent.; cows, 2050 per cent.; hogs, 1964per cent.;
geese, 300 per cent.; butter rose from gd. per pound to 11% d.; beer from xd.
per gallon to 2xd.; agricultural day wages from %S. to IS. 5Xd.; wheat 326
per cent. Compare, however, Edinburg Review, 111, 246 E. I n Germany
also, cows and hogs have increased much more in price than horses and
sheep. (Tiibinger Ztschr., 1871, 342.) D"tot, Rdflexions, 946 ff., 6d. Daire,
says that the value of the precious metals in France decreased in value between the times of Louis XII. and Louis XV. in the ratio of 3$?: I. O n
the other hand, the prices of different commodities rise in very different degrees :
Fat sheep from 7
sous
to 10 livres.
'l
" 5
I 0 SOUS.
Lean
5
Hogs
l' 10
11
to 25-35
'l
I
16
to12 G
Capons
CC
6 U
I
U .
Hens
11
3
"
"
1%
Pigeons
11
1%
U .
Ic 15
Deer

-
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"

-

-

-
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balanced by the greater cheapness of capital and labor. This
is true, especially of wheat. (See 129, and Roscher, Nationalijkonomik des Ackerbaues, p. 43.) l
D. In the case also of those raw materials which are objects
of occupation, and never of real production, as, for instance,
minerals, a progressive public economy, by altering the different elements of price in an opposite direction, may leave their
price on the whole unchanged. Here, indeed, the discovery
of new and especially of rich natural stores may exert an incalculable influence ; but such " accidents " underlie the laws of
human development only to the extent that those ages which
are intellectually most active are those also which are most industrious and fortunate in the discovery of their natural resources.
1 Thus, in Thuringia, the average price in silver of corn from the sixteenth
1848-61 increased in the ratio of from I to 3-4; the
century until the
price of the different kinds of animals, on the other hand, from I to 5-10.
(ICnies, in Uildebunnd's Jahrbb., 1863, 78.) T h e prlce of the different kinds
of corn as colnpared with one another may, however, be modified by many
different circumstances. Thus the Capitulare Saxonire of 797, C., 11, estimated the prices of rye, barley and oats to be to one another as 30: 30: 15;
while the Magdeburg Chamber of 1804 estimated them to be as 17: 14: S.
I n the kingdom of Saxony, in 1841-9, the average prices of wheat, rye,
barley and oats stood to one another in the ratio of 144: IW: 75: 47 (Engel);
while, in the middle ages, wheat, rye and oats were as g: 6: 3 (Gersdorf,
Cod. Depl. Sax., 11, p. XXXIV); under Prince August, corn, barley and oats
were as 24: 22: 12 Assuming the price of rye to be equal to loo, the cost
Of Wheat. Barley. Oats.
was :

At
At
At
At
At
At
At

Brussels, in the 16th century,
Brussels, in the 17th century,
Brussels, in the 15th century,
Brussels, ISI j - 1844,
Brussels, 1841- 1850,
Berlin, 1789- ISIS,
Berlin, 1819- 1832,

-

-

-

- .\ -

-

-

,

126.7
138.8
147
156
153
135
143.5

p

So
82.9
86.7

50
51.9
55.2

82.7
74.8
74.9

51
54
52

.... .. . .

--

-

-

(Rnu, Lehrbuch, I, § 183.) T O understand this, it is necessary to bear in
mind the relatively great increase of wheat bread, beer made of barley, and
horses, as objects of luxury. T h e unusually low price of oats in North
America, as compared with the price of wheat, is dependent on the facility
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SECTION CXXXIV.
H I S T O R Y O F T H E P R I C E S O F T H E C H I E F W A N T S O F LIFE.
[CONTMUYD.]

E. The products of industry become cheaper and cheaper
as economic culture advances; whereas, for instance, in England, towards the end of the middle ages, a single shirt was
considered of importance enough to be made not unfrequently
an object of testamentary bequest? And, indeed, the price of
industrial products sinks lower the more important the part
played in their production by capital and the division of labor
is as compared with the part played by the raw materiaL2
of exporting the latter. I n Florence, in the fifteenth century, the price of
wheat was 22%, of rye, 12, of barley, 8 soldi. (Pagnifti, Sopra il giusto
Pregio delle Cose, 325.)
The English so called custom-house prices (Zolllmuspreise) correspond to
the market prices of 1696. If thesc are assumed= 100, the price
Itz 1826. In 1831.
Of steel and iron was,
S3
56
Of coal was, 47
45
Between 1835 and 1850, Scotch iron had already become chenper by onehalf (Meidinger, 387), and coal in London by one-third (Portw;).
l Rogers, History of Agriculture, I, 67.
' I n England, in 1172, an ox cost 2 shillings; in 117jr green cloth cost per
ell, 2 if shillings; red cloth, 5% shillings. (Eden.) I n the western states of
North America, the farmer gives two pounds of coarse wool for one pound
of woolell yarn; he sends 4 bushels of wheat to the miller for the flour of
three bushels (Ausland, 1843, No. 6S), while in Ravenna, in the thirteenth
(von Rau~ner,Hohenstaufen 11,437); accordcentury, the miller's fee was
to the fixed prices in Fanicrzzi, (Monumen. Ravennet.); in Germany, during
the last centuries of the middle ages, 3.6 ( J . Grz't~rtir,WeisthUmer, 111, S ) ;
at the end of the sixteenth century from % to f (Coler, Oeconomin, 11, 3); in
modern Germany, generally +c of the raw material, and in the steppes of
southern Russia, when the wind is still, in summer, even the half. (Mitth.
der freien okonom. Gesellsch. zu Petersburg, 1853, Ss.) I n Guiaila, in 1806,
a very ordinary saddle and bridle could not be had under 10 % guineas.
(Pitzckard, Notes on the West Indies, 111, 1806.) Csunt Gortz was obliged
to pay 2 dollars, in Demnrara, for the cleansing of a rifle, and another person
for the oiling of a carriage, 5 dollars. (Reise um die Welt, 1864, 327.) A
lady's dress in Mobile costs four tiines as much as in London or Paris. (Ch.

-
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On this account, in recent times, fine cloths have grown, relatively speaking, much cheaper than coarse ones.8 Lead,
which during the middle ages in England was much cheaper
than iron, because of the difficulty of mining the latter, has become much dearer in our days$ Conversely, where raw
material plays the most important part in manufactures, the
price of the manufactured article may increase with an advance in civilization. Hence, articles made of wood are procured at the cheapest rates in mountainous countries, where
the division of labor is not carried very far, but where the
raw material is cheap!
Lyell, Second Visit to the United States, 11, 70.) I n Athens, articles of clothing, even for the poorer classes, were never as cheap as they are in civilized
countries to-day. Compare Plutarch, De Tranquill. Anim., 10.)
3 I n Upper Italy, between 1261 and 1400, a lady's chemise and the making
of it cost 14.77 lire; Rheims linen, 7.04; ordinary mourning cloth, 0.45; black
cloth from Moriana, 2.83; cloth from Mecheln, 43.83; from Ypres, 47.04;
scarlet cloth, 80.44 per ell. (Cilmrio, 1. 1.) On the other hand, to-day, in
the Leipzig market, the difference in price of the dearest and of the cheapest
cloth will scarcely surpass the ratio IS: I. Even Scarid@, Sulle Moneta,
1679, 163, Cust, remarks that hemp-linen and similar coarse articles had
increased much more in price than brocades; but he ascribes this circumstance to the disordered state of the coinage. I t is much better accounted
for by Adnm Smith, Wealth of Nations, I, 386, ed. Basil.
4 Before the plague in the fourteenth century, the cwt. of lzad was worth
ro>;d.; of iron, 4s. d. (Ro~ers,I 599.) On the other hand, between 1848
and 1856, the average January price of bar-iron was £7, I IS. ; of lead, over
Ezo. (Newmarc4.)
6 Thus, in England, the price
Year
Year
1826. 1831.
Of glass was,
387
369 per cent,
Of leather was,
285
123 per cent.
158
249 per cent.
Of silk goods was,
of the price of the same articles in 1796. (Ratr.) Of 29 chemical products
of the Parisian manufacture, the wages of labor is on an average only 7.4
per cent. of the selling price; and, in some cases, only from I to z per cent.
(Chnbrol, Richerches Statistiques sur la Ville de Paris, 1831; Ilermnlrn,
Staatsw. Untersuch., 137.) I n Buschtiehrad, between 1670 and 1870, barley
rose from I to 4.8; hops to 6.52; fire wood to 6.14; the excise to 6.54; but beer
only to 2.81 ; although wages increased ten fold. (Inamu Sternegg, Gesch.
der Preise im 6sterreich. Ausstellungsbericht von r873,43.)

-

-

-

-

-
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F. But the price of commodities decreases, especially in the
higher stages of civilization, to the extent that it is dependent
on c ~ m m e r c e . ~Here capital and human labor almost exclusively are effective,and the modern improvements of communication, legal security and competition are especially striking?
G. Since personal services are, as a rule, performed and
received only by individuals, the principle in accordance with
which labor in general becomes cheaper in the higher stages
~
of civilization, does not apply to them to any great e ~ t e n t . Yet
we may claim that advancing civilization has pretty universally
a twofold influence on the price paid for personal services. In
the first place, freedom of competition, with the more accurate
and equitable determination of price which it produces (in contradistinction to servitude, privilege and custom) always tends
-4silk cloak lined with fur cost in the tune of Charlemagne, 400 scheffels
of rye, one not so lined 200. (Nullf~zann,Finanzgeschichte, 21a R.) I n
Florence in the fifteenth century, one pound of sugar was equal in value to
15 pounds of mutton. (Pagaini, 326.) I n Turin, in the fourteenth century,
I pound of pepper was equal in value to PS pounds of salt. ( C i b m ~ i o111,
,
359, 362.) A s late as the middle of' the fifteenth century, the court of Duke
William of Saxony paid for one pound of sugar I thaler and S groschens,
while ducal fees paid to servants and workmerl seldom exceeded z gr.
a pound was consumed.
Hence, even at a princely meal, often scarcely
( B ? l s c h i ~ zRitterzeit,
~,
I, 137 f.)
7 Charlemagne's capitularies suppose a merchant's profits to be from roo to
zoo per cent. (a. Sog, c. 34.) And even in our own day, merchants in the
markets of Cabul are frequently not satisfied with a profit of from 300 to400
per cent. (K. R i f k r , Erdkunde, VII, 244), and the caravans which leave Maroc for the Soudan are wont, in exchange for commodities amounting in
~
to return with a supply of other commodities worth
price to I , O C O , Opiasters,
~ o , o o o . m ~ (Steifr
.
- Wnppuzts, Handbuch, Africa, 33.) According to Biiqck,
Geldumlauf, 11, 10,the price of East Indian products in Hamburg was some
70 per cent. higher than at home, while Plifzy, H. N. IV, 26, speaks of a
price one hundred times (?) as high; and its spices, at the time of Portuguese
dominion, were sold at a profit of at least 600 per cent., in Europe. ( C I Y Z ~ ' ful-d, History, VII, 360; Ritter, Erdkunde, V,S72 )
8 When Humboldt found a missionary near Cumana who paid 7 piasters
for a cow, and was obliged to pay 17 piasters for blood-letting, rather unskilfully performed, he found an illustration of one of the peculiarities of colonial life- to have all the wants of higher stages of civilization but not the
means of satisfying them. (Reiation historique, I, 374.)
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to obtain the upper hand; and further, by the growing combination of labor and of use ($5 56, K 207), a better and better and
more clearly defined gradation between ordinary services and
those of a higher order is effected. When the latter cannot
be increased at pleasure, the price paid for them may, as the
wealth of consumers increases, become, from motives of vanity or of custom (Gebrauhsgriinden), almost unlimited. T h e
dancing maid, to whom Herod (Mark, 6, 23) promised even
the half of his kingdom, is both in a politico-economical and
in a moral sense a warning example to over-refined nations?
S E C T I O N CXXXV.
H I S T O R Y O F T H E V A L U E S O F T H E P R E C I O U S METALS.I N A N T I Q U I T Y A N D I N THE M I D D L E AGES.

It is impossible to write a real history of the values of the
precious metals in ancient and medieval times: the sources of
$Enormous payinents made to distinguished virtuosi, actors, sophists and
hetares at the time in question, also to Appelles, Aristides etc., for works of
art. (Plin., XXXIV, rg, 2, XXXV, 36, 19.) The actor Aesopus (see 5 233,
note 6) had a fortune worth z o , m , o o o sesterces, while Pompey, for instance,
had 70,000,wo. Roscius received from the state for every day he played,
286 thalers, and earned 43,030 a year. ( M O I I Z I IRtimische
Z S ~ W , Geschichte, 111,
48,; 547.) Compare Cicero, pro Roscio Commdo, 10, and PZin., H. N. IX, 59,
X, 72. T h e zither-player, Amoebaeos, received one talent for each appearance. (Atherz. XIV, 623.) According to Pliny, H. N. XXIX, 5, the Roman
prcnc+cs gave the most distinguished doctors yearly 250,000 sesterces, and
even more as an honorarium. A t the end of the eighteenth century, the
peatest Parisian actors received from 4 , o m to 5,000 francs.per annuni. Now
rm,ooo is considered a moderate income for one. (Journ. des Economistes,
May, 185% 279.) I t is said that Frederick Hase earned $30,ocm in America
111 ten weeks.
(Leipz. Tagebb., 15 Jan., 1871.) Steuart, Principles, 11, ch.
30. Adn~rtSmriZlr frequently represents it as a rule, that superfluous goods
like gold and silver, are dearest among the richest nations, necessary goods
among the poorer, and vice VPTSC. But the supply has much more to do with
t t ~ cpermanent price of a commodity than the demand for it has. And the
pr~ncipleabove mentioned applies only in so far as the supply is here an unlimited and there a limited one. Hence, the comparison of silver with paint.
ers' and sculptors' works is not an apposite one. in the case of these there is a
natural monopoly, while the former, on account of its durability and capacity
for transportation, may, on the contrary, be increased almost a t pleasure.
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information are too few. But it does seem possible to suggest some fragments and something of the development of that
history,' at least in outline.
~ h ; s , for instance, the supply of the precious metals furnished by the mines, in the earlier times of ancient history,
was kepi from entering the market by the system which thin
prevailed everywhere, of hoarding treasure by the state, by
the temples etc., and later by great reserves of treasure kept by
individuals? The revolutions in prices in ancient times were
produced as frequently by the sudden opening of such reservoirs, as by the discovery of richer sources. Thus, for instance, such events as the dissipation of Pericles' treasures, the
subsidies of the Persian kings, the spoliation of many temples
in consequence of declining religiousness, the distribution of
Persian treasures by Alexander the Great: had a vast influence on the undeniable rise in the price of Greek cornmodities in the century succeeding the Peleponnesian war.4 Later,
it is said that in Rome, the p;ice of pieces of land was doubled
1 Besides Biicklr., Staatshaushalt der Athener, 1817, Book I, compare Arbuthnol, Tables of ancient Coins, Weights and Measures, zd ed., 1754, Reitmcyer, Ueber den Bergbau der Alten, 1785, and Michaelis, De Pretiis Rerum apud veteros H e b r ~ o s in
, the Comment. Societ. Gottingensis, vol. 111.
The principal sources of information among the ancients are Diodor., V;
Strlilo, 111, V ; Plirt., H. N., X S X I I I .
P The money revenue of the Persian king, to the amount of 14,560 talents
yearly, was transformed into bars and thus deposited in the treasury. Herodot., 111, 95 f. Even the little vassal prince Pythios of Celznz had a treasure of 2,030 talents of silver and 4,ooa,ooo pieces of gold. (Ibid, VII, 26 f.)
O n the inoney stores of private persons, see Plin., H. N., XXXIII, 47.
a An ox was worth, in Solon's time, 5 drachmas; in 410 B. C., 51 dr.; 374
B. C., 77% dr.; a medimnos of wheat in Solon's time, I dr., about 390, 3 dr.,
under Alexander the Great, on an average, 5 dr. (Bkkh., I, 102, f.) The
usual amount of ransom paid for a prisoner of war, in Kleomenes' bme,
was z minze (Herodot., V, 77, VI, 79); under Dionys., I, 300 m. (Aristot.,
Oeconom, 11, 21); under Philip of Macedon, from 300 to 400 m. (Degnosth.,
De fals. Legat., 394); under Demetrios Poliorketes, I,W for a free man,
5 for a slave. (Diod., XX, 84.)
4 This booty for Susa alone amounted to from 40,000 to 50,003 talents; for
Persepolis, to 120,000; for Pasargadae, to 600. C~trtius,V, 2,6; Stvnlo, XV,
731; yustin, XI, 14; Arrian, 111, 16;Dhl., XVII, 66, 71; Plrctarck, Alex., 36
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by the influx of Egptian war-booty.5 It is a remarkable
proof of the undeveloped condition of trade in the earlier periods of ancient history, that the perturbations in prices were,
apparently, at least, so entirely local. Phcenecia, Palestine
etc., must have experienced, in the age of Solomon, a formal
deluge of the precious metals, while Greece, for instance, was
then, and for centuries after, extremely poor in them.6 It is
not, on the whole, to be doubted, that the value in exchange
of the precious metals was on a continual decline until the
most flourishing time of the Roman emperors? During the
middle ages, it seems to have stood much higher again; because the great loss of treasure caused by the migration of
nations etc., the almost complete cessation of production at the
mines, and the slowness of the cirsulation of money, played
a much more important part than the decrease of trade?
W Y O S .VI,
, 19; Dio, C., LI, 21 ; Suet., Aug., 41. Decline of the value of
money under Constantine the Great, when the precious objects of the heathen
temples were coined. (Monitio ad Theod., Aug. de inbidenda Largitate,
Tlres., Antt. Renn., XI, 141s; Tnylor, ad Warm. Sandvic, 35.)
6Compare I Kings, KO,14, 27 E; I Chron., zz, z E; 11 Chron., g, 15 f.,
12,ro E On Ophir: K. Rittw, Erdkunde, XIV, 407 f.; on the wonders of
the discovery of Spain: Herodot., IY, 152. Ayistot., De Mirab., 146; Diodor,
V, 35 E. On the other hand, of Greece, Athen. VI, 19 E
7 Compare Plin., H. N., XIV, I. Yet the value of money in the time of
the Czsars seems to have stood much higher than it is now, as is proved, for
instance, by the endowments by Trajan (16 sesterces per month for boys,
and I Z sesterces per month for girls), as the ali>n8ntu furnished them accord.
ing to Digest XXXIV, I, embraced their entire support. Cotnpare the ex.
cellent essay on this subject by Rodbeutus, in Hihiebyand's Jzlhrbb., 1870, I.
8 The conquest of the Avares seems to have temporarily produced aconsider*
able cheapness of the precious metals. (Gudrard, Polyptrques, I, 141.) Is,
crease of the vaiue of money in Scandinavia, during the later part of the
middle ages. (Wikta, Gesch. des deutschen Btrafrechts, I, 323 f.)
9 I n England, from 1279 to 1509, there were coined on an average only
6,865x pounds sterling; from 1603 to 1830, on the other hand, 819,qrg pounds
cterling. The average in the time of George IV., per annurn, was 4,262,652,
%cob, ch. IV.) A n evidence of the uncertainty of the history of prices i~
the middle ages is, that yacob, ch. 12, infers, from the price of corn, that thc
price of silver remained rather stationary from r12o to r S j q while Adaw
S~~zifIr,
I, c k X I #3, infers from the same fact, a remarkable rise i s the
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S E C T I O N CXXXVI.
E F F E C T O F T H E D I S C O V E R Y O F A M E R I C A X RZINES ETC.
O N T H E V A L U E O F T H E P R E C I O U S METALS.

T h e discovery of America influenced the market of the
precious metals less by the peculiar wealth of the mines in that
part of the world than by their almost incredible number?
T h e sources of wealth that the conquistadores first lighted
upon were, however, much over-e~timated.~T h e production
of the American mines first assumed great importance after
the discovery of Potosi, in 1545, which was soon followed by
the working of the American mines at Guanasuato. (1558,)
price of silver from 1350 to 1570, Concerning the latter, see Leber, Fortune
privie au moyen, Age, 16 f. Tooke-Neunnarch, History of Prices, VI. 391 ;
\\-hereas R o g e r ~Statist.
,
Journ., 1561,544 g.,finds that in England, between
rjoo and I 532, there was no change whatever in the price of silver. According to Soetbeer, Forschungen zur deutschen Geschichte, VI, 94, wheat and
rye were, as compared with silver, worth during the Carolingian period,
about one-fourth of its value, between 1750 and 1Sja Hegel, Sl~assburger
Chroniken, 11, 1012, ascribes to gold over 2% times as great a purchasing
power in the 13th and 14th centuries as in the 19th century; and to silver, a
purchasing power about three times as great.
1 The silver ores of Peru and Mexico yleld, on an average, only from 2 to
3 per r , m of metal; those of Potosi, at present, scarcely I per I,-;
those
of Mexico, according to Hz~nzboldt,on an average, from 3 to 4 ounces per
cwt.; so that many of the European ores are decidedly richer. While the
veins of the Saxon mine, Hitnmelsfiirst, have a breadth of only from 0.2 to
a 3 meters; the Veta-Madre of Guanaxuato, is in few parts less than S, and
it is sometimes even 50 meters broad; and the Veta-Grade of Zacatecas is
from 5 to 10meters in breadth. I n Pasco there are veins of silver ore which
have 114 and even 133 meters. T x h r ~ d i ,Keise in Peril, K., 12; CImalier,
Cours, 111, 134 ff., 241 IT. According to Hu?wbol,it, Essai sur la Nouvelle
Espagne, 111, p. 413, eleven times as many miners are needed at IIimtnelsfilrst as at Valenciana to obtain the same quantity of silver.
2 Thus, for instance, the celebrated ransom-money of Athahualpa (even according to Garcilaso de hz V e g a ) amounted to only 5 , m , m thalers, while
the French King John, after the battle of Poitiers, in 1356, had to pay
,+~,ooo,m
francs for his ransom. (Leler; Fort*qe p r i d e au moyen Age,
I21

ff.)
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Coincident with this was the extraordinlry '6chance" of
~ means of which, it became
Medina's invention, in 1 5 5 by
possible to separate silver frorn foreign eleLnentsby the cool
process of amalgamation, instead of melting it as had hitherto been done; an invention all the more impor~antin America,
for the reason that in that country, where there is so much
rich ore, there is scarcely any fuel, in the neighborhood of
where it is found. During the first hundred years the mines
of Peru occupied the most prominent place; whereas they
were afterwards completely overshadowed by the Mexican:
According to Huinboldt,5 the annnal export of gold and silver
from America to Europe, between 1492 and I 500,amounted
to 250,000 piasters; between 1500 and 1545, to 3,000,ooo;~
from that time to 1600, to II,OOO,W;
in the seventeenth century, to about 16,000,000; during the first half the eighteenth
century to 22,500,000; during the second half, to 35,300,000.
T h e production of gold in Brazil began to be important
after the commencement of the eighteenth century,' and the
working of the Mexican silver mines of Valencia, Riscaina etc.
from the middle of the same century. In the beginning of the
nineteenth century, Mexico produced, annually, 537,513 kilogrammes of silver, and 1,609 kilogrammes of gold; Peru,
140,078 and 782 of silver and gold respectively; Buenos
Ayres, I 10,764 and 506; Chili, 6,827 and 2,807; New Granada,
4,7 14 kilogrammes of gold; Brazil, 3,700 killogrammes of
a Compare iVf. Chevalier, 111, 190 R. Discovery of the quicksilver minas
of Guancavelica, 1567.
4 The yield of Potosi amounted from 1545 to 1638, to 3 9 j , 6 1 g , w pesos.
(Ullon, viage, 11, I, 13.) U p to the present time, the aggregate yield there
has been estimated at from 6,000 to 7,000 million francs.
5 On the worse grounded assumptions of former writers, see Hu~nboIdt,
N. Espagne, IV, 237.
6 There was really introduced into Spain, about 1525, not much over 2,000,ooo francs annually; and after 1550, six times as much. (L. Raakt; Fiirsten
und Valker, I, 347 R.) Con~pareHuniBoZdt, Ueber die Schwankungen der
Goldproduction, in the Vierteljahrsschrift, 1838, IV, 18.
7 O n the Brazilian exports of gold in the 18th century, see ScXirYw, Gesch.
von portugal, V, 192 fE
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gold; the whole of America together, 795,581 kilogrammes of
silver and 14,018 kilogrammes of gold, worth about 60,750~~00
t h a l e r ~ . ~During the uprisings between 1810 and 1825, which
separated Spanish America from the mother country, the
production of the mines diminished as surprisingly as it had
increased in the previous generation by reason of the greater liberality of Spanish colonial p01icjr.~ Since that time,
a certain increase has, indeed, been noticed, which, however,
had not immediately before the discovery of the gold mines of
California by any means attained the height reached in 1808,
but only an annual production of 701,570 kilogrammes of silver, and of 15,215 kilogrammes of gold, with an aggregate
value of more than 56,000,000 thalers?O
In Europe, also, the obtaining of the precious metals during the fifteenth ahd sixteenth centuries took a great stride,
especially in Germany;" but, on the other hand, the Spanish
gold and silver mines were closed in 1535 by a law. In the
seventeenth century, there was another lull, followed, at the
end of the eighteenth, by a second period of activity which has
not yet closed. The great development of the production of
gold in the Ural mines since 1819, and in the Altai mines since
1829:~ the revival of the production of silver in the old Spanish
8 According to Hztmboldt, N. E., IV, 218, the amount up to the beg~nning
of this century was 17,000 kilogrammes of gold and Soo,ooo kilogrammes of
silver.
$Thus, for instance, Mexico, during this period yielded, on an average,
65,000,000 francs, instead of the former amount of from 13o,cm,ooo to
140,000,000. I n Carro de Potosi, there were, in 1826, of the former 132 poolworks only 12 in operation. Compare Adaaw, T h e Actual Stnte of the
Mexican Mines, 1822. Yacob assumes that about 1830, the quantity of money
in Europe and America was &thless than in 1809. (Ch. 28.)
' 0 Of this, I,& killogrammes of gold from the United States.
11 Fiscirer, Geschichte des deutschen Handels, zd ed., 11, 616 K,673 ti But
the Schwaz mines, in the Tyrol, are said to have produced, until 1523,
55,000 marks annually; the Freiberg silver mine, from I542 to 1616, 16,ooo
marks annually. Compare votr Langen, Kurflirst Moritz, 11, 56.
"The Russian gold ores, quite insignificant brrore the year 1814, hare
made very great progress since IS+O. Their aggregate yield, between 1814
and rS61, not taking into account the amount embezzled, amounted to 3 7 , m
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mines since 1835,'~ and Pattinson's discovery, by means of
which the poorest lead ores containing silver may be refined,
are here of great importance." Shortly before 1848, it was
estimated that all the mines of the old world produced annually about 274,000 kilogrammes of silver, and 56,000 kilogrammes of gold, with an aggregate value of over 6g,ooo,ooo
thaler~.'~
lB
SECTION CXXXVII.
REVOLUTION I N PRICES A T T H E BEGINNING OF MODERN

HISTORY.

The mere discovery of new and richer mines need not, of
itself, lower the price of the precious metals. Their price depends on their cost of production; and it may be very much
increased, even under the most favorable natural conditions,
by the unskillfulness of labor, the dearness of the means of
fsds, the ~ u being
d
equal to 16.3 kilogrammes. The best year, 1847, gave
a yield of 1,7579uds; 1852-1861, an average of 1,5569"ds; 1861alone, 1,442
;buds, of which 1,041 came from the private Siberian gold-sand washings.
( WalcLr, in Faucher'gvierleljahrsschrift, 1869, 11, I 15.)
'8 Spanish silver production yielded, in 1845, over 184,000 marks; in 1854
over 291,000. (Wilkomm, Halbinsel der Pyraniien, 1855, 537.)
'AAnnales des Mines, X, 831 ff.
Of'this amount, there came to Europe, not including Russia, I j0,kilogrammes of silver, 2,650 kilogrammes of gold; to Russia, 24,000 kilogrammes of sllver and 30,000 kilogrammes of gold (embracing the quantities
probably withdrawn without the knowledge of the custom's authorities); to
the rest of Asia, ~oo,oookil. of gold; to Africa, 4,ooa (M. CRevatier.)
16 According to Humboldf's assumption bcfore the time of Columbus, Europe had a circulation of 17o,wo,000 piasters; about r b , of ~O,OCO,OOO;
about 1700, of 1,403,000,000; in 1809, of about 1,824,03400~. Up to 1803,
there was produced in America, g , g ~ j , wmarks (Spanish) of gold, and
512,7w,000of silver. (N. E., 245.) Gallaiin estimates that, before Columbus,
there were ~ , b , o m , o o ofrancs; in 1830, in Europe and America, from
22,000,000,000 to 27,ooo,ocn,ooo francs. (Considerations on the Currency and
Banking System of the United States, 1831.) According to M. Chevalier,
1850, all the silver wlrich America produced had a volume of only 11,657
cubic meters; and all the gold of only 151 cubic meters. The latter, therefore, would not even fill the half of a French gentleman's salma.
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subsistence, of machinery and of auxiliary substances, by insecurity to property or to the person; by war, oppressive taxes'
etc. T h e new mines can produce a decline in the price of the
precious metals only- to the extent that, for the same amount
of capital and labor expended, they, spite of all such deductions, produce a greater result."
I opine that the price of metallic money, since the discovery
of America, has diminished until the present time in the ratio
of from three to four to one. S T h e prices of wheat in France,
1 All the more in favor with governments because they affect principally
foreign consumers. Thus;the Spanish government at first imposed a tax of
50 per cent. of the gross yield of the raw material, on the purchaser of silver; since 1503, under Orando, of 33% per cent,; and later yet, of zo per
cent. This last tax was therefore in full force under Cortes. This t a r was
reduced in Mexico, in !72jr and in Peru in 1736, to 10 per cent., and later, in
the case of gold, to 3 per cent. Heavy taxation of Russian gold ore (3j per
cent. of the raw material), by virtue of the ukase of April 14, 1849. Compare
&I. Chevaliev, 111, 274.
'JCantiZlon, Nature du Commerce, 215, 236, shows very clearly how the increase of the price of commodities was produced, in the first instance, by the
increased consumption of the possessors of gold, and how it, therefore, firs:
affected those commodities W-hichthey especially desired.
3 This is the opinion of Adnm Smith. Similarly of Dnzrid Hume, O n Money.
According to Let?-on~ze,Considdrations sur 1'Evaluatfon des BIonnaies Grecques et romaines, I I ~ and
,
Biickl, Staatshaushalt, I, SS, the average value ot
wheat in relation to sllver was, in Athens, 403 B. C., as I : 3146; in Rome, jo
B. C., as I : 2681 ; in France, shortly before 1520 after Christ, as I : 4320; in
the nineteenth century it is as I : 1050. Th. Smith, D e Republ. Anglorutn,
I, assumes that the price of silver, from the age of chivalry to 1625, decreased
in the ratio of 120: 40. T h e Spaniard, Moncndo (1619), says as 6: I. (yacob,
ch. 19.) 3?(zco6, himself, in comparison with his own time, as 7: I (ch. 15.)
Much more moderate is Newtnavch in Tooke's History of Prices, VI, 315 ff.,
who assumes an increase in the prices of commodities of' about zoo per cent.
T h e estimated value of tithe-wine (Zelntwein) about doubled in lower Austria, during the sixteenth century. (Obevleitnev, Finanzlage N. Oesterreichs
im 16 Jahrhundert, 36.) According to the important researches of Mnntelliev,
Mdrnoires de la SociCtd Archdologique de 1' Orleanais, vol. I, 103 K ; extract of
Les$cyres in Hildeb~nnd'sJahrb., 1865, I, I , the purchasing power of silver as
compared with the average value of twenty-seven c~mmodities,assuming it
to have been I from I7jO to 18j0, was, from 1350 to 1450, 2.9; from 1450 to
1550, 2.8; from 1550 to 16j0, I.5 ; from 1650 to I 7 jo, ;.I. According to Rore):r,
the prices of corn in relation t s silver were from 1595 to 1636, at most 2.3
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from 1800 to 1850, were about seven times as great as in the
second half of the fifteenth century; and in England about six
times as great. But, it is not to be overlooked here, how
wheat may have grown dearer in itself (an sich) and how gold
declined considerably less than silver. True, this decline of
the precious metals was not an entirely steady one. W e meet
at the beginning of the modern era with a real revolution in
prices. T h e prices of rye, in lower Saxony, from 1525 to
1550, were twice as high as from 1475 to 1500. According
to Garnier, the French prices of wheat, from I450 to 1500,
were, on an average, 4.08 francs of the present time per sctier;
from 1501 to 1520, 5 francs; from 1522 to 1540, 11.26 francs;
from 1541 to 1560, 11.69 francs; from 1561 to 1580, 21.33
francs; from 1581 to ~ b
32.51
, francs; during the first half
of the seventeenth century, 22.77 francs; in the second half,
2 6 . francs;
~ ~
from I701 to 1750, 19.64 francs. Similarly in
England, where wheat cost, from 1560 to 1600, 2.64 times as
much as from 1450 to 1500.~
times as high as from 1260 to 1400; from 1637 to 1700, 2.6 times; from I701 to
1764, 2.1 times; from 1726 to 1820, 3.2 times. (Rogers, I, 180.)
4 I n Germany, the rise in prices was first observed in the price of foreign
groceries, which partly rose 400 per cent. Popular opinion looked for the
cause in the evll disposition of the large commercial houses. In order to
facilitate the competition of the smaller houses with the larger, the Reichstag,
in 1522, proh~bitedall companies with n capital of more than 50,000 florins;
and, in 1524, the royal treasury wished to bring suit against the violators of
this law. But the cities contrived to avert the blow. (L. Ranke, Geschichte
der Reformation, 11, 42 ff,, 134 E.) I n Spain, the government, especially between 1550 and 1560, endeavored to oppose the growing dcarness of goods
of all kinds, by prohibiting the exportation of the most important commodities, and by putting obstacles in the way of retail trade. The lower classes
in England ascribed the rise to the suppression of the monasteries (Percy,
Reliques of ancient Poetry, 11, 296), while Henry VIII. endeavored to improve the condition of things by laws against luxury, the governmental
establishment of fixed prices, the expulsion of foreign merchants etc. (21
Henry VIII.) The first writer who seems to have clearly seen the true
cause of the changes in price was Bodinus, Response aux Paradoxes de Mr.
de hlalestroit touchant I'EnchCrissement de toutes Choses et des Monnaies
(1568). This work was translated into Latin by H. Conring, 1671; and done
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Now, the increased production of the mines cannot be the
only cause of this great perturbation in prices. It commenced,
in most countries, at a time when the supplies from America
were still too small to account for such an effect. One of the
chief causes of the phenomenon was, that precisely at this period, there was in so many nations a transition from a sluggish
circulation of money, made still more sluggish by the custom
which everywhere prevailed of hoarding treasure, to a rapid
circulation, which was made still more rapid by the use of all
kinds of substitutes for money. (8 1 2 3 ) ~In
~ the earliest ripe
fruit of European civilization (Italy), this transition had long
been accomplished; and, on that account, the value in exchange of the precious metals was there, for a long time previous, comparatively low."
From the second third of the seventeenth century, the value
of the medium of circulation seems, on the whole, to have remained ~tationary.~Tooke seeks to demonstrate the steady
p
p

p

p

over in the work: Discours sur les Causes de l'extrbme Chertd, qui est
aujourd'hui en France (1574). Next, we have the English author W. S.,
A Compendious or briefe Examination of certayne ordinary Complaints of
divers of our Countrymen of these our Days, London, 1561. I n BcfoZu"s
Vita: et Mortis Consideratio politica, 1623, I3 f., we have a right explanation
of the caritas sine inopia which is to be considered as the common property
of his time.
Sir y. Stewart, Principes, ch. 3. Kratts,
5 Similarly quesnay, 77, Daire.
Vermischte Schriften, 11, 131 ff. Hermann, Staatsw. Unters., 127. H ~ ~ e r i r h ,
Von den periodischen Schwankungen im Werth der edkn Mehlle, 1643,
70 f.
6 According to Cibrario, a hectolitre of wheat was worth, in Turin, from
1289 to 1379, on an average, go5 gr. of fine silver; that is, about three times
as much as in Paris before the discovery of America, and as much as in
Paris from 1546 to 1556. In Turin, from 1825 to 1835, it was worth about
1702 gr. I n the fifteenth century even, the foreign embassadors complain of
the enormous cost of living there. So, for instance, Ruurncr's histor. Taschenbuch, 1833, 162. Compare also, Carli, Del Valore della Proporzione dei
Metalli monetati con i Generi in Italia prima delle Scoperte dell' Indie,
1760, in which he, indeed, exaggerates the matter, and seeks to prove his
views by the coarsest sophistry.
7 The chief result of Helferich's excellent resea shes.
(Hzljetl'ch, loc. ;it.)
The general opinion, indeed, is that this statu p o of the value of the p r e
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decline of the value of money until late in the eighteenth century, from the fact that the wages of labor increased during
that time; but I should rather connect the latter phenomenon
with the simultaneous elevation of the classes engaged in
manual labor. And so Adam Smith infers a rise in the price
of money after the beginning of the eighteenth century, from
the prices of wheat;s but it would be better to consider the
cause of this to be the unusually long series of good crops?
A n equally unusually long series of bad harvests, during the
second half of the century, accounts satisfactorily for the simultaneous rise of the medium prices of corn. T h e great war
which lasted from 1793 to 1815, too, according to a very
prevalent opinion, must have caused the value of money t o
decline; a fact which is generally accredited to the increase
of paper money in so many states.
Every great war may very easily have for effect to slacken
the speed of the circulation of money, to promote the hoarding and even the burial of treasure for a rainy day, and to paralyze credit and its power to supply the place of money.
Hence, it seems preferable to seek for the cause of the variations in price, during the great war, in the commodities themselves whose price was affected; since their production must
cious metals was interrupted about the middle of the eighteenth century by
another decline, and that the latter yielded to a subsequent rise in ISIS and
afterwards. Thus Dnvid Hume, History of England, ch. 44, App. 31, ch. 49,
App. A. Young, Political Arithmetics, ch. 6. More recently, Rau, Lehrbuch, I, 5 176. M. Chez~alier,Cours, 111, 320 ff. One of the principal advocates of the opinion that every increase made in the medium of circulation
produces a corresponding depreciation is Nrbenius, Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift (1841). I n England a quarter of wheat was worth, on an average,
38s. #d., from 1595 to 168j. On a similar stability of corn prices in Belpum,
see Schwert, Belgische Landwirthschaft, 111, 37. According to Suckburg
(1. C.), the value in exchange of money from 1640 to 1700 declined 328 per
cent.; fi.om 1700 to 1760,43 per cent.; from 1760 to 1506, 54 per cent.
8From 1637 to 1700 the price of corn in England averaged 51 shillings;
from 1701 to 1764 only 40% shillings.
9 Thus, the dearness of wheat in Germany, during the first thirty years
after the Thirty Years' War was caused, in large part, by the depopulation
produced by the War.
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have been enormously disturbed. I t rendered the brawniest
men and the most powerful horses unproductive, and even
employed them as agents of destruction. It interrupted trade
in a thousand ways, or drove it into unnatural channels, and
turned the intellectual interests of nations into every direction
save that of economic industry. T o this must be added the
absence of security everywhere.1°
T h e cessation of these restrictions upon production, in consequence of the restoration of peace throughout the world and
the great progress afterwards made in almost all branches of
industry, explain why, from 1818 to 1848, the precious metals
have apparently stood higher than during the period immediately preceding." '"
S E C T I O N CXXXVIII.
REVOLUTION I N PRICES.-INFLUENCE
O F T H E NON-MONE T A R Y USE O F G O L D AND SILVER.

T o understand why so great an increase in the production
of the precious metals produced so small a decline of their
value in exchange, we must turn our attention to the other
and further uses of gold and silver. T h e amount devoted to
these uses can never be very accurately determined, since "
'OIn Germany, also, the cause of the enhanced dearness of so many goods
during the Thirty Years' War is to be sought for in the goods themselves.
11 Since 1815, most Birmingham and Sheffield wares have fallen from 50 to
70 or 80 per cent. in price -at least from zo to 30. (McCuloclr, Statist. Account,
I, 705.) The Quarterly Review, May, 1830, speaks even of an average decline of prices of English commodities in general, of 50 per cent.
'2 Excellently carried out in Toohe, History of Prices,. 111, 1838. That the
world's market is not so very readily affected by an increase of the medium
of circulation, is established by this fact, among others, that the immense exportation of French metallic money in consequence of the issue of paper
money between 1716 and 1720, and again in 1790 and the following years, it
coincident with very low prices of wheat in the neighboringcountries. (Her-"
fevick, loc. cit., 139, 190 ff.) And yet, in the fort ter case, the amount wan
4 0 4 m , a x , francs, and in the latter, at least ~ , m , w o .
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governmental stamping of every new gold or silver article
would afford no evidence as to the number of such articles
manufactured out of old articles etc. Certain it is, however,
that the aggregate amount of gold and silver thus employed,
increases with the increase of luxury and wealth among modern nations, and that a quantity of the precicus metals thus
used, especially when used for purposes of gilding for instance,
is irrestorably lost.2 In addilion to this, there is the wear and
1

Jacob estimates this part at only

2%

per cent., McCullmh, at 20, Lowe a t

zj, Necker and H c ~ e r i c hat 50, Hu~tzboZdta t 66% of the whole quantity

worked. I t certainly is, in our day, on account of the ever growing aggregate supply, greater than hitherto; but it is very different in different countries. Nebmizcs, Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift, 1851, 56 seq., estimates the
aggregate consumption of new gold and silver for industrial purposes at 14%
piastels yearly, and in addition tu this seven millions of old gold and silver
(BruchgoZ~tfend Bruchsilber). Tile annual-wear and tear of previously existing articles of gold and silver, it is estinlated, amounts to 4,420,000 piasters
the annual increase of their aggregate amounts in Europe to h,oao,ooo
piasters (1% per cent., corresponding to the increase of population), and 4,2 0 0 , ~(one-fith of the entire consumption), is employed, as he claims, in
g~lding,plating etc. The last i t e h is probably much increased by galvanic
silver-plating, the invention of photography etc.
Jacob ernbraces in the amount of metal employed in industrial purposes,
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, of the amount which, after deducting tile loss in Asiastic trade, was added to the gold and silver stores of
Europe; i. e., in the seventeenth century, about 2,500,ooo piasters yearly; in
the eighteenth century, % (!); that is, annually, 15,000,000 piasters; in 1830,
in England, f2,45 7,221 ; in France, 120,ooo; Switzerland, 350,000; in the rest
of Europe, 1,605,490; in North America, about 300,000; altogether, f g.goo,ooo.
Humboldt's estimate is zl,ooo,ooo piasters ; McCulloch's, £6,050,&30. According to the records of the Paris Monnnie, the amount of' silver ware in France
increasec! sever1 fold between 1709 and 1759. (Huftrboldt.) I n England, between 1807 ana 1514, S,zgo,m ounces of silver were stamped for manufacturlng purposes. f r o m ~ 8 3 0to 1837, only 7,387,000; in 1851, 924,000. McCulloch estimates the annual consumption of silver, in Birmingham alone,
for plating purposes, at 150,000 ounces; in Sheffield, at p o , m ; and the gold
consumphon in the pottery districts at £650 per week. Birmingham congold yearly. (Whutely.) I t now
sumed (1831) for gilding purposes, £1,employs weekly 3,000 ounces of gold and 6,om ounces of silver in the manufacture of gold and silver ware, besides the quantity intended for gilding
and silver-washing purposes. (Quart. Rev., April, 1866, 381.) The jewelers
of New York manufacture yearly 3,000,000 of dollars worth of gold and
VOL. I.-27
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tear of coin in circulation, which is naturally greater in the case
of large pieces than of small, and, therefore, in the case of
silver than of gold. There is, further, the damage caused by
the loss of coin in conflagrations and shipwrecks, and that
occasioned by buried and forgotten treasure. S
But, lastly, the principal cause consists in the powerful increase of the-demand for money, which, during the last two
centuries, the great impulse given to the rapidity of circulation, and the great increase in the substitutes for money, have
scarcely been able to outweigh. Besides the great growth
silver ware, mostly new material. (Economist, April 16, 1853.) There were
in Vienna, in 1781, only 167 workers in gold and silver; in 1840, 229; in 1947,
539. (Baumgartner, in the Wiener Akademie, May 3, 1857.) racob estimates the aggregate mass of gold and silver ware, in plate, illstruments etc.,
in Europe and America, to be 1% as great as that of the ready money; and
in England alone to be twice as great (ch. 28); while Tengoborski thinks
that at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the coin constituted % of
the entire amount of the precious metals. Sometimes a movement in the
opposite direction takes place, as, for instance, in those revolutions in which
the silver of the church was confiscated; in the unfortunate wars of Louis
XIV., etc. Nebenitcs, loc. citr, 17, mentions a South Gerinan silversmith
who melted down in the years succeeding 1802, monastery silver to the
amount of I ~,ooo,oooguldens.
$ O n the wear and tear of coin, see 120, and Nertnann, in the Archiv. der
politischen Oek., I, 1841. Compare also, Faust, Concilia pro Aernrio, 1641,
263 ff. This wear and tear is so great that M. Chezvzliw supposes that it
alone would suffice to reduce an amount of money under Constantine the
Great of 5,000 millions to 300 millions, in the time of Philip IV. (ob. 1314.)
Cours, 11, 322. HOWgreat a number of coins, especially of the snuller denominations, are entirely lost is evident from the fact, that a t the time of the
demonetization of the 15-sous and 30-sous pieces of 1791-92, amounting to
25,m,ooo, only 16,m,ooo were presented for redemption. Of the 10-centime
pieces stamped with an N, amounting to 3,286,932 francs, there were only
z,ooo,ooo left when they were withdrawn from circulation, and this although
individuals had added to the coinage. (M. Chevalier, 111, 321.) The total
loss caused on this score, McCulloclr estimates at I per cent. per annum, and
Helferich, at g per cent. The greater the aggregate stock of gold and silver,
the greater the absolute amount of wear and tear. If, therefore, there were
annually an equal influx of mineral products to the markets, the pressure of
this increase of supply from that cause alone wollld take the shape of a converging series of prices. (Tnoke, History of Prices, 11, 151 &)
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of population and of wealth, at least in Europe and the new
world, I need call attention only to the immense advance made
in the division of labor, and to the transition from trade by
barter to trade through the instrumentality of money. The
entire war and merchant marine of England, about 1602, had,
according to Anderson, a capacity of only 45,000 tons, -that
is, not one-fifth of what the small city of Bremen has now; a
capacity which at the close of the year 1873 amounted to
237,206 tons - while in 1872 its merchant marine alone had
a capacity of 7,213,000 tons. The aggregate foreign trade
of England, France, Russia and the United States, in 1750,
amounted to about 2 6 o , c ~ ~ , o othalers;
o
in 1864, it was over
~ , ~ O O , ~ G Q , O O Oand
,
between 1871 and 1872, in one year,
over 9,ooo,000,ooo thalers. Nor should it be forgotten that
Europe's trade with the East, since the beginning of the sixteenth century, increased immensely. This, at present, produces uniformly a very " unfavorable balance" for Europe,
which can be made up for only by very large shipments of
silver to foreign parts.' If China and India were suddenly to
4The British East India Company exported gold and silver on an average
per annuln from :
I7I 1-1720,
- £4341000
1721-1730,
532,1731-1740,
487,000
1741-1750,
631,000
1751-1760,
571,000
1761-1770,
152,000
1771-1780,
43,000
1781-1790,
393,000
1791-1800,
a
352,000
ISOI-1So7,
852,000
Ili'il6~1?,?z, Oriental Commerce, 1813, 419. According to M. Chevalier, Introduction aux Rapports de 1' Exposition de 1867, the trade of Europe and
North America, with India, China, Japan and the Australian islands,
amounted in 1800, to only 410 million francs, in 1866, to 4,024 million. Yet,
for a time, the largely increased exportation of English manufactures to East
India and of East Indian opium to China, had changed the relation so that
the exportation of the precious metals from South Asia, by a great deal, more
than counterbalanced the imports. On the other hand,between 1853and 1856

-

-

-
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draw on us for other commodities instead of gold and silver,
the result would be a great revolution in prices in Europe.
SECTION CXXXIX.
H I S T O R Y O F P R I C E S . - C A L I F O R N I A N AND A U S T R A L I A N
DISCOVERIES.

Tengoborski is of opinion, that the flow of gold from Siberia alone would have been absorbed by the ever-increasing
want of civilized nations of money; but that the coincident discoveries in California and Australia, in September 1847, and
February 1851, must sooner or later produce a revolution in
prices. And, indeed, the fecundity of these countries is unparalleled. North America, which in 1846 produced only
3,600 pounds of gold, according to Setbeer, produced in the
years from 1849 to 1863, respectively, 118,ooo,148,000,178,ooo,
195,000, 180,000, 165,000, 165,000, 165,000, 160,000, 145,000,
125,000,120,000, 115,000 and I 10,000. Austria produced in
the years from 1851 to 1863 respectively, 27,000, 1g6,m,
25O,OOO, 160,000, 170,000, I95,ooO, 180,000,175,000, 160,000,
I~O,OOO, 160,000, 160,000, 170,000, pounds of gold.
From 18% to 1867, the aggregate production of gold in the
world was, according to the last mentioned authority, a yearly
average of 188.4 millions of thalers, and of silver, 94.8 millions.
In Europe, Russia not included, the production was, in 1863,
240,000,000 thalers were shipped to India and China from England and the
Mediterranean harbors; in 1863 and 1864,even as much as 300 millions, to
be, for the most part, buried there. Moreover, the immense quantity of cash
money -often as much as from 12 to 15 million in pounds sterling- in the
state treasury, and silver ornaments ($S 4, 123) customary in India, demand
a considerable yearly supply to make up for wear. ~Vewntnrclrspeaks of'4m
million pounds sterling which can be maintained in its condition hitherto by
a yearly increase of I per cent. (History of Prices, VI, 723.) From 1865 to
1869,English steamships carried gold and silver to the East in the following
quantities, yearly: 93.9,66.3,24.6,70.2 and 60.4million thalers, in addition
to which almost as much came directly from California. Statist.Journ.,
1871,122 seq.
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3,960 pounds of gold and 405,000 pounds of silver; in the
Russian Empire, 46,500 pounds of gold and 40,000 of silver; in
Mexico I 2,000 pounds of gold and 1;25o,ooo pounds of silver ; in
South and Central America, 12,500 pounds of gold and ~30,000
pounds of silver; in Africa, India and ~ e s s i r~sia,-30,000
pounds of gold and 40,000 pounds of silver -a total of 384,oco
pounds of gold, and 2,905,000 pounds of silver. F. X. Neumann ' estimates that the whole world produced, in the years
~

-

1 Tooke-Newtnarclr, History of Prices, VI, 147 R., estimates the aggregate
stock of gold at the end of 1848 at S 5 , 6 m , m ; in 1Sj6, at f 17z,ooo,ooo morc.
According to Lnvassetdr, the amount of silver in the East increased, between
1848 and 1857, from 22 to 24 milliards of francs; and the amount of gold irom
g>&to 15% milliards. (Annuarie dlEconomie politique, 1858, 632.) The
total amount of gold and silver in the civilized world, Wolowski estimated at
froin 55 to 60 milliards of francs, in 1870. (L'Or et llArgent, Enquete, 19.)
Compare Mason, The Gold Regions of California from the Otficial Reports,
1848. Te~zpborski,Sur les Gites auriferes de la Californie et de l'Australie,
1853. Goldfield's Statistics issued from the Mining Department in Victoria,
1862. W. R.BZake, The Production of the precious Metals, or statist. Notice of the principal Gold and Silver producing Regions of the World (New
York, 1869).
Qoetbeer's Denkschrift betr. die deutsche Miir~zeinigungMai, 1869, and
earlier yet, in FaucBer's Vierteljahrsschrift, 1S65, XI, According to M. Chevaltey, all the mines of the world, a short time previous to 1865, produced
284,ooo k~logrammesof gold, and ~ p , o o okilogrammes of silver in a year:
a total of 373,000 thalers (Journal des Economistes, June, 1866) while, in
1848, the total amount of gold coinage in the world was estimated at 560,m , m ; Great Britain, France, North America and Sidney had, since that
time and up to 18j1, added to this Egg7,7So,oao. The additions have been
made in decreasing quantities: thus, 1857-59, 37.2 millions annually; 1+71,
16.99 millions annually. (Statist. Journ., 1872, 376 R.) The estimates as to
how much a gold-digger might make in a day have been variously estimated.
Thus, Lurkitz estimates ~t from $25 to $50; Mason, at $10; Fol.~on,at $25 to
$40; Butler King, at $16, reckoning one ounce at $16. All these estimates
seem to give an altogether too high average. I n Australia, according to
Klulll, Colonial Review, June, 1853, a digger can produce only one ounce
daily, or less than 4 thalers. According to W. Sfamer, Recollections of a
Life of Adventure, 11, 1866, a gold-washer in Victoria earned in 1858, on an
average, £250 per year; in 1865, only £70; while day labor was worth 15
shillings. Hence, great hopes have to be built on the lottery-nature of goldwashing.
- On the Rhine, a gold-washer is satisfied with % of a gramme ot
gold, that is worth from 13 to 18 silver groschens. (Daubrde, Comptes rendus
de 1' AcadCmie des Sciences, XXII, 639.) I t should be borne in mind, how-
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1868--1870,
annually, 192.8 million thalers of gold, and 94 million thalers of silver; and in 1873, of both metals, 291 million
thalers.
The question,
whether in this second half of the nineteenth
century, we are to have a revolution in prices similar to that
whichtook place in the sixteenth century can be answered
only hypothetically. The gold diggings now most productive
will, probably, as we may judge £rom analogous cases in the
past, be soon exhausted. But it is entirely possible that, for
ever, that the Rhine-lander devotes to gold-washing only the leisure time
which his avocation as a fisherman leaves him, while the gold-washer in the
new worId, as a rule, devotes his whole time to it; and that his iabors are interrupted by the long rainy season, attacks of fever etc. T o this must be
added the great difference of the average prices of the means of subsistence
and the difference of all social conditions.
a Compare, for instance, on the early produc~venessof the Brazilian gold
districts which soon ceased: Spix und Martius, Reise nach Brasilien, I, 262 f.,
350. Gavdneu, Travels in the Interior of Brazil, 1846. On Hispaniola, see
Berrzoni, N. Mundo, I, 61, and Peschel, Gesch. der Entdeckungen, 304, 556.
Hitherto, gold had been obtained by the usual mining process, only in very
f2w places. As a role, it has been found in alluvial land not far from the
surface. Compare Ansted, T h e Gold-Seekers' Manual, 1849. These circumstances have made the production of gold important from the first; and
they still make it comparatively easy, while it causes little demand for capital
bu; for great skill. A s soon, therefore, as the greater part of the country
mashed for gold has been worked, which does not require a long time, the
whole is abandoned, while in the production of silver the great amount of
capital fixed in pits, shafts, kilns etc. ties the parties engaged in the enterprise
to the spot, and necessitates the continuation of the enterprise. I n recent
times, however, Australia and California have developed the mining and
machine production of gold to a surprising extent. According to Laur, L a
Production des Mdtaux prdcieux en Californie, 1862, 33, and the Journal des
Economistes, Nor. 1862, Californian gold-quartz produced, in 1851, on an
average, 635 francs per ton ; in 1860, only from 80 to 85 francs ; but the
gold-washing methods have become cheaper in the ratio of 2,500: I. However, the production of the precious metals seems even now to be decreasing
According to the Statist. Journal, 1866, 99, it amounted on an average to
Silver-.
Gold.
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a long series of years, other diggings will be found equally
rich. It is almost certain that the restless activity of the English and of North Americans will not cease until they have
exhausted the favors of nature. Every improvement in agriculture, in the means of communication, and in the public security of the gold lands, makes the cost of production smaller.
There are doubtless in other countries a great many placers
which need only to be touched with. the finger of European
civilization to produce gold in abundance. It would, indeed,
he necessary that this same civilization should make these
same countries better markets for the precious metals by increasing their demand.
The number of gold-diggers in Victoria steadi!y decreased from 125,764 in
1857, to 63,053 in 1867.
4 One of the chief difficulties in the way of the production of gold is the
loss hy embezzlement, which is estimated at an average of 20 per cent.
~ m a l l c o ~ n p a n i eofs men working on their own account would be less exposed to temptation, and the Anglo-Saxon races and the North Americans
are very well adapted thereto. (M. Chevalier, 111, 261.)
6 Gold is in a certa~nsense one of the most widespread of metals, although
it is found anywhere only in small quantities; so that on the ~ h i n e for
, instance, it takes from 17 to 2 2 millions of gold grains to make a kilogramme.
A n extraordinarily large number of places owe their civilization to goldseekers. Compare Tacitus, Agr., 12. I select the following li finds " from
Ritter's Erdkunde. The Shangallas (I, 249); still more the terrace of E'aaoglu itself (I, 253, compare Brfdce, Travels, V, 316, VI, 255, 342), in Mononqtapa (I, 140); in Manica, west from Sofala (1, 145)~especially since the suppression of the slave trade (I, 30.5, 471) ; in Mandigo land (1, 360, 372); on the
road from Gambia to Timbuctoo (I, 457); on Lake Mangara (I, 493); between
Titnbuctoo and Finnin (I, 445); in Nubia (I, 667, seq.); unused silver and
quicksilver mines on the lower Bagradas (I, 493); gold wealth at Malacca,
atdrea chersoneszrs (V, 6 f., 27); Tonkin, Lao and Ava (111,926, 1,216, IV, I,
213); Assam (IV, 294); smaller Thibet (111, 657); Kashmere (111, 1,155); on
upper Setledsch (111, 654 ff., 666); in the mountainous sources of the Indus
(111, 5 ~ 8 529,
,
593,605); on the Cabool (VII, 23); in Peshaver (VII, 223);
Badakschan (VII, 795); rich silver mines abandoned fqr want of wood near
Herat (VIII, 243); in Armenia (X, 273). I t is said that in southern Ctiina
there are great treasures of the precious metals, the removal of which has
been opposed thus far. (IV, 756.) Arabia's richness in gold mines, spoken of
by Dwdor., 11, 50,111~45,and AgntlmucR, De Mare rubro, h,is of doubtful
existence, as no traces of them are to be found in the country to-day.
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SOfar as silver is concerned, there can be no question that
America possesses mines unlimited in extent, and, as yet,
almost untouched. " T h e time will come," says Duport; " a
century sooner or later, when the production of silver will
have no other limits than those put to it by the continual
decline in the price of silver." There seems, also, to be no
lack of quicksilver, especially in California; and the cost of
its production hitherto may be lessened very much by the
Iabor of better workmen, machines and means of transportatiom7 All this supposes great progress of the mining countries
in civilization in general; and yet, thus far, Mexico's repuhlican independence etc., as compared with the later years of the
Spanish colonial system there, is a great retrogression. T h e
conquest of Spanish America by the United States would
give a vast impetus to economic improvement; and here,
On the other hand, on both shores of the Pacific Ocean, the portions of the
earth richest in volcanoes seem to possess almost everywhere quantities of gold
equal to those of California and Victoria. (Edinburgh Review, Jan., 1863,
82 ff.) What an amount of treasure can be obtained a t times from old and
long since forgotten .&finds" is proved by the Altai (that is gold mountain),
which even the oid Tschudi had rummaged (K. R i t i w , 11); and where
I-Irrodotus' (111, 16) love of truth, so frequently called in question, has recently been so brilliantly vindicated. Compare v. U?zzern-Stevnbev,rr,Gesch.
A. Ev~rzniz,Ueb?r die geographische Verbreitung des
des Goldes, 183;
~a,
ch. 17, gold is to be found
Goldes, 1835. According to M ~ ~ r c h i s oSiberia,
only " in crystalline and paleozaic rocks, or in the drift fl-om theie rocks,
which is a tertiary accumulation of the pfiocene age;" and that it is found most
abundantly in quartz-ore, vein-stones and traverse altered Siiurian slates,
chiefly lower Silui-ian, frequently near their junction with eruptive rocks''
6 Compare Hu1nboldl, N. Espagne, IV, 147 K ; S t . Clair D i ~ p o r t Essai
,
sur
la Production des Rletaux precieux en Mexique, 1843; M. CRa~aZier,Cours.,
111,483 ff.
'The cost of a kilogra~nmeof silver, expressed in terms of silver itself,
up to the moment that it is shipped, is estimated by Dzpoi*t as follows: salt
and nzagistml, 61 grammes ; quicksilver, I 12 grammes ; stamping if 171
grammes; transformation of the ore, 7 2 grammes; rent and superintendence,
38; duties etc., 145; smelting, transportation and shipping, 35. There remains
as profit for mining it, 336 grammes. A s to how the production of American silver increases and runs parallel with the cneapness of quicksilver, see
Hz~rrtboldt,N. Espagne, IV, 91 ff.
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again, the increase of production would be attended by an increased demand.
But especially must the demand for the precious metals,
which naturally increases with the wealth, commerce and luxury of nations, constitute a decisive element in answering our
question. Nothing, for instance, were a reduction in prices
impending, would promote it so much as a series of devastating wars or revolutions in Europe. Moreover, it should not
be forgotten, that the money market is now almost commensurable with the world, and will soon embrace it within its
limits; and that market embraces not only the precious metals
but the numberless representatives of money and media of
credit. The basin, therefore, to which the gold and silver
streams of the world are tributary is immeasurably greater
than it was in the sixteenth century; its level cannot be changed
as readily, and an equal addition made every year to its previous contents can increase it only by a small amount? Nor
could a considerable decline of the value of the precious metals be readily produced without making the circulation of
money slower, and the employment of means of credit relatively less frequent, in consequence of which, the further decline would, to a certain extent, be arrested? In the case of
other commodities a decline of prices leads only probably to
an absolutely greater demand; in the case of money, it leads
to a demand necessarily greater. That the money market in
our days can stand pretty rude shocks is evident from the
fact, among others, that the price of gold is so high as compared with that of silver?O l1
B Wolowski calculates that the absolutely much smaller yearly increment
to the amount of the precious metals in the sixteenth century,frequently 22,
now constitutes only
of the greater existing amount. (L'Or et l'hrgent
Enquete, 50.)
I n the United States the stock of cash money in 1820 was estimated a t
;.I thalers per capita; in 1849, at 8.9 thalers; in ~ S j lon
, :he other hand, at
13 thalers.
I0The weight of the mass of gold introduced into Esrop:: annually stood
to that of silver in the ratio of I :60-65, in the seventeenth century; in the
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S E C T I O N CXL.
R E V O L U T I O N I N PRICES.-ITS
I N F L U E N C E O N T H E NAT I O N A L RESOURCES.

The ulterior consequences of such a revolution in prices
would contribute to the real wealth of a people only in the
sense that they would place such a people in a way, with less
sacrifice, to employ the precious metals on a large scale in minfirst halt of the eighteenth century, in that of I :30; in the second half, in
that of I : 40; and yet the variations in price were not in the least parallel.
According to Sodbeer (Beitrage und Materialien zur Beurtheilung von Geld
und Bankfragen, 1855, roz seq.), the average silver-course (silbercurs) of gold
had, 18.52-54, sunk only 2.05 per cent., as compared with that of 1%~-40.
And yet the value of the annual production of gold stood to the annual production of silver, in the beginning of the nineteenth century, as 29 to 71 ; in
~846,as 47 to 53; in 1848-56, as 3 to I.
While the public, even since 1850, think they have noticed a depreciation
in the value of money, there are a great many learned political economists
wllo are by no means prepared to grant it. The principal advocates of this
opinion are Tooke, and Ncznrarch, in vol. V I . of the History of Prices (1857).
Also Lavevgme, in the Journal des Economistes. And really the enhanced
dearness of many kinds of goods up to 1857, might have been accounted for
by causes affecting the goods themselves: diminished supply by reason of
bad harvests, cotnrnercial gluts etc.; increased demand by capitalization on a
gigantic scale, speculation, but especially by the elevation of the lower
classes etc.
The London wholesale prices were on the 1st day of January, 1869, neat
ly all lower by 10 per. cent. than on the 1st day of July, 1857. Only indigo, cotton and meat had risen. (Hildefirand's Jahrb., 1870, I , 328.) I n
many instances the enhanced dearness is entirely local, by reason of the
greater facilities for transportation in places where prices were already higher. But as new truths are very easily exaggerated by their discoverers,
much of Tooke's view concerning these events depends upon a polemic carried too far against the theory of the balance of trade which was customary
in the so-called currency school. Compare, in opposition to Tooke, Lavasscrt7; in the Journal des Economistes, March, 1838, and M. Cfievalier, L a
Baisse probable de ]'Or, 1858. Lavasseur, from the difference between the
official and real custom-house prices in France, calculates that raw materials
in 1856 were on the average 63 per cent., and in 1858,zo per cent. higher than
in 1S26; and that manufactured articles were in 1856, just ,as high, and in
1858, 6 per cent. lower than in 1856. A n average made of all commodities
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istering to the luxuries of life. This small advantage itself
would be counterbalanced by the depreciation of the metallic
stock, and especially by the necessity of henceforth devoting
a larger quantity of gold and silver to the purposes of circulation.' Rut such a revolution would produce a sudden reverse
in the distribution of a nation's wealth among its constituent
members. All those who, by virtue of contracts antecedently
made, have payments to eifect, are benefited to the extent of
the difference between the old and the actual price, while those
who are to receive such payments lose to the same e ~ t e n t . ~
Therefore, those engaged in industrial enterprises improve
their condition, because they immediately increase the prices
showed, in 1Sj6, an enhancement of 30 per cent, and in 1858 of g per cent.
(HikEe6rawd1s Jahrb., 1864, 11, 118.)
I n the Hamburg market in 184745, 87 articles declined in price, 183 rose
in price, and 24 remained about stationary. (Amtl. Statistik von 1887, 18 ff.)
yevons assumes a general rise in the price of commodities between 1849 and
1869 of about IS per cent. (Economist, May S, 1869.) I-It: makes this estimate from the average March prices of 50 of the principal articles. Assurning the average March price of 1S49 = rco, we have, according to him, for
the following years, respectively: 101, 103, 101, 116, 130, 125, 129, 132, 118,
120, 124, 123, 124, 123, 122, 121, 128, 118, 1 2 4 119. Previous years showed:
1789= 133; I799--202; 1809=245; 1819= 175; 1829= 124; 1829=144.
(Compare supra, 129, note I.) The budget of a Swiss teacher's family consisting of five persons has become dearer since 1840 ff., their consun~ption
remaining the same and of only the simplest articles, by 72.5 per cent. (Bohmert,Arbeiterervhiiltnisse etc., 1, 302 ff., 355.) That, however, the depreciat ~ o nis under-est~matedmost precisely in England and over-estimated in Germany, K&s very well accounts for by the price-leveling effects of thc more
modern means of communicat;on. (Tiibinger Zeitschr., 1858, 280 ff.)
1 Compare LaZnifz, on theconsequences which would follow the realization
of the dreams of the alchemists. I t would be a great misfortune, since then n
pocket would no longer suffice for the transportation of money, and pcople
would have to use wheel-barrows as they do now in Sweden. (Opcrs ed.
Dutens, V, 199, 401.)
Beccaviu considers it equitable that the debtor should always pay the original value of the metal. (E. P., IV,2, 17.) Galinni, on the other hand, would
not permit individuals, even when the state arbitrarily causes a diminution
in the real value of money to maintain the real value of the coinage in their
Contracts. (Della Moneta, V, 3.)
a I t is precisely this class which first comes to a n understanding of the csoential nature of the change effiected.
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of their own productions; and, for a time at least, continue the
use of capital borrowed from others, of land leased or rented
etc. at the old price^.^
Besides, at the beginning, and before a corresponding depreciation of its value has taken place, an increase of money
produces as a rule a low rate of interest (S 185), and an itch to
buy on the part of the public. All this may serve as a powerful stimulant to production on a large scale.5 Those most
certain to suKer loss are officials with a fixed Salary, and socalled annuitants, creditors of the nation and of individuals.
Even bankers, too, have no means to fix the value of their wares
which they see disappearing, so to speak under their eyes?
Of land owners, those who are in debt gain, that is especially
the poorer, and the more speculative among them? On the
'Thus the English lessees, who in the sixteenth century had leases for
a long term of years, saw themselves rise in the social scale in consequence
of the revolutions in price-a fact of importance in the political struggles
of the seventeenth century. Compare Sir F. M. Eden, State of the Pbor,
I, 119 K
6 Too much stress is laid upon this by Tooke-Newmavch, who, on that account, considers almost every increase of the precious metals as a blessing.
A s a matter of fact, the population of Australia, of the United Kingdom,
and of' the United States, increased, between 1848 and 1871~44.5per cent.;
the production of coal and of railroads in England, betwe& 1856 and 1869,
by about 60.6 per cent.; the English production of woolen goods, linen and
cotton and yarn, between 1848 and 1870, by from I I O to 335 per cent.
(Statist. Journal. 1872, 376 ff.)
6L1cthcr's cotnplaintconcerning the poor condition of the clergy. See
Schmoller, in the Tiibinger Ztschr., 1860. This very clearly shows how much
surer for the crown domains are than a civil list, and donations of land to a
church than payments in money. Law of Elizabeth, 18 Eliz., that, in the
case of university property, g of the lease rent should be paid in metal and
X in corn. I n Adam S?ni5h1stime, this latter third was worth as much again
as the other two. (I, ch. 5.)
7 I n the sixteenth century, this class was of small importance in most countries; in our times, their ruin would cause general disturbance. The wiaer
class of capitalists would, indeed, find means to exchange their credits for
more certain values, or make it a condition that they should receive in the
end a large sum.
8 Thus, for instance, the son of a deceased land owner who retains the
lands as his own acquits himself towards his brothers who have entered the
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other hand, owners of large estates who have alienated their
tithe-rights, or right to vassal-service etc. for capital, or for
fixed sums to be paid at regular intervals, that is, in a great
Inany places the great mass of the nobility, undergo a not
insignificant social fall.
T h e condition of those who earned a living by manual labor
no doubt deteriorated in the sixteenth century, as may be inferred from the extraordinary activity of public charity in
that period.
Between 1500 and 1550, silver ~urchased,in Orleans, from
4.1to 4.5 times as much common labor as it does now, while
silver, as compared with the average price of twenty-seven
commodities, has grown cheaper in the ratio of only from 2.6
to 2.7: I. (Mantellier.) It was impossible for this class to
raise the price of their wares as rapidly as that of the medium
of circulation declined, because they could not wait, nor hold
back their commodity even for a moment. (S 164.)~ This
would, indeed, be very different in our day. Wages, because
of the facilities, both physical and moral, which have everywhere been placed in the way of emigration, were necessarily
one of these articles which rose soonest in price, as compared
with money.'O Lastly, the state itself profits by the diminished
military or civil service of their country by paying them a certain sum periodically. If a revolntion were really impending, the owners of land would
soon emulate one another to improve their estates by borrowing capital, if
for no other reason, to turn the depreciation of the medium of circulation to
their own advantge. I n the sixteenth century, the indebtedness of land
owners was relatively unimportant.
9 I t appears froin Ropy's Tables, Statist. Journal, 1861, 551 ff., that, between
1583 and 1620, a time during which the population of England increased
neither in wealth nor in numbers, there was a considerable increase in the
price of nearly all English commodities. Thus, for instance, wheat was,
from 1591 to 1600, 468 per cent., and from 1611 to 1620, even 495 per cent.
higher than from 1530 to 1533. The Saxon laborer earned, in 1599, in corn,
only half as much as in 1455 (Tiibinger Ztschr., 1871, 354.)
' O When labor is indispensable to employers, it may happen that a small
decline in the supply may largely raise the price. Wages, in almost all
branches of labor, rose between 1851 and 1856, by about from 15 to 20 per
cent.
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thing-value, that is, real value of its public debt;'* but it loses,
at the same time, on all taxes, duties etc., which are not estimated at a certain percentage of the value of the articles
t a ~ e d . ' ~As a rule, therefore, it would need to impose new
taxes. Now, the parliamentary right to impose taxes, however extensive it may juridically be, is, ordinarily, of great
importance in practice only when there is question of increasing the existing burthen. Hence, this right, wherever it exists, is brought into the utmost activity by a revolution in
prices.lsl4
However, the new additions of gold and silver to the already
existing supply may not immediately produce a corresponding depreciation of the value of the precious metals. If the
first receivers of the additional supply of money exchange it
rapidly for other goods, it will probably bring them the former
value in exchange of the metal. Not until it has passed into
a third or fourth person's hands is the depreciation apt to be
perceptible. It is, therefore, in this case, a great advantage to
be the first hand. The world-threatening power of Spain, in
the seventeenth century, was very essentially promoted by the
American gold and silver mines;15 nor is it a matter of less
IlThis, also, was of little significance in the sixteenth century, but how
important now!
12 Income taxes, ad m l o ~ e n zduties and tithes rise and fall in their nominal
amount as the price of the medium of circulation falls and rises.
13 Thus, for instance, the victory of the English Parliament over the unlimited power of the crown, in the first half of the seventeenth century, was
very much promoted by the fact that the crown, in spite of all its economy,
was always in financial straits in consequence of the depreciation of money.
(Power of the purse, power of the sword!) However, any force kept steadily in action is a two-edged sword. While under favorable circumstances, it
may be thereby developed, under unfavorable circumstances it may be
thereby exhausted. How great a number of representative assemblies, during
the revolutions in prices in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, allowed
their energies to grow dormant!
14 Most of the above points are very well discussed in the work W. S.,citec!
above, 137.
1"s
no one then doubted: Compare W. Ralagh, The Discovery ot
Guiana, Pref. I refer to Philip of Macedon.
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significance to-day, that the great mineral wealth of the world
belongs to Siberia, California and Australia; that is, especially
to Russia and to countries colonized by Great Britain. Further, as to the classes into which a nation is divided, it was
only the crown, the Church and a compartively small number
of officials, soldiers and officers who controlled Spanish Amerwho can tell how the absolute monarchy of Spain
ica; '"nd
was strengthened by this fact? In the seventeenth century,
on the other hand, it is principally manufacturers and merchants, and more especially yet, workmen, who reap the immediate advantages of new discoveries of gold.
S E C T I O N CXLI.
E F F E C T O F AN E N H A N C E M E N T O F T H E
PRECIOUS METALS.

PRICE O F THE

A great enhancement of the precious metals would naturally
and necessarily produce a revolution in prices in a direction l
opposite to the one just described, and one which would be
much more injurious to a nation's economy. Such a revolution would weigh most heavily on the most sensitive, and the
momentarily most productive classes of the people, inasmuch
as the price of the ready product as compared with advances
made for the purposes of production would be a declining one;
and it would benefit those classes who live in leisure on the
fruits of previous labor. There would, at the same time, be
a perceptible growth of consumption in certain departments,
useful, no doubt, in themselves, but apt to degenerate into excess, and which are, therefore, most easily cared for. (§ 212, seq.)
-

16

Compare Roschev, Kolonien, Kolonialpolitik und Auswanderung, 1Sj6,

145 fi:
Something similar might have been observed in England in 1819etc., at
the restoration of a depreciated paper currency. Among nations in a comparatively low stage of civilization, a variation in the medium of circulation
is of less importance than among more highly civilized nations, because
trade in money, and still more, credit, are relatively speaking undeveloped.
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T o this extent, the gold discoveries of the nineteenth century,
without which an enhancement of the price of money would
undoubtedly have taken place, have warded o f a great economic malady from the nations. Moreover, this inverted revolution in prices may be moderated by governmental measures,
such as a diminution of taxes, emissions of paper money etc.2
S E C T I O N CXLII.
T H E P R I C E O F GOLD AS C O M P A R E D W I T H T H A T O F S I L VER.

T h e price of gold as compared with that of silver does not,
by any means, depend entirely on the ratio of the quantities of
the two to each other. Rather is it, in the long
- run, determined by the average cost of production necessary at those
gold and silver mines which exist under the most disadvantageous conditions, but which it is still necessary to work in
order to satisfy the aggregate requirement of these metals.
On the whole, with an advance of economic civilization, the
dearness of gold as compared with that of silver has been enhanced. The former, in the middle ages, was worth from
ten to twelve times as much as the latter,' while now it is
SFawcett greatly exaggerates when he says that with an increase of population and wealth, an increase of money is as much a want as hunger. (Manual, 370.)
1 Galiani, Della Moneta, 111, I.
A t the time of the Lex Salica, 10:I.
After the Edictu~nPistense of Charles II., ch. 24 (Pevtz, Mon. Germ., 111,
+SS), 12: I. A t the tirne of the Sachsenspiegel (111, 45),again, 10:I. Under
Saint Louis, King of France, 12.5: I. (Lehlanc, Trait6 historique des Monnaies de la France, ch. I , 2.) I n Poland, 1356,12: I. (ilfz~rcrfovi,Dissertt.
I.
Medii Aevi, 11, PS.) I n England, 1262, 9.6; 1272 = 12.5; 1345 =
(Rogevs, I, j93 E.) Under Henry VI., and in 1494= I ? : 1. (Anderson,
Origin of Commerce, a. 1422,1494.) I n Denmark, under the former Kings
of the Union = S: I. (Dn7/1/1mnn, Danische Geschischte, 111, 52.) And so
throughout almost the whole of Scandinavia's medieval period, as for instance
in the Graugans. (Wilda, Gesch. des deutschen Strafrechts, I, 329.) I n
Italy, 1 5 7 9 12:
~ I. (Scarufl, Sopra le Moneta, 15 '2.) I n Holland, 15Sg=
11.6: I. Bodint<s, De Republ., 1584, 11, 3, maintains 12: I as the general

15.~:
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worth from fifteen to almost sixteen times as much? In the
same period of time, also, gold in highly civilized countries
is wont to be comparatively deare~-.~
These facts are explained as well by the demand as by the
supply. As thz production of gold requires so little skill or
capital, and that of silver so much of both, the former may be
col~sidereda natural product to a greater extent than the latter,
and therefore, the rule laid down in 130 is applicable to it.
(Senior.) Besides, in the highcr Ftages of civilization, especially when the precious metals are cheap, larger payments
are usual, to the making of which, gold is certainly best
adapted; just as in every day trade merchants are wont to
accept a gold piece in payment, even at something of a premium, while the peasantry hesitate to do SO.$
ratio; but the Apostolic Chamber adopted the ratio of 12.8: I. I n Germany,
according to the instances ,cited by A. Riese, I522 = 10: I. The monetary
laws of Germany give it in 1524= 11%: I, in 1551= I T : I, 1559= I I ~ I:;
Bsdelius, De Monetis, 1591~ 1 1 :%
I. A t the beginning of the seventeenth
century the relation in Spain was = 13.3;in Germany =12.16; in Flanders =
13.22; in England = 13.5 : 1. (Forbonnais, Finances de la France, I, 52.)
About 1641, in Flanders, it was 12.5; in France, 13.5; in Spain, 14.1. Immediately after Colbert's death it was, in Genoa, 15.03; in Milan=rq.75: I.
(Montasari, Della Moneta, 80.) While in the seventeenth century gold rose,
it sank in the eighteenth, on account of the Brazilian gold washings and the
xrlany bank notes in circulation, which were for the most part of a large denomination. (Steuart, Principles, 111, ch. 13.) Still it was in Amsterdam
in 1751 ~ 1 4 . 5 1.:
9 In Hamburg, the relation of the price of gold to that of silver bars, varied, between 1816 and 1852, from between 15.11-16.2 to I (Soetbeer); in
London, from 1816 to 1837, between 15.80 and 14.97 to I.
$ I n Asia, it is generally lower than in Europe-for
centuries mostly
= 10: I. But in Birmah it is = 17: I, mostly on account of the extent to
which indulgence in luxury is carried there. (Crawfurd, Embassy, 433.
Ritter, Erdkunde, V, 24% 266.) Concerning China, see M. Chevalier, Cours,
111, 359. I n Africa, go!d is low as compared with silver, in proportion to
the distance from the civilized world. Thus, an ounce of gold in Shenaar
cost 12 pia~tres;in Spakim, 20; in Djidda, 22. (Ritter, Erdkunde, I, 538.) I n
Tirnbuctoo, Mungo Park found the relation of gold to silver to be as 1% : I.
Compare Marco Polo, 11, 39 seq.
4 In antiquity, a similar course is to be observed. According to Menu's
Indian laws, VIII, 134 "q., =2%: I ; in the East, for a long time, =IO: 1;
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It is very much of a question whether gold or silver is, on
the whole, subject to greater variations in price. The fact
that gold is more strictly a natural product would of itself
constitute a powerful element of variation. (S 112). But, on
the other hand, its greater durability and the greater care bestowed on its preservation, have for effect to make the existing quantity 'preponderate in importance over its annual increase. The demand for gold varies more suddenly than
the defnand for silver. In case of war or sedition, the former
is more easily carried away or hidden. It is also more desirable for the state for its military fund. On the other hand, on
account of its greater capacity for transportation, it may follow such claims when made on it, more easily, from country
to country. On the whole, I am inclined to think that, for
short periods of time, silver maintains its value better, and
gold for longer ones!
under Darius Hystaspis, =IS: I. (Herodor., II1,95.) I n Greece, in the time
of Lysias, =ro: I (Lysias, pro bonis Arist., Conon); according to P l ~ t o ,
= I Z : I ( N i ~ j a ~ c h 231);
.,
according to Demosthenes, adv. Phorm., 214, =14: I
(Bdckh, Staatst., I,43); Menander's estimate, =IO: I, probably because Alexander's victory had made gold cheaper. (Pollux, IX, 76.) Among the Romans, about 189 B. C., = I O : I (Livy, XXXVIII, 11); somewhat later,
= I I . ~ :I (Mommsen, in the histor. phil. Berichten der K. SBchs. Gesellschaft,
1551, 154 ff.); in the fourth century after Christ, =14: I. (Thcod., Cod. VIII,
4, 27.) W e sometimes find sudden variations.' Thus,according to PoZyh.,
XXXIV, 10, gold, in Italy, sank about
in consequence of the opzqing of
the mines at Aquilea. I t sank to the proportion of g: I when Caehnr 6;)ellt
the contents of the Roman treasure, which consisted of gold. (Surron.,
Ccs., 54.) The ratio of 17: I, during Hannibal's wars, was a species of National bankruptcy. See Plin., H. N., XXXIII, B.
After the February revolution, the gold-agio, as compared with silver,
rose from 10-17 to 70 per 1,ooo. (M. Chevalier Cours, 111, 316.) On t h e
other hand, since the discovery of America, gold, as compared with commodities, has declined much less than silver. Compare Nerrnana, Ueber den
gegenwartigen Zustand des Milnzwesens, in Rau's Archiv., I, 151 ff. According to Lord Liverjool, Treatise on the Coins of the Realm, the value of
gold coin in the London market, as compared with bank notes, varied in
years,almost 5% per cent.
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SECTION CXLIII.
T H E P R I C E O F GOLD A S COMPARED WITH
SILVER.

THAT O F
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If the gold-production of California should be attended1 by
a notable depression of the value of that metal, it becomes a
question whether or not silver would be necessarily depreciated with it. Senior claims that it would not, for the reason
that the two precious metals do not, for most purposes, act as
substitutes each of the other. If a country needed 1,000
pounds of gold and 15,ooo pounds of silver as money: and these
two sums of metal were equal in value, an increase of gold by
one-half, which would depreciate its price in relation to silver
to 10: I, would not overflow the channels of circulation. The
1,500 pounds of gold are now also equal to only 15,ooo pounds
of silver, and vice versa.
I would put very important limitations to this assertion.
Even a moderate depreciation of gold would drive out the
silver from all those countries which had a mixed coinage
made up of the two metals; and hence the supply of silver
would be increased in the other countries. And so it is quite
possible, up to a certain point, that the larger silver coin should
be replaced by small gold ones, ten and five franc pieces etc.
Rau is certainly right in his surmise that a general rise in the
price of commodities as compared with coin, the result of a
great increase of gold, would go farthest in countries in which
the gold is the medium of circulation, begin later in those
l I n recent times, it has become possible to extract from ancient silver
coins a small quantity of gold, and with some advantage. European industry produced in this way about 1,600kilogrammes of gold per annum. One
half of this amount is obtained in France 2nd the rest in Hamburg, Amsterdam, Brussels and St. Petersburg. (Miclrd Chevalier, Cours, 111, 302.)
Senior, On the Value of Money, 77 E. I t is certain that a simple variation in prices would not induce people to have gold table services, or architectural ornaments of silver.
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which had a mixed circulation, and continue for the the shortest time in those countries which, by force of law, had a
silver circulation only?
3 Rau, Lehrbuch, 6th ed., I,
277 c. I n Rau's opinion (loc. cit.) we may,
in the course of the next decades, expect a decline of the price of gold of
about 76 per cent., and of only 10 per cent. of the price of silver (because of
the low prices of quicksilver.) But here he seems to overlook entirely what
influence rrchange of standard in important commercial districts would have.
Compare the uorks already mentioned. Fleetv~ood,Chronicon preciosum, or an Account of English Gold and Silver Money, the Price of Corn
and other Commodities etc., for Six Hundred Years last past, 1707; Duyrd
de Saint Maur, Essai sur les .Monnaies ou Reflexions sur les Rapports entre
les Denr6es et l'Argent, 1746; U n ~ e r ,Ordnung der Fruchtpreise, 1752;
Paucton, Mktrologie ou Trait6 des Mesures etc., des anciens Peuples et les
modernes, 1780; the appendix to Mnc~herson'sAnnals of Commerce, 1805;
the tables in Garnier's translation of Adam Smith, vol. 11, 1822; A. Young,
Inquiry into the progressive Value of Money in England, as marked by the
Price of Agricultural Products, 1812; W. F. LZoyd, Prices of Corn in Oxford, in the Beginning of the fourteenth Century, and also from 1583 to the
present Time, 1830; Heyerich, in the Tiib. Zeitschrift, 1858,471 E There are
some very interesting notes on the history of prices during the Merovingian
and Carolingian periods in Gudrard, Polyptiques, I, 141 ff.
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PAPER NONEY,

PAPER MONEY."
SECTION I.
PAPER MONEY AND MONEY-PAPEK.

Paper money must be distinguished from other value-paper
or money-paper,' which may also run to the possessor or
holder, and not unfrequently serve as a medium of payment.
In the case of these bonds or obligations: their circulating
capacity is a secondary matter, and the principal thing the
authentication of an economic legal relation; whereas paper
money is intended principally, if not exclusively, to act as
money. a Money-paper appears in a great many different
forms, but it nearly always bears interest. Its value depends
in great part on the rate and certainty of its interest. On the
*Furnished by the author exlx-essly for this edition.
'Thus, for instance, the bonds (and their coupons) of states, cities, great
corporations, certificates of stock, mortgages, bills of exchange, checks.
* A Prussian regulation of 1765 (Goldsclrmidt, Handbuch des Handels.
rechts, I, SO), calls money-paper ( E f e t e n ) , instruments of trade in which
a value or a valuta is designated.
Gavnier, French translation of Adam Smith, 11, 143 ff., distinguishes between coin-paper and promise-paper: the latter is never found in circulation
at the same time with the capital which it represents. Say says that, for instance, evidences of state indebtedness, state bonds, call for money if they
would circulate, but they seldom act as money in circulation. (TraitC, 111,
ch. 2.) Sismondi very well determines the difference In his Richesse Commerciale, I, 160. Rna, Lehrbuch, I, 5 293, requires of all good paper money:
a., that its mere transfer, even without any proof of its rightful acquisition,
should suffice to vest the property in it in the receiver; b., that the power
emitting it should enjoy universal confidence or be able to compel universal
recognition; C., that its redemption should not be fixed for any definite point
of time.

'
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other hand, the endeavor to insure a more favorable reception
for paper money by the promise of interest has been exceedingly seldom succe~sful.~And in reality, good prospects as
to interest (Zinsaussichte~z)and ease of transfer from one hand
to another are two qualities which lie in very different directions!
T h e many recent writers who claim for paper money the
marks of irredeemableness and forced circulation, confound
the unfortunately too frequent degeneration of an institution
with its real nature. They contradict, too, usage of speech,
which, in countries where silver is the standard,unhesitatingly
-

P
-

"hat
it is not possible to keep paper money from declining in value, by
the payment of interest, the people of Korth America learned from'more
than one experiment during the eighteenth century. (Benjamin FranHin,
Remarks and Facts relative to the Paper Money of America, 1765.) T h e
same phenomcnon W-asobserved in the case of the Spanish vales, which
were created during the North American war in consequence of the absence
of the silver fleet. (Bour-going, Tableau de 1' Espagne, 11, 38 ff. Humbolrlt, N. Espagne, 11, SOS.) When the Portuguese a$olices (since 1797) still
bore six per cent. they depreciated in value; and when the payment of the
interest was suddenly stopped, the rate of exchange did not become any
lower. (Balbt, Esai statist. sur le Portugal, I, 323.) I n Austria, in September, 1820, the bank notes which bore no interest were at a premium as compared with the imperial treasury notes, which did bear interest of I per cent.,
although the credit of both kinds of paper had ultimately the same foundntion, namely, Austrian state-credit.
5 T h e attempt to make paper money pay interest suggests (as the Saint Simonists recoinmend it should, with much ado; Enfajrh'n, Ser les Banques,
d' Escompte in the Producteur, ISZG), that awkward sword, irivented by
Count Wilhclm von Hii:keburg, to the blade of which a pistol is affixed!
Shortly before each term for the payment of interest, the circulation of such
paper money would be arrested. If the rate of discount should sink beIow
the rate of interest such notes bore, they would be sought after eagerly and
disappear in quantities, and, not be ever seen again until the rate of discount
had risen to a high figure, when they would be suddenly presented for redemption. Such interest-bearing paper money, therefore, would be a serious element to aggravate the fluctuations of the money-market between good
and bad times. When interest-bearing paper money pays interest at therate
usual in the country, it is hoarded by misers. (v. S t r u e a . ~ Abhandlungen,
.
111, 387.) Compare Forbonnais, Principes Bconomiques, p. 234, ed. Guill.,
whereas v. Pvittwifi,Kunst reicli zu werden (1840~,359,takes delight in elaborating the idea of an interest-bearing paper money.
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calls g,old coins money, although they cannot be forctd on any
one! T h e paper money issued by the state deserves, indeed,
the appellation in the fullest measure; but starting from this
point we find a number of grades in a downward direction,
which may still be called money;' and we shall see especially
that the diirerences between state paper money and bank
notes so widely asserted are, in great measure, differences not
of kind but of degree.
T h e idea of replacing the precious metals as a medium of
circulation by a less costly material, even the ancients were
acquainted with; but with the exception of the Carthaginians,
they scarcely ever made any bse of it except in cases of need
and transit~rily.~
51, and the authorities for and
6 Of jurists, see TMt, Handelsrecht, I,
against in &Zdscl~/zid.?, Handelsrecht, 11, Kap. 4, I, z. The compulsory
circulation of paper money is an essential element only in reference to the
person that issues it. Of political economists, especially A. W a g n e r in
Bluntsckli's Staatsw6rterbuch, Art. Papiergeld, Band, VII, who, however, is
very soon compelled to oppose to paper money "proper," another kind not
"proper." Adant Stttitlc unhesitatingly accounts bank notes also papermoney. (W. of N., 11, ch. 2, p. zS, Bas.) Hztskisson understands by "papermoney" only the irredeemable paper-money of the state, while bank notes
should be considered as "paper currency." (Thc Question concerning the
Depreciation of our Currency, 1810.)
' S y d , MBnz, Wahrungs-und Bankfragen in Deutschland, 50 ff., distinguishes four classes of paper-money: 1st class, paper-money covered by
cash; zd class, bank notes covered after the manner of banks; 3d class, state
paper-money; 4th class, such paper money as the notes of the Southern
Confederacy after its defeat.
8Even PZoto, De Legg., V,742, was acquainted with money after the Spartan type, intended only for internal trade: vdptopa h ~ ! d , o l o v ,ahroi;
@U
~vrrpovr o ; ~8& dRAot~dv8prdnor~dd6xrpov. Besides the state
kept for foreign trade a supply of the universal Hellenic money, of which
in case of need, private individuals could acquire what portion they needed
by exchange. When Dionysius I. issued tin instead of silver money, all the
Syracusans, although they noticed the forgery, acted in their intercourse
wit11 one another as if they considered the coins genuine. (Aristot., CEcon.,
~ I , z 1"02111.v,
I,
IX, 79. Timotheos behaved more honorably when, pressed
by the dearth of money, he gave his troops copper coin tokens, which passed
for the time being for their full value in the camp; but which were later to
be redeemed at their full value in silver. (Arisfot., CEc. 11, 22.) Compare
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Similarly, the middle ages in Europe; as in general all
greater development of the credit-system - and all paper
money is credit-money- has a natural growth only in the
l0
higher stages of civili~ation.~
P o l y ~ n Strateg..
,
JV,10, 2. The iron money which the Klazomenians exchanged with the rich for silver, which bore interest, but which the rich
were forced to take, had a longer duration; the silver was used to pay foreign state creditors, the iron money circulated for the time being in the city,
and was gradually redeemed. (Aristot., loc. cit., 11, 17.)
W e are still more forcibly reminded of paper money by the Carthagenian
leather money, where any object whatever of the size of a coin was shut up
in a leather envelope with the state seal, and then circulated as if it were the
coin it purported to be. Mieris, Beschryving der Munstn, 1726, explains the
saga of Dido's ox-skin by means of this leather money. Certain it is, however, that the surprise with which the sophistical dialogue, Eryxias, mentions
the matter, is a proof how foreign it was to the Greeks. Concerning the
Roman plated denarii which were stamped with the silver coins, but which
were also accepted by the state treasury, see Mommsen, R. G., I, 405.
I n the middle ages, leather money was issued as a promlse of future payment: by the doge of Venice in the wars of I 122 and r 126 (Montamavi, Della
Moneta, 34); by King John, of England, during the struggle of the barons
(Camdea); Etnp. Frederick 11. at the siege of Faventia(MaZespini, Hist. Fior.,
130, Villani, Hist. Fior., VI, 21); by Louis 1X.during his captivity (v. Raumer
Hohenstaufen, V, 461), John of France, 1360 (Anderson, Origin of Commerce). On the Frankfurt lead marks which were afterwards redeemed by
the Rechnerei: Kirchtter, I, 541. Lavallette's copper tokens during the siege of
Malta had the inscription: non ces sedpdes. The paper money which was issued during the siege of Leyden, the inhabitants afterwards would rather
preserve than have redeemed, ad pe~petuamZ?berationis diuincz nzetlro~ia~ir.
(Boraitii, De Nummis, 1605, I, 15. Distress coins, melacs, during the siege
of Landau and of the Hungarian Ragoczy, Marpurger, Beschreibung del
Banquen, 213. Krones, Zur Geschichte Ungarns itn Zeitalter R's, 1870.)
IoThe Chinese have had various kinds of paper-money in their country
since the 7th century after Christ. Sometimes they called them "flying
coins, convenient coins," and sometimes coupons, bons, conventions (Klajroth,
Mgmoires relatives it l'Asie, 1,375 ff.), against which the caravans, as sobn as
they had passed the limits were obliged to exchange their silver (Pegolotli,
Pratica della Mercati~rain Della decima etc., 111, 3). These had compulsory
circulation in Chlna. The great Mongolian khans here became acquaintec!
with paper-money. (M. PoZo, 11, 21.) Thus, especially in Persia, where refusal to accept such money and the imitation of it was punished with death
(1340). Compare FerisAln, ed. Br<<rgs, I, 414 K d'ohsson, Hist. des Mongols, IV, IOI ff.; 11,487. Even here there occured cases of state bankruptcy
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SECTION 11.
ADVANTAGES A N D DISADVANTAGES O F P A P E R MONEY.

Where it is at all possible to give paper money the same
purchasing power as metallic money possesses, it is unquestionable that the former must have many advantages over the latter. True, paper money is very inconvenient for small
amounts; l but all the more convenient for large amounts, as
well for purposes of counting as for purposes of the storing
up of values and for transmission from place to place; a matter
of greater importance in proportion to the badness of a country's means of transportation, and to the cheapness of the metal
of its currency h i t h e r t ~ . ~It seems a still more important matter
to most people that paper money dispenses with the use of a
great quantity of the precious metals for purposes of circulation, which can now either be turned into utensils, etc. in the
country itself or used in foreign countries to make investments
of capital there, or in the purchase of commodities? In naand finally withdrawals of the depreciated paper. KLaproth, loc. cit.) I n
Japan, according to Oliphant, Narrative of L. Elgin's Mission to China and
Sapan (1859), all foreign coins were'required to be exchanged against papermoney at the offices of the state bankers.
1 Adam Smith mentions North American paper money of the amount of
I shilling, and Yorkshire bank notes of the amount of 1% shillings. Sweden
had, until 1828, notes of 28 9fennigs.
2 Hence in Sweden, with its copper standard of long duration, the system
of banks of issue was developed very early. The transport-notes (Tmns$ovtzettel) (to be found in that country as far back as 1661) of the Stockholm
bank are considered the oldest bank notes. Compare, however, Palgpme,
in the Statist. Journal, 1873. When, in 1768, Catherine 11. introduced paper
money into Russia, the people gladly paid
per cent. exchange to the state
treasury for it. (Briick7zev, in Uildeb~and'sJahrbitcher, 1863,49.) According
to Cancrin, Oconomie der menschl. Gesellschaft, 116, private individuals in
from four to five months exchanged 40 millions of silver roubles for paper.
And thus, in 17S0, Berlin bank notes stood a few per cent. above par, and
the notes of the S. Carlos-Bank, in 1788, from I to 1% per cent. (Raw, Archiv., 11, 161.)
When at times in which paper money is looked upon with diffidence,
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tional economies whose commerce is a growing one, the same
advantage finds a negative expression in this, that they are not
compelled to satisfy the increasing demand for money by procuring costly metah4 Of the individual members of the nation, all these advantages of convenience will be experienced
by those who employ the paper money. T h e economical or
saving advantages of paper money are appropriated by the
issuers to themselves, in the form of a non-interest bearing
loan, which they make to those owners of money or to those
who are entitled to a money-claim and to whom the paper
money is acceptable instead of cash money.= A diminution
for instance of the number of bank notes or of state paper
peasants and others bury their metallic money. this advantage of course is
lost. On the other hand, the exportation of precious metal money, caused
by the emission of paper money, must not be considered a necessary evil,
but rather as the condition precedent w h ~ c hin most cases makes the above
,advantages of the paper money possible for the first time. Compare Ad. Wagner, Die russische Papierwshrung (IS~S),
22, 24, 33. Ricardo, Proposals for
s n economical and sure Currency, 1816,estimated that England, after the
abolition of the bank restriction, needed twenty million pounds sterling.
'The interest on this amount of capital inclusive of wear and tear etc., should
he estimated a t a t least ten percent.; that is for the whole kingdom a t at least
from two and one-half to three millions a year. O n this Ricardo founded his
proposal to base the bank notes on gold bars. I n its time, the essay: Guineas
an unnecessary and expensive Incumbrance on Commerce, or the Impolity
,of repealing the Bank-Restriction Bill considered (London, ~Soz),met with
great approval.
4Adnm Slnillc calls attention to the analogous case in which a manufacturer replaces a costly machine by a cheap one, sells the former and employs the difference between the old one and the new in enlarging his
business. (W. of N., 11, ch. 2.) When, indeed, all nations have introduccd
the use of paper money, the greater portion of the advantages which the one
nation was able to obtain by its means cease, and the only ultimate result is
a depreciation of the value of money and of the precious metals. Formerly
the advantage reaped by the single nation that emitted paper money was
greater than its share in the depreciation. ( Wolowski, EnquCte de 1865~108.)
5 When E. Seyd calls bank notes more costly than metallic money, because
the former in England require an outlay for administration of 1% per cent.
per annum, while the wear and tear of metallic money amount8 to I per
cent. only in 20 years (Statist. Journal, 1872, 5 1 I), he overlooks the loss in
interest and the costs of coinage in the latter case.
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money does not diminish the available capital of the people.
Its only effect is that a smaller portion of it is at the disposal
of the bank or of the government.
But in contrast with these advantages are the great disadvantages, since paper money is wanting in most of those
which originally made the precious metals the best
instruments of exchange and the best measures of value. In
addition to this, paper money may he increased at pleasure,
and at alinost no cost; and an occasional surplus of it cannot
flow either into other branches of employment (as a surplus of
metallic money may into utensils, ornamentation, etc.) nor into other countries. And thus the constancy of value of paper
money, that is, one of the chief requisites of all good money$
imperiled in the highest degree. True, the paym ent-power,
or " legal tender" character given such money by the state
may certainly supplement in some way its matter and formvalue. But this supplement or addition constitutes,in the case
of large amounts a small quota; or else the quantity of money
as compared with the amount of rnoney needed for commerce
would have to be fixed very accurately; a thing of peculiar
dificulty in the case of paper money, which is almost costless?
Related to this is the fact that in France, during the assignat-crisis, the
large bills of IO,OW francs were harder to get rid of than the small ones.
( A . Schnridt's Parisier Zustande, 111, 2 2 . )
The numbering of paper money. A state which should neglect this
would not only reserve to itself the possibility of an unlimited increase, but
wo~lldsurrender all control of its officials charged with the emission of the
paper money. Law, Trade and Money, 162, advises that a large money reward should be paid to any one who should show the existence of a higher
number than allowed by law, or of a duplicate number. And indeed, as
comptroller-in-chief, he caused the PrQvdtdes marclrandr to be removed, because charged with the duty of burning the paper withdrawn from circulation, he (the prdvbt) noticed that the same number reappeared several time*
6
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SECTION 111.
K I N D S O F REDEMPTION.

While precious metal money carries, so to speak, by far the
greater portion of its value in itself, and this to such an extent
that it appears on the inscription found on its face, the inscription found on paper money is almost the only reason of its
value? (Credit-value.) The issuer promises in one form or another, expressly or tacitly, that he intends to redeem the note,
almost valueless in itself, in real goods; and the vrilue of this
promise depends on the probability of its fulfillment? The
only fully satisfactory kind of redemption consists in this, that
every holder of the paper money may, immediately on demand,
obtain its nominal value in good current metallic money.
This only can, in the long run, keep paper money up to its full
nominalvaIue. But experience teaches that even with less perfect modes of redemption, paper money may maintain a part of
its nominal value, and a part greater in proportion as the following conditions are approximated to: freedom from personal
considerations, the immediateness of the redemption, and currency of the goods by means of which redemption is effected.
Thus, for instance, the acceptance of paper money for all debts
due the state, in countries where taxation is heavy, where
there are large state industries etc.; where the laiids of the
state are farmed out etc., has a great influence on its course of
exchange? Redemption in parcels of land is a very imperfect
If a traveler wished to pay his inn-keeper in the note of a bank entirely unknown in the place, the latter would certainly refuse it. I f , on the other
hand, the traveler were to offer him a silver coin, the stump and inscription
of which were not familiar, still it would be taken at the value of the inetal
it contained, after deduction made of the costs of testing it, re-coining it, and
compensation for the trouble caused. Ignored by Beukeley, who, indeed,
considered metallic rnoney nothing but L'counters " or tickets (Querist, No.
23,26,441, 4 7 9 , and who ascribes important advantages to paper money,whichby " stamp " and " signature " is made as costly as gold (++o)- over metallic money (226).
Any person who has witnessed a tan-execution, or sale of property for the
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one, not only on account of the great differences in the value
of pieces of land according to quality, situation, the times etc.,
but also because only a very small number of men, especially
where money is the usual medium of exchange, are in a condition to accept parcels of land.3 It is a question whether the
non-payment of taxes (Stuerexecution) will admit that a tax receipt is at least
as real goods as an umbrella or a glass window that protects one from the
storm. MicheZis considers the amount of running payments to the state
fbr duties, taxes etc., as the only right basis for full-value paper money. (Ber
liner Vierteljahrsschrift, 1863, 111.) Better yet when HoYKen advises that
only as lnuch paper money should be issued as amounted to the average balance (Besia?ad) in the national treasury. T h e tax-basis is defended with
great warmth by L. Stein. Louis XIV., in 1704 issued paper money bearing
7 per cent interest, the acceptance of which by all the royal officers of the
treasury was prohibited! (Dutot, Riflexions, 863, Daire.) Law, Trade and
Monty (1703) ascribes to parcels of land the greatest constancy of value, because they cannot be replaced, because they can be neither increased nor decreased, and because they help to produce all other goods (p. 170). While
silver cannot but depreciate, they have a prospect but to rise (188). Hence
L a w recommended notes based on parcels of land as the best money. (163,
L ~ I195.)
,
Similarly, Benjawzitz Fvanklin, Modest Inquiry into the Nature and
Necessity of a Paper Currency: and the Paper Money of Pennsylvhia, New
York and New Jersey was actually based on parcels of land, and was to be
extinguished by the enfeoffed owners, and the interest paid by them. (E&ling, Gesch. und Erdbeschreib, von N. Amerika, 111, 621, IV, 649.)
F. Reltonavd de Ste Cvoix, Voyage aux Indes orientales (~Sxo),I, 32, describes a species of paper money based on parcels of land which had lost 40
per c e n t of its nominal value, although the holders of them were invested
with the fief a t only one-half their value. The French mnndnts tevvito~inux
of 1796, declined in five months to 5 per cent. of their nominaf value, although
they contained the provision that the holders might, without public sale
(Asction), have a certain amount of the national estates dlotted to them in
exchange for the mandats. The assignats were still more defective after
their redemption (at the Cnisse de E'extraordinaive), which was at first intended, and their drawing of interest were not fulfilled. Leaving the taxbasis out ofconsideration, the notes might, at the sale of the national estates,
be brought in as means of payment: a thing which would not have been inc.~perabive,
provided the amount of the paper money had been strictly limited to
the price of the pieces of land estimated in money. On the 1st of April, 1790,
qoo,cqooo francs in assignats were issued, and in September;$oo,ooo,ooo
more, both together about equal to the secularized property of the church:
(Ad. Schmidt, Pariser Zustiinde, 11, 97.) But as afterwards all proportion
between these two magnitudes ceased, or rather as up td January I, 1793:
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threat of punishing the refusal to accept paper money, or to
accept it at its full nominal value, can be called a negative
mode of redemption. Certain it is, however, that it is the
most barbarous and in the long run the least efficient mode,
one in which the issuer calculates only on the fear of those
who accept it; and, what is most demoralizing, on the hope
they entertain ehat they in turn shall be able to dispose of it
to others as timid.4
--

-

3,626,000,000 assignats were issued; up to September, 1794, over 8,8oo,m,o00;
up to September, 1795, 1 g , 7 o o , m , m ; and finally up to September, 1796,
45,578,000,MXJ francs, of which perhaps 6,500,m were either burned br demonetized, the price of the national estates on lands must naturally have
risen as vastly as the asr,ignats declined.
4 T h e paper money issued by Colbert's successor, Chamillard, soon lost on
account of its too great amount, 25 per cent. of its value, spite of the fact
that it bore interest, and that
of all payments to private persons had to
be made in it. (Forbonnais, Recherches et Considdrations, 11, 182.) When
the people of the United States, in 1775, issued paper money, it did not decline in value up to the end of 1776, so long as the amount did not exceed
$ z o , m , m , as it was considered a matter of honor to take it at par. Afterwards, mhen the amount issued continued to increase, not even the law that
a ref~lsalto accept it, or insisting on taking it below par, should be punished
with the loss of the commodity, and that the guilty party should bedeclared
a national enemy, could keep it from declining in value; so thatin May, 1871,
a dollar in specie was worth $200.5 in paper. Compare Franklin, Works,
ed. Sparks, 11,421, VIII, 328, 50s.
France, during the Reign of Terror, on the 2d day of April 1793, threatened the claiming of a discount in the taking of assignats with six years'
confinement in chains, and on the 1st day of August, on Couthon's motion,
with twenty years' confinement. I n addition to this, maximum prices for
the principai necessities of llfe were fixed and the exceeding of them was punished by severe penalties; and in France, and still more in the neighboring
conquered countries, there were many persons who preferred to take assignats
instead of payment rather than permit themselves to be robhed by requisitions. And yet on the 4th of June, 1796, one franc in specie exchanged for
SW francs assignats. Compare Busclr, Geldumlauf, I11 (5 58 E., d'litenrois,
Etat. des Finances Fran~aise,1796).
"he
Prussian treasury notes of 1806, by virtue of a decree published in
1807, were to be taken by all at a rate of exchange to be officially published
from time to time. Between Decemher I, 1807, and February 2S, I-,
the
highest normal course of exchange" was 71, btrd the lowest 27 per cent. I n
January, 1815, a refusal to take them at par, except in certain cases, was
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COMPULSORY CIRCULATION.

When paper money which is not completely redeemable and it is scarcely possible that in the long run it should be
thus redeemable - has sunk below its nominal value, the result in the case of all private paper money is the bankruptcy
( Vermogensbruch) of the individual issuing it ; in the case of
state paper money, the legal provision that it shall have a cornpulsory circulation (Zwangcourse; coursforcd): T o what ex-

-

threatened with from 500 to r , m thalers of a money-fine or from 6 to 12
months' imprisonment. But indeed, in December, 1812, of 8 , ~ ~ ) , 0 thalers,
00
there were only 731,625 still circulating. Compare 5 7 of the decree of the
19th of January, 1813. I n April, 1815, it was ordered that the half of all
taxes should be paid in such notes, or that if not, 8% per cent. should be
added as a penalty. This penalty, reduced in 1827 to 1 silver groschen,
was not formally abolished even in 1870, although it had long fallen into disuetude. There was a run of' the owners of the notes in 1830, for redemption, and again in 1841 and 1848; in 1848 to the extent of at most 40,000
thalers in one day, and altogether not over I W , thalers.
~
(Bevgies, in the
Tiibinger Zeitschr., 1870, 226 K.) About 1846, it was estimated that scarcely
a year of Prussian paper money was presented for redemption, while
of the state receipts came in in the shape of paper money. (Ratc, Archiv.,V,
125, 207.) The Saxon treasury notes never lost over 2 per cent., although
the state treasury redeemed them up to 1804 only at an cz@o of g Yfennigs
per thaler, and afterwards of I Yfennig.
1 Those entitled to make money claims are either compelled to accept the
paper money at its nominal value or only at its current value for the time
being. I n the latter instance, the unjust compulsion is much smaller, but at
the same time the whole expedient is much less productive to the state; and
hence the former is the more usual. I t was provided in Austria on the 22d
of May and the 2d of June, 1848, that the fornler should be the rule, and that
the latter should govern in cases in which gold or foreign silver had been
stipulated for. (Hoyken, Oesterreichs Finanzprobleme, p. 53.) On the 7th
of February, 1856, it was permitted to contract by express promise for loans
In 'be metallic currency of the country, both for the interest and the repayment of the principal. Hence a species of parallel-currency. If it be made
enhrely impossible for private individuals to protect themselves against the
~ompulsoryc~rculationof paper money, the more prudent are forced to send
rneir capital into foreign countries, which operates very disadvantageously to
poor countries especially. ( Wagner, Tiibing. Zeitschr., 1863, 441.)
VOL.I. 29

-
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tent the real rate of exchange of paper money shall fall in any
case depends not only on the amount issued as compared with
the wants of trade, but also and still more on the degree of confidence which the state of public affairs inspire^.^ T h e first
consequence attending a depreciated currency is, that the good
precious metal money is withdrawn from circulation and even
from the country; for the reason that it cannot maintain its
true value side by side with the paper money; the usual effect
in all untenable mixed standards or c~rrencies.~
A second, and
* Thus, for instance, the Frederick coins, and for a time the French assignats
were helped by-the popular enthusiasm, while Gustavus III., of Sweden,
could give little value to his paper. (v. Struensee, Abh., 111, 577.) I n
France, in 1796, z,qoo,ooo,m vzn?~dnfswere issued instead of all the 'outstanding assignats; that is, as many as there were assignats at the close of
the year 1792. And yet the latter were then only 2 j per cent. below par;
the former, before one month had elapsed, 80,and in nine months, almost gS
per cent. below par. ( S t Chama?rs,Nouvelle Essai sur la Richesse des Nations, p. 150. ( A . Schmidt, Parisier Zustinde, 111, 12.1 E.) I n Austria, in
1811, the volume of paper rnoney was contracted, but in a manner so violent
and destructive of credit that rts rate of exchange did not rise in conse,
the rate of exchange
que1:ce (Tub. Zeitschr., 1763, 1874.) After 1 8 ~ 8also,
of Austrian paper money was much more perceptibly influenced by the
variations in the political state of affairs than by the changes in its volume.
(Tub. Zeitschr., 1856, 129.) I n the summer and winter of' 1866, about
650,m,000 paper rubles circulated, with scarcely any increase or decrease ;
and yet the ratio of er:change was, during a part of the summer, 66, and in
winter, 84 per cent. of thr silver value of the ruble. (Wag,tev, Russ. Papierwahrung, 74.) Instances in which the increase in the price of cotntnodities began to be more general only after the volume of paper money had
decreased; in Austria, in 1851 and 1866; in Russia, in 1857 (loc. cit).
a Then precious metal money becomes a commodity of which great stores
may be collected in the country itself, at the banks, but chiefly for foreign
trade. I t is said that Austrian business men in 1860 and the following years
invested "hoards " to the amount of several hundred million florins in exchange on metallic-currency countries. (Tiib. Zeitschr., 422.) Good paper
money will never drive out the whole supply of cash money out of a coun.
try, because a good portion must always be kept for purposes of redemption;
depreciated paper money operates much farther in this direction. Even the
exportation of small change may become a profitable speculation as soon as
the amount of depreciation of paper money exceeds the seigniorage. Then
usually small change of a worse kind is stamped, as, for instance, in Austria, .copper instead of silver; and in 1860, 12 millions florins of paper small
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worse consequence is the unrightful revolution produced in so
many income and property relations, based on old contracts, to
the advantage of the debtor, to the disadvantage of the creditor, and of those who receive nominally fixed salaries.' These
consequences are in kind similar to those produced by the
clipping of the coin; but in degree they are much more dangerous. Besides, the depreciation of paper produces, by no
means, an equal rise in the prices of all commodities. The
prices of those commodities, the sellers of which are most
favorably situated in the struggle for prices, rise earliest and
highest. This is true especially of foreign commodities, also
of those inland commodities which can be easily exported,
and most particularly of those commodities which have the
change. Here the exportation of the better money is not a consequence, but
the motive to the manufacturing of the worse.
4 During the assignat-period it could happen that a land owner, after the
term for which he had farmed out his land, might be compelled to surrender
it to the farmers, for the reason that the taxes, requisitions, etc., paid by the
farmers, amounted to more than the farm rent. I n the case of the former,
the calculation was based on the recent depreciated value of the assignats;
in the case of the latter, on the higher value the assignats had at the moment
that the contract was concluded. (Bilsch, Geldumlauf, 111, 62.) A writer
in the Revue des deux Mondes, April 15, 1865, thinks that one reason why
the American civil war was so popular in the northwest was because the
paper money issued during the rebellion made it easy for that part of the
country to pay off the mortgage-debts which had burthened it since 1848.
Even of tAe two law catastrophes, Duclos. in his memoirs, remarks that
they produced a great admixture of those who had been formerly separated
by differences of class and wiped out the previous ideas of decorum, fitness, etc.
6 During the time that the clipping of the coin was practiced, it is scarcely
possible to show that money was debased below I I per cent. of what its value
should have been. See, on the other hand, F, 3. I n Austria, in 1810, a person had to give 1,200 florins in paper money for loo florins in silver. (Tub.
Zeitschr., 1861, 593.) I n North America, in 1781, it took $280 in paper to
purchase $ I in silver. (Ebeling, Gesch. und ~rdbeschreib.,von N. A., 1856,
111, 580; IV, 440; V, 437.) During the American civil war, the paper money
(Oc.
of the Southern States declined to % (December, 1863) and even to &
"" .
tober, 1864) of its nominal value. Compare Hock, F'inanzen der V. Staaten,
514 ff. Observed even by Storch, Handbuch, Rnc2.q translation, 111, 141 fi:
(See, on the other hand, C. King, Thoughts, p. "3.) I n Paris in July, 1795,
the greater number of commodities estimated in assignats were worth as
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greatest capacity for circulation, for instance, gold and silver.@
Hence, it would be a great mistake in countries where there
is an irredeemable paper currency with compulsory circulation, to measure its purchasing power at a special discount as
compared with the precious metals. Therefore, a depreciated
paper currency has transitorily an effect on industry similar to
that of a protective tariff, and even as the payment of export
premiums; inasmuch as it enables manufacturers to permit a
part of their cost of production, viz.: that which they have to
pay their workmen, their older creditors, and in part, also,
their furnishers of raw material, to rise in a less degree than
the paper money has declined in value? This is indeed a very
inequitable advantage accorded to private individuals in the
much as if the rate of exchange of the latter was 6-14 per cent. of their
nominal value, while it actually amounted to only 3% per cent.
6 Where an agio of exchange of metallic money as compared with paper
is prohibited, the decline of the latter will manifest itself not only in foreign
rates of exchange, but also in the price of bars of the precious metals.
7 The changes of the agio or premium depend mainly on the supply and
demandof the precious metals, that is, on the extent and intensity of the business transactions which have to be made in these metals themselves. ( W a g ?&er,,Russ. Papierw., 87.) Hence, for short periods of time, it may be said
in a paper currency country, that business transactionsbased o n cash money
have a great element of variation in them. ( W a g n e r in BluntschZi's Staatswi5rterbuch, 111,971.) T h e purchase and lease-hold prices of fixed capital, of
houses, fbr instance, rise much less because most people look upon the distress as transitory, and of short duration. ( A . Walker, Sc. of W . , 133.) I n
Austria in 1859, the rise of the agio of exchange of silver from par to 40 per
cent., and its subsequent fall within 7 months to zo per cent., left the price of
coin almost entirely unaffected. ( A . W a g n e r , Gatt. Anz., 1860,"4.) That
country people in general suffer more from a bad paper currency than the
towns people and inhabitants of cities, see Bonatny Price, Currency and
Banking, 175, seq. I n the northern states of the American union, in 1864,
r z home kinds of commodities had risen 148 per cent, 7 foreign kinds of
commodities, 164 per cent., and 7 which could be obtained only from the
southern states, 353 per cent. (v. Hock, 186 seq.) As too great issues of paper money are so frequently made on account of war, it is comparatively
easy to understand why it is that articles for which war creates a demand
should rise in price very soon and very high; while the very opposite happens in times of taxation-distress, in the case o f . great many articles of luxury, which can readily be dispensed with. Biisclt remarks (Werke, VII, 91)
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face of the universal distress of the c o ~ n t r yB. ~ And these bad
consequences are aggravated by the downward-path principle which a depreciated paper money always involves. The
state whose financial distress introduced the evil, sees a great
prtion of its revenues melt away before its eyes;10 while in
what concerns its outlay, nothing is more calculated to mislead it than such an imagined creation out of nothing. And a
thing which greatly contributes to this is the frightful sensitiveness of a depreciated paper currency in the presence of
complications of foreign politics, a quality which may cause
the government as many inconveniences from without as the
issue of its paper money produced conveniences to it at home."
that retail dealers frequently raise their prices in order not to be obliged to
pay out so many small coins as change for the paper dollar.
8Compare HuJeland, N. Grundlegung, 11, 241. Self-seeking undertakers
(U?ziernehmer = men of enterprise) have, on this account, bbth in Austria
and Russia (Wngsrer, Russ. P. W., 105), but more so in North Amer-ice (v.
Hock, 556 E..),
opposed measures intended to restbre values ( Y d ~ t n )on
, the
ground that they were anti-national. Even S$eyausky experienced this in
1809,when he published very correct ideas on paper money, while in the
fairy" times of Catherine II., no one even thought that state paper money
is a state debt. (Berulcavdi, Russ. Geschichte, 11, z,636.) One of the principal representatives of this cpurse is H. C. Carey, Our Resources(1866), and
in the New York Herald, 1865. O n the other hand, fiuclrw rightly calls
the more active exportation of countries, with a bad paper currency, an esportation of barbarous nations, the commerce of misery, to which any pricc
paid in metal or in any higher-standing product of civilization is acceptable.
(lrierteijahrsschrift, 1868, IV,167.) The nation in the aggregate loses in international trade for the simple reason that its foreign creditors will accept
its paper money a t most at its current rate of exchange against specie, while
foreign debtors force it upon the nation at its nominal value.
The different provinces also of a large empire may have very different
degress of depreciation of the same paper money. Thus, ia the interior of
Russia its rate of exchange against specie had for a long time not declined
beyond 50 per cent. of its nominal value; while the foreign rate of exchange
supposed a decline to 33% per cent. (Cancrin, ~ e l t r e i c h t h u m68.)
,
l0 A n enhancement of duties, taxes (Abgaben) etc., will seldom be able to
progress in the same measwe as the paper money sinks; in any case, a law
would be necessary to effect this, which, howevkr, comes alwais later than
the decline. (Sismondi, D u Papier Monnaie, 27.)
l' Wagner, Russische Papierwiihrung, 142, estimates that the Crimean war
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Hence recourse is had to additional'issues of paper, which are
easily increased in the same measure as the rate of exchange
(Cours) has declined.'* Great private interests operate in the
same direction. Between the increase of the volume of the
paper currency in circulation and its consequent depreciation,
some time always elapses; and in the mean time, either the
purchasing power of the money-owner or his loaning capital
is really greater than before. The former increases the demand for commodities, the latter facilitates their coming into
existence. However, the flight of speculation with which the
increase of paper money is wont to be accompanied j3 in the
beginning depends on an error shared by many men as to its
true value. Hence it does not last long, and the critical shrivcling up of the inflated bubbles is greater in proportion to
what the previous dimensions of these bubbles were. And
now many believe that the nation's business or economy
might be kept on its course by new emissions of paper money;
and the wise ones hope, at least, to be able thereby to postpone the catastrophe long enough to enable themselves to get
their property into a sate condition. And in fact, the restoration of a depreciated currency is accompanied by crises entirely similar to those which followed its first decline; only
they are in an opposite directi~n?~And hence conscientious
depreciated the average current rate of exchange of Russian paper money
by 11.1 per cent., the Italian war of ~ S j gby 14.5 per cent., the German war
of 1866 by 19.4 per cent., spite of the fact that ~ u s s i adid not participate directly in the last two wars.
'OThe more than forty-five milliards French assignats, estimated at their
rates current, really produced to the state only about six milliards. (Gent?,
Histor. Journ., 1800, 11, 317, after Lecoulteux.)
'3Very well explained by H. Tlrumion, Paper Credit of Great Br~tain,ch.
10. A s to how, in Austria, the paper-money crisis contributed to bring the
rigid national resources into a tllolten state, and to shake off the national inertiaby the feeling of insecurity, see Buquoy, Theorie d. Wirthschaff 1816,
347 E Sclrafle, System, 3 aufl., z j 4 seq., thinks that if Austria should first
adjust its values, and then, in case of another war, have recourse m a second
depreciation, the disastrous disturbances of its national economy consequent
herein would be produced twice instead of once, and not without reason.
a4 The Prussian treasury-bills stood, in June, rScg, at 36 per cent. of their
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statesmen are frequently deterred from seeking to etiect such
a restoration. Yet the darkest side of a paper currency severed of due connection with precious metal-money consists in
the frequent and violent fluctuations of value to which it is
~ u b j e c t ? ~T h e consequence of these fluctuations is, that
every commercial transaction, every credit-transaction, and
even every act of saving, in which money plays any part, is
made to bear the impress of a game of chance;" a consequence of far and deep reaching influence, especially in the
higher stages of civilization, where the importance of commerce, of the credit-system, and of money-economy as contradistinguished from barter-economy is so great; producing
there a state of uncertainty which is otherwise peculiar only
nominal value; June, 1810, 84% per cent.: January, 1812, 13%; December,
1812, 44%; June, 1813, 26%; July, 1813, 24% ; December 31, 1813, 4954;
January, 1815, SS; January 5, 1816, 99 per cent. Austrian paper money expressed in terms of metallic money, amounted, on an average, between 1849
and 1855, to 292,000,000, florins: but at certain moments, it fluctuated from
231,000,000 to 337,000,m. (Tiibing. Zeitschr., 1556, 124.). T h e agio of
sllver fluctuated during the Bancozetfel (bank-billets, a species of Austrian
paper money) period from one day to another on 'Change 40 and even IOO per
cent.: thus, on the news of Napoleon's entry into Paris, between the 25th of
March and the 4th of April, from 330 to 440; on the receipt of the news of
the result of the battle of Waterloo, in three days, from 458 to 412; after
Napoleon's abdication, from 412 to 320. (Gentz, Werke, V, 62.) Husk'sson
rightly calls a depreciated paper currency a much worse thing than clipped
coin: the clipping of the coin is, so to speak, one great blow after which
people can again calculate with certainty; but bad paper money is one continual fluctuation.
'"&The only difference here is that it is not left to individuils to say
whether they will join in the game or not." (Heyerich.)
l6 During the later assignat-period every house was full of commodities,
every pocket of samples; every L( exquisite " and every
lady
was a merchant,
.
.
because no one had any further confidence in the money. People had retrograded to the barbarous condition of trade by barter. (Goncozlut, Histoire de
la SociCtC franqaise pendant le Directoire, 1854.) The French constitution
of 1795 fixed the salaries of members of the Directory at the value of 5 0 , m
7n~'~iogramntes
of wheat (art. 173, 68). I n Delaware, while the depreciation
of paper money lasted, farm rent was usually required to be paid in produce

(E6eIinfte,V, 37.)
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to barbarous medieval times." All this discourages the best
business men and the best husbandmen more than it does
any other class of people, and demoralizes the whole economy
of a nation; and demoralizes it the more in proportion as it is
easier for the state to influence the value of paper money as
compared with specie, and as its influence is more irresi~tible?~
The compulsory circulation of paper money is a much more
powerful and yet a much more simple screw by means of
which to practice extortion than is the most burdensome taxation or forced loan, and at the same time the most comprehensive pourer which a government can possess to carry out
both these measures. (Ad. Wagner.)
All the horrors of the later Roman republic, the draining
of the provinces by robber-governors with their publicans
and sinners, the building up of monstrous fortunes without
any production proper, but through usury and rapine alone :
all this is made to revive again through the instrumentality of
the national-economic disease called a paper crisis, in a less
violent form, indeed, but in one which is much more insidious
and scarcely less pernicious.
17 Qf all contrivances for cheating mankind, none has been more effectual
than that which deludes them with paper ~noney." (D. IYebstcr.) T h e
American Secretary of the Treasury, JfcCulloch, says, in the report of December 7, 1868,of the legal tender notes: "there can be no doubt that these
acts have tended to blunt and deaden the public conscience, and they are
chargeable in no small degree with thc demoraIization which so generally
prevails." Niebuhr attributes the decline of old Spanish honesty which
was formerly so much relied on in all great money centers, principally to
the vales. (Nichtphilol. Nachlass, 489.)
18 This calls to our mind the impersonal mass-crimes to which our own
times so frightfdly incline, \?,hen many a man who would recoil in horror
from an ordinary act of pocket-picking or from manslaughter with intent to
conlmit larceny, robs thousands in cold blood by means of a swindling enterprise, or, for the sake of a fraudulent insurance, destroys the lives of a
whole ship's crew.
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SECTION V.
R E S U M P T I O N O F S P E C I E PAYMENTS.

The healing of such a paper-money disease as we have described, it has been endeavored to effect in three ways more
particularly.
A. By the reduction or bringing back of the depreciated
paper money to its full nominal value. And this is best done
by gradually drawing paper money into the state treasury by
means of taxation or by loans, and refusing to allow such paper money to be again issued. The consequent rise in the
rate at which the outstanding paper money notes exchange
against specie is produced not only by the diminution of the
quantity of paper in circulation, but also by the increasing
confidence in the future which such a governmental measure
inspires.' While this mode of procedure has in the abstract
most in its favor, yet it is not to be recommended in practice
except where the depreciation of paper money has either not
gone very far or where it has existed only a short time?
1 Sason loans of two million thalers treasury notes (KassenbilZets), August,
1813,which were then to bear interest in silver and to be paid in silver. T h e
purchase of the precious metals, or loans made by the state in foreign countries, with the intention of redeeming paper money, effect the same end at a
much greater cost. (Pesclrel, D. Vierteljahrsschrift, 1858, 111, 254.) If the
currency consists of bank notes endowed by the state with compuIsory circulation and an irredeemable character, such a metallic loan made in order
to reimburse the bank for a loan to the state in depreciated notes is a gift
made to the bank without reason; and the metallic money brought into the
country flows back into foreign parts when the bank restriction is removed,
because it, together with the appreciated notes, creates a too abundant circulation.
%Although in England the suspension of the redemption of notes had
lasted from 1797 to 1819,depreciation of notes during the greater part of fhis
timeeither did not occur at all (Summer of 1797 to 1799,1802 E.)or was very
small; and even during the last five war years, it did not amount to much
over 30 per cent. About 1817, the notes of themselvks agaill rose to par,
and had lost but little during the following years, in consequence of the great
loans of the continental powers in the English market. Under such circum
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Otherwise the revolution in all property-relations and the disturbance of all rightful speculation -always dangerous and
easily abused -produced by the depreciation would be repeated by the restoration of values, with this diirerence only
that the disturbance would be produced the second time in an
opposite direction. And that those who were previously injured should now be compensated for the damage sustained in
the first instance is impossible in proportion as the depreciation
has been of longer duration. Many of the sufferers from the
effects of depreciation are now compelled, even as tax-payers,
to contribute to the enrichment of the speculators who have
accumulated the depreciated paper into their own hands.
B. The extreme opposite of such a course would consist in
this, that the depreciated paper should be allowed to go on
sinking lower and lower until it was practically warthless,
whereupon a new currency, whether of metal or paper,
would have to appear like a new world after the waters of a
deluge had been abated. Hence, therefore, one of two things:
universal bankruptcy entered into with the clearest purpose,
or the resignation of despair!
stances, the repeated promise of the state to make the notes redeemable at
their full nominal value was certainly a cogent reason for the Peel's Act of
1819. I n favor hereof are especially Tooke, Hist. of Prices, 11, p. 60 R, and
J. S. Mill, Principles, 111, ch. 13. Opposed to it, the so-called BirminghamAtwood school and also Lord Ashburto?~,in his statement before the Agricultural Committee, 1836. But according to Rob. Muschet, Tables, exhibiting the Gain and Loss to the Bondholders arising from the Fluctuations in
the Value of the Currency (1826), the state creditors, on the whole, lost more
by the depreciation of the notes than they gained by their subsequent rise.
Ad. Wagner also is decidedly in favor of the course A.
aThis has occurred not unfrequently in the case of the paper money of
subdued revolt: thus, for instance, the Hungarian of 1849; in the case of the
Southern Confederacy. But the assignats, too, came to this end, although,
according to Bilsd (Werke IX, 526), the intentions of the country at first
were good; and in Austria, in 1810,many prophecies looking in this direction were made. (Per contra R d b e r g , SBmmtl. Schriften. IV, 334.) Not
very differently did it fare with the Swedish coin-tokens (Miinzzeichsn) of
Charles X I I , which were altered 7 times between 7715 and 1718;and w h e ~ e
besides, the tokens called in in a much too short space of tinre were transformed
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C. T h e middle course between these two has, therefore, been
most frequently pursued, viz. : the legal redutien ofthe value of
.the coin (gesetzlich Devalvirung), which consists in reducing
the nominal value of paper money to its current value at the
moment the law goes into force, and by redeeming it either in
specie or in other paper to be issued in smaller q ~ a n t i t i e s . ~Although this has been not seldom based on the false principle
that the value of every separate amount of money is inversely
as the aggregate amount of all the money in ci1;culation; yet
it cannot be questioned that it is only the open declaration of
the state bankruptcy which the whole measure involves, and
which in most instances has already happened beyond repair.
Here there is no new and dangerous disturbance of the nation's economy whatever; and the fluctuations of value in the
into small change coins
their value hitherto. (Briickaer in Hildebrand's
Jahrb. 1864, I, 161, E.)
4Thus it was, for instance, in Austria, in 1811 and 1820, at # and
of the
nominal value, in 1799 in the United States, in 1813 in Denmark with the
currency notes (Courantzeftel), in 1816 in Norway with the royal bank doll~ notes, in Sweden in 1814 with the bank notes (Bancozettelnj at 37% per
of their nominal
cent., in 1839 in Russia with the banhssignationen, at
value. Of theoretical writers this course is recommended among others by
yaco6, Staatsfinanzwissenschaft,
980 E.; Nebenius, CEff. Credit, 2 Aufl.,
E.; Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift, 1841, I, 65; Rau, Lehrbuch, 111, 528;
Heyerich, Tiib. Ztschr., 1856. 435 E According to v. Rotleck, Lehrbuch, IV
402, it may be assumed that paper money is spread among the people of a
country in proportion to their resources: which is also the hypothesis o n
which all direct taxation is based. Hence the gradual depreciation of paper
money operates like the imposition of a tax and the vedilction of value (Devalvirung) is, so to speak, only the release of the same. Besides 'Genlz
(Werke by Schlezier, IV, 58) shows from the example of Austria in 1811,
that in the case of the taking up of a depreciated paper currency it makes a
better impression to give IOO florins in specie for 1,000florins in paper, than
200 florins in a new kind of paper. T h e holders of the old paper money have
now lost confidence in all paper currency. Of similar import is the immediate abolition of the compulsary circulation of paper money at its nominal
value (Ppince Smith in Faucher's Vierteljahrsschrift, VII, I + R.), and the introduction of compulsory circulation in accordance with the day's quotations
of the actual value of the paper as compared with specie. /Strache, Die
Valuta in CEsterreich, 1861; ?W contva, Ad. Wagner, Tiib. Zeitschr., 1861,
606 ff.)

+

+
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future which are inseparable from the gradual contraction of
the volume of paper, continued until it has reached its nominal value, are avoided: this last, of course, only on the supposition that either the pure metallic or the redeemable paper
currency is rigidly adhered
But the problem, how to protect both parties6to contracts entered into at a rate of the currency different from that under which they are to be performed,
from all damage, is one which will never be perfectly solved.
Hence, of the different measures to economically preserve a
state in cases of extraordinary need, the emission of paper
money with compulsory circulation is much more universally
disastrous to the people than the effecting of loans at the very
highest rate of interest, and even than being in arrears in the
matter of paying the officials and creditors of the state.'
6 Such measures as were adopted in Austria, in 181I, where a "redemption
and extinction deputation," independent of the government was established
and sworn to prevent a further increase of paper money, are not sufficient
of themselves alone.
& T h eCode Civil (art. 1895) makes the nominal value entirely conclusive;
so,also, the Prussian Landrecht (I, 790): which is to proclaim the omnipotence and infallibility of the state power in the most ingenuous or else in
the most brutal manner. T h e power given by P u d f a to metallic value (Pandecten, VII, aufl., fj 38) is applicable neither to paper money nor to small
coin; and it ignores entirely that stamped coins and currency money are
something different from mere metallic commodities and even from lnetallic
bars. T h e Austrian civil law (bii~gwZicl/eGesefzbucii) decides in favor of the
current value (986 seq.): a view which most modern jurists since Saz$gt?y
(Obligationenrecht, I, 404; earlier yet, HufeZmd, Ueber die rechtliche Natur
des Geldschulden, I&) entertain. But they even fail to recognize that the
depreciation, for instance, of paper money as compared with specie and general decrease of purchasing power are identickl only in the case of such
paper money or reduced coins which have n o compulsory circuiation. ( A .
W n g n w , Tilb. Ztschr., 1863, 478 E.)
7 L e t us suppose that at the moment the state could perform its duty to
~ t servants
s
only to the extent of one half. I f it should frankly admit this,
pay one-half in good money and remain in debt for the other half, it might
subsequently, in better times, make good to them or to their heirs what it
had now refused i and thus private credit, from the disturbance of which the
state can only suffer, sutier no diminution. Both are quite different when
the state disguises i ~ insolvency
s
under the mask of apparent full payment
in paper money which has lost 50 per cent. of its nominal value. In oppo-
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Considering the double-edged-sword character of this
mighty instrument,' and the frightful consequences which its
sition to the myth that the assignats saved France, see Levasseuv, in the
Acad. des Sc. m. et. p.
1 I t not unfrequently happens that a nation's paper money has been directly
or indirectly affected by an unfriendly state. T h u s for instance, England, in
1794,tolerated an assignat manufactory at Lambeth, while Frenchmen imitated English bank notes. (Arcbenholz, Aenalen XI, 429.) Napoleon in 1812
issued forged Russian bank notes. (Cancri?~,CEconomie der menschl. Gesellschaft, 136. Niebuhr, Gesch. der Revolution, 11, 314.) When Maria
Theresa first wished to introduce paper money, Bolza, her minister of finance, ifi his urgent appeal to her to desist from adopting such a measure,
foretold the subsequent bankruptcy etc. (Mailath, Oesterr. Gesch., V . ,83.)
Adaftz Smith compares gold and silver circulation to a highway which, indeed, produces nothing directly. Paper money is an advance'similar to that
which would be produced by the construction of a machine adapted to the
carriage of persons and goods through the air, and which permit the highways hitherto used to be turned into meadows, arable land etc. A d . S ~ t i t h
very strongly emphasizes the insecurity of these Dredallan wings " as compared with the " solid ground of gold and silver," especially in the transitory
misfortune produced by war. (W. of N., 11, p. 78,Bas.) Dnvid Nume says
of all paper media of exchange, that they share all the harmfulness of an increase of specie money, enhancement of the price of commodities, aggravation of the obstacles to exportation; but that they do not share in the useful
properties of specie money. (Discourses, On Money and on the Balance of
Trade.) The younger Mirabeau kept Necker from pursuing his plan to issue
paper money with the words : du pnpiev nzunnnie c'esl la peste circulante! Incbnsistent 3s Napoleon was in his bank policy (compare HOI-a,Bankfreiheit,
304)~he always rejected paper money. A s in 180.5 he wrote to the minister
of justice: j e ne ;teulpns d e p a j i e r monnaie: so, in bpposition to t h e minister
of the interior, he in 1810 compared it to the plague: le Plus g r a n d j d a a de.q
flafions. (Acad. des Sciences m. et p., 1864,11, 212.) Sismondi, too, compares
Paper money to the paper cannons of the Chinese, which render a cheap
service until the hour of danger comes. (N. Principles, 11, 107.) Of the
banks he says: les avantages aussi-ltgers les dangers aussi graves. (Eludes,
1 , I ) Cnrzcvin, (Ekonomie der menschl. Gesellschaft, 1845,152 ff., says
he thinks that possibly it mlght have been well never to have established
banks, but that yet the craving for the new is preponderately cood, it brings
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abuse produces, it is easy to conceive why so many political
economists have expressed such serious doubts as to whether,
on the whole, the invention of paper money has been more of
a curse or of a blessing to mankind.
T h e controversy is
an idle one to a certain extent, since no mature nation (or individual), and no nation which considers itself mature will renounce the possibility of a brilliant growth simply because it
fears that it may not be able to withstand the temptations to dangerous abuse connected therewith. Politically, the best safeguard against such temptation is a so-called moderate constitution, which compels the supreme power in the state by
,vise and appropriate counterweights, to allow all rightful interests to assert themselves, or at least to find expression;
and itself to make use not only of the most skillful but also of
the most highly esteemed instruments and measures. Such
a constitution, indeed, cannot be made; it must be the ripe
fruit of a long continued and well conducted national life?
Of the extremes of forms of government, unlimited monarchy
and democracy are about equally exposed to the paper-money
disease? Aristocracieq are less exposed to it, for the reason
that from their very nature they eschew centralization; and the
inventions and ~lnprovementswith it. Even Tooke considers the insecurity
of paper money a disadvantage which tnore than counterbalances its cheapness. (Considerations on the State of the Currency, 1829, 85.) On the
doubts of ~efe~*sonand Gnllatin, see WoTowsRi, EnquCte, 170, seq. Webster
called paper money "the most effectual of inventions to fertilize the rich
man's field by the sweat of the poor man's brow." Tout pnpier molznnie $ay
lui m&~ize
asl zor ?nettsonage. (M. Chevaliw, Cours, 111, 428.) M. Niebaltr calls
banks a poison which should be used with moderation. (Bankrevolution
und Bankreform, 1846, 37.) Cotnpare the writers named in 2 .
9 Avcc la libe~fk
un per~jlen'n janznis de ?nnuvnisesmonnaies (F.Lenormnnt) :
entirely so, provided Zibevfk be translated "true and insured freedom!'
3Law's giddy projects under the regents of Orleans and the assignats of
the first republic; Austria, Russia and the United States; the Danish absolute monarchy, and Sweden, both under Charles XII., and its oligarchical
times. T h e history of Rhode Island paper inoney is peculiarly scandaloue.
All debts had to be paid within two years, or to be held invalid, and juries
were dispensed with in such cases. (Ebeling, Gesch. und Erdbeschreib. von
N. America, 11, 173 K)
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paper-money system is intimately connected with the latter.
Nothing so strengthens the central authority as the paperprerogative with an unlimited power over the prices of all comrnodities; and, on the other hand, whenever paper money is
to have a wide field for action, there is supposed a far-reaching and intimate interwearing of the diflerent members of the
nation's economy with one another. And in what concerns
the various economic stages, paper money is far removed from
all medieval times ; and for the same reasons that make external
commerce here preponderant and condense all commerce into
caravans, staple-towns, fairs, and recommend the collection of
treasure etc5 Later, on the other hand, we find two stages
especially adapted to paper money. W e have first, as yet undeveloped but intellectually active (and therefore desirous of
progress) colonial countries, possessed in abundance of natural
means of production without however being able to concentrate them into the hands of an undertaker (Utzternehmer) for
4 Ad. MCller compares L L c ~ ~ m ~ p"~metallic
l i t a n money to a universal Ianguage: paper money ties one to the country, as people do not like to travel
in foreign parts when they understand only their native language. As papcr
money compels subjects to take an interest in the state, a state like Austria
would act very foolishly if it should begin its reorganization by enhancing
its depreciated values (Vnluta). (Elemente der Staatskunst, 180, 111, 171 ;
11, 339 K.) Even in 1830. he found fault with the Austrian loan for the -pay-'
ment of the paper money. (Briefwechsel mit Gentz, 321 seq.) H e lauded
paper money because he claimed it led a country back to the barter and
service-economy of the middle ages. (Verm. Schriften, I, 9 R.) Similarly,
Gantz, in his later writings. Compare Roschev, Gesch., der N. CEk., In
Deutschland, 11, 762.
Who, for instance, would lay by a paper dollar in the savings bank for
his godchild? I n t h ~ respect,
s
too, oriental countries have preserved much
of the medieval. Concerning the aversion of the Egyptiacs of our day for
all paper money, see Sfe$hnn, Xgypten, 250 seq. This is all the more surprising since d u r ~ n gseveral months after the harvest, there are from 4,m,000
to S,m,ooo piasters in specie sent every day from Alexandria by post to
private individuals in the provinces. I n addition to this there is the immense
difference in the French, English and Austrian coins circulatingin the,countl-y, and which have very different rates in the different provinces. I t is stil!
worse in Arabia. (v. Maltznn, Reise, I , 27.)
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want of m o n e y . V e r e both the saving of the precious metals
and the facilitation of transportation effected by means of
paper money are of greatest utility. And then we have very
highly developed and rich countries; not only because their
economic popular education may protect them against the
dangers of paper money, but because the rich man has relatively least need of money and may dispense with stores of
specie most readily, because of his influence over the supply
of others.'
Compare v. Srhlozer, Anfangsgrdnde, I, 140 E. M. Niebuhr (Rau's A r chiv. N. F , 11, 125) finds paper money best adapted to countries without
any exchange-trade, but which a t the same tlme require a species of money
easily computed and easy of transportation (Russia); countries whose national economy has an extraordinarily rapid growth (the United States); and
in unusually solid cbuntries (Scotland).
'List,Nat System der politischen CEk., 1, 394. A private individual of
small means who should go on his travels without money would be subject
to all sorts of annoyances; a king or a Rothschild, just as soon as he was
recognized as such, would find credit everywhere. Thus, Engllsh busines5men have outstanding claims in all parts of the world, which might without any great difficulty be called in in the precious metals. T h e more the
division of Iabor is developed, the better may the condition of a nation's
whole economy be seen reflected in the course of its banking system and its
exportation and in~portation.

